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Preface
This workbook is a compilation of worksheets passed out during the course called Character Appreciation With Astrology. It is an intermediate course in astrology. It is part of a series of courses
on spiritual astrology. The introductory course, which covers the basic astrological elements, is
called Topics in Astrology. The beginning technique course is called Astrological Tools and Techniques. All of the courses are available at no cost. At he time of this writing on obtains them by
email request to Richard Koepsel at the following email address, kopesel@charter.net. Upon request mp3 recordings of talks and the accompanying printed material will be delivered from the
cloud. Eventually, there will be a website for downloads at no cost without the need for a request.
The purpose of this course is twofold. The first is to help to develop practical efficiency. Too many
astrological students seek to delineate a horoscope with blurbs from a book or from a computer.
Since neither a book nor a computer is focused on the unique individual behind the horoscope, the
result is dismal when compared with direct interaction with the horoscope and the individual. This
approach is much more work but it is well worth the effort whether one uses this or some other
method for understanding character. The second part of the purpose of this course is to appreciate
character. It is sad but there are a lot of practising astrologers who have no appreciation of human
nature or psychology or even human culture. To avoid this there are sections for character appreciation whenever possible in this course. If we don’t love people, and if we don’t have an appreciation of human culture, the chances are that we won’t be able to help anyone. The down side of this
is that these courses are removed from mainstream astrology. This writer feels that the sacrifice is
justified by the result, if the appreciation takes.
It cannot be too strongly emphasized that one cannot get the benefit of this course from this workbook alone. The greatest portion of this course is in the oral presentations on the mp3 files. That
may prove tedious for some students but, again, the result is well worth the tedium.
This is the third time this course has been offered. There are no recordings or printed materials
from the previous offerings. This presentation required ten years to be completed. Few students
were present for all of the meetings. This writer has enormous gratitude for all of the students and
friends who attended. Without live presentations with real people this workbook and these recordings would not exist. This writer prefers working and interacting with real, living people present
and not speaking to the world at large. It would be hypocrisy to offer a course on character appreciation without any people to appreciate. The writer does not have clients or students per se, only
friends.
All of the material in this workbook and, especially, in the talks is informal. The recordings are far
from perfect and the speaker is untrained in public speaking. The speaker is an apostle of informality. The relaxation and spontaneity are conducive to good sharing.
The course is divided into three major sections: prereading by the method of tests and profiles,
estimation of the relative strengths of each of the aspects and planets, and delineation of the sixteen
example horoscopes in the major facets of character. The horoscopes have been chosen to provide
and appreciation of quite varied individuals and ways of life.

The purpose of the first section is to learn how to look at the character in general rather than focus
on specifics. By doing this the astrological student can draw out information about the character of
the native that cannot be drawn out by any other means know to the writer. Using the tools of cross
profiling developed in this course is especially helpful in this regard.
The purpose of the second section of this course is to derive a rough estimation of the main components of the sixteen horoscopes. The estimation system used in this section is different from
other estimation systems available and this writer finds it more accurate. The second section may
be taken as a public demonstration of the system and the student can judge its effectiveness however the he or she may find it to be. All the writer asks is a fair trial. The estimation system does
involve an appreciable amount of work but the writer finds it worth the effort. Please remember it
is a general estimation system and not meant to give pinpoint accuracy even though there are a lot
of exact numbers used in the process of getting to the final estimation.
The third section uses the results of the second section to delve into the four major facets of human
character: the outer personality, the emotionality, the mentality and the individuality with its spirituality. This is followed by a study in various types of summarization using the sixteen horoscopes.
A complete class (approximately 75 to 90 minutes) is dedicated to each facet in each character and
one class is given for summarizing each horoscope. This means 80 classes in this section alone.
The information in the course stands on its own to be judged. The writer would very much appreciate feedback, positive or negative. He can be reached at the email address given above. We all get
better together.
Beyond the gratitude to the students, this writer would like to express thanks to the people who
helped with the recordings and the editing of this workbook. Special thanks in that matter is given
to Gerry Kruchten for recording help and to Roselyn Hamilton for editing.
Thank you.
Richard Koepsel
December 2013
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Part One: Tests and Profiles

Part One
Tests and Profiles
Meeting someone new through the vehicle of the horoscope is much like exploring a newly
discovered land. At first the broad picture is most important. The explorer does not describe the
first clump of grass encountered. He looks at the big picture. Are there mountains? What is the
overall size of the landmass. What is the longitude and latitude and the resultant climate? One
does not study the minute idiosyncrasies of a new friend either. One gets a general impression,
the intimate details can come later. The purpose of this first part of this course is to get the general
impression of an individual by looking at the broad, overall, features of the horoscope and what
they point to in the character.
Suppose an explorer is a also mountaineer and the newly discovered landmass has a very tall
mountain from the pinnacle of which the explorer can view the whole of the new land. Though
it would seem a desirable thing to accomplish, the explorer does not try to rush up the mountain.
A mountain has its own idiosyncrasies, some of which require foresight to overcome. By taking
a wrong approach to the summit one can encounter a blind alley and be forced to retreat try
a different route. Nowadays most of the tallest mountains have been mapped in great detail. A
discoverer doesn’t have that luxury, neither did the mountaineers of the past have helicopters from
which to get a closer look. Instead a mountaineer viewed an entire mountain from many points of
view, often with a camera. From the composite of all of the points of view the mountaineer could
determine a safe and efficient route to the summit and its panorama. The method and objective of
this part of the course is analogous to the work of the mountaineer.
This part of the course uses the simple method of tests and profiles. A test is like a photo of the
mountaineer, it tells one what is there. Most of the tests in this course are population tests, i.e. how
many foci have a particular quality that is considered important. A profile is the answer to the test.
The tests chosen for this section are the ones agreed upon as important by most astrologers through
the ages. From them one should derive a sound general picture of the character which is a very
different thing from what one derives from detailed analysis. Both views are important and both
are mutually complementary.
Cross profiling is like deriving the composite from multiple photographs. However, there are some
things about character derived from cross profiling that can be obtained in no other way.

Attitude

Opportunity

Action

Focus

Test

17. Stage (Moon Phase)

16. Agreement (S/M/A)

15. Phase (1st/2nd or F/L)

14. Application (A/S)

13. Quality (B/M/V)

12. Intensity (H/M/L)

11. Activity (Total)

10. Triplicity (E/P/R/S)

9. Angularity (A/S/C)

8. Circumstantiality (O/E)

7. Quadrant (1/2/3/4)

6. Horizontal (E/W)

5. Vertical (N/S)

4. Element (F/E/A/W)

3. Attribute (C/F/C)

2. Polarity (P/N)

1. Gestalt (Type)

Name:
Profile

Chart #:

Profile Index

Conspectus

Page:
Notes

Meant for guide and reproduction
Profile Index

Back side, meant for guide and reproduction
Profile Index
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Please remember that when you are working with profiles, you are working only with the broadest general characteristics of the character. Some
things are available in generals that are not available in detailed analysis. The broad characteristics set the tone for the detailed study but they
should not be taken too far.

1. Gestalt Type (if any). Types include: Splash, Bowl, Bundle, Bucket, See-saw, Splay, Chunk Style, Locomotive, Slingshot, Antenna, Butterfly

2. Polarity. Number of planets in positive signs (fire and air) vs number of planets in negative signs (earth and water.)
3. Attribute. Number of planets in Cardinal signs, Fixed signs and Common signs.
4. Element. Number of planets in Fire signs, Earth signs, Air signs and Water signs.
5. Vertical. Number of planets in the northern (lower) hemisphere vs the number in the southern hemisphere.
6. Horizontal. Number of planets in the eastern (left) hemisphere vs the number in the western hemisphere.
7. Quadrant. Number of planets in each of the four quadrants.

8. Circumstantiality. Number of planets in odd numbered (less circumstantial) houses vs the number in even numbered.
9. Angularity. Number of planets in angular houses vs succdent houses vs cadent houses.

10. Triplicity. Number of planets in Expressional houses vs Professional houses vs Relational houses vs Solutional houses.
11. Activity. Total number of aspects.
12. Number of High intensity aspects vs Medium intensity vs Low intensity.
13. Quality. Number of Benific aspects vs Malific vs Variable (optional.)
14. Application. Number of Applying aspects vs Separating aspects.
15. Phase. Number of First phase aspects vs Last phase aspects.

16. Agreement. Agreement in character between Sun, Moon and Ascendant. By polarity first, other agreements if relevant.

17. Stage. Phase of the Moon at birth. By quarters or by aspect to Sun or by each of the 28+ days of the lunation cycle.

Gestalt Synopsis

Gestalts
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Gestalt Synopsis
We have discussed three major categories of philosophies of astrological gestalts. In each of these categories
we have listed four examples. They are shown in the chart below. The higher members in each column are more
significant than the lower members. Many charts do not have gestalts and some of the gestalts listed are not very
important.
Area Gestalts				Cluster Gestalts			 Hybrid Gestalts
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Splash				The Bundle				The Bucket
The Bowl				The See-Saw				The Sailboat/Umbrella/Bow
The Locomotive/The Majority
The Splay/The Quadrate		
The Slingshot
The Butterfly				
Chunk Style				
The Antenna

The Splash
All of the planets evenly distributed around the entire chart.
Definition: Does not apply.
Texture: Very important, 36 degree separation between planets is optimal, occurs rarely
Edges: Does not apply
Philosophy: Relating to space by trying to occupy it as completely as possible.
Potential Positives: versatility, variety, openness, adaptability, broad,lightness, multiple options, unpredictable
Potential Negatives: spread thin, scattered, cluttered, non unified, non persistent, unreliable,vague, disorganized
The Bowl
All of the planets evenly distributed within 180 degrees plus or minus 10 degrees.
Definition: 180 degrees is optimal, more tends to cancel out through interference, less is less stable/complete
Texture: important, 18 degrees is optimal, not especially rare
Edges: Most important in the bowl, leading edge=opening attitude; trailing edge=closing attitude
Philosophy: Relating to space by occupying half of it and reflecting to and from the other half.
Potential Positives: protection, nurture, stability, reflection, receptivity, conservation, comprehensive
Potential Negatives: non progressive, one-sided, inversion, immobility, paradox, subjective receptivity
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Gestalt synopsis (continued)

The Locomotive or The Majority
All of the planets evenly distributed over two thirds or three quarters of the horoscope.
Definition: Not very important.
Texture: important; number of degrees from leading to trailing edge divided by ten is optimal
Edges: not as important as in the bowl, more so if they aspect each other
Philosophy: Using the occupied territory to gain momentum over the unoccupied (implies occupied means
known); alternate philosophy: the blank area is already known and can be ignored while
learning the occupied area.
Potential Positives: momentum, assumption, imbalance
Potential Negatives: vague, unwieldy, slow

The Butterfly
All of the planets divided into two areas of approximately equal size and relatively symmetric across an axis
Definition: should be good.
Texture: relatively good.
Edges: Too many to be highly important.
Philosophy: Working from two complementary areas to do specific complementary work and progress.
Potential Positives: thorough but not comprehensive, active and forward looking, movement
Potential Negatives: incomplete, fluttery, tiring
The Bundle
All of the planets in one small bunch, maximum of 60 degrees but the smaller the better.
Definition: the epitome of definition
Texture: not too important but likely anyway
Edges: not too important, more likely to be more important as edges of the open space.
Philosophy: compacting everything in one place and bending space to define itself to that spot
Potential Positives: dedication, strength, concentration, single-purposed, specialization, durability, reliable
Potential Negatives: narrowness, distortion, myopia, rigidity, eccentricity,uncompromising,inertial, provincial

Gestalt synopsis (continued)

Gestalts

The See-Saw
All of the planets in two small bunches approximately equally sized and defined, the more opposite the better
Definition: important
Texture: not too important, but likely
Edges: not too important.
Philosophy: dialectic, rivalry, two heads are better than one
Potential positives: dialectic, internal correction, two fronts of attack, options, alternatives
Potential negatives: tension, division and spending of energy, unrest, extremism, unsettled
The Splay or The Quadrate
All of the planets in three or more small bunches or bundles spread around the chart in trine or square approximately.
Definition: must be clear but not too important
Texture: not too important
Edges: too many to be important in generalization
Philosophy: combining the power of the bundle with the strength of an aspect pattern
Potential positives: the same as the aspect pattern
Potential negatives: the same as the aspect pattern
Chunk Style
All of the planets in small chunks of two or more planets in conjunction spread around the chart sans pattern
Definition: very important
Texture: irrelevant
Edges: irrelevant
Philosophy: focusing intently on a few (perhaps unrelated) areas of interest scattered around, outposts
Potential positives: definite interests, independence, idiosyncrasy
Potential negatives: partitioning, non-integral, internal conflict, dissociation

The Bucket
A bundle and an outside point of reference, fulcrum, anchor, touchstone of not more than 6 to 8 degrees.
Definition: very important
Texture: irrelevant but likely anyway
Edges: important if in aspect with the reference planet(s)
Philosophy: using tremendous mechanical advantage to accomplish a definite, great work
Potential positives: utility, momental, forceful, practical, directed
Potential negatives: too strong for native, hard to stop or reverse, excessively assertive
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Gestalt synopsis (continued)

The Sailboat/Umbrella/Bow and Arrow
A bowl with an outside reference point similar to the bucket, preferably centered, but effective in any case.
Definition: important as in the bowl
Texture: very important
Edges: very important as in a bowl, especially if they aspect the point
Philosophy: wide angle focus or dispersion of energy in a stable accurate way
Potential positives: a combination of the bowl and bucket positives
Potential negatives: a combination of the bowl and bucket negatives
The Slingshot
A bundle with two balanced, centralized outside points.
Definition: same as bundle
Texture: not very important
Edges: not very important
Philosophy: a bucket with more focus on accuracy through centralized dual control
The Antenna
A bowl with two balanced, centralized outside points.
Definition: same as bowl
Texture: same as bowl
Edges: same as umbrella
Philosophy: collecting or dispersing energy accurately through modulation

Gestalt examples

Gestalts

Area Gestalts

Splash

Bowl

Majority

Butterfly
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Gestalts

Gestalt examples

Cluster Gestalts

Bundle

Splay

See-Saw

Chunk Style

Gestalt examples

Gestalts

Hybrid Gestalts

Bucket

Umbrella

Slingshot

Antenna
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Gestalts

Gestalt Test Assignment

Gestalt assignment

We have been discussing various philosophies of relating to space. We have defined three categories of astrological gestalts and four members in each category or family. We are now ready to put it to use.
You have received sixteen horoscopes of famous people, a profile index, and a synopsis of the gestalts. Your assignment is to begin a profile index for each of the sixteen horoscopes which will involve making copies of the
master profile index given to you because the instructor can’t afford to bankroll everything. Fill out the brief
conspectus line on the index and make some brief notes and comments on this test and profile and refer to them
in the notes column of the profile index.
At our next meeting you will receive samples of notes and comments from the instructor and we will compare
profile indices and notes and commentary. You may contribute you notes and commentaries if you wish.
In the book form of this course answers will be found in the dossiers of each of the sections dedicate to the famous
people.

Polarity tests and profiles

Polarities Keywords and Ideas

Attitude Tests and Profiles 13

The following tables are to provide students with some of the more likely attitudes associated with the positive
and negative sign polarities. They are framed in terms of an abstract cycle of experience and the attitudes associated with the major phases of that cycle.
When one dividing the cosmos into to attitudes the distinctions are bound to be so broad that they are vague.
Therefore these keywords or word concepts have to be used thoughtfully and not by rote. Moreover, a keyword
does not necessarily apply to every chart because humans are limited and cannot currently, consciously manifest
everything in the cosmos so intuition will have to be used when applying these keywords.
The keywords are also meant to be an abbreviated synopsis for the ideas discussed in the lecture accompanying
this handout and not a substitution for that discussion.
The positive signs are			
The negative signs are
the odd numbered signs: 			
the even numbered signs:
			
Aries						Taurus
Gemini					Cancer
Leo						Virgo
Libra 					Scorpio
Sagittarius					Capricorn
Aquarius
			
Pisces
Likely direction attitudes		
Likely attendant attitudes		
Likely resultant attitudes
of consciousness:			of consciousness:			of consciousness:
			
Positive
Negative		 Positive
Negative		 Positive
Negative
externalizing internalizing		directive
receptive		aggressive
protective/defensive
expressive
impressive		giving		receiving		angular
curved
extroversive introversive		masculine
feminine		impersonal
personal
projective
reflective		
active		
passive			
optimistic
pessimistic/cautious
concretizing abstractive		
inductive
deductive		
positive
negative
advancing
withdrawing		abstract
imaginative		intellectual
sensual
spirit oriented matter oriented
objective
subjective		
laxative
constipated
simplified
complicated		
subjects
objects			
broad		
narrow
forward
backward		emanating
drawing		light		dark
delineative
convoluted		overt		covert			detached
clinging
										yes		no

14 Attitude Tests and Profiles
Very Brief Table Of Attribute Words And Ideas
Category
Divinity

Cardinal
Holy Spirit, Jehovah
Siva
3rd Attribute

Attribute tests and profiles

Fixed
Father
Brahma
1st Attribute

Common
Son, Christ
Vishnu
2nd Attribute

Divine Characteristic Activity
Motion (spin)
Fabrication
Color
Off-spring
Conceptualization
Destruction
Generation
Assertion
Execution
Spinner

Will
Power
Creation
Darkness (invisibility)
Father
Will
Creation
Creation
Demand
Creation
Intender

Wisdom
Word (Logos,Nous,breath)
Emanation
Light
Mother
Imagination
Preservation/Redemption
Facilitation
Mediation
Organization
Weaver

Cultural Vehicles
(nature, science, art
mathematics, etc.)

Roots
Potential
Metabolic System
Rhythm
Blue
Saturation
Geometry
Definition (meaning)

Stalks, leaves
Current
Rhythmic System (heart-lungs)
Harmony
Yellow (Green)
Brightness (tint, shade)
Synthesis-Analysis
Word

Judicial
Inertia
Permanence
Stubborn
Will, determination
Gumption, Principle
Slow
Perfection
Composition
Arbitrariness
Quality
Whole
Depth
Rigid
Master
Research
Owners, Sources
Faithful
Creation

Legislative
Facilitation (theory, dreams)
Variation, Variability
Wishy-washy
Idea, Dream
Knowledge, Theory
Variable
Signification
Organization
Theoretical
Finesse, Adaptability
Pattern
Superficial
Flexible
Teacher
Theorization
Thinkers/Common Laborers
Inspire						
Understanding

Flowers/Fruit
Resistance (work)
Nervous System
Melody
Red
Hue
Arithmetic
Name

Psychological or
Executive
Astrological mode or Activity
outlook
Change
Dynamic
Drive
Experience, Relevance
Fast
Execution
Direction
Performance, Doing
Utility
Immediate experience
Utility
Expedient
Executive
Application
Managers
Active
Action

Attribute tests and profiles (continued)
Attitude Tests and Profiles 15
When profiling it is not often that one finds a preponderance of significators in only one attribute. The ideal is balance but often one finds the significators concentrated in two of the attributes. For that reason the following, very
incomplete table is offered to familiarize the student with the three possible combinations of dual emphasis. It is
recommended that the student build on it because these are only a very few of the possibilities and will encounter
many people utilizing these combinations in ways different from these examples.

Table Of Stressed Pairs Of Attributes And Their Resultants, Conflicts And Absences Or Weaknesses
Attribute Pair
Resultant			
			
Fixed-Cardinal
Momentum, Impact		
			
Determination & doing
			
A bowling ball			

Internal Struggle		

Weakness or Absence

Stopping vs. Pushing on
Perfection vs. Execution
Brakes & Gas at once		

Little variety
Little toying with the idea
Weak steering

Fixed-Common
Permanent ideas		
Monotony vs. Instability
No Action
			Deep Theories			Tentative vs. Axioms		No Tests
			
A Dogmatic Priest		
A Heavy Fly Swatter		
A Perfect But Useless Device
Cardinal-Common Ideas & Actions as one
Thinking vs. Doing		
Little stability
			Fanciful Utility		Expedience vs. Idea		Little perfection
			
A Utility Infielder		
A Jittery Spastic		
A Sound And A Fury . . .

16 Attitude Tests and Profiles

Element tests and profiles

Very Brief Table Of Element Words And Ideas
Category		

Fire			

Air			

Water			

Earth

Universe		Spirit			mind			desire, emotion, feel matter
Mind			

Archetypal		

Aerial			

Oceanic		

Continental

Etheric		

Reflecting Ether

Light Ether		

Life Ether		

Chemical Ether

Dense Matter		Energy			Gases			Liquids		Solids
Consciousness
spirit			intelligence		mood			form
Climate		hot/summer		dry/fall			wet/spring		cold/winter
Stimulus		drive			enervation		desire			inertia
Humour		choleric 		sanguine		phlegmatic		melancholic
Posture		spirited, pushy		astute			emotional		formal
Neurosis		impulsive, offensive rationalizing		defensive		compulsive
Stance			projective		distracting		absorbing		shielding
Mania			competition		indifference		sentimental		possessive
Experience mode
challenging		
curious feeling
empathic		
fearful, conventional
Attitude of choice abstract, simple
patterned/a-patterned imaginative, drawing detailed, complex
Attitude of fault
short, abrupt		nervous		restless			tedious
Intent in action
decisive, precipitous finesse			
fluent, smooth		
careful, planned
Virtue			
noble, honorable
sociable, voluble
elegant, sympathetic formal, faithful
Weakness		proud			irrelevant, verbose
slinky, moody		petty
Immorality		
prodigal, roguish
libertine, licentious lewd, salacious
sensual, earthy
Bothered state
cranky, irascible
light, tense		
excitable, drowning heavy, morbid
Mentality		
pointed		
sharp, witty		
erosive, smoothing dull, blunt
Sociopathy		
arrogance		
stuffy, snobby		
clannish, unctuous
grave, obstructive
Extreme		
explosive, fiery
volatile, frenzied
acid, drowning
vengeful, hard
Provocation
inciting 		
demagogic 		
evocative, insinuating demonstrative, 		
Flavor			
tart, sharp		
cutting, bitey		
slippery, subtle
cynical, firm
Physical character athletic, angular
deft, lithe		
round, soft, smooth solid, blockish
Extreme positive
inspirational		sublime		fantastic		exemplar
Profiling elements is similar to profiling attributes in that one rarely finds a preponderance of significators in only
one element. Again the ideal is balance but one often finds significators concentrated in two of the attributes. For
that reason the following, very incomplete table is offered to familiarize the student with different combinations
of dual emphasis. In this case the table is built on things that we see in elemental nature or elemental nature modified by human artifice. It is again recommended that the student build on this table because these are only a very
few of the possibilities that one can encounter and other examples may prove to be more helpful in understanding
people with these combinations manifested in different ways.

Element tests and profiles (continued)

Attitude Tests and Profiles 17

Table of Stressed Element Pairs
Element Pair 1st stronger Balance

2nd stronger Benefit		

Conflict

Fire-Air
welding torch steady flame explosion
forceful thought
					
Fire-Water steam		
boiling		
tea		
spirited mood		
								vivid imagination
				
Fire-Earth fireworks
lava		
oven		
purposeful control
								enthusiastic order

centralizing vs. diffusion

Air-Water
clouds		
aeration
soda		
								

thought vs. emotion
evaporation vs. absorption

thoughtful feelings
fresh nurture

flaming vs. dousing
dramatic vs. subtle
release vs. retention
pride vs. pettiness

Air-Earth
sand blasting aerated soil Santa Anna organized formally elusive vs. definite
		dust				swiss cheese knowing detail		logic vs. data
Water-Earth mud puddle milk shake
		
erosion				

mud		
dam		

feelings anchored
feelings channeled

solution vs. precipitation
fluency vs. blockage

When profiling with elements one sometimes encounters a situation where all or all but one of the significators
in three elements with the other element void or containing one significator at the most. Such a profile could be
called an atmosphere. That is, it can almost be considered like a thing by itself. The following table, which mostly
concatenates keywords for elements, is meant to begin to familiarize the student with atmospheres. Please build
on it from your experience and thought.
Table Of Stressed Element Trios Or Atmospheres
Trio		

Resultant		

Fire Air Water hot intangible
		
fluid			

Benefit

Problem

Absence Benefit

Absence Problem

fleet, swift,
nothing set

too rapid,
too diffuse

seamless,		
expansive		

no finality/testability,
vague & indefinite

Fire Air Earth a porous hot		
dramatic & sharp,rugged actively objective
non-continuity of
		 brick			distinct presence					motive
FireWaterEarth lava flow		
anaerobic life suffocating & primal urgency
no overt intelligence		
					paradise
scalding		 		internal organization
AirWaterEarth animalistic glee,
		
dense & spiritless
		
		

purposeless
instinct		

purposeless, soggy undirected,
cold, passive unled experience

nothing directive

18 Attitude Tests and Profiles

Attitude assignment
Attitude Profile Assignment

We have tried to discuss the spiritual psychology and philosophy behind the attitude tests and profiles. We have
tried to arrive at a mathematical analogy to see how the attitudes are derived in spirit and we have tried to see
expressions of these spiritual attitudes as they appear in nature. We have also tried to develop very incomplete
tables of keywords for describing the polarities, attributes and elements. Now we are ready to try to apply this.
You have the sixteen horoscopes and copies of the profile index for each of the horoscopes. On the basis of the
discussion, the tables of keywords and your own experience do all of the attitude tests and draw all of the attitude
profiles for the sixteen horoscopes. Abstract samples of the profiles are given in the “Test” column of the Profile Index, e.g. (P/N) in the Polarity row means the number of planets in the Positive signs versus the number of
planets in the Negative signs. The same procedure is followed with the Attributes and Elements. You may include
the Ascendant and Midheaven (the primary angles) if you wish but note that you are doing so, or you may do it
both ways. In the “Conspectus” column make a brief, thumb-nail, mnemonic statement about the profile. In the
“Notes” column name the page number on which you have made more extensive notes and comments.
Nature does try to reach and keep a homeostatic balance so balanced profiles indicate healthy adjustment and
stable development but distinctions are derived, advantages are gained, changes occur and things get done with
imbalances; thus it is easier to say things about imbalances even though balances are a more pleasant experience
and indicate a steadier progress.
Please to remember that these are attitude profiles. This means that the profiles represent attitudes about introversion and extroversion or about the three states of spirit or the four states of matter. These attitudes can be found in
the states of matter, for example, but it is the attitude itself that we are trying to get at and not the states of matter
themselves. We are trying to get at human character.
We have now proceeded far enough so that in the detailed notes you can begin to add cross-profiling or start a
cross-profiling section of notes. Try to cross-profile any or all of the attitude profiles with the gestalt profile where
ever that seems applicable. Cross-profiling is an exceedingly powerful technique and it leads to subtle insights
about the general characteristics of the character which might otherwise be overlooked.
At our next meeting you will receive samples of notes and comments from the instructor and we will compare
profile indices, notes and commentary. You may contribute you notes and commentaries to be discussed in class
if you wish.
If you are following the course from the book, the notes and comments will be found in the appendices of each
of the people we are studying.

Opportunity (house) varieties
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Tables of Key Word and Key Concepts For Balanced Implicit House Division
Odd Numbered Houses				

Even Numbered Houses

direct/directive/direct able opportunities		

circumstantial/formal/fated opportunities

free/freeing opportunities				limiting/controlling opportunities
more informal opportunities				

high form/formalizing/formality opportunities

fluent/alterable/free-wheeling 			

circumstances stationary/holding/fixed circumstances

accidental (classical usage, not current)		

tendentious

extroversive opportunities				introversive opportunities
Angular Houses			Succedent Houses			Cadent Houses
initial, crucial				

sustained				

fluent, indirect

acute					chronic				mitigating
assertions				needs					methods
motives				means					rationale
impelling				freeing					detaching
leadership				responsibility				advisory
immediate experience			

productive or creative experience

theoretical experience

direct					absorbent				vicarious
Table of Six Types of Houses Combining Keywords From the Above Profiles
odd angular houses			

sharp freedom/decisive struggle

1st & 7th houses

even angular houses			

acute formality/circum. relations

4th & 10th houses

odd succedent houses			

fluent needs/creative freedom		

5th &11th houses

even succedent houses		

stabilizing form/limiting respon.

2nd & 8th houses

odd cadent houses			

formless fluctuation/vicar. direct.

3rd & 9th houses

even cadent houses			

abstract circumst./removed tend.

6th & 12th houses
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Opportunity (house) varieties (continued)
The Four Triplicities Of Houses

The following brief table is to give keywords and key ideas for understanding (and applying that understanding)
of the triplicities of houses. The triplicities are extremely important for helping an individual to live in character
instead of trying to fit into what the world thinks is appropriate.
1st-5th-9th			2nd-6th-10th			3rd-7th-11th			4th-8th-12th
Personal			Materialization		Equals Relationships		Retreats, Solutions
expression			responsibility			reciprocity			super physical opp’tys
assertion 			bread & butter			necessity bound		mysteries
education			work				free or impersonal		time-out houses
expansion			profession			organizational			problem solving
amusement			occupation			informational			cleansing
1st:				2nd:				3rd:				4th:
self-education			income & expenditure		interdependencies		personal subconscious
child-like amusement		
materials, resources, stuff
neighbors			
habits & hang-ups
personal expression,style
responsibilities		
in-laws personal mythology
marking territory		
objective accomplishments interpersonal communication subjectivity
on job training			
procurement, possessions
mercantile relations		
retreats & downfalls
5th:				6th:				7th:				8th:
play, amusement		
labor, function, process
legal partners			
solving shared probs.
general education		
skill, method, occupation
spouses			
threshold consciousc.
outpouring expression		
co-workers, conditions
alter-egos			
losing & letting go
giving as assertion		
service, technique		
equal sharing			
meaning without form
expansive expression		
systematic application		
reflective relations		
mystery
9th:				10th:				11th:				12th:
higher education		management, exec.		friends				super-consciousness
publications			profession, honor,fame
associates			collective unconsc.
broad amusement travel
objectives 			
ideal goals			
universal problems
expression as philosophy.
accomplishments		
do-good associations		
institutional problems
moral, religious assert.
view from the top		
utopian interactions		
excesses, undoings

Opportunity (house) varieties (continued)
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Grand Composite Table of Triplicities
This is a table to help students to understand the triplicities by analyzing their mandalic components. It is also
good to do the converse, i.e. to study the astrological mandala and the structure of life as we experience it. It is
incomplete and students can add other components as they find them useful or helpful to filling out the full picture.
1st-5th-9th			2nd-6th-10th			3rd-7th-11th			4th-8th-12th
2 north, 1 south		

2 north, 1 south		

1 north, 2 south		

1 north, 2 south

1 east, 2 west			

2 east, 1 west			

2 east, 1 west			

1 east, 2 west

no 4th quad			

no 3rd quad			

no 2nd quad			

no 1st quad

odd odd houses		

odd even houses		

even odd houses		

even even houses

angle house first		

angle house last		

angle house middle		

angle house first

initial=angular			initial=succedent		initial=cadent			initial=angular
ultimate=cadent		ultimate=angular		ultimate=succedent		ultimate=cadent
Similar charts, using different composite elements could be made for the angular, succedent and cadent houses.
Pondering the implications of the structure of the mandala is very helpful for understanding not only astrology
and the astrological mandala but also life and our human participation in it. It provides us with true ideals, ideals
of the cosmos, rather than artificial or conventional standards and mores to live by.
Please take some time and make the tables and see them in terms of life.
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Opportunity assignment
Opportunity Profile Assignment

We have tried to discuss the spiritual psychology and philosophy behind the opportunity tests and profiles. We
have tried to understand how we carry and create opportunities right within our being. We have also tried to develop tables of keywords for describing the odds and evens, the angularities and triplicities. Now we are ready to
try to apply this.
You have the sixteen horoscopes and copies of the profile index for each of the horoscopes. On the basis of the
discussion, the tables of keywords and your own experience do all of the opportunity tests and draw all of the
opportunity profiles for the first eight horoscopes. Abstract samples of the profiles are given in the “Test” column
of the Profile Index, e.g. (O/E) in the Circumstantiality row means the number of planets in the odd-numbered
houses versus the number of planets in the even-numbered houses. The same procedure is followed with the
Angularities and Triplicities. Using the Ascendant and Midheaven is impossible in this test and profile. In the
“Conspectus” column make a brief, thumb-nail, mnemonic statement about the profile. In the “Notes” column
name the page number on which you have made more extensive notes and comments.
Nature does try to reach and keep a homeostatic balance so balanced profiles indicate healthy adjustment and
stable development but distinctions are derived, advantages are gained, changes occur and things get done with
imbalances; thus it is easier to say things about imbalances even though balances are a more pleasant experience
and indicate a steadier progress.
Please to remember that these are opportunity profiles. This means that the profiles represent introversive and
extroversive opportunities or the three kinds of opportunity accentuation or the four parallel fields of opportunity.
These opportunities can be found in situations in daily life, using work situations for example, but it is the opportunities that we are trying to get at and not the work situations unless that becomes pertinent in help work. We
are trying to get at human character.
We have now proceeded far enough so that in the detailed notes you can begin to add cross-profiling or start a
cross-profiling section of notes. Try to cross-profile any or all of the opportunity profiles with the gestalt profile
where ever that seems applicable. Cross-profiling is an exceedingly powerful technique and it leads to subtle insights about the general characteristics of the character which might otherwise be overlooked.
At our next meeting you will receive samples of notes and comments from the instructor and we will compare
profile indices, notes and commentary. You may contribute you notes and commentaries to be discussed in class
if you wish. After you have a taste of the activity we will do the remaining eight charts in the following meeting.
If you are studying by using the recordings and the PDF book, the samples will be found in the appendices for
each of the sixteen people we are studying.
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Activity Tests and Profiles
Very Brief Synopsis of Activity Tests and Profile Keywords

Activity Test Conditions:
9/10 or less aspects: low activity
10 to 15 aspects: medium activity
16 or more aspects: high activity
Comparative Keywords and Ideas For the Activity Profile (be careful, it is tricky):
Higher activity: many tools, generic use , less complicated , simple/simplistic, virtuoso
Lower activity : few tools , specialized use, more complicated, varied/entailed, generalist
Higher activity: familiarity , pioneering , more decisions, more options
Lower activity : the right tool, sophisticated, less decisions , fewer options

Intensity Test Conditions:
6.5˚ to 4.5˚ applying or 4˚ to 6˚ separating: low intensity
4.5˚ to 2.5˚ applying or 2˚ to 4˚ separating: medium intensity
2.5˚ applying through culmination to 2˚ separating: high intensity
Intensity Profile Non-comparative Keywords and Key Ideas:
Higher intensity: obvious, distinct, natural, virtuosity, predestined, low tolerance, development lost
Lower intensity: faint, weak, light touch, freedom, more general, unspecialized, coming or going

Quality Test Conditions:
Benefic: Trine, Sextile, Conjunction with preponderantly benefic aspects to it
Malefic: Square, Opposition, Conjunction with preponderantly malefic aspects to it
Variable: Conjunction
Quality Profile Comparative Keywords and Key Ideas:
Benefic: good, pleasant, favorable, easy, creative, synthetic, problem solving, low friction,
Malefic: evil, unpleasant, unfavorable, trying, destructive, analytic, problematic, high friction,
Benefic: perfecting, finessing
Malefic: building, struggling
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Activity tests synopsis (continued)

Application Test Conditions:
Applying: The faster or both planets moving toward culmination of an exact aspect.
Separating: The faster or both planets moving away from culmination of an exact aspect.
Application Profile Comparative Keywords and Key Ideas:
Applying: fore stroke, excitement, build ups, anticipation, taking hold, looking forward
Separating: follow through, relaxation, let downs, denouement, letting go, looking back
Applying: heightening, causes
Separating: fading, effects/consequences

Phase Test Conditions:
First Phase: When the shortest distance from the slower moving planet in an aspect to the faster
moving planet in the same aspect is forward in the zodiac.
Last Phase: When the shortest distance from the slower moving planet in an aspect to the
faster moving planet in the same aspect if backwards in the zodiac.
Phase Profile Comparative Keywords and Key Ideas:
First: waxing, active, giving, construction, externalizing, concretion
Last: waning, contemplative, receiving, deconstruction, internalizing, analysis & synthesis
First: accomplishment, ripening, action, satisfaction
Last: rethinking, rotting & germinating, reflection, sacrifice

The diagrams on the following pages are meant to illustrate application and phasing, and to distinguish
between them.

Application-separation diagram

Activity Tests and Profiles
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This is a crude diagram to help students get the concept of applicaton, culmination and separation of an aspect. In the diagram the Sun is the slower moving planet. Consider it stationary. The
Moon is the faster moving planet moving planet. It is moving through the zodiac in the direction
of the arrows. The signs and degrees are abitrary, chosen for demonstration purposes only. As the
Moon approaches each of the geometric relationships that are called aspects it is applying and is
represented by the abbreviation “App”. When the aspect relationship is exact it is said to have culminated. Another name for an exact or culminated aspect is a partile aspect. After culmination
the aspect is in separation and is indicated by the abbreviation “Sep”. Due to apparent retrograde
motion sometimes there can be double application or double separation where both planets appear to be moving toward each other or away from each other. Application and separation are to
be differentiated from first and second phase aspects described on the other side of this sheet.
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Aspect phase diagram
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This is a crude diagram to help students get the concept of applicaton, culmination and separation of an aspect. In the diagram the Sun is the slower moving planet. Consider it stationary. The
Moon is the faster moving planet moving planet. It is moving through the zodiac in the direction
of the arrows. The signs and degrees are abitrary, chosen for demonstration purposes only. As the
Moon approaches each of the geometric relationships that are called aspects it is applying and is
represented by the abbreviation “App”. When the aspect relationship is exact it is said to have culminated. Another name for an exact or culminated aspect is a partile aspect. After culmination
the aspect is in separation and is indicated by the abbreviation “Sep”. Due to apparent retrograde
motion sometimes there can be double application or double separation where both planets appear to be moving toward each other or away from each other. Application and separation are to
be differentiated from first and second phase aspects described on the other side of this sheet.
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Activity Assignment
You have heard a discussion of the activity tests and profiles, you have received a handout of the conditions and
keywords for the various activity tests and profiles, and you have sixteen example horoscopes. Your assignment
is to apply the tests to the first eight example horoscopes, fill in the conspectus on the profile index for each of
the horoscopes, and make detailed notes of your thoughts and intuitions for each of the horoscopes with regard to
these activity profiles . Include internal cross-profiling in your notes if you can. If you like you can share your
results with the class.
If you are taking the course via recordings and this book, the samples will be found in the appendices covering
the sixteen people we are studying.
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Focus test synopsis

Very Brief Synopsis of Focus Tests a Profile Keywords
Focus Test Components:
Ascendant (body):
			
			
			
			

the generated product of soli-lunar activity, the object
the dense physical body, the proving ground
the interface with the outer, physical world
the mask or persona of personality
our discrete, separate existence apart from all other beings

Moon (soul):		
			
			
			
			
			
			

the crystallizing, consolidating, formative and nurturing forces in nature
forces associated with water, especially saline water
the materializing receptive nature
imagination as a creative force
the middle being between the spirit and the body, the psychic realms and bodies
the soul in the sense of motive force and the character thereof
the carrier of impressions from within and without, the planets’ planet

Sun (spirit):		
			
			
			
			

the source of force, vitality and energy, the fire
the center of the creative nature
the focus of available, general will that works together with imagination
the focus of the spirit, the individuality, the Self, the spiritual Ego
the origin and end of our being

The Agreement Test:
Examination, comparison and study of Sun/Moon/Ascendant
It can be done with increasing specificity: polarity, element, houses, including ruler of Asc or planets in the east,
aspects to Sun, Moon or Asc. and so on. Too much specificity detracts from the general nature of the profile.
The Agreement Profile:
A brief statement of the relationship of Sun, Moon and Ascendant.
It can be extroversive, proceeding from the creator (Sun) to the facilitator (Moon) to the object of creation (Ascendant).
It can be introversive, proceeding from the instrument of impact or perception (Ascendant) to the processor, conditioner and conveyor of perception (Moon) to the knower, interpreter and judge of the meaning of perceptions
(Sun).
It is preferable to look at it both ways.

Focus test synopsis (continued)
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The Stage Test:
The ascertainment and notation of the stage or phase of the lunation cycle at the time of birth. It can be done at
varying levels of exactness or with various tools for interpretation:
1) Major phase of Moon (waxing or waning, or by quarter)
2) By the polarity of the signs of Sun and Moon (waxing, 1st quarter, +/-)
3) By aspect (the aspect between Sun and Moon or the last aspect and the next
aspect between them)
4) Day of the lunation cycle (1-28)
The Stage Profile:
A brief statement of the stage of the simple soli-lunar cycle that gives a sense of the state of nature and the work
being manifest, accomplished or materialized at the time of birth. This profile give the predominant mood of the
local time and the work of the incarnating entity.
The table on the following page is for approximation of the stage of the Moon by day.
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Moon stage table

Approximate days of the lunation cycle and soli-lunar aspects
Day 01 ~ 1st conjunction
Day 02
Day 03
Day 04 ~ 1st sextile
Day 05
Day 06 ~ 1st square
Day 07 ~ 1st square
Day 08
Day 09 ~ 1st trine
Day 10
Day 11
Day 12
Day 13
Day 14 ~ 1st opposition
Day 15 ~ 2nd opposition
Day 16
Day 17
Day 18
Day 19
Day 20 ~ 2nd trine
Day 21
Day 22 ~ 2nd square
Day 23 ~ 2nd square
Day 24
Day 25
Day 26 ~ 2nd sextile
Day 27 ~ 2nd sextile
Day 28
Day 29 ~ 2nd conjunction
These figures are all approximate. The better way to find the position between aspects is to use an ephemeris and
a calculator or to get an ephemeris with an aspectarian. The mean times of soli-lunar aspects in the lunation cycle
are given on the opposite side of this page.

Focus tests assignment
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Focus Assignment

You have been given a general idea of the nature, purpose and process of the focus profiles: the agreement profile
and the stage profile. You have also received notes with keywords that can be used with these profiles. The assignment is to apply it to the first eight of our sample horoscopes. There is no need to do any cross-profiling at
this time because the general cross-profiling will be our next activity with regard to the profile index.
If you are working through this course via recordings and this book, proceed straight to the appendices of the various people we are studying for examples with which to compare your work.
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Cross profiling assignment
Cross Profiling Assignment

In previous profile examples you have been give samples of cross-profiling within a type of profile such as the attitude profiles. In those cases it was called internal cross-profiling. In other examples there have been samples of
what was called external cross-profiling, crossing profiles from different types such as activity or opportunity profiles. Now we are ready to try cross-profiling across all of the types including internal and external. Actually what
we are doing now is all internal cross-profiling because all of the types of profiles are within the whole character.
This grand cross-profiling is a very powerful tool for finding and understanding things in the broad character
which might not otherwise be found in more detailed analysis. Your assignment is to draw the obvious crossprofiles from the first eight sample horoscopes and to try to understand them. Speculation is fine for trying to
get at the meaning of things provided the speculation is regarded only as speculation. Have fun and stretch your
consciousness. Remember all of the profiling we have been doing is broad and general—be careful to not try to
be too detailed in the cross-profiles.
Cross profiling can probably only be learned by example and experience, books are inadequate. Therefore, following the recordings is very important.
If you are doing this course via recordings and this book, proceed straight to the appendices and try to follow what
is happening in the recordings.

Part Two
Estimation And
Relative Significance
Most people begin reading their horoscopes by reading canned blurbs out of books or off of the internet. It is like
riding a roller coaster. One minute one is in heaven with seemingly unbelievable potential and talents and the next,
one is in hell facing egregious sins or monstrous tendencies. This is because there is no gradation of astrological
influence. One does not get a sense of the relative significance of the various factors in a horoscope. Gaining such
a sense is the primary objective of this part of the course.
To attain to that primary objective a rough estimation system is be introduced in this section. It cannot be stressed
enough that this is only a primitive system to derive a general sense of relative significance. The idea is derived
from statements by Max Heindel and developed through arbitrary quantification from observation. It is a work in
progress and should be updated to be inclusive of more astrological factors but that is an enormous task which the
writer is currently reluctant to undertake. This system includes only the most important astrological factors and
endeavors to use them with balance and sound judgment.
Beside being an introduction to an estimation system, this is also a public demonstration of that system in its
application to the sample horoscopes used in this course. The reader can judge the results by seeing how well
they describe the character of the individuals involved. It might even be a good idea to compare them to similar
methods given by Lilly or Zain.
This section is only astrology, technical astrology. The application to character is the work of Part Three of this
course. For this reason the two sub-objectives to the general objective of getting a sense of relative, astrological
significance are:
1) Determining the relative strength of each aspect to every other aspect.
2) Determining the relative strength of each planet to every other planet.
The system is based primarily on the astrological aspects which this writer has found to be the most significant
part of astrology.
Please bear in mind that these estimations apply only to and within the given horoscope. They are not to be used
between two or more horoscopes, a task which may be beyond current astrological knowledge.
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Aspect Worksheet Notes

Aspect estimation

Please remember that we are only working with approximations. Also please remember that all of the suggested
approximations can be changed according to your observation, judgement and intuition.
The following are explanations or tips for applying the first 13 steps of the general estimation system. If you wish to
use a short form you may skip steps 5 through 9.
1. List all of the aspects in the chart with orbs from 6.5˚ applying to 6.0˚ separating.
It is a good idea to be methodical about listing to not omit any aspects. To do that begin with the aspects of the
fastest moving planet (Moon) first and its aspects to planets in according to their relative speed, i.e. to the
fastest planet, the next fastest and so on. List the fastest planet first, e.g. Moon trine Mercury, Moon square
Venus, etc.
2. List the distance between the planets in aspect in degrees and minutes.
3. List the orb of influence of the aspect (from 6˚30’ applying to 6˚00’ separating)
* Note whether the aspect is applying or separating (A=applying, S=separating, 2=double of either)
* Note whether it is a 1st or 2nd phase aspect. If the shortest distance from the slowest planet to the
fastest is backwards in the zodiac it is 2nd phase, if forwards, it is 1st phase. F=first, L=last
4. Enter the approximation from the approximation tables provided.
The approximations are arbitrary numbers derived from the author’s observations. By themselves they are
useless until one gets to the percentages (column #13). They do NOT work between charts.
5. Add or subtract a focus bias according to the nature of the aspect
Suggested values: up to +15% of column #4 for the conjunction and down to -15% for the sextile
6. Add up to 15 points for mutual reception if present and up to 5 points for partial reception, and subtract
up to -10 points for mutual anti-reception and up to -5 for partial anti-reception
7. Add up to 5 points of the two planets in aspect work together and subtract to -5 points if they clash
but do NOT do this if there was reception or anti-reception in column 6 (never count something twice.)
8. Add up to 5 points or subtract to -5 points if the planet works well with the type of aspect (e.g. Saturn likes
conjunctions but dislikes sextiles and Jupiter is vice versa), use your own judgement on this.
9. Add up to 7 points if both planets in an aspect aspect a third planet and that third planet is between the
degrees of the other two planets (Moon at 5˚ of Aries, Mars at 10˚ if Libra and Sun at 7˚ of Sagittarius;
the Sun would aspect both planets in the opposition and its degree {7˚} is between 5˚ and 10˚, if the Sun
would be at 11˚ it would not collect light and, in effect, tighten the orb of the opposition.
10. Enter the total of columns 4 through 9 for each aspect.
11. Rearrange the aspects according to the totals from column 10, the highest total first and so on.
12. Enter the final approximations that correspond to each aspect and, also, make a grand total of all of them.
13. Enter the percentage of the grand total of each aspect total as the basis of intra-horoscope comparison work.
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Planet Worksheet Notes

Estimation

Please remember that we are only working with approximations. Also please remember that all of the suggested
approximations can be changed according to your observation, judgement and intuition.
The following are explanations or tips for the last eight steps (#14 thru #21) of the general estimation system) There is
no short form for the Planet Worksheet as there was for the Aspect Worksheet.
14. Enter all of the aspects that each planet participates in from column #11 of the Aspect Worksheet into the
cell for that planet in column #14, also enter the Final Approximation for each aspect from column #12 of
the Aspect Worksheet into the cell for that planet in column #14 directly beneath the aspect.
Example for the Moon in the Gould chart: #1 + #13 + #16 = Total
102 + 19 + 12 = 133
15. Fill out the Planet-Sign Considerations table for each planet in the Planet-House and Planet-Sign Worksheet
and enter the final total into the cell for that planet column #15.
The Planet-House and Planet Sign Worksheet has its own explanitory notes. All suggested values in those
note can be used, modified or discarded according to your own judgement.
16. Fill out the Planet-House Considerations table for each planet in the Planet-House and Planet-Sign Worksheet
and enter the final total into the cell for that planet column #16.
The Planet-House and Planet Sign Worksheet has its own explanatory notes. All suggested values in those
note can be used, modified or discarded according to your own judgement.
17. Add the totals from columns #14, #15 & #16 and enter them into the appropriate cell in column #17.
18. Multiply the totals in column #17 for Uranus, Neptune and Pluto by the evolutionary adjustment factor
given below and enter the result into column #18. You may also carry the totals for the other planets
in to column #18 if you like. Column #18 represents the final arbitrary, approximation for each planet.
Step #18 is the most difficult step to determine of the entire approximation system. It may be impossible
because some individuals, by evolution, are more responsive to the octave planets than others. You may
have to go back and correct this step if your observation does not square with the estimation.
This writer has yet to see an individual that was 100% responsive to any of the octaves.
Pluto: 70%

Neptune: 80%

Uranus: 90%

19. Rearrange the Planets according to the totals in column #18 (or #17 if not carried), the highest first, etc.
20. Enter the final totals from column #18 (or #17) that correspond to each planet, also make a grand total of all.
21. Enter the percentage of the grand total of each planetary total into the proper cell in column #21.
You have now completed the approximation of the relative strengths of the aspects and the relative strengths of
the planets and are ready to apply them for accurate analysis.
Different applications of this information will be provided in this and subsequent classes.
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Planet-House and Planet SignWorksheet
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Chart #:
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Planet estimations

Planet-House Considerations
Sun

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

Total

Venus
Mercury
Moon
Saturn
Jupiter
Mars

Uranus
Neptune
Pluto

Planet-Sign Considerations
Sun

Venus
Mercury
Moon
Saturn
Jupiter
Mars

Uranus
Neptune
Pluto

AA

BB

CC

DD

EE

FF

GG

HH

Total

Planet estimations

Planet-House and Planet-Sign Worksheet Notes

Estimation

Planet-House Considerations Notes
A) Allow up to +60 for the ruler of the ascendant (co-rulers are a judgement call)
B) Add up to +12 for planets in an angular house, subtract up to -7 for planets in a cadent house
C) Add up to +15 for elevation and deduce up to -15 for depression, increases are more radical as on approaches the
10th and 4th house cusps from either direction. (Do not overlap with step C)
D) Add or subtract up to 7 if there is abstract agreement or disagreement with the house, e.g. Mars is abstract ruler of
1st.
E) Subtract up to 10 for intercepted planets
F) Subtract up to 7 for a planet ruling an intercepted sign.
G) Add or subtract up to 5 according whether a planet agrees or disagrees with its depositor.
H) Add up to 7 to the depositor of the Sun
I) Add up to 7 to the depositor of the ruler of the ascendant.
J) Add up to 7 to the depositor of the most planets.
K) Add up to 5 to the depositor of the largest house, the planet that rules two successive cusps, and any planet between
the house cusp and an interception

Planet-Sign Considerations Notes
AA) Add or subtract up to 15 according to how the agrees with the sign it is in (save high numbers for rulership and
exaltation.)
BB) Add up to 5 for planets in critical degrees (the planet must be in the critical degree or the degree before or after it.)
CC) Add up to 7 for the dispositor of the Sun.
DD) Add up to 7 for the dispositor of the most planets and the dispositor of the ruler of the ascendant.
EE) Add up to 5 for the ruler of the planetary hour at birth time.
FF) Add up to 5 for the ruler of the planetary day at birth time.
GG) Subtract up to 10 for retrograde planets.
HH) Add up to 20 to the Sun in a male’s chart or the Moon in a female’s chart and up to 10 to Mars in a male’s chart
and Venus in a female’s chart.
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Workspace and suggestion

Please remember to follow the examples in the sample horoscopes in the appendices to learn how to do the approximation. Also remember that it is extremely important to listen to the recordings for explanations.

Part Three
Facet Analysis
David, the psalmist, Shakespeare and many others have asked the question “What is man?” with varying answers.
Modern materialism says that man is a very sophisticated and complicated material organism. Mysticism has an
answer that speaks to this writer’s experience. A human is a spiritual being, a truth know, a Self, a doer. A spiritual
being that thinks, both abstractly and concretely. A spiritual being that emotes, feels, desires and motivates its
dense vehicle to change and action. A spiritual being that is capable of movement, action, growth and physical
repair. All of these facets are focused in and through the dense physical body that materialism thinks that is all
that there is.
In this part templates and tools for astrological analysis of these four facets of our being: spiritual individuality,
mentality, emotionality and the physical personality. Though this is the shortest of the three introductory examples,
the examples are, by far, the longest part of this course which goes into a lot of analysis and appreciation of
character. Since life is much more that the individual, in each presentation (especially in the oral presentation)
there is a brief study and appreciation of some part of life. This is done to make astrology relevant to life and to
keep it from becoming all too astrological which is often a failing among astrologers.
The templates and tools in this section are definite and they constitute what are usually the main factors in each of
the facets but though they are definite they are not meant to be rigid. Sometimes other factors override the usual
factors. The inner being of a human is very fluid and things flow into each other and it is a principle of mysticism
that whatever affects one part of our being affects the whole being. Be ready to modify and adapt as necessary but
first carefully examine the fundamentals.
Again, as in Part Two, the things in this section are tools, skeletal tools. Understanding how they work and what
they point to in our experience is the work of the examples in the appendices of the sixteen sample horoscopes.
Also again, the main body of this entire course is in the oral part so listening to the recordings is mandatory to
understand what this is all about.
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Astrological Factors For Understanding The Personality
For the next few sessions we will be examining the outer personalities of our sixteen sample horoscopes and the
natives they point at.
The primary astrological factors will be presented here and an in-depth dissertation of the personality will be
presented in the oral correlative to this sheet.
The word personality is derived from the greek word persona which means mask. Greek mystical philosophers
believed the outer being or personality was but a shell or mask that obscured the true inner being, the essential
being. Philosophical notions have changed radically since then with the rise of materialism. Modern materialists
believe the dense, physical body is the only body, the entirety of our being and that even our consciousness is only
the consequence of chemical interactions in this body. In this class we will use the mystical conception of or vehicles of consciousness since it give the best experience of our being that this writer knows of. It is a microcosmic
cosmography, a miniature of the greater cosmos. In that cosmography a human has a dense, physical body made
up of and corresponding to the chemical region of the physical world. It is a personalized vehicle composed of
solids, liquids and gases containing the chemical elements: hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, carbon, etc. In our highly
developed physical organism we experience the world at large and in our own little sphere of activity. We do
the former primarily through sense perception and the latter through physiological processes. Antecedent to the
dense physical body, i.e. within and behind it, is an etheric vital body composed of the four ethers of the etheric
region of the physical world—the chemical ether (energy in the physical sciences), life ether (a vital essence),
light ether (the vehicle of sense perception and ingress of motivation) and reflecting ether (the medium of thought
and memory into the dense physical body.) Basically, the etheric vital body is a vehicle through which we experience and utilize vital life. Through it we experience growth and the capacity to move. The etheric vital body also
controls, regulates protects and maintains the dense physical body. It it is also the vehicle through which external
experience in internalized and internal experience is externalized.
The other higher vehicles of consciousness serving the Spirit, such as the mind, will be discussed in other sections
of this analysis as we progress.
The following are the chief astrological factors for determining the nature and function of the personality. They
are presented in the most likely order of precedence, the first listed being most likely to be the most influential.
One cannot be absolute or dogmatic about these lists because sometimes a very strong significator that is normally
lower on the list can play an larger part because of its strength in the general character.
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Physical and etheric personality (continued)
Astrological Factors Of The Dense Physical Body

1) The ascendant and ruler of the ascendant (by sign and aspectation)
2) Planets in the east (from midway through the 12th through the entire 1st house)
3) Planets in aspect with the ascendant (one must have a birth time within two minutes or less) (orbs of no more
than 3°, fixed stars less than 1°)
4) 4 and/or 3 (if strong) or any very strong plane
The number and strengths of planets and other relevant significators (such as the ascendant) in the earth signs
indicate how well one relates to the stuff and experience of the outer, dense, physical world.
Astrological Factors For The Etheric Vital Body
1) The 3 for the general vitality and ability to recuperate.
2) 7 for the active energizing, use and tiring of the vitality, action.
3) The 4 for indicating how life deposits and protects form.
4) Planets in fire signs often, but not always, indicate vitality and energy.
Mystics find that the endocrine glands are condensations of the etheric vital body. This is substantiated by the fact
that they are not under the control of the nervous system but that they communicate through each other through
the blood and regulate each other. Together they regulate and control the dense physical body. The pituitary body,
ruled by -, is sometimes referred to as the captain of the endocrine system. This is to some degree substantiated
by the fact that the seven year periods called climacterics during which radical changes occur in physical development (7 to 14 teeth change and rapid growth, 14 to 21 puberty and emotional development, etc.—the great
climacterics are at 14, puberty, and 56, menopause) coincide with the 7 year passage of - through 30° (1 sign) and
the formation of a sexagesimal aspect with its natal position. Thus if - strong one must watch for unusual endocrine activity. Some of the other planets rule other endocrine glands, e.g. 6 rules the ovaries and the thymus.
Consequently any strong planet can produce endocrine excesses or deficiencies with physical ramifications. This
is especially so if - is strong or prominent. Endocrine activity can in some cases produce unexpected physical
conditions. For example, with - in } F Asc. one would normally expect a diminutive and irregular stature; however this position can also indicate the opposite, pituitary giantism.
The following is a very rough listing of the endocrine or ductless glands and other bodies associated with the function of the vital body in the physical body. It is incomplete. There is a long list of hormones active in the body
which have not been adequately researched astrologically and are often the subject of much speculation. Such research is a difficult matter without well-developed clairvoyance because the effects of hormones are so subtle and
a macroscopic, versus a microscopic approach produces different and often seemingly contradictory results—a
rulership and sub rulership method would have to be utilized. It would be a great service to know that cortisone
was ruled by 0, for instance, but we may have to wait a while for a definitive study.
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3—vital fluid, spleen, heat distribution
6 —thymus, ovaries
5 —thyroid
4 —ovaries
0 —?
8 —suprarenals
7 —testes
- —pituitary, (parathyroid?)
= —pineal
; —?
Our assignment for as many sessions as it takes us is to examine the personalities of our sixteen sample horoscopes
in order. We will try to do two per week but, with trying to take parallel, but mostly different, tracks between the
written and oral presentations, that may prove to be too much work.
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Physical and etheric personality (continued)
Sample Personality Fact Sheet
Significators for the dense, physical body

Ascendant:
Ruler of Ascendant:
Planets in the east:
Aspects to Ascendant:
Planets in earth:
Vitality Significators
3:
7:
4:
Planets in Fire:
Relevant Aspects:
Mean Aspect:

Emotionality
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Astrological Factors For Understanding The Emotionality
For the next few sessions we will be examining the emotionalities of our sixteen sample horoscopes and the natives they point at.
The primary astrological factors will be presented here and an in-depth dissertation of the emotionality will be
presented in the oral correlative to this sheet.
The home of the emotionality is in what western mystics call the Desire Body. Some call it the Astral Body, others call it the Emotional Aura. By whatever name it is our vehicle of feeling, emotion, desire, passion, mood and
so on. It is a vehicle composed exclusively of desire stuff from a world different from the physical world with its
dense matter and etheric energy. It is a world with its own laws and forces. It parallels the physical world but is
different. The Desire Body is one stage younger than the etheric Vital Body and two stages younger than dense
physical body. Its evolution commenced in the Moon Period when the solar cosmos was no more dense than the
ethers, energy if you will. For this reason the Moon is considered the general ruler of the emotional nature. The
principle forces in the Desire World and the Desire Body are attraction and repulsion. Attraction, astrologically
speaking, is ruled by Venus and repulsion is ruled by Mars. The activation of the attractive force is acting in the
motive for self-sacrificial giving so Jupiter, the lord of giving, is the secondary ruler of the attractive emotionality.
The activation of the repulsive force is self-assertion for the selfish taking of some object, thus the secondary ruler
of the repulsive emotionality is Saturn, the selfish taker. The two poles of Venus are self-sacrifice for the other as
found in Libra and attraction has always been associated with Taurus. The two poles of Mars are self-assertion
found in Aries, and repulsion as found in Scorpio.
Obviously all of the other planets can enter into the emotionality so the astrological student must be ready to adapt
and improvise after examining the primary factors but these five planets are primary.
Astrological Factors Of The Desire Body By Precedence
1) The Moon
2) Venus and Mars
3) Jupiter and Saturn
4) Planets in water signs
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Emotionality (continued)
Sample Emotionality Fact Sheet

4:
7:
6:
0:
8:
Planets in water:
Relevant Aspects:
Mean Aspect:

Mentality
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Astrological Factors For Understanding The Mentality
For the next few sessions we will be examining the mentalities of our sixteen sample horoscopes and the natives
they point at.
The primary astrological factors will be presented here and an in-depth dissertation of the mentality will be presented in the oral correlative to this sheet.
Mystics have found that the mind is the youngest of our spiritual vehicles, having begun its evolution during the
current evolutionary period, the Earth Period. The mind is the vehicle through which the Spirit, the Self, focuses
into all of its vehicles and into the outer world. This is possible because cosmographically the mind straddles the
phenomenal and noumenal realms, i.e. concrete and abstract. It is because the mind has its birth when we are most
deeply involved in matter at the cosmological time that the solar cosmos is most deeply materialized that there is
such a great danger of materialism in our times. In any case, our primary focus is in the concentrative, concrete
mind which is astrologically ruled my Mercury. Thus Mercury is the primary ruler of the mind. The transcendental or abstract mind is ruled by Jupiter which may or may not be a strong mental factor. At this time in our
evolution the lower nature, sometimes called the personal ego, has formed a coalescence with the desire. This has
produced an instinctual mind, an automatic or cunning mind. This is ruled by the Moon. Like the abstract mind
the instinctual mind may or may not be a significant factor in the mentality. Though one can determine the astrological strength of the Moon or Jupiter from the horoscope, one cannot determine the primitivity or inclination to
abstraction from the horoscope, only by intuition or trained clairvoyance if one has taken the time and trouble to
unfold that faculty.
The primary factors of the mentality are given below. Other mentality factors are given in the oral analyses of the
sixteen sample horoscopes and the Mentality Fact Sheet given below.
Astrological Factors Of The Mind
1) Mercury
2) Jupiter
3) Moon
4) Planets in air signs
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Mentality (continued)
Sample Mentality Fact Sheet

Concrete Mind: 5:
Concrete mental attitudes (planets in T, I):
Intellective/Organizational Mentality (planets in air):
Opportunities to develop concrete mind (3rd house):
Ideational/abstract mind: 8:
Ideational attitudes (planets in {, W):
Opportunities to develop ideational mind (9th house):
Instinctual/automatic/reflective mind: 4:
Relevant Aspects:
Mean Aspect:
Other Factors In The Mentality To Consider:
Promethean Cycle (forethought vs. afterthought)		
Projective vs. Receptive
Analysis vs. Synthesis						Inductive vs. Deductive
Thought vs. Memory (rethought)				
Retention and recall
Questioner vs. Answerer					
Observation & Discrimination
Expressive vs. Retentive					
Imaginative vs. Invisible
Continuity							Ponderous vs. Impulsive
Concentrative vs. Relaxed					Speed
Cogitative vs. Dispersive					Depth
Platonistic vs. Aristotelian					Independence, Creative
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Astrological Factors For Understanding The Individuality
For the next few sessions we will be examining the outer personalities of our sixteen sample horoscopes and the
natives they point at.
The primary astrological factors will be presented here and an in-depth dissertation of the personality will be
presented in the oral correlative to this sheet.
Understanding the individuality, spirituality and creativity through astrology requires special intuitive focus to
interpret correctly. First there is the center of being. As mystical aspirants we clearly understand that we have a
divided center of being. We have a Self and a pseudo-self, some designate this division as spiritual Ego versus
personal ego, others higher self and lower self, or divine versus animal nature. Since control of consciousness
which means control of all of the vehicles of consciousness is at the center of our being, the center of being has
been found by mystic astrologers to be ruled by the Sun. This applies to both the true spiritual Self and the pseudoself. Thus the astrologer must understand what things relating to the Sun apply to the higher nature and which to
the lower.
The Self or spiritual Ego is the focus of three attributes of the Universal Spirit. They have been documented in by
mystics in various ways along with their correlatives as in the following, miscellaneous table:
Attribute:		Divine Spirit			Life Spirit			Human Spirit
Willing		
Feeling			Thinking
			Creation			Preservation			Completion/Destruction
			
Father				
Mother				
Offspring
			Creation			Emanation			Fabrication
			Power				Word				Motion/Change
			Invisibility/Darkness		Light				Color
			Fixed				Common			Cardinal
			Goodness			Beauty				Truth
			Noetic				Noetic & Noeric		Noeric
			
One				
One & Many			
Many
			Saturation			Tint/Shade (white/black)
Hue
			Geometry			Analysis			Numbers
			
Definition/Meaning		
Word				
Name
			Father				Son/Christ			Holy Ghost/Jehovah
			Brahma			Vishnu				Siva
			Volume			Interval			Pitch
			Melody			Harmony			Rhythm
			
Static				
Oscillatory			
Spinning
			Will				Love-Wisdom			Activity
			Pluto				Uranus				Neptune
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Individuality (continued)

In this too, there it is necessary to differentiate between dual meanings. The spiritual attributes are obviously transcendent, beyond the concrete mind, but the planets are concrete manifestations in this dense physical world. In
the focus of divine consciousness through the mind into the phenomenal worlds. Thus each of the octave planets
has two distinct levels of meaning, something that has caused all sorts of confusion among astrologers, especially
materialistic astrologers who, unfortunately, have no concept of spiritual transcendence. The following table is to
very brief description of the two levels of the octave planets:
Focus				Neptune			Uranus				Pluto
Transcendent			
Function			
Octave				

Masculine			
Occult				
Mercury			

Feminine			
Mystic				
Venus				

Omni-gendered
All inclusive
Mars

Phenomenal			Feminine			Masculine			Genderless
Nature				Receptive Sensitivity		Electric expression		God fatherly
Octave				
Venus				
Mercury			
Mars
Planets in fire signs represent spirited, moving assertion (dictionary definition of spirit)
Opportunities to develop and express spiritually are found in the 4th, 8th and 12 houses.
One of the chief traits of divinity is creativity. Thus all of the octave planets are indicators of creativity but Uranus
usually is the strongest factor in the quotient of creativity.

Individuality fact sheet

Facet Analysis
Sample Individuality Fact Sheet

Individuality (3):
Individuality Attitudes (planets in fire):
Opportunities for Self-Expression (1st, 5th, 9th):
Mystic Spirituality & Raw Creativity (-):
Occult Spirituality & Genius (=):
Will & Creativity in Potential (;):
Opportunities for Super-physical Experience (4th, 8th, 12th):
Relevant Aspects:
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Aspect analysis template

Structure:

Aspect Analysis Worksheet

Planet:
Rank:
Estimation:
Percentage:

Aspect:
Rank:
Estimation:
Percentage:

Structure Notes:
Work:

Planet:
Planet:

Quality:

Benefic/Malefic:
Specific aspect:

Relative Strength
Quality:
Signification:

Attribute(s):
Element(s):
Sign(s):

Domification:

Angularity:
Triad:
House(s):

Application:
Phase:
Special Case:

Composite:

Facet Analysis

Planet:
Rank:
Estimation:
Percentage:
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Synthesis and summary template
Synthesis and Summary Chart

Synthesis/Summary Factor					Relative Importance Rating
Profile(s):
Significant Aspects:
Significant Planets:
Significant Personality Factors:
Significant Emotionality Factors:
Significant Mentality Factors:
Significant Individuality Factors:
Overall Comparison:

Appendix-A
Jay Gould
Robber Baron

Natal Horoscope
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Jay Gould

Alternate natal horoscope

Attitude

Opportunity

Action

Focus

I want to run my own show
Balance
Culture means little to me but society a lot
Low significance, perhaps must take advantage of circumstances
Captive of responsibility, its almost all he knows
Education and profession or work life dominate his opportunities
Lots of tools in his bucket
Active with intensity or dabbling, nothing middling
A fearsome, malevolent man
Acting and interest wane and become tiresome
Definitely a builder, saying nothing about the quality of what is built
No obstruction getting things in or out, one track overall character

7/3
5/5
3/2/1/4
6/4
2/6/2
4/3/2/1
16
7/1/8
6/9/1
5/11
11/5
+/+/+
air/air/air

5. Vertical (E/W)

6. Horizontal (N/S)

7. Quadrant (1/2/3/4)

8. Circumstantiality (O/E)

9. Angularity (A/S/C)

10. Triplicity (E/P/R/S)

11. Activity (Total)

12. Intensity (H/M/L)

13. Quality (B/M/V)

14. Application (A/S)

15. Phase (1st/2nd or F/L)

16. Agreement (S/M/A)

Accomplishment or achievement of high likelihood

A mentalist to extreme driven by desire

1/1/5/3 1/1/7/3

4. Element (F/E/A/W)

1st trine +

An actor or doer (mover and shaker in modern slang) but not excessively so

5/2/3 or 5/3/4

3. Attribute (C/F/C)

17. Stage (Moon Phase)

Relative balance, little stands out

6/4 or 8/4

2. Polarity (P/N)

Page:

Speculation steers broad personal and societal absorption

Conspectus

01

Sailboat

Profile

Test

Chart #:

1. Gestalt (Type)

Gould

Name: Jay

Profile Index
5

12

12

10

10

10

10

10

9

8

8

8

8

8

7

7

7
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Jay Gould

Gestalt notes
Jay Gould expanded gestalt profile notes

Sailboat
This is not a textbook example of a clear and well developed philosophy of controlling space but it is undeniably
an attempt at doing so. This appears to be some kind of sailboat, umbrella or bow and arrow formation, a hybrid
gestalt.
The definition of the directly occupied space is slightly cramped, 165 degrees compared to the ideal 180 degrees.
In a boat this would indicate swiftness and maneuverability but also instability.
The definition of the external focal planets is also a bit vague but also undeniable. The Moon and Saturn are
separated by about eight degrees so they do not for a conjunction but it is obvious that they do work together as a
common focus. Moreover their common trine to Mercury (the most likely ruler of the cart), the exact culmination
point of which falls midway between them, does seem to bring them together.
The texture of the bowl or large area of occupation is reasonably good with the exception of the chunk in Cancer
and the 2nd.
The edges of the bowl portion seem to have a peculiar significance. Saturn squares the leading edge Neptune
and the Moon squares the trailing edge Venus. This would seem to indicate that stabilizing tests and measuring
experiences bring general stability to what would otherwise be slightly unstable due to the narrow definition of
the bowl portion mentioned above.
The presence of Saturn in the hinge and the Libra influence of the hinge indicate precision and balance that also
foster maneuverability.
The 5th house location of the mast seems to indicate that Gould’s fascination with speculation is the driving force
used to directly control the arc of space occupied by the bowl planets which rule most of his life.
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Jay Gould expanded attitude profile notes

Polarity: 6/4 or 8/4
Little can be said about balances other than the obvious that the native is balanced. Because everything in creation
seeks a homeostatic balance, such a balance is usually healthy and desirable.
Attribute: 5/2/3 or 5/3/4
This is a nice simple imbalance (when considering the planets only). The reason it is a simple imbalance is because there is a slightly high accentuation of the cardinal signs but there is not a serious deficiency of the fixed or
common signs. Things are even relatively balanced if one takes into account the ascendant and midheaven.
This indicates a preference toward one spiritual mode or posture about life but without an outright avoidance of
one of the other coordinate spiritual modes of attitudes.
The accentuated attitude is clearly an attitude of acting or doing as one would expect in one from the avant-garde
of the industrial revolution. Gould was always alert to new inventions and willing to take advantage of them. During the civil war when the telegraph was invented he used it to get advanced notice of battlefield results and thus
know what was going to happen to the stock market before others received the news. The cardinal signs indicate
an openness to change and he was willing to change the organization or direction of a company at a moment’s
notice.
Element: 1/1/5/3 or 1/1/7/3
This is a more common imbalance, i.e. with accentuation and deficiency, in this case two. It is easier to have more
to say about imbalance. Imbalance which leads to change is how things get accomplished in creation even though
the imbalance isn’t always healthy. This profile obviously indicates that Gould is a mental and intellectual person.
He is very inclined to be an organizer much as the airy wind organizes sand into dunes and water into waves. He
is also likely to be a dry thoughtful person who lives in a paper world. Since water is the second most active element but not to excess, the element pair is air-water and the nature image would be one of elongated, thin, wispy
cirrus clouds and all the feel of the cool dry atmosphere associated with them. This is quite a pronounced excess,
especially with the Asc and MC, and pronounced imbalances are usually problematic.
Internal Cross-Profile
In the assignment you were asked to try at least one cross-profile. This is an example of an internal cross-profile.
An internal cross-profile is a cross-profile within the category of profile being considered. In this case it is an internal cross-profile with in the “attitude” category of profiles which we are currently considering.
For an example lets cross-profile the attribute profile with the element profile. When we do that, we find that both
are unbalanced but that the element profile is more so and it involves a deficiency. From this we may say that
he is an active mental individual and that he may well be nervously so. Since speculation is to be encouraged in
cross-profiling to try to understand the individual, we may even go so far as to suggest that his mental nature may
be the source of his attitude of activity, perhaps even by enervation. In any case, the cross profile does indicate an
attitude of alertness and astuteness.
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Opportunity notes
Jay Gould Expanded Opportunity Profile Notes

Horizontal: 5/5
Perfect balance. There equally as many opportunities to work on himself as there are to work on the world. It is
interesting to note that all of the personal planets (inner planets) but the Sun are in the northern personal hemisphere which would seem to indicate that he has the most appropriate tools for his personal work.
Vertical: 7/3
There is no doubt but that he wants to be in charge of his own show. Not only are there a lot of eastern planets
but all of them are pretty solidly east except Uranus. It does mean that he has to go to others, like it or not, which
he did in most things in life including seeking social acceptance--a matter at which he was inept and not really
disposed to.
The Sun in the 12th house and the east seems to almost represent a contradiction because the 12th is a retreative
house not always associated with assertive opportunities. However, because one is trying to clear up a large destiny load from past lives, does not mean that they won’t try to assert self in order to do so. One may be very much
in the world and still in a 12th house cave due to internal occupation with undigested destiny.
There is another inversion in this positioning in that the Sun in Gemini indicates and extroversive attitude while
the Sun in the 12th indicates introversive opportunities. He has to respond to both because both are internally part
of him but there is, no doubt, a constant uneasiness about it.
Quadrant: 3/2/1/4
There is imbalance here but nothing too severe. The deficiency in the 3rd quadrant seems to be more significant
than the excess in the 4th quadrant. Being a multi-millionaire at a time when a simple millionaire was rare, the
3rd quadrant most likely doesn’t mean an inadequacy with regard to shared needs. What is more likely is that in
his desire to make money and do nothing else, he neglected to take time for cultural and was considered a crude,
nouveau riche boor. One supposes that some might think that this weak quadrant of shared resources might be a
result of selfishness but that is probably stretching things too far.
Circumstantiality: 6/4
Since this test and profile are of borderline significance, and since it is so close to balanced, it is probably not
wise to say much about it at all. Profiles of questionable influence are best used when there is stand-out, bold
significance.
Angularity: 2/6/2
This is a significant imbalance. The total of the planets in succedent houses is almost twice the total of the other
two division combined. It could mean the drudgery of responsibility and it could also mean the stability of responsibility. Given his life, it is unlikely that it mean provision for many opportunities to seek freedom. The
abundance of succedent opportunities also means that some of the extremes of direct and indirect experience are
not likely in his life.
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Triplicity: 4/3/2/1
This seems surprising at first glance. Though it is not an extreme imbalance, one would expect that in a life
directed almost exclusively to making money there would be more emphasis on the 2nd-6th-10th triplicity, the
professional triplicity. In fact he was not as much of a professional organizer as he was a deceptive accountant.
He did not formulate business strategies or programs, he schemed. True to the horoscope he put a lot of effort
into education; however, he didn’t care much for theories and preferred practically applicable learning and he was
primarily self-educated which is also true to the horoscope.
Internal Cross-Profiling:
By cross-profiling the horizontal profile with the triplicity profile we get a picture of an opportunity orientation
of someone bent on expression and who is willing to initialize in order to do so. Even ignoring the position of
Mercury in the 1st house we see a strong tendency to self-education by this cross profile.
Cross-profiling the quadrant profile with the triplicity profile and looking at deficiencies instead of accentuation
shows the converse of the cross-profile above. In its own right it indicates someone that is not interested in withdrawing and solving problems and that the education is not for cultural fulfillment.
When one looks at all of the opportunity profiles together, there is nothing greatly extreme and what extremes
there may be are mitigated by responsibilities that keep life on a steady level of intensity. However, these conclusions are based on opportunities only, other tests and profiles may disclose extremes not disclosed by these tests
and profiles.
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Activity notes
Jay Gould Expanded Activity Profile Notes

Activity: 16
This is a high activity horoscope. It appears that he wants to do many things or to do things many ways. Gould
did a lot of reading and kept himself informed about many things. Part of this was just curiosity, part was diversion to relieve nervous tension and a large part of it was to keep up on things so that he knew where to diversify to
take advantage of new developments in science and technology. His tools were various forms of knowledge and
a practical understanding of psychology. Everything had to be practical to him to be of interest.
Intensity: 7/1/8
This indicates a psychology about interest that is not usual. Either his interests are intense or they are mild. For
him the determinant seems to have been practical application. If he saw immediate use, he was keen on it. The
only other things that he gave attention to were things that were curious to him to distract his attention from the
tension of his life. He apparently didn’t care to have a mediocre interest and considered it wishy-washy which
may have proven wise in the stock market where one must act decisively and quickly to be successful.
Quality: 6/9/1
Society never considered Gould benign. At times the national sentiment toward him was hatred on the scale that
we now reserve for other nations. People gathered by the thousands and chanted against him as a killer when he
destroyed a benefactor that was publicly admired and respected. This indicate that the temptations to bad behavior
were more numerous than the tendencies to do good and he seemed to have succumbed to the numbers.
Application: 5/11
When one is on top there is tension because there are always young Turks seeking to unseat the top dog but the
tensions of success are not as intense as those incurred in attaining success in the constant threat of failure. He attained irreversible success fairly early in life and his career was long so he had a considerable period with less tension as this profile can be interpreted. However, astrology doesn’t tell us how we will respond after the trials are
over. In Gould’s case he made tension a habit even when circumstances were more relaxed and undid his health.
Phase: 11/5
Jay Gould’s career occurred during the time when the railroads were spanning America and he was part of that
expanding effort so he was a first phase builder. However, his motive was not primarily to be a builder but merely
for personal profit. Some railroads he built by combining other existing railroads and some he expanded after
purchase so he was not a scratch builder but he was a builder. Some robber barons used exclusively destructive
methods such as buying a solid company and then selling off its assets and letting it crumble or linger on less efficiently. Gould did some of that but he was more of a builder.
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Internal Cross Profiling:
By combining the quality test with the phase test we can see that while he was a builder, he was not a quality
builder and was often a shoddy builder doing just enough to reap the profit from a ripe situation. By adding the
application test we can see that he did not sustain an active interest in such projects and sometimes left them
dwindle away. The activity test shows that he had many of these projects going on at the same time. Sometimes
he applied several tools to the same project, even against each other; i.e. he was undermining the same company
that he was supposedly building or vice versa.
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Agreement: +/+/+

air/air/air ruler of asc. in 1st & air

Air is the element of subtlety. Air in fire (energy) are both invisible but fire is obvious. Air and water are both
fluid but water is visible and tangible; hence, air is usually the most subtle element.
From this profile we can conclude that he is subtle throughout. One has to observe and discern quite carefully to
appreciate what his doing and what he is about. Since there is so much in Gemini, it seems safe to assume that
the way the subtlety works is through trickery and his life seems to bear that out. It is important to note that with
this fluent inner-middle-outer agreement that he doesn’t fool himself with his tricker as often happens with liars.
This lack of obstruction to the inward or outward flow indicates a degree of psychological health, at least as much
as a confirmed liar can expect. With this much neutral airiness he may not even have considered lying a sin or a
moral fault but rather just another tool to use in getting along in the ways of the world.
All of this air in the agreement profile that he is inwardly and outwardly suited to keeping up with changes and
can act swiftly to utilize them. He has a deft quality about his psychology of which he is in complete control.
Stage: 1st Trine +
If it were in orb in the first trine or if it were applying to the first trine, one would expect a kind of perfectionism
in accomplishment or achievement. A day past the first trine does not indicate decadence but it could indicate
someone desiring to take advantage of things in a state of accomplishment where there is abundance for the taking. In his case it was not a perfected maker of wealth but a taker of wealth brought to fruition. In this sense, the
stage of the cycle is such that he seems like a Jackal living off of the largess of lions.
Two days after the first trine would already be anticipating the first inconjunct and all of the complications that
come from simple completion, achievement and personal fulfillment as the effects of individual work become
socialized. The Gemini-Libra position seems to suggest the elation of early summer to the harvest of autumn.
In general, this indicates a very clear focus and an ability to have psychologically harmonious flows inwardly or
outwardly.
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Internal Attitude Cross Profiling
#3: Water and Air are fluidic and subtle elements, Fire and Earth are dramatic and impressive elements. With an
abundance of the former and a scarcity of the latter it is safe to see him as a subtle and elusive individual.
+#2: With a preponderance of planets in Cardinal and Common signs we can see that he is a dynamic and fleeting individual in his elusiveness.
+#1: With more planets in positive signs than in negative signs one can see that he is not active in retreat but in
getting something done--he has a “Can do” attitude and is probably pretty slick about how he does it.
Internal Opportunity Cross Profiling
Since #5 and #8 are balanced and #7 and #10 are nearly balanced, one can see him as a balanced character in terms
of opportunities. With seven of the planets east in #6 it is clear that he wants opportunities that he can initiate.
With a strong, surplus imbalance in succedent houses in #9, it is clear that he wants responsibility opportunities
which he probably sees as things that give him freedom through the security of sustaining them.
It seems likely that his desire for responsibility and freedom (especially financial freedom) (#9) prompts him to
seek situations where he can take initiative (#6) but not so much as to throw him off balance (#5,#7,#8,#10).
Internal Action Cross Profiling
All of the action profiles are either unusual or unbalanced which seems to indicate that studying how he does
things is the most likely way to see the hidden features and motivations of his character.
#11: He is a man of actions, many actions and many kinds of actions.
+#12: Because he has so many means of doing things, he seems to expend himself in the choice modes of action
such that he has little intensity left for the others which he can only give faint emphasis. Thus his greed for tools
makes him a man of intense or feeble action with little middle ground.
#11 + #13: This could indicate that his diversity of talents may be due to selfishness or some malicious drive.
#13 + #14 + #15: Clearly he is a builder (#15), probably because he wants to get in on the ground floor, but he
doesn’t sustain his constructiveness (#14) probably because of his ends are attained (#13).
Internal Focus Cross Profiling:
#16 + #17: One wonders whether he is so uniform in his flow of life (#16) because he wants to achieve (#17)
and bends everything to that end or whether he has become so uniform because he has found that it works.
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Cross Profiling of General Profile Types:

If we take each of the general cross profiling sections above and cross profile them as whole, we end up with
something of general profile summation, hopefully with some insight into his internal workings.
The action profiles are probably the most determining factor in describing this character. How and why things are
done are what distinguish him. He has many tools or tricks (#16), so many that he cannot sustain them with full
intensity (#12) or he does some things lightly for his own ends (#13), and he uses them to build (#15) but he does
not build to last (#14). #13 is probably the most important profile in the chart because it shows his malefic intent
in the most important action profiles.
By adding the attitude profiles to the action profiles we see that his attitudes for action are of a swiftly (common)
and pointedly (cardinal) changeable nature. They are also extroversive (positive), subtle (air and water) and slick
(air and water).
He prefers balanced opportunities for action with the exceptions that he wants opportunities he can do something
about (#6) and opportunities for being in charge of responsibilities (#13), probably because he wants to hold the
purse.
He realizes that only doers can be achievers (action + #17) and achievement is what he wants in general (#17) and
he will clear the general flow of his character (#16) to that end.
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Ascendant: T 22° 26’
Ruler of Ascendant: 5: T 28°58’, 1st, 301, 18%
Planets in the east: 5: T 28°58’, 1st, 301, 18%; 3: T 6°06’, #4, 169, 10%
Aspects to Ascendant: none
3 and/or 4: 3: T 6°06’, #4, 169, 10%; 4: not strong or significantly placed
Planets in earth: 1, 7: R 0°49’, 11th, #2, 208, 13%

Vitality Significators
3: T 6°06’, #4, 169, 10%
7: R 0°49’, 11th, #2, 208, 13%
4: O 21°43’, 5th, #8, 119, 7%
Planets in Fire: 1, ;, E 15°28’, 11th, #10, 682, 5%
Relevant Aspects
5 L 0, #2, 95, 12%
5 J 7, #6, 66, 8%
5 L -, #13, 17, 2%
3 L =, #3, 90, 12%
3 K -, #7, 63, 8%
4 K 6, #1, 102, 13%
4 K 8, #12, 19, 2%
4 a ;, #15, 12, 2%
7 a 0, #5, 75, 10%
7 J -, #8, 42, 5%
7 K =, #10, 26, 3%
Mean Aspect: #7.5, 47.81, 6.25%
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Jay Gould Personality Brief

In this brief, the written study of the astrology of the personality of Jay Gould, only the simple fundamentals will
be covered. The oral presentation will be more elaborate.
It is obvious that most of the significant astrological factors center on Gemini. Gemini rules the upper appendages, the lungs and has much to do with the nervous system. From these facts we can conclude that his body is
most likely to be thin, wiry and articulate, all of which was true to his life. One would expect someone of a fidgety, changeable, impatient disposition, also true to his life. Since Gemini is a common sign one would expect him
to be knowledgeable and mentally curious but not necessarily deep or comprehensive and exhaustive in his study.
His disposition was to know enough about things to be practical and to apply it to his advantage as quickly as
possible. Gemini is an airy sign. From this it is safe to conclude that his personality thrived on organization and
that his curiosity was mental and inclined toward technical information and with some literary interest. Gemini
is a double bodied sign with an airy quality of neutrality. Like many Gemini personalities he could see both
sides of an issue and could take either side with ease. Mercury, the ruler of Gemini, is a lover of truth and honest
but because it does not have a good deal at stake in either, it can, in its neutrality and switchable ways, be quite
duplicitous and studied in dishonesty and falsity. This give a very good picture of his personality and activity in
the world. He was untruthful, fraudulent and dishonest to such an extreme degree that he could be trusted by few
and in few circumstances. Gemini is a sign that loves facts. Again, facts are neutral. What is important is what
the facts mean and how they can be applied to personal benefit. This he did well by understanding the newest
advances in science and technology and how they were likely to be applied and how he could get in on the ground
floor from the beginning (1st house.) Gemini is a sign of aping, an activity which he mastered. He could imitate
or counterfeit or duplicate almost anything and pass it off as the real thing thereby cheapening the cost of the real
thing which he could quietly obtain at bargain prices and then let the worthless fakes fall by the wayside while
the real item rebounded to its true worth. He understood the value of the presentation of the facts. On numerous
occasions he presented things in such a way that they were attractive or appealing so that people were willing to
purchase things that they might not otherwise purchase. He did this in everything from flattering family biographies of well-to-do Yankees to enterprises he was trying to sell and even with a mousetrap. He also knew the
value of making facts known, publicity. He owned newspapers which he readily used as organs of propaganda to
push is schemes on an unsuspecting public. He was a salesman and exchange artist par excellence.
One would expect with Mercury in Gemini in the 1st house that all of these tendencies would be magnified. This
writer has not found that to be exactly the case and this horoscope is a case in point. Redundancy does intensify
but does not seem to magnify the scope. For example, Jay Gould is tall but not exceptionally tall. His is indeed
a mental personality. His relation to the world is through perception and thought. He thinks about everything
he does but his thought is not theoretical but practical. His thought is expedient and always directed to seeking
personal advantage. His mind is very clear and clever and all of his plans are well conceived. Mercury is the
strongest planet in the horoscope by far so the mind and personality are of highest importance. The Mercury-Saturn trine is the second strongest aspect. Thus we would expect Mercury and Saturn and their aspect to be highly
influential in the personality. The saturnine selfishness we have already seen. The saturnian influences are strong
enough to countermand tendencies we would normally expect to find with Mercury and Gemini rising. He is not
a talkative Gemini, i.e. is rather taciturn. He is nervous and worries, e.g. he was always tearing paper (Gemini and
air) into smaller and smaller pieces. He was a fretful insomniac. Saturn is strong enough and malicious enough so
that it can divert the neutral Mercury into is devious ways and the trine might even be considered a malefic aspect.
He is highly dishonest and even treacherous and seems to have no exceptions to his distrust which generalized to
a cynical disrespect for any values. He saw these things in the world because the exchange (Gemini) was as much
or more of a den of thieves than it is now. Obviously his physical health could not hold up under constant worry
and nervous stress and he could not recuperate due to his insomnia.
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The aspects of Mercury to Mars and Uranus are not strong even though Mars itself is strong. These aspects and
planets indicate that his mind and personality are alert and astute. He is inventive and ingenious in his thinking
and knows the mechanics of how things work. He is lively but in a fidgety wan and not in an animated way. All of
the aspects to Mercury are benign so his mind his personality are clear even though his motive emotionality is not.
The strength of Saturn and the Mercury-Saturn trine prevail in describing his personality. This is shown in that his
personal appearance is conservative, staid and conventional. He dresses neatly, is sharp and careful about how he
looks and about giving a competent, trustworthy appearance.
Even though he keeps a saturnine poker-face, in one important way his personality and appearances are true to his
total character. The Sun is in the east. Even though in the 12th house, this position indicates that the outer and
the inmost being are much alike. He is a cheat inside and out but he is cleaver enough to not be obvious about
it. It is not unreasonable to speculate that the 12th house position indicates the he is so much in and of himself
that he must externalize it—in this sense the 12th house could indicate a huge hang-over from the past. It does
indicate self-presence in the personality even though there is a tendency to want to work secretly and stealthily at
the same time.
From the ascendant and Mercury se see a keen astuteness of personality and the saturnian element shows a different kind of nervous alertness that is unsettled and fatiguing. From the solar aspects some of the finer details
become clear. The Sun forms aspects with both Uranus and Neptune which indicates a high strung quality in the
personality. This is so whether the aspects are benefic or malefic.
The Moon is not strong enough to be much of a personality factor. The most significant things about the Moon
are that she is also in an airy sign and also in proximity with Saturn.
Only Pluto, the weakest planet, is in an earth sign. He is not a sensate or sensual personality. His attunement to
the stuff of the world is weak and artificial as the air signs tend to be.
Turning to the vitality, one can see from the Sun (the primary significator of vitality) and ascendant that the vitality is not strong. It is not exceptionally weak and is expressed mostly through positive aspects to the vitality
significators (Sun, Mars, Moon), it is active and fluent but not strong. The constant onslaught of mental stress is
sufficient to tax and divert the clear but modes vitality and weaken it. With Mercury in the 1st house, he was a
youthful prodigy, a mental prodigy as most prodigies tend to be. When things develop early in life ahead of the
natural development and maturation cycle, they usually do not develop in a way that is good for the long run and
was true in this case. Similarly, sensitive people who have Uranus and Neptune directly involved in the personality and/or vitality are often less vigorous and durable.
The ascendant, its ruler and the Sun and Moon are all in air signs. This is good for intellectual, organizational and
mental work as well as for sense perception but it is not the best for a healthy personality. The drying effect of the
airy signs and the general stringency of Saturn (also in an air sign) mean a generally dry personality. When on is
at the same time very materialistic and without much faith or belief, the result is consumption or tuberculosis as
it was in his case. It was as if he couldn’t get his breath and dried up.
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4: O 21° 43’, 5th, #8, 119, 7%
7: R 0° 49’, 11th, #2, 208, 15%
6: Y 21° 01’, 2nd, #5, 168, 10%
0: O 29° 33’ R, 5th, #3, 202, 12%
8: Y 15° 51’, 2nd, #7, 148, 9%
Planets in water: 3: 8: Y 15° 51’, 2nd, #7, 148, 9%;
			-, W 4° 28, 10th, #6, 150, 9%

6: Y 21° 01’, 2nd, #5, 168, 10%;

Relevant Aspects
4 K 6, #1, 102, 13%						7
4 K 8, #12, 19, 2%						7
4 a ;, #15, 12, 2%						7
								7

a 0, #5, 75, 10%
J 5, #7, 63, 8%
J -, #8, 42, 5%
K =, #10, 26, 3%

6 K 4, #1, 102, 13%						0
6 F 8, #9, 27, 4%						0
6 K ;, #16, 9, 2%						0
								0

L 5, #2, 95, 12%
a 7, #5, 75, 10%
L -, #11, 20, 3%
K =, #14, 15, 2%

8 K ;, #4, 90, 12%
8 F 6, #9, 27, 4%
8 K 4, #12, 19, 2%
Mean Aspect: #7.5, 47.81, 6.25%
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This is a very difficult emotionality to synthesize. On one hand Saturn and Mars are strong but Saturn is much
more involved in the mentality which at first glimpse seems stronger than the emotionality. The Moon square to
Venus is the strongest aspect but neither of the two planets is a strong planet, while Mercury which is in the second
strongest aspect (the square to Saturn) is very strong. From this we can see that the emotionality is comparatively
strong but with very strong and weak factors in it and it is weaker than the mercurial mentality which probably
with its saturnine tone controls it and keeps it in check. As one goes into a more detailed view of it, one can see
that there are all sorts of complications and twists to it.
Taking a broad view of it by looking at all of the aspects directly involved in the emotionality one sees some obvious things about the emotionality. There are thirteen malefic aspects and only four benefic aspects. Moreover, the
malefic aspects, taken as a whole, are more intense than the benefic aspects with the exception of the Saturn trine
to Mercury which is more of a mental aspect than an emotional aspect. From this it is reasonably safe to conclude
that he is emotionally troubled and that the redeeming emotions that he does have are too week to be a significant
factor in relieving his more problematic emotions.
The Moon is the indicator of the basic feeling and excitability in any horoscope. The Moon, as one can see from
the emotionality fact sheet, is not a strong planet. This means that he is probably not an excitable man nor does
he have a high emotional interest quotient. There is an average number of number of planets in water signs which
would normally indicate an average emotionality but half of the planets are in dry, mental air signs which certainly
subdues most of the emotionality he can muster. The Moon is one of the planets in the air signs which reinforces
this mentally cooling trend in the emotionality. Mercury and Saturn are the two strongest planets in the horoscope
which emphasizes this tendency even more. The Moon in Libra seems to indicate and inconstancy or instability in
the basic emotional nature. This relationship between the emotionality and the mentality is borne out in another
aspect of the basic emotionality–curiosity. He had a high degree of intellectual or mental curiosity (though it was
usually of a very practical bent) but he did not have a high degree of emotional curiosity, i.e. he mentally fascinated by things but refused to get drawn into things emotionally and even seemed a bit disgusted by emotional
matters, he was nervous but not obviously excitable.
The Moon forms only one strong aspect, the square to the Venus. The Moon and Venus are the two most feminine
planets so we can see that he did not understand feminine things very well, at least not through his basic emotions.
He did not like what are considered feminine things or feminine emotions. He was married and had a large family
but all of the domestic matters were in his wife’s hands and she basically reported to him. This square between
the Moon and Venus does indicate some excitability that he kept in check and didn’t allow to show. It may well
be that it was he felt vulnerable to excitability that he had such a distaste for it but there is another more dominant
reason for it. The Moon and Venus are both receptive planets and he did not like to be in a receptive posture because he wanted to be in control, a trait which he exhibited from young on. It is not that he had a macho attitude
about receptivity it is more a matter of his wanting to take the initiative to his advantage and do things for and by
himself as the Sun and a strong life ruler in the east.
Understanding the Mars disposition in this horoscope is a little more complicated. Mars is a strong planet but,
again, Mercury is so strong that Mars cannot be dominant in expression. Even though Mars is strong, Jay Gould
does not seem to be a passionate man. However, viewing Mars in the way that we are, Mars is a classic in a classic
aspect for understanding the lower desire world. He is strongly self-assertive, in harmony with what is indicated
by the Sun and Mercury above, and hence he is strongly repulsive. In his self-assertion to draw things to himself
he was so repulsive that at times the general public hated him almost as extensively as the general public hated
Hitler in the second world war. The classic aspect is a Mars malefic with Saturn. If any aspect indicates hatred,
this is it, especially with the strong saturnian flavor of the horoscope. He was hated but he also hated others. This
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aspect is classic because it involves the two planets which rule the lower desire world as was discussed in the introduction to the emotionality. Mars indicates the activity (asserting one’s self to draw things to one) while Saturn
indicates the object or objective of that activity, the object which one wants (usually selfishly). In the lower desire
world base desire forms mutually destroy each other as the old adage goes (there is no honor among thieves.) Jay
Gould was so self-assertive and nasty that he even destroyed some of his own friends when that became expedient
and he had plenty of enemies on whom he frequently vented his spleen in ongoing financial warfare. Mars does
have some moderate benefic aspects but they, like Saturn, seem to be more involved in the mental nature than the
emotionality. The Mars sextile Mercury indicates his quick-wittedness and it could indicate desire stimulation
but it is more likely that it would be the mind stimulating the desires than vice versa because Mercury is so much
stronger than Mars and it is the applying aspect but the fact that Mars gives to Mercury in a first phase aspect does
give a slight amount of contrary evidence. Similarly, the Mars sextile Uranus worked out in his live in an uncanny
feel for the mechanics or dynamics of how things and situations worked than it did as emotional impulsiveness
which was uncharacteristic of him.
Venus is also involved in a classic aspect. It forms a modest conjunction to Jupiter. It is a classic because it
involves the two planets that rule the activities in the higher desire world. When we discussed the higher desire
world we noted that the objective of giving love to others in the out-flowing stream resulted in attraction in the ingoing direction. Venus-Jupiter aspects are about the most generous kind of giving of all of the planets; however,
both planets square the Moon (Venus quite strongly) so this is not a completely healthy attraction and both also
square Pluto indicating more of the same. Cancer is one of the most drawing signs of the zodiac and all of this
adds up with to an obsessive desire for attracting love. This is not easy to understand because of all of the repulsive desires present in his makeup. As this writer understands it, his attraction to wealth was not merely a matter
of grasping and holding. There was a good deal of liberal investment to attract wealth. Nonetheless, most of his
wealth was gained through developing undercapitalized holdings and selling watered down stock both of which
(the former indicated inflated statement of value) are perfectly described by the planets in the second house. In
the general patter involving all four planets there is a healthy amount of excess because the Moon, which deposits, disposes and aspects the second house planets, acts as a magnifier to their tendencies as the Moon often does,
Pluto seems to add the quality of pressure to them. This T-square with the open corner of the grand square being in the eighth house seems to be an exaggerated stress to avoid loss perhaps ingrained in a childhood without
wealth. On the emotion level he man not be able to distinguish between investment (2nd house) and speculation
5th and 11th houses) and doesn’t care to make the distinction because all he cares about is more and more wealth
and because he knows that he is clever enough to make either work to his advantage and has enough power to pull
off his shenanigans. This whole patter, but especially the strong mutual reception square between the Moon and
Venus, is serious enough to indicate an unhealthy emotional state. An emotionality that is obsessive and that is
tracked in a never-ending reaching out for more wealth while the Mars-Saturn part of the emotionality strikes out
to take it. It is almost ironic how he disliked the feminine quality of receptivity while at the same time he sucked
in enormous amounts of wealth. It is also interesting to note how he epitomized the American dream of rags to
wealth and how that fits into the horoscope of the United states which also has Gemini rising, Venus conjoined to
Jupiter in Cancer and the 2nd house, and Saturn afflicted in Libra and the 5th house.
It is a peculiar emotionality and desire nature. There is action and motivation but much of it is self-assertive and
selfish without constructive ends in mind and often destructive methods in the action. There is also fluidity in the
emotionality and desires but it is insatiable, wheel-spinning fluidity that feeds on itself expansively without ever
enjoying the emotional activity or finding contentment and rest. There does not seem to have been much peace
or happiness in his life and with the strong malefic aspects, it is what one would expect if he could not get beyond
his stars.
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Concrete Mind: 5: T 28° 59’, #1 , 301, 18%
Concrete mental attitudes (planets in T, I): 2: 5 (already mentioned), 3: T 6° 06’; 12th; #4, 169, 10%
Intellective/Organizational Mentality (planets in air):3: T 6° 06’; 12th; #4, 169, 10%;
5:T 28° 59’,#1, 301, 18%			
4: O 21°43’, 5th, #8, 119, 17%;
0: O 29°33’, 5th, #3, 202, 12%;		
=: Q 5° 54’ R, 9th, #9, 106, 6%
Opportunities to develop concrete mind (3rd house): cusp = U, no planets in 3rd, smallest house
Ideational/abstract mind: 8: Y 15° 51’, 2nd, #7, 148, 9%
Ideational attitudes (planets in {, W): -: W 4°28’ R, 10th, #6, 150, 9%
Opportunities to develop ideational mind (9th house): =: Q 5° 54’ R, 9th, #9, 106, 6%, smallest house
Instinctual/automatic/reflective mind: 4: O 21°43’, 5th, #8, 119, 17%;
Relevant Aspects
5 L 0, #2, 95, 12% 						
8 K ;, #4, 90, 12%
5 J 7, #6, 66, 9%						8 F 6, #9, 27, 4%
5 L -, #13, 17, 2%						8 K 4, #12, 19, 2%
4 K 6, #1, 102, 13%
4 K 8, #12, 19, 2%
4 a ;, #15, 12, 2%
Mean Aspect: #7.5, 47.81, 6.25%x
Factors In The Mentality To Consider
Promethian Cycle (forethought vs afterthought)
Projective vs Receptive
Analysis vs Synthesis Inductive vs Deductive
Thought vs Memory (rethought)
Retention and recall
Questioner vs Answerer
Observation & Discrimination
Expressive vs Retentive
Imaginative vs Invisible
Continuity
Ponderous vs Impulsive
Concentrative vs Relaxed
Speed
Cogitative vs Dispersive
Depth
Platonistic vs Aristotelian
Independence, Creative
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Mercury, in principle and usually in fact, is the most significant planet in the concrete mind. In most regards it
is the concrete mind. In the horoscope of Jay Gould there is no doubt whatsoever because Mercury is by far the
strongest planet of the entire horoscope to say nothing of the mentality. Mercury is not only strong, it is by its location in Gemini, a classic mentality. That has its positives and negatives because Mercury as portrayed in Greek
mythology is almost amoral and just as likely to do legitimate as illegitimate things which is certainly descriptive
of the life and mind of Jay Gould; however, if one has a “pet judge” legitimacy itself is questionable.
In its home sign Gemini Mercury represents a mind that is aware of and open to all alternatives which is representative of the fact that the concrete mind is behind all things in phenomenal existence. In this horoscope Mercury
is in the 1st house so this doesn’t seem to be the horoscope of someone who lives exclusively in a mental world.
He is primarily a mentalist but is not exclusively so. The 1st house and ascendant represent the interface of the
spirit with the external world. Gemini on the ascendant indicates a bipolar approach to the external world. First,
it indicates that he is perceptive to the world and then it indicates that he is responsive to the external world and
actively participating in it. When someone is awake, aware and alert to the external world through perception, we
say “they have come to their senses”, correctly meaning to say that we are most awake when we are aware of what
is going on in the dense physical world around us. It is true that there are higher states of waking consciousness
but they are the fare of rare individuals who have carried waking consciousness to higher states of being by a good
deal of practice. It is not correct to state that he is perfectly awake in the physical world or that he is comfortable
with the physical world. The Sun, which represents Self, is also in Gemini and that indicates he sees himself as
a thinker and perhaps even as the thoughts or though process. The Sun is in the 12th house which indicates that
the is a bit withdrawn and nervously uncomfortable with the mind and the external world, not quite at home in
either. It is almost as if he has created a mind so strong that it has a life of its own and is like a runaway carriage
that has him uneasy. To clarify, it is more correct to say that he is more aware of his perceptions and the facts of
the material world than the material world itself. He is a keen observer of human nature and behavior and he was
sensitive to some of the social appearances of the world but he was not an astute general observer of the outer
world like a field biologist or an artist. He was humanistic in his observation and awareness of the external world,
i.e. he generally preferred human reports of things like newspapers, scientific or technical writings and things
like that to directly going out on field trips though he did some of that also. In these activities he was practical
and pragmatic. He was interested in how knowledge could be used but his pragmatism was self-centered, he was
interested in how things could be used to his advantage. This egoism is indicated by the strongest aspect to Mercury the strong trine to Saturn. Mercury is a neutral planet and Gemini is a sign of neutrality as is Libra the sign
containing Saturn and the Moon who is usually neutral herself. The only other significant aspect to Saturn is the
malicious opposition to Mars. Combining these factors it becomes obvious that the malice of the Mars-Saturn
aspect is sufficient to overcome the neutrality of Mercury and the Moon. Thus, even though the trine is a benefic
aspect, its benefice is in the service of selfishness. This egoism brings us back to Mercury and the mind in relation to the external world. The bipolar interaction with the external world with this egoistic taint is such that if
the news reports of the external world were not what he wanted them to be he found it a very handy thing to own
a newspaper to present the perception he wanted. This Gemini dualism was pervasive throughout his mental activity. For example, when he owned the Erie Railroad he did all of the book keeping in his mind and he kept two
different sets, one in reality and one to present to the government. He recognized the value of the central position
of the mind in other ways. He understood that the human mind not only condensed and humanized perceptions
but that it was also the central clearing house for perceptions and all information. As such he was very much
aware, in practice though not in astrological knowledge, of the value of transportation and communication in all
human activities. He owned railroads and other transportation companies and he own a telegraph company which
he used to his advantage which went beyond mere ownership. During the civil war he kept himself apprised of
the outcome of battles ahead of other investors and took advantage of that knowledge knowing how the public
would respond the outcomes of battles.
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Above it has been said that he had a vigorous mind, not too artificial and stuffy, in the service of the lower nature,
the desire nature. This is clearly indicated by the sextile of Mercury to Mars which also indicates an almost aggressive mind. He comes to life in the thought process.
When we turn to the promethean cycle we find an anomaly which requires synthesis. The horoscope is a perfect
example to demonstrate Mercury rising after the Sun, the Sun is already above the horizon and Mercury is still below. Normally that would indicate an after-thinker but Mercury in the first house us usually early and futuristic in
it thought. He was a child prodigy. Saturn, which gives most of the flavor to Mercury, can be either a fore thinker
or an after thinker or both but is usually a foresightful and that tips the balance in the direction of forethought and
observation of his life bears this out because he anticipated many things and took advantage of them.
Fore thinkers are usually, but not always, synthetic thinkers, putting things together instead of taking them apart
and that seems to hold true in his case. Some analysis is necessary to synthesize but an analytic thinker goes not
farther than deeper and deeper analysis. Jay Gould had too much desire for possession to do that so he would put
two and two together and synthesize. One example was his realization about the coincidental development of the
railroads and the beginning of the great plains wheat fields with plentiful harvests which he took advantage of
with several railroads.
Similarly, he was not one to dwell in memories or on the past. He was always looking toward the future in his
mind. The Sun in the 12th house usually does indicate some carryover from the past and past lives but in his timidity he was more likely to try to not repeat mistakes for his own safety. He obviously had to have a prodigious
memory to keep two sets of books for a large railroad in his mind but he didn’t dwell on it or become attached to it.
The Gemini duality seemed to work into his life as a balance between questioning and answering. Though he had
an interest in science, it could not be said that he was an enquirer. On the other hand, he was certainly not what
one would call an answer man either. To be fair, it must be said that almost all of us have more questions than
answers and the whole process of concrete thinking is a questioning process because it is in asking questions and
forming receptive images that we produce archetypes in the region of concrete thought but in his case he seems to
have kept the balance between questions and answers. This was because of his pragmatism. He would question
only far enough to get to an answer which he considered advantageous.
The rest of the recommended considerations will be left to the student so the abstract and instinctual elements of
the mentality can be very briefly examined.
Neither the abstract nor the instinctual element is important in this horoscope. Jupiter and the Moon are the
seventh and eighths planets in order of strength and both are below average. This makes psychological sense
in a character where there is so much emphasis on Mercury and the air signs. The air sign emphasis indicate
an orientation toward human things and toward mental organization. Abstraction, especially abstraction which
is enlargement of emotional or desire matters (Jupiter is in Cancer conjoined to Venus and square to the Moon,
both emotional planets), is not appealing to one so directed to concrete, usable thinking. To be too theoretical
is dangerous to an individual involved in speculation. In fact, even speculation was not truly speculative to him
because he almost always won because he always had some kind of advantage, sometimes ethical but usually
unethical, which ensured that he would succeed. Similarly, unconscious and reflective or automatic, instinctual
thought was not appealing. Deliberate thought was so much safer even though it meant a life too mental, a life
in almost continuous worry and nervousness. Instinct was what he was trying to get beyond, though he loved
flowers he was not a nature lover.
In general it is a pretty consistent mentality.
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Individuality (3): 6° 06’ T, 12th, #4, 169, 10%
Individuality Attitudes (planets in fire): 1: ;: 15° 28’ E, 11th, #10, 82, 5%
Opportunities for Self-Expression (1st, 5th, 9th): 4:
4: 21° 43° O, 5th, #8, 119, 7%; 			
=: 5° 54’ RQ, 9th, #9, 106, 6%

5: 28° 58’ T, 1st, #1, 301, 18%;
0: 29° 33’ R O, 5th, #3, 202, 12%;

Mystic Spirituality & Raw Creativity (-): 4° 28’ W, 10th, #6, 150, 9%
Occult Spirituality & Genius (=): 5° 54’ R Q, 9th, #9, 106, 6%
Will & Creativity in Potential (;): 15° 28’ E, 11th, #10, 82, 5%
Opportunities for Super-physical Experience (4th, 8th, 12th): 1: 3: 6° 06’ T, 12th, #4, 169, 10%
Relevant Aspects
3 L =, #3, 90, 12%						3 K -, #7, 63, 8%																						-

K 3, #7, 63, 8%
J 7, #8, 42, 5%
L 0 , #11, 20, 3%
L 5 , #13, 17, 2%

= L 3, #3, 90, 12%						; K 8, #4, 90, 12%
= K 7, #10, 26, 3%						; K 6, #16, 9, 1%
= K 0, #14, 15, 2%						; a 4, #15, 12, 2%
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A brief glance ant the Individuality Fact Sheet indicates that this is not a strong individuality. The Sun is only an
average strength planet and there are few planets in fire signs, the signs through which one derives the impulse to
individuation. We have a moderate individuality with several very strong planets and several strong aspects and
only one of these aspects involves the Sun. This amounts to a moderate self or central being with faculties and
tools stronger than itself which means they can act autonomously. The sense of self is aware enough to know that
it is not strong and that it needs to be and in its insecurity it tries to be so but it places its effort and its confidence
in the faculties and talents rather than in self and they run away with his life and being. It is as though the spiritual
self is being held hostage and it is trusting its own abductors to free it. It is ironic and it is poetic justice that this
is what he did with others and the world. He took investors money for himself and basically ran away with for his
own ends, not directly as a thief would do it but with the way he managed assets to his own ends and then let the
companies and investors drop when he had satisfied his run away desires for wealth, wealth that he equated with
security when it was anything but security, especially the way he manipulated it and devalued it—he ran down
every company he ever owned.
There are several ways by which one can come to understand how to look at the Sun to understand whether it is
more likely to indicate the individuality or the pseudo-self, the personal ego. Probably the best is intuition which
will be used to interpret all of the other ways anyway. This instructor cannot teach intuition which must be Godtaught though the instructor will do as much as possible to encourage and foster intuition. Another way is to use
astrology and reason to, hopefully, provide correct and helpful data for the intuition to process. If one looks at
the aspects in this horoscope, one sees there are more malefic aspects than benefic aspects. Among the strongest
aspects, the malefic aspects dominate over the benefic aspects [note: earlier in this course is was obvious that the
trine of Mercury to Saturn was in its manifestation neutral at best and most likely malefic because of the way it
was used in his life, it was an extension of Saturn]. From this it can be concluded that this is a malefic dominated
character. Then if we assume that the malefic aspects and planets represent baseness in the character, which they
usually but not always do, then it is safe to say that it is a runaway lower nature, and that the interpretation of the
Sun as that lower nature or pseudo-ego is most likely the most correct interpretation. If one looks at the octave
planets which indicate various kinds of spirituality, one sees that they are all below average strength and Neptune
and Pluto are clearly the two weakest planets. This leads one to believe that interpreting the Sun as pseudo-ego
and not as spiritual individuality is most likely correct. Another way of determining the relative importance of the
two interpretations of the Sun is direct observation. When observing directly one must be careful and discriminating because sometimes very spiritually inclined individuals do bad things in spite of themselves because they
have developed such a strong lower nature in the past and that lower nature fights for it life when being tamed is
threatened by the spiritual Self. In this case the facts of the life of Jay Gould are such that there is no indication of
any kind of spiritual or moral self-improvement and he was guilty of considerable malice. Thus direct observation indicates the same thing one derives from astrological analysis and it, therefore, seems obvious that the Son
is best interpreted in associating it more with the lower nature than with the higher nature, though it probably has
some influence in the latter also.
When turning to the Sun in Gemini in the 12th house we immediately meet something that seems to counter this
assumption. The Sun trines Neptune and it is a pretty strong aspect (#3) and Neptune is in the house of religion
and higher values, directly opposite to our assumption. However, the trine can also be interpreted in various ways
and on various levels. The positive Sun-Neptune aspects often indicate psychological self-knowledge. However,
self-knowledge does not have to be deep or spiritual. In this case this aspect seems to indicate that he is aware of
his psychology and especially of the 12th house self-limitations and possible self-undoings. This psychological
self-knowledge is not of the type one would derive from analytic psychology or as insightful as that from the spiritual voice of intuition but it is accurate. It is also very useful when there is chaos or disaster in the stock market
and it is important to keep one’s wits and not succumb to panic. The philosophy or value system
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indicated by Neptune in the 9th house is probably not something lofty and spiritual nor is it likely to mean something especially benign. Aquarius is a science sign and he was well read in the science and technology of his day.
Therefore it was probably a philosophy something like social Darwinism which gave his life scientific dressing
and justified his deeds as things that happen in the competition of the survival of the fittest.
The Sun in the 12th house can mean many things. It can mean ripeness from the past or self undoing or involuntary service or institutionalization and other things but in almost all cases what it means is something not seen by
the world. Often it means a self trying to work its way through a mass of unredeemed accumulations of destiny
from the past, so much that the individual is buried and blinded by it. In this case with the exceedingly strong
Gemini and Mercury it is likely that he, to himself, is buried under thoughts and facts and information. He would
like to believe that he is the sum total of those thoughts but that is not satisfying, not enough for the spirit, so the
spirit is looking for more. The self has to assert itself through the power of its being, the power of general will to
come into its own. It can do that in the act of thinking but it is more than the thoughts and the thoughts do not just
appear out of an automatic thought machine. He must deliberately do the thinking and know himself as the being
that does so. Beside being disposited by Mercury, the Sun is deposited by Venus who rules Taurus, the sign on the
cusp of the 12th house. When we studied the emotionality of this horoscope it was obvious that Venus was bound
up with Jupiter, the Moon and the second house greed syndrome which, like all desire, could never be satisfied.
Thus we can see that his true spiritual identity is a prisoner to the functions of thought and desire in the lower
nature, so the 12th house really is a prison. The lower nature rather likes this because, as a not real entity with
real evaluation capacity, it likes thrilling to desire and having the mind at its beckoning. It thrives on desire and
it really doesn’t understand death or much of anything else outside of the realm of desire. The square to Uranus
with this line of interpretation is also fascinating. Uranus is the awakener. It is shockingly awakening. Because
its impulses are so new and different they are not recognized by the world. Inventions and raw creativity are to
unorthodox, irregular or bohemian. Uranus does form some nice aspects in this horoscope but the one that is most
likely to be used, the strongest, is the square to the Sun. When there is a strong malefic aspect to Uranus in the
10th, it usually means that the person is not accepted by society, especially high society, and often the individual
is ostracized and even ridiculed. For all of his wealth and his efforts Jay Gould was never accepted into society,
was never included in the set of four hundred. He was even ridiculed behind his back though he surely knew it.
The effect of this was to drive him even deeper into isolation.
Pluto is not strong but it does fit into and reenforces this general pattern. Pluto forms only malefic aspects and all
of those aspects are with the planets in the greed syndrome. Thus one might say that he is obsessive about wealth
and his desire nature seeks it endlessly and pathologically. He is fixated on more and more. His personality and
his solar disposition are to airy to appreciate in the fruits of riches. In another part of the lower desire nature the
strong Saturn-Mars nature with its savage viciousness has destroyed all of his friendships and so he is alone and
lonely in a world which is hostile to him. He must have bodyguards with him twenty-four hours per day and is so
strict with his family that intimacy with them is not possible. Thus we can see his 12th house isolation is extreme.
He can only find positive stimulation or feedback in his cleverness and the schemes that he creates, each of which
makes him more hated by the world. This is indeed self-undoing of the worst kind, self-undoing suffered in complete isolation from the world.
His removal from and subjection to the desire-mental complex has other consequences that are even more unpleasant to think about. If he were to really be into his desires and enjoy them or their fruits that would be experience that would be fruitful of soul growth when he reaped the consequences. Being disconnected from them he
is a dry, disconnected, paper-tearing, tubercular ghost of a man who when he dies will have little to feel in the
purgatorial regions of the desire world where he will wait suspended in a seemingly endless “borderland” because
he didn’t feel and he again finds himself in isolation, in an inner world 12th house.
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Synthesis/Summary Factor				

Relative Importance Rating

Profile(s):													7
#2, many positive signs; #4, preponderate air signs; 						
6
#11, high activity; #12, high or low intensity; 						
8
#12, many malefic; #16, outward agreement;							
7
#17, accomplishing moon phase								7
Significant Aspects:												9
#1, 4 K 6, 102, 13%;
#2, 5 L 0, 95, 12%
#3, 3 L =, 90, 12%;
#4, 8 K ;, 90, 12%
Significant Planets:												9
#1, 5, 301, 18%; #2, 7, 208, 12%; #3, 0, 202, 12% 					
8
Significant Personality Factors:										8
very strong neural, mental, mercurial personality						8
ruler of ascendant and life ruler with only benefic aspects					
6
strong fretful lunar aspects									7
Significant Emotionality Factors:										7
strongest relevant aspects malefic (#1, #2, #4, #5)						
7
6 has only malefic aspects									
7
Significant Mentality Factors:
									8
5 (concrete mentality) very strong								9
8 (abstract mentality) weak and afflicted							
6
4 (instinctual mentality) weak and afflicted							
6
Significant Individuality Factors:										6
3 (self) average with one good aspect (#3)							
6
Octaves weak, more afflicted than not							
7
Overall Comparison:											8
personality strong but not overwhelming							7
emotionality average with a few stand out aspects						
6
mentality very strong in concrete, strongest overall						
9
spirituality weakest overall with one bright spot						
6
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This is almost a one dimensional character. That dimension is neuro-mental. Being one dimensional does not
mean that he is not intelligent because he is very intelligent, even capable of difficult mental feats. Instead, it
means that his intelligence is directed to only one thing. He lives in an artificial, mental world which is where
things are meaningful to him. He is spiritually withdrawn in an artificial, intellectual escape and is almost a prisoner of his mind. He can utilize his mind and does but he is locked into accepting the things that the mind sees as
significant. The mind, even the more perfected parts of it, are under the influence of the desire nature. The desire
nature in turn is primitive and base. He is capable of savage acts such as vengeance and hostility and he is deeply
selfish. These desire tendencies are dominant and developed as evidenced by the fact that he does not know how
to love. To him love and similar emotions are sentimental and uselessly exciting and distracting —froth and gyrations. He does se these distorted love and protection emotions as being provident for those who he loves but,
because the love is not true, it serves as a mask for a very strong, selfish greed syndrome. Said another way, because he cannot love truly, he tries to make up for it by trying to amass more and more wealth actually believing
that it is for those who he thinks he is supposed to love. Being mentally one dimensional and having all sorts of
desire based mental complexity in his psychology does not mean that he does not appreciate simplicity. In fact,
everything he does is done with controlled, careful simplicity; however, he is capable of seeing simple things with
great mental depth and he can compound them to seemingly complicated extremes because he executes them with
such ferocity and intensity. His one dimensionality which is so savage and primitive causes him to be socially
unacceptable because assertive desires are always socially repulsive and antisocial behavior generates a lot of
sensationally bad publicity. He was a hated man in society.
The mentality is clearly the strongest facet of this character. It is dominant, so much so that one thinks one is
interacting with a mind and nothing more. The personality is the second strongest facet of this character and it
is very intimately bound up in a neuro-mental composite. The personality, though strong, cannot stand up to the
onslaughts of the nervous and worrisome mentality. Neither can it stand up to the negativity and extremity of
desire. He may be able to mask his primitive emotions and seem to be cold and reserved or self-contained but
the destructivity of these attitudes will silently have their way behind the mask. Good health and a sound body
are not much good if one is constantly undermining them. Having the grave and serious personality that he does,
he places it in traditional, accepted things and does not venture into out of the ordinary things that could relieve
the constant pressure he places on himself and in which he could find restorative help, such as in a more vital
diet. Even his personal behavior is destructive (tearing paper into smaller and smaller pieces) and he completely
undermines his health.
The emotionality, while not as strong as the personality, is the next strongest facet of the character. Like the
personality it is intimately tied into the mentality. Though certainly not the strongest facet, it probably still dominates the total character. This because he does not have strong enough personal interests to direct the character
and because the powerful mind does not find motivation in itself. He is not an intellectual seeking intellectual
truth and beauty. Many human lives are dominated by desire but in his case the desire is not regenerate. There is
the greed that goes beyond need into an unreality syndrome. He is not very spiritual so his higher needs are not
satisfied there. He does have primitive desires, primitive enough to savage his friends and associates, even those
who have been benevolent to him. In lieu of a strong higher desires or spiritual impulses he seems to get into
a delirium of speculation which hods him in the grip of fascination as though he were speculating with destiny
itself, an ultimate reality made unrealistic.
The spirituality is the weakest facet of his character. Given his extreme focus in matter, even though that focus is
highly artificial, the spirituality that he could have is placed instead into psychology. He has keen insights into the
psychology of those around him. He uses them to personal ends. He does not make religious excuses for himself
but he may follow philosophies that justify him. In his personal exile he needs something to buoy himself.
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Attitude

Opportunity

Action

Focus

Perfect balance once more
Education and internalization are most important
Low activity, a few simple tools are all she uses
Mostly medium intensity, no spectacular modes of activity, no faint modes
Mostly talents and virtues, few big flaws
Yet another balance, healthy working on new things and letting go of old
Balance, she wants to be a builder
What you see is what you get, very subjective within and without

3/4/3
4/2/1/3
9
2/5/2
6/2/1
3/6
5/4
-/-/water water “

9. Angularity (A/S/C)

10. Triplicity (E/P/R/S)

11. Activity (Total)

12. Intensity (H/M/L)

13. Quality (B/M/V)

14. Application (A/S)

15. Phase (1st/2nd or F/L)

16. Agreement (S/M/A)

Reflecting to perfection and impending dissoultion

Again, perfect balance

5/5

8. Circumstantiality (O/E)

2nd trine +

Shared needs and culture prevail

0/4/5/1

7. Quadrant (1/2/3/4)

17. Stage (Moon Phase)

Others must provide almost all opportunities

1/9

6. Horizontal (E/W)

Again more balance than imbalance

Strange balance-imbalance, not highly intellectual in outlook

4/3/0/3 or
4/4/0/4

4. Element (F/E/A/W)
4/6

Balance again, in general more balanced than imbalanced

4/4/2 or 4/5/3

3. Attribute (C/F/C)

5. Vertical (N/S)

Balance, slight need to be receptive

4/6 or 4/8

2. Polarity (P/N)

Conspectus

Page: 5

Enormous reliance on others, little personal occupation, conservative
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Gestalt notes
Helen Keller expanded gestalt profile notes

Bowl:
An obvious plan to control space by occupying half of it. There is an undeniable pattern of consciousness here.
It seems to indicate a desire to work something over and over whether or not there is what the world calls progress. When looking at it, one gets a feeling of reflection and comprehension than of protection and conservation
because of the on edge perspective.
The definition of the bowl is okay but not great. There is a leak or void encompassing Gemini and a chunk in
Cancer. This seems to indicate some small preference toward some kinds of attitude and/or opportunities and an
avoidance of others that break from what otherwise would appear to be a smooth and comprehensive attitude toward space and events in space. It is rare to find one that would forgo likes and dislikes in favor of a philosophy.
The edges are in opposite signs but do not form the opposition aspect that would give them greater significance
and add to the tension and definition of a perfect bowl. With the Moon in Pisces at the leading edge she seems
to open with feeling and sensitivity and close with the mental intuitions indicated by Uranus in Virgo at the trailing edge. Beside not forming an opposition the edges do not form a square with the heart of the bowl which, if it
existed, would be located near nine degrees of Gemini, the location of the void. This also weakens the edges and
the general definition of the bowl.
More about the position of the bowl will arise with later cross-profiling exercises.
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Polarity: 4/6 or 4/8
Again, little can be said about balances. As with the Gould chart this profile reveals little more than a simple
healthy balance and not a great deviation from the norm. When compared with the other attitude profiles, which
in this case do show imbalances, it shows the independence of each profile whereas cross-profiles show interdependence.
Attribute: 4/4/2 or 4/5/3
Like the polarity profile this profile indicates more balance than imbalance. One could not even say that she is
stubbornly introversive or that she lacks flexibility. One would like to be able to say that the slight fixed-cardinal
accentuation indicates a character of momentum but even that is too much of a stretch. All one can say about this
profile is that she is more balanced than imbalanced.
Element: 4/3/0/3 or 4/4/0/4
This profile is something like a converse of the Gould attribute profile (which had an accentuation with no deficiency) because it has a deficiency with no accentuation. This profile is an example of an “element trio” or an “atmosphere” as described in “element notes” handed out with this assignment. This is almost a perfect example of a
lava flow or an atmosphere that is warm, wet and earthy with no oxygen or fresh air. It is a paradise for anaerobic
growth and a consciousness of primal urgency, something exotic but without cool, detached intellect and organization. To many this would, indeed, be a suffocating and scalding character. Even without the opportunity profiles
one can sense something subjective and groping in the character. Since the mentality is usually the prime element
in communication, one can see difficulty in communicative attitude even if she did have complete sensory faculties.
It is speculative to us though it could be checked out by a proficient, well-trained clairvoyant but it is interesting
to note that the light ether which is ruled by the airy signs (which have contain no significators in this chart) is
responsible for maintaining the sensory organs in the dense physical body and also for conveying sense perception to our higher vehicles of consciousness. Perhaps this might indicate a weakness in the light ether of her vital
body, a weakness that would leave her more prone to nerve damage incurred during a high fever. This speculation would seem to be contradicted by the fact that she developed the sense of touch to an extraordinary degree.
However, touch is one of the more personal senses that are not removed and objective as are vision and hearing.
Vision and hearing are sometimes referred to as the intellectual senses for this reason and that certainly supports
the astrological notion of the airy signs as intellectual signs as well as sensory signs. In any case, the groping,
feeling nature of the character is surely indicated by the airless atmosphere profile.
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External Cross-Profile
Since two of the three attitude profiles are basically balanced, this horoscope does not lend itself to internal, attitude cross-profiling. Fortunately, this horoscope is well suited to external cross- profiling. External cross-profiling is cross-profiling between profile categories. So far, we have only two profile categories between which we
can cross-profile: the gestalt category and the attitude category. When we try to so cross-profile, we note a commonality between three of the four profiles: balance. From the gestalt profile, the bowl, we note a heaven-wide
balance and from two of the three attitude profiles we also find balance--internal attitude balance. So we can say
that, as far as we have gone, she shows general as well as internal balance. It would be difficult to judge which of
the two kinds of balance is causally antecedent to the other but it is interesting to speculate whether she and/or the
agencies of destiny provided her with so much balance to stay her through what must certainly be a very difficult
life--even the element profile with its extreme deficiency is otherwise providentially balanced.

Opportunity profiles
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Vertical: 4/6
Too close to balance to have much to say. One might get the idea that and individual taking of a life both deaf and
blind might at the same time wish to focus on the little world and get cozy with it but apparently she didn’t feel
that way and chose a life slightly inclined toward the wider world in spite of her limitations.
Horizontal: 1/9
This is probably one of the more extreme imbalances that we will encounter. Overwhelmingly the opportunities are to share and to respond or be reactive. Clearly, being deaf-blind, it is a difficult thing to be an initiator
in the world but it is a matter of question whether her condition is responsible for the opportunity circumstances
or whether she took the responsive stance to such an extreme that she made it necessary to go through a life of
mandated responsiveness to cloy that tendency. Since we are speculating here, it seems fair to mention that the
responsiveness may be a matter independent of the blindness and it may be an ancillary matter or a by-product of
that condition.
Quadrant: 0/4/5/1
Even though there are extremes here, we may not be learning a lot more than we already know from the first two
opportunity profiles. Clearly the personal needs quadrant of opportunity does indicate deficiency but what that
means is not clear. She still does have personal needs so it must be something like few opportunities to participate
in the satisfaction of those needs. Since we are looking after the fact it is easy to say that all she can do is apply
herself to culture, that may be true but probably not universal. There are probably other deaf-blind people that do
not have similar populations of the cultural quadrants. The strength of astrology is its ability to give insight into
specific individuals but that also means that there are no general interpretations and we must find interpretations
for each chart individually.
Circumstantiality: 5/5
Not much to say here except to note in passing how balance and extremity can coexist simultaneously. Character,
like the physical body that is one facet of it, must have homeostatic balance to continue on. A character comprised
of unbalanced extremes could not exist. Even though there are generally unbalanced horoscopes on rare occasions, the individual to whom they belong still has a good deal of accumulated balance from many past lives, the
horoscope is local to this lifetime and cannot indicate the huge residual character development except the reader
can sense it by intuition.
Angularity: 3/4/3
Another surprising (or not surprising) perfect balance. If one were cynical, one could say that the structure of
relationship opportunities according to crucial, stabilizing and vicarious would, per force, have to be balanced
since all are equally muted but that is placing too much value and dependence on her disabilities and ignoring her
character per se. We must take the horoscope for what it is and say that the opportunities nuclear relationships are
not more or less important or frequent than opportunities for vicarious relationships to the world.
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Triplicity: 4/2/1/3
No extreme imbalances but more opportunities to seek education and to withdraw to augment that process. This
profile very clearly describes her life. She graduated cum laude from Radcliffe and with Anne Sullivan withdrew
and developed a method to do so. She did not have many equals relationships. She was raised as an only child
(though she may have had siblings) and, though she tried to get married, it never happened. She had many acquaintances but few friends with lasting relationship development.
Internal Cross-Profiling:
This is not an easy chart for internal, opportunity cross-profiling. There are only three apparent extremes and one
(quadrant) is a redundancy of another (horizontal). Everything else is pretty evenly balanced. The one obvious
cross-profile presents a paradox. The horizontal profile indicates a need to respond to others but the triplicity profile reveals a paucity of opportunities to have equals relations with others and the angularity profile shows no special inclination to opportunities with others in superior-inferior relationships (vertical angular houses). The only
thing this writer can come up with as a wide speculation is that the educational emphasis in the triplicity profile
may indicate some opportunities to learn ways to learn and respond to others but that is a very long stretch. Sometimes one cannot summon insight or speculation even with the powerful tool of cross-profiling and sometimes
there may not be significant things to be revealed.

Activity profiles
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Helen Keller Expanded Activity Profile Notes

Activity: 9
While this is certainly a low activity chart, that fact is independent of her handicap. It is perfectly possible to
have a major handicap like being deaf-blind and still approach it with a very complex philosophy. This merely
says that she chose to utilize few active approaches to life and nothing more. It is possible that such a philosophy carried to extreme could result in severe limitations but this writer does not feel that such is the origin of her
condition in this case.
Intensity: 2/5/2
There is something of a “moderation in all things” philosophy. She did want to be treated like an average person
like everyone else and did not too much fall into doting on adulation. Some people just don’t like things too intense or too faint. It is interesting to note that the most intense aspect is the Sun sextile to Uranus which indicates
intuitive, self-evident self-knowledge and one wonders whether her moderation in most things didn’t facilitate
this self-knowledge which would certainly be an odd twist of affairs.
Quality: 6/2/1
As a child Helen became quite wild because nobody knew what to do with her condition and so they just let her
run loose. Despite this completely undisciplined life and frustration with her condition she was not a base or
savage individual. In fact she always went out of her way to work for the good and, in her sensitivity, she was
even repulsed by nastiness. She worked very hard to get an education but one cannot say that she chose the more
difficult paths in life.
Application: 3/6
There is not much that can be distinguished from balanced profiles; however, her interest in most things was not
sustained and her life was not a mounting success. Not enough of her personal interactions is known to determine
if there was more of a tension or relaxation in them so we have to trust the profile and tentatively presume so
(tentative assumptions are all right provided they don’t set.)
Phase: 5/4
Again we find a balance. Her chart is probably the most balanced of all of out example charts. It is likely that
she was moderately more of a builder than a deconstruction. She did, indeed, break down false attitudes about
the deaf and blind but she did much more in the way of building for others in similar circumstances than she did
social attitude deconstruction.
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Internal Cross Profiling:
There are only two stand-out profiles in this subset: the intensity profile and the quality profile. Cross profiling
them does raise an interesting question which this writer cannot answer from the facts of her life or from her
statements. Is virtue or goodness also to be practiced in moderation? Some people fee that one can never be too
good; others contend that even the finest qualities lose their virtue if they are too strong, and one wonders whether
Helen Keller was of that ilk.

Focus profiles
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Helen Keller Expanded Focus Profile Notes

Agreement: -/-/- water/water/water
Water is the most subjective element. Like air it is fluidic but not so likely to escape and more likely to take the
shape of its containment. Like earth water is a tangible element but not so likely to hold its shape on its own.
Water seeks its level. Water always flows to other water. In Helen’s horoscope this seems to mean that she can
go with the flow and take what shape the circumstance demands. It is tempting to thing that this kind of subjectivity is responsible for her condition but that is probably not a fair analysis. However, having the condition of
deaf-blindness and the dependency that goes with it probably helped her to develop this tendency of subjective
adaption to its maximum.
If it had only been outward subjectivity or passivity, it might have indicated mediumship. If it had only been
inward or middle subjectivity or passivity, it might have indicated a very withdrawn personality. As it is, it is as
though her whole being is absorbed or dissolved in a fluidic state and she doesn’t even distinguish between inner
and outer. Having Sun and Moon in withdrawal houses makes it seem as if everything in inward and that she is
within everything. There can be dangers when the agreement as this unified.
Stage: 2nd Trine +
This is a reaping of another sort from that of the Gould horoscope. In the second half of the lunation cycle the
overt business of the cycle is done and the Moon is giving back her light to the Sun. Thus there is something of
a breakdown and absorption in all of the second stage aspects. The second trine in water signs like this seems to
indicate a pondering of ideas and principles and dissolving them into the inner being, into the Self (Sun). So even
though Cancer is active or moving water (cardinal), this position is more like sea water or sea water in the making
as she steeps the elements of experience into her inner being. Looking at it this way her life cannot be seen as a
punishment but more as a time-out to ponder and absorb soul material into herself.
The general focus indicated by the agreement and stage profiles is excellent for a fluent, harmonious direction of
consciousness in either direction. Each of these two profiles seems to complement the other. This looks like a
deliberate, simply purposeful life plan.
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Internal Attitude Cross Profiling
The bowl configuration (#1) indicates a general, reflective stability in the character, a near balance between introversive and extroversive attitudes (#2) indicates internal stability within the general stability as does her even
emphasis on sustaining momentum (#3) and her balanced choice within elemental attitudes (#4) with the exception of a void or blind spot toward intellection or sensory transport. She wants attitude balance and has it but is
incomplete in it.
Internal Opportunity Cross Profiling
She has few or no opportunities to take care of her personal needs (#7) so she must rely or react to others and
usually cannot take initiative (#6) but she approaches balance in opportunities to live in the macrocosmic world
and the more personal sphere (#5) and she is not a victim of fated circumstances (#8) nor does she emphasize
acute, sustained or vicarious relational opportunities (#9) though she does have a slight emphasis on educational
or retreat opportunities and some deprivation of interaction of opportunities to interact with others as equals (#10).
Her opportunities are more balanced than imbalanced.
Internal Action Cross Profiling
She seems to prefer the simplicity of few tools or modes of activity (#11) and she seems to prefer actions and
events of moderate intensity or her talents are mostly modestly developed (#12). Her actions are mostly of benign
intent (#13) and she works on improving things (#13) though she doesn’t do so with full volume (#12). There
is a balance in talents in a state of improvement with those that she is using and passing on from (#14) and there
is a similar balance between talents for active accomplishment and those of reflective analysis (#15). In general
her tool nature is simple (#11), temperate (#12) and generally balanced (#14 & #15) though decidedly pleasant.
Internal Focus Cross Profiling
She is generally fluent and unimpeded in the cycle of internalizing and externalizing (#16) and she was born at
a stage of the general cycle of attitude that would indicate perfected, reflective analysis carried as far as it can
go without getting into trouble (#17). Perhaps her preference for conveying experience (inner or outer) through
her moody feeling and emotional nature (water & #16) has brought her to a pleasant state of reflection (#17) or
perhaps her mulling over experiences reflectively has brought to steep experience and transport it through her
emotional nature--only observation or intuition can tell if it is either or both.
Cross Profiling of General Profile Types
The general tendency within and across general profile types (attitude, opportunity, etc.) is to balance. Even
though there are some holes or voids or absences in the character in terms of both attitudes (#4) and opportunities
(#7) the accompanying character factors seem to balance things out among themselves so that there is not complementary excess to the deficiencies. It is in the realm of opportunity that she experiences the most imbalance as
one might expect with severe handicaps at that time in history. Because she is temperate in action (#11 & #12)
and benign in intent (#13), and because she has a general over-all reflectiveness (#1 & #17), she can maintain a
general equipoise in life though she may miss the joy of some things (#4, #6, #7).
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Helen Keller Personality Fact Sheet

Ascendant: P 25˚20’
Co-rulers of Ascendant: ;: R 27˚46’,7th, #8, 78, 7%; 		

7: U 15˚46’,9th, #1, 222, 22%

Planets in the east: none
Aspects to Ascendant: ; a (orb=2˚7’)
3 and/or 4: 		

3: Y 6˚32’, 8th, #4, 113, 11%; 		

4: W 18˚23’, 4th, #6, 82, 8%

Planets in earth: 3, -: I 5˚48’, 10th, #2, 123, 12%; 		
			;: R 27˚46’,7th, #8, 78, 7

=: R 13˚40’, 6th, #9, 61, 6%;

Vitality Significators
3: Y 6˚32’, 8th, #4, 113, 11%
7: U 15˚46’,9th, #1, 222, 22%
4: W 18˚23’, 4th, #6, 82, 8%
Planets in Fire: 4: 5 U 0˚16’, 9th, #5, 104, 10%; 		
			8 E 16˚51’, 5th, #7, 79, 8%; 		

Relevant Aspects
5 J ;, #4, 45, 11%
7 L 8 #1, 85, 21%
7 K = #3, 56, 13%
3 J - #2, 77, 18%
6 F 3 #7, 35, 8%
4 J = #8, 28, 7%
Mean Aspect: #3.5, 47.11, 11.11%

7 U 15˚46’,9th, #1, 222, 22%;
0 E 27˚23’, 5th, #10, 41, 4%

Photos
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Helen Keller Personality Brief

When trying to understand a facet of character such as the outward personality, especially in a brief like this, it is
important to look at the most dominant factors first and to pay most attention to them and thus avoid a disproportionate view of that facet by looking too much at the diverse but weaker elements.
In this case Scorpio is rising, and unless it is the last degree or two rising, the ascendant is always of major importance in any study of the personality. This is especially true in this case where there are no planets in the east to
diffuse the influence of the ascendant. Scorpio has Mars and Pluto as co-rulers. In most cases (use your observation and intuition to determine the exceptions) the fundamental co-ruler is more likely to be significantly more
influential than the octave co-ruler. Thus Mars must be considered more influential in the personality than Pluto.
Looking at the relative strengths of the planets we see that Mars is strongest planet in the horoscope. With the
exceptions of Uranus and Venus, Mars is from two to five times as strong as every other planet in the horoscope
and almost twice as strong as the two exceptions. Thus Mars is highly significant and even dominant in the description of the personality.
In this writer’s observation and estimation the two signs most likely to represent a strong, robust physical body
and personality are Leo and Scorpio, the former a little more likely than the latter. Consequently with Scorpio
rising and a very strong Mars in Leo this native is apt to have a very strong body and general good health and
recuperative ability. All of this was true to fact in her life. She was strong, husky, energetic and rarely ill with
the exception of the childhood illness which caused her blindness with its extreme fever. Scorpio rising often
indicates a stocky or rounded body without much taper and the head is often blocky with rounded, red features.
All of this was true except that she had a straight nose more often found with the fire signs. Stamina is likely to
be very good with fixed signs involved in the personality as they are. Fixed signs, especially Scorpio and Taurus,
indicate stubbornness which was surly a character trait in her.
Looking with more detail, Scorpio is a rebellious sign inclined to libertarian individualism which surely describes
her. She was inclined toward socialism and though she appeased society, she never quite agreed with its forms.
Mars in any fire sign but Aries (where it is more likely to be constructive) indicates an individual with pugnacious
tendencies. Ruling the ascendant, this is even more likely. She rebelled against the authority of Anne Sullivan,
her main teacher, and would even fight with her physically and would have won without the deaf-blind handicap.
Scorpio rising indicates a strong sexuality and the strength of Mars amplifies this tendency in this horoscope.
Because her vital nature was so strong, she was charismatic. The Mars-Jupiter trine shows a positivity in the
personality with which one wishes to associate, she was popular and pleasantly positive to be around. MarsNeptune aspects are the classical aspects of charisma and that is true in this case even though the square indicates
a sometimes lurid, dangerous or delirious quality about it. There was a great struggle at one time in her life when
she decided she wanted to marry and have full marital relations including children and it was a great disappointment when it was denied to her, she sulked as a Scorpio rising will do. She was interested in sex and was sexually
interesting to others.
With the Scorpio, Leo, Mars qualities as strong as they are there is a wild, feral, untamable feel about the personality. She had an extreme fever (Mars in fire ruling the Asc., Mars square Neptune) that was so high that it destroyed
nerves essential to vision and hearing at the age of 18 months. From then on she ran wild on her parents place
living for smells and sensations until sometime around age seven when Anne Sullivan became her teacher, companion, mentor and guide into civilization. She was intelligent enough to invent a few signals to communicate a
few basic needs to her family but she became increasingly frustrated, belligerent and violent because of not being
able to communicate more and because she had little discipline and too much untrained independence. She fought
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against all discipline and could only be won over by curiosity and eventually love as she became tamed. The opposition of Pluto to the Asc. reinforces the rebellious tendencies and the 7th house position shows resistance with
life partners which Ms. Sullivan surely was to her.
Because Mars is so strong in the personality, action plays a larger role than usual in the personality. This is shown
in several ways. Without sight or hearing her interaction with the world had to be active because she could not sit
and look or listen as we do. Her personality is not highly tactile in its predisposition because Saturn is not strong
nor are the earth signs. Nonetheless, she is forced into tactile experience if she is to know the world at all. The
nature of Mars seems to indicate that the interactions with the external world will be strong or intense enough to
get through to her. In fact, there must be vigorous action to experience things. Normally the fixed signs tend to be
static and one might think with the strong fixed sign influence that this personality would be inert and insensitive.
However, if there is action in experience and the action is sustained (a fixed sign quality), that is a more accurate
definition of how her interactions with the external world work. The method of education designed by Anne Sullivan was both tactile and active. She was a follower of Maria Montessori and placed emphasis on education
through the senses and it was liberally dramatic for little Helen. Geography was done with clay or paper machete
mountains and real water rivers and it was all actually felt by motion and interaction with the forms. An alphabet
and sign language via scratching and sensation on the palm became the means of communication.
Everything mentioned above does require some modification to get a better resolution of her personality. We have
been saying that planets in earth signs indicate the understanding or attunement with matter and stuff. Helen has
three planets in earth signs which is average. However, when one looks more closely at these planets, one sees
that all three are octave or spiritual planets. This indicates a spiritual sensitivity to material things rather than a
sensualistic experience or an indulgence in sensation. There are other things in the horoscope that speak to the
ability of being able to get the feel of things but they are not directly relevant to the personality.
The strong Mars also indicates that activity and exercise are important to the use, health and well being of the
personality. This is not someone who because of sensory handicaps should be set aside to a quiet sedentary life
if she is to be healthy. The fact that she ran wild for those years of early childhood was not necessarily all bad
for her. It gave her a kinetic sense of the world and her personal being. For some people it is important to feel
themselves propellant and in motion–the surge of energy is a big reality for such an individual. Doing is living.
Muscular expression and sensation are as much or more important than tactile sensation even though it means
living in an inner outer world.
Normally the Sun is the primary determinant of the vitality but since Mars is so strong in this horoscope, it has to
take its place. The Sun is of average strength and even though Cancer is not usually a highly vital sign, this bit
mean that she has a weak solar vitality. Combining the very strong Mars with the average Sun shows her to have
a pretty strong vitality overall. Thus she is not just a strong physical presence but is also a strong vital presence
which probably radiated from her and contributed significantly to her charisma.
Uranus is the second strongest planet in the chart, its sextile to the Sun is the second strongest aspect and all of the
Uranus aspects are benefic. This indicates that the regulation of the dense physical body by the etheric vital body
directly through the ethers and indirectly through the endocrine glands is excellent. One would not expect any irregularities or surprises. The sextile of Venus to Uranus shows and exquisite femininity; however, it certainly does
not dominate because the planets in fire signs and the ascendant indicate something more vigorous in here–she is
not a femme femme nor is she a tomboy but rather a vigorous woman.
With exception of the blindness (which will be discussed in the oral part of this study) the overall quality of the
personality is strong proportional and built for action. It is vigorous and has a lot of stamina but is not unfeminine.
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4: W 18° 23’, 4th, #6, 82, 8%
7: U 15° 46’, 9th, #1, 222, 22%
6: Y 2° 05’, 8th, #3, 122, 12%
0: E 27° 23’, 5th, #10, 41, 4%
8: E 16° 51’, 5th, #7, 79, 8%
Planets in water: Asc. & 3:
4, W 18° 23’, 4th, #6, 82, 8%;
					3, Y 5° 32’, 8th, #4, 113, 11%

6, Y 2° 05’, 8th, #3, 122, 12;

Relevant Aspects
4 J =, #8, 28, 7%							7 L 8, #1, 85, 21%
									7 K =, #3, 56, 13%
6 J -, #6, 40, 9%							0 J 6, #9, 17, 4%
6 F 3, #7, 35, 8%
6 J 0, #9, 17, 4%
8 L 7, #1, 85, 21%
Mean Aspect: ~#4.2, 47.11, ~12%
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The Moon in the horoscope of Helen Keller isn’t especially strong but it isn’t what one call a weak planet either.
It is slightly below the average of ten percent. Whatever it strength, it is very consistent in its character. It is in
Pisces which indicates a rare and delicate sensitivity, it has only one aspect which is a sextile to Neptune the ruler
of Pisces, and it disposes the Sun and Venus which indicates gentle and soft tendencies. Since the Moon indicates
the basic ability to feel, this combination points to an extremely fine sensitivity. It is not strong but if it were, it
might be too much to bear. Her sensitivity though not directly involved with the ascendant and hence the physical body was so acute and refined that she could feel the petals of a red rose and a white rose and say which one
was which. The Moon and all of the planets in water signs are in the 4th-8th-12th house triplicity which shows
tendencies to withdraw from outward activity. Scorpio, another water sign, is on the ascendant and it rules secrets
and hidden things. Thus the entire emotionality shows and inwardness. Mystics find that completed perception
is a matter of the outer experience being connected to an inward experience. Her emotionality is a perfect example of this principle. She may not connect outward perceptions with deep spiritual experiences, though there is
some indication of that by the trine to Neptune, but she certainly does connect perceptions with emotions. When
perceptions are taken into the desire nature and clothed in desire or emotional stuff it is called forming an impression in modern Rosicrucian mysticism. Impressionable is a perfect term to describe this facet of the emotional
nature. It is through the feeling nature that the emotionality is informed or moulded. Anne Sullivan, teacher of
Helen Keller and mentor to Maria Montessori, virtually shaped the emotional sensibilities of Helen by helping
her to feel things which she perceived. Being deaf and blind is an enforced withdrawal from the external world
but withdrawal does not necessarily mean having mystical inward sensitivity even though it forces one in that
direction. There have been many other people both deaf and blind and some cynics have tried to say that they
were presented to the world as the next Helen Keller, the next wonder child of feeling, but few have reached the
degree of sensitivity and impressionability that matched hers and even fewer have developed the ability to relate
those sensations to higher romanticism.
The Moon and Neptune are the two planets that indicate imagination, pictorial imagination, and Venus, which is
strong in this horoscope, is the third most imaginative planet. From this it is easy to see that there was a welldeveloped imagination to match the sensitivity and feeling nature. It is the nature of the desire world to form
impressions around perceptions but that process is much enhanced by the intentional exercise of conscious imagination so we can see that she had done a good deal of work on this before this rebirth. It is even possible that she
agreed to this kind of incarnation as an intensive to develop it farther faster. The fact that the water sign Scorpio
is on the cusps of both the 12th and 1st houses and that the emotionality planets are in the 4th and 8th houses may
be saying that this intensive is the direct consequence of work carried over from past lives. When we studied her
personality with regard to blindness we related that to past lives but that does not nullify this aspect of past life activities–the Recording Angels who help us create our lives from past experiences often paint two or more pictures
with one stroke. In any case, hers is an inner world of impressions and imaginations which in many cases parallels
the outer world but in many cases is a world of its own. This is evidenced by the fact that, even though she showed
great sensitivity to sense perceptions, she showed greater sensitivity to poetry and poetic imagination. She had
an active emotional life which existed in its own right, in its own domain. The thing that is difficult about this is
that most of it was not expressed. It is difficult enough to express emotions when one has all of the normal tools
to do so and it is almost impossible when one is bereft of most of the expressive tools normally available to others.
An analogy of water with emotions goes a long way. For example, an image reflected on a pond is only clear
when the water is still. If one is excited and the emotional waters are ruffled it is very difficult to read a subtle
impression or to form a good quality image. Thus for this emotionality to be effective, which as seen, is very important to this life some degree of serenity is necessary and perhaps one of the primary objectives of this rebirth.
A quick glance at the aspects section of the accompanying emotionality fact sheet shows that she probably has
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gone some distance in that work in the past and that there are ample opportunities to make strides in this rebirth.
All but one of the aspects are benefic which probably indicates favorable conditions for developing and controlling the emotions.
The reason serenity and emotionality is mentioned is that not all of the factors in the emotionality are serene.
Mars, the significator of the assertive and repulsive emotionality, is extremely strong and of a mixed disposition. It is the strongest planet in the horoscope and almost twice the strength of the next planet. Mars is in Leo
and Mars in fire signs is quite assertive, pugnaciously assertive. Scorpio rules the ascendant and one of the basic
keywords for it is repulsion. Thus one can see a pushy, driven, sometimes violent assertive emotionality which is
borne out by her childhood. After the fever which left her deaf-blind she was given liberty to do as she pleased
and was allowed to run wild which she did. When she met Anne Sullivan she was almost like a wild animal and
Anne had to learn to penetrate that assertive shield to reach the inward impressionability. One could correctly
say that this emotional potency was also a carryover from the immediately precedent past life but that is not saying very much that is helpful to understanding her. If viewed within the context of being deaf-blind in this life
it does make sense in terms that go beyond the cruelty it indicates, the cruelty discussed in the personality study
as being causal to blindness. If one is to face deaf-blindness, it is easy to develop a defeatist attitude as many
do who face that condition. This is especially so with the Pisces and Cancer planets that can mean a wimpiness
in her emotional disposition. An extremely strong Mars more than counters this with pride and self-respect, the
kind of pride necessary to not only to endure the handicaps but to actually excel in spite of them. These vigorous
emotions that were sometimes even violent were not limited to childhood. She carried them throughout life. As
an adult she was known to physically fight with Anne Sullivan as much as she loved here. With Mars in the fixed
sign Leo and the fixed sign Scorpio rising her assertive emotions were held until they gained proportions of passions. Her passion and positivity for life were extremely enthusiastic. Mars trine to Jupiter is the strongest aspect
in the chart and it indicates unbounded pride and enthusiasm. This aspect is an epitome of a “can do” attitude.
Her passion carried beyond a personal philosophy of positivism, it carried into the Scorpio personality. She had
the normal Scorpio passions and she wanted a marriage with full relations. It was one of the great personal disappointments of her life which she suffered after a sustained struggle to have her way. The Pluto opposite to the
ascendant probably figured into the disappointment. She had a willing partner in mind and the strong Mars square
Neptune probably indicated a strong sexual charisma and it is this writer’s somewhat cynical opinion that there
were probably a good number of men willing to line up to experience her extreme sensitivity.
In the oral introduction to the emotionality it was mentioned that there were outward and inward flows from subject to object or from within out and from without in. The fact that Mars and the strong Mars aspect to Jupiter
occurs in houses signifying opportunities to extroversion (5th and 9th) and that it occurs in signs indicating extroversion (fire signs), shows that this trine has more to do with the introversive impressionability discussed above
than merely to give courage. It is likely that the extreme generosity indicated by the planets, the aspect, the signs
and the houses is responsible for the extreme inwardness of the introversive pattern.
With Venus in Cancer the attractive emotionality is just that, attractive. The Venus aspects with the Sun and especially with Uranus carry the imaginative impressionability of step farther. The Venus trine Uranus seems to
say that the imagination which meets with the percepts comes from deep within the spiritual nature from the pure
imagination of Life Spirit, thus this is not the assimilation of a perception become impression with a parent principle but with actual creative intent. The Cancer position of Venus and the sextile to Saturn show the ability to
reach for serenity and the patience and perfection to reach it no matter how the passions may roil the emotionality.
The position in the 8th house of Venus and its aspect to Uranus could well indicate a desire and ability to see the
beauty behind outward forms in itself alone, Venus without the obscuring clouds.
In general this is a very differently divided emotionality with the divisions complementing each other.
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Concrete Mind: 5: U 0° 16’, #5 , 104, 10%
Concrete mental attitudes (planets in T, I): 1: - I 5° 48’; 10th; #2, 123, 12%
Intellective/Organizational Mentality (planets in air): (none)
Opportunities to develop concrete mind (3rd house): cusp= }, no planets in 3rd, largest house
Ideational/abstract mind: 8: E 16° 51’, 5th, #7, 79, 8%
Ideational attitudes (planets in {, W): 4: W 18°23’, 4th, #6, 82, 8%
Opportunities to develop ideational mind (9th house): 5: U 0° 16’, #5 , 104, 10%,
								7:U 16° 46, #1 , 222, 22%
		
(Planets intercepted, largest house)
Instinctual/automatic/reflective mind: 4: W 18°23’, 4th, #6, 82, 8%;

Relevant Aspects
5 J ;, #4, 45, 11% 							
5 K 0, #5, 43, 10%					
							
4 J =, #8, 28, 7%

8 L 7, #1, 85, 21%

Mean Aspect: #3.8, 47.11, 11.11%

Factors In The Mentality To Consider
Promethian Cycle (forethought vs afterthought)		
Projective vs Receptive
Analysis vs Synthesis						Inductive vs Deductive
Thought vs Memory (rethought)				
Retention and recall
Questioner vs Answerer					
Observation & Discrimination
Expressive vs Retentive					
Imaginative vs Invisible
Continuity							Ponderous vs Impulsive
Concentrative vs Relaxed					Speed
Cogitative vs Dispersive					Depth
Platonistic vs Aristotelian					Independence, Creative
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This is a very unusual mentality. Mercury is the fifth strongest planet, the Moon is sixth and Jupiter is seventh.
There is only one planet in mercurial signs, one planet in jupiterian signs, and there are no planets in air signs. The
3rd and the 9th houses are large but their rulers are weak and the planets in the 9th are intercepted. All of this adds
up to an unaccented mentality. This does not mean that she is unintelligent. Intelligence cannot be told from the
horoscope by any means known to this writer except by intuition. It means that the mind is not her favorite tool
or the vehicle of consciousness that she is likely to use as her first choice. When we studied the emotionality we
understood that feeling, emotion and even passion were most likely her favorite modes of expression. However,
even though the mind is not her vehicle of choice, the concrete mind is essential as the focus between the personality and the individuality and it must always be studied to understand the being behind the horoscope.
Mercury is not as much at home in the fire signs as it is in the air signs or even the earth signs but it is also not as
out of place as it is in the water signs. Thus from the position of Mercury in Leo we can conclude that hers is a
nonstandard mentality, and from the position of Mercury in the 9th house, its abstract detriment, we have more
evidence that she is not at home as a thinker. The image that the writer gets is one of someone who has a mind
that takes to spirited inspiration and wants to soar off into abstract, intellectual heavens even though the concrete
mind is not suited to that. This is not an uncommon phenomenon. For most people the concrete mind is the most
lofty state of consciousness that they encounter and are often unaware of the states of spirit beyond it that our
highest thoughts intimate. Consequently when higher spiritual states are mentally apperceived as the highest they
are bidden to do things they are incapable of. This could even be the horoscope of a pioneer who is experimenting
with doing that very thing for future times when experiences of those higher realms may be everyday fare to be
dealt with even in this limited sphere of experience. We can clearly see that hers is not a cold, impersonal mind,
she is enthusiastic in her thinking.
Even though she may be a mental pioneer, she probably is not a beginner in mental development. Mercury forms
a sextile with Pluto and a square Saturn. Within the scale of strength in the aspects they are fourth and fifth in
relative strength respectively, and they are closer in strength to the strongest aspects than to the weakest. Pluto
and Saturn are planets of control, sometimes obsessive or tight control, so despite the desire to soar mentally there
is clearly control of the concrete mind even though some of that control in tense, nervous and somewhat inhibitive. The sextile to Pluto is “interior” to the square to Pluto which means that it is between Saturn and Mercury
so that a transiting planet going around the zodiac will come to Saturn first, Pluto next and then Mercury. Thus
Mercury is the planet upon which the soul growth activity signified in the aspect pattern hinges so it is called the
“hinge” planet. From this it seems that the whole process is a metamorphosis from dark, constrained, worrisome
thinking to more lofty thinking in terms of absolutes without having to relax control. In interesting feature of
this is that both Pluto and Saturn are in the west of the horoscope which indicates that she is learning to think in
terms of others, bearing with others, at the same time that she is learning and trying to learn in terms of universal
spiritual things in the concrete.
Mercury rises after the Sun so she is most likely an after-thinker. In fact Mercury is so far away from the Sun,
that it forms a very loose semisextile. Usually, but not certainly, the farther Mercury is from the Sun the more
independent the mind is from the Self or ego. The fact that Mercury is in a different sign than the Sun indicates
that the independence is even greater. She did want to think for herself and do things her way. She was a philosophical thinker but her self nature is that of a feeler. This distance and difference also enforces the tendency to
mental flights. Because both Pluto and Saturn are both dark, nocturnal planets, it seems that she is more likely to
be a deductive than an inductive thinker. The fact that the Sun is in Cancer and the 8th and the fact that she had
little sensory information to work with agree with that conclusion—if you are thinking from impressions within, it
is very hard to be an inductive thinker. Uranus is the mercurial sign Virgo also points to this conclusion. Usually
when there are many coincident testimonies a conclusion is very safe.
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Deductive thinkers are usually also analytical thinkers more prone to asking questions than answering them but
in her case with Mercury in Leo she wants to express mentally and she tries to answer questions a little more than
she asks them. Mercury in the 9th indicates that her religion and higher seeking is likely to have a mental tone
to it. This is surely true because she was a Swedenborgian because the religion and philosophy of Swedenborg
answered to her inward experience and his explanation and answers came with her acceptance of his outlook.
Being deaf-blind one would almost certainly believe that she was not inclined toward observation. That was not
the case because her education with Anne Sullivan emphasized astute training in the senses remaining especially
the tactile sense. Leo is more of a sign of observation than discrimination but necessity forced her to discriminate
and through that practice she became amazingly sensitive and discerning. Uranus in Virgo well aspected is the
indicator of intuition aligned with discrimination.
Mercury in Leo is not the sign of a fast thinker and the aspects to Saturn and Pluto, slowing planets, greatly reinforce that tendency and those aspects provide clarification in the matter. One would think that slowness would
be due to having to process personal, sensory information. That is certainly true but her slow, deliberate thinking
was antecedent to her deaf-blindness as indicated by the aspects. The aspects also seem to indicate that a preference for depth was as much of a reason for slowness as was the handicap. Saturn and Pluto and all of the planets
in water and earth signs indicate high retentiveness which is essential for someone deprived of both major senses.
Upon examining this horoscope one almost gets the impression that she brought to fore from her past experiences
the characteristics that she did in anticipation of deaf-blindness but it does not seem that most of those characteristics were causal to deaf-blindness.
There is a theory that observation must precede imagination, that we cannot imagine except from what we have
previously perceived. Hers is not the perfect test case because she did have several years of full sense perception
before the illness that resulted in deaf-blindness. However, those years are the years from which few have any
memories at all. There are mixed tendencies as far as imagination is concerned. Mercury in Leo or the 9th is not
a sign of imagination especially graphic imagination. The aspects of Mercury to Saturn and Pluto do incline more
toward imagination. The Moon in a water sign and sextile to Neptune indicates remarkable imagination. In terms
of the instinctive mind this aspect probably means immediate impressions. Jupiter in Aries and trine to Mars in
Leo does not indicate an higher mind that thinks in terms of images. When one reads her words or sees a film of
her one gets the impression that she is not imaginative in the pictorial way that Tolkien was imaginative, one gets
the impression that she is imaginative in a lively way but that there is a lot of emphasis of imagining which is
probably due to the deliberate way she had to do things and, again, the Saturn and Pluto enter into this.
Turning to Jupiter and the higher or ideational mind one again gets the distinct impression that she developed her
higher mind as she did to cope with her double handicap. Jupiter in Aries is extremely positive as is the trine to
Mars which is also in a fire sign. Ideas can be about anything and she seems to have ideated about spirit and the
nature of spiritedness. She was highly enthusiastic in her idealism, all of which is indicated by the disposition
and aspects of Jupiter and the 9th house. This surely carried her through what was otherwise a very difficult life.
A good part of the optimism and positivity was due to being enthused about ongoing education so the 5th house
position of Jupiter is highly influential in this as well.
Understanding the Moon as indicator of the instinctual, automatic or reflexive mind is a little more difficult. Helen was certainly not a biological or cunning being. She did have a strong but unfulfilled sex drive but she wasn’t
a sensualist by any means. All of this is indicated by the Moon in Pisces and the sextile of the Moon to Neptune,
the ruler of Pisces. All of this indicates delicate refinement and it enhances memory, imagination and spirituality as mentioned above. Even with the Moon in the 4th house (opportunities to delve into the subconscious) it is
hard to see her as relying on the instinctual mind. The impression this writer gets is that she is trying to transcend
instinctual consciousness and her handicaps and the circumstances of her life are part of such a transcendence.
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Individuality (3): 6° 32’ Y, 8th, #4, 113, 11%
Individuality Attitudes (planets in fire): 4: 		
0: 27° 23’ E, 5th, #10, 41, 4%;
			
7: 15° 46’ U, 9th, #1, 222, 10

8: 16° 51’ E, 5th, #7, 79, 8%;
5 : 0° 16’ U, 9th, #5, 102, 10%;

Opportunities for Self-Expression (1st, 5th, 9th): 4:
0: 27° 23’ E, 5th, #10, 41, 4%;
		
7: 15° 46’ U, 9th, #1, 222, 10%

8: 16° 51’ E, 5th, #7, 79, 8%;
5: 0° 16’ U, 9th, #5, 104, 10%;

Mystic Spirituality & Raw Creativity (-): 5° 48’ I, 10th, #2, 123, 12%
Occult Spirituality & Genius (=): 13° 40’ R, 6th, #9, 61, 6%
Will & Creativity in Potential (;): 27° 46’ R, 7th, #8, 78, 7%
Opportunities for Super-physical Experience (4th, 8th, 12th): 3:
6: 2° 05’ Y, 8th, #3, 122, 12%;					

Relevant Aspects
3 J -, #2, 77, 18%					
3 F 6, #7, 35, 8%					

- J 3, #2, 77, 18%
- J 6, #6, 40, 9%

= K 7, #3, 56, 13%					
= J 4, #8, 28, 7%					

; J 5, #4, 45, 11%

4: 18° 23’ W, 4th, #6, 82, 8%;
3: 6° 32’ Y, 8th, #4, 113, 11%
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Unlike Jay Gould, the life and horoscope of Helen Keller have plenty of spirituality. More than half of the aspects
involve octave planets and octave planets are involved in three of the top four aspects. Half of the planets are in
fire signs so she always has a feel for a spirited life. The luminaries are in the triad of the 4th, 8th and 12th houses
indicating central opportunities for retreat for super-physical experience. Uranus is very strong which indicates a
clear intuition. Finally, Scorpio is on the ascendant so there is a strong inclination to delve into things.
The 8th house is analogous to the eighth sign Scorpio, the sign of mystery. This positioning is for her like being
sensorially deprived and left to focus on herself to try to solve the mystery of herself or the secret of her being.
Most of the time we humans tend to focus on what we are doing or what is happening to us. Sometimes we do not
accept the reality of it or we wish it was something else and we gloss it with fantasy but usually we accept it as it
is in the way we have become accustomed to see reality, we take it for granted that we know things because we are
familiar with them. This is not the case with Helen Keller. If she is to experience outer reality, it is a deliberate
self-conscious action. She is very much in touch with herself and the process of taking things into herself. Thus
there is a kind of enforced self-consciousness. Thus she ha a very sensitive individuality. She feels things into her
self and she feels herself. One might say that her being rests in sentience. This state of being so deeply occupied
with the process of experience does not allow here much opportunity to indulge a pseudo self. It is not meant by
this that she has no lower nature but only that in this lifetime the demand of her attention on experiencing things
and the process of experiencing them takes up too much attention for their to be any left over for vanity. For
example, one would not expect her to say “I feel ever so much more than you do” or something like that. This
almost seems like a forced renewal of innocence. Mercury being the depositor of the Sun through the Gemini
cusp seems to also be saying that the key to self knowing lies in sense perception.
We all know that Cancer rules the sensitive shellfish and crustaceans which require exoskeletons for protection
but we usually do not consider the sensitivity of water itself. New research, especially by Masaru Emoto of
Japan seems to indicate a remarkable sensitivity of water to even such things as speech and activities in the near
environment is one example of this sensitivity. Thus with sensory deprivation, long known as a likely cause of
extreme inward experiences, and an identification with sensitivity in water itself we have the beginning of an
under-standing of her intentional receptivity. If we further consider water as necessary to all life and as the most
likely environment for the source of all life, we can see how she is thrown back into a primal simplicity, a back to
nature (inward and outward) lifetime.
Venus is also in Cancer. An image to describe this combination is oil floating on water which is something pretty
slick and slippery. It is fluid on fluid. When we are exclusively focussed in this world as we tend to be, we seem
to be prone to see things with definite hard images as things are in solids. It is not like that in the inner worlds.
In the inner worlds things usually readily flow into each other and even though attitudes are distinct their forms
are not near as distinct as objects here. Things are more like music where emotions resolve or segue into other
emotions very smoothly. We looked at this when we studied the emotionality but it is relevant here because the
Sun is conjoined to Venus. Venus indicates what and how we love; therefore, Venus in Cancer indicates that she
loves feelings and emotions. She feels at home with them. When the Sun is conjunct to Venus it means that she
identifies herself basically as a being of love. There is something very kind and tender about this aspectation,
something that is like the throwback to primal sensitivity mentioned above. From this it obviously follows that
she sees herself as a being that loves feelings and emotions and is able to specialize in that and the mystery of that
because she does not have the distraction of the external world. This is much of the reason why people would be
in wonder of her upon meeting her. It was not just that she could do the things that she could do with the handicap
of being deaf-blind, it was the attitude with which she did them. She was like a beautiful simple soul from an
untainted state of primal purity, a bon homme in a back to Eden or back to nature utopian ideal.
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Both the Sun and Venus sextile Uranus in Virgo in the 10th house in conjunction with the midheaven. This latter
conjunction indicates fame but not of the usual sort. Uranus in the 10th house is usually not comfortable with the
fame of the 10th house and people with Uranus in the 10th house are not accepted by society. Uranus in Virgo indicates that she was probably seen as a curiosity, and oddity or freak of nature or something like that. Though true
that is not very complimentary to the state of humanity; however, humanity is not completely to blame either because it seems that the work of this sextile was reflecting her self-discovery for the world to see. It is like she was
inventing or discovering herself in her darkness and projecting her research before the world to see. From this we
can see that even in her extreme disability she was serving the world by showing them what auto-rejuvenescence
can be. She was an inspiration. Benefic Sun-Uranus combinations are always clear, direct self-knowing without
explanation and without the need for explanation, they are self-evident. It is an important thing for the world to
know that there can be remarkable knowing and it doesn’t have to be sensible. This aspect also indicates fame
for the technical methods of Anne Sullivan used be Helen to come to knowledge. These methods were eventually
influenced Maria Montessori and were the beginnings of that educational system.
The sextile of Venus and Uranus an aspect strong enough to be worth consideration. Normally when we think
of Venus-Uranus benefic aspects, we think of spontaneous creation such as being able to play the piano without
lessons or the ability to read music. That way of looking at things applies to this horoscope and extends the line
of though developed in this brief. She was creating or re-creating her personality as she discovered it in a new
way, a way unfettered by the assumptions in normal education and acculturation. This shows another reason why
she was such a phenomenon. Her life and what she learned and expressed were like a spontaneous work of art
rife with beauty. It was as virgin, as new, and as fresh to her as it was to those who interacted with her. She must
surely have been a wonder as only Uranus people can be. This is awakening or reawakening in a very high sense.
The Moon is in Pisces and the 4th house and it is sextile to Neptune who rules Pisces and who is another indicator
of the spirituality. This combination indicates that she is not only discovering her spiritual selfhood while withdrawn form the world but that she is also drawing on more primitive material from her personal subconscious (and
perhaps what Carl Jung would call the “collective unconscious” through Neptune and Pisces) and sublimating it
into her spirituality. Five of the six benefic aspects in this horoscope are sextiles and all but one of the sextiles
are involved in the spirituality indicated by the transcendental planets. This predominance of the sextile seems
to indicate that the spirit us using some kind of reflective synthesis to expand and compound her spirituality. The
location of the Moon in Pisces, a water sign, and the aspect to Neptune by it seem to indicate a non-standard
Neptune. One does not get the feel of an occultist wielding the forces of nature like a magician nor does one find
evidence of it in her life or report of it from those who interacted with her. Instead it too indicates someone who
works by feeling. This shows a very consistent spirituality and a very consistent character in general. It might
also be necessary to take on such a difficult life. Another thing the Moon-Neptune shows is a tendency to use imagery in her consciousness. This might seem impossible for someone who was blind for all but one and one-half
years of her life. However, it is a fact that deaf-blind people do hear and see things internally but they are not the
things that we see with our senses though some of the things they experience are due to nerve stimulation. It is
an occult fact that any time one thinks and clothes thought in emotion or desire there is a form which is produced.
It is a form which is a natural representation of the nature of the thought and emotion. Usually the form is not as
distinct as the forms which have been concentrated and precipitated into the forms we see around us—even our
dense physical bodies are an evolutionary concretion of an accumulation and compounding of such forms—but
they are every bit as real, especially to someone who is clairvoyant as Helen was to some extent. This too shows
the consistency of this character in that she not only watched the process of experience, she also saw the process
and product of expression.
Pluto is also not very strong but it participates in a significant sextile with Mercury. It is an unusual sextile in that
both planets are in fixed signs. This is very beneficial because it indicates a mental focus that is almost unbudgeable which is a necessity to hold one’s attention on inward things, mandatory for controlled clairvoyance
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Synthesis/Summary Factor				

Relative Importance Rating

Profile(s):													8
#1, receptivity; #2, receptivity; #4, no air, low sense activity			
7
#6, very other opportunitied, 							7
#11, few tools for simplicity								6
#16, inner-outer agreement; #17, accomplishing moon phase			
8
Significant Aspects:												9
#1, 7 L 8, 85, 21%; 								9
#2, 3 J -, 77, 18% 								9
#3, 7 K =, 56, 13%; 								
Significant Planets:												8
#1, 7, 222, 22%; 									9
#2, -, 123, 12%; 									7
#3, 6, 122, 12%									7
Significant Personality Factors:										7
very strong physical personality but with rebellion					
8
7 ruler over ;, benefic aspect strongest						
7
fire in the personality, water in individuality						
5
Significant Emotionality Factors:										7
strongest relevant aspects benefic to 4, 7, 6, 8, & 0				5
7 very strong, 6 strong, everything else moderate					
7
Connected to personality through 7, to individuality via 4				5
Significant Mentality Factors: 										5
5 (concrete mentality) moderate; 8 (abstract mentality) moderate			
5
4 (instinctual mentality) moderate; all have benefic 1st aspects			
5
Significant Individuality Factors:										6
3 (self) modestly strong, 3 J - strong and important				
6
- strong, = & ; modest; = malefic, others benefic					
7
Overall Comparison:											9
personality very strong and durable 							8
emotionality mixed, extroversive (7) strong 					7
introversive (6, 4) mild and gentle
mentality medium strength, instinctive strongest					5
spirituality moderately strong; mystical-intuitive strongest				
7
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Helen Keller Summary Brief

This is a character with some gusto and rambunctiousness. It is also a character with variety and various levels of
depth including a very tender and sensitive inner nature. Contrast, inner-outer contrast.
The gusto and vigor are found in the personality. This is a very strong personality compared to the other facets
of the personality. It is a personality and physique which is durable and has a lot of stamina. It is a personality
that has a lot of drive and intensity. It is extraordinary. It is probably a direct carryover from the immediate past
and done so because she needs it in this rebirth. When an individual places a lot of emphasis on energy and is
heavily invested in energy, there is sometimes seems to be a definition of character according to energy. Energy
is not biased but it is painful in many of its extreme manifestations. Hence in this personality there is a tendency
to be cruel, not out of savageness but out of a living in and for energy and its expression. In this character energy
becomes a religion or a way of life. It is not necessarily competitive but it is assertive and in the sureness of this
philosophy and in its success there are tendencies to be pugnacious about it. Excelling at energy and the philosophy of energy produces the personality of a rugged individualist. Along with that development there is often a
rebellion from society. It is not primitive or savage but it is not tame either. This personality does not appear to
be psycho-pathological because coetaneous with the development of robust energy there was a development of
positive pride and self-respect. However, some of the cruel expressions have had their effect because one of the
causes of blindness is cruelty. The cruelty is not limited to a roughshod personality, it goes deeper, into the desire
nature where there is an added tendency to psychological cruelty, perhaps even due to religious zealotry in the
past.
Integration between the character facets is through the emotionality. The personality and the individuality and
spirituality are directly connected through the emotionality. The emotionality is mixed. On one hand there is
the strong and strongly assertive emotionality that desires, even demands, direct experience even though the
personality may be incapable of it. This is an emotionality which is eager for life and will do anything to attain
it. Then there is the sensitive and receptive feeling part of the emotionality which is directly integrated with the
spirituality. It is as though the wave of energy is an older part of the personality and sensitivity a more recent
enantiodromia. This newer sub-facet while mild has is value in its extremely sensitive receptivity, its mildness. It
is a taming and regeneration of wilder parts of her character. Her energy and philosophy of action have brought
her to a stage of development wherein she can, or is forced, to turn inward. Reaping the consequences of past
commissions awakens her to general receptivity on deeper levels in her inner spiritual being.
The mentality is not a strong facet in this character. She is not mental and she is not deeply contemplative but she
is not stupid either. This seems to be because she does not value mentation or intellectual organization. Instead,
she prefers direct experience, by impact if necessary. She must feel things physically, emotionally and spiritually. Spiritually she is a mystic, i.e. she feels and receives intuition and does not set out to control the spiritual
forces behind nature as an occultist would. There is an excellent agreement between her inner and outer natures
such that what she experiences outwardly by impact and sensation, she intuitively understands immediately. This
causes her to be quite different and nonstandard in her outlook on the world. Several factors converge to bring
about the regenerative transformation from a tough outer person to a feelingful inward individual among them
having to be dependent on others for experiences rather than in rushing outward for them as a rugged individualist
would tend to do.
Because her talents and virtues are stronger and more numerous than her faults, and because the general tenor
of her character focussed the inward and outward being is harmonious, she is likely to be successful in life and
fulfilling its purpose. Individuals who lead active lives are more likely to growth because activity promotes experience and she is likely to generate a lot of experience. The key to fulfilling the intent of this life and getting the
most out of it seems to be to be able to calm her emotional drive and unbounded energy so she can intuit.
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Mohan Gandhi
Political Leader

Natal Horoscope
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Alternate natal horoscope

Attitude

Opportunity

Action

Focus

A strong, striking need for acute, basic relationships
Heated earth, driven momentum
Moderately high activity, like to try to do things in different ways
Strong, intense mode of activity for better or worse
He has taken on a lot of difficult destiny and character problems in this life
Balance leaves little to say
More of a builder than a dissolver
Things flow inwardly but not outwardly

6/1/3
4/3/2/1
18
8/7/3
7/9/2
9/9
11/7
+/+/ca/fx/cm

9. Angularity (A/S/C)

10. Triplicity (E/P/R/S)

11. Activity (Total)

12. Intensity (H/M/L)

13. Quality (B/M/V)

14. Application (A/S)

15. Phase (1st/2nd or F/L)

16. Agreement (S/M/A)

Synthesis on the way to collapse

Balance, maybe a bit of a man of circumstance

6/4

8. Circumstantiality (O/E)

2nd sextile +

Much occupied with needs, his own and those of others

4/1/3/2

7. Quadrant (1/2/3/4)

17. Stage (Moon Phase)

More balance, a little edge to auto-initiation

6/4

6. Horizontal (E/W)

More balance

A steamy attitude, hot water

3/2/1/4
4/2/1/5

4. Element (F/E/A/W)
5/5

Definitely unstoppable in determination but not so much as to preclude action

3/6/1 or 3/8/1

3. Attribute (C/F/C)

5. Vertical (N/S)

Balance so there is little to say

4/7 or 5/8

2. Polarity (P/N)

Conspectus

Page: 05

Nothing to say

Chart #: 03

None

Profile

Gandhi

1. Gestalt (Type)

Test

Name: Mohan

Profile Index

14

14

11

11

11

11

11

9

9

9

9

9

9

7

7

7

Notes

Profile index
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Gestalt Notes
Mohan Gandhi expanded gestalt profile notes

None
There is no collection of well defined clusters or well textured areas to indicate a gestalt consciousness in the
owner of this chart. However, when one looks at the chart from a distance, it seems to make sense spatially, it
seems to have some kind of pattern. There are clusters on the east and west sides of the horoscope that are evenly
flanked by outside planets on the north side of the clusters but the patter breaks down to a more miscellaneous
scattering of planets in the south.
The clusters are part of a T-square aspect pattern and aspect patterns emphasize action more than position and
location and they are, therefore, a different breed of pattern from gestalt patterns.
The most one may tentatively say with surety is that the native seems to prefer organized actions over organized
positions but that the organization of the former give a very vague impression of the latter, especially if it involves
many planets.

Attitude notes
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Mohan Gandhi expanded attitude profile notes

Polarity: 4/6 or 5/8
It has been questioned whether Gandhi was a mystic. That he was religious and philosophical is without doubt
and those tendencies waxed throughout life. This profile, while mostly balanced, indicates a light preference for
introversive evaluation which would lean toward mysticism but the balance is a positive in that modern mysticism
seeks to be complete in addressing both the inner and the outer.
Attribute: 3/6/1 or 3/8/1
This is a clear cut, almost extreme, imbalance. Gandhi was open to many philosophies but he certainly wasn’t
flexible in how he did things. He did things on the basis of fundamental principles and he stayed with them and
never gave up. He came back (probably because he had never left) from all but being forgotten several times in
life. The fixed signs seem to indicate unbending integrity.
It some times helps to use percentages to get a clearer conception of the meaning of profiles. Since there are 10
planets and 3 attributes, one would expect 3.3 planets per attribute. Similarly, with 10 planets and 2 cusps divided
among 3 attributes, one would expect 4 planets per attribute. Having 6 and 8 respectively in the fixed signs indicates nearly or actually double the average which approaches extremity. Having 1/3.5 or 1/4 the planets in common signs indicates that the deficiency matches the extremity of the exaggeration rather than having it spread our
as in the Keller element profile.
Element: 3/2/1/4 or 4/2/1/5
On the average one would expect to find 2.5 (or 3 if the Asc. and the M.C. are included) significators per element.
Considering that, the distribution of the fire and earth significators are as close to average (2 or 3) as one can get
and the distribution of the air and earth significators are the least deviations from the average that are possible. It
should be clear that with four divisions the elements are more likely to be balanced with only 10 or 12 significators available.
On the basis of the above, the element profile of this chart is close to balance. Since the elements have more flavor
than the more abstract spiritual attitude stances, this indicates that Gandhi was balanced and complete unlike his
stance in the more abstract principles.
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Attitude notes (continued)

Cross-Profile ?
Cross-profiling is not always possible, either internally or externally. This chart, as far as we have gone with it, is
an example of that fact. Cross-profiling depends upon imbalance. Internally, within the attitude profiles, there is
only one imbalance. Since the only other profile we have is the gestalt profile and his horoscope is nondescript in
that profile, there is no other imbalance to use as a toe-hold for cross profiling.
The philosophical implications of this are interesting. If homeostatic balance is the goal, then standout, individualist characteristics are likely to be considered deviations and perhaps even weakness with respect to the spiritual
ideal. The ideal character would be perfectly balanced like a sphere with no distinguishing features. That doesn’t
have to mean dullness or monotony but it certainly seems to fly in the face of the idea of lovable characters. Perhaps it is because we are extreme and deviate in our evolution that we need extremity to distinguish character and
strength.

Opportunity notes
Vertical: 5/5
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Gandhi Opportunity Notes

Not much can be said about balance but one can not that this particular balance does seem to be true to his life.
He had a public life and was out before the world but chose not to have that as his only way of existence. Several
times he was the forgotten man in the Indian independence movement an was all but forgotten. At other times his
whole life was for helping others to freedom. Balance.
Horizontal: 6/4
Balance again. There is a slight tilt in favor of opportunities for auto-initiation. It is interesting to note that the
differences are definitive, i.e. most of the eastern planets are solidly eastern and most of the western planets are
solidly western. This would lead one to think that when there are opportunities to get things going, it is really up
to him to get things going and when his opportunities lie in the hands of others, they really take over. This clearly
leads to some tension because we do tend to habituate even in our attitudes about how we expect things to happen.
It certainly makes for awakening and he did seem to switch mode pretty well.
Quadrant: 4/1/3/2
More balanced than unbalanced. The quadrants emphasized are the needs quadrants. This would seem to indicate
that satisfying the needs of the foundations of things is more important than expression. He was not a fund raiser,
though that did happen. The needs he sought to satisfy seem to be more of inner stuff than outer. The scarcity of
planets in the second quadrant also seems to character in that he wasn’t driven to express himself except in the
course of his ongoing calling. This scarcity was probably not the best for his children because there were not an
abundance of opportunities to be a home body family man.
Circumstantiality: 6/4
Again balance. Though not highly important it does show some slight emphasis toward opportunities that one can
do something about rather than opportunities wherein the circumstances dominate the experience. Some people
like to make what is there and some people like to work with what is already there.
Angularity: 6/1/3
Finally something that stands out. This indicates a preference for opportunities that are cardinal or basic in relationship structure, the more direct things in life. Going head-on or with those directly above does seem to indicate
opportunities of a stand-out nature. The “me or you” outlook leaves little time for the ongoing responsibilities,
the structure is the all not the opportunities to carry on our carry out the things within the structure which would
be indicated by the cadent houses.
Triplicity: 4/3/2/1
Mostly balanced. What is modestly distinct is the emphasis toward education and work. In this respect it seems
to have an almost American character because in America education and profession are the two most stand out
things in life. It does seem to be true to character in that he was well educated in India and England. Though he
was a barrister, he did not follow his profession throughout life. Most of his professional career was practiced
in South Africa. He did a lot of practical and general self-education as the first house clump of planets would
indicate.
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Opportunity notes (continued)

Internal Cross-Profiling
One cannot do a great deal of internal cross-profiling when there is mostly balance but some incremental work can
be done that is significant. The preponderance in the angular houses stands out and is the best thing to begin with.
It indicates the above mentioned preference for basic and acute relationships. That tendency is slightly reinforced
by the horizontal profile that shows a preference for opportunities to be the mover and is further reinforced by the
circumstantiality profile that shows a preference for opportunities that have leeway for change. Though slight or
incremental these similarities mount to give an image of one who wants to do something about the world and
can. This is more blending to get a general image than it is cross-profiling to find basis for speculation into his
motivations or his behavior but it is a perfectly valid thing to do provided that the tendencies do mostly lead in a
common direction and do not neutralize each other.

Activity notes
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Mohan Gandhi Expanded Activity Profile Notes

Activity: 18
Interest precedes activity so to some extent this profile can also be an interest profile for interests sufficiently
strong to produce actions. This high activity profile does seem to hold true to the character of Gandhi because he
was interested in almost anything he encountered in life. He was especially interested in people of all types and
was willing to enter intimately into their lives.
Intensity: 8/7/3
This is a tapering profile. It is heavy on the intense end of the scale and diminishes but does not neglect the low
intensity things. Gandhi did like intense things to the degree that one could almost consider him an extremist.
With foods: when he liked a food, he liked it to extreme and even tried one item diets with food that he really
liked. His ways of doing things were pronounce but not melodramatic and not without subtlety.
Quality: 7/9/2
This profile does not have to be interpreted that he was a man of evil intent. It can just as well be interpreted that
he was a man that chose to call up and challenge his faults from past live to work with them now. By his admission he was guilty of about every sin and he struggle with all of his faults. However, even though he sought to
eliminate his imperfections, this profile indicates that he was negligent about developing new positives in his
character which was true in his life.
Application: 9/9
Even though this perfectly balanced profile indicates an even life, it did not work out exactly that way in his life
circumstances. He did seem to have as much mounting tension as relaxation in his life but it was sequential and
not constant, i.e. he had periods of increasing tension and other periods of relaxation. That could be said of most
lives because of the linear nature of time but most lives do have a general trend of application or relaxation.
Phase: 11/7
This profile is clearly accurate to his intent in life. He was much more active in trying to help people grow in love
and the realization of the power within them that he was in bringing down the British rule. He was not interested
in removing Great Britain to return to an old India. He wanted to build a new country that was not out of step with
the rest of the world. He bemoaned the fact that he did not have sufficient time to practice a contemplative life.
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Activity notes (continued)

Internal Cross Profiling:
Cross profiling the phase profile with the quality profile it is interesting to note that most of his efforts to build
a collective social consciousness based on love and esteem were, by his own estimation, unsuccessful because
they devolved into violence and social chaos. Apparently he was calling forth and challenging societal faults as
much as his own even though that was not his intent and even though he didn’t have societal control as he did
self-control.
Adding in the intensity profile shows that his social actions were not mild affairs either--riots would be a valid
description.

Focus notes
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Mohan Gandhi Expanded Focus Profile Notes

Agreement: +/+/- Cardinal/Fixed/Fixed
Scorpio as a fixed, negative sign show resistance in the physical nature and the interface with the external world.
Libra as the Sun sign indicates an active, doing inner spiritual nature even though it prefers co-action. Leo is a
positive sign that thinks anything can be done and is willing to stay with it until it is done, it is expressive. From
this combination one can see active impulses that are slowed down to meeting resistance as they work their way
outward. The residual of evolutionary experience built into the body in this case seems to indicate a sourness or
a fixed questioning nature that seems almost antithetical to the solar spiritual nature. This indicates a basic innerouter conflict that makes for growth but not always a comfortable life. The outer nature sees some of the dark unpleasant things in the world which the inmost spiritual nature would like to see in more pleasant and ideal terms.
Similarly the inward impulse to love and harmony which is well carried through the soul nature and perhaps even
amplified there becomes something else in the personality, something more truculent and inharmonious.
Stage: 2nd Sextile +
The 2nd sextile of the Sun and Moon indicates a sage in the lunation cycle that is old and somewhat cosmopolitan.
That stage is universal and synthetic but in societies it is more liberal and permissive than strict younger societies allow. So the feel of this stage is one of letting go which is very difficult for the rebirthing Gandhi was trying
to do and for the strict discipline that he tried to establish in himself (the Pluto aspects) and in the people he was
trying to liberate.
Thus both of the profiles indicate resistance within his own being to the very things he most wanted to do. It is
a great testament to the strength of his character that he was able to accomplish as much as he did both within
himself and in society at large.
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Cross profiling notes
Mohan Gandhi Cross Profile Notes

Internal Attitude Cross Profiling
One wonders whether giving himself to his unbudging fixed attitudes (#3) has let him to not care for the more
will-o’-the-wisp airy ways (#4) of looking at things or whether his love of the emotional watery ways (#4) which
love to cling together or seek their own in bonding has brought him to eschew the more middling common sign
attitudes. In either case or both he has a general attitude profile like ice, i.e. frozen water or set feelings with a
distaste for airy flexible attitudes.
Internal Opportunity Cross Profiling
He has almost no serious imbalance in the opportunity profiles and from this it is reasonable to conclude that he
has not specialized in seeing or making particular categories of opportunity for himself. The one exception is
that he has an abundance of angular opportunities which would seem to say that he prefers acute, basic horizontal
relationships (#9) such as you versus me or who is above versus who is below, relationships of the nuclear family.
He does not seem to have time to retreat and solve problems (#10) unless he is forced to (Sun in 12th) so he probably keeps himself stable through this general balance because he doesn’t have many opportunities for ongoing
responsibilities to stabilize him.
Internal Action Cross Profiling
That he likes to look at or work on a situation in many ways is clear (#11) and the enthusiasm that leads him to
do so does not flag because he applies each method with intensity (#12); however, he does sometimes get things
wrong or acts on his flaws (#13) perhaps because he does spread himself too thin in modes of activity (#11). He
is taking on as many new things as he is leaving off of old things (#14) but he likes building new things more than
taking apart old things to analyze them. His actions are many, strong and of mixed motivation but none of these
characteristics is so extreme that he is seriously off balance.
Internal Focus Cross Profiling
One wonders whether his synthesizing from an old society in decay or renaissance (#17) isn’t also reflected in his
awareness of his body and his view of the external world and work out in difficulty working things out or bringing things in through the physical body (#16). It could also be that his personal negativity (#16) causes him to
be associated with a time when there is a regime in the last stage of disintegration. His general focus seems to be
something like an after the fact recognition of things (#17).
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Personality fact sheet
Mohan Gandhi Personality Fact Sheet

Ascendant: P 1˚27;
Ruler of Ascendant: 7: P 18˚25’, 1st, #1, 472 22%;

;: R 17˚39’ R, 7th, #5, 258, 12 %

Planets in the east: 5: P 3˚47’, 1st, #10, 10, .4%;
		
7: P 18˚25’, 1st, #1, 472 22

6: P 16˚27’, 1st, #4, 296, 14%;

Aspects to Ascendant: 5 F Asc., orb 2˚20’
3 and/or 4: 3: O 8˚57’, 12th, #8, 63, 3%;

4: U 20˚11’, 10th, #3, 339, 16%

Planets in earth: 2, ;: R 17˚39’ R, 7th, #5, 258, 12 %,

8: R 20˚10’ R, 7th, #2, 361, 17%

Vitality Significators
3: O 8˚57’, 12th, #8, 63, 3%
7: P 18˚25’, 1st, #1, 472 22%
4: U 20˚11’, 10th, #3, 339, 16%
Planets in Fire: 3, =: E 18˚25’, 6th, #7, 82, 4%;
4: U 20˚11’, 10th, #3, 339, 16%;
								0: { 12˚22’, 2nd, #9, 45, 2%

Relevant Aspects
7
7
7
7
7

a ; #3, 88, 9%
F 6 #4, 78, 9%
a 8 #5, 69, 7%
K 4 #6, 66, 6%
L - #12, 51, 5%

6 a ; #2, 93, 9%
7 a ; #3, 88, 9%
8 F ; #9, 55, 5%
4 K ; #11, 51, 5%
- J ; #16, 34, 3%
More aspects mildly relevant aspects could be added but they would be too distracting for a simple fact sheet.
Mean Aspect: #8.5, 57.5, 5.56%
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Gandhi Personality Brief

As we progress through the sixteen personality studies we will have progressively more information to employ
in comparison and contrast. In this chart as in the Keller chart we have Scorpio rising. In both horoscopes Mars
is the dominant strongest planet. However, the personalities are vastly different. Both enjoyed robust health and
had magnificent stamina and both were personal extremists but in different ways. The fiery character in the Keller
chart indicated a wild, fierce pride which is not the same in the Gandhi horoscope. In this horoscope both of the
feminine planets, Moon and Venus, form strong aspects with Mars and they soften and blunt the Mars nature that
would otherwise be harsh or sharp.
Mars is in Scorpio, its natural ruler-ship. When a planet is in a sign which it rules, it is more likely to have a
pro-evolutionary influence in the life of the native. Mars in Scorpio is enterprising and regenerative and this was
certainly true to his life. Mars in a water sign is likely to be more subtle and less dramatic than in a fire sign. Yes,
he was very much a man but he didn’t make an issue of it and he didn’t force his masculinity on the world.
Mars as the lord of force or energy is manifest in a curious way in this horoscope. Since our very first acceptance
of the influence of the Lucifer Spirits who are ruled by Scorpio, the influence of Scorpio in our consciousness has
been rebellious. However, rebellion doesn’t always have to be an active mater. Gandhi was certainly a rebel but
he was not intentionally an active rebel though many considered him a trouble-maker. The difference between
Leo and Scorpio has been humorously been described by saying Leo rules will power and Scorpio rules won’t
power. This describes Gandhi perfectly. He had two very strong principles in his social philosophy. One was
called satyagraha which is what we now call “tough love” except his philosophy was more emphatic about the
love and less so about the tough. This element was obviously ruled by Venus in Scorpio and his Sun in Libra
because he always strove for peace. The other main element was non-cooperation which is obviously ruled by
Scorpio, Mars and Pluto. Since the combination of the latter planets is much stronger than the former, it became
the dominant part of his active work whether he intended it or not. The influence of his character radiated to his
followers. Since Scorpio, Mars and Pluto all have to do with sexual charisma, since all are strong and all are
active through the ascendant and the 1st house, it is obvious that his was a charismatic personality. Most of his
success in social action worked to get the masses to not comply with the British rule–non-cooperation–Scorpio
bullheadedness. Scorpio, Pluto and Jupiter are all involved with power, massive power, and when they are focussed on Mars and the ascendant, it indicates that his personality being right among the masses moved them to
massive non-cooperation through which they realized their power. However, because these planets are in a five
planet T-square which must be considered a manor affliction, once the power was realized it became uncontrollable and destructive (another Scorpio keyword) despite the extreme emphasis on discipline (ruled by the Mars
opposition to Pluto and the Scorpio ascendant) with which his leadership group was trained. He felt all of his
mass social actions were failures in that he could only get the masses to realize their power and not to manifest
forbearance and demonstrative love.
Like Jay Gould, Gandhi has Mercury conjoined the ascendant. This is the only significant aspect which mercury
makes. Thus with a weaker mercury Gandhi was not a youthful prodigy like Gould but Mercury did work its way
into the personality in another way. In the oral analysis of the Helen Keller chart we noted that Mercury in a water
sign seems to get carried away by the emotions. Above it is mentioned that he rued or regretted all of his mass
actions, especially when there was a loss of lives. Regret is often an emotion with which Scorpio can get carried
away. There is one special regret upon which Scorpio is likely to fixate, guilt. Guilt is remorse or regret run amok
in indulgence–one indulges in remorse as much as in the sin about which one is remorseful. The greatest sin and
the one most likely to feel guilty about for Scorpio is abuse or indulgence in sex for personal pleasure. It was a
major factor in the life of Gandhi. Mars conjoined to Venus is the classic signature of instant falling in love and
sexual expression early in the relationship. The 1st house location of these planets indicate an early start in life for
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these proclivities. Gandhi had an arranged marriage, perhaps even arranged during his infancy. The marriage was
a childhood marriage–they were married around the age of twelve or something like that. In his autobiography he
states that though he strove to hold off from sexuality until they were adults, he failed and asserted himself early
and often. This bothered him deeply. The opposition of both Mars and Venus to Pluto shows the path his deep
regret took, guilt. The guilt expressed itself in various ways. Whether it was in the emotionality (which in this
horoscope is almost identical with the personality) or the personality, he was preoccupied with filth and the need
to cleanse filth. In the India of his time this certainly was a legitimate concern. Standards of cleanliness in public
facilities bad. Public rest rooms were deplorable. One of the ways this guilt obsession for cleanliness worked
out in the 7th house which rules the public was that at the all-India national congresses he urgently implored his
fellow delegates to take some time to scrub urinals, telling them that it would help to prevent disease and that it
was good for the soul–all true but all carried to extreme by guilt. One of the ways it worked out in the personality
was through Mercury. Mercury, when significant and related to the personality, lends itself to hygiene (through
its ruler-ship and exaltation in Virgo and abstracted into the 6th house.) It often becomes a mental preoccupation
with food and cleansing diets when driven by guilt. Gandhi had long periods of food faddism and radical cleansing diets like eating nothing but oranges for a week or so at a time and he did some fasting to the same end and
from the same cause.
The ascendant indicates interactions with the external world: what we see in it, what we take in from it and what
we give to the external world and how we do it. He did not simply see sex or sin or filth in the world and to say
so would be very far from the truth. Scorpio is said to be the sign of birth and death matters, it is also said to
be the sign of dissolution and transformation. It is conservative in the sense of conservation. Sometimes it is
even reactionary. Thus it is the sign of recycling. It begins with sexual generation, proceeds through the various transformations of life and dissolves the forms back to the original constituents to be reused in a renewal of
further creative activity. Recycling. Scorpio is the sign of recycling par excellence. What Gandhi sees in the
external world are opportunities to regenerate, not just his personality but the world around him. Mars and Venus
are planets of basic desires to do and to love so his intent was to bring people to realize their basic needs to work
and to love each other civilly. As he progressed in life and in this work he did not become more radical but more
fundamental. It was not just a matter of basic wants and desires but also of fundamentals. He wanted to go back
to many of the fundamental principle on which he thought Indian society had been established. However, since
much of his view was based on basic desires, and since basic desires as desires can never be satisfied but always
cry for more, the more he lent himself to such a course, the more the fundamental extremists in the public sphere
(indicated by Pluto in the 7th house at the heart of the T-square) demanded more and more. It happened with the
Muslims and it happened with the Hindus. As long as he could personally interact with people he was a powerful
force for regeneration. Many, many people that were personally influenced by him lived better lives ever after
because of his influence. What he saw in the world was the possibility of personal redemption and that if people
cared (Venus) and worked (Mars), they could regenerate themselves and the world around them. Despite the dark,
rebellious Scorpio rising, despite severe trials with sexuality, despite temptations to extremism and fundamentalism, despite a mental preoccupation with radical cleansing and recycling (for a while he even drank his own urine
in a food faddish recycling belief), despite temptations to power and control, what he saw in the world, which is
what became his philosophy, was regenerative. In the face of all of these trials and tendencies, that he remained
positive in his view of the world is testament to the free will of the spirit, which is not shown in a horoscope, to
overcome. What is exceedingly beautiful about this is that when he did express free will, it worked perfectly
within and through the horoscope and all for the positive. Regeneration!
Two planets are in earth signs which is average. From this one would conclude that his sense for the earth, earthiness and earthliness is about average. Both planets, Jupiter and Pluto, are strong so one can modify that judgment
accordingly. Since both planets are outer planets, his view of earth is not especially personal though this view is
slightly modified by the aspects to planets in the 1st house. The 7th house position indicates a feel for earth
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through others. In assessing his feel for matter one must be careful to distinguish it from perception which is
indicated by the 1st house. The Sun is weak in this horoscope but that does not mean that he has a weak vitality
because the strength of Mars more than compensates for the weakness of the Sun. The mean planetary strength
of the Sun and Mars when averaged is more that the natural average of 10%. Even with the charismatic nature
of Mars in Scorpio, the nature of the vitality isn’t exclusively radiant. It seems that the nature of the vitality is
galvanic. When the desires activate the vitality, it rises and the radiance follows. This may, in effect, turn out to
be an academic distinction because as we went on in life he seemed to always be motivated and always radiant.
There is a danger to this because no matter how great the vitality and the stamina (which is strong with the Scorpio
rising and all of the fixed sign significators), the desire nature can exhaust the vitality. He was often at the edge
of exhaustion. On one occasion he nearly killed himself with a heavy schedule and an unwise peanut fast. The
strong Moon in Leo also indicates a strong vitality an stamina as we learned about vitality from the planets in Leo
in the Helen Keller chart.
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4: U 20° 11’, 10th, #3, 339, 16%
7: P 18° 25’, 1st, #1, 472, 22%
6: P 16° 27’, 1st, #4, 296, 14%
0: { 12° 22’ , 6th, #9, 45, 2%
8: R 20° 10’ R, 7th, #2, 361, 17%
Planets in water: 4:
5: P 3° 21’, 1st, #10, 10, .4%; 		
				6: P 16° 27’, 1st, #4, 296, 14%; 		

7: P 18° 25’, 1st, #1, 472, 22%;
-: Y 21° 41, 9th, #6, 208, 10%

Relevant Aspects
4
4
4
4
4

K 8, #1, 100, 10%							7
L =, #7, 64, 6%							7
K 7, #6, 66, 6%							7
K ;, #11, 51, 5%							7
K 6, #13, 42, 5%							7

6
6
6
6
6

a ;, #2, 93, 9%							0 J3, #15, 38, 4%
F 7, #4, 78, 8%							0 L =, #18, 14, 1%
a 8, #10, 52, 5%
K 4, #13, 42, 5%
L -, #17, 30, 3%

8
8
8
8
8

K 4, #1, 100, 10%
a 7, #5, 69, 7%
J -, #8, 62, 6%
F ;, #9, 55, 5%
a 6, #10, 52, 5%

Mean Aspect: #8.5, 57.5, 5.56%

a ;, #3, 88, 9%
F 6, #4, 78, 7%
a 8, #5, 69, 7%
K 4, #6, 66, 6%
L -, #12, 51, 5%
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Astrology is far more intuitive than mental. To be accurate one must have an intuitive feel for the materials of a
horoscope and how to work with them. It is like color. One can conceivably write a program to mix and display
any combination of color but that does not mean that the individual using it will produce an artistic painting. One
must have an almost magical feel for colors to mix them and to know what the effect will be on the viewer.
We have been mildly scientific in trying to develop an estimation system for determining the relative strengths
of planets and aspects in a horoscope. Even in its nascent state that system is like a program to mix and display
color. One must still rely on intuition to use it accurately or else one will have all sorts of incorrect notions. A
comparison of the emotionality constituents of the Helen Keller horoscope and the Mohan Gandhi horoscope will
illustrate this very clearly.
Both horoscopes have a strong emotionality, both horoscopes have significant integration of the emotional nature
into the personality, both have Scorpio rising, both have Mars as the strongest planet, both have a strong Jupiter
and a weak Saturn, but for all of these apparent commonalities, no one would ever suggest that there was much
similarity between the emotionalities of these two individuals. To get at the emotionality of each one must look
into things in a more detailed manner, one must feel the constituents, and one must apply the intuition.
Beginning with the Moon in the Gandhi horoscope many differences in how the emotions work become apparent immediately. The Moon in the Gandhi chart is quite strong while the Moon in the Keller chart is medium
strength. From what we have seen above strength of a planet may be important to determine relative significance
but it doesn’t go very far into the dimension of flavor. Helen had the Moon in Pisces while Mohan has the Moon
in Leo. This is a very big difference. We could see that she needed this positioning to be able to feel things in
fine gradations and to form impressions of them without either sight or hearing. With the Moon in Leo we can
see that Mohan had a much more staunch and even forward feeling nature. It appears to be more resistant than
impressionable. It is a feeling nature more suited to giving out than to taking in. He is interested in things but his
interest is of the generosity of Leo and not the impressionability of Pisces. From the 10th house position of the
Moon we can see that his feelings are administrative as well as firm and outpouring. It is not surprising that he
was such a positive motivator of others and could enthuse them. This is a quite integrated emotionality. All of the
primary significators of emotionality (Moon, Mars, Venus) and one of the secondary significators (Jupiter) aspect
each other. They are all in fixed signs. This means that this emotionality was pretty much determined coming into
this rebirth. To ensure that this firm emotionality be developed from as early as possible, he was reborn to a very
strong mother who had enormous influence in his life as he developed and came into his own which is exactly
what one would expect with a strong Moon in Leo in the 10th house. With this lunar positioning one would think
that impressions were formed more as a matter of impact than impressionability. This was the case for much of
his life but as he matured and directed himself more toward the development of his spirituality, the Moon trine to
Neptune became more influential in his life and he became more open to impressionability. However, his impressionability was more a matter of inspiration from cohorts than pure feeling and delicate receptivity.
The Moon forms five squares which is a high number. The square can be the sign of destruction, disruption, trial,
and trouble but it can also be the sign of building measuring and testing. Because Mohan was such an advanced
individual aspiring to states of being beyond the horoscope, we must assume that the positive side of these aspects
is active to some extent. The Moon square to Mars in the 1st house furthers this line of though. Mars is always
a builder especially in the 1st house. From this position we can see that he is a builder of enthusiasm. He is an
exciter and an exciting man with enough strength in excitement to arouse similar feelings in others which, again,
shows his power as a motivator. The strongest aspect of the Moon, which is also the strongest aspect in the horoscope, is the square to Jupiter. This refortifies the giving quality of his basic emotionality and it also redoubles
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the degree of excitability. Gandhi was a very excitable and exciting man. He was so excitable and exciting that
he was out of control (not so often) and excited others out of control (more often.) The presence of Mars in the
1st shows him to be a strong personality and someone whose personality was charismatic enough to move others.
The 10th and 7th house positions of the Moon and Jupiter indicate fame and celebrity by the former and great
popular, public appeal by the latter. However, even though he worked hard at self-control (in fact, he made a
study of it) he could not do that with the general public and thus the squares and oppositions in this T-square pattern indicate loss of control in the enthusiasm he awakened in others. In the most prominent public activities his
presence was always a factor or necessary ingredient for attracting and activating very large crowds which shows
the 1st house personal element in these crowds. People always became excited and overly confident in a power
which they could never realize otherwise. There was always primitivity and violence and things got out of control
a riots ensued. His intent was to help the people to have a pride in themselves and to not allow themselves to be
oppressed. However, in action the pride indicated by Mars opposite Jupiter became a haughty pride and became
excessive and belligerent and excessive. The people resonated to the primitive element in people that is indicated
by the square of the Moon and Mars. He wanted the people to not only recognize and take pride in themselves, he
wanted them to act with love and forbearance. Love and forbearance are qualities developed by old souls which
the public proved not to be. He could see the divine and the goodness in people but his vision was not in touch
enough with the reality that was the people and their state of development. Moreover, forbearance is ruled by
Saturn and Saturn is a very weak planet in his chart and he was not so evolved beyond astrological influence that
he could attract a lot of people outside of his own character. Venus rules love and she is in detriment and subject
to the primitive and out of control elements of his character and those attracted by him. Pluto too is part of this
pattern and is a stronger than average Pluto. Pluto rules large organizations and in this case large disorganizations
and too is heavily afflicted. With this element in this pattern it is not at all surprising that the power of the masses
is released. The Mars opposite to Pluto does indicate a desire for control and control of desires but that attempt
may have been too excessive and stringent to be kept in himself and certainly not in the masses.
This brings up another fascinating aspect of this emotionality and that is fascination. Any time there are a number
of Pluto afflictions or a few very strong Pluto afflictions (in this chart there are both a high number and strong afflictions) it describes what is called an obsessive-compulsive character. The fact that this pattern is in fixed signs
redoubles that likelihood. Scorpio, especially and as well as Pluto, indicates a fascination motif in the emotionality. He is intrigued things or allured by them. He fascinates himself with temptation and then draws himself into
it because one’s actions follow the direction of one’s attention. Once he has entered into temptation or fascination
he becomes obsessive about it. Once he has entered into temptation and he self-consciously realizes it, he tries
to over power it as indicated by the Pluto-Mars component in the pattern. Then all of his pride enters in and he
tries harder and will not give up. The pride element is indicated by the Jupiter-Mars component in the pattern.
The fact of the matter is that one can not overcome a desire by obsessively trying to overpower it. To try to do
so is counterproductive because the desire will never die and all one does is create a stronger desire. One of the
activities in life where this was manifest in him was in his relations with women. The square of the Moon and
Venus indicates that it is likely that he did not have a good understanding of women and the women in his life
which certainly proved to be true. He had a tendency to disregard the pride of women and tried to assert himself
and overpower them to have his way. This aspect of the unregenerate feminine was especially active with his wife
Kasturbai. He had a child marriage with her and he asserted himself sexually and in control early on in the marriage but she proved to be a strong woman equal to his assertions and eventually brought him to change his ways.
She was so successful that as part of the Gandhi movement she founded a college for women especially designed
to help women find strength and self-esteem. Venus in Scorpio shows his fascination with sex and the 1st house
position of both Mars and Venus indicates younger women. The Pluto opposite Venus shows the fascination was
likely to become obsessive and that he would become a victim of temptation. In fact, even late in life he tempted
himself to prove his chastity by sleeping with young women. A self-temptation is a setup and one loses to the
very temptation to be overcome by creating the setup. This is an excellent example of how obsessive-compulsive
tendencies cannot be overpowered because the desires squeeze out somewhere else in another form.
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Concrete Mind: 5: P 3° 47’, #10 , 10, .4%
Concrete mental attitudes (planets in T, I): 0
Intellective/Organizational Mentality (planets in air): 1: 3, O 8° 57’, #8, 63, 3%
Opportunities to develop concrete mind (3rd house): cusp= }, no planets in 3rd
Ideational/abstract mind: 8: R 20° 10’R, 7th, #2, 361, 17%
Ideational attitudes (planets in {, W): 1: 0: { 12°22’, 2nd, #9, 45, 2%
Opportunities to develop ideational mind (9th house): Cusp=0°45’ Y: -: U 21° 41’, #6 , 208, 10%
Instinctual/automatic/reflective mind: 4: U 20°11’, 10th, #3, 339, 16%;
Relevant Aspects
No Mercury Aspects!!!
			
8
							8
							8
							8
							8
					
4 K 8, #1, 100, 10%
4 L =, #7, 64, 7%
4 K 7, #6, 66, 6%
4 K ;, #11, 51, 5%
4 K 6, #13, 42, 4%

K 4, #1, 100, 10%
a 7, #5, 69, 7%
J -, #8, 62, 6%
F ;, #9, 55, 5%
a 6, #10, 52, 5%

Mean Aspect: #8.7, 57.5, 5.5%
Other Factors In The Mentality To Consider
Promethian Cycle (forethought vs afterthought)			
Projective vs Receptive
Analysis vs Synthesis							Inductive vs Deductive
Thought vs Memory (rethought)					
Retention and recall
Questioner vs Answerer						
Observation & Discrimination
Expressive vs Retentive						Imaginative vs Invisible
Continuity								Ponderous vs Impulsive
Concentrative vs Relaxed						Speed
Cogitative vs Dispersive						Depth
Platonistic vs Aristotelian						Independence, Creative
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The Gandhi horoscope always presents challenges to astrologers because in some ways he is so advanced and
innovative in his outlooks that they are beyond the boundaries of most mundane astrologers. This should serve
as a reminder to us to always work through intuition or we are likely to misinterpretation. One example of this
came when trying to understand his emotionality. From our analysis is was obvious that he had a very strong
repulsion quotient but he did not have a repulsive personality. Looking with a historical perspective we can see
that he was instrumental in the repulsion of a long standing occupying force. If one had a shallow view of astrology, one might at best say that he overcame the more repulsive elements of his character. That might be true but
it would not explain where the repulsive elements went. The principles on which the universe is founded and to
which astrology points do not disappear, at least not without the universe itself disappearing. Instead the principle
are manifest in a different manner. In human soul growth that process is called transmutation. Gandhi was able
to take much of the energy which was perhaps at an earlier time spent in repulsive behavior and externalize it
objectively and impersonally in a way that repulsed the British.
The mentality also presents problems that are likely to confound most astrologers, perhaps this writer included.
One good example is Mercury in the 1st house conjoined to the ascendant. In the Gould chart we saw that Mercury in a similar house position meant youthful prodigy which is a fairly common interpretation. Little Mohan
was not a prodigy. In fact he was quite shy and it was difficult to know much about any of his capacities. He did
not even begin to come into his own as a thinker, by his own admission, until into his college and professional
education and he did not blossom until he encountered real life problems in South Africa and he continued to grow
throughout the remainder of his life. If the position of Mercury did not mean prodigy, what did it mean? The
first house is also the house of first impression and that gets to the heart of one valid interpretation. Mercury in
Scorpio is the signature of an analytical concrete mind. Putting these two astrological thoughts together gives a
perfect description of Gandhi. He would always analyze new circumstances on the basis of firsthand experience,
he would form conclusions from analysis of first impressions without wanting to rely on hearsay or the reports of
others. When he thought concretely he did so on the basis of direct, sensory observations.
Another example of a problem in interpreting the mentality in this horoscope that is even more trying has to do
with the relative strength of Mercury. According to the estimation system we are using Mercury is extremely
weak. It is so weak that we may have to look at many, many horoscopes before we again see a Mercury so
relatively weak as this. The difficult interpretive difficult can be stated in this question: What does a very weak
Mercury mean in this horoscope? It cannot mean that he has a weak mind because he was quite intelligent and
capable of thinking for himself. This disparity is so great that it has caused the developer of the estimation system we are using to question its very validity. The question then is: Why would a system which is so accurate
in all of the other horoscopes it has been applied to seem to fail in this regard in this horoscope? After working
of the problem this writer has concluded that if there is an error in estimation system, it might require yet another
overhaul of the entire system but for now the problem is that the only or primary error is an error in interpretation. Interpretation errors are the most common errors that occur in the application of any astrological system.
What seems to happen is that practitioners of a system expect ready made or “brown-and-serve” interpretations
not realizing that a system can change the presentation of the data in a horoscope in a manner that makes it more
or less easy to interpret but the reality is that the data still has to be interpreted and that means work. A perfect
example is the use of harmonics to understand a horoscope. By, now simple means with the computer, erections
of horoscopes at various” harmonic levels” to the natal horoscope it is supposed to be easier to discover various
characteristics. The idea is that a given harmonic will always reveal a given area of the psychology in every horoscope. Proponents of the philosophy try to show how obvious it makes things than one cannot see in the natal
horoscope. This writer will not dispute any of those claims; however, from his experience he as found that those
harmonic charts must be interpreted just as the base natal chart must be interpreted and that the things disclosed
were already accessible in the natal chart, sometimes (in the eyes of this writer) in a form more easily discerned
than in the harmonic. The point is that there is no substitute for the work of thinking and appealing to the intuition
to reach an adequate understanding of a given area in the psychology of the native. Some find harmonics an easier
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form to interpret and some do not.
The way that this writer chooses to approach this problem is to postulate that even though his mind might be very
fine, he does not choose it as anywhere near his first choice of tools. The question then appears to be: Why?
There are three possible simple answers to that question: he has an aversion to its use, he has a preference for
something else, or both. After investigating his life and some of his works, it is clear that the first choice is not
true and therefore the “both” option must also not be true. That leaves us with asking the question of: What it is
that he prefers before concrete thinking?” We have already partially answered that question with our study of the
emotionality. It is clear that he is a man of strong, passionate desires, emotions and, especially, actions. These
are things he feels and can hence know their value. That is all very fine but we are studying the mentality. Fortunately the same method of investigation applies in the mentality and even much of the same data applies when
interpreted differently. Jupiter and the Moon are the second and third strongest planets in this horoscope and they
are planets of the mentality as much as they are planets of the emotionality, ruling the ideational and instinctive
components of the mentality. By looking at his life and character it is obvious that he was not a very instinctual
being and it, therefore, seems safe to see the Moon as an auxiliary, helping by reflecting planet than as a really
primitive planet so this is a mentality that is highly inclined toward ideas and principles but not quite so much as
a pure abstract thinker. Unfortunately, we have little space left to explore that in this brief so it will be covered in
large in the oral part of the mentality. Instead we will examine some other facets of the general mentality using
Mercury as an initial focal agency but keeping in mind that it is not his tool of choice.
All three primary planets in the mentality (Mercury, Moon and Jupiter) are in fixed signs. This is usually the
indicator of a highly retentive mind, especially if significant planets are in negative signs and most significant if
in water signs, The Moon is a planet of drawing cohesive forces so in its auxiliary function it is a major factor in
retentiveness, It is also important that is in Leo because that balances with a counter force of expressiveness. It
is almost always an error to carry a principle too far without balance because then the application of that principle
becomes counter productive. It is fortunate that the Scorpio member in this trio is the weaker because if it were
very strong and negative there would be the possibility of a self-poisoning mentality such as Freud would call
an “anal retentive.” As it was with his well taken and near fetish tendency for cleaning toilets he was close to
that. It is important to try to understand why and how he was retentive. With Jupiter being the strongest planet
the “how” is explained by saying if it pertained to a higher principle, i.e. if it led to the experience or ramification
of an idea, he retained it. The “why” is that he wanted something universal and eternal. In fact he would pursue
thought until he did reach universality.
This latter observation also helps to explain his liking of continuity of mental content. He was not a collector
of miscellaneous thoughts such as trivialist but he was not exactly a systematizer, such as a strong Virgo person
would be, either. If something was universal is was automatically systematic as part of its internal logic and it
didn’t require external systemization. He sought something that was eternally true.
With Mercury in the 1st house there was probably some small conflict between the concrete and ideational
memory as there must be because they function differently. The concrete mind likes to analyze and that requires
concentration while the ideational mind works through the inclusion of all things and universalization from their
seed ideas. Universality is experienced through relaxation and acceptance of universals is one is capable of transferring one’s consciousness to them. Because Jupiter is the strongest planet in the mentality, Mohan is obviously
one who relaxes and discovers. The sextile of Jupiter to Uranus in the 9th house shows he does have the ability
to transcend the very active emotionality and come to genuine transcendental experiences.. The strength of the
9th house versus the weakness of the 3rd house extends this trend from tools to opportunities to apply those tools.
There are many more factors in this mentality which are worthy of examination by conscientious students because
we obviously not have time to cover them in class in the oral presentation.
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Individuality (3): 3 in 8° 57’ O, 12th, #8, 63, 3%
Individuality Attitudes (planets in fire): 3:
=: 25° 18’R E, 6th, #7, 82, 4%;
		

0: 12° 22’ {, 2nd, #9, 45, 2%;
4: 20° 11’ U, 10th, #, 339, 16%;

Opportunities for Self-Expression (1st, 5th, 9th): 4:
6: 16° 27’ P, 1st, #4, 296, 14%;
		
-: 21° 41’ Y, 9th, #6, 208, 10%

5: 3° 47’ P, 1st, #10, 10, .4%;
7: 18° 25’ P, 1st, #1, 472, 22%;

Mystic Spirituality & Raw Creativity (-): 21° 41’ Y, 9th, #6, 208, 10%
Occult Spirituality & Genius (=): 25° 18’R E, 6th, #7, 82, 4%
Will & Creativity in Potential (;): 17° 39’R R, 7th, #5, 258, 12%
Opportunities for Super-physical Experience (4th, 8th, 12th): None

Relevant Aspects
3 J 0, #15, 38, 4%																																						-

J 8, #8, 62, 6%
L 7, #12, 51, 5%
K =, #14, 39, 4%
J ;, #16, 34, 3%
L 6, #17, 30, 3%

= L 4, #7, 64, 7%						;
= K -, #14, 39, 4%						;
= L 0, #18, 14, 1%						;
								;
								;

a 6, #2, 93, 9%
a 7, #3, 88, 9%
F 8, #9, 55, 5%
K 4, #11, 51, 5%
J -, #16, 34, 3%
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Sometimes when looking from the without it is difficult to tell the difference of the personality from the individuality. In the horoscope of Gandhi the individuality has the quality of the love of Libra and the personality has the
character of the unruly desire of Scorpio. The Sun is not very strong in this horoscope. It has the strength of about
one third of the average planet. One the other hand Pluto and Mars, especially, are very strong. Thus though he
inwardly intended love and was himself inwardly a man of love, his personality was of Scorpio noncooperation
which is what he is famous for and what was most effective in his work. He regretted the fact that he could not
get the masses to be strong in love. He could and did get them to realize their power, another Scorpio, quality but
he could not get them to love.
The Sun in the 12th house can mean many things. Often it is an individual it represents someone who is not very
self-knowing. The idea is that the self is buried under the rubble of undigested destiny from that past so that
it can’t see itself. Though he probably wouldn’t speculate on his past lives he would probably agree with this
interpretation. In his autobiography he is saddened by the fact that he could not or did not have much time for
self-reflection and self-knowing. Ironically, he found that the only occasions when he had time for such activities
was when he was in jail, jail being under 12th house rulership.
The ascendant is the eastern horizon at the moment of birth. It is the present in the most exact sense. The closer
a planet in the 1st house is to the ascendent, the earlier in life its strong effect will be felt in life. Planet conjoined
to the ascendant from the 1st house often indicate condition during the birth such as Neptune conjoined the ascendant indicating and anesthetic of some sort given to the mother to tone down sensitivity to pain. Planets above
the ascendant conditions before birth. In this way the 12th indicates the past whether it is the immediate past
just before birth or the distant past in other rebirths. Thus having the Sun in the 12th indicates someone trying to
find self by investigation of the past in one way or another. His childhood years filled with loving kindness and
innocence are roughly symbolized by the period during which the progressed Sun was passing through Libra and
the 12th house. His adulthood when he faced prejudice and power are roughly symbolized by the progressed Sun
passing through Scorpio and the 1st house. One the Sun passed into the 1st house he began with his self-styled
ways of living which he is so noted for. However, interested as he was with the things he had before them, he
did not feel that he knew himself. He tried to know himself by more than taking self-studying retreats, forced
or voluntary. As life went on he became more interested in the past as the source of his selfhood. The past he
became interested in more and more was the cultural past of India. Some how he seemed to think that the meaning of cultural traditions, such as how people wore their hair or such things as the priesthood or societal ethics,
would open the meaning of himself to himself. India is a religious country with many religious traditions dating
from hundreds and thousands of years in the past. Gandhi was not a scholar of these things nor was he especially
mystical in his nature and activities. He preferred to ask religious figures about things that caught his attention
and then incorporate them into his life style they seemed correct to him. He was not fundamentalist or anything
like that. He was much to original and inventive to be fundamental. He was a recreative traditionalist. This was
one of his Sun in the 12th house ways of finding himself by looking into the past. The Sun sextile to Saturn gives
reinforcement to this tendency but this also requires clarification lest we think he was a history buff or someone
who sees himself as a man of history. This aspect was experienced more tin the sensing the importance of things
of the past whose continuance was importance.
The Sun sextile Saturn also describes how he tried to be conservative as an individual. He was very much selfstyled but he didn’t see himself as different and he didn’t try to be different or to stand our to fabricate a self for
himself. Instead he was trying to home in on what he thought we things true to everyone, basic truths and live by
them and be faithful to humanity in doing so. He looked for a common human foundation. This is why he was so
true to his word. If he made a promise he kept it. The Sun-Saturn aspects all have conscientiousness about them
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and in his case the conscientiousness was to be true to others and to culture.
The Sun rules the 10th house and it is true that he saw himself as a professional man. However it is not clear
what his profession was. He was trained as a lawyer and did practice as such for a while. Law is ruled by Libra
but one certainly could not accurately describe him as a lawyer. There is a temptation to see his essential being
as a leader but that would not be true and he would be among the first to agree with that assessment. He did recognize that he had great influence as a leader but to him that was more a matter of circumstance than of essential
being. If he led, he led as a representative of the public, as one from the crowd. He was a humanist, not by some
kind of academic definition, but in that fact that he never tried to separate himself from the people to whom he
belonged. He called himself a truth seeker but not in the sense of what those words now mean. He sought to find
the, simple, direct truth of things. When he investigated labor problems or discrimination problems or injustices
he saw himself as an investigator more than anything else. If he demonstrated with regard to injustice, it was to
see and complement the truth with actions. Even though non-cooperation was the strongest of his tools for social
liberation and improvement he did not set himself up against what he thought was untrue, preferring only to not
cooperate with it. All of these are qualities of the air sign Libra though many of the manifestations of it are more
subtle than obvious.
When we turn to the octave planets and try to get a grasp of the functioning of the spirituality of Gandhi, one thing
stands out immediately. The octave planets are involved in thirteen aspects which is a very large number. Looking a little closer we see that the aspects to the intuitive planets, Uranus and Neptune, we note that there are three
benefic aspects and two malefic aspects; however, all but two of the aspects to these planets are below the mean,
they are not strong or intense aspects. Four of the five aspects to Pluto are malefic while two are above the mean
and two are below the mean and one is close to the men. This tells us that the intuition is likely to be reliable but
that it will not be intense. It will be called on often but the call will not be strong.
Uranus is the strongest of the intuitive planets and it forms the most aspects. It is in the 9th house and it is the
resolution point for the four planet opposition that is the base for a T-square or isosceles triangle with the Moon
that dominates the character. The T-square is in fixed signs and indicates a deadlock struggle of will and desire
that will be covered in the oral study of this individuality. The planets in the T-square are very strong and the
aspects are intense. Thus we see that if he can sidestep desire and the tendency to want to overpower it he can
resolve this part of his character by choosing to do something new. Uranus is the planet of newness and creativity. Recalling what was said above about the individuality trying to discover itself by investigating the past, the
disposition and aspectation of Uranus seems to say that it is new things that his salvation are to be found. That
seeming contradiction is only apparent. The reality is that renewing or rediscovering old things in very new ways
is where he is likely to free himself from desire (Uranus is also the planet of freedom). The religion and philosophy of India is amazingly complicated and ingrown. It has been around thousands of years and there have been
many variations and commentaries and take-offs of Vedic texts. There are many terms for the same thing or very
similar things and many of them have gone through their own evolutions. Gandhi was not steeped and studied in
Indian religion or philosophy. He did his “experiments in truth” as experiments in the circumstances of life. He
and the intimate friends with whom he studied would ponder and discuss problems as they came up in daily life
in society but mostly in their ashram. They would come up with their original, and usually creative, solutions in
these discussions as a result of these discussions. He was not an iconoclast and he was respectful of religions and
philosophies. When he came up with new insights into life and truth, they would not offend priests and pundits
who would enjoy interactions with him. This is a kind of spirituality with finesse that doesn’t challenge, is new
and obviously applied to practical human betterment, and strengthens the good, so it offered no reason for him to
be alienated. These things are shown most clearly in the Uranus sextile Jupiter, of which they are almost a perfect
example. Some astrologers believe that moderate aspects involving the octave planets are more effective than
high intensity aspects which are more specialized. This horoscope fortifies that view and shows that one can with
the gentile spiritual touch make changes which are not available to spiritual intensity. Spirit is ultimately subtle.
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Synthesis/Summary Factor				

Relative Importance Rating

Profile(s):													7
#3, determination; #4, fire and especially water					
7
#10, strongly expressive and work oriented,						6
#11, many tools; #12, many intense; #13, balance but much trial			
8
Significant Aspects:												9
#1 thru #5, 			
4 K 8, 100, 10%;
		6 a ;, 93, 9%;
7 a ;, 88, 9%:
		6 F 7, 78, 7%;
7 a 8, 69, 7%
		
Significant Planets:												9
#1, 7, 472, 22%; 		
#2, 8, 361, 17%;
#3, 4, 339, 16%		
9
#4, 6, 296, 14; 		
#5, ;, 258, 12%;
#10 5, 10, .4%
		
Significant Personality Factors:										8
very strong physical personality but with rebellion					
9
7 dominant ruler over ;, malefic aspects strongest					
7
very fixed personality									
8
Significant Emotionality Factors:										9
strongest relevant aspects malefic to 7, 8, 6					8
7, and all but 0 very strong, very fixed						
7
extremely emotional, the strongest character facet					
9
Significant Mentality Factors: 										5
5 (concrete mentality) weak;
8 (abstract mentality) strong and emotional;
4 (instinctual mentality) strong and spiritual,
overall weak
Significant Individuality Factors:										4
3 (self) weak; - average strength; = & ; weak; 					8
; overwhelmingly malefic; - & = mostly benefic					
6
Overall Comparison:											9
personality very strong, intense, conflicted and durable 				
7
emotionality strongest , extroversive (7) extremely strong, 			
9
		4 extroversive, strong determined
mentality moderate strength, abstract strongest, concrete weakest			
6		
spirituality weak, weakest, individuality weak					4
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The standout strongest feature of the general character of this individual is desire. Even though the personality is
a strong facet in his character, he is not driven by personal desire. He has a low quotient of selfishness and he has
an emotionally generous disposition so he gives rather than indulges himself. That is not to say that there is no
temptation to indulgence in desire because that temptation is enormous compared to most people. However, he
has a character which thrives on struggle and opposition internal and external, so he sees temptation as a benefice.
If one can work well with an internal struggle, an external struggle is much easier. Desire is his tool. The combination of intense passionate desire and unshakable generosity has the effect of attracting people to him in large
numbers even though he, the spirit, would prefer a more retreating kind of life. Most people confuse desire with
will, Gandhi does not. Because of the struggle between will and desire he is keenly aware of the difference. This
awareness is a consequence of not knowing the difference earlier in life and trying to overpower and force things
his way and setting up imponderable resistance. Though he did mature through internal and external struggle, he
did not get old in his outlook of the world. He has very strong rejuvenating and regenerating effects from desire
and the generative force which the lower nature struggles to control, it defines his character. “If the trumpet sound
an uncertain note, who shall come to battle.” Because he took clear and certain stands, he was easy to follow. He
led through personal example not through abstract ideals. Though he became more religious with time, he did
not try to appear as a holy man.
His emotionality is not limited to passion and desire. He did perfect a fine spiritual imagination and a firm but
sympathetic compassion which he was able to utilize in his career and effective working with others. His emotionality was also not limited to the desire world and the desire body. He could understand the ideas of emotion,
feeling and desire. He always endeavored to work with the emotions and the ideas of emotions in a constructive
way to build better people and better institutions but because the world relates to trial and challenge in a destructive manner, he was always surrounded with conflict and controversy. He was branded as a troublemaker by the
world which did not understand him. The strongest and most acute struggles were on the horizontal plane, the
plane of self and other. Thus his marriage partner, who was probably at least as strong as him, was instrumental
in his most significant growth and development. For this reason his greatest success was in dealing one on one
with individuals as individuals and not so successful with the masses even though he could attract them and move
them to action by his example. Unfortunately, he sometimes saw auto-temptation as a good thing to do.
In his innermost being he was retreating and was not able to spend a lot of time in self-reflection. Consequently,
he may not have been highly aware of the dynamic between the inner and the outer man because of distraction
by desire and the ever present difficulties of the world that were pressed on him. Thus, to himself, he thought
he was always being loving and seeking loving solutions to societal problems without realizing the power of the
passions he stirred in others who were not always seeking love and who could be carried away in violence while
thus aroused.
He was intelligent, he had a clear, forceful mind and he had an excellent grasp of ideas but concrete reasoning
was not his first choice of tools to use. He wrote well on the subject of freedom and self-rule but it was not the
purity of logic that moved him, it was the feeling of truth. In everything in life feeling was extremely important.
He was more interested in practical moral improvement than in transcendental values. He saw the achievement
of moral perfection as something obtained in struggle but not necessarily warfare. He loved what he called experiments in truth and conducted them with his close friends before bringing them to society also as experiments.
Transcending personal experience usually ends personal struggle so, by not seeking transcendental escape, it
meant that he saw ongoing struggle and construction as the way to moral progress. This was deeply ingrained in
his character such that there was no thought of ceasing to continue on to build and improve things. Consequently
one of the strongest features of his character was determination, determination that would be eternal and perpetual
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if that was necessary for the plight and perfection of people.
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Appendix-D
Isadora Duncan
Creative Dancer

Natal Horoscope

Isador Duncan
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Alternate natal horoscope

Attitude

Opportunity

Action

Focus

13
13

Opportunities to take care of her own needs, is he anti-culture?
Perfect balance
Not one for vicarious experience
Some balance but mostly expression and retreat
Low activity, simple tools and perhaps simplistic
Either hot or cold in how she does things
More favorable and benign actions than their opposites
She slows down in enthusiasm as life goes on but not precipitously
She builds as much as she dissolves
Fluent, waxes hot in externalization
Seeking the grand synthesis before the collapse of things

5/2/0/3
5/5
4/4/2
4/2/1/3
14
5/1/8
9/4/1
5/9
7/7
+/+/+
Air/fire/fire
2nd J +

7. Quadrant (1/2/3/4)

8. Circumstantiality (O/E)

9. Angularity (A/S/C)

10. Triplicity (E/P/R/S)

11. Activity (Total)

12. Intensity (H/M/L)

13. Quality (B/M/V)

14. Application (A/S)

15. Phase (1st/2nd or F/L)

16. Agreement (S/M/A)

17. Stage (Moon Phase)

12

11

11

11

11

10

9

9

9

9

She must make her own opportunities and is more than willing to

8/2

9

6. Horizontal (E/W)

Personally preoccupied with her own world

7

7

7

6

Notes

7/3

A heat sink; once warmed up, hard to stop

Page: 5

5. Vertical (N/S)

4/3/2/1
5/4/2/1

Highly momental, more dynamic than Gandhi

4/5/1
6/5/1

3. Attribute (C/F/C)

4. Element (F/E/A/W)

Slightly more extrovertive

6/4 ir 7/5

2. Polarity (P/N)

Conspectus
Nothing to be said

Chart #: 04

Nondescript

Profile

Duncan

1. Gestalt (Type)

Test

Name: Isadora

Profile Index

Profile index
Isadora Duncan
169
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Gestalt Notes
Isadora Duncan expanded gestalt profile notes

Nondescript
With a dancer who was friends with the sculptor August Rodin, and who created a dance style based on form, one
would surely expect a more cogent definition of space than her horoscope indicates. There is a temptation to see
the horoscope as bowlish but that temptation quickly dissolves as one looks at the particulars. The bowl would
cover over 197 degrees which is too large for a bowl and too small for a locomotive. Also, the texture is not good
for an area pattern because there are gaps of as much as 54 degrees.
There is a tendency to amass planets in the east but not closely enough to form a cluster and there are too many
miscellaneous outside planets for it to be a significant pattern even if there were a true cluster.
About the most that one can say is that there is some vague preference for one area of space which later tests and
profiles will clarify, but no apparent gestalt consciousness.
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Isadora Duncan expanded attitude profile notes
Polarity: 6/4 or 7/5
Mostly balanced with a slight preference toward extroversion, especially if one takes into account the massing
near the Asc. which is jumping the gun a bit. Balance is extremely important in dance, more so than in athletics.
In athletics some things can be done off balance. They won’t be done well but they can be done, but almost nothing can be done without balance in dance where the aesthetic does not allow for ugliness.
Attribute: 4/5/1 or 6/5/1
This is clearly a high momentum chart like the Gandhi chart. However, her character is clearly not like Gandhi’s.
Similar astrological conditions can have very different meanings. Gandhi was adamant on principle, Duncan was
not. Isadora was more of a driven individual. Her drive and enthusiasm pushed her forward and she built on it and
was unstoppable because of it. The difference is not merely because Gandhi accentuated one attribute but because
the principle was used in a different way. It is not easy to ascertain whether the cardinal action is the source of the
momentum or whether it came from the fixed determination.
Element: 4/3/2/1 or 5/4/2/1
Since the concentrations of planets are it the cardinal fire sign Aries and the fixed earth sign Taurus, this profile
is a restatement and continuation of the attribute profile. The profile is not extreme unless on takes the second
version which includes the primary angles (Asc & MC). In either case it is a hot earth profile. The fire and earth
signs are close to balanced so it is like a sun-heated tarmac, not as massive as an oven or kiln and not as burning
as a red hot poker.
Cross-Profile
This is another case where there is not enough standout difference to provide for safe speculation. There are other
profiles in the horoscope that will afford ample opportunity. Astrology must surely be fun for us but in enjoying it
is probably a good idea to avoid indulging ourselves in unsound speculation just to have something to say which
seems to be a temptation that astrologers have a difficult time getting beyond. Some astrologers seem to have a
built in avoidance attitude by which they will avoid the parts of a horoscope with which they are unfamiliar or of
which they have insufficient understanding, others will address everything even when they do not know of what
they are speaking. It should be our goal to apply ourselves proportionately to the importance of the material and,
while we may speculate to open ourselves to new insights, we must refrain from speaking when we really don’t
know what is going on.
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Opportunity notes
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Isadora Duncan Expanded Opportunity Profile Notes
Vertical: 7/3
Its all about her and her personal life. Even with fame she must carry the day with her persona. Many opportunities to work on herself except that with her it was often to debauch herself. These opportunities may show her to
be something like Marilyn Monroe in being neurotically preoccupied with her personality.
Horizontal: 8/2
Since opportunities are as much an expression of our character as attitudes, one can assume from this profile that
she is a go-getter, someone that makes things happen or recognizes opportunities when they are before her and
can make them herself if they don’t present themselves. With the opposite rising sign she might want to make
opportunities for others. All of the eastern planets are clearly eastern so there is no doubt or ambivalence about
initializing.
Quadrant: 5/2/0/3
This might seem surprising in that one would expect the founder of a dance movement to have more in the cultural
quadrant but the fact of the matter is that she was not as highly cultured as she thought herself to be. She had a
spattering of culture and got a lot of mileage out of it and she modified what she knew with her own personality.
She was a personality and a strong one at that. She was very definitely in the personal needs quadrant. She supported her own life and ventures and she supported her family as well, they were almost like her possessions in
some ways.
Circumstantiality: 5/5
Finally something is approaches balanced. She liked circumstances that she could control but wasn’t set on it. If
she couldn’t control it she would take it anyway, very adventurous.
Angularity: 4/4/2
This profile does not appear to be out of balance but it does seem to bear some significance anyway. It seems to reinforce other things of her initiating character. She seems to have not liked learning things from the experience of
others. That does not mean that she was pig-headed but that she preferred finding a new way of things for herself.
This profile does seem to be true to her life because she did have many fundamental relationships and the opportunities to sustain things, freedom through responsibility. The Gandhi chart focused on the horizontal and a little
with authorities from above, this chart focuses on the personal horizontal (me versus the rest of the world) and
those below--she had ample opportunity to focus on the disadvantaged.
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Triplicity: 4/2/1/3
In the three previous horoscopes the emphasis on the 1st-5th-9th house triplicity seemed to have to do with education. In this horoscope that same emphasis seems to have more to do with expression and even entertainment
than with education. Getting things out was almost a basic need for her. When she was not doing that more of the
opportunities were for retreat. Sometimes retreat was succor for her but often it was not pleasant and it became
more pronounced as life progressed. For all of her popularity and her dealings with siblings, she had few true
friends with whom she shared deep relations and did not seem close with her family, they were accessories to her
personality.
Internal Cross-Profiling:
Cross-profiling the extreme horizontal and vertical profiles presents a stand out opportunity figure. She appears
to have been very much an ignitor or a mover but, while not ignoring the world at large, her motivation was for
herself. She was not part of an ongoing movement approved and supported by society at large and her own movement did not survive her very long--the last Duncan dancer taught classes in San Francisco in the 1970s. By
bringing in the quadrant profile one wonders whether it is necessary to not be overly conscious of culture when
founding a new movement as if cultural awareness would dull the daring creativity. Most composers that have
advanced musical composition in the western world made almost shocking departures from the cultural aesthetic
of the time. When bringing in the angularity profile, one gets the idea that one cannot also be a borrower and be
a creator and when one brings in the triplicity profile in its deficiency one could speculate that too much peer support might diminish the ego-centricity necessary to originate something different.
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Isadora Duncan Expanded Activity Profile Notes
Activity: 14
This is a moderate activity profile. Most profiles fall in that category. It is not often that one meets someone who
applies a number of approaches to the a proposition or someone who is very simplistic about life and how to approach it. Does this mean that Isadora is an average individual? Maybe so in regard to how one does things. All
artists and athletes have a basic repertory of moves that they make and few have significantly more or less than
others.
Intensity: 5/1/8
This is another one of those hot or cold with nothing in between characters. One could think that because she
is putting so much into the intensely developed talents that there is little psychic energy left over for anything
moderate and whatever else there my be it must be weak. With a closer examination one find that all of the high
intensity aspects involve Mars, Sun, Jupiter or Uranus which are diurnal and dynamic planets which would seem
to fortify the above thesis but if one looks still closer one sees that those same planets are almost equally active in
the low intensity aspects which may or may not disqualify that notion. All one can do at this time is note it and
follow it as a deeper analysis proceeds.
Quality: 9/4/1
It is true that she was a volunteer during WWI and that she supported orphanages and similar institutions but it
is not clear that she is basically a beneficent individual. What is more likely is that she wanted an easy life and
wasn’t always taking on new challenges. It may not have been such a strong tendency that she shunned unpleasantness but it is definitely a factor in her life.
Application: 5/9
In the a manner similar to the way that a given astrological characteristic doesn’t always have the same interpretation, it is also true that a given characteristic can be arrived at by means of different astrological signatures.
For example, Isadora was very interested in classical greek culture but how to find that is not always the same.
Sometimes retrograde planets indicate a looking back to earlier times but there is only one retrograde planet in this
chart. One could speculate that the equinox was precessing through the constellation Aries during the time of the
ancient Greeks and that she is carrying that into her Aries personality in this life. That thesis is a bit far-fetched
and she didn’t look especially like the ancient Greeks. It is also possible that this relaxing profile is a continuation
of something begun in ancient times and carried to fulfillment or an after-blow in this life.
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Activity notes (continued)

Phase: 7/7
Very little can usually be said about balanced profiles. Such a profile doesn’t necessarily mean a balance of ponderous forces. Sometimes it can mean a balance of not very much and it is something like that this writer suspects
about this case. One could state that she did build a new school of dance and even a new type of school of dance
and that the same was balanced by a rebellion against ballet and traditional forms of dance and that might be true
and important but a profile doesn’t always have to mean something big and, whether big or small, balances are
sometimes hard to crack.
Internal Cross Profiling:
Cross-profiling the application profile with the quality profile the combination of a like of ease and a preference
for relaxation seems to describe decadence which is certainly applicable to her. Adding in the intensity profile
with its slant toward faint aspects indicating faint interests would add to the decadence tendencies by showing a
psychological rationale.
A moderate number of aspects does not contradict the preference for extremity in the intensity profile because
they are pointing at different things.
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Isadora Duncan Expanded Focus Profile Notes
Agreement: +/+/+ Air/Fire/Fire
Air and fire are complementary elements. Air causes fire to burn more brightly and fire causes drafts to that end.
Gemini and Aries are spring signs so there is something brash and fresh about them, something young and exciting. This combination indicates a state of agreement between the primary elements of the character that propel it
forward with gusto that show it racing from one thing to the next. The Moon and Ascendant being in Aries seems
to indicate that creative impulses coming from the spirit light up and blaze as they are externalized. Looking at
this in another way, it indicates that an enthusiastic crowd sets her personality afire. She was at her best performing before college students, mostly men of course. She loved to be carried away from performances on their
shoulders to party with them all night and she often selected the most handsome to go home with.
Stage: 2nd Sextile +
In stage her chart is similar to the Gandhi horoscope: right after the second sextile. This writer is not sure that
he understands it completely. It is clear that she was liberal and permissive to the degree of decadence. It is also
clear that her life faded quickly like the end of a lunation cycle. The picture that this writer gets from the 12th
house position of the Moon and the 2nd house position of the Sun is of someone who sees a good thing and also
sees that it is fading and not likely to last long and who is putting as much in the bank as she can while the getting
is good. By most estimations the sextile is still within orb so she probably knew herself well and was probably
more in touch with the state of her body and its certainty to lose stock with age than most women which would
indicate someone not so vapid as she was made out to be. This house positioning and the clarity of focus that it indicated worked out in her artistic life as her ability to retreat from the outer activities of the world to objectify(2nd)
impressions from the outer world through her soul into her inner self-consciousness.
Combining these profiles, one gets a sense of a general agreement within al of the major elements of her being but
also an odd juxtaposition of harmony. From the agreement profile one gets a strong sense of youth and from the
stage profile a sense of age to the point of decadence. Thus there is something like burning the old house down
to have a fire of regeneration.
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Internal Attitude Cross Profiling
Her moderate extroversive attitude (#2) seems to have built up an attitude momentum (#3) that carries into the
attitudes symbolized by elements: fire=energy and earth=mass (#4), attitudes that like traction and dislike flimsy
(#3) slippage (#4). This general attitude profile is one of an individual that definitely wants to get somewhere
with as little of indecision (#3) and sentiment (#4) as possible.
Internal Opportunity Cross Profiling
It is hard to tell whether she cause it or whether she merely chose it but she is also born at a time when there is also
imbalance in the realm of opportunities. Again it is hard to tell whether she is so personal (#5 & #7) in her opportunity profile because she likes to take the initiative (#6) or whether she likes to take the initiative because she is
so personal. Her strong personal emphasis, which may be necessary for a dancer, does seem to have deprived her
of an appreciation of culture as society sees it (#7) which may have forced her even more onto her own personal
resources. Her need to take the initiative (#6) and her personal orientation (#5 & #7) seem to have brought her to
appreciate direct and sustained opportunities (#9) and to avoid vicarious opportunities (#9).
Internal Action Cross Profiling
She has about an average number of means to work on things (#11) but a plurality of her tools are of a positive
perfecting nature or put to positive ends (#13); however, her sense of touch is a bit unusual in that she can do
things with gusto and she can do them very gently but she doesn’t seem to have much of a middle ground or a
graduated sense of enactment (#14). Perhaps this peculiarity is due her love of momentum (#3) and her love of
the dramatic elements (#4) to the detriment of the central, fluidic elements (#4). She will probably fade slowly
(#14) as a dancer must but otherwise she is balanced with nothing outrageous even though the benign aspects of
activity are so numerous (#13).
Internal Focus Cross Profiling
Her ability to internalize or externalize is strong, forceful and unimpeded (#16) which shows that her momentous
attitudes (#3) and her selection of opportunities for initiative (#6) permeate her entire character and result in a
tour de force of general creative synthesis (#17). She can hold together a very personal character (#5, #7) despite
being born at a stage of the lunar cycle that indicates approaching collapse.

Cross Profiling of General Profile Categories
For a dancer one would expect more extremity in the realm of action than her generally balanced action profiles
exhibit. Perhaps her achievement has more to do with the fact of her strong attitudes (#3, #4) that she could
sustain and externalize ((#16, #17) rather than any special talent at action even though her talents are perfecting
(#13). It may also have to do with the fact that she had or made the opportunities to succeed and to do so on the
basis of her personality (#5, #6, #7). The fact that she was efficient in internalizing and externalizing (#16) had a
lot to do with it along with the fact that she appreciated cultural nostalgia (#17) to the degree of decadence. She
got a lot of mileage with a mostly balanced character and no extremely outstanding profiles.
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Isadora Duncan Personality Brief
This is our third consecutive horoscope with Mars as a strong ruler of the ascendant. Not only that, Mars is again
the strongest planet in the horoscope and the most probable life ruler. This horoscope is different in that it has
Aries rising instead of the martial Scorpio that we saw in the horoscopes of Helen Keller and Mohan Gandhi. Aries is a more dynamic sign than Scorpio, so this is a very energetic, driven, dynamic and even pushy personality.
Isadora was very forward and brought about most of the main opportunities of her life through auto-initiation.
Things usually didn’t just happen, she made them happen. This is definitely someone that we can see charging
into life and the world in ram-like fashion. Since Saturn and Pluto, which are planets that slow things down or
apply the brakes to things, are very weak in this horoscope, this not only a driving personality, it is a personality
without much restraint. Though from America, she spent most of her career in Europe where she was received
much better than in the USA. This is unexpected because Europeans often see Americans as brash, boisterous,
uncouth and even boorish. We are also seen as primitive and uncultured. When she arrived in Europe she was not
only an American woman with all of these forceful and sometimes insensitive characteristics, she was also still
a teenager and her approach to dance was very different from what was seen as the art form of dance in Europe.
She used youth and novelty to her advantage and came across as fresh as spring itself. The fact that the two most
feminine planets, the Moon and Venus, are the closest planets to the ascendant–Venus even conjoins it–softens
and modifies these tendencies a bit but not too much. She is seen by the world as a live and vital woman and,
most of all, as a dynamic artist.
Mars is in Cancer which is its fall. When a planet is in its fall some particular weakness or fault or unpleasant
characteristic is manifest in it. In the case of Mars in Cancer it is like treading water or spinning one’s wheels.
There is all kinds of action (which Mars likes) but it doesn’t get anywhere (which Mars does not like.) There
isn’t the frustration of being held back but there is more of a boiling personality that revels in thrashing about
in a low friction environment. Most people feel uncomfortable steaming and stewing over things, she actually
liked it. She would get emotionally excited about something, as one would expect with so much Mars and Moon
together, and do hours and days and weeks of practice of repetitive motion in retreat, as one would also expect
with Mars and the Moon in the 4th and 12th houses, until she had developed or gestated what she wanted though it
wasn’t always clear to her at the onset of the excitement what she wanted–this too is expectable with both planets
in retreat houses or houses indicating opportunities to be in touch with some of the more unconscious things of
character. She was active but didn’t get anywhere in a linear sense of getting somewhere. It was more like gestation (Cancer) and childhood development where there is a lot of cyclical activity–she developed routines–and
growth. It was not like running a race to reach a goal, children grow up in a world of circular daily routine not in
a competition.
These tendencies are more pronounced than just by having Mars and the Moon in these two positions by house,
and more pronounced than by having them in simple aspect to each other. This is a case of a mutual reception
aspect, and the most intense aspect in the horoscope at that. Mutual receptions always seem to result in cyclical
or rotary syndromic activity. In her life this aspect dealt with more than churning activity that resulted in dance
routines. It was a major attitude pattern about life. In Moon-Mars aspects there is often an attitude about desires
that sees them as inevitable. They are seen as natural and something that should not be curtailed by propriety or
any other attitude that feels unnatural. There is an instinctual, primal quality about these aspects and the house
placement in this case lends to that quality. In one case she met one of her lovers in a theater where she was
auditioning or something like that and within an hour they went from complete strangers to copulation on the
hardwood floor of the theater. With Mars ruling the ascendant being in Cancer and the 4th house, her response to
meeting young men in the external world was subconscious excitement, this rebounded into a physical-emotional
response of deeper excitement that probably had the 12th house destined feeling. This deeper physical-emotional
response in turn made it all feel so natural and so the syndromic cycle proceeded until its energy was spend.
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Because this aspect is so strong it was prominent in her character and was her tool of first choice for experience.
She quickly became wildly famous in Europe with her new dance form. She frequently played before students
where she was in demand. Often after a performance she was carried triumphantly around the city on the shoulders of the students and it wasn’t unusual for her to select an especially handsome young man to take home with
her.
Since the Moon-Mars aspect is a square there was conflict inherent within her being. Because she was very young
when she set out for Europe, she required protection and emotional support. She brought her mother and siblings
with here. The family was poor after her parents’ divorce. She became the sole financial support for them. She
had modest success in San Francisco and New York but she always seemed to find a benefactor that made up what
she needed beyond her income. When she became successful in Europe she could support them well but by then
she was a young adult who was becoming quite independent. In all of these circumstances she fought with her
mother (the Moon) who, though she was an atheist, was more formal and proper. The intensity of the aspect and
its planets in it indicate they were fierce battles. Eventually, her personality became the stronger and she held
most of the cards in their way of life and so she dominated but was not petty or small minded about her supremacy.
Half of the planets are in the significant east and eight of the total ten planets are in the eastern hemisphere. Her
relationship to the outer world was of great importance to her. Her body and her personality were of greater importance to her as an evolutionary, philosophical or creative statement than they are for most. With so much, both
in life and astrological terms, resting on the personality, it is a very difficult personality to understand piecemeal.
We have already touched on the chief constituent, i.e. he athletic, dynamic, primal rushing and rolling emotionally driven side of it, so lets turn to some of the other components of the personality. Venus is the closest planet
to the ascendant which it conjoins. Venus in the 1st house can also indicate early or childhood accomplishments
but it does not usually indicate profundity, prodigy or genius as much as some other planets like Mercury or the
octaves. In the personality it most certainly meant grace in movement which she had to an extraordinary degree.
Some of this was, no doubt, due to practicing so much that graceful movements became part of her personal being.
Neither the dominant, turbulent Mars nor the struggling Moon care much for discipline though they excel when
it is put upon them, neither do they have much patience for so much practice, especially sharing the aspect that
they do, but they do revel in the exuberance of exertion. The patience and the care to practice come from Venus.
It is not a matter of discipline, it is a matter of love and care. She loves beauty, she loves nature and the external
world and she loves movement. Hence modern dance, of which she is considered the founder, is more of a dance
of movement than of form and position than the dance forms that preceded it. However, Venus is in detriment
in Aries which indicates a problem for her and for dynamic art in general. Athletic dynamism is not perfectly
suited for fine artistic expression. Dancers do excel but they are always going against the limits of the body and
the exertion necessary to attain the desired movements. Some dancers seem to hang in the air and take seemingly
incredible momentary poses but it certainly isn’t as fluent as the music supporting it, and the poses and postures
can’t sink in to the viewer like a statue or a paining–moving art is always a compromise.
Neptune and Mercury conjoined in Taurus and the 1st house show another side of her personality. It is a feature
that is certainly not as vigorous and dynamic as those already discussed. It almost seems a contradiction to them
and there were contradictory correspondences in her life. Taurus is usually static and immobile and sometimes
massive while everything else is so dynamic. She did not like the assumed forms of ballet and rebelled against
that art form but that does not mean that she didn’t appreciate classical forms because she, in fact, did. She was
a friend and almost lover (an omission she later rued with full artistic imagination) of Auguste Rodin, who with
his works are certainly represented by Neptune in Taurus in her chart, she adored his sculpture. In her work she
almost seemed to simulate something static by repeating rapid motions numerous times so that it seemed like
something permanent. There is something ironic and contradictory about her life in that everyone loved the effect of her moving her fingers in such a way that they suggested fluttering leaves and everyone wanted to get that
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effect in their own dance routines. Eventually these and many other things of Duncan Dancing became as fixed
and rigid as the forms of dance against which she rebelled. Neptune in the 1st always indicates sensitivity. In
Taurus it indicates that she could hold a spiritual impulse long enough to get the sense of it in herself and in the
world. She could also hold a spiritual attitude long enough and intensely enough to communicate it to the world.
Mars sextile Neptune indicates the charisma resulting from doing this and the very strong Mercury sextile Mars,
the ability to projectively communicate it.
Like Gandhi her strong vitality is due more to the strong Mars than the mediocre Sun. Her energy is dynamically
generated, not radiated from the power of her being. She spends it without stint and sometimes indiscriminately
and because of this she dissipated it and her personality–it is not how much you have and you bring in but how
much you spend and how you spend it. For all of her seeming earthiness she did not relate to earthiness especially
well. There are three planets in earth signs but only one of them (Mercury) is moderately strong and the weaker
two (Neptune and Pluto) are octaves and are not strong enough to give a spiritual taste of matter like that of the
octave planets in the horoscope of Helen Keller. She has four planets and the ascendant in fire signs but only one
of them (the Moon) and the ascendant is very strong. She has ample opportunities to experience and appreciate
spirited energy. The significant factors that do deal with energy are bound up with emotion and desire which are
certainly not primary features of either dense matter or pure energy. She seems to be something of an emotional
idealist with regard to the external world, its substance and the energies within it. The desire is enough of a reality for her.
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4: E 12° 41’, 12th, #3, 153, 12%
7: Y 13° 18’, 4th, #1, 277, 22%
6: E 21° 37’, 1st, #9, 49, 4%
0: E 1° 02’, 12th, #10, 45, 4%
8: Q 7° 10 R, 11th, #2, 208, 17%
Planets in water: 1: 7: Y 13° 18’, 4th, #1, 277, 22%
Relevant Aspects
4 K 7, #1, 102, 17%						7 K 4, #1, 102, 17%
4 J 8, #9, 16, 3%							7 J 5, #3, 84, 14%
4 J 3, #12, 15, 3%							7 J =, #11, 16, 3%
6 L -, #6, 41, 7%							0 J 3, #10, 16, 3%
									0 J;,, #14, 11, 2%
8
8
8
8

K =, #4,74, 12%
L 3, #5, 73, 12%
J 0, #8, 20, 3%
J 4, #9, 16, 3%

Mean Aspect: #6.3, 42.86, 7.14%
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This is the third chart in succession that has Mars as life ruler. Again it is a dominant and clear cut ruler. In terms
of the emotionality this means a highly charged, passionate nature but also an emotionality that is likely to be
somewhat repulsive if care is not taken.
The Moon is in Aries which, among other things, indicates that this is someone not highly sensitive in terms of
feeling as we have defined it. The ability to feel is not delicate and highly impressionable as was the case with
Helen Keller who had Moon in Pisces and sextile to Neptune. This positioning seems almost emotionally harsh
and forceful and it is very difficult to be forceful and impressionable at the same time. This calls up images of
something like your mother in combat army attire. The Moon is a strong planet so there is certainly interest in
things so this emotionality is not callous and without feeling. It is just that the feelings are vigorous (Aries) and
not especially tender. The Aries position indicates that the interest stirs up forces and actions of self-assertion.
This horoscope is almost a classic of self-assertive force. Gandhi also had the Moon in a fire sign (Leo) but for
him it was always in clear view (10th house) for him and the world to see and he strove vigorously with it all of
his life. It is not clear that such was the case with Isadora.
The strongest aspect to the Moon, which is the strongest aspect in the chart, is the square to Mars, the strongest
planet in the chart. It is a mutual reception aspect which indicates an emotional mode of behavior that is tracked
or syndromic in nature. This aspect is between planets that often represent primitivity in terms of relative planetary evolution. The tendencies of this aspect tend toward emotions which are natural and which involves behavior
which is instinctive. There is a reveling in the excitement of it all. For instance, on one occasion she met a young
man for the first time in a theater in which he taught and performed and the desire was so strong that within an
hour of their first meeting they were copulating on the hard, wood floor in the then empty theater. Some would be
ashamed of such behavior but not Isadora who was proud and excited about it and felt privileged to be advanced
and free enough to have such an experience. Emotions and desires like this were healthy, perfectly natural and
desirable to her. Gandhi struggled in shame over this aspect of his being, Isadora struggled but not for the same
reasons or in the same way. The fact that the square spans houses of opportunities not always above the threshold
of waking consciousness (4th, 8th & 12th), shows part of the difficulty. If one relegates something to the realm of
the natural it is likely that it will become so natural that one will not be aware of it. Isabel was usually not aware
of this part of her being and when one is unaware of something that is so strong it can be dangerously undoing
as the 12th house position of the Moon indicates. For example, early in her life and career she took pride in her
chic taste and cultured nature but the more she succumbed to the base behavior the more her taste was eroded and
undermined and she was not aware of it. Very early in her career she wouldn’t drink alcohol, when she became
the toast of Europe and in the chic artist set of Paris she drank Champagne, and when she was almost forgotten
she would settle for a bucket of beer.
In the animal kingdom struggle and combat are the accompaniment of mating. It is often how the how the most
fit vehicles for evolutionary progress are selected. Thus it is not surprising that someone so inclined toward the
naturalness of sex that fighting would be a part of male-female relations. This is a battle-of-the-sexes square, not
in the sense of opposite approaches as Mars-Venus would indicate, but more in the sense of a natural struggle—
something like a feline male having to overpower the female to reproduce. This is not to say that she fought
against the process but that she fought in the process. She was an eager participant in the process and she loved
the thrill and excitement of it.
In several forms of astrology, horary astrology included, the 4th and 12th houses are “the end of the matter” or “after it is all over” houses. This worked out in several ways in her life, not just the decadence of taste and behavior
mentioned above. She was very popular with young men as one would expect with the strong Mars and Aries so
strong in this combination. When she was young she was especially popular with the young men from colleges
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in Europe who attended her concerts. She was often carried through the streets in triumph on their shoulders.
After a concert was over she would often select a handsome young man who suited her fancy as her just desserts
for herself.
Her struggles with men were not limited to mating activities. She struggled in all of her brief affairs. She had
two children by two different fathers (one to Eugene Singer the sewing machine heir) neither of whom she was
married to. Her father, greatly in debt from supporting two families and the failure of his four businesses, abandoned her mother and Isadora took it hard and vowed never to marry in her life, a vow which she kept. Mars in
the 4th house is an excellent symbol of her father who, being invisible, she fought in proxy with every man she
met. The cardinal sign nature of this square perfectly describes the quick, active nature of her affairs. It was,
indeed, a syndrome.
A very strong Mars would indicate a strong repulsive emotionality. In her primitivity she was repulsive. As a
teen she worked as a stripper. In her autobiography she tries very hard to downplay it by saying she was misled
and that the only reason she danced at all was to fulfill her contract which she signed not knowing what she was
getting into; however, when late in her career she literally bared her breast(s) in a packed concert hall in New York
City, it was a different matter. At the time she was very much into socialist though which was fashionable in Europe, and she wanted to demonstrate honesty and natural beauty and the plain bare truth to the crass Americans but
it was itself crass and repulsive. Nonetheless, her entire life and personality were not repulsive and it is not only
because of the mitigating influence of Venus which is too weak to have been of significant effect in the matter. It is
because of the Mars and cardinal sign qualities. The cardinal signs represent attitudes of doing something to get it
done and then to be done with it—something quick and decisive or the interest wanes. With the square in cardinal
signs her relations were exactly like that. Mars in Cancer is in its fall. When a planet is in its fall a special weak
quality comes out of its nature. Mars in Cancer is like treading water or like the action of boiling water, there is a
lot of roiling activity and a lot of things are stirred up. Gandhi had a highly repellent Mars but his activities were
deliberate and not semi-subconscious and they were sustained. The turbulence of Isadora was not to an end and
it was not sustained so it was not highly repulsive or repellent. Some would pass it off as artistic temperament or
license. Another reason is that with Aries rising she was involved in constructive activity, actually building a new
dance technique and a new artistic movement and the repulsive qualities could be just seen as letting off steam
because she had so much energy that there was always more available. She could practice almost endlessly and
still have energy left over in abundance. Other reasons why she did not appear totally repulsive lie with the other
aspects to Mars. The sextile to Mercury is strong but the sextile to Neptune is not. The mind is the best vehicle
of human consciousness to keep the emotions and desires in check and the sextile to Mercury seems to have done
just that. This aspect will be covered in greater detail in the mentality study.
Venus is a very weak in this horoscope. This may be one of the few instances in which our estimation system
is not perfectly accurate because her life and work seem to indicate more relative influence than our final total
indicates. She was after all a great artist. And she was a child performer in numerous venues as the 1st house
position would indicate. Regardless of whether we have an accurate estimation or not, the horoscope itself is accurate because her art was bold and brash and she was a pioneer (she is considered the mother of what is called
modern dance) as one would expect with Venus in Aries in the 1st house. Venus forms only one aspect, the trine
to Uranus which describes her well. Uranus is the planet most involved with creativity and she certainly was
creative. This trine is also a classic for improvisation. Even though she practiced extensively she was still quite
improvisational. She did have some modesty in that she didn’t see her uranian qualities as purely creative. She
preferred a different uranian work, discovery One of her famous quotes is: “I have discovered the dance. I have
discovered the art which has been lost for two thousand years.”
There is only one planet in the water signs, Mars. This reinforces and extends the general view of the emotionality
that we have found to be tough and not highly feelingful. She is driven but not touchy-feely.
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Isadora Duncan Mentality Fact Sheet

Concrete Mind: 5: R 13° 08’, #4 , 141, 11%
Concrete mental attitudes (planets in T, I): 1: 3 T 5° 58’; 2nd; #5, 108, 9%
Intellective/Organizational Mentality (planets in air): 2:
			

3: T 5° 58’; 2nd; #5, 108, 9%;
8: Q 7° 10’; 11th; #2, 208, 17%

Opportunities to develop concrete mind (3rd house): cusp = T, no planets in 3rd
Ideational/abstract mind: 8: Q 7° 10’; 11th; #2, 208, 17%
Ideational attitudes (planets in {, W): None
Opportunities to develop ideational mind (9th house): cusp = {, no planets in 9th
Instinctual/automatic/reflective mind: 4: E 12°41’, 12th, #3, 153, 12%;
Relevant Aspects
5 J 7, #3, 84, 14% 					
8
5 F =, #7, 27, 5%						8
5 K 8 #13, 14, 2%						8
								8
								8

K =, #4, 74, 12%
L 3, #5, 73, 12%
J 0, #8, 20, 3%
J 4, #9, 16, 3%
K 5 #13, 14, 2%

4 K 7, #1, 102, 17%
4 J 8, #9, 16, 3%
4 J 3, #12, 15, 3%
Mean Aspect: #5.9, 42.86, 7.14%
Other Factors In The Mentality To Consider
Promethian Cycle (forethought vs afterthought)		
Projective vs Receptive
Analysis vs Synthesis						Inductive vs Deductive
Thought vs Memory (rethought)				
Retention and recall
Questioner vs Answerer					
Observation & Discrimination
Expressive vs Retentive					
Imaginative vs Invisible
Continuity							Ponderous vs Impulsive
Concentrative vs Relaxed					Speed
Cogitative vs Dispersive					Depth
Platonistic vs Aristotelian					Independence, Creative
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Isadora Duncan Mentality Brief
This is an interesting mentality and it is more like one usually encounters. When we use the results of our estimation system we find that Mercury is above average but not in the higher echelon like Mars and Jupiter. From this
we can say she likes to use her mind but that she is not a mentalist like Jay Gould. Like Jay Gould she has Mercury in the 1st house and like him she awakened her mentality at an early age though she could not be considered
a prodigy. In her youth she developed her early thoughts about dance and started her career, eventually supporting her family who she took with her. All of her thoughts about art and communication were self-styled which
is consistent with Mercury in the 1st house. Mercury conjoins Neptune. It is not a strong aspect, it is not even
the strongest aspect for Mercury but it does has some significance. Mercury-Neptune aspects are called “tune in”
aspects because they indicate sensitivity with seeming knowledge and the ability to articulate what is sensed. In
the 1st house it proved to be a sensitivity to the external environment including nature. For example she had the
ability to give an audience a sense of a tree with quivering leaves. Some claim she could give an idea of different
kinds of trees, not many species but major different kinds of trees such as a palm and an oak. The sensitivity was
not all to her favor because she was hypersensitive to criticism and slights, real and believed, in the social set of
artists in Paris where she lived much of her life. Her mind was probably attuned to super-physical reality but she
was not aware of it, romanticism is as close as she came to anything mystical.
The strongest aspect to Mercury is the sextile to Mars the effects of which are obvious. Mercury in the 1st clearly
meant a mental awareness of her body. The sextile to Mars indicates a mental and neural awareness of energy
and an amazing ability to control the body with her mind. Modern mystics find that Mars rules the left cerebral
hemisphere and Mercury the right. The sextile indicates a harmony whereas a malefic aspect like a square would
mean a debilitating conflict between the hemispheres. This harmonious relationship indicates and ability to communicate mental images through actions, assertive actions. Mars is also in the very strong (strongest) mutual
reception square with the Moon. This shows the major conflict between the concrete mind and the emotions.
Mercury in the fixed sign Taurus would try to hold the consciousness and have firm control of the emotions while
the Mars-Moon aspect gets in a tizzy of primitive emotional excitement that causes her to spin her wheels or
tread water. Some of this later behavior did get out to public awareness but for the most part it did not. In this
respect her behavior was like a scientist who might be impeccable about controlling the environment in the lab
and careless outside of the lab. In her practice (6th house) and performance she was careful and strict but in her
personal life she was emotionally indulgent. The length of the professional career of a dancer is usually pretty
short compared to a composer or painter, hers was even shorter than usual because the emotions won this battle
and her body went to seed though she continued to dance anyway which some found inspiring and others found
repulsive. The mentality is strong in this horoscope is moderately strong containing the second, third and fourth
planets but the emotionality, especially the more primitive emotionality, is even stronger because it has the top
three planets, including the very strong Mars, which demonstrates the accuracy of astrology and the need to rise
above and control one’s stars.
The conflict mentioned in the immediately preceding paragraph is not limited to a struggle between the concrete
mind and emotions, it also extends to a conflict within the mentality itself. Mercury also squares Jupiter which
indicates a struggle between the concrete mind and the abstract mind. This aspect is quite weak but both planets
are strong so though the tools shared weapon may be week, the adversaries are not. Jupiter is in Aquarius but
this does not mean that she is a mental reflective individual in her higher mind. Jupiter is probably also more
associated with the emotionality than being purely mental. She did have a romantic idealism for ancient Greece
but she certainly didn’t contemplate greek philosophy or anything like that. She did have a feel for ideas about
feelings and emotions but it was not deliberative. She had the strong sense of giving that is associated with the
higher consciousness. Filled with the romantic spirit she wants to pour out. Mercury, on the other hand, wants
action but it wants to hold things in form so we can see the conflict which parallels the conflict between control
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and indulgence mentioned above. These interlocking patterns are not intricately complicated but there is a battle
between fairly simple thoughts and emotions that does have complications because of the different alliances.
This conflict carries into the instinctual mentality centered on the Moon. There is always a close association of
the desire nature with the instinctual mind which is stronger than usual in this horoscope because of the strong
Moon and the other strong emotional planets. The Moon square to Mars is decidedly primitive and when viewed
from the viewpoint of the instinctual mind it seems to point to an ability to have her desires satisfied by a primitive
dead reckoning in her mind of which she is not completely aware because of the hidden quality of the 4th and 12th
houses—she can get to the basics quickly and to her it probably seemed as though it came from nowhere. She
has probably been making excuses for herself for a long time because even the Moon sextile Jupiter can be seen
as abetting in this by making it seem part of some grand philosophy. The Jupiter-Mercury square is a classic for
rationalization so it has its part in the pattern. The Jupiter square Neptune seems to tip the balance of behavior in
this direction because everything always seems rosy in a kind of false positivity or optimism that allows anything
including emotional and personal indulgences. All of the planets of the mentality and most of the planets of the
emotionality are included in this complex pattern and the strongest of the mental components are the malefic aspects. This not mean that she was an thinker of evil but it does mean that she did not always think well and when
that was the case it was due to primitive emotional influence. In general she was not a careful thinker and even
at her best she was a thinker on impulse, sometimes emotional and sometimes reactive to things in the world to
which she was quite sensitive. She probably was not as apt to think as to feel and her though, both concrete and
abstract, was likely to be along habitual lines as shown by Mercury and Jupiter in fixed signs which may be good
for practice work but is not a good way to conduct a thought life.
In the Promethian cycle her horoscope Mercury rises well before the Sun. Mercury is even in a different sign
which indicates a mind so independent that it thinks differently from the focus of self. This is another horoscope
in which Mercury is in the 1st house which we have seen to also indicate a forward thinking mental attitude.
However, when we note how weak Saturn and Pluto are and the careless, rash and even impetuous and rash attitudes we have seen in the mentality and the stronger desire nature forethought doesn’t seem correct so we need to
modify our conception of the Promethian cycle. Be looking at her life it is obvious that she was always optimistic
about the future. While this does not fit the standard definition does appear to be a valid interpretation in this case.
Normally Mercury in a fixed sign, especially Taurus, is the signature of a slow thinker but as a dancer who sometimes even added improvisation to her work she surely had to have had a quick mind, this writer has even seen
jazz musicians with Mercury in fixed signs. In this case we are working with relative definitions. Even at its very
slowest the concrete mind is much more rapid than neural impulses in the physical body so even slow thinking is
fast here. Another factor which as to be reckoned into the synthesis of mind speed is method of operation. Her
end is to have a sure mind and she is willing to practice until she thinks out and perfects a routine to be sure that
it is what she wants, speed can come later and it usually does. When the general routine is though out, variations
also come quickly. Still other factors have to be included. The Mercury-Neptune conjunction shows the spirit
can work through the mind and nervous system almost instantaneously and the aspect complex including Mars
and the Moon indicates that seemingly automatic and immediate impulses occur frequently. Synthesis is important in large and in small in horoscope interpretation.
Setting all of the impulsive characteristic aside she seems to function more from memory than thought as Mercury
in the negative signs is likely to do. Even though she is a performer and an expressive artist, she seems to be more
retentive than expressive. This is possible in that enormous amounts of practice and rehearsal can be derived from
a few small mental-spiritual experiences remembered and elaborated. The appearances of things in the world can
be easily misunderstood and it requires a lot of individual thought to come correct conclusions about how and
why things are as they are. This means that standard astrological interpretations are doomed to fail, discard them!
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Individuality (3): 5° 58’ T, 2nd, #5, 108, 9%
Individuality Attitudes (planets in fire): 4+: 		
6: 21° 37’ E, 1st, #9, 49, 4%;
			
-: 25° 36’ U, 5th, #7, 94, 8%; 			

0: 1° 02’ E, 12th, #10, 45, 4%;
4: 12° 41’ E, 12th, #3, 153, 12%;
Asc: 18° 01’ E

Opportunities for Self-Expression (1st, 5th, 9th): 4:
6: 21° 37’ E, 1st, #9, 49, 4%;
=: 8° 20’ R, 1st, #6, 104, 8%;
		
5: 13° 08’ R, 1st, #4, 141, 11%;
-: 25° 36’ U, 5th, #7, 94, 8%
Mystic Spirituality & Raw Creativity (-): 25° 36’ U, 5th, #7, 94, 8%
Occult Spirituality & Genius (=): 8° 20’ R, 1st, #6, 104, 8%
Will & Creativity in Potential (;): 25° 15’ R, 2nd, #8, 55, 4%
Opportunities for Super-physical Experience (4th, 8th, 12th): 3: 0: 1° 02’ E, 12th, #10, 45, 4%;
4: 12° 41’ E, 12th, #3, 153, 12%; 			
7: 13° 18’ Y, 4th, #1, 277, 22%;

Relevant Aspects
3 L 8, #5, 73, 12%						- K ;, #2, 91, 15%
3 J 0, #10, 16, 3%						- L 6, #6, 41, 7%
3 J 4, #12, 15, 3%					

= K 8, #4, 74, 12%						; K -, #2, 91, 15%
= F 5, #7, 27, 5%						; J 0, #14, 11, 2%
= J 7, #11, 16, 3%					
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This is not a strong individuality but it is not weak either. The Sun is just about the mean planet in terms of
strength and it is the fifth of the ten planets. Gemini is usually not noted for producing strong individualities
because it is too unsteady or in constant for power and it is not penetrating for strength in breakthroughs. What
is accomplishes is accomplished by being mentally deft, alert and adaptable so that it can thrive when other less
adaptable signs fail. The Sun is in the 2nd house, the house of possessions, income and needs or wants. The Sun
forms only positive aspects so she know what she wants and what she wants is probably not extravagant. The two
strongest aspects of the Sun are with Saturn and Jupiter which are judicial planets so she probably uses good judgment in her identification through possession. The strongest aspect to the Sun is the trine to Jupiter. This aspect
is in air signs and Jupiter is in both the sign and house of friendship. Thus what she wants and how she comes
to know herself is through friends. Jupiter is a planet of enlargement so she becomes very expansive when with
friends and the best comes out of her when she is among friends. All three planets with which the Sun is aspect
are behind the Sun, so to speak. That is, the shortest distance from each of these planets to the Sun is forward
along the zodiac. This means that all three planets give to the Sun or, said another way, the Sun receives from all
three planets. The simplest interpretation of this is that she comes to self knowledge by receiving from others.
This does not mean that she isn’t generous because she surely is with the Sun ruling the 5th house. It means that
in give and take social situations, exchanges which are ruled by Gemini, she is defined and knows herself. Since
all of the aspects are benefic, it means that friends and others are a positive influence on her. Jupiter is also much
stronger than either the Sun or Saturn which seems to mean that she comes to know herself and become herself
when people are positive in their treatment and assessment of her, she shines when others shine on her. This does
not mean that she does not benefit from the more stringent and strict treatment of Saturn because she does.
Interactions with the parent whose influence on the native seems most direct and objective is what is indicated
by the 10th house. Usually in modern western society that figure is the mother. It is possible that it might be the
father in this case. This is said because Saturn, who rules the 10th house cusp, is in the 12th house which indicates
a hidden figure—her father abandoned the family in her early childhood. Her mother tried to direct the family
in a domineering way which usually means weakness and seems to be described by Mars in Cancer in the 4th
house. It was not to long before Isadora was head of the household. With her grand success at an early age she
became the family breadwinner which is another way she came to know herself. Her mother tried to control her
but proved unsuccessful and soon she was only an organizer. Isadora was very conscientious about her financial
responsibilities which included much more than her family. For instance she supported a Greek boys choir which
sang in the background of her performances. From this we can see how her father in his absence was responsible
for helping her to become conscientious and responsible. The influence of Saturn extends beyond her father. Because she was sort of a child wonder, she often associated with people who were significantly older than herself.
In her very early days as an artist when she was quite impressionable, her veneration of those older than her was
significant in what she became.
Along with Virgo, Gemini is one of the highly verbal signs. From this we can see that speech and language were
influential in her self becoming. She was not a great writer nor were her oratory powers something to be admired
so this would be a mystery to an astrologer who did not know about her work. She developed a style of dancing
something like modern dance or jazz dance before either of those forms existed. It was eventually called Duncan
Dancing. She did this by adapting a grammar book into an alphabet or language of movement. She was quite
ingenious in working this out and in this too she was conscientious, very conscientious. For her the 12th house
meant the atelier where she would spend hours developing and practicing movements until she had perfected
them. This along with her very expansive Greek idealism, which was called neoclassicism, was the form (2nd)
through which she identified herself.
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As was said earlier, the Sun is the receiving planet in all of its aspects but only one of its aspects is a second phase
aspect and that is the sextile with the Moon. With Saturn and Jupiter the Sun is the shuttlecock carrying out the
intents of the other planets. The Sun receives from the Moon but it is more feedback than transport. That sextile
is weak and separating, barely in orb which does describe the influence of her mother during her years. Both
Saturn and the Moon in the 12th house are ending an opportunity cycle but both are in Aries which indicates the
beginning of a new attitude cycle. Aries as mentioned in an earlier brief is sometimes an indicator of ancient
Greece which was in its prime during the Age of Aries. From this we can see she is developing her self identity
out of remnants from the past being objectified in her new language. She knows herself by putting things together.
Neptune is the strongest of the three octave planets in this horoscope though she surely could not be called an occultist by any stretch of the imagination. She wasn’t atheistical but she might be described as a religious because
she didn’t seem to display interest in any form of religion or mysticism though she had a slight interest in some
psychic phenomena but not much to speak of. Neptune in the 1st house is usually the signature of a sensitive. In
this horoscope Neptune is not the first planet in the 1st house and it is in the second sign of the 1st house so this is
not an extremely sensitive individual. Neptune conjoins Mercury. This gives us an indication that her sensitivity
worked through sense perception which is ruled by Mercury in general. She was, indeed, quite sensitive to the
external world through the senses. Through the impressions gathered in perception she was able to develop a subset of her dance language by finding ways of expressing things seen in nature through her body. For example she
could mimic the movements of leaves with her hands and the movement of waves with her whole body in a lying
position. From this we can see that Neptune means creative genius more than it means spirituality. Both planets
form a square with Jupiter. This seems to say that she tries to stretch the borders of abstraction too far in trying
to attain to some ultimate or utopian ideal in her abstractions. Since Jupiter-Neptune aspects often mean the preservation of psychic experiences, this could mean that she may try to sustain the impression obtained through the
senses and translated into movement too long and thus overdo the effect. All stage arts must overstate to communicate and thus they loose their optimal effect. For example, an actor must speak louder than normal to be heard
by the audience and when he does so some of the subtle inflections are lost. With this in mind it is an open question as to whether this square was more benign or more malefic. This writer is inclined to suggest that it is more
malefic because other expressions of the combination such as giddiness in exaggerated celebration were clearly
overdone. Usually when one manifestation of an aspect is malefic the others are also. The very mild sextile of
Neptune with Mars indicates charisma. She was, no doubt, charismatic. People were captured by her energy but
it is doubtful that she had spiritual enthusiasm and a true mystique about her though would have liked that.
Uranus and Pluto form a very strong close-orbed square. Both are planets of great creativity, both are planets
of rebellion, both we influential and active in her creative life. Pluto represents the deepest power of creativity
now known to humans. Representing the Divine Spirit, the creative source of everything in being it functions by
will. It doesn’t create by direct action or intervention. It works seemingly indirectly by intending for things to
be which has an impelling power to evoke everything else within. It holds it sphere of existence in being and it
is in the internal pressure and fertile atmosphere of intention that creation takes place. Uranus creates by release
of spiritual energy or life [for want of a better word] and it wants every thing completely new and different perpetually and eternally. Pluto make is potential for creation and Uranus brings it to life vividly. There is a radical
difference in the way that they function but that does not necessarily have to mean discordance and destruction.
The way it seems to have worked in her art was to hold, almost to repression, an electrifying creative impulse,
continuously building up the pressure and the drama and anticipation of the moment of the moment until it had
to be released in a moment of ecstasy for both her and the audience. With Uranus in the 5th that expression was
personal and almost explosively generous. The way the rebellion worked was in political matters. She was not
a political thinker but she did have intense political sentiments to the left toward communism. She was a rebel
against the times and in her the Pluto in the 2nd and Taurus represented restraining capitalism and plutocracy
and Uranus in the 5th, freedom in creative love. Formality in any form not just financial was seen as restraining
and begged for freedom so in revolution one can see a parallel with her creative release that was so effective and
satisfying, at least for the moment.
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Synthesis/Summary Factor				

Relative Importance Rating

Profile(s):													7
#2, extroversive; #3, sustained dynamic;						6
#5, personal; #6, initiator;								8
#13, a charmed life ? (deceptive)							
5
Significant Aspects:												9
#1, 4 K 7, 102, 17%; 						
		
10
#2, - K ;, 91, 15%; 								9
#3, 5 J 7, 84, 14%;									8
#4, 8 K =, 74, 12%; 								7
#5, 3 L 8, 73, 12%									7
Significant Planets:												9
#1, 7, 277, 22%; 									10
#2, 8, 208, 17%; 									9
#3, 4, 153, 12% 									8
			
Significant Personality Factors:										7
very strong physical personality but mixed						8
7 dominant ruler over but with sensitivity and aesthetic values			
9
precocious and very physically oriented						6
Significant Emotionality Factors:										9
very strong, especially 4 & 7					
		
10
all benefic but 4 K 7 extremely strong						7
alosely connected to personality							9
Significant Mentality Factors: 										6
5 (concrete mentality) moderate; 8 (abstract mentality) strong; 			
8
4 (instinctual mentality) strong (strange combination)				
strong but not as much so as emotionality and personality				
7
Significant Individuality Factors:										
3 (self) moderate; moderate solar aspects, T					9
all octaves mediocre or weak								7

5

Overall Comparison:											9
personality very strong and durable							8
emotionality strongest, vulgar (4 K 7) overcome 6				9
mentality modestly strong, strange abstract-instinctual combination			
6
spirituality weak, intuition (both varieties) moderate at best				
5
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Isadora Duncan Summary Brief
This is a character with an extremely strong emotionality and a very strong personality entwined with each other.
The thing common to both of them is a dominant martial disposition. This martial bent is not bellicose or aggressive but it not always constructive either. It is a fatal character flaw of wanting to revel in intense emotional
excitement for its own sake. She loves desire and its expression, not for things but for the thrill of it. It is her undoing. It lowers her to a base, slatternly level of living with even cheap taste. There is a positive side to this trait
in that it can be used to build or found a new means of expressing desire from scratch. This sort of desire is usually
most expressed, for better or worse, in youth and with age and experience it wains with energy and the forbearance
of maturation. It is also a character which in its appreciable creativity is rebellious and not favorable to discipline
except in the things that excite her. However, this is a personality that almost worships youth and a desire nature
that eggs on that tendency. Moreover, there is little appreciation of restraint and control and, consequently, she
has not much of either—she is like an auto with no brakes. This is a personality that is extremely extroversive
and outward so there is not a strong inclination for inward self-contemplation. If there is not external stimulation,
she will initiate activity to awaken it. She will go to wherever there is promise of excitement. She is not averse
to morality and she sees herself as a good person but she is of such a philosophy that believes that whatever feels
good is good. There is little doubt that she is a good and ethical individual but there is even less doubt that she has
a mildly delusional false optimism which she believes allows her to enjoy herself with almost a sense of euphoria.
Combining these traits it is easy to see that this is a character likely to slide downhill easily. Many not very strong
but positive sentiments and emotions are not approbation for revelry but if one wants to indulge they can be seen
that way. This is a character that demonstrates that many virtues and talents of medium strength can be undone
by one intense, uncontrolled desire pattern indulged in. Being so deeply involved in the physical personality and
the emotions she wants to see things of the body as natural and is likely to say that her indulgences are natural, as
in sex is a natural and healthy thing to do and so is the desire for it.
The ideational mind is the strongest sub-facet of the mentality; however, because she is so focussed in the personality, she does not seem to be a strong abstract thinker. She gets the idea of many things but her notions are
generalities more than abstractions. The ideational consciousness is at its best when it is applied to beneficent
works and she will assume considerable responsibility for the sake of helping others in need. While the concrete
mentality is not very strong, it is also tied into the personality, into neuro-muscular control especially through
which she could accomplish all of the innovative things she accomplished in dance. She thought in terms of form
and motion applying what she conceived to be the logic of language. The instinctual mentality is stronger than
the concrete mind but not so well applied—it is applied more to the satisfaction of base instincts and is part of the
self-undoing personal gratification complex.
In her individuality she conceives herself to be an intellectual but that is more concept than reality. She is a bit too
superficial to be considered a true intellectual. Her inner outlook is optimistic, positive and pleasant to accept, so
she was accepted in cultural circles. She was generous to other performers and appreciative of their work.
She is extroversive and sustains a good deal of active momentum. She initiates opportunities for herself and is
willing to accept responsibility for the things she initiates and even circumstantial responsibilities she finds herself
in. She does things with great gusto, enough to get carried away and over do. She has many talents and abilities
especially in her emotional nature as one would expect for an artist but many of the emotional positives are not
strong while the emotional tendencies to indulge and have a false positivity and confidence are quite strong so one
or two character traits can overwhelm the more subtle talents. Fortunately for her, the more subtle tendencies were
manifest in her art where they could produce artistic nuance while the tendencies to debauchery were more active
in her personal life. Because of decadence and because of investing so much in youth and the physical body, she
was unable to sustain her creative life, and the effects of aging and excess seem to be inhibitive of a continuing
social life. On wonders whether her accidental death wasn’t an unconscious exit from an ever more limited stage.
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204 Vincent van Gogh

Alternate natal horoscope

Attitude

Opportunity

Action

Focus

Balance, no comment
Work and profession is the all in his life, education a distant second
Average, no special accent on variety
No accute tool accentuation of any type
Greater likelihood of achievement than failure, basically a benign person
Too much balance to say anything
Again balance, slightly more for building something new that undoing something old
A problem getting things out due to having to overcome a shy, perhaps masochistice exterior
personality to get it out, steam pressure builds

4/3/3
1/6/3/0
12
3/3/6
5/3/4
6/6
7/5
+/+/fire,fire,water

9. Angularity (A/S/C)

10. Triplicity (E/P/R/S)

11. Activity (Total)

12. Intensity (H/M/L)

13. Quality (B/M/V)

14. Application (A/S)

15. Phase (1st/2nd or F/L)

16. Agreement (S/M/A)

Insight found in early stages of breakdown which increase the breakdown process
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Gestalt Notes
Vincent van Gogh expanded gestalt profile notes

Bucket
This may be one of the best examples of a gestalt that one encounters in an entire career. It is a textbook example
of a hybrid gestalt--a bucket.
The definition of the clustered or bundle part of the gestalt is excellent. There are eight planets within 63 degrees
of space. This seems to indicate that there is one area of life upon which he wishes to concentrate and excel in
accomplishment.
The definition of the hinge or handle planets is excellent. They are in the same sign and house and they are in a
moderately strong conjunction. The 6th house position of the handle planets reinforces the notion of utility inherent in the bucket gestalt. Moon conjunctions often redouble the character (and to some extent the strength) of the
planet which shares the conjunction because the Moon often has no character of its own, thus allowing it to reflect
the character of the planet it is with. In this case the Moon conjoins Jupiter and the aspect occurs in the jupiterian
sign Sagittarius. The net effect of this is more than redoubling the jupiterian character of the handle. This seems
to indicate that the accomplishment of the bundle activities hinges on expansion, magnification and abstraction
of the jupiterian pivot.
Texture is not very important in a bundle or bucket gestalt; however, since the cluster is so tight and well defined,
good texture is almost assured. There is one small sub-bundle in the Venus-Mars conjunction and one 14 degree
gap between Neptune and Mars (7 and 1/2 degree spacing would be optimal in this case) which are not drastic.
The edges are usually not very important in bucket gestalts. In this case the leading edge, Neptune, and the trailing
edge, Saturn, do form a sextile which does enhance their importance. This seems to say something like the important activity begins with an attitude like religious and spiritual inspiration and ends with definite consolidation.
If the activity is carried on too long or if it is too pronounced, there is some possibility of ending in dark heavy
depression--”after every creative work one feels empty--Herman Hesse.”
The Moon applying to the conjunction of Jupiter in the handle seems to indicate an implied, progressive importance of the hinge throughout life. Thus enlargement, exaggeration and abstraction grow in him progressively.

Attitude notes
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Vincent van Gogh expanded attitude profile notes
Polarity: 4/6 or 4/8
This profile is mostly balanced but a little off balance if the primary angles are included. This horoscope is the
inverse of the Gould which had the same proportions reversed. In Gould it meant that the attitude of the meaning
of life was more likely to be found without, in van Gogh the meaning is more likely to be found within. It is an
indication of an inclination toward a mystical viewpoint, not that he would study the mysteries but that his attitude
values are more inner.
Attribute: 2/3/5 or 3/3/6
This is again a simple imbalance like we found in the Gould horoscope. The cardinal and fixed sign foci are not
deficient and they are balanced but there is a definite accentuation of the common signs. The common sign accentuation can mean a willingness to please strong enough to make it difficult to keep it all together and if the
accentuation is strong enough it can mean dereliction. In this case it clearly points to his predilection to theorize
on things. This is especially so if one looks in greater detail and notes that all of the common sign foci are in
jupiterian, theoretical signs.
In his association with Gauguin, Gauguin was considered the intellectual artist. That may be so if one considers intellect in a formal academic manner but van Gogh was quite theoretical within the medium itself in a nonstandard manner. His writing about art, his work and religion indicate an active ideational consciousness.
Element: 4/3/0/3 or 4/3/0/5
This is another form of simple imbalance. In this case there is balance in three of the elements but an extreme
deficiency in the fourth. This chart has no major significators in the airy signs. That fact clarifies what was said
in the attribute profile. It shows that he is disinclined to function in the realm of what is called intellectual and
organization. He probably wouldn’t fly a plane in our times. He disliked and did poorly at formal education. He
preferred to think about the stuff of reality directly. His compositions do not seem to be intellectually organized,
he worked with what was there and composed internally within the setting and the materials. The second version
of the profile shows a slight accentuation of fire and water. Fire usually is the indicator of light in art and water is
the indicator of the feel in color. This agrees with his works in that their organization is on the basis of light and
color and not a predetermined mental organization.
This is another fire-earth-water atmosphere like we saw in the Keller chart. There is some but not so much groping as in that chart but this is, indeed, something like a lava flow: hot, fluent and definite in form. It is radiantly
hot and has a charged fluidity and it is not without a smoldering form. In this case it doesn’t feel anaerobic as
much as it feels like it is fomenting and bristling with inner life.
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Attitude notes (continued)

Internal Cross-Profile
In this horoscope the cross-profile of the accentuation of the common signs with the deficiency of the airy element
is interesting and peculiar. Normally it is the airy that is considered adroit and facile but in this case there is adaptive facility in abundance without air at all. One gets the ideal that this is a consciousness that has an adaptive
variability and the ability to accommodate born from fluidic wisps of water and tongues of invisible fire that is
light. Fire and water have in most mythologies been the primary creative elements so one gets feelings of primal
creation in fluid but rare elements that is not illuminated into the light of self-consciousness by the airy element
that speaks for and of itself in itself by itself.

Opportunity notes
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Vincent van Gogh Expanded Opportunity Profile Notes
Vertical: 2/8
Another extremist artist. This is where emphasis on the greater world is so exaggerated that there is neglect of
even simple personal responsibilities. Sometimes he wouldn’t even bath or feed himself because he was so concerned with his calling, religion first and art later. Paying attention to opportunities can change attitudes because
as life progressed and he consumed more of the world in art he seemed to become unconscious of himself except
as a doer and more of the belief that the real world was outside or beyond his personal existence which was negligible.
Horizontal: 7/3
He has to write his own book or paint his own pictures, it has to come from his own efforts so he provided plenty
of opportunities for himself to do so. The few times when he did let others open the opportunities it was disastrous
to him both in his life and his art. Many successful painters will not even accept commissions because they don’t
want anyone else involved in initiating the conceptual process.
Quadrant: 0/2/1/7
This horoscope more than any other that we have examined thus far shows the quadrant profile as the product
of the horizontal and vertical profiles. This is undoubtably the chart that accentuates universal expression. The
personal part of the expression is merely in the technique (6th) and abstracting (Jupiter & Sagittarius). It is all
doing things for or about the greater world. Personal needs are utterly unimportant and he is fortunate that he had
a benefactor to look after him or he may well have died of self-neglect, he might have painted himself to death.
Circumstantiality: 4/6
This writer does not know if the following speculation is valid or not but it is interesting. He speculates that
continuance in a slight emphasis in the more circumstantial houses (the even numbered houses) didn’t develop an
opportunity posture of such a nature that he would rather paint what was out in the environment rather than create
his own environment. In any case, he was more of an interpreter than a generator with regard to subject matter.
Nonetheless, this profile is not a major factor in his horoscope.
Angularity: 4/3/3
The balance is so complete that there is little that can be distinguished from this profile which fact may be a blessing with all of the extreme imbalances in the opportunity profiles.
Triplicity: 1/6/3/0
This is an imbalance that is unexpected unlike many of the others. It is also true to the character of van Gogh from
his own words. Vincent saw himself as an artist as his profession, his vocation. He saw it has his duty and his
work to make art. It is not that he treated it like a production line, it is more a matter of work. He also didn’t see
himself and his work as something special apart from the work of ordinary society. This kind of attitude is much
more common in Europe than in the USA. The complete lack of planets in houses that indicate opportunities to
withdrawal seems to indicate no need to be inward as though loss of self to work were sufficient.
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Opportunity notes (continued)

Internal Cross-Profiling:
Combining the quadrant profile with the triplicity profile seems to indicate someone with no opportunities or no
inclination to take care of his personal needs and to also not solve in problems which seems to spell out danger--a
careless disregard and little tendency to look after issues when they do arise. Though he never sought fame during
his life and could not deal with it as it was beginning to come to him the cross-profile of the triplicity test with the
quadrant test clearly says that he has a definite work to do and that he is putting it out for the world to see. From
this one wonders if what he was working out consciously was only part of something bigger which his personality
wasn’t willing or able to look at consciously. If this is so, it would prove to be an interesting theory for looking
at postmortem fame in light of successive rebirths and the intent of the higher, divine self.

Activity notes
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Vincent van Gogh Expanded Activity Profile Notes
Activity: 12
Another perfectly average activity profile. Vincent did progress through a variety of styles but each was not a
radical departure from what proceeded it. Each was something of an extension of the previous style. In any case
he did not stay stuck in one simple mode of doing things. On the other hand, he did not delve into sculpture or
any other graphic art but painting and drawing. If these facts relate to this profile, the profile seems true to life.
Intensity: 3/3/6
This profile is very puzzling to this writer and the puzzle becomes more puzzling if one looks in greater detail
and sees that none of the high intensity aspects is exceptionally high intensity. One must look elsewhere in the
character to understand his intensity toward life and art because it is not to be found in talent or because of activity. The writer’s first choice for where to look would be the attitude profile. It may not be astrological at all. Such
a statement does seem to void the law and astrology but it is true that sometimes we act from creative freewill
which is a source beyond astrology and the law. In any case his life does show that one can do marvelous things
without strong motivation from the stars and without well developed tools. It is one of those rare cases when an
astrologer is delighted to be at a loss.
Quality: 5/3/4
Anyone who has studied his life of religious service and his vision for art and its place in the world cannot doubt
but that his intent is benign. He is definitely a force for the good and the beautiful and what are perceived as
serious flaws are more likely peccadillos. His benignity is not without challenge nor is he without leeway to vary
from his intended path but he is definitely inclined to the good.
Application: 6/6
This profile is also puzzling to this writer. His life did seem to accelerate and increase in tension throughout
its course which is not indicated by this profile. If anything, the opposite is indicated because his most intense
aspects are separating. This leaves on with several options: 1) astrology doesn’t always work (possible but not
likely) 2) he exerted a tremendous force of creative free will (likely but not sufficiently because he was a suicide
after all) 3) incorrect birth data (unlikely with so many biographers and official papers around though there are
some bad charts in circulation) 4) there is an astrological unknown (likely and the first place this writer would
look would be at progressions especially unusual progressions like those of slow moving outer planets.
Phase: 7/5
A builder or someone in the active side of life he surely was but even this profile seems a little too mild because
he did little about correcting errors and seemed to tolerate them and give himself with abandon to the things we
was building on. Perhaps this writer doesn’t understand him, his life or his horoscope well enough.
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Activity notes (continued)

Cross Profiling:
By cross profiling the intensity profile with the quality profile one gets strange results. One gets the image of one
who means well but who does not seem to have strong enough tools to pull it off in the face of the world. A more
detailed look at the intense aspects does not contradict this notion. If this were true it would seem almost as though
he was a prisoner or his art and not using it as a means of liberation.
Since most of the other profiles in this sub-set are balanced there is not much more internal cross profiling that
one can do.

Focus notes
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Vincent van Gogh Expanded Focus Profile Notes
Agreement: +/+/- Fire/Fire/Water
Fire and water have always been considered the most antithetical elements. In most creation myths they are usually the primary elements that generate a new creation. Thus one can see a troublesome blend of hylegs in this
profile but one that can be productive if managed well. The Aries Sun is something like a jet of fire which is
expanded through the Moon in Sagittarius and then thrust into the pool of water that Cancer can be. There must
indeed be considerable frustration in having the fire of creative inspiration doused by the world and its conservative ways and to have outward expressions never jibe with what the inner eye seed. This combination can be
seen in another way. From his drawings one can see that he observes things very clearly and can brood over his
perceptions and get the feel of a setting. Intently focusing on observation has a powerful influence over the inner
consciousness. Thus images meet with expansive enthusiasm in the soul nature even though they are elementally
transformed in the process. This enthusiasm kindles a flaming inspiration in his spiritual nature that, though having its kindling in the physical, is nothing like it and is consequently divorced from its reality. For better or worse
he is much moved inwardly by his very receptive observations of the without.
Stage: 2nd Trine +
Vincent was born just a little more than a day after the 2nd trine, the contemplative trine. There is no orb between the Sun and the Moon but the effect of the trine has expanded almost out of bounds and the restraining or
deteriorating effect of the 2nd square has not yet set in. One often considers the contemplative life as quiet. That
is probably an incorrect notion from people too much absorbed in outwardly active things. The joys of contemplating the inner wonders of things is every bit as exciting or more than mere condensation of things in matter.
There are more sides to things with less limitations. Thus one gets the sense of the stage of the cycle of inspired
expansion of things almost gone overboard.
Combining these focus profiles one gets a sense of excess and abandon and some fundamental inner conflicts in
the general focus of the character. It can be fruitful but it probably isn’t always pleasant but someone so much in
the grip of inspiration probably doesn’t even care about how it feels anyway.
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Cross profiling notes
Vincent van Gogh Cross Profiles Notes

Internal Attitude Cross Profiling
The very well defined bucket gestalt (#1) indicates he has an attitude of someone who wants to get things done.
Despite that utile attitude he is flexible and changeable in attitude about how he gets things done (#3) and he is
balanced in the elemental attitudes that he will use to get things done except that he has no taste whatsoever for
doing things in a purely intellectual manner (#4). There is some internal resistance to these attitudes in that he is
also more introverted than extroverted and he more wants to pour things out (#1) than he wants his accomplishments to be internal (#2) so there will always be an attitude tension and he may to always be completely conscious
of the externalization process.
Internal Opportunity Cross Profiling
He is more unbalanced than balanced in his opportunity profiles and some of the imbalance is extreme (#5, #7,
#10). His need to do something for the world is extreme (#5) and he is afforded the opportunities to initiate is
works for the world (#6) but he doesn’t care a fig for it being his person that is initiating or being in the wider
world (#7), it is a vocation (vocare) or calling for him (#10). His extreme universal expression (#7) combined
with his initiative (#6) cause it to seem as though it is a cosmic Vincent that is calling the shots and not a personal
(#7) Vincent that is driving his life, he may be a puppet to some higher calling that he disregards and of the problems that besets individuals or society (#10).
Internal Action Cross Profiling
Again we find actions profiles similar to those of Isadora Duncan. He has an average selection of tools and talents (#11) and few of them are of high or moderate strength (#12) which leads one to wonder if moderate or low
intensity aspects don’t offer more leeway for how they are expressed and less specialization which would be the
case with high intensity aspects--that would certainly argue for free will, beyond what is determined in the chart,
being a large factor in genius. Again there is a hefty, but not extreme, margin of benign tendencies over malevolent tendencies, there is something about art that brings out perfection and a natural generosity.
Internal Focus Cross Profiling
One wonders whether the delay or holding quality of the introversive rising sign (#16) doesn’t have the effect of
holding a perception or image long enough to stimulate more reflection on it (#17). It could also be that when one
is in a reflective imagining state of consciousness, it puts one in that nearly trance-like state one experiences with
right hemisphere consciousness.

Cross profining (continued)
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Cross Profiling of General Profile Categories
The opportunity profiles are clearly the most stand-out extreme category in the profile index. This causes one to
wonder if he didn’t sacrifice intensity of attitude and even intensity of talent to just get the chance, the opportunity, to do what he wanted to do and that he could make up for the lack once he had the chance to do it. This does
seem to square with some of the facts of his life as an artist. He did not have art training in his youth and had to
make up for it by learning while he was trying to be an artist. Even though he had many opportunities to be a
professional and he tried to view himself as such (#10), he probably considered himself a nobody (#7) and he was
lost to himself in the enormous outpouring (#1). He too much accepted advice from others who he thought were
real artists such as Gauguin and thought little of his talents (#11, #12). By looking at all of the overall profiles (#1,
#16, #17) one gets the feeling that he had an enormous spirit to pour out (#1), and the ability to do so reflectively
or abstractly (#17) but these overall tendencies may have been too much for a personality that tended to hold back
(#16).
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Personality fact sheet
Vincent van Gogh Personality Fact Sheet

Ascendant: Y 21˚ 09’
Ruler of Ascendant: 4: { 20˚44’, 6th, #3, 156, 13%
Planets in the east: none
Aspects to Ascendant: none
3 and/or 4: 		

3: E 9˚39’, 10th, #7, 51, 4%; 		

Planets in earth: 3: ;: R 0˚46’, 11th, #10, 23, 2%; 		
			0: R 15˚57’, 11th, #9, 40, 3%

4: { 20˚44’, 6th, #3, 156, 13%
-: R 6˚48, #8, 45, 4%;

Vitality Significators
3: E 9˚39’, 10th, #7, 51, 4%
7: W 26˚08’, #2, 205, 18%
4: { 20˚44’, 6th, #3, 156, 13
Planets in Fire: 4: 4: { 20˚44’, 6th, #3, 156, 13; 		
			3: E 9˚39’, 10th, #7, 51, 4%; 		

Relevant Aspects
4 F 8: #4, 49, 11%
4 L 5: #7, 25, 6%
4 K 7: #8, 24, 5%
3: (unaspected)
7 F 6: #2, 69, 16%
7 K 8: #3, 64, 15%
7 K 4: #8, 24, 5%
Mean Aspect: #5.5, 36.83, 8.3%

8: { 24˚16’, 6th, #1, 275, 24%;
5: E 25˚36’, 10th, #4, 146, 13%
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Vincent van Gogh Personality Brief
Finally we break our trend of having a martial sign rising and a very strong Mars dominating the personality.
Mars is still a quite strong number two planet but it only indirectly and distantly affects the personality. Instead
we have a lunar sign rising but the Moon is not the strongest planet, it is number three. This is a little unusual but
not extraordinary.
All of the water signs, when rising, are strongly attracted to nature, natural settings and biological things. Everything that lives must have water to do so. Vincent was no exception to this general tendency. He did live in
cities but his preference was to be close to nature. The attraction of water sign influences to nature is often not
intellectual or education. It is usually more of a matter of feeling than of though or study or mental investigation.
The feelings for nature are emotional and not necessarily instinctual; however, when the Moon is involved, they
are also likely to be instinctual. Vincent was very good with words as his letters to his brother show us but hen it
came to nature his words were inadequate to the task of description of what he felt. It was as if he was both excited to uncontrol and verbally stunned simultaneously. There is a beginning of an explanation for the latter. The
left cerebral hemisphere is verbal and the right cerebral hemisphere is pictorial. When one is focussed intently in
one hemisphere, the function of the other hemisphere is diminished. This writer when speaking is still very visual
sometimes and when holding an image which he is trying to delineate, he often chooses incorrect words, nouns
and proper nouns being the most troublesome–he is likely to use the proper noun must recently used than a new
one. Vincent would become enrapt in observing an object or setting and he would lose his capacity for words,
sometimes he would even work in the rain when in such a state. He could see the object of his attention as a whole
in a pictorial sense (not the visual sense) as that sense is want to do, and he could also see each part and its relation
to the whole as an analytical visual nature will do. As he peered and scanned he would become excited at seeing
and having a nonverbal understanding of something in large (Jupiter) and in small (in this case, Mercury which is
trine to Jupiter and the Moon.) Thus he would temporarily lose his verbal capacity to right cerebral hemisphere
focus and to emotional excitement.
Vincent’s relation to the external world and the environment was pictorial. It is possible to see the general and
personal environment with the painter’s eye but it requires an intentional effort to put one’s attention into that state
of consciousness. What usually happens is that we let our attention lapse and lose that state. Often we take the
world for granted and recline into a lazy state of semi-unconsciousness wherein we don’t see or notice much of
anything around us. Vincent was lunar and cancerian to such an extent that he gradually brought himself to a state
wherein he was in pictorial mode quite a bit of the time whether or not that is a desirable thing to do. He did this
not by some ocular concentration exercise but by always having pictures around him, pictures that were prints
from artists he admired but also photos. Sometimes he would bring clumps of sod, plants and all, into his apartment to look at them again and again. Prints from other artists are not only aesthetically appealing and suggestive
of new ideas, they are also concentrated and humanized images with great impressive potency. Being framed or
put into perspective lends to a more objective consciousness which one doesn’t usually have when swimming
through the environment as we normally do. The right brain consciousness of a painter, drawer or photographer
who made the original is suggested to the viewer and the attention is more apt to that state of consciousness while
viewing the object. Vincent did do some religious art, crucified Christs and such, but they lack the general high
quality and the vibrant, bright qualities of his other work.
Cancer is a very impressionable sign which is very well suited to a pictorial artist. It is the sign of consciousness
that feels the environment and everything in it. Some of the objectivity of pictorial consciousness is diminished
with Cancer rising because Cancer is often a subjective sign. This can be good for an artist because an individual
point of view is built right into the pictorial perception. If the internal intent of the artist is different from the
subjective, personal perception there can be a good deal of instability in both the artist and the art which is of the
product of conflict between observation and intent. With the Sun in Aries and the Moon in fiery Sagittarius, there
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is some inner-outer disagreement indicated.
The Moon, ruler of the ascendant, is in Sagittarius and it is conjoined to Jupiter which is the strongest planet in the
horoscope and the ruler of Sagittarius. This and the lunar-jupiterian aspects are key to understanding the personality and much of the general character since they are so strong. Sagittarius and Jupiter are indicators of tendencies
to expansion. The strongest aspect in the horoscope is Mercury trine Jupiter which will be discussed at another
time. All of the other lunar-jupiterian aspects are with emotional planets and most of these aspects are relatively
strong so the cumulative effect of them is sufficient to dominate the personality especially since Cancer, the rising sign, is itself emotional. Thus this a personality that is emotionally expansive which is another way of saying
emotionally exaggerated and excited. Most of the lunar-jupiterian aspects are squares which indicates a troubled
emotional personality. There are a lot of conflicted and troubled feelings in the personality so there is turbulence
in the personality. It is not like a perfect reflection of a nature image on a perfectly placid and still pond. It is
more like an image reflected on choppy water. If one looks at many of his paintings one can see this choppiness
in them. He seemed to like that effect so much that he preferred a palette knife over a brush to do his work.
The exaggeration in his personality is astrologically interesting. Normally when we think of imagination pictorially, we think of objects expanded so drastically that they, or the perspective of the whole, or both are blown out of
proportion or things are expanded to distortion as with a lens of high magnification and short focal length. Some
of this does occur in Vincent’s art. It happens especially in the last years and it happens when painting star settings
which is an almost impossible task for an artist anyway, especially if one is trying to convey an impression. The
reason exaggeration of shape did not happen is found in the 10th house. There are four planets in the 10th house
and three of them aspect the Moon and Jupiter. The 10th house is the house of objective perspective;, therefore,
perspective was important to hem. He began his artistic career with drawing, he drew several years before beginning painting and he continued to draw when he went on to painting. Perspective is all important to accuracy and
representation in drawing. Perspective was important to him and was of the few limiting dicta in his art. He even
built and used a perspective frame to aid him in keeping perspective. It is not size or proportion or perspective
that are exaggerated in his work, it is light and color that are exaggerated. Seeing his paintings first hand is a real
treat. If one sees his paintings now, almost a century after they were created, and sees them juxtaposed with works
of other painters, it is almost shocking how bright the light and color are. It is almost impossible to exaggerate
light and color because of the limits of the materials and the strength of color in nature but he did everything he
could to try. He used touches of opposite colors to bring out and dramatize patches of color and he mixed waxes
into his paints to make them brighter.
The primary component of his personality is emotion which corresponds to color. His is not a strong physique
and he is not neural and mental like Jay Gould. He gets excited by impressions from the external world and his
personal expressions into the external world convey excitement. He did not draw or paint with photographic
accuracy and cool, dispassionate images. Direct personal interactions with him were also like this. With the
exception of his brother no one had smooth or calm interactions with Vincent. Cancer is often considered a sign
that has a quality of crab-like tenacity. This tendency compared to fixed signs or saturnian characteristics is often
overstated. Vincent did have a few long standing troubles with others but they were few and not outstanding.
He had many personal conflicts and troubled personal interactions but they wee like his painting technique. They
were direct, choppy, emotional, troubled, conflictive and personally expressive and then they were over and
he moved on to other things. They were more exaggerated with women who he tended to idealize as might be
expected with the Moon, ruler of the ascendant, in Sagittarius. As a young man he held his hand in a candle to
show a woman how much he loved her and she, though she was attracted to him before, was frightened off by his
extremity. In his later years he cut off an ear and presented it to a prostitute who earlier had jokingly or teasingly
suggested that as a condition for going to bed with her. A turbulent and exaggerated personality that was extreme
in the moment. There are three planets in the fixed sign Taurus but they are the weakest three planets so there
are only week tendencies to lingering conflicts in the personality. This also indicates the lack of anchorage in his
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character.
The three weak planets in Taurus are also the only three planets in earth signs so he does not have a strong grasp
of sensible reality. He loves nature and he likes clear impressions but they immediately excite him and he has an
exaggerated view of them. He sees material reality clearly enough to paint or to draw the feel of it but the objective external is overwhelmed by internal forces of emotion.
Cancer is not usually a strong vitality sign. The Moon is strong but its disposition is so jupiterian and Sagittarian
that it is spaced out or spread way too thin to be a strong vitality. Mars is also strong but also highly emotionally
turbulent and troubled so that it spends itself quickly. He had several episodes in life when he spent himself into
exhaustion.
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4: { 20° 44’, 6th, #3, 156, 13%
7: W 26° 08’, 10th, #2, 205, 18%
6: W 28° 03’, 10th, #5 137, 12%
0: R 15° 57’, 11th, #9, 40, 3%
8: { 24° 16’, 6th, #1, 275, 24%
Planets in water: 3:
Asc.: Y 21°09’				=: W 12° 13’, 9th, #6, 66, 6%;
				7: W 26° 08’, 10th, #2, 205, 18%;		
6: W 28° 03’, 10th, #5 137, 12%

Relevant Aspects
4 F 8, #4, 49, 11%						7 F 6, #2, 69, 16%
4 L 5, #7, 25, 6%						7 K 8, #3, 64, 15%
4 K 7, #8, 24, 5%						7 K 4, #8, 24, 5%
6 F 7, #2, 69, 16%						0 J=, #6, 32, 7%
6 K 8, #5, 39, 9%
8
8
8
8
8

L 5, #1, 69, 16%
K 7, #3, 64, 14%
F 4, #4, 49, 11%
K 6, #5, 39, 9%
L ;, #11, 14, 3%

Mean Aspect: #5.7, 36.83, 8.33%
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With three planets and the ascendant in water signs this would seem at first glance to be an average strength emotionality. A closer look reveals that Mars and Venus are strong planets; that the Moon, which rules the ascendant,
is strong, and that Jupiter, the strongest planet in he horoscope, aspects all of the primary planets that determine
the emotionality: Moon, Mars and Venus. From this it is safe to conclude that the emotionality is quite strong.
Actually, it is the strongest facet of the total character. Because these planets which are four of the top five planets are in a square aspect patter, we can see that his emotionality and general character are tempestuous. He is a
perfect example of the temperamental emotionality the world has come to associate with artists.
Another feature of this four planet square is that it occurs in jupiterian signs and that the very strong Jupiter is at
the very heart of the pattern, half way from the lowest degree (20) and the highest (28). Jupiter in malefic aspects
indicates tendencies to exaggeration and the one of the keywords of the square is building or construction, so we
can see that this is someone whose emotions tend to mount or build up. Cancer on the ascendant completes the
picture. It indicates a moody external nature that likes to brood over things. Cancer also tends to be shy and inward and would like to present a placid surface to the world and to himself but with the inner turbulence that is not
possible; however, in trying to attain or maintain composure the square seems to represent a tension which causes
the buildup we have noted. The presence of Mars in the pattern indicates that things built up to a tempestuous and
turbulent temper which has to blow off steam even though incredible energy was channeled into work. When the
storm did blow up it was a brief bluster soon forgotten.
Jupiter does form trines with Mercury and Pluto so there is some possibility of using the mind and the will to
overcome the temperamentality but Pluto is very weak as is its trine to Jupiter and even though Mercury has appreciable strength and its trine to Jupiter is the strongest aspect, these trines are not near strong enough to match
the combined strength of the squares so he would have to work very hard to change if he wanted to. In fact, he
never seems to have tried. Instead, he responded to the unregenerate side of Jupiter and accepted that this was
his nature and just let it be. Of course, allowing an undisciplined desire nature free reign had its consequences
and he had to learn through suffering and probably even then most of the lessons did not sink in until after his life
was completed. He was exceedingly conscientious about serving is flock during his career as a pastor and he was
conscientious about art and the duty of an artist to society but he did not apply the standards to himself within his
own being. The square pattern occurs between the 6th and 10th houses, professional houses, rather than the 6th
and 9th houses which would put more emphasis on emotional behavior relative to ideals and higher values, or
between the 10th and 7th houses which are more societal houses and would have at least indicated social pressure
if nothing more.
The concentration of planets in “work” houses (2nd, 6th, 10th) shows his preoccupation with work which is all
he ever really wanted to do. Whatever his work he did it with abandon. In his letters to his brother the topics of
what it means to be an artist and how good he feels about doing work are frequent topics.
How work was done was also a preoccupation of his life. The 6th house is the house of technique. With Jupiter
and the Moon there it shows how he put exaggerated work into developing technique. Because of the presence
of Mars and the Moon in the pattern that is concentrated in the common signs he worked forcefully and rapidly.
Mars rules knives and it is not surprising that the palette knife became one of his favorite tools. Once after working independently for a long time he decided to enter an art school. The instructor was aghast at how fast he
worked even with paint dripping to the floor. The lunar influence from the Cancer ascendant worked its way into
his technique as well. When in an art school he was taking a drawing class. When the instructor looked at his
work and commented that he had drawn the nude model with hips wider than she really had, his response was “a
woman has to bear children doesn’t she”. This is not exactly the greek ideal of beauty but it does show how his
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maternal philosophy of function made its way into his work.
The 10th house is the house of profession but it is also the house of perspective. Proportion is a 9th house concept just as a walk into a starry night puts the minutiae of our lives into proportion with the greater cosmos, but
perspective is a 10th house matter just as one gets a perspective of the layout of things from the top of the mountain. Van Gogh was greatly concerned with perspective in a number of ways. He even built a perspective board
or frame so that he could have a better idea of what his work would look like in different perspectives before he
chose one and began. Pisces on the cusp of the 10th house can indicate a number of things. It can mean an almost
lack of perspective. In his case it seems to have meant that he wanted to orient his almost mystic feel of things
which some would say was distorted by absinthe poisoning. In any case, with Mars nearest the cusp and very
strong and having two Aries planets in the 10th he was probably trying to get the perspective that put the most
energy into his work. He did have a Venus in Pisces delicate sensitivity but even that was brought out through
the dramatic energy of his work. Combined Mars-Venus qualities are classic qualities necessary for artists. The
Venus qualities give a gentle sense of beauty and the ability to compose the subject but if there are only Venus
qualities or the Venus qualities are excessive the work lacks vigor and is like a delicate hothouse plant. Mars
adds zest, energy and force to work but if it dominates one is more of an engineer than an artist. The Mars-Venus
conjunction in Pisces gives an excellent blend of these qualities for lively art with an almost eerie sense of beauty.
Even the square attitudes do not detract from this blend. For him the desire body compelled him to do the art
work. As he progressed in life this trait seemed to wax. In the latter part of his life he would almost run in the
morning to get to where he was going to paint and he even pained while in the sanitarium.
Mars conjoined Venus is the classic falling in love aspect and the falling into passion aspect as well. In this regard
his love life and passional life are very much like his art, which was based in the desire body, just as we would
expect. He fell deeply into passionate love several times in life. His passion was extreme as his colors are vivid
and his art is lively. He never questioned his passions he accepted them just as he accepted many other things
ruled by the Jupiter-flavored, complex square pattern. As a young man he was deeply in love with a young woman
whose father didn’t like him and who thought he was a little wild and irresponsible. To prove his love he held
his hand over a candle burning his palm down to the bone. This, of course, proved to the father that he was right
and Vincent couldn’t understand why it didn’t prove his sincerity. Late in life he cut off one of his ears and gave
it to a lady of the night who said she wouldn’t lie with him unless he did so. She was hysterically shocked by his
action and he, again, couldn’t understand why his love offer was rejected. Several times in life he had mistresses
or, better, kept women, all on his brother’s financial support. They were not exceptional beauties and one of long
standing was shrewish. He accepted this because his desires were satisfied and considered it all part of the way
things are.
Even after a century of aging his paintings are brilliant in color and almost force themselves into one’s attention.
Some even though they were too strong to really be art. His self portraits differ so much that one would think they
were of different subjects, so great were his different moods. His paintings are direct expressions of his emotionality. This is how he really was in his inner emotional experience. He was an intense feeler and an intense emoter.
It is difficult for an average individual to comprehend the intensity of his inner life. It must have been like he
was taking some strongly accelerating drug all of the time. Because this experience was so strong it was to him
indubitable and it wasn’t completely irresponsibility on his part to accept that is was how things were. It would
have been nice to be able to completely harness the emotions without diluting them but even expressing them as
much as he did was a major accomplishment. It was probably not in his conscious attention as indicated from his
letters to Theo but somehow he realized that emotions and feelings are facts of reality just as much as material
objects or thoughts or any other data. While it would not be wise for us to emulate his dealing with emotional
facts it is important for all of us to realize that emotions are facts that cannot just be wished away. They must be
harnessed and controlled from within if we are to have free lives and be able to accomplish things which is what
desires motivate us to do.
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Concrete Mind: 5: E 25° 36’, 10th, #4 , 146, 13%
Concrete mental attitudes (planets in T, I): 0
Intellective/Organizational Mentality (planets in air): 0
Opportunities to develop concrete mind (3rd house): cusp= U, no planets in 3rd
Ideational/abstract mind: 8: { 24° 16’, 6th, #1, 275, 24%
Ideational attitudes (planets in {, W): 5: 		
8: (already mentioned);			
7 W 26°08’, 10th, #2, 205, 18%;		

4: { 20°44’, 6th, #3, 156, 13%;
=: W 12°13’, 9th, #6, 66, 6%;
6 W 28°03’, 10th, #5, 137, 12%

Opportunities to develop ideational mind (9th house): Cusp= 26°02’ Y:

=: (already mentioned)

Instinctual/automatic/reflective mind: 4: { 20°44’, 6th, #3, 156, 13%
Relevant Aspects
5 L 8, #1, 69, 16%
				
8
5 L 4, #7, 25, 6%					
8
5 F ;, #9, 23, 5%					
8
							8
							8
					
4 F 8, #4, 49, 11%
4 L 5, #7, 25, 6%
4 K 7, #8, 24, 5%

L 5, #1, 69, 16%
K 7, #3, 64, 15%
F 4, #4, 49, 11%
K 6, #5, 39, 10%
L ;, #11, 14, 3%

Mean Aspect: #5.5, 36.83, 8.3%
Other Factors In The Mentality To Consider
Promethian Cycle (forethought vs afterthought)		
Projective vs Receptive
Analysis vs Synthesis						Inductive vs Deductive
Thought vs Memory (rethought)				
Retention and recall
Questioner vs Answerer					
Observation & Discrimination
Expressive vs Retentive					
Imaginative vs Invisible
Continuity							Ponderous vs Impulsive
Concentrative vs Relaxed					Speed
Cogitative vs Dispersive					Depth
Platonistic vs Aristotelian					Independence, Creative
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The concrete mentality in this horoscope is not the strongest part of the general mentality but it is by no means
weak. Mercury is the fourth planet in strength and it is stronger than the theoretical average planet. The important
thing about Mercury and the concrete mind is its quality. Mercury forms only benefic aspects and it participates in
the strongest aspect in the horoscope, the trine with Jupiter who is the obvious life ruler. This means that his concrete thinking is reliable. As can be seen from his extensive correspondence with his brother Theo, his thoughts
are clear and he thinks excellently. With Mercury is Aries his thoughts are strong, forceful and assertive. He is
frank and outspoken and does not mince words by any means. In describing himself mentally, he describes himself as plane and simple which is a clear mental self-estimation with the Aries position of Mercury. His simplicity
and his focus on basics seemed almost primitive to some.
The Mercury aspects in this horoscope show a remarkable feature about this horoscope, this mentality, that is not
often seen in horoscopes. The two strongest Mercury aspects are the trines with Jupiter and the Moon. From this
we can see that there is excellent coordination between all of the major facets of the mentality because Jupiter
rules the higher, abstract mind and the Moon rules the instinctive or automatic mind. This is borne out in his
life and writings. He was keenly aware of his lower thoughts and they were not repressed. On the other hand
he did not do much to control them either and basically just let them happen in the belief that they were natural
which is true but there is no reason why natural things cannot be controlled and tamed. The coordination with the
higher mind is more important because the aspect is stronger and Jupiter is a stronger planet. It is a fact of reality
that all concrete thoughts are precipitated from ideas, either our own or those of the cosmos, but most people are
not aware of this relationship. Vincent was aware of it and he was always thinking from abstract ideas. He was
usually not a deliberative abstract thinker like a philosopher or theologian. He was capable of such though but
he rather chose to ideate from reality as he experienced it. This clear, simple, direct means of forming ideas is
characteristic of fire sign mentalities. One might even consider him a confrontative thinker in abstract and concrete, one who is always prepared to take on whatever presents itself to him. One of the problems he worked on
mentally was perspective. It is always a problem for an artist. It is problem of how to represent three dimensional
reality in two dimensions. It is a problem of projective geometry. He gave his attention to this problem avidly.
The 9th house is the house of proportion. When we go out on a starry night and see the grandeur of the heavens
on an astronomical scale, it helps us to see proportional importance of our problems which we always seem to
think of as being highly important. The 10th house is the house of perspective. From the top of a mountain we
can see the lay of the land with a more accurate geographic perspective. Thus we can see that he designed his
life so that his concrete mind would be focussed on perspective. Mercury receives the energy from the Jupiter.
Since this is a first trine and we can see that abstract geometry is concretizes usefully in perspective. His dealing
with this problem was not merely abstract and mental. It was also pictorial which can be seen from the trine to the
Moon. Though he knew he had to get the idea of perspective, he new he had to see it into reality. This was done
by building a portable perspective board, a device which he could position to get lines of sight in three dimensions
framed in two dimensions.
Even though Mercury is in the 10th house he did not consider himself a social person. He had few associations.
He say himself as a professional person and his mind was bent to that end. Mercury rules the 12th and 4th houses,
which are retreat houses. He liked to be alone to think and, because he liked to think a lot, he liked to be alone a
lot. Mercury rises after the Sun which usually indicates an after-thinker. In Aries fashion he liked to thrust himself
into things, sometimes rashly or impetuously. Consequently he had to learn in after-thought. Saturn and Pluto are
the planets which usually exercise restraint or forbearance and in this horoscope they are very weak so learning
after the fact is obvious.
Jupiter is by far the strongest planet in this horoscope so the abstract or ideational mind is of the greatest importance in the mentality. From this it is easy to see why he was one of the founders of abstract expressionism.
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However, his abstraction was not as abstracted from our everyday visual experience as the generations of artists
which succeeded him. This too is clearly shown in the horoscope. Jupiter in conjunct to the Moon which is the
third strongest planet in the horoscope. The Moon rules the Cancer ascendant so his instinctual consciousness
is classic of attunement to nature. The Moon and Cancer also represent picture consciousness. Thus we can see
that he has to abstract from nature, from images, set in perspective framing. Because Jupiter and the Moon are
in Sagittarius, he abstracts in a teleological or theological manner, i.e. he sees things in a higher purpose and he
abstracts accordingly. This does not mean that he has a stilted theological conceptualization of things (though he
did do a little religious art along those lines), rather he sees reality as it is as a representation of something Higher.
He did not like theology because it stood in the way of doing (6th house) and he considered it unnecessary because
nature and reality stood for itself but to be completely appreciated, as opposed to merely physically appreciated,
one had to use abstraction—direct abstraction.
From this extremely strong ideational mind, the sign positioning and the reality of his life we can see that he is
clearly a synthetic thinker. He puts things together and he doesn’t take things apart to analyze them. This tendency to abstractly synthesize is a large part due to the subjects from which he abstracts. He doesn’t abstract
exclusively from his thoughts and observations (Moon and Ascendant), he abstracts about his emotions, feelings,
desires and passions. Jupiter forms aspects will all of the primary significators of the emotionality as well as with
the other primary significators of the mentality so synthesis obviously comes second nature to him.
It would be foolish to say that he was not concentrated in his thought because he would not have accomplished
what he did in words or images without concentration but despite the concentration the tenor of the mentality is
clearly more relaxed than concentrative. It is not so easy to discern whether the mentality was more expressive
than retentive. The Moon and the ascendant are clearly retentive while the fire sign and jupiterian emphasis are
clearly expressive. Despite the fact that he was capable of retaining images taken from nature or works of art that
he had seen for many years, the writer would have to give the edge to expressive tendencies. Astrologically this
is because of the combined strength of Jupiter, Mercury and the fire signs and from his life in that he preferred to
work from immediate things.
One encounters a similar balance when trying to determine whether the mentality is more receptive or projective.
It is clear that one can be both highly projective and highly receptive or than one can have a low capacity in both.
It is important to have a good understanding of both but what we are trying to determine in this mentality factor
is the relative strength of each to the other. For reasons similar to those given when considering retention versus
expression, it seems likely that he is highly developed in both receptivity and projectivity and that he is balanced
in both with the edge going to projectivity. It is clear that he did project onto what he saw in reality even though
he was mostly representational.
There is not much question when it comes to determining the factors of independence and creativity in the mentality. It is obvious that he was extremely independent in his thought in both religion and art even though he would
consider his thoughts quite natural if he took time to consider them at all. His thoughts in everything were also
quite creative, even in social matters.
He was much to impulsive and active in accomplishing things to be concerned with continuity so this mental
factor is also quite clear. It is also obvious from the negatives because Saturn and Pluto, which are planets of
continuity are not strong in this horoscope and all of the fixed sign planets are weak.
Since Mercury receives from Jupiter (first trine) and since his view of reality was de facto and not induced, it is
reasonably safe to conclude that he was more deductive than inductive from both astrology and the facts of his
life and he is clearly a swift thinker because there is nothing inhibitive to Mercury. He worked amazingly fast.
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Individuality (3): 9° 39; E, 10th, #7, 51, 4%
Individuality Attitudes (planets in fire): 4:
5: 25° 36’ E, 10th, #4, 146, 13%		
8: 24° 16’ {, 6th, #1, 275, 24%

3: 9° 39’ E, 10th, #7, 51, 4%
4: 20° 44’ U, 6th, #3, 156, 3%

Opportunities for Self-Expression (1st, 5th, 9th): 1: =: 12° 13’ W, 9th, #6, 66, 6%
Mystic Spirituality & Raw Creativity (-): 6° 48’ R, 11th, #8, 45, 4%
Occult Spirituality & Genius (=): 12° 13’ W, 9th, #6, 66, 6%
Will & Creativity in Potential (;): 0° 46’ R, 11th, #10, 23, 2%
Opportunities for Super-physical Experience (4th, 8th, 12th): None
Relevant Aspects
No Solar Aspects						- J =; #10, 21, 5%
								- F ;; #12, 9, 2%
= J 0; #6, 32, 7%						; F 5; #9, 23, 5%
= J -; #10, 21, 5%						; L 8; #11, 14, 3%
								; F -; #12, 9, 2%
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This is a difficult individuality and spirituality to understand. The Sun, which is the heart or core focus of the
individuality, is without aspect and has an estimated strength which is less than the average strength planet. Moreover, Uranus, Neptune and Pluto, which are the primary foci of the spirituality, are all also less than the average
estimation strength of the planets. Normally it would be safe to conclude from this that this is someone who is not
strong in individuality or spirituality but given that this is Vincent van Gogh, a man who has influenced the lives
of so many, it does not seem wise to jump to any hasty conclusions.
The estimation system we are using is aspect-centered. In effect, this means that the primary determinant of planetary strength is not position, i.e. where a planet is situated in terms of the signs or houses. Rather, the primary
determinant is what it does, how it effects change through action. In reality both are factors, as our system shows,
but action is of primary importance. If we look at the aspect situation of this individuality, we see that not only
is the Sun unaspected but we also see that none of the transcendental planets is in an aspect above average aspect
strength. This seems to mean that spirituality does not have a strong focus in the activity of this life. It is true that
of the octave planets that, given their will-o’-the-wisp nature, they sometimes function better with more latitude
for the universal powers they represent to be expressed without limiting restriction as one finds in tight-orbed aspects—the wind bloweth where it listeth, and thou hearest the sound thereof, but canst not tell whence it cometh,
and whither it goeth: so is every one that is born of the Spirit—but almost all of these aspects are so loose that
they are not consequential because of insignificant traction.
Turning to the qualities of the aspects of the spiritual planets, we see that they are all positive, the neutral conjunctions being turned positive by being with planets which only have positive aspects. From this it is safe to assume
that this is an individual has true and active spiritual intuition and insights. Combining this with the above, it
seems that the “still small voice” speaks truly but very faintly so that it is not always heard or heeded. The obvious reason for this is that the emotionality is so strong and so turbulent that there it is difficult for him to focus or
want to focus on subtle transcendent things. It is only a speculation but it is not unreasonable to speculate that
in the past he has used feeling and emotion to propel his consciousness to supernal heights whereat he developed
the fine talents in spirit indicated in these actions. Following that line of thought he became negligent of the emotions and desires in his optimism at the loftiness of it all and then the desire nature and the pseudo-self that dwells
therein, took autonomy and control of his consciousness and he revels in its excitement. Fortunately, that desire
and emotional nature was inclined toward beauty sufficiently so that he did not become an indulgent rogue.
Looking at the direct influence of the transcendent planets by their house positioning helps to clarify an understanding of the spirituality. Six of the ten planets are, as we noted much earlier in our studies, in professional
houses, especially the 10th house, the house of profession. In reading his many letters to his brother Theo, this
is obvious because he is always speaking of working to be a professional. What we did not look at earlier was
the direct positioning of all of the remaining planets. When we looked at opportunity profiles we looked at symmetric, geometric groups of planets such as triads of houses (like the 1st, 5th and 10th) or tetrads of houses (like
the angular, succedent or cadent houses) or polarities (such as the 1st and 7th). We could have looked at other,
not so symmetric groupings. Doing that now with all of the planets which are not in professional houses, we can
see that they are located in houses which indicate opportunities for the highest expression of idealism. The 9th
house is the house of higher values and ideals, the open-ended principles we aspire to but which we can never
reach because their horizon recedes as we approach them. The 11th house is the house of utopian values, things
done for their own sake such as art for art’s sake. All of the octave planets are positioned in these houses. This
leads us to believe that his spirituality and his consciousness of it was so lofty that it was transcendently beyond
reach most of the time. Following the line of speculative reasoning developed in the preceding paragraph we can
conclude that his stance toward the spiritual things represented by the octave planets was something like “Gods-
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in-His-heaven-all-is-right-with-the-world”. Again beguiled by the lower nature into overconfidence he dove into
his desire nature. He was, for example, very frank about sexuality and gave it free rein without inhibition but, as
mentioned above, the desire nature was predominantly focussed in a world of beauty, especially in color.
The individuality as symbolized by the Sun seems to fit into this line of interpretation. The Sun is in Aries and
this usually indicates a new start of some kind. The Sun is unaspected which seems to indicate that in this new
start in individuality everything is so new that it doesn’t know which way to turn. Being in Aries it receives its
disposition from Mars. Mars is conjoined with Venus which seems to indicate a compounding of attraction and
repulsion. They are in Pisces so there are spiritual intimations in the desire nature. They are also square to Jupiter
so there is a feeling of positivity about all those desires. Everything feels good and beautiful. This disposition
when applied to the Sun indicates an individuality that finds everything to be new and beautiful, an individuality
which can identify with everything and to do everything. There wasn’t anything he didn’t want to paint. From
this we can see that the desire nature and it affect on the individuality was, as we saw before, not exclusively or
even predominantly base; there was a healthy degree of enthusiasm to it and this spread into the individuality. He
could become enthused by anything he could feel and that inspired beauty in him.
Neptune is the depositor of the Sun through its rulership of Pisces. Neptune is the strongest of the planets of the
spirituality and individuality. Neptune is in Pisces and the 9th house. Neptune forms only positive aspects. All
of these considerations converge to indicate a very subtle inspirational quality to the individuality and spirituality.
All of this is a redundancy to what we have said before and, as we have often noted, redundancy greatly magnifies
all tendencies involved in the redundancy. Now we can see that he is not completely a brash and brazen primitive
in making his new start. There is a good deal of spiritual subtlety modestly awake and available to him if he can
reach out for it. The question is: What is the best way to approach this spiritual subtlety?
It is a spiritual truth that whatever we do on any plane in which we can express affects what we do on every other
plane in wish we express. The Sun is in the 10th house which is the house of perspective. Neptune, who deposits
the Sun, is in the 9th house which is the house of proportion. This means that the best way to get to the spiritual
subtlety is through proportion and perspective. That is to say that if he can put things into proportion and perspective in his professional calling, he can attain to a state of consciousness where things are very clear and in that
clicking in on clarity he can be consciously within the subtle but definite spiritual state.
The aspect that is clearly the strongest aspect in the spirituality and individuality is the Saturn sextile Neptune.
This is an aspect of focus. Thus by concentrating on concrete (Taurus) things for their own sake he puts himself
into a state of consciousness most conducive to clicking into the subtle clarity. Because all of the aspects involving the desire nature are so much stronger and because he evaluates things by feelings and desires, he is not likely
to do this often. From his writings it is clear that he was aware of this, especially the part about perspective, but it
appears that he was interested in it more for the art than for the states of spiritual consciousness. His spirituality
was in beauty more than in divinity. When an aspect is mild, then one must reach out for it in freedom. This brings
us back to something we looked at earlier in a different way. The Sun is unaspected. One valid interpretation of
this is that his individuality has no toehold through which to situate itself. The positive side of this is that, if he
can feel as ease with himself suspended state with no strong predisposition pulling him one way or another, he has
the freedom to become whatever he wants to become in spirit. He does not appear to have been too successful in
that. Because he did not focus himself in his individually sufficiently, he probably felt weak in his inmost being.
Consequently, when the world began to pay attention to him and what he was doing, he could not bear up under
the pressure of attention. He probably was, in fact, weak in his central being because he did not have enough
strength in his individuality to hold together the desire impulses pulling him one way or another. Thus feeling
himself a failure, a failure about to be exposed to success, he followed the impulse to suicide since the individuality wasn’t that important anyway and the personality was bent to suffer masochistically.
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Synthesis and summary guide
Synthesis and Summary Chart

Synthesis/Summary Factor				

Relative Importance Rating

Profile(s):											 		8
#1 strong, clear, giving bucket							
7
#4 fire-water standout								
		
7
#5, #6 & #7 strong, self-initiating universal figure
			
6
Significant Aspects:								
			
#1 thru #4,
5 L 8, 69, 16%; 										9
6 F 7, 69, 16%; 										9
7 K 8, 64, 14%:										9
4 F 8, 49, 11%;										7

9		

Significant Planets:									 			 9
#1, 8, 279, 24%; 										9
#2, 7, 205, 18%; 										7
#3, 4, 156, 13%										5			
#4, 5, 146, 13%; 										5
#5, 6, 137, 12%										5
		
Significant Personality Factors:							 			7
ascendant and ruler (4) moderately strong and with 8			
		
7
personality suffused with emotionality, subjectivity
			
		
7
likely to health problems from overdoing					
		
6
Significant Emotionality Factors:							 			9
strongest character facet 								
9
4 of 5 strongest aspects involve emotionality planets						
9
very conflicted and exaggerative 						
		
7
Significant Mentality Factors: 							
			
5 (concrete mentality) modestly strong;							7
8 (abstract mentality) very strong and emotional; 						
9
4 (instinctual mentality) modestly strong
						
7
no strong mental flavor—abstract but not mentally so 			
		
6

7

Significant Individuality Factors:							
			
3 (self) weak & unaspected; - weak and earthbound; = & ; weak; 			
5
all benign aspects but weak							 		5

5

Overall Comparison:									
personality strong, receptive and emotional					
emotionality strongest , conflicted, abstract, expansive			
mentality modest strength, abstract strongest, concrete weakest		
spirituality weak, weakest, individuality weak				

9

			
		
8
		
9
		
5
		
4
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Vincent van Gogh Summary Brief
This is the horoscope of an exaggerative individual, emotionally exaggerative. He is impressionable, he feels
things, he becomes excited and he exaggerates things to the degree of distortion. Though primarily emotional,
he is also abstract and his abstract expansiveness he is also emotionally expansive. His mind and his emotions
play into each other. His mind is appreciable, there is excellent coordination between the abstract mind and the
concrete mind, and the instinctual mind is also strong, but the mentality is not as strong as the emotionality. One
cannot rightly say that he is dominated by his lower nature nor can one say that his ideational nature dominates
either. This seems to be a case where in the best description of his character one must always see it as a whole.
Doing that one can say that his consciousness is suspended in an atmosphere of emotion and feeling both abstract
and concrete and sometimes it seems he is more primal and primitive in his emotional being and at other times it
seems that he is abstracted in far-reaching ideas. There is an impressive oscillation between the abstract and the
concrete and he can move back and forth between them with ease, now seeking a feeling toned and color toned
idea and now finding an excellent example of it in one tiny dab of an opposite color to express it in living brilliance.
His ethos and life purpose are coincident in generosity. He is filled with ideas, ideals and an enthusiastic spirit
and he must give. His whole life is designed to be a generous outpouring of a universal nature. His function to
himself is to be a servant and giving is his service. To facilitate this he must not have a strong ego or self nature
which would give an impedimental friction to giving. While he does have an enthusiastic and excessive pride in
what he is doing while he is doing it, he does not have a vain or competitive pride, in fact, he has a servile humility which he feels is in keeping with his station in life and which he maintains religiously. Since he gives with
abandon, there is eventual stress on his health to the degree of deterioration; however, ill health does nothing to
deter his desire to give.
Overwork and personal abandonment are not the only contributors to ill health. The emotional, passional, desire
in which he concentrates so much of his conscious being is turbulent and internally conflicted. As said, he does
have excellent coordination between the abstract and concrete consciousness, especially through the mind, but
within the concrete desire nature itself there is a lot of struggle. He loves feeling and their expression as color is
like a religious experience to him. He does not wish to mute what is so important to him so he is not likely to discipline his desires and emotions as long as they do not interfere with his expression. To be alive in one’s feelings
is a wonderful experience but when there are so many different kinds of feelings and all with such intensity, it can
be confusing and overwhelming. He has a passion for rare beauty and simultaneously a sexual passion, and both
can be directed at a woman at the same time. She can be seen as a unique beauty and someone with whom he can
relieve the pressure of his passions so he can get on with his work. It is not clear whether he would rather paint a
woman or coalesce with her and his attitude seems to lean toward the former except when he seeks relief and release. He is an archetypal temperamental artist. He is frank and open in all of his expressions, it is his philosophy
to be so and it is a practice acted on to keep the expressive flow open. For people who are strongly jupiterian, i.e.
extremely expansive, it is sometimes not easy to differentiate between abstraction and generalization, the former
being precise and the latter not well defined. This was surely the case for Vincent. From his writings it is clear
that he could abstract very well but in his painting it is clear that generalization was not lost to him either. This
difference was not something he deliberated. The way it seemed to work was that he experienced beauty. In that
experience he became excited and felt the necessity to share it or give it. He experience both the object of beauty
and the ideal and in his passionate desire to get it out he was not precise. He endeavored to be true to the intense
beauty which he felt so keenly and the ideal which he also felt keenly and a lot of precision detail was not necessary. As a consequence and his painting sessions were furious outpourings, at times there was paint running off
of the edge of the canvas. With not much restraint and forbearance his life was an emotional flurry. His physical
personality was not strong as is often the case with impressionable personalities and he wore it out. He became
a victim of his mounting emotions with neither the strength of self nor the restraint of caution to rein them in and
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he became the victim of an auto-induced emotional syndrome or cyclone.
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Alternate natal horoscope

Attitude

Opportunity

Action

Focus

More balance, no comment
Education and relations with others as equals most important
moderately high, a versitile individual
Gradated talents, full spectrum intensity
As many trials as triumphs, a talent to match each fault
Accelerating activity through life
Decidedly a builder or maker
Clear inwardly, clear outwardly, emotional turbulence in between which troubles the flow

3/3/4
4/2/3/1
14
5/4/5
6/6/2
6/8
11/3
+/-/+
fire water air

9. Angularity (A/S/C)

10. Triplicity (E/P/R/S)

11. Activity (Total)

12. Intensity (H/M/L)

13. Quality (B/M/V)

14. Application (A/S)

15. Phase (1st/2nd or F/L)

16. Agreement (S/M/A)

Having to cope with fundamentally breakdown times

Many opportunities to take initiative

7/3

8. Circumstantiality (O/E)

2nd square
last quarter

Aculture maven, almost doesn’t know how to look out for her own needs

0/2/6/2

7. Quadrant (1/2/3/4)

17. Stage (Moon Phase)

Serving the other instead of personal direction

2/8

6. Horizontal (E/W)

Dusty profile, organized particulars

1/3/4/2
2/3/5/2

4. Element (F/E/A/W)
A woman of the world, sacrifice of personal living for society

More healthy balance

3/3/4 or 4/3/5

3. Attribute (C/F/C)
2/8

Balance, no comment

5/5 or 7/5

2. Polarity (P/N)

Conspectus

Page: 5

5. Vertical (N/S)

No special spatial preference

Nondescript

Profile

Chart #: 6

1. Gestalt (Type)

Test

Name: Eleanor Roosevelt

Profile Index

13

13

11

11

11

11

11

10

9

9

9

9

9

7

7

7

6
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Gestalt Notes
Eleanor Roosevelt expanded gestalt profile notes

Nondescript
The feeling one gets when looking at this horoscope is one of and individual who sets out with good intentions to
do a smooth, steady, comprehensive and conservative job of life but who gets hooked or fascinated or otherwise
snagged by little duties or concentrations of activities along the way. In some ways it feels like a bowl of oatmeal
with occasional dry lumps.
If this chart was a bowl, its definition would be excellent because all of the planets are in a sweep of 183 degrees,
180 degrees would be perfect.
Since a bowl in an area gestalt, texture is at least as important as definition and usually it is more so. There are two
concentrations, lumps or chunks, and two gaps of more than 30 degrees. A reflecting telescope mirror with this
kind of irregularities would not be effective.
The edge planets are in opposition which gives a feeling of tension that holds thing together in as much of a formation as there is. With Neptune in Taurus and the 5th house as the leading edge and Mars in Scorpio and the
11th house on the trailing edge, one gets ideas like conservative education inspiring her into a mounting sweep of
activity that finishes in more sustained vigor and utopian energy than she began with.
Nonetheless, the edges, while effective, are not sufficient for her approach toward space to be considered patterned
because of the poor texture, though she may well employ some of the ideas of the bowl gestalt. Nondescript.
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Eleanor Roosevelt expanded attitude profile notes
Polarity: 5/5 or 7/5
This is the closest we have come to a perfect balance. Not much can be said except that it is nice to appreciate a
balanced individual and the ease and poise that comes from that state.
Attribute: 3/3/4 or 4/3/5
Once again almost a perfect balance. If anything there is slightly more of an attitude to be a middle person that
can facilitate between extremes. It is, however, not enough for her to be considered wishy washy or anything like
that, just flexible and accommodating.
Element: 1/3/4/2 or 2/3/5/2
Again everything is reasonably close to balanced. She has few planets in fiery signs so she is not pushy or proud
and she has few planets in water so she is not likely to be mushy or maudlin. The modest accentuation in earth
and air indicates someone who can work with detail and mentally organize. In the same way that fire and water
represent the primary creative elements, earth and air represent the formalizing and organizing elements that give
shape and cultural meaning to society. The strongest emphasis being in airy signs is most likely indicator of her
humane and humanitarian attitudes of all of the general profiles.
There is not enough accentuation of earth and air to indicate “a stressed element pair” as mentioned in the handout
that accompanied this assignment, so she is not like a dust storm or a sand dune, if anything it might be like friable
soil or, more likely, a forming nebula dust cloud.
General Cross-Profile
Usually it requires significant unbalance to be able to cross-profile and speculate into the whys and wherefores
of a character. This horoscope appears to be a uncommon exception. All of the profiles that we have drawn thus
far are more or less balanced. The gestalt profile indicates one kind of balance, the balance of a rocking chair
or a bounce back toy. It represents a stabilizing balance by rolling with the punches and bouncing back. Since
the attitude profiles indicate inner attitudes and qualities, and since the attitude profiles are all also generally balanced, it indicates that her inner attitudes are also balanced and that her character, as far as we have examined
it, is thoroughly balanced. Since the polarities are so evenly balanced, it is difficult to determine whether it is
her internal attitudes that are the genesis of the over-arching bowl or whether her ability to encompass all of the
heaven through mastering half of it and reflecting engenders within that outward statement. In any case this general balance across the attitude profiles and the gestalt does show how one kind of balance begets and supports
anther because the balance in the attitude profiles does exactly that to the bowl gestalt. What is so beautiful about
this is that there does not have to be any hard extreme to generate such resiliency. It is an excellent example of
how something can be balanced and not exaggerated and still be strong, a blade of grass has a strength which a
brick will never know.
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Eleanor Roosevelt Expanded Opportunity Profile Notes
Vertical: 2/8
It clearly looks like her work is in the world. The opportunities are for the larger life, the more impersonal life
in society. There are as many opportunities for the macrocosmic life as in the van Gogh but one does not get the
same feeling of self-abandonment and neglect though there may be some loss of sense of being apart from interactions with others.
Horizontal: 2/8
In terms of opportunities this certainly appears to be a chart of self-surrender. She certainly was not apathetic or
unmotivated but all of her opportunities seem to come through others. This profile seems to reinforce the tendencies in the vertical profile. Eleanor was frequently recruited to serve by everyone from newspapers to government
to welfare organizations and, eventually, to international groups and causes.
Quadrant: 0/2/6/2
In this case the absence of planets in the first quadrant seems to mean something different than what it did in the
van Gogh horoscope. In that chart it meant neglect or disregard of personal needs and in this chart it seems to
mean that she didn’t have to be concerned about it. She was born to an established wealthy family and she married into an established wealthy family. The cultural quadrant emphasis also has a slightly different emphasis.
She went to finishing school and was educated in both France and England but when she came into her own in
her adult life, she did not pursue artistic culture as much as cultural movements concerned with human welfare.
Circumstantiality: 7/3
This is one of the greater imbalances that we encounter with this profile in this set of horoscopes. It also seems to
run counter to the trend we have noted with this profile. It helps us to draw a fine distinction. We already know
that she has many opportunities to live in the wider world and to live for others, now we can see that when she
does so, the opportunities afforded to her are ones that she can do something about beside just having to fit into
the established forms of the world. This indicates a different kind of opportunity than we normally associate with
creative opportunity. We normally think of free-form creation and not creation that means doing societal work in
a different way than it has been done before which is what she does.
Angularity: 3/3/4
Again one of those perfect balances for which we are glad for the sake of the native but about which there is little
to say. The very slight tilt toward the cadent houses does augment everything we have seen so far and shows
another side of it. It shows opportunities to do things through others and in that be flexible in character as it is
defined and developed by opportunities rather than attitudes.
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Opportunity notes (continued)

Triplicity: 4/2/3/1
Another one that doesn’t get or take much time to retreat and be inward and when she does so, it is for the sake
of solving shared problems among others. This is certainly not an extreme imbalance. It shows her generous
supply of opportunities to expand and to interact with others. In this case the 1st-5th-9th triplicity is not merely
expression, which was not really a big activity in life for her, nor education, though she was very well educated
in her youth, but instead it indicates opportunities to expand, mostly through travel. She was always traveling.
She traveled more than her husband and wider than his travels. The other accentuation in the equals relationships
opportunities indicates she was a team player by opportunity as well as by attitude.
Internal Cross-Profiling:
Profiles number 5, 6, 8 and 10 when combined seem to produce a general opportunity profile that is positively inclined to do something for society and the world and the people in it. Such mass cross-profiling is not so much for
interpretive speculation as for general description and seeing how the different kinds of opportunities can bring
different things out of her. Since the other two profiles augment (7) or add the stability of balance (9), this appears
to be a very consistent and efficient general opportunity profile because there does not seem to be any tension or
canceling-out of one profile by another. General opportunities for general good.
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Eleanor Roosevelt Expanded Activity Profile Notes
Activity: 14
Aspects often precipitate events so the activity profiles can indicate the kinds of events one experiences which, in
turn, indicate the kind of experience one will accumulate. Thus this moderate to high activity profile in Eleanor’s
case seems to point to the fairly large variety of experiences she had in life. Such a view toward aspects and
activity does not counter the more standard view that this profile would indicate that this is someone with a wide
variety of social skills; in fact, it might help to explain the origin of those skills.
Intensity: 5/4/5
Some people like only loud music, some only soft. To be a complete musician, one must be able to be conversant
with the entire gamut. This profile gives this writer an inkling that this is what it means in her life. This does not
mean that everyone who has many aspects evenly distributed through high, medium and low intensity will have
the right touch for all occasions. It only means that in someone of sufficiently advanced evolutionary development. Someone that is not generally evolved may have all of the ingredients of a horoscope but they may not
mean very much because not very much has been evolved. Only observation, intuition and good sound judgment
can determine the level of evolutionary development.
Quality: 6/6/2
Even though she may have turned a bright smile to the camera and usually seemed composed, this profile indicates that it wasn’t necessarily so. She no doubt had her trying moments and a good number of faults to contend
with. Philosophically speaking, it seems as though the individuals that have to fight a closely matched battle
within are the people that seem to grow and progress the most in life.
Application: 6/8
This profile seems accurate because she started out as a shy, awkward girl with no particular talents and she progressed and grew constantly throughout life. She was like a sun that never set. She was always taking hold in
some new venture or development within her being.
Phase: 11/3
One wonders whether this kind of profile is one of the constituents of a liberal disposition in that it is always looking to build without conservative consolidation or looking toward the past. The only problem with it is that there
is insufficient time to contemplate the meaning of growth in life.
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Internal Cross Profiling:
One cannot do anything if one is generally or completely off balance but all change is brought about by imbalance. What is important in this is the proportion of balance to imbalance. So one wonders whether the general
solid balance in the earlier, more important aspect profiles provide the groundwork so that she can accomplish the
waxing, constructive activities of the later two activity profiles with their more subtle influences. Whether it is
true or not cross profiling the quality test with the phase test shows whatever accomplishment she aims for, it will
be done in a battle of opposing forces of about equal strength (intensity profile).
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Eleanor Rooseveldt Expanded Focus Profile Notes
Agreement: +/-/+ Air/Water/Fire
Sometimes one has great notions to accomplish but in the process of accomplishing them one frets over how it is
to be done and the entire incubation and materialization process is impeded by indecision about procedures. This
can be overcome but the whole doing of it is not highly efficient. Seen another way, on can become enthused by
people and things without and have that enthusiasm stir up inner emotional excitement that it hard to get past to
judge the original perception correctly. Seen another way, the outer world may be viewed optimistically and seem
to charge into the inner nature where strong impressions are formed though the waters upon which the images are
formed may be troubled. From those impressions one may garner aesthetic, intuitive insights if one can get beyond the strong images to more subtle spiritual knowing. In any case, there is a strong maternal soul nature with
which the sometimes shrinking spiritual nature and the balking personality must get around to communicate with
each other.
Stage: 2nd square, last quarter of the Moon
One cannot expect much success with a garden if one sows one’s seeds in autumn. Similarly, the last quarter of
the moon is not a time conducive for initiating successful projects that have a definite objective. With the Sun in
Libra this particular quarter moon is like harvest time when the threshing activity breaks the husks, which were
the protective womb of the developing grain, from the seeds. There is conflict inherent in any square. It this case
the strong cancerian Moon and the fallen Sun seem to indicate a strong maternal instinct that thwarts and indecisive spiritual selfhood by hanging on too much.
Putting everything together the general focus of the horoscope seems to be one of a well-intended but hesitant
individual with plenty of charm but with a halting, awkward nature that may be lovable and loved despite her own
self-reservations.
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Cross profiling notes
Eleanor Rooseveldt Cross Profile Notes

Attitude Internal Cross Profiling
All of the attitude profiles are balanced or near to balanced with the only exception being that she may not be
very fiery (#4). For an astrologer this means that it is hard to delve into the character because there is so much
balance, it is like trying to stab a pea with a steak knife. For the person inside the horoscope it is often a sign of a
healthy character that doesn’t need an extremity to express itself well in life. Balance is healthy. Balance is what
the organism strives to maintain to perpetuate itself.
Opportunity Internal Cross Profiling
Imbalance is how change is brought about and change is necessary for progress. What imbalance there is in this
horoscope is in the opportunity profiles where more profiles are significantly out of balance than are in balance.
Like van Gogh, Eleanor sacrifices opportunities to meet personal needs (#7) but she does so for cultural purposes
(#7) and not for universal outpouring. One can see a benevolent disposition in that she like circumstances that can
be changed (#8) but not for her own sake but for the sake of society (#5) and she is humble enough to allow others
to indicate the need for change (#6). One wonders whether societal opportunities (#5) evoked opportunities to
be responsive (#6) or vice versa--it could be either or both. It is clear that the greater world (#5), the demands of
others (#6) and cultural sensitivity (#7) left little time for retreat and problem solving (#10).
Action Internal Cross Profiling
A return to balance. She has neither too many tools nor too few (#11) (if one may dare to make such a judgement.
She has a good sense of touch throughout the gamut from delicate to intense (#12). She has a balance of perfection and difficulty (#13). She does have a slight appreciation of anticipation and the buildup of tension (#14) and
she is much more of a builder than a dissolver (#15) so much so that one wonders whether her appreciation of
anticipatory tension isn’t due to wanting to see constructions completed.
Focus Internal Cross Profiling
One wonders whether she feels like the rug is being pulled out from under her (#17) because she holds things
inside of her that should be passed on either inwardly or outwardly (#16). One also wonders whether her attempt
to contain things in protection or stability (#1) is the reason that she tends to hold things from clear passage (#16)
or from dissolving (#17) as all things must in their own time. Even though she is a big spirit and has the world at
large (#5) in heart, her general outlook in life is rocky (#1, #16, #17) but she put a good face on it.
Cross Profiling of General Profile Categories
One wonders whether an opportunity imbalance where there is a dearth of opportunities to tend to one’s personal
needs (#7) and the solution of problems (#10) doesn’t lead to an unhappy and tension filled overall character atmosphere (#1, #16, #17). Said another way, does too much emphasis on the world (#5) and on the opportunity to
respond to others (#6) and on cultural opportunities (#7) cause one to be blocked or from overall happiness (#17)
or to be retentive (#16) where fluency is called for. Is this general profile index a matter of healthy attitudes and
healthy actions applied to imbalanced opportunities that cause and overall unhappiness or unfulfillment?
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Ascendant: { 16˚37’
Ruler of Ascendant: 8: U 28°53’, 9th, #3, 180, 12%
Planets in the east: (none)
Aspects to Ascendant: (none that seem significant)
3 and/or 4: 		

3: O 18˚45’, 10th, #7, 119, 8%; 		

Planets in earth: 3: =: R 22˚48’ R, #9, 79, 5%; 			
			-: I 29˚49’, 9th, #8, 117, 8%
Vitality Significators
3: O 18˚45’, 10th, #7, 119, 8%
7: P 19˚49’, 11th, #2, 183, 13%
4: Y 19˚34’, 7th, #1, 277, 19%
Planets in Fire: 1, 8: U 28°53’, 9th, #3, 180, 12%
Relevant Aspects
8 K ;, #8, 49, 7%
6 F 8, #10, 26, 4%
8 J 0, #11, 23, 3%
8 K =, #14, 9, 1%
4 K 3, #2, 84, 12%
3 L 0, #12, 16, 2%
4 L 7, #1, 94, 14%
4 K 3, #2, 84, 12%
4 J =, #9, 46, 6%
Mean Aspect: #8, 48.43, 7.1%

4: Y 19˚34’, 7th, #1, 277, 19%
6: I 3˚49’, 9th, #6, 119, 8%;

Photos
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Eleanor Roosevelt Personality Brief
This personality presents astrological conditions we have not seen before. There are no planets in the east, the
ruler of the ascendant is weak, and the strongest planets are not directly involved in the outer personality. While
it does mean that the personality is weak relative to the other facets of her character, it does not necessarily mean
that the personality is weak in general but this writer is inclined to think it is in this case . She was world famous,
she was influential, but that she was not strong in her personality. However, she did get a lot out of it anyway.
Sagittarius rising is not a strong sign. It provides energy but not stamina and it does not provide self-control and
discipline to manage the energy. She was not weak and sickly but she was not strong and vigorous either. She
was raised to be a debutante in the upper levels of New York society but for much of her childhood she was not
know in the circles in which she was being prepared for. This is exactly what one would expect with the ruler
of the ascendant in the 8th house. She was a happy child as one might expect with Sagittarius rising but she was
not a child with an abundance of enthusiasm and gusto even though she would have liked to express more of that.
She was capable of a noble bearing as indicated by Jupiter in Leo but it required training. Sagittarius rising is
less than ideal for a finished young lady. She was tall and gangly and a little awkward as one might expect with
this rising sign. Jupiter does not form any really strong aspects and the strongest one it does form (the square to
Pluto) is not pleasant but it does describe one element of her upbringing, strictness and rigor. Her rearing was
primarily in the hands of her mother and her maternal grandmother as one might expect with the extremely strong
Moon. She was born a Roosevelt in a another branch of the family from her husband Franklin Roosevelt who was
a cousin of some degree. The Roosevelts were old-fashioned, conservative, strict dutch. Her personal training
was more strict than most. She not only had to walks with a book on her head, she also had a rod strapped to her
back to ensure a perfectly erect posture. She learned French in France and studied English literature and finishing
in England so Jupiter must have extended its influence across the cusp of the 9th where it conjoins Venus. Her
entire life was filled with travel but it was almost always for some kind of problem solving.
It was not merely to satisfy a gendered division of labor that here training was in the hands of the women of the
family. Part of the reason was to keep her away from the influence of her father. Aries ruses the cusp of the 4th
which is most often the house that represents relations with the father and, therefore, Mars most likely represents
her father. Mars opposite Neptune is the aspect that represents him even though Mars trine Moon is a stronger
aspect. Her father was the black sheep of the family. He was gallant and adventurous but he also liked to party
and drink and was in the eyes of the family a ne’er-do-well, dissolute failure. Eleanor loved him, she adored him.
This presented problems for the more proper elements of the family. They couldn’t completely deprive her of the
father she loved so dearly but they couldn’t have her be under his influence either. They tried to compromise by
allowing her to see him sometimes but tried to train her behavior that was anything but his. The result was mixed.
From the Jupiter square Pluto she did learn about power and discipline but not in a happy way but she was able to
be positive anyway. She was more divided about men and indulgent styles of living and this went deeply enough
into her inner being to perhaps indicate the gender ambivalence of which she is speculated to have had. There
was a positive side to the Jupiter square Pluto also. She was a builder for the good even though vision may have
been a little tight and small when she was young. She tried to use power for the good, especially in hard situations.
Jupiter has traditionally been called the greater benefic. It always seems to work for the good, even in afflicted
aspects. One of the problems of that can be an overconfidence or an exaggerated distortion of reality. The personality of Eleanor, though crowded with too much to do, does not seem to have been prone to these pitfalls. In
general she was positive but not excessive and generous but not foolish though she was always willing to give the
benefit of the doubt.
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The personality is more that just the appearances from without. It is also what one sees in the without. In this she
was jupiterian. She saw goodness in people, even people in the poverty of the depression and she was optimistic
about recovery from that depression. Her positivity as an emissary to the people was almost as important as the
programs that her husband instituted as a recovery from the great depression. She could visit people that were
down and out physically and psychologically and interact with them without them feeling intruded upon or used
for political public relations.
Despite the fact that she had a very cultural education and finishing school training and the fact that she did have
good taste, she never seemed comfortable in her attire. She chose elegant and dressy clothing but she always
seemed like someone who would feel more comfortable barefoot in the grass in a Sagittarian way. Perhaps it was
that quality which made her seem so lovable. In our times when slacks are acceptable attire in many situations,
she would have been much more at ease.
She did have complaints but no major illnesses which is quite an accomplishment for someone with a relatively
weak personality and an afflicted ruler of the ascendant. A good deal of this success can probably be attributed to
the Venus-Jupiter conjunction. It is not a strong aspect but it is an aspect between the two major benefic planets
and it unites the tone of the inmost part of the character (the Sun in Libra ruled by Venus) and the outmost part
of the character (Sagittarius rising ruled by Jupiter.) One of the best keywords for Venus-Jupiter aspects is relaxation. Much illness in life is the consequence of tension. Thus, being able to relax and relieve tension, no doubt,
helped her to persevere in a very full life.
Eleanor was popular and not just because she was married to a president of the United States but also because of
her personality. People like to be around others who are cheery and positive. Her ability to relax was projected
to others and she was popular because she could make others relax. There are a number of factors to this. There
are many planets of high elevation in her chart so she is bound to meet many people in high places and experience
helped her to learn to be relaxed. There are three planets in the 9th house indicating, as we have seen, a lot of
travel. Exposure to people of other cultures opens and broadens the personality especially with Sagittarius rising.
Even the position of Jupiter in the 8th probably helped her to bring others to relaxation. This positioning probably indicates her ability to be enthused and positive for others in an almost covert way so that they didn’t feel
her influence as threatening. This relaxation aspect of the personality is important for spiritual students in that it
shows that the nature of the character from past lives will come out despite outer attempts to make it something
different. She may have had a severe rearing but she managed to be a relaxed person anyway.
She has an expectable number of planets in earth signs (three.) They are of middle to low strength planets but they
show something interesting about her appreciation of material things. Uranus and Neptune are planets of intuition
and sensitivity and Venus is a planet of art and beauty. From this one can conclude that her attraction to the things
of the earth is not strong but it is sensitive and tasteful. She has an innate appreciation of culture through objects
and artifacts of culture.
The Sun is an average strength planet but Mars is strong and the is very strong and martial. From this it is reasonable to conclude that she has a pretty strong vitality. Mars is in a fixed sign but its strongest aspect to the Moon
and the cardinal nature of Moon and Sun indicate that there probably is not a good deal of stamina. Sagittarius is
also an etherically energetic sign and it too is not known for its stamina but for it capacity for exhaustion in overexertion. The vitality has a quality about it of being vital when there is action to be taken. It is almost like colts
and horses that must be active and on their feet (hooves?) to stay alive. Jupiter is the only planet in a fixed fire
sign, the fixed sign Leo, but that is hardly enough to indicate stamina and the aspects to Jupiter do not do much
to enhance this.
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4: Y 19° 34’, 7th, #1, 277, 19%
7: P 19° 49’, 11th, #2, 183, 13%
6: I 3° 49’, 9th, #6 119, 8%
0: T 24° 13’ R, 7th, #10, 67, 5%
8: U 28° 53’, 8th, #3, 183, 12%
Planets in water: 2:

4: Y 19° 34’, 7th, #1, 277, 19%;

7: P 19° 49’, 11th, #2, 183, 13%

Relevant Aspects
4 L 7, #1, 94, 14%						7 L 4, #1, 94, 14%
4 K 3, #2, 84, 12%						7 a =, #6, 54, 8%
4 J =, #9, 46, 6%
6 K ;, #5, 59, 9%						0 J 8, #11, 23, 3%
6 F 8, #10, 26, 4%						0 L 3, #12, 16, 2%
								0 K -, #13, 11, 2%
8 K ;, #8, 49, 7%
8 F 6, #10, 26, 4%
8 J 0, #11, 23, 3%
8K =, #14, 9, 1%

Mean Aspect: #3.3, 48.43, 7.14%
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Again we find that the emotionality in this horoscope is very strong. The Moon and Mars are the two strongest
planets in the horoscope and the trine between them is the strongest aspect in the horoscope. That they are in
water signs indicates even more emotionality. Three of the top four aspects involve planets in the emotionality:
the Moon, Mars and Venus. It is too early in our investigation to say that the emotionality is the strongest of the
four facets of character but for now we can say that it is very strong and that it is stronger by comparison than the
personality which we have already studied.
One interesting feature of this emotionality is what is emphasized and what is not. In our study of feeling, emotion and desire using very simple astrology we have looked at the three major components of the functioning of
the desire body. First we looked at feeling. One has to feel before one can emote or desire, one cannot desire
something of which one is not aware. When one acts on feeling, i.e. when one desires, one activates one of the
twin forces of repulsion or attraction by acting in self-assertion (Mars) or in self-sacrifice (Venus). After feeling
and desire force the third major component of the desire body is motive. The motive associated with self-assertion and its consequent repulsion is selfishness (Saturn) and the motive associated with self-sacrifice is giving
(Jupiter). In this horoscope the first two components, feeling and force, are quite strong but the motives are not.
The Moon is very strong as is Mars, and Venus is somewhere near the middle in terms of strength but Saturn and
Jupiter are the two weakest planets in the horoscope.
This one elementary set of facts paints a very good introductory profile of the emotionality. With the Moon as
strong as it is, it doesn’t take much of a stimulus for her to feel something. Sometimes the Moon in Cancer can
feel something and not be responsive. It can just lie where it is like a clam and absorb itself in its feelings. That
is not always the case or even usually the case but it is always a temptation with the sign Cancer which sometimes
feels that its purpose in life is to absorb feelings. It is certainly not the case in this horoscope for as soon as she
feels she is in action. The feelings of the Moon immediately stimulate the actions of Mars. Venus is not as strong
and the square of Venus to Pluto does slow things a little bit but the common sign disposition does indicate a nimble giving emotionality. Because Saturn and Jupiter are weak she tends not to act on the basis of strong motives.
Motives are almost an afterthought. This does not mean that she is without goals but that ultimate motives are
not her main rationale for acting, what she feels and what gets her sympathy is what she acts on and act she must.
The sign and house positions of the emotionality planets clarify the elementary description of the emotionality a
little more. The Moon in Cancer indicates feelings that are often taken personality. It is as though the maternal
quality of this positioning has a motherly possessiveness that applies to all of the feelings and emotions indicated
by it. Venus in Virgo, though not very potent, does have a petty, personal quality about it and takes hurt at anything it considers to be a slight. Mars in Scorpio is not necessarily personal in its feelings but it can be. Water
seeks its own level and all of the water signs seem to have a kind of clannishness that seeks its own and that results
in personal feelings. Jupiter and Saturn are not in signs which indicate personal feelings. To the contrary, the
positive signs usually do not take things personally but these planets are weak so it is safe to say that there is a
tendency for this individual to have personal feelings and emotions. The opportunities are another matter. All of
the primary emotionality planets, with the exception of Jupiter, which is just about in the universalizing 9th house,
are in houses which indicate opportunities to act for the sake of others. The 9th and 11th houses are also universalizing houses. Thus it is safe to say that most of the opportunities for emotional expression and desire motivation
are other oriented. Combining these factors we can see that she takes personally her feelings and responsibilities
for others and that many of them are expanded opportunities. The 11th house, for example, is the house of “dogood” organizations. Eleanor belonged to many of such organizations but she was not just a figurehead or a name
associated with them. She worked and she worked hard and regularly which is exactly what we would expect
with this combination. Looking at the aspect associations of the big three (Moon, Mars and Venus) with
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other planets we note that each of them has an aspect with an octave planet. This seems to indicate that there is
a spiritual element that pervades the emotionality but since most of the octave planets are weak, the spiritual element does not predominate the basic emotional state. From this we can say that she has some lofty sentiments but
that she is basically not a highly spiritual individual. The situation with Venus is the exception. Pluto is stronger
than Venus and the square between Venus and Pluto is clearly the strongest aspect of Venus. However, this does
not mean that Venus is an especially spiritual planet. What is more likely is that she has some complicating love
blockages that tend to bring her to an almost obsessive emotional state about love (most of this is covered in the
oral discussion of her emotionality.) When looking at all of the aspects to the three primary emotionality significators, which are also the strongest emotionality significators, we see there are as many benefic aspects as there
are malefic aspects so the emotionality is not without its trouble but that it is not predominantly troubled either.
A closer look reveals that with the exception of the Venus-Pluto square, the benefic aspects are stronger than the
malefic and that the benefic aspects are usually associated with the basic planets and not the octaves. This give
us a pretty clear general picture of her emotionality. In the emotional basics of life she his healthy and strongly
motivated to action but that there are some difficulties with the spiritual planets. In the a long term view of this it
looks like she has brought basic motivation to a good state of ripeness with which she can do a lot for the world
but that in relation to higher emotions things are more faint and trying. This seems to indicate someone ripe for
serving the world that is just beginning to move toward higher things which are so much different than worldly
things that difficulties are not surprising but more the order of the day.
The Moon trine Mars is obviously the most important aspect in the emotionality and probably the entire horoscope so lets look at it for a little bit. Both planets are in what is called “essential dignity” or “rulership”; therefore, each can work at its natural best without having to adapt to things outside of its essential nature. It has been
noted in other emotionality studies that Mars-Moon aspects are aspects of emotional fluency that is usually unimpeded whether for healthy or unhealthy ends. In general, even if the ends are not the best ends, it is usually more
conducive to emotional health the get them out that to hold them in an repress them and have them stagnate and
fester and build up to come out with uncontrollable force in unrecognizable forms. This predominant aspect indicates a healthy emotionality, healthy because it stimulates action which is what the desire body is intended to do,
and because the feeling behind the desire action and the desire action itself are balanced and appropriate in their
strength. It is not a matter of too much action on too little motivation or too much feeling and not enough action.
There is an old adage about water that applies perfectly to this aspect. It goes something to the effect of “a stream
that is allowed to flow will run itself clean”, When we studied the personality of Eleanor we noted that she was a
lovable, affable person, someone that you liked immediately. Now we can see that emotionally, in the main, that
is backed up in her emotional nature. She is the friend one is happy to have because she is willing to help when
she is sensitive to need, which is almost always. When she does act it is with sympathy but not with judgment,
it is clean clear action. The house positioning of this aspect is also interesting. We have already mentioned the
Mars position of that of an active do-gooder. The Moon position is equally true to her life and character. When
we did the general profiles before doing the estimation and the analysis we are doing now we noted that she had
a large preponderance of planets in the west. We noted at that time that this meant that many of her opportunities came through others. Now, looking more closely, we can see that with the Moon in the 7th house, many of
the feelings that motivate her to action come through her partner. She is sensitive to him and his suggestions and
they move her to good works for others. She was probably the most active First Lady until Hillary Clinton. She
toured the poor areas of the country in nation during the depression giving the people courage and assuring them
that help was on the way. She was tireless. She was the friend of the people. With Saturn in the 7th house, even
well aspected, it is clear that some of the demands placed upon her by her husband were onerous. Moreover, the
Moon square to the Sun shows that there were struggles concerning the fame and the public nature of her work
between her and her spouse. Nonetheless her concern was seen as being genuine and with the Moon in Cancer
she was a sort of archetypal mother to the people and her willingness to work was catching in the populace. That
she had considerable but uncomfortable charisma is indicated by the opposition of Mars to Neptune to be studied
in the oral.
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Concrete Mind: 5: O 2° 50’, 9th, #5 , 15, 10%
Concrete mental attitudes (planets in T, I): 4: 		
0: T 24°13’ R, 7th, #10, 67, 5%; 			
-: I 29°49’,9th, #8,112, 8%

;: T 1°53’ R, 6th, #4, 174, 12%;
6: I 3°49’, 9th, #6, 119, 9%;

Intellective/Organizational Mentality (planets in air): 4:;: T 1°53’ R, 6th, #4, 174, 12%;
0 : T 24°13’ R, 7th, #10, 67, 5%;			
5: O 2° 50’, 9th, #5 , 15, 10%;
3: O 18° 13’, 10th, #7 , 117, 8%
Opportunities to develop concrete mind (3rd house): cusp= U, no planets in 3rd
Ideational/abstract mind: 8 U 28° 53’, 8th, #3, 180, 12%
Ideational attitudes (planets in {, W): Ascendant; { 16°37’
Opportunities to develop ideational mind (9th house): Cusp= 1°25’ I; 6 : I 3°49’, 9th, #6, 119, 9%;
-: I 29°49’,9th, #8,112, 8%; 			
5: O 2° 50’, 9th, #5 , 15, 10%
Instinctual/automatic/reflective mind: 4 Y 19°34’, 7th, #1, 277, 19%
Relevant Aspects
5 L ;, #3, 81, 12%
					
8
5 F -, #6, 54, 8%						8
								8
								8

K ;, #8, 49, 7%
F 6, #10, 26, 4%
J 0 #11, 23, 3%
K =, #14, 9, 1%

4 L 7, #1, 94, 14%
4 K 3, #2, 84, 12%
4 J =, #9, 46, 6%
Mean Aspect: #8.2, 48.43, 7.1%%
Other Factors In The Mentality To Consider
Promethian Cycle (forethought vs afterthought)		
Projective vs Receptive
Analysis vs Synthesis Inductive vs Deductive
Thought vs Memory (rethought)				
Retention and recall
Questioner vs Answerer					
Observation & Discrimination
Expressive vs Retentive					
Imaginative vs Invisible
Continuity							Ponderous vs Impulsive
Concentrative vs Relaxed					Speed
Cogitative vs Dispersive					Depth
Platonistic vs Aristotelian					Independence, Creative
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Eleanor Roosevelt Mentality Brief
This horoscope provides us an opportunity to examine something we haven’t studied yet, i.e. planetary values
versus sign values. If we were to look merely at the sign value of the ascendant in Sagittarius, we would likely
conclude that Eleanor had a mostly abstract mentality. However, if we look at the planetary values and see that Jupiter is weak and Mercury and the Moon are very strong, we can see clearly that the more concrete down-to-earth
mentality is actually stronger than the abstract mentality. Even this needs clarification. The Moon is clearly the
strongest planet. It is nearly twice as strong as Mercury but this must be taken in the context of the whole horoscope and her life and background. It does not mean that she functioned primarily with instinctual cunning. She
was much too cultured for that as can be seen by all of the planets above the earth, especially in the third (cultural)
quadrant of the horoscope. She has one third of the planets in Virgo and Libra which indicates that she is refined
and gentle. She has one third of the planets in mercurial signs and one third in airy signs. All of these indicate
someone with a literary, artistic and cultural background, a humanist. She was someone who went to college,
who went to finishing school and was trained so speak French like a proper lady. Thus we need to find other more
refined interpretations for the Moon, even the strong, normally primitive Moon trine Mars aspect. The Moon is in
Cancer which it rules. Mercury is in Libra which is ruled by Venus. These two rulers, Moon and Venus, are the
most feminine planets. With regard to the mentality this probably means that she is mentally receptive. It probably also means that in her mentality she is gentle and even genteel. Thus she can be seen in her intellect she is
something of a woman’s woman. She thinks in a way that almost all women can appreciate and also the men who
appreciate a feminine stance. A strong Moon is also almost always seen as a strong mother figure, a matron or a
nurturer. Thus through her emotionality, especially, and her basic, instinctual mind she functions as a protectress
and her actions are perceived that way. She was probably first mother as much as first wife or first lady.
Having briefly examined the general flavor of the mentality, lets turn to some of the other qualities of the mind and
lets try to also do that by synthetically blending several things together. Mercury rises before the Sun as do the
Moon and Jupiter so we can see that all aspects of the mentality are forward-looking and anticipatory. Saturn is
also before the Sun and not very strong so she doesn’t look back a lot. The anticipatory nature of the mind can be
seen in the conjunction of Mercury and Uranus which is futuristic. This too is flavored with her humanism. She
looks to the human needs of people and is eager to look at new ways to help them. Franklin might have instituted
keynesian economics into the New Deal but there is no doubt that she was an eager supporter, if not innovator, of
many of the social welfare aspects of it. She traveled about, took notes and heard the problems of those suffering
from the depression. The Jupiter rising before the Sun shows her optimism. The Moon rising before the Sun in
the very strong trine with Mars shows a mental attitude that is not only maternally protective but also positive
about doing something about social problems.
There are two planets in Virgo but they are creative and artistic and not given to analysis so it is reasonable from
negative testimony that synthesis is more likely than analysis. With all of the planets in air signs and Virgo this
is a mentality of delineative synthesis. For many years despite having a family and despite traveling and having
many functions and duties as first lady, she wrote a newspaper column every day, even after leaving the White
House. She not only delineated, she did so lyrically. Mercury in Libra has a lyrical quality as does Venus in
Virgo. This does not mean that she wrote poetry or lyrics but in her cases it indicates thought and writing which
flows in a lyrical fashion and is quite persuasive. Culture does not have to mean snobbery. It can very well mean
that she can note things and speak and write about them with deft cultural references that add to their charm and
acceptability. These two planets do form a semisextile and they are in mutual reception. Because these planets
are in the 9th house, her writing has the quality of a travelog and a statement of idealism so that people are carried
along with her and are pulling for her view of things.
Mercury is not usually at its best in the 9th house. There is some tendency to try to work with abstract matters
concretely which often causes the mercurial mind to float away and saliency. The trine of Mercury and Pluto,
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which is Mercury’s strongest aspect, does a good deal to anchor the mind and focus without letting go. This is an
aspect of mental discipline and her ability to tenaciously stick to her duties, especially her writing, shows how important her strict upbringing was to her accomplishment in life. Sometimes Mercury-Pluto aspects can be closed
minded, even if accurate, but the 9th house and sagittarian influence in this horoscope show open-mindedness.
The conjunction of Mercury and Uranus shows another facet of her concrete mind. Uranus and Pluto are both
creative planets in the sense of spiritual creation wherein one creates something new that has never been there
before. Pluto usually sets up a creative atmosphere but does not enter directly into the creative activity—Pluto
rarely enters into anything directly. When Pluto is part of the creative activity it seems to command things into
existence, a creative fiat. In this case it seems to mean that her mental discipline focusses the mind to sufficient
depth and sustains its focus long enough so that she is capable of vast, almost spontaneous communication. Even
this must be synthesized to indicate that the Uranus influence and aspect is not strong enough to indicate an impulsive thinker. The 9th house position indicates that she writes in a style widely acceptable by not being too deep.
The Mercury trine to Pluto also indicates that her thinking is more concentrative than relaxed; however, one would
certainly not say that she was pensive because her mind flows too much for that but even this must be synthesized
because the planets in Gemini indicate worry but it is more of a fussbudget worrying than something ponderous.
The strong Moon in Cancer does not necessarily mean that she is imaginative thinker. What it seems to mean is
that she thinks from pictures which is very different from thinking by making pictures. There are, no doubt, those
instinctive picture which are usually called up from memories that the instinctive mind brings up in the consciousness (such as working with a very sharp implement and seeing one’s self cut) as a measure of caution and which
may or may not be true, but they are very different than creating images in the thought process. Again, she is
not what would be considered an invisible thinker who arrives at a conclusion without the aid of an image. The
mercurial and air emphasis indicates someone who is most likely an informational thinker who derives conclusions from the information placed before here. Normally informational thinkers are inductive thinkers but that
too seems too deliberating to describe her. More likely she surmises from information, surmising being a light
form of deduction.
The influence of Pluto is to slow down the mind and the influence of Uranus is make it instantaneous but even
though Pluto is stronger than that of Uranus there is too much cardinal-common influence in the horoscope to indicate a slow mind. Most likely she is fluent with little bundles of delightful insight now and then and she doesn’t
lose he composure when having to make quick decisions. The same is true when synthesizing the depth of her
mind. Pluto deepens but not so much in the common sign Gemini. Though intuitive and immediate, Uranus does
not mean that it causes the mind to be shallow. From all of this we can say that she had a modestly deep mind.
The same factors that indicate creativity also indicate independence. Both Pluto and Uranus are creative and independent planets. However, Libra is not inclined to be independent and she is way to persuadable for her to be
fiercely independent. She did have her own thoughts about things that differed from Franklin’s but she was never
an antagonist to him or his causes. In matters where she differed but could do nothing about the circumstances,
she would merely state her case and rise above the issue. She functioned more through mental influence (Pluto)
than mental combat.
The three planets in the 9th house and Jupiter on the cusp indicate many opportunities to develop the higher mind
but this writer suspects that, while she may have pondered the ethics of many things, she did not have time to really develop abstraction and she probably shelved the issues for consideration at a later time.
Jupiter is not very strong in this horoscope so she probably didn’t have a strong abstract mind or inclination to
ideation. However, the position of Jupiter in Leo which would indicate the abstraction of light itself is beautiful.
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Eleanor Roosevelt Individuality Fact Sheet
Individuality (3): 18° 45; O, 10th, #7, 117, 8%
Individuality Attitudes (planets in fire): 1+: 		

8: 28° 53’ U, 8th, #3, 180, 12%; Asc: 16° 37’ {

Opportunities for Self-Expression (1st, 5th, 9th):
6: 3° 49’ I, 9th, #6, 119, 9%				
5: 2° 50’ O, 8th, #5, 153, 10%

=: 22° 48’ R R, 5th, #9, 79, 5%
-: 29° 49’ I, 9th, #8, 112, 8%

Mystic Spirituality & Raw Creativity (-): 29° 49’ I, 9th, #8, 112, 8%
Occult Spirituality & Genius (=): 22° 48’ R R, 5th, #9, 79, 5%
Will & Creativity in Potential (;): 1° 53’ R T, 6th, #4, 174, 12%
Opportunities for Super-physical Experience (4th, 8th, 12th): 1: 8: 28° 53’ U, 8th, #3, 180, 12%
Relevant Aspects
3 K 4; #2, 84, 12%						- L ;; #4, 64, 10%
3 L 0; #12, 16, 2%						- F 5; #7, 50, 8%
								- K 0; #13, 11, 2%
= a 7; #6, 54, 8%						;
= J 4; #9, 46, 6%						;
= K 8; #14, 9, 1%						;
								;

L 5; #3, 81, 12%
K 6; #5, 59, 9%
L -; #4, 64, 10%
K 8; #8, 49, 7%
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Since we are all foci of the one Universal Spirit, we are all spiritual. However, some are more actively spiritual
than others. Eleanor Roosevelt seems to be less active spiritually than most. She never mentions God or spirit
in her entire autobiography which is quite long. She never mentions church or religious training. She never
mentions inward experiences which might be called personal spiritual moments. None of her biographers, sympathetic or antipathetic mention it either. All regard her as ethical, high-minded, self-sacrificing, kind and give
all sorts of other compliments but none mention spirituality. We know she attended church (it would have been
political suicide for a president and family to not do so) and she certainly would have professed to a belief in God
but in act she does not appear to have been highly spiritual.
This disinclination could be ascribed to the general weakness of Sun, Jupiter (the planet of religion), and the
octave planets and that would be astrologically correct but that does not seem to be enough of a reason because
there are plenty of people who have similar planetary weakness but who do exhibit more spirituality, not necessarily intense spirituality but some spirituality. Rather than ascribe the state of things merely to the deficiencies
of planets it might be a wiser thing to see what is strong in her life and in her horoscope.
When we did the profiling we noted that she had an abundance of planets in the third quadrant. At that time we
said that the third quadrant was the cultural quadrant. This certainly describes her life. She was sent to finishing
schools in France and England. She was well schooled in social graces and human achievement. She has four
planets in air signs and two more in Virgo. These positions indicate an inclination toward mental things. She
was not an intellectual; therefore, this combination of positions had to mean something else. Mental things are
human things for only humans of all of the beings we see employ mentality. From her life and from this astrological testimony it is safe to say she was a humanist. The term humanist did not exist or was did not have the
same meaning that it now has, but she was what we would now call a humanist. Humanists sometimes describe
themselves as agnostic or even atheistic but that matter is not of great importance to them. It is human activity
that is important to them. There is a belief that humans are the best or highest fruits of the creation or of evolution. In that there is an inherent responsibility to be moral and ethical. Ethics and morality are the highest qualities
of humans, the highest qualities of the highest beings. Humans are the vanguard, it is with them that significant
things are happening. There needs and deeds are what is important. This describes Eleanor Roosevelt very well
so it is safe to say that she was not strongly oriented toward spirituality because she was so occupied with human
things which were important to her, so important that they dominated her attention and there was little left for
other high activities.
There is one exception to the general weakness of the Sun, Jupiter and the octave planets and that is that Pluto
is strong. It probably did not mean a concern with divine will. More likely it meant a character and destiny to
learn to deal with power. Pluto forms strong aspects with Mercury, Venus and Uranus and a moderate aspect with
Jupiter. When we studied the emotionality of William Butler Yeats we saw that the Venus-Pluto square indicated
a love obsession. The same is possible here but we cannot speak with any certainty because very little is known
of her personal social life. There was the rumored lesbian relationship with her personal secretary which must
be treated as gossip and nothing more. What seems most likely is that the combination means trying to use will
to control emotions. This horoscope has a very weak Saturn and only two fixed sign planets one of which is the
dynamic Mars and the other the elusive Neptune. Thus the only control agency, the only brakes, in her life are
with Pluto. We have already seen that the extremely strong Moon trine Mars represents emotion and motivation
without restrain of any kind. The trines of Pluto to Mercury and Uranus show an excellent mental fluency. Venus
is in Virgo which indicates a mild neurosis about love and the square in mental, or intellectual signs indicate mental uneasiness about love. Venus depositing and dispositing Sun shows the grace and poise which was cultivated
in her—she was always to be pleasant. Thus in this part of her being she feels a need for control and she clamps
down on the venusian emotions and even blocks them in insecurity.
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Though she may not be actively spiritual or religious, she does have purpose in her life. It would be impossible
to not have a sense of purpose with all of the planets in the 9th house. This seems to manifest through the good
aspects to Venus and Mercury in that she has intuitively inspired thoughts to charitable purpose. She wants to
fulfill these thoughts practically so that they truly serve good purpose. She sets her intention to this purpose and
she holds her thoughts and intuitions or sustains thoughts long enough to infuse them with intuition. Then she is
capable of finding new, creative means of carrying them out or of inspiring others with the stuff of the intuition to
help those in their dire straits. For example, in the Great Depression she traveled the United States extensively at
the behest of her husband. She was said to be gathering facts or hearing the plaints of the people, what she really
was doing was giving them loving, caring attention. They felt that someone genuinely cared. Politicians often
say they feel for the people in their troubles and suffering but in reality they don’t, they may try to tell themselves
that they do but they don’t. Eleanor did care. She was able to hold her attention so that some kind of altruism
came through and people were inspired. The fact that so many planets are in the zodiacal west (not the west of the
houses but the west of the zodiac through late Leo, Virgo and Libra) indicates that she could do this for the sake
of others. It is possible that the suppressed love emotions from the Venus-Pluto square even became a driving
engine in this activity—there is, after all, a peculiar consolidating mutual reception between Mercury and Venus.
The compression or sustained intention and attention on Uranus and Mercury seems to have worked in other
ways. Part of her appeal as a human being that made her and endearing figure was that she had sincere interest in
things and she had a sense of awe in discovery when that interest was sustained. This followed a similar pattern.
She had a sense of purpose in almost anything. In focussing and trying to find it, she could maintain focus long
enough to make breakthroughs which came in the form of discoveries at which she had the sense of wonder and
delight that could be communicated. A thing that is really nice about this is that she could do it deliberately, i.e.
purposefully and functionally, without it becoming contrived. Another feature of this pattern of consciousness
is it was not heavy, long term or prodigious so that people could not stay with her or that it was more than most
people wanted. It was deft and with the light touch that only the common and cardinal air signs can provide.
Pluto and Uranus are probably the two most creative planets in the solar spectrum. Uranus is raw creativity, the
desire and ability to make all things new. It brings out the wonder of beauty with grace and doubtless, direct experience. Pluto is like a silent, invisible creative center, a well from which all issues (and ultimately all returns).
Creation seems to occur around Pluto without the intention of Pluto. Light emanates from it darkness not because
of its activity but just because it does, there is always something that seems to our conscious as being arbitrary
with Pluto. The way it really seems to be is that Pluto represents something so infinitely subtle and infinitely
powerful that if it did purpose to do something, that intention, however miniscule it might be, that intention would
be sufficient to distract enough from its subtlety that it would no longer be all-powerful. Thus there is an indirection about it so that it does without doing (or by not doing) what it wants. In a much lower and baser way this is
what is behind the negativity of Scorpio which can be taken advantage of by what is popularly called “negative
psychology”. Obviously Eleanor did not work with this at this kind of depth but she did have the ability to write
a column every day and every day it was new. She could draw things out of “thin air” as Shakespeare would say,
and she could do it at will (or not will, if you please). Of course, not all of the things she did were sparkling creations, no one is that creative, but she did this work with enough repetitive regularity (Libra, Gemini, and cadent
houses) so that it became functionally second nature to her to be able to create in this manner. This brings out an
important point about trines: they do not necessarily mean perfection, but they always mean the opportunity to
perfection if one takes the time and trouble to work them out.
It should be obvious that this creative ability might not be so pronounced in every horoscope with this pattern. It
was because of the light touch, affability and amiability that we have seen in every facet of her character that she
could learn to create at ease and bring through inspiring intuition without heavy resistance.
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Synthesis/Summary Factor				

Relative Importance Rating

Profile(s):													7
#4, non-fiery; #4, #6 & #7 life in world, initiated by others, culture				
7
#8, strongly circumstantial opportunities							5
#15. a builder											8
Significant Aspects:												8
#1 thru #4:
4 L 7, 94, 14%; 										9
4 K 3, 84, 12%; 										8			
5 L ;, 81, 12%; 										8
- L ;, 64, 10%; 										7
high ; activity & strength									8
Significant Planets:												9
#1, 4, 277, 19%; 										10
#2, 7, 183, 13%; 										9
#3, 8, 180, 12%; 										9
#4, ;, 174, 12%										8
Significant Personality Factors:										7
relatively average personality									7
affable and positive personality								6
personal strength and positivity hidden							5
Significant Emotionality Factors:										9
stimulating emotionality especially 7& 4							9
strongest facet but not offensively so								9
decidedly positive but not exclusively so							7
Significant Mentality Factors: 										
5 (concrete mentality) moderately strong; 							7
8 (abstract mentality) weak; 									4
4 (instinctual mentality) strong								
?
positive stronger than negatives								8

7

Significant Individuality Factors:										
3 (self) modest; - modest; = weak; ; strong & mostly positive;				
6
individuality & spirituality factors venus-flavored						
8

7

Overall Comparison:											9
personality average, affable, pleasant, generous, benevolent 				
7
emotionality strongest , stimulating, vigorous,4 extremely strong, 				
10
mentality moderate strength, concrete strongest, abstract weakest;				
7
mentality likely subservient and connected to emotionality					
8
spirituality weak, weakest, individuality below average, for others				
6
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Eleanor Roosevelt Summary Brief
In this life once again the emotionality is the strongest facet. However, it is not dominant and extreme as in
some of the other lives we have looked at. In fact, this is a balanced character. The personality is not strong but
it is pleasant and agreeable. Everyone likes a friendly smile. It is often difficult to distinguish and appreciate
a balanced and rounded character when extreme characteristics stand out and are fascinating; however, it is the
balanced people who are the fabric and the greatest stabilizing factor of society. Being first lady of a nation, appearances are important and it is probably good that she did not have a distracting strong external appearance. It
is also important that the Moon is so very strong, more than twice the strength of an average planet. Because of
this she was not just the first lady, an ornament, she was first mother. Not first mother in the sense that she was
matronly and protective, which characteristics would appeal to the more infantile, but first mother in the sense
that a mother has chores to do and she gets them done. This was her role in the Roosevelt administration, keeping
herself busy and stimulating people to have faith in recovery from the great depression by being stirred into doing
things. The strongest aspect is the Mars-Moon trine which in her case was not primitive and instinctual, it was
driven and motivation of others. The function of the desire body is motivation to which she was perfectly suited.
The Moon is also in the second strongest aspect, the square with the Sun. This is one instance of a tendency
shown in several places in the horoscope, the tendency to vacillate and be indecisive. Her sense of self is modest
and experienced through others or for others. On one hand she has a strong maternal drive and responsibilities as
a wife and mother, on the other she has a cultural bent in her individuality and social and administrative responsibilities. Though her husband was often not accessible and something of a weight on her and his attitude was to put
her to work on her own, this was good for her to develop her individuality. Often when one house in a horoscope
is closed (as the 7th house is in this horoscope) it puts more pressure and emphasis on another, in this case the
10th and 11th houses. Because of all of the work she has to do and the gusto for doing it, she did not have time to
dither about herself. Often we become strong in ourselves when we are forced into activity and we do not realize
that we have grown in strength until the process is well under way or afterwards.
The mentality is the second strongest facet of the general character. The mentality is definitely stronger than the
personality and the individuality but it does not approach the emotionality in strength. It is similar to the emotionality in that its strength is in its most concrete and basic elements. She is not an abstractor or generalizer but she
instinctually senses what has to be done and reacts instantaneously. Her concrete mentality, which is moderately
strong, is well attuned to her personality and individuality in that she is inclined to think of others and to do the
right things for the sake of others. She is not a concentrative individual but she makes up for that deficit by having a mental nature that perseveres until a solution has been found. She seeks mental answers which are durable,
functional and certain. There is a plutonian quality of discipline, mastery and rigor about her concrete mentality
which is directed to a higher good lest she become too much of a being of mental-emotional impulse. Pluto leads
us directly into the spirituality. Pluto in this horoscope is quite strong and it is relatively stronger than it is found
to be in most horoscopes. The rest of the spirituality and the individuality is not strong. It is as if moral and social
values are enough and there is no need to pursue spirituality and perhaps not even religion. The high activity of
Pluto and its relative strength indicate that this is a life in which she has to work with power. The strong positive
Mercury aspect indicates that she has been influenced in positive ways to think in a utile manner. The squares to
Venus and Jupiter by Pluto, though not as strong, are engaging. They seem to indicate that she has to struggle with
prejudice. No doubt some of the prejudice was instilled by the same education that gave the disciplined mind.
She certainly had to struggle with gender prejudice and feel dis empowerment as a woman. She did not seem to
have an attitude of privilege that many in her social position do and perhaps that was due to suffering as the underprivileged do. She seems to have been successful in her struggles with power and prejudice in that she reports
her own changing attitudes as they came into being and they were awakening. In general she seemed to grow in
every facet of her character and her responsibilities as one would expect from a healthy, balanced character with
good intentions.
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Alternate natal horoscope

Attitude

Opportunity

Action

Focus

Balance, no comment
A man of tangibles, of definite things
High activities, many skills
Either hot or cold, not much middling
A man who would rather struggle than finesse a situation
Balance, no comment
Balance, no comment
Consistent inwardly and outwardly, especially in defensiveness

3/4/3
2/4/2/2
19
10/4/5
9/6/4
9/10
9/10
-/-/ea./wa./wa.

9. Angularity (A/S/C)

10. Triplicity (E/P/R/S)

11. Activity (Total)

12. Intensity (H/M/L)

13. Quality (B/M/V)

14. Application (A/S)

15. Phase (1st/2nd or F/L)

16. Agreement (S/M/A)

Early enthusiasm leading to development of first skills

Slightly more opportunities seem to happen naturally

4/6

8. Circumstantiality (O/E)

1 day before
1st J

With #5 more for the greater world than his own private sphere

0/2/2/6

7. Quadrant (1/2/3/4)

17. Stage (Moon Phase)

He initiates a little more than he responds

6/4

6. Horizontal (E/W)

A man of fire and definitely not an intellectual

4/2/1/3
4/2/1/5

4. Element (F/E/A/W)
More opportunities for the greater, the tribe, than for self

Man of sustained action, relentless

4/4/2 or 5/4/3

3. Attribute (C/F/C)
2/8

Perfect balance, no comment

5/5 or 5/7

2. Polarity (P/N)

5. Vertical (N/S)

No comment

Conspectus

Nondescript

Profile

Chart #: 7

1. Gestalt (Type)

Test

Name: Crazy Horse

Profile Index
Page: 5

13

13
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11

11

11

11

10

9

9

9

9

9

7

7

7
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Gestalt Notes
Crazy Horse expanded gestalt profile notes

Nondescript
With the benefit of an after-the-fact perspective, one is tempted to say that this is a locomotive, an attempt to surround an area of weakness with a mass of strength just as Custer was surrounded, but that would be more fanciful
than the facts actually indicate.
There is, indeed, a trine between the leading edge, Jupiter in Scorpio and the 4th house, and the trailing edge, the
Moon in Cancer and the 11th house, which is the definition of a locomotive, but the texture is way too poor to
constitute an area gestalt. There are two gaps of almost 60 degrees (one wouldn’t care for holes in a battle line
that large) and two chunks which incorporate half of the planets. This is not an area gestalt by any means.
It deviates so much from an area gestalt that it is questionable whether the idea of an area gestalt was even in
the consciousness of the native at the time of planning out the archetype of this lifetime. It has to be considered
nondescript.
Since he was a great field commander and strategist, it might be interesting to speculate if the layout of some of
his famous battles, especially the Battle on the Greasy Grass (Native American for Little Bighorn), resembled the
formation of planets in his horoscope. [Any takers?] Addendum: It did.
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Crazy Horse expanded attitude profile notes
Polarity: 5/5 or 5/7
This is our first perfect balance. It is very difficult to unseat or overthrow perfect balance because it doesn’t have
any outstanding features to take advantage of. It is as though the character is a buffer or an invisible boundary between the within and the without with no weakening preference for either. There is always weakness in definition.
Attribute: 4/4/2 or 5/4/3
This is an example of a sustained doer without a severe deficiency in adaptability and the ability to accept alternatives. A great leader must take council and be a source of compromise between competing, extreme factions but
the primary quality of a great leader is to take action, definitive action and sustain it and be a source of reliable
strength for those that would be rallied. Crazy Horse seems to have those qualities, especially the ability to stick
with an action long enough for it to work. Giving up is one of the characteristics of the lower side of the common
signs.
Element: 4/2/1/3 or 4/2/1/5
This is again a general balance or a balance in the strong elements without a severe weakness in the unaccentuated element. He is a keeper of the forms (earthy signs) but he seems to lead by being proud and spirited (fiery
signs) and capable of emotional excitement that garners sympathy (watery signs). He is not like an executive that
organizes (airy signs) or someone that likes to communicate (airy signs), he more like a fire or storm that rushes
across the prairie.
This profile approaches being a three element atmosphere. The same atmosphere that is manifest in the horoscopes of Helen Keller and Vincent van Gogh. However, this is more lava-like than the Keller profile and more
daring like the van Gogh profile.
Internal Cross-Profile
It is stretching it a bit to try to cross-profile within the attitude profiles because there is so much balance. Nonetheless, the weaknesses in common signs and air signs are intriguing. It almost seems as though they do not
constitute a weakness but a strength. There is not much room for vacillation nor is there tolerance of a lot of talk
and those are good qualities where leadership based on action is concerned. Avoidance of those tendencies would
have him seen as a man of strong action capable of commanding others by example and leading by strength, not
someone who needs to talk or persuade to get others to follow or to take courage. One needs to be more substantial
in character than the wind to be a warrior.
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Crazy Horse Expanded Opportunity Notes
Vertical: 2/8
It is interesting to have at least one horoscope from a non European culture. To be oriented to the greater world
does not, in this case, mean to all of planet earth, though one cannot completely dismiss that with a visionary. It
probably means at least the tribe and probably more than that, the entire Sioux nation or all of the plains Indians.
In any case the matters of his little life are not of great concern to him. He can see the big picture and it does matter to him. Perhaps he does not see it with the same scope as Chief Joseph who knew inwardly that things were
inevitably going to the Europeans who had no respect for life and nature but didn’t know why.
Horizontal: 6/4
An interesting profile for a field commander. It probably indicates he can see and understand the opportunities to
attack and retreat with equal facility which is a very good thing to keep from disaster. This prove out in his life
because he certainly knew how to attack at the Battle Of Greasy Grass and when he saw the consequent inrush of
replacement soldiers he knew when it was necessary to surrender to save the lives of the people he had pledged
to protect.
Quadrant: 0/2/2/6
Once again we find an empty first quadrant. In this case this writer is not at all clear about how to interpret this
profile. He did have to provide for his family so it can’t mean negligence and there was no such thing as being
independently wealthy so it has to mean something else. Perhaps it was his destiny to be so dedicated to the tribal
culture that all of his opportunities for personal needs came through shared tribal activities. The 4th quadrant
shows a universalizer and fame.
Circumstantiality: 4/6
This would seem to be a good balance for a field commander to have. He is not likely to try to make something
of an opportunity that isn’t there and he is also likely to not get into thinking that one can sit back and let the form
of things happen.
Angularity: 3/4/3
A balance of which this writer has little to say. One quickly comes to the realization of the poverty of one’s
knowledge and sympathy of other cultures when one is to interpret another culture from a cosmic basis without
the bias of one’s own culture. One of the only things that seems apparent is that the slight favoring of angular
house opportunities indicates an opportunity to learn about the acute experiences in the structure of the vertical
chain of command--who is above and who is below and the relationship one must have with each.
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Triplicity: 2/4/2/2
A peculiar kind of balance but balance nonetheless. This writer gets the feeling that this profile means that he
not a professional in the sense that we use the word though he certainly did conduct himself with the professional
standards that his culture expected of him. The word vocation comes to mind. Vocation did not mean a trade as it
does now. It is from the Latin vocos which is also the source of our word vocal. In this sense it means a calling or
an inner call. In this sense the word is not much used except among Christian sects in our times. Since he was a
spiritual warrior who received much of his knowledge of warfare in his visions, this is an apt term to describe this
profile in his life.
Internal Cross-Profiling:
The first and third opportunity profiles are all oriented toward the greater world and the world of the larger world
and the other profiles are basically balanced though the triplicity profile does seem to be professional as well.
From this one would be inclined to see him as a balanced man who was a stand-out representative of and for his
professionalism who was willing to set his personal needs aside. However, this must be seen within cultural context because from our outlook and the outlook of the Europeans of his time, he was a primitive and not anything
like we would consider a cosmopolitan figure. We cannot over-emphasize the difference in viewpoint of leadership within the group and within nature versus leadership above or beyond or outside of the group and beyond
nature as we tend to look at it.
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Crazy Horse Expanded Activity Profile Notes
Activity: 19
This is an exceptionally high activity profile. One wonders how he could even decide between the options available to his consciousness. Perhaps all of those oppositions mean that he had just such a problem to overcome.
However from the reports of history he did overcome it to act quite decisively. He seemed to have control of his
tools because he did what he did and didn’t need to demonstrate all of his diversity for show.
Intensity: 10/4/5
It would be nice if someone in the class sat down with drawing tools and a calculator to see if it must be the case
that when there are many aspects that a high percentage of them have to be of high intensity because if they were
more spread out not as many could come into orb with each other. If that was true then it would be a given principle that very high activity people would have to be reasonably high intensity also which would tend to indicate
some kind of principle of the psyche that it required such a threshold of an intensity quotient to reach high activity.
In any case over half of the aspects or talents are strong which is a rare thing to find. One almost gets a feeling of
a all around virtuoso of war. One must take evolution into account. By that it is not meant to imply inferior and
superior races or anything like that but that there are different levels of attainment and perfection continuously
operative throughout all evolution and a chart like this may indicate perfection at a given level but not absolute
perfection. Even at that it is particular to the individual--relative comparisons between horoscopes always means
trouble.
Quality: 9/6/4
One of the sad things about having enemies is that one is less likely to appreciate their virtues just because they
are rallying on a different side of an issue than we are. In defense of his people who could only see the Europeans as unjust invaders (which is what they were) Crazy Horse was an heroic figure for the good and that should
not be ignored by us because we see the whole situation differently. The horoscope of an American Indian is no
different than the horoscope of a European and that is the beauty of astrology which looks at individuals and not
collections and associations.
Application: 9/10
If we cheat a little and note the high number of planets in fixed and cardinal signs, we can see this profile as active
steadiness in the fore stroke and a little more so in the after stroke. Battles are lost because of a lack of follow
though or sustained activity which, if followed but a little longer, would prove successful where now everything
seems lost. Not so with Crazy Horse, he is likely to follow through to the very end.
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Activity notes (continued)

Phase: 9/10
War is by definition destructive. Patton was very successful at war but could not fit in to the rebuilding of Europe
because he was more suited to destruction. Perhaps this is the meaning of this profile which is not significantly
biased.
Internal Cross Profiling:
Combining the activity profile with the quality profile says something like “there are many ways to be a positive
force for the good and one is not limited by simple goodness”. Adding in the intensity test dispels the illusion that
on bad things are intense. There is no reason why the good can’t be equally as strong if not stronger.
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Crazy Horse Expanded Focus Profile Notes
Agreement: -/-/- Earth/Water/Water
Crazy Horse was not a chief. He was more a representative-defender of the people. Cancer and Taurus (the exaltation of the Moon) are the two most clannish signs of the zodiac. So one can see in him a character perfectly
suited to tribal life. Though brave and daring and willing to be a participant in the decision making process, he
was not likely to be egocentric and have a need to stand out from others. His consciousness was in the tribe. The
watery signs are the signs most attuned to nature which requires water for any form of life. Thus one can see an
outwardness that is in touch with the mood of nature. The Native Americans felt they were part of the earth and so
the Sun in Taurus indicates that he was spiritually attuned to that belief at the heart of his being. Thus he had an
excellent harmony within himself and with the culture and world into which he was born. He could really speak
and fight for the people and the land. The profile has little abstraction within it. Him impressions and inward images are directly from nature and he tries to carry out his inner impulses in the way that nature does which is what
one would expect from Moon in Cancer conjoined to the Ascendant. His association of himself with the spirit of
the earth were near to absolute with the Sun in Taurus.
Stage: Past the 1st semisextile and less than one day before the 1st sextile
The Moon is only visible for a short while after sunrise at this stage of the lunation cycle. This is early light. The
Sun has a strong giving impulse to the Moon and its intents are only beginning to be seen. It is just beginning to
get the feel of its tools and has elementary understanding of itself. With this particular lunation cycle in spring it
is when new life is beginning to show its establishment in new leaves on the trees and more green than brown or
gray. This mood of established spring has more than promise or enthusiasm. Thus this makes this an extremely
sad life to deal with. It is not as if he had to learn to deal with futility or some other personal lesson. Sometimes
the most succulent new growth is because of its very nature chosen as browse in the on-going course of nature and
apparently something like that is what is going on here, though subsequent detailed analysis will indicate other
things.
The general tenor of the combined focus profiles is one of general agreement and a naturalistic positivity of life in
the face of whatever it has to meet. It is receptive, internally harmonious and forward-looking.
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Crazy Horse Cross Profile Notes

Attitude Internal Cross Profiling
Basically he has balanced attitudes. He doesn’t like vacillating attitudes (#3) very much and he doesn’t care for
airy intellection (#4), i.e. things he considers trivial, but he is mostly balanced. A field commander usually should
not be off balance or have extreme attitudes if he wants to win.
Opportunity Internal Cross Profiling
He, like van Gogh and Eleanor, does sacrifice opportunities to satisfy his personal needs for the general good (#5,
#7) which in his case means all of the plains Indians and not just his tribe but otherwise all of his opportunities are
very well balanced. It is unlikely that he would take a spurious opportunity that would leave him off balance and
vulnerable or that his opportunities would present him with a general view of opportunity that was incorrect. His
only imbalance is a lack of personal orientation in lieu of sacrifice for the nation which he probably appreciated
more than he resented.
Action Internal Cross Profiling
He has an extremely high number of aspects (#11) and they are either intense or faint (#12) as we saw in the
Duncan chart and they are mostly good or favorable (#13) but not so extreme as to be considered an important
imbalance. Again it appears to be a matter being unable to sustain a sense of touch through all of those many
aspects (#12) and not a real deficiency--it is doubtful that it affected his performance as it would in the chart of an
artist or a surgeon where touch is important. So this profile category is also basically balanced.
Focus Internal Cross Profiling
One gets the feeling of a young (#17) quarterback that is watching and taking everything in (#16) and is already
finding success (#17). Perhaps he is new to a leadership role and has been brought into it because of exigency.
The negative propensities (#16) seem to indicate an overall attitude of defense and the stage (#17) seems to indicate an ability to diversify to advantage.
Cross Profiling of General Profile Categories
With balance as pervasive as it is through the profile categories and between the categories there is very little one
can say in category cross profiling except to say there is balance. One can say that perhaps he has so many tools
(#11) because he has garnered them from being oriented to universal opportunities (#5, #7) or because he is trying
out new tools being in an early, tool-gathering stage of a cycle (#17) but those are individual cross-profiles and not
category cross profiles. Along similar lines of thought one wonders if the edge of benign aspects over malefics
(#13) is due personal sacrifice (#7) or to the relaxed stage of the cycle (1st sextile, #17). If so, the former would
mean something different than it did in the van Gogh chart. That is an important point: similar cross profiles
in different charts do not necessarily mean the same thing, different people do different things with the same or
similar astrological constituents--an astrologer cannot rely on the past to continue to be successful because the
next individual may do something different, something unprecedented, with the same stuff, only intuition and
observation can keep up with human epigenesis.
The high degree of balance and the wily defensiveness, especially with a watery ascendant, (#16 & all the general
categories) make defeating or catching him as easy as catching a slippery,wet bowling ball.
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Crazy Horse Personality Fact Sheet

Ascendant: Y 7° 34’
Ruler of Ascendant: 4: Y 6°20’, 12th, #10, 81, 4%
Planets in the east: 4: Y 6°20’, 12th, #10, 81, 4%
Aspects to Ascendant: 4 F Asc
3 and/or 4: 3: R 15°09’, 11th, #2, 323, 14%; 		

4: Y 6°20’, 12th, #10, 81, 4%)

Planets in earth: 2: 3: R 15°09’, 11th, #2, 323, 14%;

7: R 14°54’, 11th, #1, 330, 15%

Vitality Significators
3: R 15°09’, 11th, #2, 323, 14%
7: R 14°54’, 11th, #1, 330, 15%
4: Y 6°20’, 12th, #10, 81, 4%
Planets in Fire: 4:
		

0: { 20°45’, 6th, #4, 265, 12%;
;: E 19°02’, 10th, #7, 171,8%;

5: E 18°51’, 10th, #5, 251, 11%;
6: E 23°34’, 10th, #9, 127, 6%

Relevant Aspects
4 F Asc
4 L 8 (desperation inclusion)
3
3
3
3

F 7, #1, 101, 9%
K =, #4, 89, 8%
a 8, #8, 74, 7%
J -, #12, 38, 3%

7
7
7
7

F 3, #1, 101, 9%
K =, #2, 99, 9%
a 8, #6, 81, 7%
J -, #16, 29, 3%

Mean Aspect: #9.5, 56.58, 5.26%
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Crazy Horse Personality Brief
Each chart presents its own set of problems for the astrologer attempting to understand it. In this case it is a situation which the astrologer often confronts: flying blind. This writer has done very little biographical study about
the life and character of Crazy Horse, we know little experientially about the life and ways of the plains Indians of
North America, and we have only one very small photo alleged to be Crazy Horse. That is not very much to work
with. We can be spoiled by learning astrology by studying biographies because even though a biography gives
very little information and the information is not the kind of information we seek in astrology, it is still a very big
help. Normally when we are given a horoscope we know nothing of its owner. The best thing we can do is to ask
questions and interact with the native of the horoscope but often we cannot do that, we are flying blind. That is
very helpful for us to learn to trust the principles of astrology and to believe in and rely upon our intuition. Often,
inexperienced astrologers have something come to them intuitively and push it aside not believing it possible only
to find later that it really was so. In this case we may never know whether we are correct or how accurate we are
unless we learn to read the records of the memory of nature to see the what actually happened but that introduces
another set of problems of its own.
Cancer is rising and the Moon, which is ruler of the ascendant, conjoins it. In our society which, though it is a
field wherein many highly evolved individuals are reborn, this astrological signification is not always a sign of
robust health. This is so for several reasons. We are a multicultural society and we have a lot of genetic mixtures
and both of these factors often result in weaknesses until the mixtures are assimilated and unified in the whole.
Moreover, many of the highly evolved individuals are choosing to use their strength to call back latent destiny to
progress more swiftly. We also have many dietary practices and live in an environment with many pollutants so
things are different for us. The plains Indians of North America had ample food without having to work extremely
hard for it. They were not especially hostile with each other. After many centuries many of the genetic problems
had been culled out. Thus they were relatively healthy until the Europeans introduced diseases for which they had
not built up immunity and there were epidemics some of which were intentionally started by Europeans. Thus it
is reasonably safe to say that Crazy Horse was probably in pretty good physical health and all historical reports
seem to indicate that. Cancer is a cardinal sign which indicates activity. Thus activity was probably a large part
of his health and the aspect to the Moon indicates that he thrived in the nomadic life following the bison herds.
Cancer is a sign that love family intimacy and, thus, being born in a society with a strong family and tribal structure suited him well. The Moon and Cancer both suggest cyclicity and so following the seasons and the nuances
of the changing times probably also contributed to his health. Both indicate attunement to nature further indicating a likely healthy personality. He may have been introversive as these indicators suggest but introversion is not
necessarily an indicator of ill health or even a maladjusted personality, especially in a society in which they are
the norm.
The fact that the Moon is the weakest of the planets does not mean that he was physically weak or that his personality was weak, it merely means that by comparison the personality was not as strong as the stand-out spirituality,
for instance. It does mean that the personality is not well integrated into the general character and that can mean
problems and can weaken the personal image which can, in turn, undermine the health and personality but it
doesn’t mean a weak personality at the onset.
There is one factor about this personality that it would be very difficult to verify. Both the Moon and Cancer
indicate an attraction to or a need for water—water is necessary to all life in nature with which he personally
identifies. The guess of this writer is that he probably preferred being near bodies of water and perhaps even that
he had more thirst than most. If this is so, water was vital for his continued existence and even clear consciousness. The conjunction of the Sun and Mars and their square to Neptune clearly point to his visionary nature and
his berserk behavior in warfare. They could be symptomatic. Mars indicates protein and the squares to Neptune
could indicate poisoning, uremic poisoning from a high protein diet with inadequate water to flush the kidneys.
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Personality brief (continued)

The ascendant represents the present, the now at the moment of birth. As it progresses forward immediately after
birth it represents the all-important early childhood events that govern later life. In this general scheme of things
the 12th house represents the past and what has preceded birth. From this it is reasonable to conclude that the
Moon in the 12th conjoined to the ascendant indicates someone who is at the end of a lineage, someone whose
personality looks backward to the past and may even be a throwback to earlier times. At very least he is a preserver (an excellent Cancer word) of the past and it culture. This very accurately describes his personality. He
was elected as one of a group that were the defenders of the people. He took the responsibility and with his charisma he had as much tribal support as the chiefs and elders. Because his personality is represented by the Moon
and Cancer, and because Saturn and Capricorn are not strong or directly involved in the personality, he is not a
traditionalist. He is more a product of a vanishing culture and way of life. He is receptive to what was active in
the ways of the past, the things of nature and tribalism.
In Greek mythology Athena was a Moon goddess. She was a defensive fighter but in her defensive fighting she
was more fierce and courageous than Ares (Mars) who was an offensive fighter. If one is identified with the past
instead of the future one has everything to lose in a struggle with a foe whose ways, if victorious, would mean
the death of the old ways. He was fighting for a way of life. In his personality he was probably not consciously
aware of this kind of intellectual analysis. To him it was probably a matter of feeling and sentiment. He probably
had feelings of what was right that were based on feelings for nature and for the people and the way of life. He
no doubt also had sentimental feelings and was fighting for those who he cared for and to whom he was attached,
excellent reasons to fight intensely and tenaciously.
Thus one can say that the personality is not strong but it is clearly defined and it has its definite objective.
One cannot ignore the ascendant and the physical body and the personality that it represents no matter how weak
or strong it may be because it is vital and of such great importance to our experience here in the physical world.
Even when week its significance may be important. However, in this horoscope there are other factors that enter
into the determination of the personality and that are of very high relative significance. The Sun, first, and Mars,
second, are the primary determinants of the strength and energy of the etheric vital body. In this horoscope Mars
and the Sun are the two most significant planets in the horoscope. This means that his vitality and energy and
strength of assertion in the world were exceptionally strong. The Sun represents available power and general
etheric life and Mars represents activation and the application of energy. This was someone who was probably
bristling with energy and someone who was active about using it. Because the Sun and Mars are in a fixed sign,
he was likely to have an exceptional stamina. The positioning in Taurus along with the tenace in Cancer indicate
that he was defensive in his energetic posture and he never gave up when he felt the energy. It is true that the Sun
and Mars are in the T-square but the squares and oppositions in no way weaken either of the planets or the vitality
and energy that they represent. Rather, they probably mean that the energies exist and are galvanized for the sake
of the struggle. There are some people that are born to fight and be in wars and he certainly seems to be one of
them. If one looked exclusively at the Cancer planets, one could conclude that he was a preserver and supporter
of life but when one looks at the vitality planets that is dispelled immediately.
The Sun and Mars are the only planets in earth signs. They are only two but they are very strong though they do
not indicate a strong appreciation of the earth. These planets are to fiery to indicate sensate appreciation. It is
more likely that he appreciates the resistance and restraint of earth than that he appreciates the textures, substance
and the shape of earth. It is something like tight clothing. In feeling the restraint one is actually made aware of the
energy and vitality that is restrained. Having these two planets in Taurus is like having a huge, hot fire in a thickwalled oven that knows itself by its reflection from the containing walls. This also helps to clarify the situation
with the ascendant: He likes the feel of nature and especially the life of nature but not especially the stuff of it.
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4: Y 6° 20’, 12th, #10, 81, 4%
7: R 14° 54’, 11th, #1, 330, 15%
6: E 23° 34’, 10th, #9 127, 6%
0: { 20° 45’ R, 6th, #4, 265, 12%
8: P 13° 45’ R, 5th, #6, 241, 11%
Planets in water: 3 & Asc.:
Asc.: Y 7° 34’; 			
4: Y 6° 20’, 12th, #10, 81, 4%;
					8: P 13° 45’ R, 5th, #6, 241, 11%; -: W 19° 23’, 9th, #8, 156, 7%
Relevant Aspects
4 F Asc.							7
No other lunar aspects						7
								7
								7
6 L 0, #11, 52, 5%						0
6 F ;, #17, 25, 2%						0
6 F 5, #14, 30, 3%						0
								0
								0
8
8
8
8

K =, #5, 82, 7%
a 7, #6, 81, 7%
a 3, #8, 74, 7%
L -, #18, 23, 2%

Mean Aspect: #9.7, 56.58, ~5%

F 3, #1, 101, 9%
K =, #2, 99, 9%
a 8, #6, 81, 7%
J -, #16, 29, 3%
K - , #7, 76, 7%
L ; , #9, 73, 7%
L 5 , #10, 68, 6%
L 6, #11, 52, 5%
J =, #19, 17, 2%
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Crazy Horse Emotionality Brief

This emotionality presents us with a perplexing astrological dilemma. The Moon is in its own sign, Cancer, conjoined the ascendant which would normally be an easy read and an obvious place to begin piecemeal to build up
to a general interpretation of the emotionality but a closer look reveals that the Moon is the weakest planet in the
horoscope, hardly the thing to have as a basis for the emotionality—at least not without further consideration. In
cases like this it is usually best to begin with a broad overview first and then look at how the individual components fit into the big picture.
Mars is clearly the strongest planet in the emotionality significators and in the whole chart. The Sun is a close
second to Mars in planetary strength. These two planets are the most masculine planets of all of the planets. This
is very important in a culture in which “brave” is an important status to hold. These are also both planets of leadership on the basis of brave and spirited character which is also very important for one to take such a position. On
the basis of planetary strength and planetary character alone this is someone made for leadership. Beyond this
things are more difficult to see because there are all sorts of inversions in the emotional significators. First off,
Mars and the Sun are in Taurus a decidedly feminine and receptive sign. Then Venus, which is relatively weak, is
in Aries a decidedly martial and masculine sign. Saturn is in Sagittarius, a sign where it is not comfortable since
it is ruled by the planetary opposite of Saturn. Jupiter is in Scorpio in which it is not particularly comfortable.
Jupiter and Saturn are of medium strength which is not saying very much because the differences in planetary
strength from top to bottom are not as disparate as they are in most of the other horoscopes we have examined.
This balance or evenness of strength is even more the case with the aspects. There are many aspects and many of
them are quite strong and the activity is spread out pretty evenly over them. In the emotionality only the Moon is
in a position where it is at home.
When returning to the Moon as the basic emotionality and the capacity to feel we have to take the above into consideration. With that in mind it doesn’t seem quite correct to describe the lunar facet of his personality as womanish or feminine. It is much more likely that the Moon in Cancer on the ascendant is likely to mean someone who is
a protector or a defender. This is also consistent with the position of Mars and the Sun in Taurus which are always
defensive in that sign. It is also consistent with the facts of his life. He held a position which wasn’t as exalted as
that of a chief which was called in his language “defender”. It is only because of his manliness and charisma that
he was a much of a leader as he was. The Moon in Cancer seems to indicate sympathy and in the 12th house that
sympathy was for a dying past or a dying civilization has he know it. Since the Moon is unaspected there is no
direct astrological connection with the rest of the planets, the Moon doesn’t deposit or disposite any other planet
either. This gives an image of someone with natural sensitivities and sympathies but no direct immediate outlet.
It isn’t exactly masochism and it isn’t quite martyrdom either because the Sun and Mars always want to win but
there is an element of volitionally and a-volitionally accepting torture.
The position of the Moon is a classic in a way which we have not yet seen. It indicates someone who is in touch
with nature in such a way that in the emotional personality he does not consider himself apart from nature but actually an integral part of nature. This would not be a deliberated philosophy like that of Henry David Thoreau but
a natural way of looking at things, it could be no other way. With our European cultural influence we might be
tempted to say that the 12th house position mean that he and this way of life was fated but it is probably more
correct to see it as the natural conclusion of a way of life sharply juxtaposed with something new being born,
something taken as far as it can go as would be indicated by the Moon in the 12th conjoined to the ascendant.
With Mars as strong as it is the repulsive emotionality is dominant. This exactly what one would expect from
someone who feels it is duty to expel an unnatural enemy. Normally with Sun conjoined to Mars one would
expect a searing violence in the emotion nature. He did, indeed, have a violent nature but the Taurus disposition
indicates something of a less flaming violence, something deep and contained. This combination and the T-square
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in fixed signs, of which it is part, is the stuff that grudges are made of. Saturn is not part of the T-square nor is it
especially strong or even especially malevolent so this does not seem especially hateful. The strong aspects to
a reasonably strong Jupiter indicates that he has staked his pride in his conflicts and takes them very personally.
Because the Sun and Mars are the strong planets in the repulsive emotionality his bravery and probably even his
masculinity are at stake in this facet of the emotionality and even though his culture was very different than our
European culture, it is still likely that the feminine nature of the Moon and Cancer was a contributing factor in all
of this. This horoscope has a very strong Neptune which figures into the repulsive emotionality. It is likely that
Neptune indicates a xenophobia which reaches nearly psychotic intensity. This is not a placid emotionality. Even
when not flaring up its intensity burns like embers long after the wave of flames had died away. This is a very
difficult enemy because he is so constant and relentless and does not give up and with the strong Neptune he can
sense vulnerability with uncanny accuracy. All of the planets and aspects in T-square are intense and malevolent
and with everything coming from the heart of the fixed signs this a diehard emotionality that never gives up. Neptune brings in the psychological elements, Jupiter adds pride and magnifies all of intensity of Sun and Mars but it
is the fixed sign qualities that indicate the obsessive tendencies. Close orb aspects almost always indicate some
degree of specialization so this is a very clearly defined emotionality with little leeway for deviation. Fixed sign
destiny is also ripe destiny so this the horoscope who was born to be a resistance leader and could be nothing else
and was not versatile in what he did. This horoscope is an almost perfect example of emotional fixation. This
writer finds it difficult to speculate what sort of precedent life or lives this individual had to cultivate this kind
of emotionality. It is possible that he could have been an enemy of those in he fought in some earlier European
conflict but that would not explain how well he fit into the nature ways of indigenous culture. It is possible that
it is a grudge that goes back to some much earlier epoch, say Atlantis, at another time when cultures clashed in a
changing of ways but that seems an awfully long time to hold a grudge. What seems more likely is the findings of
the mystery schools. The seers in those schools claim that when people become in blood feuds die their preoccupation with the enemy is such that they don’t let go and because of that cannot benefit from the normal purgatorial
existence. In such cases the agencies that work with human destinies put the right back into the feuding and fighting (repeatedly if necessary) until they have suffered enough for pain and suffering to sink in without generating
new motivation to strife and they can then reconsider their motivation and feel different things. So, perhaps he
has been involved in earlier conflicts between Indians and Europeans.
The disposition of Venus and the attractive emotionality extends the view of the emotionality as a whole. There
is a non-aspect mutual reception between the planetary opposites Mars and Venus. Mars is in the venusian sign
Taurus and Venus is in the martial sign Aries. Normally this kind of crossover would mean some kind of double
complementation but because Mars is so strong and Venus is relatively weak, it seems to give the entire desire
nature a strong martial flavor with tinges of style and defensiveness or counter-aggressiveness. This does not
mean that he did not love. He loved intensely, earnestly, deeply and without end. This is described by the fact
that, beside being in Aries, Venus is conjoined to Pluto which indicates a deep and obsessive love and both are
trine to Saturn again indicating depth and long-suffering qualities. That all of the planets are in fire signs indicates
ardency. The general image that this writer has about the entire Venus pattern is that it is like a smoldering fire or
a damped fire that is contained or constrained and not flaming but still hot and demanding. The woman he loved
was denied to him because of some kind of tribal politics. He did marry but never gave up his original love.
Thus though his feeling nature may have been receptive, in touch with nature and oriented to the tribal consciousness, his emotions were generally martial. He was highly individualistic and the primary flavor of his individualistic emotionality was martial. In most regards his emotionality was also obsessive, compulsive and fixated. He
was very faithful and reliable in his motivations even though they may not always have been pleasant. He seemed
to have a glowing grudge which he felt it was his duty to act on. Even though he has only an average number
of planets in water, and even though the Moon is a weak planet, one must conclude that the emotionality is very
strong because of the strength and intensity of the planets in these aspect patterns, especially Mars.
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Crazy Horse Mentality Fact Sheet

Concrete Mind: 5: E 18° 51’, 10th #5 , 251, 11%
Concrete mental attitudes (planets in T, I): 0
Intellective/Organizational Mentality (planets in air): 0
Opportunities to develop concrete mind (3rd house): cusp= U, 13° 50’, no planets in 3rd
Ideational/abstract mind: 8: P 13° 45’ R, 5th, #6, 241, 11%
Ideational attitudes (planets in {, W): 2: 0 { 20°45’ R, 6th, #4, 265, 12%;
						- W 19°23’, 9th, #8, 156, 7%
Opportunities to develop ideational mind (9th house): Cusp Q 21°50’; -: W 19°23’, 9th, #8, 156, 7%
Instinctual/automatic/reflective mind: 4: Y 6°20’, 12th, #10, 81, 4%
Relevant Aspects
5
5
5
5

F ;, #3, 98, 9%						8
L 0, #10, 68, 6%
					
8
J =, #13, 34, 3%						8
F 6, #14, 30, 3%						8

K =, #5, 82, 7%
a 7, #6, 81, 7%
a 3, #8, 74, 7%
L -, #18, 23, 2%

No 4 aspects
Mean Aspect: #8.75, 56.58, 5.1%
Other Factors In The Mentality To Consider
Promethian Cycle (forethought vs afterthought)		
Projective vs Receptive
Analysis vs Synthesis						Inductive vs Deductive
Thought vs Memory (rethought)				
Retention and recall
Questioner vs Answerer					
Observation & Discrimination
Expressive vs Retentive					
Imaginative vs Invisible
Continuity							Ponderous vs Impulsive
Concentrative vs Relaxed					Speed
Cogitative vs Dispersive					Depth
Platonistic vs Aristotelian					Independence,
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Crazy Horse Mentality Brief
Working with this horoscope always presents us with problems. Some of these problems are spiritual because the
consciousness of the planes Indians and the cultural context through which was developed and expressed are radically different from our own, so much so that we are in danger of completely misunderstanding him and his horoscope. The stuff of consciousness is the same for everyone. There are the same signs, houses, planets and aspects
but those elements can be used in radically different ways. It is similar to music. Using the same twelve tones the
variety of music that has been created is amazing. Some of the problems are astrological and they present serious challenges to our understanding. One such challenge arises when we try to examine the mentality of Crazy
Horse. Since he is primitive and illiterate and refused education we would expect to look first to the Primitive,
lunar mentality to gain understanding of his mental consciousness. When we do that we immediately encounter a
problem. The Moon is in Cancer (its rulership) and it is conjunct to the ascendant which is something we might
expect; however, it is unaspected and, using our estimation system, it is the weakest planet in the horoscope which
we do not expect at all. The unexpectedness of this is so dramatic that it requires a reexamination of what we have
done in planet and aspect estimation. This is the third time we have examined this horoscope using the estimation system. In every instance the estimation has been surprisingly accurate. Does this mean that there are things
which the system misses or to which it doesn’t apply? Perhaps, but after looking at so many horoscopes so many
ways and being accurate that doesn’t seem to be a likelihood. What is a greater likelihood is that for individuals
very much under the influence of a racial or tribal spirit the influence of the tutelary spirit is likely to be as strong
or stronger than the astrological influence and there is no way for astrology to show that tribal spirit. That is a
distinct possibility and even if it is true it doesn’t make sense because it doesn’t explain why some astrological
influence would be so accurate and some not at all. It seems much more likely that the astrological influence is
the same with or without the influence of the tribal spirit and that what must change with the presence of the tribal
spirit is the interpretation which, with intuition, should not be too difficult. Therefore it seems much wiser to try
to study things as we know them and have found them to be true than to think that everything that has been done
is incorrect and needs to be changed. If there is a need for change intuition, observation and judgment will make
that apparent to us.
Mystics by clairvoyant studies and collaboration find that what we have been calling the instinctual or reflective
mind is formed and developed in the coalescence between the desire body and lower mind which we call the
lower nature, pseudo-self and other names. The strongest influence in that coalescence is from the desire body.
The pseudo-self was developed to protect us when the divine hierarchies backed off from controlling our evolution when we rebelliously declared our divinity be taking control of the divine creative function manifest within
us. This lower ego or pseudo works directly within us even though we are usually aware of its presence and influence until we begin to counter and tame it from our true Self. The divine hierarchies did not completely abandon
us but they were compelled to work indirectly as race spirits, religious spirits, cultural spirits and so on. Thus
they work together with the pseudo-self to the same end and their influence, even though it is experienced from
within, is as invisible as the pseudo-self. Both seem to function naturally and functioning under their influence
we see ourselves as products of nature. Cancer and the Moon represent interactions with nature, which definition
of nature includes the tribal spirits, more than any other astrological significators. Thus it is not surprising that
Cancer and the Moon would be on the ascendant in someone so attuned to nature and the tribal spirit but that still
doesn’t offer an explanation for the weak Moon. Perhaps the weak moon is an advantage. Primitive clairvoyance
is different from voluntary controlled clairvoyance. The primitive clairvoyance is passive and receptive and the
practitioner does not reach out in the same way as in voluntary clairvoyance. For example, primitive herbal wisdom is not the product of trials using controls or biochemical analysis. The shaman is a sensitive and passively
receives an understanding as an extension of nature. In such a case a strong personality and especially a strong
individuality is a detriment. If one has a strong emotionality and instinctual mind one is likely to be caught up in
one’s personal emotions and cunning and not be sufficiently receptive to nature. Many people of tribal consciousness were brought by the tribal spirit to become more individuated and trials were instituted to that end because
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the tribal spirit wanted them to graduate to higher consciousness. However, when the more passive receptive state
was necessary to receive visions, other cultural practices were applied. Crazy Horse would fast to put himself
into just such a receptive state. This may not be a complete explanation or even the most correct explanation of
the weak Moon but it is a distinct possibility. If it is true, it would mean that his cunning was not necessarily his
own but of the pseudo-self and of the tribal spirit which he might refer to as an ancestor or some similar term.
There is another planet which represents instinct which functions in a much different way. That planet is Pluto.
In the evolutionary creation that we are participants in, spirit projects its dream, which is also its hypothesis, into
the potential of space within the general potential called Cosmic Root Substance and congeals various states of
matter. The Human Spirit which is closest to the phenomenal realms is reflectively projected into desire matter,
the Life Spirit which is deeper in the transcendental realms is reflectively projected into the etheric world and the
Divine Spirit, the Will to bee and the deepest manifest state of spirit, is reflectively projected into the chemical
region of the physical world, the solids liquids and gases. Our bodies are composed of those materials and so
they have the divine potential of the will to be latent within them. That presence when unawakened lurks in our
somatic being as a sleeping power, something like a sleeping giant within. It is not malefic, it is divinity in the
making, but if it influences indirectly and is not under our waking, voluntary control, it is not to our benefit. St.
Paul in the Bible says of it “there is another law working in my members” and he is not referring to the lower nature even though the lower nature might try to draw on its power as it will on anything available to it to maintain
its supremacy. If we are looking at this horoscope in terms of someone with a much different grade of consciousness, a consciousness more attuned to nature and the tribal spirit and other forces and beings that it is receptive
to, we have to look at the presence of Pluto in the mentality in this way at least as a possibility. Pluto is a major
planet of control. The other major planet of control is Saturn. These two planets form the strongest two aspects
to Mercury so it is safe to say that they play a strong part in the mentality. The question is how does their control
work in the mentality? It is possible that it could be external control, control from the tribe and elders or perhaps
even spirit control. His influence in tribal matters was limited by the fact hat he was only a guardian and did not
have much of a say in the ultimate decisions of the tribe. With success his stature was raised and he was given
more say but toward the end his unbending warlike attitudes found him is disfavor. External control is external
and while it can describe some of the circumstances concerning his mind and perhaps even how it developed, it
doesn’t really describe the nature and function of his mind. This writer does not see how it could be possible that
he would have these aspects and not have good control of his mine. This issue is important to understanding his
mentality because almost always when one has good mental control one is not subject to involuntary clairvoyance
on the other hand it is almost certain that he was not a voluntary, controlled clairvoyant or his character would
have been much different than it was. The most likely explanation is one that has been common to many seers
of many grades and kinds of clairvoyance throughout history. That is that he functioned in two modes. In one
mode (in his case the extreme frenzied emotional states) he was clairvoyance but without full understanding of
it and that in the other (in his case the Mercury, Neptune, Pluto, Saturn controlled mentality) he could recall and
mentally work out its meaning for comprehension. Though he did have psychic and spiritual experiences there is
nothing to suggest that he was controlled by spirits, influenced but not controlled so this control had to have been
internal. The spiritual influence in the mind is indicated by the sextile of Neptune to Mercury. This aspect shows
that though he may have received his war plans in dreams and visions, he could understand them mentally them
mentally even though they may not have been of a mental origin. The Mercury-Neptune aspect is not strong as
most of the aspects are not overwhelmingly strong because there are so many of them but if one is as receptive as
Crazy Horse was, it doesn’t require an extremely strong aspect to have recognizable influence.
Jupiter is nearly as strong as Mercury in this horoscope but to try to describe his ideational consciousness might
prove to be folly because it is likely that he may not have been highly functional in the region of abstract thought,
few are, especially in primitive societies. There is nothing know to this writer to indicate active participation in
the world of ideas. In that case the wisest course to follow is to consider Jupiter mostly in its activity in the desire
world and desire body where it would indicate pride which he had in abundance even unto his downfall.
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Individuality (3): 15° 09; R, 11th, #2, 323, 14%
Individuality Attitudes (planets in fire): 4: 		
;: 19° 02’ E, 10th, #7, 171, 8%			
0: 20° 45’ R {, 6th, #4, 265, 12%

5: 18° 51’ E, 10th, #5, 251, 11%
6: 23° 34’ E, 10th, #9, 127, 6%

Opportunities for Self-Expression (1st, 5th, 9th): 2:
8: 13° 45’ R P, 5th, #6, 241, 11%
								-: 19° 23’ W, 9th, #8, 156, 7%			
Mystic Spirituality & Raw Creativity (-): 19° 23’ W, 9th, #8, 156, 7%
Occult Spirituality & Genius (=): 14° 45’ Q, 8th, #3, 282, 13%
Will & Creativity in Potential (;): 19° 02’ E, 10th, #7, 171, 8%
Opportunities for Super-physical Experience (4th, 8th, 12th): 2:
=: 14° 45’ Q, 8th, #3, 282, 13%
										4: 6° 20’ Y, 12th, #10, 81, 4%

Relevant Aspects
3
3
3
3

F 7; #1, 101, 9%						K =; #4, 89, 8%						a 8; #8, 74, 7%						J -; #12, 38, 3%						-

K 0; #7, 76, 7%
J 3; #12, 38, 3%
J 7; #16, 29, 3%
L 8; #18, 23, 2%

=
=
=
=
=
=

K 7; #2, 99, 9%						;
K 3; #4, 89, 8%						;
K 8; #5, 82, 7%						;
J 5; #13, 34, 3%						;
J ;; #15, 30, 3%
J 0; #19, 17, 2%

F 5; #3, 98, 9%
L 0; #9, 73, 7%
F 6; #17, 25, 2%
J =; #15, 30, 3%
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For an individuality and spirituality study this horoscope is a tremendous tease. The Sun is strong and it has a
strong aspect with Neptune and all of the planets which represent spiritual things are active so it would seem to
be a dream for writing about spirituality. The problem is that he was raised in a society where individuation was
not valued highly, in fact, it would often have been considered a deficiency. These attitudes were inculcated in
him and he saw himself in terms of the tribe or the family and not as himself alone. For this reason we must look
at the horoscope very differently and interpret differently than we normally would. In this brief we will try to do
this in every respect.
Normally the Sun in the 11th house would be interpreted as individuation in the relationships with friends. The
plains Indians certainly did have friendships and personal enemies but it doesn’t seem to this writer that it would
be best to interpret that way with Crazy Horse. The 11th house is also the house of association and associations
and that is probably closer to the point. There is in this horoscope for this individual an identification with association. The association is probably with men, i.e. he sees himself in terms of being one of the men. The
pseudo-self-identity is that he is one of the men. Then, if the self-identity is not found within, it is determined
from without by the peer group. This means that most of the solar aspects have to be seen as how his associates
would see them and not how he would see them independently on his own.
The very masculine Aries is on the 11th house cusp and the Sun is in conjunction with Mars, the ruler of the 11th
house, and the conjunction is the strongest aspect in the horoscope. With European values one would say that he
in his being defined what a man is. In Native American values the things that determined a man were determined
by the collective values. One could do feats of great daring and bravery but they would not be manly unless the
group held them as manly. Crazy Horse did seek influence and in his position as a protector and he was competitive but it was not primarily to distinguish himself as one would as a star in European society; rather it would be
for the good and glory of the group. He believed he could do the right thing for the tribe but it was not the he
that mattered, it was the group. This does not invalidate astrology, it merely means that his driven nature wasn’t
driven for the sake of self but for others but in saying that one must distinguish that it was not altruism either or
we would again be guilty of cultural bias, seeing things only with our own values.
Modern spiritual investigators find that we have two centers of self, one authentic or genuine and the other a kind
of pseudo-self. The true self is transcendental and is our divine being. However, often people are not aware of
their true divine being or, if they are, it is only a vague notion couched in terms of worldly consciousness. The
other center, the pseudo-self, is located in the desire body. Its function is to take care of the evolving organism
as and until the true self involves into its phenomenal bodies. The pseudo-self has usurped the place of the true
self and instead of serving it, it does its own thing, much of which is desire oriented. Ironically, since we are so
outward in our focus, the pseudo-self is also at least partly unknown in the unconscious part of our being whence
it pulls the strings that motivate our behavior—it is a great disadvantage to be without inner vision. Obviously
since individuation is to some extent taboo, what sense of self there is must be focussed in the desire world and
the pseudo-self. Thus many things of the collective consciousness, the group consciousness, are matters of desire
and not transcendence. This too must guide how we interpret the horoscope.
A good example of this lies in the Sun-Mars conjunction opposite to Jupiter. In the sense of individuation this
would mean a strong self-esteem and a pride in himself with a strong dose of competition. While these things
might be seen in him in our eyes, they would not indicate his motivation which would not be predominantly in
our outlook. In terms of his association his motivation would be more along the lines of value of his desires to the
group and how he represented the group. No doubt it would be an egregious error to lose face in the group, for the
group and in representing the group. Not being shamed by the group for the group is a very different motivation
from being proud of what one can accomplish. No doubt the personal shame is felt and it cultures individuation
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despite the desire to adhere to the group. That is how evolution works. The ultimate end of guiding spirit is to
bring its charges to eventual waking spiritual self-consciousness. Wars and other sources of suffering are tools
used to awaken differentiated self-consciousness and they are not about the things many historians think they are
about.
Thus coming into contact with the foreign European culture was an important step in this individuation even
though the values of that European culture must have been loathsome to him. If we look at it this way with the
self being seen in terms of the culture, the fixed sign T-square focussed on the Sun and Mars would indicate a stubborn resistance to a culture bound, self resisting and perhaps even defying change and individuation (he must not
be judged for this because judgment would be culture biased), which defiance when pitted against evolutionary
progress which would not have appeared to him as progress at all, would greatly intensify all of these tendencies
in himself and he would struggle all the more fiercely which would have the effect of the very individuation he
was resisting. Irony. It is impossible to withstand the juggernaut of evolutionary progress which is why it is wise
to study to understand higher purpose to be able to work more efficiently within it and to get as much as possible
out of it.
Sun-Neptune afflictions usually mean problematic spiritual experiences. Often they mean difficulty discerning or
separating self from psychic or spiritual experience. However, when the native is not trying to distinguish self,
one must try to see them in a different light.
There is no doubt about his having conscious inner world experiences. He spoke of them frequently. In fact, his
name, Crazy Horse, comes from his description of what it was like to be on his horse in the desire world because
the motion was so different and almost erratic. It is clear that he was awake in the desire world in these experiences because he describes seeing the “real colors”. It is also clear that it had to be involuntary clairvoyance and
experiences. He did not describe a conscious leaving of the body but he probably drifted off in sleep after he had
fasted several days and awakened in the inner worlds—fasting is a way to heighten involuntary sensitivity and
to loosen the connection between the dense physical body and the soul body. In these states he developed battle
plans which it seems were presented to him which is exactly what one would expect from someone who had no
sense of a divine spiritual self that did the planning.
Often Europeans were seen as demons incarnate. As such they were seen as inimical to the culture he knew to
be wholesome and natural. Neptune rules foreign spiritual agencies and alien things in general. Western culture
with its lack of respect for nature was seen as something like a miasma creeping into nature with which they
held a healthy rapport. With his identification with the tribe, the group, an analogous interpretation would be a
struggle with a foreign spiritual influence which it seemed impossible to assimilate but which was also impossible to ignore or doubt the reality of. Because he was so masculine and thereby assertive, the effect of his very
intense desire manifestations was repulsion and the effect of the repulsion in his character was a magnified desire
to obliterate what seemed to be an evil influence. However, he could no more to that than he could obliterate
himself which is effectively what he in his extended self identified being in the tribe did. Though the cultural
context and the interpretation is different than ours, the effect of denial and the failure to resolve and assimilate
all things in our inner being is the same. That there was an extreme, hyper-masculinity in his being is evidenced
in other things. Pluto, irrespective of cultural interpretation, would indicate opportunities to express will. However, when self is seen in terms of desire, collective desire, then will is seen in terms of desire instead of some
very subtle spiritual expression. That being the case along with him being a man of extreme desires and extreme
masculinity, the negative manifestation of will in desire would be how Pluto would be expressed. Thus he had
the love obsession for a woman who was given to someone else. As with the other things in his desire nature and
individuality, he never gave up on her just has he never gave up on the positive plans which he hatched indicated
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by the more positive aspects of Pluto.
[Unfortunately this is too brief of a brief. Hopefully there are enough ideas to awaked a desire to explore other
kinds of interpretations than the normal when they are called for. Please experiment and follow some of the leads.]

Work space
[note space]
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Synthesis and Summary Chart

Synthesis/Summary Factor				

Relative Importance Rating

Profile(s):													8
#3, momental; #4, little air; #5 & #7 societal opportunities.					
7
little personal expression
#11 & #12, very many very strong								9
Significant Aspects:												9
#1 thru #6,
3 F 7, 101, 9%; 										9
7 K =, 99, 9%; 										9
5 F ;, 98, 9%;										9
3 K =, 89, 8%; 										9
8K =, 82, 7%; 										8
7 a 8, 81, 7%										8
Significant Planets:												
#1, 7, 330, 15%; 										9
#2, 3, 323, 14%; 										8
#3, =, 282, 13%;										7
#4, 0, 265, 12%; 										6
#5, 5, 251, 11%										6

9

Significant Personality Factors:										6
not a strong personality									5
very protective and clannish personality							7
Significant Emotionality Factors:										
strong savage and instinctive emotionality							7
strongest components afflictive								
9
close in strength and intertwined with spirituality						
8

8

Significant Mentality Factors: 										
7
5 (concrete mentality) strong; 								8
4 (instinctual mentality) weak								6		
8 (abstract mentality) very strong, 				
stronger than personality, weaker than emotionality and spirituality 			
9
Significant Individuality Factors:										
3 (self) strong; - weak; = strong; ; moderate;						7
individuality & spirituality factors fixed and aggressive					
8

8

Overall Comparison:											9
personality below average, defensive and protective, moody				
7
emotionality strong, assertions & desires very strong, strange				
8
mentality moderate strength, concrete strong, abstract strongest				
7
spirituality mixed, 3 & = very strong, - & ; not so strong				
8
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Crazy Horse Summary Brief
This is a character destined to be a warrior and nothing else. He is tenacious and stubbornly aggressive in defense
of his people. His frenzy as a warrior approaches insanity and in his berserk [technical term] states he has a strong
charisma though his character is neither the character of a leader or a ruler because he is too much of a protector.
He is destined because his attitudes are deeply ingrown. He sees things his way and no other and he is capable of
persuading others and will filibuster to do so if he needs to. Despite this he works well in councils in something
like a fellowship with other warriors he respects. He is destined to conflict and his character thrives on it, peace
is not something he can readily understand. He has enormous pride but not necessarily a strong egoism because
of his relation to the collective his native spirituality which is not ego oriented but group oriented. In the things
which are important to him he is hot and almost fanatical about and the other things he shows no interest. He is
not what our society would call well rounded but that is not necessarily a virtue in his society. The opportunities
in his life are in and for society himself and he is not inclined toward personal things, the tribe is the all.
It is hard determining whether his emotionality or his spirituality is stronger because they are so intertwined and
based in the same astrological factors. In his emotionality he is weak in the feminine things of love, are, sociability and nurture with the exception of protectiveness in which he is strong. He is likely to be stymied in love and
placed in a not necessarily desired role as a protector. In the masculine emotions he is superlatively strong and
gives quarter to nobody, again except if the tribal, collective spirit demands it. He is a man’s man and a warrior’s
warrior. However, he also has a personal subservience to a spiritual, unwritten, warrior’s code that is almost masochistic. In white, European society it is an unbalance of hyper-masculinity that would lead to homosexuality as it
does when encountered in athletes but it must be stated that this writer does not know how this psychology works
out in Native American society. In any case, his almost fanatical dedication to spirituality is more important to
him and to his life than any imbalanced, personal, psychological manifestation. By stirring up his emotions he
can bring himself to a high pitch that brings him to enter spiritual and psychic states. A key factor in this is that
he is very responsible and his sense of responsibility evokes exaggeration and so he has exaggerated emotions.
Some of the exaggerated emotions are of a religious nature. Religion does not mean the same thing in Native
American society as it does in ours. In our society it is something abstract that we hold as an ideal and try to adjust
our behavior accordingly. For him religion was something practical and experiential, something which could not
be separated from the rest of his life in the way that appetite cannot be separated from life. It is likely that in his
spiritual quest that he experience the “little death”, life apart from the body. He fasted and followed other almost
ascetic native practices that separated him from his physical body for short intervals of time.
His mentality is not as strong as his emotionality and spirituality but it is probably stronger or close to equal to
the personality. The abstract mentality seems to be balanced in strength with the concrete mentality and the coordination between them is excellent. Understanding this is difficult because he is not an abstract man. In his selfimage he sees himself as an extension of the earth. He likes rigid codes. It seems that he does not seek abstract
principles which can have many concrete manifestations, that kind of thinking is not in his character. It is more a
matter that he wants absolute principles which are defined in rules of conduct, definite forms of practice. Everything must be seen in terms of action for him. Warfare was somewhat ritualistic for Native Americans and he was
so much an expression of the collective that action and the rationale behind it was part of his being.
There are numerous astrological factors that point to pride but the pride did not fall back on himself. As tribally
oriented as he was, he could not rebel from the tribe as an egoist. He may dissent but would not revolt. To us
this seems foreign because for us pride and egoism are almost always linked. To try to understand him that pride
was something he felt intensely in the desire world. He was the bride and the strength that was in it. To think of
himself as a individual experiencing the emotions and desires in the pride complex would be as foreign to him as
to not be able to lose ourself to the pride. He didn’t do proud things, he was in and acted from pride and to have
a strong separative idea of self was weak and wrong and against the consciousness of the collective whole.
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Alternate natal horoscope

Attitude

Opportunity

Action

Focus

Likes sharp, familial relational opportunities
Expressions and relations with equals are the all
Low activity, formulaic writing style
Reasonable gradation of emphasis in action
A force for the good
Waxing enthusiasm
Can’t accomplish what she wants
Full inside, outwardly resistent, another indicator of writer’s block

5/2/3
4/1/3/2
10
5/3/2
6/4/0
6/4
3/7
+/+/fire/air/earth

9. Angularity (A/S/C)

10. Triplicity (E/P/R/S)

11. Activity (Total)

12. Intensity (H/M/L)

13. Quality (B/M/V)

14. Application (A/S)

15. Phase (1st/2nd or F/L)

16. Agreement (S/M/A)

Elementary success

She makes opportunities come about

7/3

8. Circumstantiality (O/E)

1st sextile

Personal expression of high importance

2/5/3/0

7. Quadrant (1/2/3/4)

17. Stage (Moon Phase)

Learning responsiveness

2/8

6. Horizontal (E/W)

Fire warms the earth, ideals make something of down to earth living

3/4/2/1
3/5/3/1

4. Element (F/E/A/W)
Emphasis on the microcosmic life

Balance, no comment

3/3/4 or 3/3/6

3. Attribute (C/F/C)
7/3

Balance, no comment

5/5 or 6/6

2. Polarity (P/N)

5. Vertical (N/S)
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Gestalt Notes
Louisa May Alcott expanded gestalt profile notes

Nondescript
It is difficult to consider this a hybrid gestalt because all of the principle characteristics of a gestalt are stretched
a little too much to suggest a coherent pattern when considered collectively.
If one is to consider it a sailboat, the definition is about twelve degrees shy of exact which is not terrible by itself
but enough to question when considering the other characteristics. There are no conjunction chunks but there is a
void of 34 degrees which is enough bad texture to sink any boat. There is no aspect of tension between the edges.
The potential mast planet, Saturn, forms a trine with the potential trailing edge planet, Mars, but there is no aspect
of Saturn to the leading edge pattern which gives an effect like a partially rigged mast.
At best one could get the feel of a boat tilted very radically in a desperate or amateur maneuver but that is too
much of a stretch.
A nondescript relationship to space.
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Louisa Mae Alcott expanded attitude profile notes
Polarity: 5/5 or 6/6
One of the benefits of looking at many charts that are not selected for their unusual nature is that one can get an
idea of how thing average out over many people in a long span of time. As might be expected we are seeing a
good deal of balance. Not only does nature seek balance, it also provides it most of the time. There are periods
of catastrophe over long periods of geological or astronomical time but for most of the time there are constant
periods. This horoscope has a lot of the expected balance especially in this profile which is perfectly balanced.
Because of the balance we might expect commonplace people in commonplace circumstances to populate her
literature and we are not disappointed. There are moments of drama as there are in every life but the lives are
ordinary.
Attribute: 3/3/4 or 3/3/6
Once again we find balance that approaches perfection which it actually is in the first version of the profile. The
slight accentuation that there is, is found in the common signs which seems most appropriate for a writer or communicator unlike the sustained daring do that was the staple and necessity of Crazy Horse. The mitigating and
understanding nature of the common signs are perfectly suited for being able to get into and describe the character
of other people.
Element: 3/4/2/1 or 3/5/3/1
Finally we encounter a profile that isn’t completely balanced though we can’t say that it is out of balance either.
The elements have more flavor than the attributes and the flavor of this profile is mildly formal and down to earth,
enough so to provide ample detail in her writing. However, it is not all stodgy and sodden because there is enough
fire to keep things interesting and much of the fire is inspirational and aspirational rather than challenging, proud
and mean though there is enough to appreciate boisterous behavior and perhaps even participate in it.
Though not a perfect example this profile does approach what we are calling an atmosphere. In this case it is the
watery element that is weak and nearly absent. This fire-earth-air atmosphere is distinct and graphic from the preponderate earth and it has elan and flair from the fire such that it shines. The airy element brings in organization
and light, dry, clear, objective observation. The result is something definite that is bright and sharp. Her observation is likely to be keen, pointed and humane but she may not do well at capturing a mood or trying to plumb the
complex psychological motivations of human character. Provided they are not so clearly stated as to be distracting, the facts are sometimes enough and the reader can reach his or her own conclusions about motivation. This
is especially so since the fire can capture the spirit that is antecedent to the motivation.
Cross-Profile
This is probably the most evenly balanced horoscope that we have encounter yet. As a consequence it is very
difficult to cross-profile. It is something like trying to pick up a bowling ball that has no holes in it with one hand.
Seamless, symmetric character is not easy to break into or get a handle on.
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Louisa May Alcott Expanded Opportunity Profile Notes
Vertical: 7/3
This time an emphasis on the small world, a more intimate world where one can work on one’s self and where one
is accepted as a personal part of the world. House-wise, most of the planets in the north are setting deeper into
the hemisphere which give an implied intensification of the trend. This is not someone who has home values and
develops in the personal sphere early in life to leave later and move into the world’s sphere of activity.
Horizontal: 2/8
Most of the opportunities in life come through others and not because she has originated them from herself. One
sees, chooses and acts on opportunities because one has in interest in them not because of the circumstances of
birth and life so it is likely that she cares about others, is interested in them and from that the opportunities come.
There is a strong likelihood that she will see or try to see the world through the eyes of others, not merely as a
mental exercise or a Christian discipline but because she believes in others and values their viewpoint.
Quadrant: 2/5/3/0
She isn’t interested in universals and not very much in cultural values. What she is interested in is the family
sphere around her. In this case the personal expression of the second quadrant means family. Almost all of her
writings are about family settings. She, no doubt, does come to some society-wide or universal conclusions but
they are not the center of her intent which seems to be to tell the story of the people themselves as they would tell
it or see it in each other.
Circumstantiality: 7/3
This profile clarifies things in that it shows that she is not interested in the form of the family per se but in the
changeable dynamic of the family. Even in that distinction it is not meant how the dynamic changes due to the
occurrences of destiny but in the changes that come from within it, the participatory changes.
Angularity: 5/2/3
This profile further clarifies the general opportunity profile. It shows that she examines the opportunities that are
acute, that are of the basic horizontal and relationships, that are nuclear to the intense dynamic that a family is.
However, the relationship with the top, with those above, the capitol relationship, does not have a direct planetary
focus. Thus she is focusing on the relationships of us, of the individual and the other and the relationships as seen
from below. In some ways it is almost as if everything is from a child’s point of view whether the child is a child
or not a child any longer at the time of her stories.
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Opportunity notes (continued)

Triplicity: 4/1/3/2
Still more clarification and direction along the same lines. The primary emphasis is on expression and/or education. The writer gets feelings of something like finding one’s voice. The secondary emphasis is on relations as
equals. This is consistent with what appears to be the general intent show by the opportunity profiles. One could
say from this that it is about learning about others as equals and how to interact with them and how to express
within the context that includes their being and the relationships with them. If true, this is a clear direction of
character development through opportunities.
Internal Cross-Profiling:
Now for the irony. Louisa May Alcott probably had the most simple and stable life of any of the people in this
first batch of eight horoscopes yet she has the most imbalanced set of opportunity profiles. Even though there are
imbalances, they don’t seem to contradict each other and tend to counter each other and produce unhealthy stress
or tension. Instead, they all seem to combine together to work toward a common direction. This illustrates a basic
idea about balance. Things stay the same with balance and change, for better or worse, comes with imbalance.
In this case as far as we have gone, it looks like the change is purposeful and consistent. It is when we try to do
too many things that have contrary ends that the stress and tension and the tendency to mutually cancel each other
enters in. Sometimes stress and tension do serve a greater purpose but that is beyond this little note.
When cross-profiling the horizontal and vertical profiles, one wonders whether it is the intimacy of the personal
sphere that awakens the orientation toward the other or whether it is the orientation toward the other that causes
her to chose to work in the personal sphere.
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Louisa Mae Alcott Expanded Activity Profile Notes
Activity: 10
This rather low activity profile may indicate a low interest quotient perhaps due to having a rather limited sphere
of activity: Pennsylvania home life. Even though there are about the same number of probabilities that the faster
planets by progression and the outer planets by transit are likely to trigger the natal planets as in a high activity
horoscope, low activity might indicate not enough tools or interests for those astrological activities to indicate
events. However, when events are rarer they are more likely to be meaningful just because of the rarity that causes
them to stand out.
Intensity: 5/3/2
Not greatly imbalanced but certainly clearly defined talents and ways of acting. Having half of the aspects of high
intensity has a good feeling of “what talents I have are all mine without doubt or in uncertain control”. From these
first two profiles one gets a feeling of little diversity but all actions well measured.
Quality: 6/4/0
This profile indicates that she has internal moral conflicts in her actions. She clearly aspires to the good but she
has a taste for things that are not considered by her, in her highest, to be consistent with that.
Application: 7/3
Louisa’s books focus a lot on childhood and are, as we have seen in earlier profiles, from the under view of the
family, from those below in responsibility. From that this profile seems to indicate a life philosophy (put into the
archetype prior to rebirth) of having a good early life foundation from which one can grow with waxing application to life without stint or fear that the underpinnings from childhood will give out.
Phase: 5/5
Even though one can say little about balance one can see this profile as an extension from the application profile
and say that the application isn’t strictly to accomplishment or to reflection on happenings but to a balance of both.
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Activity notes (continued)

Internal Cross Profiling
Lets try an unusual cross profile to a balanced profile by cross profiling the quality test with the phase test. When
doing that one can see that even though she comes down on what she sees as the side of good, the phase profile
indicate that she will do that and see that in a balanced way whether there be construction or destruction, action
or reflection--she does no see the activities of life in a one-sided way. Putting together the quality profile with
the intensity profile and then adding the application profile one gets a sense of someone who sees things as good,
intensely good and that they are going to get better and there is an anticipation of them getting better.
Looking at the activity test and the application test, one can see a philosophy of “if I keep things simple, I can
continue to grow in them.”
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Louisa Mae Alcott Expanded Focus Profile Notes
Agreement: +/+/-

Fire/Air/Earth Saturn in 1st.

Unlike speaking or drawing, which are closely aligned with out senses, writing is unnatural in its non-representative symbolism. Thus, writing is often fraught with problems like writer’s blocks and the like. Fortunately
this horoscope has sufficient optimism in the Sun and Moon signs to overcome the lack of agreement with the
ascendant. This is someone who, no doubt, had to learn to write, someone who had all sorts of ideas and ideals
but who also had difficulty taking the time to put them down carefully into words. The spiritual focus (Sun) probably wasn’t keen about the pettiness of it all at first. Sagittarius has to do with universal principles and Aquarius
with an even greater universalization process, sometimes beyond ideas. Saturn in Virgo in the first demands that
all of the little finalities be taken care of and taken care of in tidy fashion. Persistence eventually brought maturity
to her idealism though it probably wasn’t a pleasant process unless her optimism was so great that it couldn’t be
daunted by limitation.
There is another side to this profile that is beneficent. A writer cannot describe everything in detail anymore that
a drawer can put down everything he/she sees. However, if the writer puts down enough significant detail, the
reader will create the general picture in the imagination. Research has found that this fact is why the movie is
never like or never as good as the book. Saturn in Virgo in the 1st house indicates an occupation with detail that is
perfectly suited for this activity even though there may not be harmonious agreement of Saturn with Mercury, lord
of the mind and ruler of the ascendant. Saturn in Virgo is likely to find exactly the right detail for her idealism to
expatiate on.
Stage: 1st Sextile +
By sign positioning this is an extremely expansive sextile, perhaps even a bit overblown with being past the orb.
1st sextile stages of the lunation cycle have a quality of simplicity and beginner’s luck positivity about them. All
of this is completely harmonious with the sign positioning but not with the Ascendant and 1st house. So this is an
individual that is generous in Soul and Spirit and in a generous stage of a development cycle but who also has a
contrary, pettiness and a lot of limitation to deal with. It is not a thoroughly harmonious character be either of the
focus profiles but the inharmony does keep her down to earth lest she float away enthusiastic euphoria.
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Cross profiling notes

Louisa Mae Alcott Cross Profile Notes
Attitude Internal Cross Profiling
This attitude category of profiles is one planet away from perfect balance. All one would have to do is move one
planet from the earthy element to the watery element (#4) to accomplish it. Again, there is not much that can be
said about balance except that it is healthy.
Opportunity Internal Cross Profiling
How strange to find that almost every profile in this category is at least mildly or moderately imbalanced after all
of the imbalance in the previous category. It is also curious how she has so many opportunities in the personal
hemisphere (#5) while simultaneously having even more in the other oriented hemisphere (#6). The upshot of
this curious combination is a concentration in the personal expression quadrant (#7). One wonders whether her
overbalance toward opportunities that are circumstantial (#8) is due to a concern for others and their initiation (#6)
that has brought her to accept life circumstantially in the same way that she accepts overtures from others that she
loves. Following the same kind of speculation one could see that she values the personal hemisphere (#5) because
of intimate others (#6) in her life. The slight emphasis toward angularity and, consequently, the nuclear family
(#9) would seem to bear out this same line of speculation as would the combined emphasis on enjoyment and
interrelationships with others as equals (#10). If all of this is so, it is an ingenious way to work with opportunities
to feather a cozy little nest of home life and family relations.
Action Internal Cross Profiling
Following this same line of speculation into the aspect/action category of profiles, she seems to be able to maintain and extend this kind of intimacy by using few tools (#11) to express herself and to do so with generally high
volume (#12) to accustom the reader something like a simple routine of daily life strengthened by reinforcement.
Continuing with this same line of speculation one can see the amplification (#12) brought on by anticipation (#14)
as one experiences the endless future in childhood. This same line of speculation could indicate that she enhances
intimacy by looking for and simply (#11) expressing the good (#13) which is less repulsive than negative things
and hence more easy to like and become intimate with. If all or even part of this is so it shows her to more intelligent and talented than the quaint period writer she is normally portrayed as.
Focus Internal Cross Profiling
Continuing on with the same line of speculation, one could see the stage profile (#17) as indicating a general attitude of the childhood of a cycle and the 1st sextile as the positive joy and likability of childhood and kinship with
other children. The problem with this is Saturn in the first house which usually indicate an unhappy childhood
but, fortunately, it could also mean a protracted, sustained, delayed childhood or a childhood retained in memory
as the grand trine might indicate. That might also indicate a delay or retention that enriches the experience like a
well cooked stew which would go along with the enriching potential of the potential writers block in profile #16.
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Cross Profiling of General Profile Categories
Much of the work of interrelating the profile categories has already been accomplished in following the line of
speculation in the previous sections. What is fascinating about cross profiling categories in this instance is that it
shows how a well balanced complement of attitudes can sustain all sorts of imbalance in opportunities or modes
of doing things and even inclemencies in the general setting of the whole to bring the desired ends out for expression. This shows how even imbalanced variations in the stuff of life can be appreciated and utilized to express
beauty similar to the way a composer can use almost any kind of tone row to express beauty.
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Personality fact sheet
Louisa May Alcott Personality Fact Sheet

Ascendant: I 16° 41’
Ruler of Ascendant: 5: { 26°08’, 4th, #3, 205, 16%
Planets in the east: 0: I 26°44’, #1, 255, 20%
Aspects to Ascendant: 8 a Asc
3 and/or 4: 		

3: { 7°04’, 3rd, #9, 51, 4%;

Planets in earth: 3, 0: I 26°44’, #1, 255, 20%; 		
			7: R 25°17’R, 9th, #2, 224, 18%

4: Q 22°47’, 6th, #5, 118, 9%
=: } 25°12’, 5th, #4, 126, 10%;

Vitality Significators
3: { 7°04’, 3rd, #9, 51, 4%
7: R 25°17’R, 9th, #2, 224, 18%
4: Q 22°47’, 6th, #5, 118, 9%
Planets in Fire: 3, 3: { 7°04’, 3rd, #9, 51, 4%;
			;: E 9°48’ R, 7th, #6, 115, 8%

5: { 26°08’, 4th, #3, 205, 16%;

Relevant Aspects
5 K 0, #2, 96, 16%
5 J 4, #8, 45, 8%
5 K 8, #10, 8, 1%
3 L ;, #7, 56, 9%
4 K 7, #6, 64, 11%
0 K 5, #2, 96, 16%
0 L =, #4, 71, 12%
0 L 7, #5, 67, 11%
Mean Aspect: #5.5, 59.6, 10%
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Louisa May Personality Brief
In these briefs we have not done much with early childhood development and its effect on personality. The
horoscope of Louisa May Alcott gives us the opportunity to make up for that. We will also look at the physical
characteristics of the personality.
This horoscope also provides an excellent opportunity to synthesize and blend sometimes opposite tendencies.
She has Virgo rising which would indicate someone taller than average but with Saturn in the 1st house one would
expect someone short than average. As it turns out she was a little taller than average but not really strong either.
She did have a mercurial character in that she was fleet. Boys could not be her friend unless they had first beat
her in a foot race. Virgo rising would indicate a dramatic character and Saturn rising would add an element of
dark melodrama. She was somewhat precocious as a child and wrote little dramas that she would direct and act
out with her sisters. Mercury as ruler of the ascendant is in the 4th house which would indicate that her childhood
was spent in the home intimately, while Sagittarius indicates that it would be philosophical, and Saturn would
indicate limitations but its aspect with Mercury, ruler of the 10th, something to do with fame. As it turns out her
father was a transcendentalist philosopher and friends with the Concord (where the family moved during her early
childhood) transcendentalists. Her father, though highly respected, was not a good provider except for providing
the limitations she needed for her development. He tried an experimental school employing his philosophy and
it failed miserably and the family was forced to move. Eventually when they were broke Ralph Waldo Emerson
bought a house for them. Her chart is standard for our culture in that the 4th house also indicated her father and
her relations with him which were strained as one might guess with Saturn in the 1st square to Mercury in the 4th.
He was her private tutor for most of her education, both formal and informal, and taught a strict moralistic code
of conduct against which she rebelled. Most of the rest of her education was with the notable friends of her father
such as Ralph Waldo Emerson and Henry David Thoreau, not a bad brace of teachers. One can see the struggle
with her father in her most famous work, Little Women, which is quasi-autobiographical. The father is portrayed
as a benign figure but he gets almost no space in the book. One could say that is because it is a book about women
but the neighbor man gets plenty of space so it was either a conscious or subconscious desire to have him absent
from her life.
Saturn in the 1st house is a signature of penury in childhood and her life was not an exception in this. That same
position often means hard work in childhood which was also true for her. She and her older sister (she was the
second child) had to go to work doing housework and sewing when the lived in Boston (they moved several times
during her childhood as one might expect with common signs on the angles and the ruler, Mercury, in a common
sign and the 4th house aspecting a planet in the 1st house. She probably was sad or unhappy in her childhood but
she also seems to have compensated for that by having Jo in Little Women be happy and adventurous even when
she had to be put out to work. This ability to transmute or escape the hard realities of her situation is certainly indicated in the grand trine of Saturn in the 1st to Mars in the 10th and Neptune in the 5th. The earthy signs indicate
the reality basis of her imagination but Neptune is the imaginative engine. Eventually she helped out the family
with her income from writing, first from poems, then short stories and finally novels.
Understanding the vitality and energy of this personality presents an even greater challenge in synthesis. On one
hand Mars is a very strong planet and Mercury, ruler of the ascendant, is also strong as is the Moon. On the other
hand the Sun is weak and Saturn is strong. Saturn can, if well aspected as it is, can be a positive factor in health
and stamina. Often, as in this case, work during childhood consolidates the health especially in the skeleton and
the teeth. In this case the influence of Saturn is mixed. It is part of a grand trine in the earth signs but its strongest
aspect is the square to Mercury, thus it probably saps as much as it consolidates. Virgo is not a strong rising sign.
It usually means a weak body. In here case it is almost a classic for personal compassion. During the American
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civil war she volunteered as a nurse because she felt a compassion for the enormous suffering in that war (many
more died from disease, wounds and even malnutrition in that war than from gunshot) and because she was philosophically opposed to slavery. During the course of her service she contracted typhoid fever. It was treated using
mercury compounds which was the treatment employed at that time. She survived the typhus but she suffered
from mercury liver poisoning for the rest of her life. She was weak and frail from then on. These facts are consistent and expectable with Saturn in the 1st in Virgo square to Mercury. Jupiter being opposed to the ascendant
does not help liver conditions either. The influence of Saturn seems to work by concentration. In this case it was
a concentration of Mercury in the liver. This obviously occurs in a personality that is excessively intellectual little
relief that isn’t mental.
By looking at the photos accompanying this brief it appears that we have a somewhat accurate horoscope. Virgo
rising usually indicates someone with a long face which certainly has and a long nose which she also has. There
is nothing close to a smile which is also what one would expect with Saturn in the 1st house, even the mouth is
always turned down at the ends. Virgo does not usually have such a determined jaw but the strong Saturn is probably the indicator of that too. Often Virgo rising has thin lips but the strong earth sign presence seems to modify
that in this case. She is conservatively dressed and Saturn has more to do with that than the times. We know from
her writing that in her imagination she was not conservative, in fact, she wrote some scandalously sensual fiction.
Writers are usually more successful when they limit themselves. Nobody wants to read writing that rambles on
and on and publishers usually don’t want to spend the money on verbose writing. The strong saturnian nature was
certainly good at writing in a pithy style. She was prolific (over 30 books published) but she was never wordy.
She was even microcosmically pity, her watch words were “if you can use a long word, use a shorter on instead”,
certainly a saturnian notion. Saturn enters into her personality and works in other ways, especially in through the
square to Mercury in the 4th house, a retreat house. We it is not certain that all of her works are known. Many of
her writings were published in secret and under pen names. This is especially so with the dark fiction or romance
and intrigue which was published in secret to avoid scandal and family fights. Even though she became the financial mainstay for the family, her father in his righteousness would have refused her help had he know the kind of
literature. As much as he did know was a source of tension and struggle between them.
Though there are ethics and moralism in her writing, the strength of it and of her personality was not in them. It
was in her harmony with the material world. With Saturn rising in Virgo she was perspicacious about material
detail. The trine to Neptune in another earth sign she could discern the meaning of the pinpoint, detailed observations. Writing is not comprehensive and it can never be. All one can do as a writer is to provide enough detail
clearly enough so the reader can imagine the whole, which may not be the same whole perceived by the writer.
This is why movies of books are unsatisfying so often. The imagination which the reader has which was formed
actively while reading usually does not match the imagination of the filmmaker and what the camera sees is not
what the mind’s eye sees. The earth signs help her and the reader to find graphic images of scenes in the outer
world. Mars in and earthy sign in a grand trine with Saturn and Neptune indicates that she can infuse energy into
form and imagination giving an even more realistic world in words. In her goody-goody work, Little Women,
there is little action but there is plenty of energy, enough so that the episodes are not sickeningly sweet.
Though there is significant correlation between the planets in the earth signs and her personality and work, it is
not clear whether there is similar, significant correlation with the fire sign planets and the vitality. The earth sign
planets are in a strong grand trine while the fire sign planets, with the exception of Mercury, form either few or
weak aspects. Moreover, the Sun and Mercury are in Sagittarius which is not known for its high vitality, especially where stamina in concerned. Aries is vital but Pluto is not and Pluto often is a drag or restrain on energy
and vitality. However, Pluto may be the indicator of the very determined shape and set to her jaw but the strength
of Pluto that may be stretching things too far. It is not a highly vital personality so her flagging health is not surprising from this information.
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4: Q 22° 47’, 6th, #5, 118, 9%
7: R 25° 17’, 9th, #2, 224, 18%
6: } 8° 44’, 4th, #7 92, 7%
0: I 26° 44’, 1st, #1, 255, 20%
8: W 19° 10’, 7th, #8, 73, 6%
Planets in water: 1: 8 W 19° 10’, 7th, #8, 73, 6%
Relevant Aspects
4 K 7, #6, 64, 11%						7 L =, #1, 98, 16%
4 J 5, #8, 45, 8%						7 L 0, #5, 67, 11%
								7 K 4, #6, 64, 11%
6 K ;, #3, 76, 13%						0 K 5, #2, 96, 16%
								0 L =, #4, 71, 12%
								0 L 7, #5, 67, 11%
8 K 5, #10, 8, 1%
Mean Aspect: #6.6, 59.6, 10%
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This is certainly a strong emotionality but it is not a typical emotionality nor an archetypal emotionality. The top
three planets (Saturn, Mars and Moon) are emotionality planets which surely substantiates this.
The Moon is in Aquarius. The Moon, being the planet of water, is not at home in air signs. There seems to be
as much if an antagonism between water and air as there is between water and fire. Air evaporates or dries water
from its natural liquid state. Some of that has to do with intellection since the air signs are intellectual signs and
thinking tends to put a curb on emoting in most cases. However, this can be looked at purely in terms of the elements. Evaporation or drying is a process of expansion, especially when Aquarius is involved, and desire is an
objective activity—desire requires an object—so expansion seems to dissipate desire and emotion. It is difficult
to try to feel, emote or desire expansively though some people try to do so and it appears that Louisa is one of
them. It appears that she tries to have her desires be pragmatic and useful which isn’t necessarily the way desire
and feeling work but pragmatism isn’t exactly anti-feeling either and applications don’t really tell us what her
feelings and emotions are like in their basic nature. Surely the Moon is Aquarius seems to indicate impersonal
feelings since Aquarius is arguably the most impersonal sign in the zodiac. The air signs are also human signs,
Aquarius is pictured as an androgyne man with a pitcher of water (again controlled water) and that helps us to
understand this emotionality. She feels, or tries to feel, for humanity in large, she is a humanitarian feeler. It may
be difficult to impossible to feel for all of humanity in the same way a mother feels for her baby but some people,
like Louisa, try to. To the degree that she is successful she will be therapeutic as the house position indicates.
The facts of her life verify all of this. She was a voluntary, humanitarian nurse during the civil war. With her love
equality and freedom she was an abolitionist and she was also a feminist for the reasons given above.
Attuning one’s feelings toward loft objectives does not free one from conflict in the emotionality. It can even
cause conflict. This is what we see in the strongest lunar aspect, the square of the Moot to Mars. We have seen
examples form this family of Moon-Mars aspects before but this time it seems to indicate something much different. In past examples we have seen that it indicates an emotional aspect that considers biological expression of
personal desires to be a natural activity not to be interfered with and even encouraged as healthy. In this case the
aspect seems to mean almost the opposite. We have already seen the disposition of the Moon as lofty and humanitarian. Something similar happens with Mars but not very successfully because Mars is in its detriment in Taurus.
In Aries where it rules Mars is rough and ready and even a bit primal but not sophisticated. In Taurus the venusian
qualities tend to civilize it and even refine it or make it nice. The boisterousness of Mars is somewhat subdued but
its basic nature cannot be changed or it wouldn’t be Mars. The position of Mars in the 9th house reinforces this
tendency toward civilization and refinement. There is a difference. In the 9th house she can energetically express
her assertive desires for higher causes courageously without detracting from the basic nature of Mars. Combining
this information with what we have already seen about the Moon we can see that the square indicates the struggle
of trying to contain and refine the passional nature that always wanted to assert itself. It is a struggle that can not
be won because of the basic necessity of natural functions and a too vigorous struggle can be deadly with all sorts
of repressed desires taking unrecognizable forms in their repression. There is some small expression of that in
other factors of the emotionality but it is very small and it is not in this part of the emotionality which is an open
conflict with what might have been termed base instincts.
There are other means for dealing with biological and instinctive desires and some of them are found in this horoscope. One is transcendence in consciousness to a higher level of activity from which one can work with desire
using other more subtle but also more powerful tools. The two most transcendent signs of the zodiac are Aquarius
and Sagittarius, the signs containing the Moon and the Sun. The strong, positive aspects to Neptune indicate
well-developed transcendental tools but the transcendental approach is something better dealt with in a study of
the individuality and spirituality which is where we will cover it. Another means that she has for deal ing with
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instinctual desires is anything but transcendent. It is to discipline and channel the Mars energies into positive
activities. This she does excellently. The two planets which are indicators of the repulsive emotionality, Mars
and Saturn, form a trine. This is the aspect version of a classic activity of the alchemy of the soul. Mars has it
exaltation in Capricorn where the saturnian ray brings the primitive martial energy under control to be used to
good purpose. Saturn trine to Mars is very effective in that activity, often bringing even emotional expression to
mechanical perfection. That the trine is in earth signs greatly increases the control and precision. The struggle
between the Moon and Mars is not new or preliminary. It is in fixed signs which indicates it has probably been going on for quite a while in terms of past lives. The Mars-Saturn trine indicates that there has been success, success
in the very areas she seeks because the 1st house position of Saturn indicates more of the same pragmatism indicated by the Moon in the 6th. Saturn is the strongest planet in the horoscope and, therefore, the strongest planet
in the emotionality and that is important. When we first began studying the emotionality we said that the feeling
of interest awakened one of the twin forces of attraction or repulsion through the motivation of self-sacrifice or
self-assertion. We further stated that these motivations were to given ends which are indicated by the secondary
planetary significators of attraction and repulsion, Jupiter and Saturn. Saturn is the secondary significator of the
repulsive desires. It usually means that some specific end is the objective of self-assertion but now always and
this appears to be one of these exceptional cases. It doesn’t appear that she is selfishly repulsive but she was
concerned about that possibility and it was indicated in the autobiographical interjections of her writings. What
it seems to indicate is her emotional discipline which was incomplete in the Moon square Mars being controlled
and channeled into very pointed and pragmatic activities. Though she didn’t repel others as selfishness would
do the intense concentration that this part of her character required did seem to cause here to isolate herself from
others, both personally and emotionally, so she could do what she desired to do. The earth sign orientation of the
Mars-Saturn trine also seems to have dulled or blunted the normally expected verve and emotional sharpness one
normally expects with a strong Mars and we again have an example of an unusual emotionality that is strong but
not personal and focussed but not keen or edgy.
The intense struggle between the mentality and the emotionality that we saw in the Mars-Moon square is here too.
Saturn is in the mental mercurial sign Virgo and there is a very strong square between Saturn and Mercury. This
square seems to indicate something like success when directing the force of desire into useful ends but a complete
lack of success when trying to merely trying to control the selfish saturnian desires merely for the sake of doing it
and to prove the superiority of the mind, which need to prove is, no doubt, a sign of insecurity. It is like trying to
train one of those very active Border Collies to do nothing, it just won’t work. This square also seems to indicate
her awareness of the fact that the struggle between the mind and the desire body is an internal struggle and she
wants to keep it that way by doing a lot of the mental controlling work in secret.
When turning to the Venus part of the attractive emotionality we see a general consistency throughout the emotionality. Venus is in Capricorn which indicates a staid and solemn emotional nature which could also have a
prudish side to it and an elegance as well. The pragmatic saturnian nature comes through here also in that Venus
in Capricorn is objective and even status conscious in choosing an object of affection. Venus too is in the subterranean 4th house where she can be aware of it personally but that is secret to the rest of the world. The square
of Venus to Pluto completes the picture and continues the consistency. It seems to be a good example of a love
obsession square that parallels the obsessive tendencies of the Moon-Mars square. She is probably way too prudish, idealistic and secretive to carry out a lurid love affair but that doesn’t mean she doesn’t have the desire to do
so which she keeps well below the sensible horizon. The presence of such desires doesn’t necessarily mean that
she is redeeming a lurid past, it is just as likely that it is a by-product of using the will and the mind to control the
desires and producing dark under currents in the process. Fortunately, she realized that as a writer she could work
out these desires on paper without having to live them out, writing laboratory. There is little time to look at the
only water planet, Jupiter, which is the secondary component of the attractive emotionality but it is very different.
It is very like the character of Baer in Little Women, positive, protective, jolly, unstuffy and even a bit of a clown.
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Concrete Mind: 5: { 26° 08’, 4th #3 , 205, 16%
Concrete mental attitudes (planets in T, I): 1: 0: I 26° 44’, 1st, #1, 255, 20%
Intellective/Organizational Mentality (planets in air): 2: -: Q 15°09’, 5th, #10, 14, 1%
								4: Q 22°47’, 6th, #5, 118, 9%
Opportunities to develop concrete mind (3rd house): cusp= P, 10° 56’;

3: { 7°04’, #9, 51, 4%

Ideational/abstract mind: 8: W 10° 19’ , 7th, #8, 73, 6%
Ideational attitudes (planets in {, W): 3: 3: { 7°04’, #9, 51, 4%;
5: { 26° 08’, 4th #3 , 205, 16%,
8: W 10° 19’ , 7th, #8, 73, 6%
Opportunities to develop ideational mind (9th house): Cusp = R, 10° 56’;

7, R 25° 17’R, #2, 224, 18%

Instinctual/automatic/reflective mind: 4: Q 22°47’, 6th, #5, 118, 9%
Relevant Aspects
5 K 0, #2, 96, 16%						8 K 5, #10, 8, 1%
5 J 4, #8, 45, 8%
					
5 K 8, #10, 8, 1%					
4 K 7, #6, 64, 11%
4 J 5 , #8, 45, 8%
Mean Aspect: #6.6, 59.6, 10%
Other Factors In The Mentality To Consider
Promethian cycle (forethought vs afterthought)		
Projective vs Receptive
Analysis vs Synthesis						Inductive vs Deductive
Thought vs Memory (rethought)				
Retention and recall
Questioner vs Answerer					
Observation & Discrimination
Expressive vs Retentive					
Imaginative vs Invisible
Continuity							Ponderous vs Impulsive
Concentrative vs Relaxed					Speed
Cogitative vs Dispersive					Depth
Platonistic vs Aristotelian					Independence,
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Once again we have a mentality in which the three elements of mentality (Mercury, Jupiter and Moon) are not
balanced in strength. Jupiter is quite weak. The Moon is very slightly stronger than Mercury so there is balance
between them but because the strongest planets, Mars and Saturn, are as much or more likely to be emotional
as mental, there is some possibility that the Moon might function more as an emotional planet than as a mental
planet. Thus we can say that the lower mentality is more likely to be stronger and more active than the higher
mentality even though she may have attitudes normally associated with the higher mentality because of the planets in Sagittarius and Aquarius.
If we look at the aspects of all of the planets relating to the mentality, one aspect stands out as being very much
stronger than all of the rest of the aspects and it sets the tone for the entire mentality. It is the square of Mercury
and Saturn. This is a very concentrative aspect. From this we can say that not only is the concrete mentality
stronger than the abstract mentality, but we can also say that concretion is her forte. However, there is tension in
the square of Mercury and Saturn, nervous tension. Concentration always has some tension in it but it does not
have to be nervous or harmful tension, it can very well be a positive tension of the kind that hold things together.
This is nervous, constrictive tension. Since Saturn is in the first house, it was probably with her from earliest
childhood. It is likely with the Virgo ascendant and this aspect that nervous tension was rebuilt into her personality right from the very beginning of life in this rebirth. Saturn’s position in the 1st house could very well indicate
that she had a mission in this life and that she applied herself to it early on in life. She did begin to write and even
publish when she was very young. However, there is another way of looking at this position that is equally revealing of her mentality and personality in general. She chose to be reborn as an oldest child. With first children the
parents are usually more conscientious or overly conscientious in how they rear their children. As a consequence,
first children are themselves more responsible, serious and self-disciplined. She also helped in the rearing of her
younger siblings because the family was poor and this, too, had it saturnian effect in her personality. Saturn is the
planet of time and age. From all of the above we can see that she was an adult even as a child and, not having the
natural opportunities to be a child contributed to her mental and nervous tension. Her father, a transcendentalist
father, treated her as an equal at an early age. While that was done with idealistic intentions it may not have been
the best thing to do. It had the effect of enforcing early maturation, especially mentally, and the result of that is
usually not good for either the mind or the body. Prodigy is often not long-lived.
There is a lot of irony in all of this. His intent was liberation and much of her aspiration was to freedom in idealism as can be seen with four planets in Sagittarius and Aquarius, the two most idealistic signs, but the net effect
was inhibiting limitation. His influence as a Saturn figure must have been a weight and a constraint. He was also
one of those unavoidable Saturn figures that was with her all of her life, he died two days before she did. It is
not clear that she considered him a mental oppressor but he, no doubt, that effect and she surely must have been
aware of it. She certainly loved him, though she has him absent from most of the important activities of Little
Women which was based on her family circle growing up. It was probably a matter of her loving him and trying
to please him mentality and, as a consequence, being under constant mental strain trying to live up to his professed
high ideals which proved to be thoroughly impractical. Though culpable, one certainly can not place all of the
blame on him. Even though it was an unintentional, forced, premature adulthood, she had her part in it in that
she designed her life this way before coming to birth. Her father, being a transcendentalist and close friends with
Emerson and Thoreau, was an abstract thinker but the effect of premature mental development on her was that she
never did develop as an abstract thinker as can be seen with the weak Jupiter. With Sun and Mercury in Sagittarius
and the Moon in Aquarius she probably wanted to think abstractly but what came out was concrete. This was
very good in some ways. Though she did not abstractly ponder ethical issues, she was able to present the morals
stemming from her father’s idealism in very simple practical ways. The moral lessons in Little Women are quite
clear and succinct and the reader knows definitely how those principles played out in the lives of the girls. That
is good concrete thinking based on abstract ideals. Mercury is in the 4th house which symbolically describes how
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she could take the subjective sphere of the family circle and concretely objectify it so that the reader can feel a
part of the intimate family circle.
Practical, concrete ethics and morality are not the only products of this concrete mind. The pattern of Mercury
square to Saturn and simultaneously sextile to the Moon which shows this bent toward practical morality also
worked in other ways in her life. During the civil war she was a volunteer nurse at great, eventual cost to her own
health and vitality which is certainly an excellent manifestation of idealism put into practical humanitarian service
where it was most needed. This pattern, which finds its relief through the sextile of the Moon in Aquarius, is also
an excellent example of expanding out of the subjective sphere of the home and into the wider world of humanity
through service. As mentioned in the personality brief, She contracted typhoid fever during this service and that
is indicated by the square of the Moon to Mars (a stronger aspect than the Mercury sextile Moon) which shows
less than perfect care about sanitary conditions as well as the fever.
One effect of the transcendentalist background was that her lunar mind could hardly be considered instinctual.
It was idealistic but, again, practical. She wrote extensively about the practical benefits of ethical living in such
things as abolition of slavery, women’s suffrage and other humanitarian causes. She could work out her internal
emotional conflicts through her writing so she did not have to live instinctively.
It would be an interesting study to indicate how the characters in her writings were objectifications of various
parts of her character as shown astrologically. For example, one of here lurid novels is a lengthy descriptions of
the saga of a woman with obsessive love. This was a literary externalization of as similar trait in herself indicated
by the Venus square Pluto, a trait she could never live out in the world. When we turn to Jupiter and the abstract
mind we find something similar. Jupiter is in Pisces, one of the signs of its rulership. In Pisces it is broad and
easy going as it is in Sagittarius but in Pisces there is a kind of emotional softness about it. Jupiter in Pisces and
the 7th house is an almost perfect description of Mr. Baer, the husband of Jo in Little Women and Little Women
and Jo, of course, is a portrait of herself in those same works. Thus the real tenor of her abstract mind was soft,
gentle, forgiving and a little careless even though she might aspire to her father’s transcendental idealism. The
aspectation of Jupiter completes the circle of the conflicted mentality. The Saturn-Mercury square shows idealism concretized and brought down to earth and the Mercury-Jupiter square shows something like trying to inflate
it again through something more emotional. The net result of this is poor judgment, especially in the abstract
mentality which, fortunately, is weak. Thinking speculatively, the pattern between Saturn, Mercury and Jupiter
could explain why she was never married.
Mercury rises about 19 degrees after the Sun so it is likely that Louisa was more after-thinker than forethinker.
Saturn rising and square to Mercury could indicate either a forethinker or an after-thinker. In this case it seems
to mean that forward looking thought is blocked. She was in the advance guard of her generation in her views
about abolition and such but she did not seem to be especially futuristic, these stands were more based in ethical
ideals than the future. What seems to be an accurate interpretation of this facet of the mentality is that she was
very much an after-thinker in that most of her works were a matter of looking back on early life experiences and
condensing practical morality from them.
It is very difficult to write length fiction and to not synthesize at least enough to create characters but it would be
too much to say that she was a highly synthetic thinker, balance would be outlook to have on the matter. She does
seem to have had excellent continuity just to be able to write as much interrelated material as she did and still have
it all hold together. The continuity seems to be a consequence of her practice of concentrative thought rather than
relaxing. Her father’s tutelage seems to have stuck with her in that she seems to have adapted the basis of his ideals if not the details of then because it seems that she used them to give answers to things in her works—she was
much more of an answerer than a question though she did not do it in a preachy way. Instead she gave examples
in her life and in her writings as indicated by the Virgo and 6th house foci in her horoscope.
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Individuality (3): 7° 04’ {, 3rd, #9, 51, 4%
Individuality Attitudes (planets in fire): 3:
5: 26° 08’ {, 4th, #3, 205, 16%		

3: 7° 04’ {, 3rd, #9, 51, 4%
;: 9° 48’ E R, 7th, #6, 115, 8%

Opportunities for Self-Expression (1st, 5th, 9th): 4:
=: 25° 12’ }, 5th, #4, 126, 9%			
7: 25° 17’ R R, 9th, #2, 224, 18%

0: 26° 44’ I, 1st, #1, 255, 20%
-: 15° 09’ Q, 5th, #10, 14, 1%

Mystic Spirituality & Raw Creativity (-): 15° 09’ Q, 5th, #10, 14, 1%
Occult Spirituality & Genius (=): 25° 12’ }, 5th, #4, 126, 10%
Will & Creativity in Potential (;): 9° 48’ E R, 7th, #6, 115, 9%
Opportunities for Super-physical Experience (4th, 8th, 12th): 2:
6: 8° 44’ }, 4th, #7, 92, 7%

5: 26° 08’ {, 4th, #3, 205, 16%

Relevant Aspects
3 L ;; #7, 56, 9%						- J ;; #9, 15, 3%
= L 7; #1, 98, 16%						; K 6; #3, 76, 13%
= L 0; #4, 71, 12%						; L 3; #7, 56, 19%
								; J -; #9, 15, 3%
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The Sun is very weak in this horoscope and all of the octaves are weak, Neptune is the strongest and it is slightly
below average. All of these things point to a weak individuality and spirituality.
It may seem an absurd line of thought to follow but perhaps this is to the good. Common signs are on the angles
and there are four planets, including the Sun, in common signs. The common signs are superb for middle people,
they do not need to impress and are willing to take whatever attitude is necessary to facilitate between others. The
Sun is in the 3rd house, the house of communication. As we all know she was a very prolific writer and as we
also all know the common signs are known for being prolific with words. Unless one is almost a saint in unselfishness, it is often a good thing for being prolific to not have a strong self to stand in the way of communication.
There is evidence for this thesis in that she is not so strong about herself when writing about herself in comparison
with others. While this may be a potentially valid interpretation it is difficult to ascertain because, with a weak
Sun, it is difficult to determine how deliberate and self-conscious she was. Most of the planets are in the western
hemisphere and Saturn is in place to block a lot of activity in the personal eastern hemisphere and this seems to go
along with this line of thought but we still do not know whether she was consciously aware of these things while
in life or whether this was planned between lives when she was in her more divine consciousness and she only
lived it out when she was here.
Her idealism certainly was genuine and conscious and that is what one expects with the Sun in Sagittarius. She
believed that it was our duty to do good and be good. With the Sun in Sagittarius the good was self-evident to her,
she probably was not subjective, and she had a good objective batting average about identifying goodness. The
good and her identity in it probably changed (common sign) as she matured but to her that may not have been important because the only solar aspect was the trine to Pluto which would indicate an identification with an absolute
and eternal goodness. The Sun trine Pluto probably also means that she sees herself as a being of will willing to
satisfy the infinite or absolute other (7th) which seems to demand progressively more of her as it recedes as she
applies to it (retrograde in the 7th). If this is so, it is very good because it indicates a growth in will to balance
the common sign flexibility or lack of stability. The second trine can be called a discovery trine because in it one
discovers things beyond the things learned in the accomplishment of the first trine. In this case it would indicate
she is finding strength of will in herself in doing and applying herself to the needs of others. In the first trine she
would find strength of will in carrying out the things in others, in this case it is more of a matter of applying what
she finds in herself to what she sees as the needs of others or a special other, her Pluto person. Because of the
Aries position of Pluto and, perhaps because of the retrograde, there is some sense of urgency about it. She might
even feel like she is trying to put things together that always seem to be falling apart. This aspect might indicate
some of her feelings about her service work as a nurse during the Civil War and it adds another dimension to the
service activities indicated by the 6th house and the Saturn in Virgo in the 1st house.
Perhaps this is a rebirth to gain humility and tone down the individuality or democratize it. Leo is on the cusp of
the 12th house which could indicate a regal or imperious life in the immediate past. Since the Sun has positive
aspect it may not have been abused but rather administered properly. Then, when the evolution of social institutions moves from aristocracy, she follows the trend and becomes an idealist and servant-communicator among
the common people instead of a ruling aristocrat. If Jo in Little Women is autobiographical, this thesis would
be verified because Jo is punished for haughtiness not for personal introversion. The trine between the Sun and
Pluto is a second trine which would indicate power of will in the self released when the orientation of power is
switched from self-willed power to build personal ends to power for the sake of the other. The very strong Saturn
in Virgo and the 1st house would then indicate something like a destiny-enforced shift to service of the common
person. She must be there for others. It is hopped that the reader of this brief realizes that this kind of thinking is
wildly speculative. Speculation is not knowledge; however, if one develops the dynamics of astrological patterns
through speculation and then drops the speculation in favor of the understanding, speculation is a valid means of
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obtaining information which uses the imagination very well. In science such speculations are called “tentative
hypotheses”: when they are verified they are called “working hypotheses” and when they are very well established “laws of nature”. The kind of speculation used just now is much more loose and ephemeral. One of the
problems of this kind of speculation is that the speculator falls in love with his/her speculation and thinks it must
be true as is because it feels true when the feeling of truth may be more from the understanding of the dynamics
of the pattern.
When we turn to the spirituality we find that Neptune is the strongest of the octave planets. Pluto forms more aspects but they are slightly weaker by comparison. Moreover, most people are not as responsive to Pluto as to Neptune. Neptune is in a grand trine with Mars and Saturn, the strongest planets in the horoscope. The aspectation
and positioning clarify and strengthen our speculation about the individuality. Saturn and Mars are fundamental
planets, they relate to the basic things of the world. Though Louisa was sophisticated it does not mean that she
was exempt from a fundamental interpretation of these planets in her horoscope. Mars and Saturn are planets that
get things done and they make sure that they are done. They are in earth signs which would emphasize a down to
earth basic nature of the grand trine. The trine occurs in the triad of houses (1st, 5th, 10th) that indicates education, entertainment or expression. While she was well educated for her time and her social standing, education
was not of the highest importance as the pattern would indicate. She certainly was not one to seek a good deal of
education so that interpretation is out. Expression was of great importance in her life. Again the autobiographical
Jo seems to back this up. Jo was a taciturn and serious person when she did her writing. This backs up our earlier
hypothesis, gives it focus and clarifies it. Individuality and self-identity took a back seat to expression. Expression was to be graphically (earth signs) clear. Spirituality was not something impractical and other-worldly, it was
something down to earth and it was demonstrated in practical deeds in this world. It may have had a secondary
educational function by serving as an example but just the practical spiritual service by itself was enough. It is
possible to conceive that this material emphasis on things blunted the appreciation of things of the spirit, including the individuality, but that is not likely because it didn’t blunt the moral and aspirational effects of Sagittarius
in the horoscope.
Mars trine Neptune is a very strong aspect. Usually that aspect indicates enthusiasm developed to the degree that
there is charisma. Saturn, the strongest planet in the horoscope, is in the 1st house which tends to dull charisma,
so we have to weigh and synthesize. In this we can be assisted by her writings because we cannot be assisted by
direct observation. Her writings are enthusiastic but not so much so that they could be called charismatic, neither
does she come through as a charismatic author. Her writings seem to be nice little bundles of the joy of moral
living, lessons of goodness in stories or episodes. This seems to indicate that what in astrological language is
called the Saturn influence can blunt the obvious charismatic qualities of the Mars trine Neptune, it cannot to the
same degree damp the solar qualities of individuality even though the latter are much weaker. Perhaps this has
something to do with the fact that the two patterns occur in vastly different elements (fire and earth) and that there
is not direct astrological relationship between the two patterns. This still does not answer for the whereabouts of
the Mars-Neptune spiritual energy. What seems most likely to the speaker is that it is a matter of efficiency. It
is possible for the energy to experienced in the activity and not so much in the fruits of the activity. By that it is
meant that in the activity of expression there would be released into that activity, energy that did not make its way
into the expressions themselves, an in the moment energy. In this respect it is probably something like prayer in
that there is plenty of live spiritual energy during the prayer but it is something that is not easily stored and is of
most use while it is live. With Mars in the 9th house in this trine it is likely that strong prayers were a significant
part of her life. Neptunian and uranian things are like that in they are at their very best in the moment and lose
their miraculous powers outside of the moment. Uranus is very weak in this horoscope and that is not surprising.
Even though she has the Sun in Sagittarius and common signs on the angles, she is deliberate. One must think
and organize and plan in order to write prose (a very strong Saturn on the ascendant is the signature of a planner)
and planning does not allow much freedom for spontaneity. Her fiction is not exceptional for its creativity and she
was well aware of that and may have tried to compensate for that with her secret, lurid, romance writing.
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Synthesis and Summary Chart

Synthesis/Summary Factor				

Relative Importance Rating

Profile(s):													5
#5 & #6: a marked need to personal focus with/for others					
5
All: mostly balanced										5
#11: low activity, simplicity of approach							4
Significant Aspects:												8
#1 & #2: very strong
7 L =, 98, 16%; 										9
5 K 0, 96, 16%; 										9
#3 thru #8: tapering gradually									6
Significant Planets:												9
#1, 0, 255, 20%; 										9
#2, 7, 224, 18%; 										9
#3, 5, 205, 16%; 										8
rest average or below 									6
Significant Personality Factors:										
strong personality; 0 & 5 very strong							7
serious, secretive, inhibited personality							8
pressure on personality for wanting to be free and generous					
7

7

Significant Emotionality Factors:										
emotionality very strong									9
primitive emotionality the strongest part except for						
7
tendency to enthusiasm									6

9

Significant Mentality Factors: 										
5 (concrete mentality) strong; 								8
8 (abstract mentality) weak; 									5
4 (instinctual mentality) very strong; 							9
all factors more conflicted									
7

9

Significant Individuality Factors:										
6
3 (self) weak; - weak; = average; ; moderately weak;					7			
strongest aspects for all factors almost all positive						
7
Overall Comparison:											9
personality strong, conflicted, restrained, inhibited 						
8
emotionality very strong, especially primitives, pressured 					
9
mentality very strong; instinctive strongest, abstract weakest,				
9
concrete close to instinctive in strength; mentality inhibits emotions			
9
spirituality weak; weakest except for enthusiasm; not relevant				
6		
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This is a life that seems to have been lived our in the psychological sphere in the mind and emotions more than
in the personality or the spirit. The personality is strong but not in the same league of strength as the mind and,
especially, the emotions. The strongest aspects each of the strongest character facets (the personality, the emotionality, and the mentality, respectively) are malefic or conflicted. Each of these facets also has benefic aspects
as well, so things are not one-sided or completely troubled. It has the feel of a spiritual struggle except that the
spirit is not strong so it must have felt tiresome. Saturn in the 1st house also casts a dour, heavy cast to it while the
Jupiter opposite the ascendent shows the striving of an optimism and positivity seeking expression in the face of
repression. There are few aspects in the horoscope which seems to mean the same simple patterns of struggle or
success again and again. This seems is verified in the fact that her popular work is almost formulaic and repetitive
in its method of presentation. Even her risqué writings, though extreme in their exercise of emotions, are supposedly [this writer has not read any of these works] not complicated or subtle.
In the emotionality it is not all of the emotions that are strong, it is primarily emotions involving the primitive
planets—Saturn, Mars and the Moon. None of these planets has malefic aspects exclusively so it can be seen that
the emotionality itself is a mixture of struggle and success and the same can be said of the mentality which has a
slightly darker cast to it than the emotionality. Usually when there are inward struggles it is a matter of the vital
body and the desire body vying for control of the dense physical body and the mind forms a coalition with the
desire body. We could consider that Mars is as much of a significator of the vital body as of the desire body but,
if that was how it worked her health would have been more vigorous than it was—she was subject of frequent illness and she barely outlived her father. Thus it seems more likely that the struggle was within each of the vehicles
(the desire body and the mind) and between them and the objective was for control of the consciousness and the
dense physical body. By primitive emotions it is not meant that she craved to be savage or something like that,
rather that she liked exciting and even lurid emotions. The curious thing is that some of these emotions even had
a quality of idealism such as the Mars trine Neptune charisma which had qualities of enthusiasm and was applied
to the support aspects of her nursing and healing work during the American Civil War an other times that she
served in that way. She felt fluent passion in the Moon square Mars and in her consciousness she even explored
some of the darker emotions like rape and domination. She tried to control the desires and the emotions with a
strangle hold of inhibition and nervous control which she also applied to the personality. In spirit she believed
in the positive power of will but in practice it was expressed as concentrated mental control at which she was
quite talent even though it meant repression, nervous wear and tear, and mental blocks, mental blocks, including writer’s block. The writer’s block was probably a deadlock between the desire body and the mind with the
mind denying the flaming prose she desired to write and the desire body balking and blocking the goody-goody
things she did write. It seems like the horoscope shows the steps of her character growth in stopped action. In
the individuality, which is not strong, she is high-minded and very generous. The mind shows some of how she
reached that state by denying the lower nature and its negativity. She was successful enough in the attempt to
allow the positivity of the spirit to blossom even if only a little but not successful completely because desire can
never be repressed. The attempt to do so only makes it stronger, which it did, and allows it to thrive under cover.
The history of the struggle is shown in the personality where she is very astute in the sense, which is necessary
for a descriptive writer, but also very tense and unrelaxed. Except for the notably weaker spirituality, she is well
balanced in the other character facets. She is also balanced in most of the attitude and opportunity profiles. She
does have more direct foci in the personal sharing quadrant, the family quadrant, which seems unusual seeing as
she had not children of her own. Thus she had a lot of destiny of that sort to work out and only her birth family to
work it out with. This is an excellent example of working out destiny indirectly through something like drama or,
in this case, literature. Her direct service was in nursing (6th) and it was indeed high-minded as indicated by the
foci between Sagittarius and Aquarius. It seems to have been a balanced, successful life even though she didn’t
get what she desired most which may have harmed her progress.
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Appendix-I
Yokio Mishima
Poet, Playwright, Novelist and Fascist

Natal Horoscope

Yokio Mishima

347

348 Yokio Mishima

Alternate natal horoscope

Attitude

Opportunity

Action

Focus

he likes to live in an artificial or vicarious world
expressive opportunities are as important as all of the other categories put together
modest activity, one only needs a few tools to succeed in the world
definitely not a specialist or fixated in his talents, possibly a sign of shallowness
virtues outweigh flaws, success without too great of effort is likely
balance, no comment
a man working in decadence but not necessarily a scavenger
the personality draws out a reticent soul and spirit but not completely

2/2/6
5/1/2/2
11
3/1/7
7/2/2
6/5
4/7
-/-/+
earth,earth,fir

9. Angularity (A/S/C)

10. Triplicity (E/P/R/S)

11. Activity (Total)

12. Intensity (H/M/L)

13. Quality (B/M/V)

14. Application (A/S)

15. Phase (1st/2nd or F/L)

16. Agreement (S/M/A)

approaching perfection in or through abstraction

he has a chance to make things happen more than letting them happen

7/3

8. Circumstantiality (O/E)

1 day before
2nd L

immersed in culture and universal cultural phenomena

1/2/4/3

7. Quadrant (1/2/3/4)

17. Stage (Moon Phase)

balance but to some extent he needs an audience

4/6

6. Horizontal (E/W)

a smothering astmosphere with no air

4/3/0/3
5/4/0/3

4. Element (F/E/A/W)
the greater world or society is where he is drawn

very active and adaptable attitudes

4/2/4 or 6/2/4

3. Attribute (C/F/C)
3/7

perfect balance, nothing to be said

5/5 or 6/6

2. Polarity (P/N)

Conspectus

Page: 5

5. Vertical (N/S)

no comment

nondescript

Profile

Chart #: 9

1. Gestalt (Type)

Test

Name: Yokio Mishima

Profile Index

13

13

11

11

11

11

11

10

9

9

9

9

9

7

7

7

6
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Gestalt Notes
Yokio Mishima expanded gestalt profile notes

Nondescript
No matter how hard he tries, this writer cannot imagine even a vague approximation of any gestalt of any kind:
area, cluster or hybrid.
There is no significant clustering, no even texture of an area of dispersion, and no definition that would indicate
edges.
Though brilliant and cogent in his thought, his dramatic suicide would, to some, indicate insanity. Following
this line of thought there could be a temptation to speculate that his lack of any coherent pattern in the spatial
composition of the archetype of his life indicated a general psychological incoherence. That could, in some very
rare instances, constitute a valid line of thought but there are so many people born with nondescript or gestaltless
horoscopes that such a usage of the nondescript gestalt would be an extremely obscure use of the principle that
one would have to be grasping at straws to find a rationale to express incoherence. Moreover, this kind of thinking
is inconsistent with the character of the native.
The reason for this exercise in speculation in this section of the notes is to demonstrate that one can speculate
meanings for any condition whatsoever no matter how nondescript the horoscope my be. It is important to do
this kind of speculation to open one’s self to possible meanings and interpretations especially when dealing with
someone exceptional and very unusual. Everything in a horoscope has meaning and we should be looking for
those meanings but it is even more important when doing such speculation to not fall in love with the speculations
but to judge them critically to ascertain if the facts of reality justify the speculations. Always apply intuition and
reason to test any speculative interpretation.
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Yokio Mishima expanded attitude profile notes
Polarity: 5/5 or 6/6
At first this profile seems surprising for Mishima since he seems to have such a keen attitude of appreciation for
inner things. However, after pondering it for a while and reexamining his impressions of the experience of the
literature of Mishima, the writer has a curious take on the matter. Mishima is very inward in a dark, almost gargoyle way but in describing his inward experiences, or those of his characters, he is meticulous and graphic about
each and every little detail of the outer things that awaken the inner feelings.
Attribute: 4/2/4 or 6/2/4
Again we encounter a reasonable balance in a character that many would consider unreasonable and imbalanced.
However, when we are looking at the attributes we are looking at what are more abstract and transcendent attitudes.
From the little that the writer knows of Mishima and his writing, this profile is accurate. He does go into detail
but he doesn’t get bogged down by it. His writings move and they have action in them. They do describe outer
detail and inner attitudes in relation to them but they are not especially deep or ponderous like the writing of Dostoyevski who is in some ways comparable. His triangulation on life and its meaning is, indeed, found in action
and adaption to action.
Element: 4/3/0/3 or 5/4/0/3
This is the first imbalance of any kind that we encounter so far in any of the profiles. Even it is a simple imbalance
profile with all of the other elements other than the air deficiency being balanced.
This imbalance is surprising. One can see how a feeler like Helen Keller can do without airy sign focus but it is
difficult to see how a literary man who wrote stories, poems, essays, novels and drama could do so. The writer is
impelled to conclude that the literary value and the literary organization in itself was not important to him. What
was important to him was the content. The content had to answer to his pride (fire) which was considerable, it had
to be graphically true to a strict form (earth) and it had to ooze his curious emotions (water) which were subsidiary
to his pride.
It was not planned this way but this is again an example of a fire-earth-water atmosphere. It is always marvelous
how the same things in can be used in so many different ways. In the case of Mishima this atmosphere is suffocating and one wishes to flee its hot, sticky breathlessness to something more clear and fresh. One wonders if this
kind of character is more accentuated in a densely populated country like Japan. Chinese astrologers find that the
watery element of a chart is more accentuated if one is born or live on a house boat so a suffocating consciousness
being stressed in a close society is not too much of a stretch.
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Attitude notes (continued)

Internal Cross-Profile
It is, however, a stretch to cross-profile a horoscope that is this balanced but we will try a little internal crossprofile for the practice and the variety. Cross-profiling the attribute profile with the element profile one could
speculate that even though there is a suffocating atmosphere, it is not arbitrary because of the paucity of foci in the
fixed signs. It more likely that the oxygen has been burned out in desperate change and activity from the common
and cardinal signs and the fire that leaves nothing but ash and water behind.
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Yokio Mishima Expanded Opportunity Profile Notes
Vertical: 3/7
Mishima was extremely interested in society at large. He cared about societal values, culture, how society changed
in time and in the sense of how society felt. He was not only a public figure, he was something of an unusual
social icon. He did explore things within himself and tried to understand what made him function in the way that
he did but he did so relative to others and the world at large--he was not a self-analytical solipsist.
Horizontal: 4/6
This would seem to clarify the polarity profile which found him perfectly balanced with regard to inward versus
outward attitudes by showing that in opportunities he is more reactive to societal conditions or stimuli. One does
not know whether this slight imbalance is related to a psychological posture of personal passivity despite the Aries
rising which would tend to indicate otherwise.
Quadrant: 1/2/4/3
Though the quadrant profile is something of a restatement of the horizontal and vertical profiles, it does clarify the
details of his universalistic opportunities. While he is concerned about universal expression, his greater concern
is for societal needs which is how he would view culture. Some of his social action was because he thought society had need of more emphasis on values. We need values as much as we need food, clothing and shelter because
our nature is more than mere natural subsistence and humans cannot ever be fully content with having personal
needs met. We need each other and how we need each other is an important thing to consider.
Circumstantiality: 7/3
It looks like he clearly prefers to deal with matters that can be dealt with rather than those that are more determined by their nature. This helps to clarify the horizontal test by showing that he doesn’t mind or actually prefers
responding to others or to society but he does want to be in things that can be altered and that give leeway for
expression.
Angularity: 2/2/6
Each profile clarifies the picture a little more. This profile clearly indicates a preference for the kinds of opportunities that are second-hand rather than direct and immediate. Sometimes these opportunities are vicarious but in
this case it does not seem to indicate a vicarious life. From the circumstantiality profile we found that he wanted
opportunities that he could do something about; from the vertical profile we saw that he wanted opportunities that
affected society at large and from the horizontal profile we saw how he didn’t mind being responsive and now we
can see that in that responsiveness he doesn’t need or want to be too direct and immediate--it is okay for him to
work through indirect cultural vehicles like literature or philosophy.
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Opportunity notes (continued)

Triplicity: 5/1/2/2
This clarifies the picture even more. It says something like expression over everything else. The opportunities that
he wants to be able to change and which are opportunities that are more indirect are also seen to be opportunities
to express and assert himself and the larger, cultural sphere. Overlapping all of these profiles one comes up with
everything pointing to the 9th house which is loaded as we expect. This is a good way to see each house in the
different contexts that it shares and to understand what a given house opportunity means to the native.
Internal Cross-Profiling:
The cross-profile between the emphasis on western planets (6) and on not so circumstantial opportunities (8) is
very interesting. It seems to something like a contradiction (which we as humans are prone to) in that the former
seems almost passive in its stance and the latter tends toward being proactive. Japanese culture which is said to
be ruled by Libra has other components of a similar nature. One wonders whether this cross-profile is an acquired
Aikido posture absorbed from society in which posture the opponents actions are reflected back to the opponent.
Cross-profiling the vertical profile (5) with the triplicity profile (10) by looking at their deficiencies, one can draw
conclusions in an analogous manner. From the former we see that the personal, microcosmic sphere is not highly
important to him and from the latter we can see that profession for work or for its own sake is not important (from
his life the 10th house Sun probably indicates more of an interest in social form than profession per se). The cross
profile composite would point to the 2nd house as a field of opportunities of especially little interest to him.
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Yokio Mishima Expanded Activity Profiles Notes
Activity: 11
Somewhat low activity which is not a bad thing. There may be some tendency to specialization with which it is
difficult for an author to maintain popularity. Readers do not wish to read the same thing over and over. However,
there are enough aspects in this chart to keep things interesting. A good thing about activity tending toward low
is that the tools will be used and will not get rusty.
Intensity: 3/1/7
The conjunction of Mercury and Venus is very strong and the trine between the Moon and Jupiter is strong. The
trine of Saturn and Pluto is also strong but not easily accessed directly. The Mercury-Venus conjunction indicates
persuasion and is likely to not be so stylized that it would get locked into specialization. Similarly the trine of
Moon and Jupiter makes for generalization. With all of the mild aspects and the non-specializing aspects mentioned above this looks like a profile with a lot of latitude for expression in activity. He has to be poised and
sensitive to be aware of the subtle factors in his makeup and he will have to work hard to express them but there
is a lot of freedom in how he uses them.
Quality: 7/2/2
Because of the predominately positive disposition of Jupiter in activity, the conjunctions in this chart are probably
also benefic. Thus most of his talents are in a perfecting or expanding stage of development, the hard, struggling
work has been done. Thus the tone of his life and work was probably a tone of ease and fluency and was not too
internally divisive.
Application: 6/5
This clarifies things by showing that even though mild, his talents are not on the way out. They aren’t all being
built toward perfection either. Instead, some are coming on while others are falling away so his work will not be
exclusively of mounting tension to hold the reader’s attention. It is difficult to say much more about a balanced
profile.
Phase: 4/7
Mishima seemed to be much more in tune with the decadence of social values than in what was being built. It
probably looked like things were always becoming more lax from perceived standards of old. That is the kind of
thing this profile would disclose. What is interesting is that he was probably correct in his observations, people
like this are necessary to remind society.
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Activity notes (continued)

Internal Cross Profiling:
One wonders whether the cross profile between the intensity and the quality profiles would indicate that he was a
master of what is often referred to as “faint praise” as a subtle way to question the quality of something.
Japanese society is something of a paradox. There is a good deal of rigid social structure and some cultural statements are dramatic but there is also the intellectual subtlety to which Zen was able to speak. Thus when we look
at the intensity and quality profiles together, we must wonder whether the light touch appealed to the Zen side
of things. Perhaps adding the modest activity profile also make sense in terms of a culture whose aesthetic likes
things simple and uncluttered.
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Yokio Mishima Expanded Focus Profile Notes
Agreement: -/-/+ earth/earth/fire ruler of Asc. in fire and 12th
Ancient philosopher designated positivity and negativity according to how much an element acted on another or
was acted on by another. Fire was considered the most active and positive. Air was considered a positive element
because it acted on more elements (water and earth) than acted on it (fire). Water was considered negative because
it was acted on by two elements (fire and air) but acted only on earth. Earth was the most negative element, inert
by comparison to the others.
By this kind of reckoning, Mishima inwardly seeks some kind of stasis, a permanent, unchanging, reliable stability. Outwardly, he loved change, even violent change, in his interactions with the external world. He loved martial arts and their philosophy. As a consequence he was very much different inwardly than his outer appearances
indicated. This produced a very self-contradictory character always ill at ease within itself. As life progressed
these inner-outer conflict increased and he strove to forge a philosophy out of it, a philosophy of balance within
a constantly liberating imbalance. It was successful in that it was fruitful, unsuccessful in that he had no peace.
Stage: One day + before the 2nd trine, ~ day 18 or 19 of the lunation cycle
If one places an abstract conjunction on the ascendant of the cosmic mandala and keeps the slower planet unmoving for the purpose of abstraction, then the 1st trine occurs on the cusp of the 5th house and the 2nd trine occurs
on the cusp of the 9th. Thus, in abstract, this stage of the lunation cycle is like being in the 8th house approaching
the 9th, like coming out of the darkness of mystery into light.
This applies very well to the Mishima horoscope. Though he was brilliant and talented very early on, his entire
life was a seeking and enquiring and trying to reach a purposeful life. It was a life of analysis to carve out a paradigm to live by which he never could quite reach. For many this would be ideal for an ongoing life of spiritual
growth but for him it was tedious because his life outlook demanded a crystalline finality about it.
Together these profiles show an unhappy life that was un-unified though unity in imbalance is what he sought
though he never could quite reach it.
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Yokio Mishima Cross Profile Notes

Profiles with significant excesses
#5, #6, #8, #9, #10, #12, #13, #15, #17?

Profiles with significant deficiencies
#3, #4, #5, #7, #8, #10, #11, #12, #15, #16

Combining #6+ (excess) and #4- (deficient) one wonders how he satisfies his need to learn vicariously (#6+)
without focus in the airy intellect because fire and earth attitudes demand direct experience and the watery sign
attitudes do not seem pronounced enough for him to do so by absorbing himself in the feelings of others. Perhaps
he uses the Capriconian attitude that one experience is enough.
One wonders how he satisfies the opportunities to alter the circumstances (#8+) of wider society (#5+) with so few
tools (#11-) applied with little intensity (#12+), perhaps he is counting on the perfect quality of the tools (#13+)
and the feeling of the times (#17+). Some commentators on his life feel he merely reacted or responded to conditions (#6+) and that his actions were more extravagant personal expressions (#10+) than attempts to control (#8+)
social currents other than indirectly through his ideas in his writings (#9+).
Perhaps the intra-character inharmonious struggle (#16-) between a rigid inner formalism against a dramatic outer
dynamism is what vitiated his actions (#12+) and limited his interests (#11-) as formalism can tend to do. This
pervasive, overall struggle may also be the origin of other seeming contradictions in his character such as trying
to control circumstances (#8+) while trying to be responsive to others (#6+) or to society at large (#5+). In any
case the lack of air (#4-) and the accentuation of earth and fire (#4+ and #16-) indicate a character that smolders
and jerks before exploding much like a volcano. He was an extremely hard worker but that tendency will show
more in the detailed analysis than in the broad profiles. Internal struggles (#16-) are often productive of creativity
but his fluency and massive output can only be attributed in the broad view of character to his perfected talents
(#13+) though often he didn’t apply himself to it intensely (#12+) and the result was lurid potboilers.
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Ascendant: E 25° 38’
Ruler of Ascendant: 7: E 15°47’, 12th, #3, 120, 13%
Planets in the east: -: W 18°33’, #9, 41, 4%
Aspects to Ascendant: 6 L Asc. (???)
3 and/or 4: 		

3: } 23°25’, 10th, #8, 56, 6% 		

Planets in earth: 3; 4: I 7°21’, 5th, #4, 109, 12%; 		
			3: } 23°25’, 10th, #8, 56, 6%

4: I 7°21’, 5th, #4, 109, 12%
8: } 6°07’, 9th, #1, 139,15%

Vitality Significators
3: } 23°25’, 10th, #8, 56, 6%
7: E 15°47’, 12th, #3, 120, 13%
4: I 7°21’, 5th, #4, 109, 12%
Planets in Fire: 4: 7 E 15°47’, 12th, #3, 120, 13%; 		
			6: { 28°57’, 9th, #7, 92, 10%;		
Relevant Aspects
7 K ;, #4, 41, 10%
7 L =, #11, 13, 3%
3 J -, #6, 23, 6%
4 L 8, #3, 75, 18%
4 J ;, #5, 26, 6%
4 J 0, #10, 14, 3%
Mean Aspect: #4.5, 37.45, 9%

=: U 21°56’, 5th, #10, 6, .6%;
5: { 29°50’, 9th, #6, 103, 11%
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Yokio Mishima Personality Brief
When the Sun is in Aries it is spring and the shoots of this year’s plant bravely come forth but they have spent
some time working underground before bursting forth into the open. This chart is something like that. Mars is the
ruler of the ascending sign Aries and it is in Aries in the 12th house. With this combination one expects a rousing
and robust childhood though such is not the case. Yukio was weak, sickly and even had a touch of tuberculosis.
Thus it appears that the 12th house influence is stronger than the Aries influence. Neptune is co-ruler of the 12th
house but it is very weak and forms only a weak positive trine to Mars so it is apparently not the indicator of the
situation. Uranus, the first planet in the 12th house, is also very weak and has no direct relationship to Mars so it
too can be ruled out as the indicator of the situation. This leaves Jupiter as co-ruler of Pisces as the most likely
candidate to open the way to understanding. Jupiter is almost exactly the same strength as Mars and both are
right behind the top two planets (which are also of almost identical strength) so Jupiter is a strong planet. Moreover, Jupiter is almost directly involved Mars. Both Mars and Jupiter are involved in a T-square with Pluto even
though they are not within a reasonable orb of each other in a direct square. The oral personality study which accompanies this written brief discusses the Mars-Pluto square in terms of the fascism Mishima espoused, this 12th
situation brings out another side of it. In the T-square Pluto seems to block the progressive expression of energy
of Mars. This martial energy is, in turn, held in suspension in the opposition of Pluto and Jupiter. Both Pluto and
Jupiter are planets of power and the opposition can have a dead-centering effect which can stymie both planets.
This appears to be the case since both planets are close to each other in strength. This writer has not figured out
how the people in this struggle can be located in the horoscope but they were his parents versus his grandmother.
Basically his grandmother kidnapped him and kept him to rear for a number of years after his birth. She raised
him as a girl making him wear girl’s clothing. The effect of this on an intensely martial personality must have
been humiliating and must have left an insecurity to be compensated for the rest of his life. The effect was not all
bad. The fact is that the energy represented by Mars can never be completely repressed and this is what appears to
have happened. As he grew up and became more aware of himself in this 12th house exile he probably began to
say to himself something like: “I am a man and I am going to prove it” thus building up a resolve and determination to assert his masculinity. In the mean time he was forced in the 12th house to be a voyeur and mostly watch
other boys which he did with more than neutral interest as described in a semi-autobiographical novel Confessions
of a Mask. Around puberty Mars progressed out of the 12th house and his health and masculinity burst forward
with great gusto but he never did overcome his sexual ambiguity or his 12th house self-destructive attitudes. He
became strong, robust and very manly through physical culture and practicing martial arts. He became a dynamo
of artistic and literary enthusiasm and continued so until his death. The effects of the frustrating square to Pluto
stayed with him throughout life as he became an advocate for extreme discipline. Again it served him well by
helping him to pursue a multifaceted life and still maintain a demanding writing schedule. It was a global factor
in his world outlook because he saw Japan as being in prison and having to remain in that undignified state until
it developed a military. The suppression of normal boyhood energy had another effect on his general personality
and a different twist on a theme common to Mars and Ares. Mars and Ares are noted for loving new things, fresh
things and things in their youth. Mars itself represents young men in any horoscope. The way it worked in him
was that not having had a normal youth or the opportunities to be a boy or young man, he developed an artistic
view that was a cult of youth. He believed that a young man was the most beautiful man and that an artist who
wanted to live the perfect artistic life died while still young. He tried to extend his youth and live in suspended
youth but his very time conscious self-consciousness with the Sun in Capricorn would not allow that. None can
withstand the aging process in the body. Thus he became increasingly desperate and experienced a psychological
buildup of energy parallel to that of his repressed childhood. He took more and more desperate measures such as
forming his own private army to encourage the nation to do so and to encourage militaristic tendencies in young
men with whom he enjoyed interacting in more ways than one. Finally, he with his army went through the bold
maneuver of kidnapping the general, addressing the pseudo-army of Japan and finally taking his life in ritual harakiri. This demonstrates a consistent personality throughout life though it may not have been a completely healthy
life. He realized the value of resistance even though he may have been bent by it. Since the 12th house indicates
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the past it is interesting to speculate on what kind of past life circumstances could have produced circumstances
and a personality like this. Since the square of Mars to Pluto is a second square, i.e. Mars is behind Pluto in the
zodiac, and second aspects in a cycle are experiences after the main work of a cycle is accomplished and one is
going through the breakdown and assimilation stage of the cycle, it is likely that it is a retributive and assimilative square for excesses he may have committed in a past life. However, it doesn’t seem that his grandmother
was really a personal tyrant but just someone working out a role from ancient customs in her own way. It is not
likely that he was a personal tyrant to any specific individuals nor did he have any tyrants in his immediate past
life. He may have been someone involved in some extreme martial activity or group. If so, he certainly must
have gone beyond the formalities and the ritual of some mystical-martial path and into the more spiritual aspects
of it because all of the octave planets are involved with his twelfth house. He was not religious and did not have
any set of beliefs other than some strange allegiance to the emperor so if he did get into the spiritual side of some
martial form like the Samurai there was nothing of divinity about it. Many Samurai warriors did practice Zen
Buddhism and, to some extent, that comes close to describing how the octaves worked from the 12th house into
his personality but he was much too romantic and deviate in his notions to be really described as the product of
Zen philosophy. It seems likely that the psychologizing which permeates society in our times certainly influenced
him as did a strong push to martial individualism--he liked to pick and chose according to personal preference too
much to be a true Zen personality.
The death of the physical personality is indicated by the 8th house. In this horoscope the 8th house has Scorpio on
the cusp and is co-ruled by Mars and Pluto. In the very restrictive way that it worked in his life, Pluto may have
come to represent a death wish in his life as it can do. Because his vital energies ruled by Mars were so dominated
as a child and because his energy was so strong when it was released, he perhaps espoused the romantic artistic
notion that it is best to young as an ultimate release of life whether he believed in an afterlife or an immortality of
some kind or not. If that is so, it relates to the tendency to 12th house martyrdom with which he was fascinated.
In any case, his was not a suicide from feeling sorry for himself or from depression or a feeling of futility that are
normally behind most suicides. That all of the octave planets are involved, directly or indirectly, with the 12th
house, the domain of Mars the ruler of the personality, goes along with the whole idea of ritual suicide. Even the
9th house Jupiter in the T-square goes along with that. It is not the ways these planets normally function but we
are not working with a garden variety person in this horoscope.
The Sun is usually the prime determinant of vitality. In this case the Sun is weak and the Moon is only moderate in
strength. Thus one must conclude that the ascendant and Mars are the main sources of vitality in this horoscope.
Aries as a rising sign is usually a very vital sign and Mars in Aries, despite the 12th house position, indicates a
good vitality. Yukio was very energetic. Not only did he practice physical culture and martial arts, he was involved in many activities and had to schedule very closely to be able to do everything. Almost everything he did
was done swiftly and his rigorous discipline allowed him to accomplish as much as he did. The philosophy of
vitality maintained by some people with strong fire sign influences is that the more energy that is spent, the more
energy there will be to spend. While this is obviously not totally true as can be seen with some people burning
themselves out and their good health as well by trying to live by it, there is an element of truth in it. If one does
less, one often has less capacity to do anything after a while and this can lead to a spiral of diminishing capacity.
It was not until he made himself become active and practiced continuously to become more active that he slowly
developed the vitality and energy for life that he did. Thus he was energetic because of a philosophy of wanting
to be energetic and by the will to be so. His energy was not exclusively due to will and desire. The trine of Mars
to Neptune and the planets in Sagittarius indicate a positive philosophy and an enthusiasm to be energetic that
reinforce the tendencies to pride in his person as a motivator. Except for Mars most of the planets involved in the
vitality are not exceptionally strong so we can see that he was not inexhaustible and there is nothing to indicate
an ongoing stamina had he continued on in life.
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4: I 7° 21’, 5th, #4, 109, 12%
7: E 15° 47’, 12th, #3, 120, 13%
6: { 28° 57’, 9th, #7 92, 10%
0: P 13° 01’, 7th, #2, 135, 15%
8: } 6° 07’, 9th, #1, 139, 13%
Planets in water: 3: 0: P 13° 01’, 7th, #2, 135, 15%; 		
			;: Y 16° 12’ R, 4th, #5, 106, 12%

-: W 18° 33’, 12th, #9, 41, 5%;

Relevant Aspects
4 L 8, #3, 75, 18%						7 K ;, #4, 41, 10%
4 J ;, #5, 26, 7%						7 L =, #11, 13, 3%
4 J 0, #10, 14, 3%
6 F 5, #1, 86, 21%						0 L ;, #2, 85, 21%
								0 L -, #9, 15, 4%
								0 J 4, #10, 14, 3%
8 L 4, #3, 75, 18%
8 a ;, #8, 15, 4%

Mean Aspect: #4.6, 37.45, 9%
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This is an emotionality which is far from archetypal. It is not developed along the classical lines of the desire
world or the desire body. To begin, the general horoscope as well as the emotionality is very dark and heavy.
Pluto and Saturn, which are dark planets, are about equal in strength and they dominate the horoscope being the
two strongest planets. Between them they constitute thirty percent of the total planetary strength where one would
expect any two planets to constitute twenty percent on an average over all horoscopes. These two planets are in
water signs, which are emotional signs, but when one focuses on them one gets a feeling of the stygian water rather than a fresh mountain stream. They have a very strong positive trine that they share so there is an appreciation
of formality and grave seriousness but dark is still dark. Saturn forms only sextiles and trines indicating caution
and a love of precision and other positive virtues. In a water sign it would indicate deep emotions and, even with
all of the benign aspects, insecurity or a desire for emotional security. Saturn is the planet of concentration and
concentration tends to close one off and isolate one from others even when in water signs. Aries rising indicates a
healthy personal individualism and the Sun in Capricorn indicates an isolated individuality. From the standpoint
of the desire world as we have been looking at it Saturn represents the end of the repulsive emotionality which is
selfishness or at least separation. Saturn is in the 7th house so there is some limitation as far as being able to look
at things through the eyes of another except in probably the most formal ways. With a majority of planets in the
southern hemisphere there are ample opportunities and desires for socialization but, again, only in strict, formalized protocol. He probably isn’t even emotionally intimate with his wife.
Mars and Jupiter form a second tier brace of planets. They are quite strong and their strength is about equal but
they are not as strong as Saturn and Pluto with their combined strength at twenty-six percent versus thirty percent.
Mars and Jupiter are both planets of pride and Aries rising is another indicator of pride which indicates another
pronounced facet of the emotionality and the general character. There is a fierce, fiery pride in the emotionality.
It flames up brightly and is directed into intellectual and artistic activities but there is still plenty of drive beyond
those occupations. With Mars in Aries the repulsive emotionality is militaristic and fierce. It is somewhat hidden
with Mars in the 12th but it is undeniable. It doesn’t appear that he tries to deny it but he certainly does try to control it. The strongest aspect of Mars is the square with Pluto which is a classic for hyper-discipline and control of
ones energies, in his case physical and militaristic. He spent many hours building his frail body of childhood into
a very strong manly body in adulthood. Because Aries is on the ascendant, his body was for display and because
of his strong Saturn-Pluto nature it had to be of a certain standard shape. The repression and control of the martial
fire does get channeled into an enthusiastic charisma which he is able to pour into his expressions, as indicated
by the Mars trine to Neptune in the 5th house, but the aspect is not sufficient for him to turn all of it outward and
some of it must remain bottled up by the stronger Saturn-Pluto facet of the emotionality mentioned earlier.
The combination of these two dominant components of the emotionality could be described as volcanic. There
is a strong, high-temperature, heat which can liquefy earth that is held beneath a more dominant, cold water and
earth. Occasionally there are minor eruptions and plenty of energy to drive many activities—he desired to do so
many things that he often had to almost run from one activity to another—but the expressions were not equal
to the containment so there was a constant build up to ultimate eruption. There was a constant tension between
these two components of the emotionality. The Mars part was something of a cult of youth. He believed that
the body was only beautiful for a few years and that the best artistic work was done with the spirit of youth. The
Saturn-Pluto part of the emotionality revered tradition and even sought reactionary return to the past. As he found
himself aging—he thought for the years before his dramatic suicide that he was already beyond the prime age for
poetic action—he became desperate which increased the tension and even though the saturnian qualities became
stronger with age as they always do the energy built up beyond control because with experience he was able to
throw off progressively more of his personal inhibitions. Thus his drastic action and end had to come because the
general character was not strong enough for both emotional characteristics waxing to the extend that they had.
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Obviously none of this sound like a very warm feelingful emotionality. When we turn to the feeling nature which
is indicate by the Moon we see this carries even into that facet of the emotionality. The Moon is in Virgo which
is basically a mental sign and not especially feelingful. Virgo usually represents something delicate but it is more
frail and fragile, even brittle so it is not fluidic. There are sand dunes and shoals but they are the result of fluidity
and not especially form of fluidity. This Virgo positioning in his horoscope seems to indicate someone who views
feelings as bits of information which can be observed and organized with cool, objective, mental aloofness. It
probably also represents someone with a refined feel for literature that may be specialized and picky in its tastes.
All of the aspects to the Moon are benefic. The Moon does aspect the dark, heavy and somber planets—Saturn
and Pluto—but those are not it strongest aspects. The strongest aspect is the trine to Jupiter in Capricorn in the
9th house. Since the Moon usually works by reflection, this aspect probably magnifies the pride spoken of above.
However; being in earth signs, this shows not a fierce fiery pride as Mars and the planets in fire signs do. Instead,
it a kind of formal pride with dignity and formality. These are the kind of feelings which are likely to take umbrage at bad manners or someone not maintaining the appearances of propriety. The fiery martial emotions are
more likely to want to react violently but they would certainly he held in check or repressed as long as possible.
The lunar aspects are mostly from houses of education and philosophy so there is an element of belief and life
outlook as part of the feeling nature.
Since the Moon represents women, its location and disposition indicate very positive literary and theatrical (5th)
associations with women which was certainly the case. His plays were widely accepted by women, often women
of influence. He was married, had a family and spent much time at home where he had his study or office but his
relationship with his wife was not for outside consumption. His mother was weak and his paternal grandmother
basically kidnaped him and reared him in his early childhood to be successful where his father had not been. She
too was ill so in his early childhood was spent in her sickroom. All of these things point to Virgo weakness and
tendencies to illness in the women that surrounded him. He resented the fact that his grandmother brought him
up as a girl and he resented the weakness of this mother to free him from grandmother’s clutches. Thus we can
see why he had a distant, unfeelingly relationship with women. He chose to relate to them mentally and formally
rather than emotionally or with feeling. This might also have something to do with his homosexuality with men
whom he might consider superior though he was much too formal to say so.
The mental control of the feeling function carries into the attractive emotionality as well. Venus is in Sagittarius
which is not especially mental but its only aspect is the conjunction with Mercury which is the strongest aspect
in the entire horoscope. Being in both Sagittarius and the 9th house Venus is abstracted and aloof and his artistic
taste was both removed in abstract and dramatically earthy except for the virulent and lurid Mars qualities which
were strong but never dominant or expressed enough to destroy his art. One might say that his love was idealized but not idealized in such a way that a female lover was put on a pedestal but more like a concept, a literary
concept.
Synthesizing all of this is very difficult as was his life which seemed to contain so many inconsistencies. The
strongest elements are the deep serious, almost reverend, conservative emotions and motivations. When functioning in them the form of the emotions was as important as the content and both were grave and serious beyond
question. He would argue his views about them but mostly one had to feel their overwhelming truth experientially
or one was incomplete in his eyes. His emotionality was not so conservative that it was not expressed and when
expressed it was with vigor and even violence but so much so that expression when beyond the forms. His emotions were expressive which was a relief to him because his expressions were not about the unspeakable, heavy
feelings which sometimes finding channel in patriotism and allegiance to the emperor as a direct descendant of
God. Because those deeper feelings issued from healthy emotions indicated by the benefic aspects, especially
Saturn trine Pluto, he thought they were true beyond question and that they should be approached with the reverence of silence.
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Concrete Mind: 5: { 29° 50’, 9th #6 , 103, 11%
Concrete mental attitudes (planets in T, I): 1: 4: I 7° 21’, 5th, #4 , 109, 12%
Intellective/Organizational Mentality (planets in air): None
Opportunities to develop concrete mind (3rd house): cusp= T, 23° 10’ ;: Y 12° 16’, 3rd, #5 , 106, 12%
Ideational/abstract mind: 8: } 6° 07 ‘, 9th, #1, 139, 15%
Ideational attitudes (planets in {, W): 3: 5: { 29° 50’, 9th #6 , 103, 11%;
					6: { 28° 57’, 9th #7 , 92, 10%;
- W 18°33’, 12th, #9, 41, 4%
Opportunities to develop ideational mind (9th house): Cusp={ 23°10’; 6: { 28° 57’, 9th #7 , 92, 10%;
					5: { 29° 50’, 9th #6 , 103, 11%;
8: } 6° 07 ‘, 9th, #1, 139, 15%
Instinctual/automatic/reflective mind: 4: I 7° 21’, 5th, #4 , 109, 12%

Relevant Aspects
5 F 6, #1 86, 21%						8 L 4, #3, 75, 18%
5 F 8, #7, 18, 4%
					
8 F 5, #7, 18, 4%
								8 a ;, #8, 15, 4%
4 L 8, #3, 75, 18%
4 J;, #5, 26, 7%
4 J 0, #10, 14, 3%
Mean Aspect: #4.3, 37.45, 9%
Other Factors In The Mentality To Consider
Promethian Cycle (forethought vs afterthought)		
Projective vs Receptive
Analysis vs Synthesis						Inductive vs Deductive
Thought vs Memory (rethought)				
Retention and recall
Questioner vs Answerer					
Observation & Discrimination
Expressive vs Retentive					
Imaginative vs Invisible
Continuity							Ponderous vs Impulsive
Concentrative vs Relaxed					Speed
Cogitative vs Dispersive					Depth
Platonistic vs Aristotelian					Independence,
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The sign of the archer pointing his arrow into the sky indicates the projectivity at which Sagittarius excels. There
is no doubt that this is a mentality which is primarily projective with Mercury in Sagittarius aspected as it is. The
9th house position indicates someone who projects for all of the world to see. There is some degree of exhibitionism in this mentality which is what it takes to publish and act and express in the arts as he did. If Saturn and Pluto
were not as strong as they are, there is no doubt that he would be outrageously exhibitionistic if he wasn’t already
as it was. Projection of this type indicates a wanting to expand one’s consciousness into a wider field, a field of
mind where it can influence more people.
The instinctual mind by nature is incapable of induction though it does have a kind of cunning. The ideational
mind indicated by Jupiter is capable of induction but in Capricorn is is more likely to be too cautious and conservative to want to think that way. However, Mercury in Sagittarius is likely to express inductively as it does
in most of the fire and air signs. When we look at the relative strengths of the planets in this horoscope, we find
that there is not a great deal of difference in the top seven planets and among them there is a gradual tapering in
strength. Thus all of these planets contend rather closely with each other which means that it is their individual
qualities which separate them more than raw planetary strength. From this one can see that determining the inclination to use the mind inductively or deductively has to be determined more by the quality of the planet most
using indicating the mind than by strength. Jupiter is a little stronger than Mercury but his life and his work seem
to indicate that he did not use Jupiter much as a planet of the higher mind. From all of the above it is likely that
he was decidedly more inductive than deductive. The agrees with his writing where conclusions build from things
that occurred earlier rather than deduction from some kind of principle or idea.
The Moon and Jupiter are in tense concentrative signs and Mercury is in a relaxed, dispersive sign. This makes
for a difficult synthesis. The Moon and Jupiter are in aspect with each other. The emotionality in this horoscope
seems to be stronger than the mentality. These two factors seem to indicate that the Moon and Jupiter are more
likely to function as emotional planets than as mental planets, albeit in an emotionality that has some small degree
of mental and earth sign tension about it. From this the synthesis seems to indicate that the mentality more relaxed
than concentrative. In fact, it is likely that the mind is the way he relaxes from emotional tension and pressure
which would explain why he wrote so much because he had a lot of emotional tension and pressure and much of
it was restricted by Pluto and Saturn which caused it to build up. Mercury was the mental relief valve.
Mercury rises approximately 24 degrees before the Sun and it is in a different sign than the Sun. Sagittarius is a
sign that in its carefree way does not like to look back except in some kind of formal, orthodox kind of way as a
matter of pomp and circumstance rather than in historical or deductive analysis. From these two factors we can
see that he was decidedly foresightful rather than being an after-thinker though, because Jupiter is in Capricorn,
a rather staid and formal sign which deposits and disposes Mercury and Mercury is in the orthodox sign Sagittarius with a wide conjunction to Jupiter, there is definitely some of that staid formalism. Thus he is something
of a reactionary forethinker trying to define the future according to an imaginary, orthodox past which may never
have existed except in his mind.
We find the same kind of mental state seen in the synthesis used to derive his nature with regard to forethought
or afterthought or induction versus deduction throughout his mentality. It is not easy to synthesize but it is consistent. It applies also to analysis versus synthesis where we find him to be more synthetic than analytic. He
had to be to be a creative writer and do so much of it. As we look at more and more of these mentality factors, it
becomes increasingly clearer that Mercury is clearly the planet that most represents the mentality with Jupiter and
the Moon occupied more with the emotionality or other things of the general character.
In a similar manner we can see that he is clearly more dispersive than cogitative, more of an answerer than a
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questioner, more impulsive than ponderous, and certainly an independent thinker—some astrologers find that if
there are no other overriding factors, the distance of Mercury from the Sun is a good indicator of independence.
28° is the greatest distance of Mercury from the Sun but this writer cannot say that 14° would be an average distance which could only be determined by astrological calculations though it might be a good rough rule of thumb
to begin observing from.
Having very briefly looked at some factors or the mentality, lets look at the mentality itself. With Mercury in both
Sagittarius and the 9th house it would be tempting to say that this is a mind that tried to take abstract ideas and
work with them concretely but this writer is not sure that would be correct. In reality, concretizing from abstract
ideas is what all creative thinking is so that would have to per force be true but that really doesn’t seem to be a
good description of what he did. He did get ideas, everybody does, but it is too much of a stretch to say that he
pondered ideas or manipulated them mentally. He was not an abstract thinker like a mathematician or a logician
nor did he concretely manipulate information and ideas like a statistician. As said earlier he would get ideas from
and about emotions and, because both Jupiter and the Moon are in earth signs and they are trine to each other, he
would get ideas or pseudo-ideas from sensations. Then he would become mentally excited and would expand
from those ideas but not as a mathematician expands from axioms but in a more expatiating way. Calling it pulp
fiction would be denigrating it but it was somewhat in that direction. Mercury in Sagittarius can be the sign of an
adventurous mind and with him it certainly was. He would get excited and would write exciting stories. Because
it was not too literary or too deep it ha mass appeal and hew was a very popular author. He was capable of finer
writing because he had the discipline and depth that Saturn and Pluto can provide. He was appreciated for drama
and poetry but after he had been successful with his more popular writing. The 9th house is the house of travel
and it is fair to characterize his writings as trips. People went of exciting, adventurous trips through his writings.
When one travels, say looking at cathedrals, one does not ponder all of the theological meaning of the homilies
given in them, one appreciates the beauty in their structure and moves on.
Mercury conjunct to Venus is the strongest aspect in the horoscope. This shows a basic, positive, attractive blend
of the mind with the emotions. It also shows an artistic quality in his thinking and writing. He was, no doubt, a
cultured man and thought like one no matter what other directions his desires might have taken him. The Sagittarius positioning of the conjunction indicates a positivity to his adventurous narratives, a rambling kind of
positivity that it was fun to go along with. The means of composition was like the stuff of the composition itself.
He could write enormous amounts of material in a short time and could be working on several pieces at the same
time—all like this conjunction in Sagittarius. It is probably not fair to call his writing rambling because it was not
sloppy or verbose. One cannot wrote long fiction that is spaced out or abstract approaching incomprehensibility,
there must be something of substance, something one can seat one’s mind upon to hold a readership, This brings
out another instance of what we have been calling a conservation principle within the total character. In this case
the happy, rolling, tasteful expansiveness of Mercury conjoined to Venus is complemented by a fussy, fastidious,
need for detail indicated by the Moon in Virgo which is trine to Jupiter in Capricorn which has a quality of elegance and dignity about it. Using this aspect he was able to give enough detail to give the effect of realism and
to anchor the reader so as not to lose him in the epic proportions of Mercury and Venus in Sagittarius and the 9th.
The wide but applying conjunction of Mercury to Jupiter is almost ironic in its reversal. Normally Jupiter is the
planet of expansion and Mercury the planet of details. In this case due to the sign placement of both planets the
rolls are almost reversed. Mercury almost wants to fly off on whims while Jupiter holds things in a proper form.
The position and aspectation of the Moon indicate a quality of darkness. All of the aspects are benefic but they
are either to dark planets like Saturn and Pluto or to a bright planet, Jupiter, located in a dark, saturnian sign. This
seems to indicate a cunning and instinctual suspicion which is keenly accurate though it is not clear from his life
that he used it to benefic ends, in some cases it seems to have been directed to endeavors morally questionable.
Good aspects can be used to not such good ends with great accuracy in this mentality which is well balanced and
loaded with talent but that is anything but standard.
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Yokio Mishima Individuality Fact Sheet
Individuality (3): 23° 25; }, 10th, #8, 56, 6%
Individuality Attitudes (planets in fire): 4+: 			
			=: 21° 56’ R U, 5th, #10, 6, .6%		
			5: 29° 50’ {, 9th, #6, 103, 11%		

7: 15° 47’ E, 12th, #3, 120, 13%
6: 28° 57’ {, 9th, #7, 92, 10%
Ascendant: 25°38’ E

Opportunities for Self-Expression (1st, 5th, 9th): 5:		
			4: 7° 21’ I, 5th, #5, 109, 12%		
			5: 29° 50’ {, 9th, #6, 103, 11%		

=: 21° 56’ R U, 5th, #10, 4, 4%
6: 28° 57’ {, 9th, #, 92, 10%
8: 6° 07’ }, 9th, #1, 139, 15%

Mystic Spirituality & Raw Creativity (-): 18° 33’ W, 12th, #9, 41, 5%
Occult Spirituality & Genius (=): 21° 56’ R U, 5th, #10, 6, .6%
Will & Creativity in Potential (;): 12° 16’ R Y, 3rd, #5, 106, 12%
Opportunities for Super-physical Experience (4th, 8th, 12th): 2: -: 18° 33’ W, 12th, #9, 41, 4%
			7: 15° 47’ E, 12th, #3, 120, 13%
Relevant Aspects
3 J -; #6, 23, 6%				
- J 3; #6, 23, 6%
						- L 0; #9, 15, 4%
= L 7; #11, 13, 3%				
;
						;
						;
						;
Mean Aspect: #4.3, 37.45, 9%

L 0; #2, 85, 21%
K 7; #4, 41, 10%
J 4; #5, 26, 7%
a 8; #8, 15, 4%
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Individuality brief
Yokio Mishima Individuality Brief

Yokio Mishima was a very successful writer selling many volumes of fiction. He was also a playwright, he made
movies and even did some poetry. It was his fiction that made him famous and wealthy. Being famous is not an
easy matter, especially if one has a weak individuality as he does. The Sun is the eighth strongest planet, has few
aspects and so, astrologically speaking, the Sun or individuality is rather weak. However, this is a little deceptive
because Venus, the number seven planet, is exactly average. This means that all of the top planets do not differ
much in strength from each other. In fact, if one looks at the percentage column (the far right column) of the
Planet Worksheet, ones sees a very gradual tapering of planetary strength. Looking at the planets below the Sun
on that sheet ones sees a stronger drop, most notably in the last or weakest planet, Neptune, which has relatively
little strength at all. Thus we can say that the Sun is below average and weak but is not catastrophically weak.
With Aries on the ascendant and no interceptions this horoscope approximates the cosmic standard. Capricorn is
on the cusp of the 10th which is also standard. Normally the Sun in Capricorn and the 10th house would indicate
an individual filled with ambition and drive to reach the top. With the Sun being weak it is difficult to say that this
is a monster of ambition, at least not in the individuality. Jupiter, Pluto and Saturn are strong. They are planets
that are traditionally associated with power, perhaps the three planets most likely to be inclined toward power. As
we have seen in earlier studies of this horoscope, this big three is much more likely to be involved in the desire
nature, the emotionality, or the mentality rather than the individuality. This is an individual who seeks power and
fame through desire and probably uses the mind to serve that end. If that is the case, one wonders what part the
Sun and the individuality plays in that ambition.
The Sun is receives its disposition and deposition from Saturn. Saturn is part of a grand trine with Pluto and
Uranus in water signs, the signs that indicate emotionality. The strongest aspect in the grand trine is the trine of
Saturn to Pluto which is just about the strongest aspect in the horoscope. It is also a very dark aspect with Saturn
and Pluto ruling heavy, dark and even obscure things. Obviously he takes himself very seriously, perhaps too seriously. Normally one would look to Jupiter to counter excessive seriousness but in this case Jupiter, itself, is also
in Capricorn and under the influence of Saturn, and Jupiter too has an aspect with the very serious Pluto. Thus we
see a weak individuality which, because of his fame (the fame probably being a matter of destiny with Saturn in
the fixed sign Scorpio), and a desire nature driven to the will to power that finds itself in a position that is probably beyond its capacity. This is not a rare case. Many people find themselves in positions of fame without the
wherewithal to manage it. We often see cases of celebrities trashing themselves and their lives not being able to
control the power given to them. This even happens to people who do have strong individualities. Fame is not an
easy thing to handle. Because he is not strong in individuality, and because he is not highly intuitive and inward as
can be seen by the pitifully weak Uranus and Neptune, he probably does not inwardly discern his inner dynamic.
He cannot be blamed for this because most people are not sufficiently inward to discern themselves from their
desires and thoughts, some cannot even discern the difference between desires and thoughts themselves. There is
even more to his situation than what we have mentioned. When an individual is famous, that individual is somehow, wittingly or unwittingly, a representative of the society in which he or she is famous. At the time he became
famous Japan was recovering from a tragic and humiliating defeat in a war that knocked it out of a position of
considerable world power. Japan was a society with a warlike pride (like Aries and Mars rising) and a reserved,
cold self-restraint (like Capricorn), so it is not a surprise that he should become famous. It was a society looking for something to believe in as he was looking for something to believe in. From this we can see that he had
to deal with the desires of the people of the nation that made him famous as well as his own desires and he was
not capable of that. Collective human consciousness is almost as subtle in its influence as astrological influence.
The Sun forms only one aspect, the positive sextile to Uranus. This does not mean, however, that his sense of self
is good or that he knows himself. Neither the Sun nor Uranus is strong enough to be a major factor in his character
and its development. There is enough saturnian influence to indicate considerable insecurity. Saturn forms only
positive aspects which might incline one to think that the saturnian influence would be completely benign
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but at this stage of evolution even in some advanced humans saturnian influences indicate insecurity. We are still
a selfish and insecure humanity. It is not always clear how astrological influences work and one must scrutinize
and study very carefully to see how they work. For example the positive aspects of the Sun and of Saturn may
indicate an understanding about human suffering and limitation which he may well have and may incorporate
in his writings but that does not indicate how deep the tendency runs in his character. He certainly had to know
something of the consciousness and limitations of the people to be as successful as he was. Understanding something and being able to live out that understanding are two very different things. Being raised as a girl and being
a homosexual in a society that did not condone homosexual behavior would likely result in insecurity in one so
subject to the saturnian ray. When we studied his personality we saw how much he was on the surface of things
and that gives us and indication of his not taking the things of the Sun and of Saturn to the depth of life to which
they could be taken.
The Sun sextile Uranus indicates what he does in his insecurity. He creates. Since it is a synthetic sextile, it is
likely that he takes the awareness that he does have of fear, insecurity and sorrows of limitations and synthesizes
it into creations of what he believes to be solutions to universal problems (12th). However when they come out
through the strong martial personality they become sensationalized and the sensational takes over and much of the
saturnian seriousness is lost to the sensation. He tends to become overpoweringly dramatic in his outward expressions. Having both Mars and Uranus in the 12th house seems to indicate that he had some sympathy to hidden
or suppressed violent tendencies in himself and in society—those tendencies were ripe in him and as a problem
in society. Appealing to them creatively in writings, which may have been more adventure writing than high
literature, was successful. Thus the recoil effect of the Sun sextile to Uranus was perhaps a fame through taping
the collective unconscious [not using the sane meaning for those words as that used by Carl Jung]. The intuition
indicated by Uranus does not give explanation or connection with other things, it just gives truth upon which one
can act. It is a timeless and spaceless intuition. Thus he can know that something is true about himself and/or
about society without having an understanding of it or probing it to it depths, it just works.
The 10th house indicates influence or preference from those above us, above us socially, professionally or whatever. In order to publish successfully in the market of popular literature in Japan one had to have connections.
Yokio was aware of that and seemed to know intuitively who he had to know, how to approach them and when
to approach them. He was successful in his early career because of those above him who helped him gain acceptance. Then there is an astrological problem that this writer does not know how to solve astrologically except by
observation after the fact. That problem is to determine from a horoscope whether the native of the horoscope is
likely to receive influence from those above, or whether the native is likely to be one who gives influence from
above, or both. There is no evidence know to this writer knows of that he was someone who passed on influence
to other up and coming writers. The speculation of this writer would be that he was too much of a foot soldier
competitively fighting for power and acclaim and not enough of a field commander to be an intentional influence
to others.
Though not included on our Individuality Fact Sheet (perhaps it should be), opportunities to develop the individuality are indicated by the 7th house. The 7th house is also the house of marriage. The idea is that the marriage
partner represents what the personality is not, i.e. the hidden inner part, the individuality, and through the partner
those things are brought out and reflected back to the native. He did not mistreat his wife but he does not seem to
have been intimate with her either. In the early part of his marriage his mother was the woman of the house and
his wife was a secondary figure and this non-respect seemed to carry on through his life. He did not mistreat her
but he did not respect and esteem her either, she seems to have been more of a background figure in his life. Again
we see the well aspected Saturn not being either abusive or intimate. Again because Saturn is in a fixed sign there
is an implication of an ingrained characteristic. This seems to mean that from lack of intimate and adversarial
experience in the past he does not have a strong individuality in this life. With more time this line of thought
could be carried farther and a parallel study of the 7th house representing the public could be done by the student.
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Synthesis/Summary Factor				

Relative Importance Rating

Profile(s):											 		7
#4 no air						
		
5
#5 thrives on fame/notoriety
				
7
#13 tries to be a force for the good
			
7
Significant Aspects:								
			
5 F 6, 86, 21%; 										9
0 L ;, 85, 21%;										9
4 L 8, 75, 18%										7

9

Significant Planets:									
			
#1, 8, 139, 15%; 										9
#2, 0, 135, 14%			 							8
#3, 7, 120, 13%										7

9

Significant Personality Factors:							
			
ascendant and Ruler (7) moderately strong and 7 afflicted with ; 			
8
personality problematic and not as overt as might seem at first
		
6
likely to extremes					
		
6

7

Significant Emotionality Factors:							
			
all emotionality planets above average					
		
8
positive aspects prevail
				
8
all of the strongest aspects affect the emotionality directly
			
8
Significant Mentality Factors: 							
			
all mentality factors above average
			
7
mentality factors harmonious with emotionality, especially the positive 			
8
abstract, concrete and instinctual balanced in strength and communicate 			
9

8

8

Significant Individuality Factors:							
			
5
3 (self) weak & 1 aspect ; - weak and obscure; = extremely weak 			
5
; very strong but almost inhuman, perhaps surrendered to society
			
7			
				
Overall Comparison:									 		9
personality moderately strong, leans toward extremes, not open
			
7
emotionality strongest , mixed but mostly positive, persuasive
			
9
mentality close in strength to emotionality, coordinated, fluent
			
9
spirituality weak, weakest, individuality weak				
		
7
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Yokio Mishima Summary Brief
This is the horoscope of someone who lives in his thoughts and emotions. His individuality and spirituality are
not strong so the thoughts and emotions have their way with him. Fortunately, most of his thoughts and emotions
are benign and most of them are put into his writing. Literature is often an environment of thoughts and emotions
for writers, their retreat and refuge. Though not a strong factor in his character, romance is an escape for a man of
much celebrity, a man much before the eyes of society. He does seek celebrity but even so it is always to endure
on a full time basis.
His seeking of celebrity is part of a much larger tendency to seeking power and some of the other aspects of this
general tendency are much stronger. He seeks to be a big man, a great spirited man. His intentions are good but
they are conservative to the degree of being reactionary. In some aspects of this part of his character it seems that
he is almost not himself but a tool of some dark, heavy, hidden force of destiny. Culturally this force of destiny
is seen by him in traditional Japanese culture, especially the samurai warrior tradition. He feels that Japan and
the Japanese people have lost pride and self-respect in losing the great war and that they will continue to lose
themselves in consumerism and entertainment until they again have a respectable military. He has a dark, heavy
feeling about such a power that directs and gives power to the people. He does not see himself as a savior but
as one among many who can and must do this for the people. He is concerned with Destiny [capital intended].
It is something which colors his entire character. He is not someone who sees how bad things are and how they
are going to continue to be bad. Because he believes in this dark, mysterious and imponderable power, he is an
optimist. He believes things are going to get better. He is positive. Though all of this sounds religious it is only
so in behavior. He does not believe in a divinity or a spiritual power. He believes in the preservation of the forms
of things and he has what he would call an historical view of things. He adheres to this with religious solemnity
in both personal behavior and basic attitude.
These tendencies also permeate his personality. His personality is not strong but even at that it is strong enough
to be extremist to his personal detriment and eventually lead to his death. In his personality he has some sort of
masculine and youth mystique both of which are of Aries. It is affected by his notion of the samurai warrior code.
He was a believer in physical culture and discipline. It was a form of worship of youth and he felt that he was
already too old to be beautiful which led to self-induced pressure. His willingness to sacrifice himself personally
for his cause were in part due to his masochism which has at least amplified if not cause by being reared as a girl
by his grandmother. This masochistic tendency and his homosexuality are probably due to over polarization in
the external masculine and lack of a strong respect for women.
His individuality and spirituality, which are not strong, are focused on worldly affairs and not spiritual things. He
does want to rule and lead sufficiently enough to have maintained a private army which went through military
exercises. Again, these things wore more intellectual and idealistic constructs than they were realities managed
as realities.
Though the emotions seem a tiny bit stronger than the mentality, the mentality has a prominent place in his life
and it was what was apparent to society at large whereas his emotions were with intimate associations. He is
clearly an idealist though many of his ideals are not what we would associate with idealism. He is a positive
believer in something and that attitude, irrespective of its object, is attractive to people. People want to believe
in something positive. His suicide was not a consequence of depression or a negative philosophy. It was, to him,
a positive statement of a belief that he thought would take hold for the good if performed. Most of Japan did not
know about his private army or his unusual notions but he was extremely well know for his exciting, fluent and
entertaining writings. People like Yokio were important to a society down and defeated by the loss of the great
war. People were distracted and entertained, and perhaps even a bit enchanted, by his writings and most did not
recognize the subtle undertones of propaganda beneath them. That is what good persuasion is all about.
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Alternate natal horoscope

Attitude

Opportunity

Action

Focus

A seeker of acute and sustained opportunities, not much vicarious
Not much for education or retreat but a lot for shared social interactions and profession

4/4/2
1/3/4/2

9. Angularity (A/S/C)

10. Triplicity (E/P/R/S)

Clearly a builder
Outgoing inwardly and outwardly but restrained between the two

9/2
+/-/+
fire/water/fire

15. Phase (1st/2nd or F/L)

16. Agreement (S/M/A)

The last gasp of glory before collapse, in her case the day of the supremacy of the theator

Knows the feel of mounting action

7/4

14. Application (A/S)

in orb separ.
semi-J

More talents than troubles, likely a success

6/3/2

13. Quality (B/M/V)

17. Stage (Moon Phase)

Full spectrum accentuation or emphasis on actions

3/3/4

12. Intensity (H/M/L)

Medium to low, keep it simple and manageable

Not much to say

5/5

8. Circumstantiality (O/E)

11

The clarifies #5 showing a life in the widest society

0/2/3/5

7. Quadrant (1/2/3/4)

11. Activity (Total)

As many opportunities to initiate as to respond

5/5

6. Horizontal (E/W)

She wants things to be very definite and clearly defined

2/5/1/2 or
2/5/2/3

4. Element (F/E/A/W)
A life that cries out to be in the activities of the world

Healthy balance

3/4/3 or 5/4/3

3. Attribute (C/F/C)
2/8

Good receptivity, probably a team player as an actress

3/7 or 4/8

2. Polarity (P/N)

Page: 5

5. Vertical (N/S)

Nothing much can be said

Conspectus

nondescript

Profile

Chart #: 13

1. Gestalt (Type)

Test

Name: Ethel Barrymore

Profile Index

11

11

10

10

10

10

10

9

8

8

8

8

8

7

7

7

6

Notes
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Gestalt Notes
Ethel Barrymore expanded gestalt profile notes

Nondescript
Thus far we have discussed consciousness in relation to formation. We have discussed the character or mood of
a pattern or occupation of space. We have discussed the advantage of organized spatial consciousness. We have
not discussed the disadvantages of patterned spatial consciousness or the advantages of amorphous or unorganized spatial consciousness.
There are two extremes of approach to acting in the relationship of the character of the actor with the character of
the role. At one extreme the actor dominates the role and transforms it into his/her own character. If the character
of the actor is strong and not complex, every role comes out like the previous roles. The acting of John Wayne
seems like this. At the other extreme the actor loses his/her own character to the character of the role. This kind of
acting may not necessarily galvanize the role as intensely as the former extreme but it does offer greater variety
and a much broader spectrum of character development. The acting of Richard Burton seems like this.
A nondescript (in terms of gestalts) horoscope may in some cases reduce the likelihood of a patterned, formularized approach to acting. Thus a nondescript horoscope may be an advantage to an actor trying to perform a variety of roles without becoming “typed”. One cannot say with certitude that this was the intent with this horoscope
and farther study may enhance or reduce this kind of speculation. Of course, as always, other astrological factors
may override or modify this factor even if it is a true reason for a nondescript chart, especially since gestalts are
usually of lessor significance.
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Ethel Barrymore expanded attitude profile notes
Polarity: 3/7 or 4/8
Finally we get a taste of imbalance, an imbalance we can get our teeth into. However, even though imbalance is
usually something easier to talk about, this imbalance gives us a puzzling paradox. The imbalance is greatly in
favor of the negative signs which usually indicate introversive attitudes. There are, indeed, introvert actors and
actresses that act to escape too great of a self-consciousness into what is to them the unreality of the external but,
from the little that the writer knows of Ethel Barrymore, she was not one of them, so we must look elsewhere to
try to understand. When we first spoke of the polarities, we said that the ancients though the positive signs were
more active and the negative signs more passive as seen in nature. To them that meant that the positive signs
had more life and were closer to the spirit while the negative signs were more of form and more associated with
matter. In this chart that seems to be the case. In more ancient societies the form was almost the all in dance and
drama and the action was only to move from one classic form to another. Something like that is what the writer
feels about this horoscope. Yes, there is spirit and life and, yes, there is drama but the writer suspects the form, the
receptacle is where the value is placed. Of the three Barrymore siblings, Ethel was certainly the more traditional
about acting.
Attribute: 3/4/3 or 5/4/3
It is always surprising how and individual can be so out of balance in some profiles and perfectly in balance in others such as in this case. This profile indicates a well tempered distribution of attitude in the three abstract spiritual
aspects, the powers of the spirit. That is, she is neither overly willful, or overly pushy and action oriented and she
is not indecisive and given to more vicarious spiritual states and mitigating extremes. Balance.
Element: 2/5/1/2 or 2/5/2/3
Once again we return to imbalance but this time it is not unexpected because in some ways the element profile is a
detailed view of the polarity profile. What is unexpected is how the distribution is not balanced. This one of those
rare cases, like the Gould chart, where there is one exaggerated accentuation and everything else seems deficient
by comparison. Usually such a distribution in the element profile indicates perfected through specialization especially if there are significators in all three signs of an element which is not the case. Nonetheless, this does appear
to be a specialist in the realm of form and specialists if form are often perfectionists and often punctilious about it.
Attention to material detail and earthy appreciation of it no doubt played a great part in her ideal of what was real
in theater.
Internal Cross-Profile
Surprisingly, this kind of horoscope is not easy to cross-profile between the attitude profiles because there is some
redundancy between the polarity profile and the element profile. What is a likely meaning of the cross-profile of
these two profiles is that the form is the all and it is the all because there is a, most likely unconscious, attitude
that the form is the all because the form is the receptacle of the meaning and the most direct representation of the
meaning. It is possible but not certain that there might even be some confusion between the form and the meaning. In the same way that to some people a picture is worth more than a thousand words because it is more real
to them, to some people it is that way with the form.
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Opportunity notes
Ethel Barrymore Expanded Opportunity Profile Notes

Vertical: 2/8
Saturn is just barely in the northern hemisphere so this is almost a 1/9, very dramatic. One gets the idea that life
to her is in the wider world and this profile indicates that this outlook is so extreme that one would want to be on
the lookout for neglect of personal life as was the case with van Gogh. It probably means that she weighs her
success by the standards of the world and that is where she finds meaning.
Horizontal: 5/5
It is always surprising to find extreme imbalance followed by perfect balance. It is like topography in that one can
be walking along and find unexpected contours just over the hill or around the bend. In terms of worldly success
this probably means that she will accept cultural opportunities when are offered to her but she is just as likely to
make it on her own if things are not given to her. It is a very good thing for an artist to not only satisfy cultural
needs but also to work from a full heart to express as large.
Quadrant: 0/2/3/5
A universalist like van Gogh she surely is. She appears willing to sacrifice opportunities to take care of her own
needs to be able to work on the world stage Sometimes when this occurs the performer is likely to succumb to
sage highs like a drug and, hence, have a distorted and deficient view of the personal world. Her brother John
was an alcoholic because he could not bear the differential between being a movie idol and a quiet regular life, it
will be interesting to see if living in the daydream world of the theater was sufficient for her soul. One wonders
whether it is possible to sustain a professional or dream image so deeply and so long that one is unaware of the
basic personality and personal image.
Circumstantiality: 5/5
Again a sharp imbalance followed by perfect balance. This clarifies the picture given by the vertical and horizontal profiles. From them we noted the desire to be out in the wider world almost to the exclusion of personal attention but that it didn’t make any difference whether the opportunities to do so came from others or whether they
were auto-generated. Now we can see that she is perfectly willing to work with circumstantial conditions as well
as opportunities that allow more creative freedom. It would be interesting to learn whether she had a philosophy
that indicated that she was destined for fame but that she had as many opportunities for creative interpretation
within that destined circumstance. Biographies anyone?
Angularity: 4/4/2
This seems to indicate a personality that thrives on opportunities of the sharp, basic, fundamental, nuclear relationships and the stabilizing responsibility opportunities that issue from them. This seems to be consistent with
the little that this writer knows of her life. She was very much the family person in the famous theatrical family.
It is interesting to note that she seems slightly more interested in the freedom of expression (5th and 11th) that
comes with the succedent houses than in material freedom (5th) or freedom from material things (8th). This does
begin to answer the question posed with the vertical profile about personal neglect by indicating responsibility
opportunities that might be sufficient to avoid a personally neglectful life.
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Triplicity: 1/3/4/2
This profile is not significantly unbalanced but it is surprising. With the quadrant profile we noted a strong emphasis on the opportunities of the universal expression quadrant, now we not only one planet in the expressive houses.
This probably means that it is not a matter of personal expression but more a matter of impersonal expression such
as the theater for the sake of the theater as one would find in the 11th house. The emphasis on the triplicity that
indicates opportunities to interact with others as equals she may be more interested in the interpersonal dynamic
of the characters in the play than in the statement of the play. This may even extend into the work itself and show
a fascination with the interplay of the actors and the personal alchemy developed between them.
Internal Cross-Profiling:
By cross-profiling the accentuation of the vertical profile with the accentuation of the triplicity profile one wonders
whether she is trying to create or understand universal inter-human relationships or to create characters whose
universality stands out by her presentation. If one adds in the deficiency form the vertical profile, one can then
see it not as a matter of neglect but as a matter of sacrifice to obtain that end which would indicate why she chose
not to accentuate vicarious opportunities indicated by the cadent houses in the angularity profile because those
opportunities don’t present people in a direct manner and that would defeat the objective of developing characters
and inter-relationships of a universal nature. Of course, these are all speculations but it is important to do such
speculation to open ourselves to things in the character that we might otherwise miss. The individual whose life
is indicated by the horoscope might not even be consciously aware of these intentions while living them out but
that does not mean that the divinity, the spirit, doesn’t have greater ends in a lifetime than we realize. Life is too
precious in its brevity to waste on a few mundane objectives.
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Activity: 11
Another medium to low activity profile but probably not meaning Spartan simplicity as it did with Mishima.
More likely it had to do with a no nonsense personality and the nature of the stage itself which usually has extreme
economy of detail. Moreover, when one has many lines to learn, one realizes the value of economy. A good part
of art is minimizing on the abundance of complexity in nature.
Intensity: 3/3/4
Balance. Drama is not melodrama but it also has to be heard from off stage and there must be some expressive
intensity to get one’s role and its meaning across. One cannot speak too softly but there is room for more gentle
speeches. To be a complete artist one must be able to be able to express the full gamut. For this balance alone she
is likely to be successful where others are likely to get stuck in one mode.
Quality: 6/3/2
One can get an unusual take on this profile. One must be positive in one’s attitude even when playing the part
of a villain. There may be less than perfect characters in a play but the archetypal nature of a character role will
probably suffer if the actor incorporates too much of his/her own character problems. Even in tragedy there must
be some positivity about the redemptive possibilities of the fallen character.
Application: 7/4
Balance. We seem to become most aware when there is building tension and we are more and more aware of what
is happening and the event that it is building toward but sometimes we don’t appreciate the real meaning of things
until that pocket of emptiness that occurs after the event and before we move on to other things. In that time there
is more of a sense of proportion and an ability to look creatively at what was previously carrying us on. Thus to
bring across the meaning of a situation one must be able to convey that kind of recognition to an audience. This
profile is likely to be successful in that.
Phase: 9/2
A very clear cut profile. She doesn’t appear to be interested in analysis or an analytical approach to acting. She
is probably more interested in entertainment and expressing a character in simple terms as she and the audience
knows it and then building on it affect on the audience.
Internal Cross Profiling:
By combining the intensity profile with the phase profile one can speculate that she is interested in building and
accomplishment and achievement and that she realizes that not all of the building is done with a hammer. Adding
the quality profile indicates a positive attitude about the building and that she is likely to build well and adding the
application profile indicate that there will be ample opportunities for relaxation in the work.
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Ethel Barrymore Expanded Focus Profile Notes
Agreement: +/-/+

fire/water/air ruler of Asc. in air and 12th

Cronus (Saturn, ruler of Capricorn) slew his children, the Moon, ruler of the opposite sign Cancer, tries to hang
on to her children forever. The Sun represents in inmost person, the Asc. the outmost person. The Moon the
middle person, the shuttlecock. Thus this agreement profile shows someone who hangs on to the conveyance of
things, the process, from within outward or from without inward. The conjunction to the saturn-like Dragon’s
Tail reinforces this tendency. Since Cancer cardinal, there is some fluency only it is dwelt upon. This affects the
other parts of the general agreement of the character: the Asc. and Venus are probably a bit more sentimental than
usual because of the cling and the Sun is probably a bit more fixed in its demands because the slow down intensifies its desire to express.
Stage: in orb but just past 2nd semisextile, ~ day 27 to 28 of the lunation cycle
The 1st semisextile represents consolidation when an initial impulse begins to gel and solidify. Similarly, the 2nd
semisextile represents collapse when an impulse begins to disintegrate and come apart.
Thus this profile indicates a stage in personal development and in the world that marks the end of an age or cycle
of activity. She was acting at a time when stage as the preeminent form of acting was giving way to radio and
the cinema. She did not follow this trend and perhaps this is so because of the overall attitude indicated in this
profile. Thus the 10th house position of both Sun and Moon depicts her as a grandee of a declining aristocracy.
Such people, diehards, are necessary to carry things out to the last degree. If that is the case, the holding condition
indicated by the Moon in Cancer in the profile has a beneficial as well as a frustrating aspect to it.
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Profiles with significant excesses
#2, #4, #5, #7, #10, #13, #15

Profiles with significant deficiencies
#2, #4, #5, #7, #10, #11, #15, #16

At first it seems difficult to understand why an actress would have a character with so many introversive attitudes
(#2+) but when one sees the strong earth emphasis (#4+), it appears to be less of a matter of introversion and more
a matter of form and substance. Profile #5 clarifies the matter even more by showing a life dedicated to putting
herself into form as it relates to society at large. This is so pronounced that she has dangerously few opportunities
to pay attention to personal needs (#7-).
It also seems difficult to understand why an actress would create a life with so few opportunities for expression
(#10-) but perhaps she tones down her leonine attitudes and the opportunities for expression so she can relate to
other actors as peers (#10+) and so that she can build (#15+) more substance (#4+) into her characters.
The lack of opportunities for personal focus (#5- and #7-), since it is so extreme, had to have had some detrimental
effect on her overall character and this writer suspects that worked out in the internal bottle neck (#16-) by her
hang-up with internal sentimentalism (Moon in Cancer)—she might be a mother figure of the stage.
This writer does get a sense of tragedy about the character in that there is so much building (#15+) for society in
the large sense (#5+ and #7+) and so many talents (#13+) put into something that seems to be fading or past its
time and becoming a thing of the past (#17)—perhaps that is why she is sentimental.
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3. Mercury opposite Jupiter
4. Mercury conjunct Uranus
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6. Venus trine Pluto
7. Sun square Pluto
8. Mars sextile Jupiter
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11. Jupiter sextile Neptune
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Ethel Barrymore Personality Fact Sheet

Ascendant: O 18° 52’
Ruler of Ascendant: 6: O 2°55’, 12th, #5, 128, 12%
Planets in the east: 6: O 2°55’, 12th, #5, 128, 12%
Aspects to Ascendant: 0 a Asc. ???, 3 J Asc. ???
3 and/or 4: 3: U 22°22’. 10th, #9, 61, 6%; 		

4: Y 24°56’, 10th, #6, 128, 12%

Planets in earth: 2: =: R 12°05’ R, 7th, #3, 142, 13%;
		
-: I 3°49’, 11th, #8, 68, 6%		

7: R 13°03’, 7th, #4, 138, 13%
5: I 7°06’ R, 11th, #2, 182, 16%

Vitality Significators
3: U 22°22’. 10th, #9, 61, 6%
7: 7, R 13°03’, 7th, #4, 138, 13%
4: Y 24°56’, 10th, #6, 128, 12%
Planets in Fire: 2,

0: E 15°30’R, 7th, #10, 1, .09%;

Relevant Aspects
6 L ;, #8, 22, 5%
3 K ;, #9, 22, 5%
4 J ;, #4, 55, 12%
7 F =, #1, 83, 19%
7 J 8, #6, 41, 9%
7 L 5, #11, 12, 3%
Mean Aspect: #5.1, 41.9, 9%

3: U 22°22’. 10th, #9, 61, 6%
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Ethel Barrymore Personality Brief
This brief will be a written parallel to the same theme covered more deeply and comprehensively in the oral study
of the personality.
The word personality comes from the ancient Greek word persona which means mask. The persona was a mask
which indicated the role the actor was playing. We still commonly see the masks of tragedy and comedy as symbols of the theater in our time. Many of the ancient Greek philosophers, Plato for instance, believed that the dense
physical body was an imitation of, or a mask to the real being, the spirit. This conception is doubly relevant to
this chart because Ethel Barrymore was an actress and because her personality was a mask more than it is in most
people and it may be by intention.
Many people, especially meek introverts, would like to have stronger personalities; however, having a strong
personality is not a good thing in itself. For instance, we have all seen the clashes when strong but unbendable
personalities meet other strong and unbendable personalities. In someone with strong criminal tendencies a
strong and outward personality might work against the good of its owner. In this horoscope the personality is not
strong and it is not weak either. This might be moderation by intent. This is the horoscope of an artist, an actress.
It is more the horoscope of someone treating acting more as art than as entertainment. For entertainment a strong
personality is necessary; for an artist it could be detrimental. Certainly one can not be a stage actress and have
a mousey weak voice and not project but if the personality is too strong it can overpower the role and arrogate it
to the personality and distort it in the process. An artist could never stand that, it would offend the finer artistic
sensibilities. Thus having a moderate personality, whether by intent or not, can be a benefice to an artist. In this
way this personality is like the personality of Eleanor Roosevelt.
Apparently Ethel may have followed the same practice with the individuality because the Sun is weak. Even being weak, its presence in the 10th house is a likely indicator of being a star in her profession. It is almost as if she
knew that she was going to be a star and realized that it would be foolish to drive a tack with a sledge hammer.
This has several advantages. In her case it meant that while downplaying personality and individuality she was
able to put more of her energies into the planets and aspects for developing flavored qualities, tools and talents.
It also meant that she could be more of a team player which is important for performance if it is to be done artfully. Libra is the sign of the ultimate team player. This is a personality that thinks in terms of others and enjoys
the union with them and compensating for them if that is what is necessary for the union and the art it produces.
There is another side to her Libra rising. The charge is sometimes leveled against Libra that it is indecisive
because it goes over things again and again and never seems conclude anything. It is not always a matter of
indecision, inability or irresoluton. If it is, even then it is not always bad. Since Libra influence is extremely
other-oriented, individuals with Libra ascending cannot or will not make decisions for themselves, there must be
someone to make a decision in reference to. This was not the case with Ethel, she could make up her mind when
she wanted to but she did have to flutter around a few times before settling on the “right one” for a husband--she
had the Libra philosophy that there was a “right one” or a perfect partner. Ethel was an artist to the core and the
Libran seeming indecision was a matter of art. For her art and the beauty it express were a matter of perfection.
Libra is a sign of perfection, not perfectionism which is a neurotic tendency, but perfection. Beauty, which issues
from the Light of the transcendent realm of Life Spirit, is eternal. In this world that can translate into an endless
perfection of its expression. Nature is beautiful but it never ceases it ongoing perfecting. Playing a role tens or
hundreds of times can make it trite, hackneyed or boring to the actor or actress. This never happened with Ether
because she was always perfecting and that sometimes meant opening to a new slant or interpretation of the role.
Obviously this made the others look good, a thing at which Libra excels. There is another side to beauty which
relates to Libra. If a play is good, it is a whole, a thing in itself. For anything to stand alone as a thing in itself it
must have a balance to keep it from tumbling into pieces. Artistic performance of such a whole requires a sense
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of recognizing the whole and working with others to maintain it through timing, accentuation, blocking and other
such matters at which she excelled. Almost nothing can be accomplished well without balance. Individual roles
require balance and one can spiral downhill very quickly if one loses balance. The individual balance in dangerously awkward circumstances is called poise, a quality at which she was magnificent. All sorts of things can
happen on stage from forgotten lines to audience disturbances to loss of special effects and she was noted for her
poise in those situations.
Since we are speaking of beauty and of personality, it seems relevant to note that she was exceptionally beautiful in face and figure as the accompanying photo sheets clearly show. Hers was a true beauty. Some people are
physically beautiful but the inner character doesn’t follow suit, others are inwardly beautiful but outwardly are
not comely, in her case she had both. Beyond the ascendant one can see that most of the aspects are benefic and
the strongest aspects are either benefic or variable but having their strongest outside aspects being benefic. From
this we can see that she brought her inner beauty with her to this life from the past. There is another aspect of her
personal beauty and how she presents herself to the world in art and in life that is very interesting. We will look at
it one way in this brief and the inverse will be discussed in the oral presentation. The ruler of the ascendant, Venus, is in the 12th house. The 4th, 8th and 12th houses are houses that represent opportunities to retreat. They are
sometimes called mystery houses. Thus with Venus in the 12th the source of her beauty is not seen, is not overt or
obvious. This has a quality of mystery about it that leads one on. It is alluring and enticing. If everything is laid
out there is a tendency to think that this is all there is and that there is no need to go any farther. This allurement
enhances the experience of beauty and brings one to have a hint of its eternal quality. These tendencies are given
greater emphasis and intensified by the aspects of Venus which aspects bring these qualities of beauty into an active realm as a talent or ability and not just a situation or location. The only major aspect in her chart is the trine
with Pluto. Following the trend of the rest of her personality it is not strong but it is strong enough to be effective.
This aspect reinforces all of the enticing qualities mentioned above. It especially brings in a good compulsivelike quality that adds to the allure and increases the drive to perfection. Because it is Pluto and because it comes
from the fixed, earthy sign Taurus it stabilizes the personality that otherwise might flutter like a bird and it brings
it down to earth without being strong enough to mire it. Patience is extremely important to an artistic personality
and this aspect indicates that she has a sufficient amount of it. Pluto also brings a primal, chthonian quality to the
personality and, because it is from another venusian sign, it does so without vulgarity and within the bounds of art
and good taste. Pluto is also in a mystery house, the most mysterious house, so all of the engaging and invisible
things of her aesthetic are strengthened by this aspect.
The Bible tells us “love suffereth long” which means to say that love is faithful and patient when it loves. Whether it loves someone or something, love stays with its object as long as it can. With Venus trine Pluto in venusian
signs that will be much longer than normal. Thus all of the perfecting tendencies mention above are enhanced
and strengthened by this aspect. Since Pluto is somewhat conservative (but not reactionary because of the location and aspectation) and the Libra consciousness always wants to do the right thing, we can see that she was not
a wild and flamboyant artist in her attire and life style. She might like to wear tastefully light and bright clothing
but it would always be proper and chosen with deliberation.
When she was a girl and her parents were on the road acting (almost everyone in her family was involved with the
theater) she was put in a monastery school. She loved the life very much. She was influenced by on of the sisters
who was, no doubt, one of the Venus people in her life. She was encourage in her artistic interests and as a result
she almost became a pianist instead of an actress and she kept it up most of her life. Not much is mentioned of
the influences in this part of her life, not even in her own autobiography, but it seems likely that the strong living
philosophy of love which she carried throughout her life was probably fostered there. Love is one of those things
that can be tarnished or lessened by too much exposure. Thus with her Venus in the 12th house working indirectly out into the world through the ascendant and the personality she was able to love in one of the best ways--in
secret--with the effects of the love appearing in the world as if they care from nowhere and they came effortlessly.
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4: Y 24° 56’, 10th, #6, 128, 12%
7: R 13° 03’, 10th, #4, 138, 13%
6: O 02° 55’, 12th, #5 128, 12%
0: E 15° 30’ R, 6th, #10, 1, ..09%
8: W 09° 47’ R, 5th, #1, 187, 17%
Planets in water: 2: 4: Y 24° 56’, 10th, #6, 128, 12%;

8: W 09° 47’ R, 5th, #1, 187, 17%

Relevant Aspects
4 J ;, #4, 55, 12%						7 F =, #1, 83, 19%
								7 J 8, #6, 41, 9%
								7 L 5, 11, 12, 3%
6 L ;, #8, 22, 5%						0 (unaspected)
8
8
8
8

J =, #2, 64, 14%
a 5, #3, 58, 13%
J 7, #6, 41, 9%
a -, #10, 14, 3%

Mean Aspect: #5.8, 41.09, 9%
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The Moon and the things which the Moon represents in astrology are something of a mystery in this horoscope
but, even at that, it does demonstrate the accuracy of our estimation system. Normally with the Moon in Cancer
in the 10th house conjoined to the midheaven, one would expect a strong and archetypal mother figure, either
her own mother or herself as a mother. Neither was the case. She, herself, was a good mother but not what one
would call a strong mother figure to her children and she wasn’t always with them because of her career. Her own
mother was a very strong woman but not much of a mother figure. She too was often absent with her own career
and Ethel was brought up by nuns in a convent. This latter fact is not pleasant but it is not unexpected from the
horoscope. The Moon is the number six planet in terms of planetary strength so it is easy to see why she was
not an extremely strong mother figure. The reason that the Moon is not really strong is not because of position
in either house or sign but because it forms only one aspect. There is only a moderate sextile to Pluto in Libra in
the 8th house. This aspect describes her motherhood quite accurately. She was mildly obsessed with her career
but also felt duty bound to her children. The 8th house is the house of absences and so the demands of her career
necessitated absences.
In many ways this is a middle-of-the-road horoscope. There is not much that is extreme in it. Thus in her feeling
nature, indicated by the Moon, she was neither hypersensitive nor callous. The Moon in Cancer certainly indicates that she can feel and when she does so, she attunes herself to the archetypal feelings of society, the feelings
to which most people can relate but she isn’t overcome by them or effusive in expressing them. The sextile to
Pluto seems to indicate that she can sustain her feelings long enough to get a good sense of them and align them
to a societal standard but not so long as to become obsessed with them. The same holds true with the expression of her feelings and emotions. As we noted when we did the profiling, the majority of the planets are in the
southern hemisphere and the Moon is right in the middle of them. This seems to indicate that her feelings are
macroscopic, she feels for the world or feels how the world would feel things. Her profession demanded this for
her to be successful.
One of the things about the general emotionality and the planets which represent it is the preponderance of benefic
aspects over malefic aspects. When we turn to the repulsive emotionality it is especially true. Saturn is unaspected
but Mars, the primary determinant of the repulsive emotionality, has only benefic aspects including the strongest
aspect in the horoscope—the Mars-Neptune conjunction. This likable emotional disposition and its positivity
toward success no doubt had a lot to do with her popularity, its easy to like positive people. In saying this one
must distinguish different kinds of positivity because in one way this horoscope is not positive. Unfortunately the
signs associated with receptivity (the earth and fire signs) are sometimes referred to as negative signs or feminine
signs. In this horoscope most of the planets are situated in such signs. Of the planets which are not so situated,
the Sun is the only one which is significantly positive because the influence of Saturn is negligible because it is so
weak and Venus is in Libra, a feminine and in a venusian sign. Mars which is almost always considered positive
is in another venusian sign and indicates more femininity, and finally, Libra rising is more of the same. Thus we
can say that the general character is basically feminine and that the emotionality is especially so. At it can be said
that because of the Venus influence it is an artistic character even though Venus is not especially strong.
Mars in aspect with Neptune almost always indicates charisma of some sort. In this case the positioning in Taurus
of the Mars-Neptune conjunction seems to indicate an attractive charisma rather than the sometimes controlling
charisma of Mars-Neptune. The 7th house can indicate interactions with the general public and in this case it
seems she holds an attractive charisma or fascination for the general public. It is unusual to think of Mars in terms
of attraction but it seems so in this case. This peculiar situation is reinforced by the fact that Saturn is so weak
that it is almost a non-planet which would seem to indicate very little selfishness, the goal of repulsive assertion.
Stardom has a lot to do with projecting of people’s wishes onto public figures and she seems to stand before the
public in a shining, almost brassy, way with the Mars aspectation. The second aspect of Mars, which is the sec-
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ond strongest aspect for Mars, is the sextile. This along with the Sun in Leo indicates the pride and self-esteem
that the public finds admirable without being offensive. It is much easier to feel good about a public figure if that
public figure feels good about herself, often people feel a need to escape the more dismal aspects of themselves
and their lives into the live of a star.
Turning to the attractive emotionality we find, for the most part, the same medium strength middle-of-the-road
quality we have been seeing all along. Libra, itself, is the sign of wishy-washy, moderate, middle-of-the-road
attitudes that abhor extremism of any sort. Her emotional balance seems deliberate. The positions of Venus and
the Moon by sign and house show a desire to balance maternity and art, fame and retreat. They also show the
balance between maternity and art. All of the internal planets (Sun, Moon, Venus and Mercury) as well as Jupiter
are in their essential dignities. This is very good for an actress. It means that much of her character is lined up
with cosmic standards. Thus when she expresses venusian taste for example it is a venusian taste that everyone
can appreciate and she can appeal to the widest possible audience and not just some cult segment of the public.
By the same token, all of the planets most likely to be associated with nasty or evil things (Mars, Saturn and Pluto)
are in their detriment or fall. This means that she could enact the nastiest of the nasty characters if she chose but
it also means that she would likely have a hard time doing so because her own potential character flaws would be
stimulated and, being the positive person she is about her self image, that is not something she would really like
to do. Of course, if there were sure fame and stardom likely from doing so, it wouldn’t take too much to persuade
her to try. Venus has a trine to Pluto just as the Moon had a sextile to Pluto but there is not quite a sextile between
Venus and the Moon though there is application to one soon. This means that both of the most feminine imaginative planets are anchored by Pluto. This too seems intentional. In a film a scene can be shot many times and there
are all sorts of close-up techniques so that emotional nuance can be captured. It is not so easy to do so on stage
for several reasons. First, it is live, and then there is the fact that one must speak loudly to be heard and volume
and emotional subtlety don’t often go together very well. Pluto is a planet of power and Taurus is a foundational
sign, thus we can see that she can sustain an emotion long enough and with enough oomph to get it across. The
Sun and Moon are prominent and visible from the 10th house but Venus in the 12th shows that her art is such that
she can keep it from being seen which is a very nice artistic touch. From this position she could keep her public
life of fame from intruding on and distorting her personal love life which she did quite nicely until there were front
page announcements of her marriage. In brief this part of the emotionality suggests that her attraction is hidden
while her central character is open for all to see by intent. It is also clear that acting is a form of sharing and not
working out the more troublesome elements of her emotionality in public.
As we have noted, the intent or end of the attractive personality is giving and that is symbolized by Jupiter. In this
emotionality and horoscope Jupiter is the strongest planet. Controlling eighteen percent of the planetary strength
it is nearly twice the strength of an average planet. She is a very generous and giving individual. Her emotions
are full to overflowing and she has no intent to do anything but give. Jupiter is in Pisces which it rules and which
sign is a water sign. Jupiter rules abstraction as we saw in the van Gogh horoscope but it doesn’t merely mean that
because it can just as well mean expansive emotionality which it surely does in this horoscope. The Moon rules
the desire body in general and its ability to feel and emote especially. Mars represents desire, the motive force
and Saturn represents the objective to which desire is objectified. Venus represents loving and object or being and
Jupiter represents the quality of the desire body to motivate one to go beyond stasis. Jupiter among these planets
is most associated with the higher spiritual worlds and the fullness of spiritual states to give and create. Star is a
very good word to indicate superiority in acting because it indicates the star-like, divine generosity from which
one acts. Jupiter is also in the 5th house which is the house of gifts and giving and of the theater which reinforces
all of these tendencies. Jupiter’s strongest aspect is the sextile to Neptune. This indicates that the charisma of
the Mars-Neptune conjunction is expanded in expression. It is also given a spiritual-like glow of optimism and
bigness of life which theater tries to represent. So strong is this tendency to give and expand into spiritual emotions that it is hard to keep it down to earth and to keep it concrete so that she might get carried away and need to
improvise, all of which is indicated by the Jupiter oppositions to Mercury and Uranus.
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Concrete Mind: 5: I 7° 06’R’, 11th #2 , 182, 16%
Concrete mental attitudes (planets in T, I): 2: 5: I 7° 06’R’, 11th #2 , 182, 16%,
							-: I 3° 49’’, 11th #8 , 68, 6%
Intellective/Organizational Mentality (planets in air): 1: 6: O 2° 55’’, 12th #5 , 128, 12%
Opportunities to develop concrete mind (3rd house):
cusp= {, 17° 48’:
								Ruler 8: W 09° 47’ R, 5th, #1, 187, 17%;
		
no planets in 3rd
Ideational/abstract mind: 8: W 9° 47 ‘R, 5th, #1, 187, 17%
Ideational attitudes (planets in {, W): 1: 8: W 09° 47’ R, 5th, #1, 187, 17%
Opportunities to develop ideational mind (9th house): Cusp = T 17°48;
								Ruler: 5: I 7° 06’R’, 11th #2 , 182, 16%
								No planets in 9th
Instinctual/automatic/reflective mind: 4: Y 24°56’, 10th, #6, 128, 12%
Relevant Aspects
5
5
5
5

a 8, #3, 58, 13%						8
F -, #5, 50, 11%
					
8
L =, #7, 26, 6%						8
L 7, #11, 12, 3%						8

J =, #2, 64, 14%
a 5, #3, 58, 13%
J 7, #6, 41, 9%
a -, #10, 14, 3%

4 J ;, #4, 55, 12%
Mean Aspect: #6, 41.09, 9%
Other Factors In The Mentality To Consider
Promethian Cycle (forethought vs afterthought)		
Projective vs Receptive
Analysis vs Synthesis						Inductive vs Deductive
Thought vs Memory (rethought)				
Retention and recall
Questioner vs Answerer					
Observation & Discrimination
Expressive vs Retentive					
Imaginative vs Invisible
Continuity							Ponderous vs Impulsive
Concentrative vs Relaxed					Speed
Cogitative vs Dispersive					Depth
Platonistic vs Aristotelian					Independence,
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Mercury is in Virgo, the sign of its rulership and its exaltation. Mercury, ruler of the concrete mentality, is the
second strongest planet in this horoscope topped only slightly by Jupiter, the ruler of abstract mentality. Thus we
can see that she has a rather strong mentality. Because the Sun is in Leo and the 10th she, in spirit, is driven to
acting and fame in it at that, and because the ascendant is in Libra, she has the personality of an artist but, all in
all, it is the mentality that is the strongest factor in this character. It would be too much to say that the mentality
dominated the character because she was not a mentalist but it was clear that the mind facilitated all of the other
factors and that gave its flavor to them.
Probably the main reason that Mercury doesn’t dominate and become manifest as a mentalist is because of its location in Virgo. When Mercury is in Virgo it has a character of its own more than in any other location; however
that character is to serve and be subsidiary, usually to the Sun but in this case probably to Jupiter. Mercury in
Virgo strives to fulfill its duty, its function.
One of the chief functions of the 11th house is impersonal expression. Personal expression is indicated by the
5th house. Both the 5th and 11th houses are houses of expression through acting. If the 5th house is significantly
stronger, there is a tendency for the personality to override the role and if the 11th house is significantly stronger
the personality can be lost to the role. In this horoscope both the 5th and 11th houses are strong. The ruler of the
abstract mind is strong in the 5th and the ruler of the concrete mind is strong in the 11th and those two strongest
planets (Jupiter and Mercury) are in a strong opposition. This will be returned to momentarily, for now lets continue with Mercury in Virgo and the 11th since we have determined the function it strives to fulfill, expression.
Normally the attitude of Mercury in this position would be precise and exact in the execution of the role but this
is not really a normal situation though it really isn’t extreme or abnormal either, just a little off. Mercury is deposited by the Sun, conjoined to Uranus, opposite to Jupiter and trine to Mars. All of these planets with which
Mercury interacts are dynamic, they are action oriented. Under such conditions it is very difficult to be precise.
Knowing this, she was very insistent about practice, even as a child, “practice makes perfect” and Virgo is the
sign of perfectionism. Normally there is a tendency among actors and actresses, being highly extroversive, to
upstage each other. Virgo is not so likely to do that. It is much more likely to want to serve the role, the other
players, the theater as a whole or even art—art for art’s sake. The 11th house is the house of art for art’s sake, or
anything for its own sake for that matter, so we can see how the Virgo perfectionism worked in her concrete mind.
Timing is very important for successful acting. In this horoscope Saturn, the planet which rules time and timing,
is extremely weak; however, she did not have a poor sense of timing in her acting. This is probably because she
obtained what amounted to an impeccable sense of timing through logic and practice. She understood the logic
of the character of the role and of the play and acted according to that. Even within the structure of wording
there is a kind of logic and with Mercury in Virgo with Libra rising she was keenly sensitive to cadency of words.
Moreover, there is an internal timing to dynamic action and with Mercury aspecting all of the dynamics, she was
surely mentally aware of it.
This brings us back to the dynamic planets. Dynamic means active. Active means to be acting. Acting is what
she does and we can see that this is a mind which in its use (determined by the aspects) is designed for acting.
Each of the planets adds its own quality of dynamism to this concrete mind. Mars is usually the most dynamic of
all of the planets. The trine to Mars is not strong but both planets are. The Mars trine shows a direct application
of force in the mind and the voice which is also ruled by Mercury. One must have a strong voice to be heard in a
large theater with many people. One must also have to be able to project energy to have a significant interaction
with them. The position of Mars in the 7th house indicates that she stimulates and derives mental energy from
those with whom she collaborates thus this aspect shows a kind of mental symbiosis and a mounting energy that
can be built up. The dynamism of Uranus is electric and almost shocking in it stimulation. Things happen suddenly and in the mind this indicates thoughts and intuitive interpretations born in the moment. Uranus is in
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its abstract rulership in the 11th house where it seeks to create or recreate another world. Virgo is not a sign that
is much inclined to romanticism but this aspect indicates some mental romanticism. She is one of those people
who live for the theater and the life of performance with all of those catch phrases like “the show must go on”
and others of similar romantic sentiment. The dynamic qualities of Jupiter are not so abrupt as those of Mars
and Uranus but their existence cannot be denied. The dynamism of Jupiter in Sagittarius is stronger and more
obviously so, almost apoplectically so, but it is present even in the flaccid sign Pisces which it also rules. Pisces
is a water sign which we have noted means emotionality. The dynamic qualities of Jupiter are often emotional
enthusiasm, less bombastic than fire but still motivational to the mind. The Jupiter aspect with Mercury is an opposition, a malefic aspect. There is probably enthusiasm and dynamism overdone. However, Jupiter is the greater
benefic, it is so strong, it is in the sign of its rulership and its strongest aspect is benefic so that this might be one
of those cases when a malefic aspect does not mean malevolence but something more benign. Being introversive
this writer often feels uncomfortable when being around individuals who are strongly extroversive. He shrinks
from them but he does appreciate them on stage and other places where that kind of personality is necessary and
beneficial. The stage, especially, requires great extroversion. In a movie where close-ups are possible, an actor
or actress can aid communication with quite a bit of subtle nuance but on stage one must almost bellow to even
be heard, to say nothing of communicating something meaningful. Thus this is an aspect which might seem personally unpleasant but professionally benefic. The final dynamic planet is the Sun which does not directly aspect
Mercury but it has an indirect influence over Mercury by being the ruler of the 11th house. If Mercury was in
Leo, it would carry a strong direct influence from the Sun and it would be bright, shiny and positive. As it is it
has many of those qualities from its aspects but it is in a different sign from the Sun so this is one of those cases
where the nature of the mind is not congruent with the essential nature of the Self. There is always some degree
of conflict when this occurs and in this case it is a little more pronounced than usual because both planets are in
their signs of rulership and in adjacent signs which are usually the most inharmonious signs with each other. Thus
the Sun, like Jupiter, wants a big, bright, happy picture, even if exaggerated, while Mercury has a smaller, almost
petty, view of things. Mercury also rises after the Sun so there is an element of afterthought while the Sun is the
planet of life and cannot have truck with death in any form except to perhaps resurrect it usually eschews the dead
past to look forward to the new life in the future. Mercury is also retrograde. When Mercury is both retrograde
and rises after the Sun it has been retrograde for a long time and it is soon to turn direct. Thus the cosmic attitude
at such a time has a stale, impatient mental attitude. In Virgo it might even be a kind of tedium. Putting this all
together it seems to indicate a concrete mentality which is dynamic and positive while simultaneously looking
back and after-thinking in search of perfection. Thus we can see someone who isn’t completely put off by repetition and in some respects even thrives on it for improvement and finding almost infinite variety without tedious
boredom. Thus there are elements of conflict in this concrete mentality but each of them is not without virtue.
The backward looking aspect of the concrete mentality works in other ways. Dynamic planets are not noted for
being strong about concentration though all of them can be harnessed by it. This mercurial mentality is not an
exception. There is nothing to indicate strong powers of mental concentration, even the conjunction with Uranus
is too broad to be highly concentrated. In lieu of concentration she uses her mentality in other ways. Review and
repetition is obviously one of the ways. Another is in the dynamism itself. When focussing on the mind one gets
the sense that he is mentally aware of all that is going on through it all being conveyed in the swing of things. It
is easier to remember and to know what is involved when it is live and active, that is how she learns.
With the Moon in Cancer the instinctual mentality is probably very instinctual and not much integrated with the
rest of the mentality. The Moon sextiles Pluto and those two planets are the two must instinctual planets but each
in a different way. The Moon has a more or less psychic instinctual nature, like being in touch with nature. The
instinctual nature of Pluto is more like spiritual potential lying deeply asleep right in the substance of things to be
awakened through evolutionary process. The instinctual functioning of the two together in positive aspect is
almost like being compelled to do something, that there is no other way than that presented by the instinctual
thoughts. The Moon in the 10th is in the open is like being some kind of mother for society and in the home but
the Pluto in the 8th is more secret and outside of the family circle this aspect of her being is not likely to be seen.
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Individuality (3): 22° 22; E, 10th, #9, 61, 6%
Individuality Attitudes (planets in fire): 2: 		
		3: 22° 22’; E, 10th, #9, 61, 5%		

0: 15° 30’ R E, 7th, #10, 1, .08%

Opportunities for Developing Individuality (7th House): Cusp= 18°52’ E: 2 planets:
=: 12° 05’ R R, 7th, #3, 142, 13%,		
7: 13° 03’ R, 7th, #4, 138, 13%
Opportunities for Self-Expression (1st, 5th, 9th): 1:

8: 9° 47’ R W, 9th, #1, 187, 17%

Mystic Spirituality & Raw Creativity (-): 3° 49’ I, 11th, #8, 68, 6%
Occult Spirituality & Genius (=): 12° 05’ R R, 7th, #3, 142, 13%
Will & Creativity in Potential (;): 27° 24’ R R, 8th, #7, 69, 6%
Opportunities for Super-physical Experience (4th, 8th, 12th): 2:
;: 27° 24’ R R, 8th, #7, 69, 6%
										6: 2° 55’ O, 12th, #5, 120, 12%
Relevant Aspects
3 K ;; #9, 22, 5%						- F 5; #5, 50, 11%
								- a 8; #10, 14, 5%
= F 7; #1, 83, 19%						; J 4; #4, 55, 12%
= J 8; #2, 64, 14%						; L 6; #8, 22, 5%
= L 5; #7, 26, 6%						; K 3; #9, 22, 5%
						
Mean Aspect: #6, 41.09, 9%
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We have a peculiarity here. The Sun, which rules the individuality, is weak but she is still a star, a celebrity. The
Sun is in the 10th house which is a natural for celebrity. She was not an egoist but she loved being before the
audience in the theater and she was not shy of being in public at any time though she did not push for that. The
Sun likes basking in attention as much as we like basking in the Sun. As we have mentioned in other briefs and
oral studies, it can be a good thing to not have an individuality that is too strong and that overpowers the role
and personalizes it so that the art of the playwright is lost. So she was at home enough in her self to perform and
express in the theater but not so strong as to overwhelm either the role or the audience. She was likable because
she beamed and because she was like one of us.
In her individuality she had other natural characteristics of the theater. She had the leonine fixity and flair we
sense in the old statement “the show must go on”, she was a professional just as we would expect with the Sun in
the 10th. The Sun and the Moon, the luminaries, are different astrologically from the other planets. More than
anything, they represent light as light and not particular kinds of light as the planets do. The Moon is reflected
light and it does have more of a character beyond light than does the Sun. Visibility is more important than the
quality of the light if one is to shine in the world and this she did well.
One aspect of the Sun in the 10th needs clarification. The 10th house represents what has been called “high society”, the upper crust. Celebrities, then as now, were in a world of their own Movie stars meet and interact with
other movie stars in a society set apart by circumstance of profession. It is a society looked up to by those who
want respite or escape from the drudgery of their commonplace lives. Though many celebrities may be no more
outstanding than those who look up to them, they are unlikely to meet their fans and interact with them. There
is something agreeable in this to both parties but that is outside the purpose of this little brief. Those who have
access to celebrity due to something other than their ability to entertain or their image appeal, such as the wealthy
and the politically powerful, do have access to stars not available to the common person. This was true in the
time of Ether Barrymore, in fact, it was even more so, especially in the theater. The theater had airs of culture,
which then often meant connection to England, as well as social properness and right to privilege. The right to
go backstage or to be at the stage door was not available to everyone. Because of this there was a kind of social
aristocracy surrounding the theater and Ethel with her Leo nature fit right into it. She certainly was not a snob
but she did consider herself a professional: however, she did look down on Hollywood because of the falsity of
it. She was a darling of the elite because she was not what we would call a big ego person but more of a guileless
light. She traveled in good circles in both England and the United States even when she was still up and coming
and well to do—she was a natural. She was even proposed to by Winston Churchill who she turned down.
One thing about the Sun and power is something of a mystery which is expectable because it involves the square
of the Sun to Pluto in the 8th house, the house of secrets. In her autobiography she follows the tradition of talking
about here career and the feelings she had with success and so on. She does not go much into the things of her
private life, probably thinking that it was not a proper thing to do as it was in those times. From the horoscope
we can conclude that though she was at home with celebrity, she was not at home dealing with people of power,
especially those who could wield unseen influence. She was not known as one of those stars who have to have
their own way but with this aspect she surely had to participate in battles of will and to not usually be successful.
In a completely astrological vein, one would expect that much of her strength through battles of will with others,
even if she did not win she would come out stronger. However, being a full-hearted Leo, she would not feel good
about losing no matter how strong she became and it must have worked on her in an unseen manner and eventually deteriorated her inwardly leading to the heart disease from which she died. Pluto in Taurus would not merely
be controlling as it would be in Scorpio, it would be smothering and influencing as by material gravity which
would be anathema to her positive, self-possessed, leonine nature. It must have been extreme because despite the
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fact that she was a devout Roman Catholic, she divorced her husband who would have used such an influence.
This is all very fine but, it is about how it played out in her life and it is not about her herself. This writer suspects
that it was manifest as just plain stubbornness. She was not a prima donna but perhaps she was a tad spoiled as
one might suspect being on stave from an early age. It would be an interesting stubbornness because Saturn is so
weak and there is almost no negativity in the horoscope. It is not to be thought that someone has to have bad traits
but it would seem foolish to think that even the good side of negatives would be absent, the universe is an integral whole so parts of it don’t just become nonexistent. Thus the intensity of the demand, whether it issued from
within or without, was a concentration of the only negativity in her and her life. It was sufficient to cause her to
grow but enough out of character to her otherwise positive character to deteriorate it or block it from unbounded
self-expression. The Moon is not normally considered part of the individuality but in this case it seems to have
had significant influence in it. The Moon is the depositor of the Sun. It is also in the 10th house like the Sun but
it is the 1st planet in the 10th house and thus precedent to the Sun in time and elevation. Finally, the Moon is also
in aspect with Pluto through its sextile. This sextile indicates power, feminine power. It is shown in her career in
that as she matured and developed she was more and more frequently given rolls of the sympathetic matriarch, a
roll in which she won an academy award. She knew the power of a woman and was at home with the power of
a woman and perhaps that was why she was uncomfortable with masculine power. The theater has traditionally
been male oriented and male dominated (there was not a Shakespearean feminine lead until 1690) and though it
changed during her life it was still that way while she was active as an actress. This writer often finds that having the Sun in Leo or Aries is not an easy thing for one incarnated in a female body. It is like receiving mixed
signals from within one’s own self. In spirit there is a strong will to assertiveness or expression of power but in
body there is the necessary receptivity. From this we can see how she struggled with both elements within herself
and within her life right down to the fact that both of her parents were famous actors. Because actors sacrifice
many opportunities to have a fulfilled personal life to entertain others, they often compensate through working
out various important parts of their characters through the roles they take or are cast in. In this regard Ethel in
the early part of her career was often cast in brassy sassy roles which are more like the Sun is Leo but she is most
famous for the later dominant feminine roles which is just what we would expect with the Moon more than twice
as strong as the Sun in our estimation percentages. It is likely that she was discontented with herself in any stance.
She did well in the feminine expressions but they were not her essential self even though the feminine nature had
significant indirect influence over the spiritual masculine. Through battles of will, both internal and external,
she advanced herself in her career and personal power but she never felt at ease in that role either (except in that
it promoted art and she was an artist more than a performer or entertainer, an artist who believed in art for art’s
sake as one might expect with the Sun ruling the 11th house and near its cusp,) in fact, she even felt blocked and
unfulfilled in that. When looking at things like this we must recognize that we are looking at this astrologically
and we are looking at it in terms of one rebirth, or several at most. If we consider her character as a whole, as a
product of many rebirths, she was a happy, accomplished individual. When seen with that perspective even the
blockage, stubborn resistance and the dissatisfaction are only temporary inconveniences in the ongoing flow of
character development which is always purposeful.
There is another item which is only partially relevant to the individuality but it worthy of mention and there is
only one more return to this horoscope to summarize so it is best to do it now while we can. The term “essential
dignity” indicates that a planet is essentially dignified in its own nature as its own nature. When the term “rulership” is used it implies strength. In essential dignity one understands that an active aspect of is most itself and acts
within its basic character. All of the other sign positions of a planet are deviations from that basic character and
while they help that aspect of character to grow, it is not essentially itself and one has a harder time to understand
that characteristic within one’s self. Ethel has five planets in essential dignity which is exactly what one would
expect in a great actress, and for the audience to understand a general human characteristic, such as love with Venus in Libra or maternity with the Moon in cancer, It is as if she and the audience can experience the archetypal
mother or thinker and so on. It helps that four of the five dignified planes are in the universalizing fourth quadrant.
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Synthesis/Summary Factor				

Relative Importance Rating

Profile(s):											
		
#5 someone who must be before the eyes of the world			
		
8
#7 someone whose personal needs are take care of				
		
7
#15 a foundational builder
				
8

7

Significant Aspects:								
			
7 F = #1, 83, 18%; 									9
8 J = #2, 64, 14%; 										8
5 a 8 #3, 58, 13%										8

9

Significant Planets:									
			
9
#1, 8, 197, 17%; 										9
#2, 5, 182, 16%; 										8
#3, =, 142, 13%										6		
#4, 7, 138, 12%; 										6
Significant Personality Factors:							
			
Ascendant and Ruler (6) modestly strong 			
			
7
personality variable, indecisive, retiring
			
			
5
childhood in retreat
				
6

7

Significant Emotionality Factors:							
			
strong emotionality but not out of control		
			
7
all positive aspects except to 8 whose aspects are more mental		
		
8
no dark, negative, depressive aspects 						
8

8

Significant Mentality Factors: 							
			
5 (concrete mentality) quite strong; 8 (abstract mentality) very
			
9
strong and mixed; 4 (instinctual mentality) average strength
internal conflict between concrete & abstract;
					
7
all octaves in mentality but weak except for = which is more in emotionality 		
5

9

Significant Individuality Factors:							 			5
3 (self) weak but elevated; - weak and variable; 			
			
6
= strong and steady,
				
8
; weak and active in emotionality
			
5
Overall Comparison:									 		9
personality: modestly strong, cultured, retreating is possible		
		
7
emotionality strong but not strongest, charismatic, positive, obsessive 			
8
mentality probably strongest, much more intellectual than instinctive
		
9
spirituality weakest, more psychological than spiritual, = strongest 			
5		
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The most important factor in describing this general character is charisma. She is someone who stands out because of charisma. She can carry others along in the momentum of her enthusiasm. It is an unusual charisma and
enthusiasm because it is not about her and directed to herself and the things she is interested in. Her enthusiasm
is other oriented. She cares about others. In her life the other was almost always the audience. She was very
strong in her ability to interact with the audience. If she did not have and audience with which to interact, she had
to have another actor who inspired the enthusiasm and charisma in her. She lived in and for the aura of charisma
which was only present in her artistic life and for the sake of others.
The second most standout feature of her general character was positivity. She was an extremely upbeat person in
her basic individuality and even more so in her emotionality. Though a few people see artistic value in somber
and dark things, most people want something positive when they go to the theater and she was capable of giving
it—it exuded from her being. She had wit, jocularity and she could relate thoughts in unexpected ways that awoke
things in her hearers and the relief of ignorance awakened humor in them. Her sense of humor shared a spiritual
quality with her charisma. She was able to convey an atmosphere of humor, a sense that things were good and that
they should be enjoyed. The heavier feeling tones were not very strong in her. She probably never had periods
of depression, doubt or feelings of doom. Thus if she had roles of this nature, she had to portray them with the
strength and spirituality of her mind.
Of the four major character facets, the mentality was clearly the strongest. Both the abstract and the concrete
mentality are strong in her character. She was not a precision abstract thinker like a mathematician. She was one
who could get the general picture and she could get it clearly enough to get a sense of proportion and by being able
to toy with the proportion she could bring out the humor of any situation. Her concrete mentality was also unusually strong and its forte was ingenuity, the ability to find a unique and different way to see things. The abstract and
concrete minds have an adversarial relationship with each other but it did not seem to have serious consequences.
It was difficult for her to distinguish lovers from friends and she had a difficult time making decisions but, for the
most part, there was progressive dialog between concrete thoughts and ideas, and this dialog was given focus and
resolution in the charisma. She was always willing to consider the viewpoints of others which was why she could
be so audience and other-actor oriented.
With the exception of some of the younger masculine emotions, her emotions were archetypal in nature. When
she played a mother she was an archetypal mother and so on. In this respect, this character seems to have been designed for being an actress and to be able to be many things to many people in ways that the could be understood
because they were standards. The emotionality is strong but not as strong as the mentality. The emotionality
also does not stand out because she has ways of tastefully obscuring emotionality—mental people, especially if
cultured, often dislike emotional display. Her emotionality and her personality were under the venusian ray so she
always exhibited good taste and was pleasant and inviting to be with. In her emotions she may have preferred a
life of an obscure, creative artist but her destiny would never allow that, she was born to be before the eyes of the
world. Her heart would probably not allow it either because in her individuality, though not strong, she is generous and must pour out her heart. Having so many other oriented characteristics the outpouring was best done in
a performance venue shared with others.
As mentioned, she was primarily a comic actor. Above it was noted that this was because of her sense of humor.
Her mind was strong enough to do drama and she did so as she matured. However, it was not exclusively because
of her mind that she did humor so well. To do a role one must be genuine. This does not necessarily mean that
one must have experienced all of the roles one plays or all actors would be character actors; however, the role
one plays must not be completely foreign to one’s life and character. The life and character of Ethel Barrymore
was not fraught with tragedy and she was blessed with mostly positive things so comedy came to her naturally.
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Alternate natal horoscope

Attitude

Opportunity

Action

Focus

Strongly inclined to opportunities to freedom and responsibility
Plethora of opportunities to work on interhuman relationships

2/5/3
3/1/5/1

9. Angularity (A/S/C)

10. Triplicity (E/P/R/S)

11

Balance, no comment
Intellectual throughout his being
Very contemplative overall

8/7
+/+/+
air/air/air
4 applying to
2nd L in orb

15. Phase (1st/2nd or F/L)

16. Agreement (S/M/A)

17. Stage (Moon Phase)

11

A life of mounting activity, some tension involved

9/6

14. Application (A/S)

10

10

10

Benefic activities slightly outweigh flaws

7/6/2

13. Quality (B/M/V)

10

Either hot or cold on actions or interests

7/3/5

10

9

8

8

8

8

8

7

7

7

6

Notes

12. Intensity (H/M/L)

Many talents and interests

Not likely to see himself as a pawn of circumstance

8/2

8. Circumstantiality (O/E)

15

Opportunites for personal needs or personal objectivication equal to all other opportunities

5/2/2/1

7. Quadrant (1/2/3/4)

11. Activity (Total)

Balance with a slight edge to opportunities to take initiative

6/4

6. Horizontal (E/W)

Very intellectural with no time for emotionality

3/2/5/0 or
4/2/6/0

4. Element (F/E/A/W)

World outlook and perhaps poetry drawn from microcosmic, personal life

Near balance, researcher and theorist

2/4/4 or 2/5/5

3. Attribute (C/F/C)
7/3

Extremely extrovertive and expressive

8/2 or 10/2

2. Polarity (P/N)

Page: 5

5. Vertical (N/S)

Poor texture for a splash, perhaps nondescript

Conspectus

~ Splash

Profile

Chart #: 11

1. Gestalt (Type)

Test

Name: William Butler Yeats

Profile Index

Profile index
William Butler Yeats
415
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Gestalt Notes
William Butler Yeats expanded gestalt profile notes

Splash
Subsequent tests and profiles will reveal subtle complexities beneath the broad surface which we are now viewing but for openers the relationship to space in this horoscope seems to indicate a character trying to stretch itself.
This would be fine except that the one specialized or fixated chunk indicated by the close conjunction of Venus
and Pluto in Taurus and the 3rd house necessitate over extended stretching in other areas which may extend areas
to thinness in consciousness or outright gaps of consciousness. Diversification is always thwarted by specialization.
This horoscope indicates another feature of texture in area gestalts, especially the splash. That feature is another
aspect of the interrelationship between texture in some gestalts and aspect patterns. A perfect splash would space
the planets evenly at 36 degrees. It would also produce an isosceles decagon (ten-sided polygon) or two interlocking regular pentagons. Thus there would be a necessary relationship between an area gestalt and a geometric
aspect pattern.
In this chart the one area of anchorage that defeats good quality texture necessitates wider spacing to stretch and
the result is a vague approximation of a grand sextile showing a different kind of interrelationship of area and
aspect patterns. It also shows a much different geometric idea in the approximate aspect pattern—universalization—than the decile that indicated--decimal completion--as in the Pythagorean counting to ten. Being a member
of the Theosophical Society, which features the grand sextile in its emblem, tends to make this speculation all the
more interesting.
All of this speculation not withstanding, this is still a more nondescript than patterned horoscope.
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William Butler Yeats expanded attitude profile notes
Polarity: 8/2 or 10/2
This is the most extreme polarity profile we have encountered yet and likely the most extreme that we will encounter. In our polarity profiling thus far we have neglected one aspect of the polarities. That is the attitudes
indicated by the names of the polarities. In this case it is reasonably safe to say that Yeats had a basically positive
or optimistic attitude. Yes, things can be done and the effects of all deeds will come to pass. In the case of the
negative signs the negativity indicated is usually not disbelief, except in the case of the earthy signs. Instead it is
a matter of a dark and pessimistic attitude. It is also reasonably safe to say that Yeats was extroverted in temperament. He probably thinks communication and expression is prophylactic and health endowing.
Attribute: 2/4/4 or 2/5/5
As with the Barrymore horoscope there is a return to balance in the attribute profile. The fixed and common signs
are favored but not to extreme detriment of the cardinal sign attitudes. That is to say he is not someone so deep in
sustained thought that he is paralyzed in it. What is more likely is that he thinks deep and long before acting and
keeps action to a minimum. Since there is something dense and impenetrable about the fixed signs, it is likely
that his long deliberation in thought on the subject of meaning and organization in communication and expression
will result in clear and pithy writing. His letters to Ezra Pound are exquisite for their clarity, parsimony and rich,
condensed content.
Element: 3/2/5/0 or 4/2/6/0
For some reason the profiles with extremes in the element profile (whether excesses or deficiencies) have concerned the airy element. In this case the exaggeration of air clearly means a man of letters, a literary intellectual.
The moderately strong fiery element indicate that his mental attitudes are not anemic but that they are spirited and
forceful. He is likely to aver with surety and likely for some noble or humanitarian cause. The absence of significators in watery signs indicates a character type which on often encounters in intellectuals. The fiery and airy
signs and elements seem to have a dis affinity for water. In terms of attitude this is shown in a dislike for display
of emotion. Often emotion is considered inferior or immature. Metaphysically, this seems to derive from the fact
that the spiritual and mental realms symbolized by the fire and air signs transcend and are causally antecedent to
the emotional realm symbolized by the watery signs. Hence, there is an unwilling to stoop to something lesser
when the greater is sufficient to itself. This seems to be the origin of the haughtiness and aloofness associated
with the fiery and airy signs respectively.
Internal Cross-Profile
One can use cross-profiles to build and understanding of a character as well as using cross-profiles to differentiate
one facet of character from another. In this case one can compound the polarity profile with the element profile to
arrive at the fact that much of his literary work was of a well thought out, sanguine, positive nature to some humanitarian end, a cause célèbre. This bears out in his life because he was something of an Irish patriot and a proponent of theosophy and other spiritual lines of thought. His positivity and dedication to these matters, especially
the latter, was shocking to the literary world and he had to back track or soften some of his statements to mollify
those elements of the more artificial literary world.
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Opportunity notes

William Butler Yeats Expanded Opportunity Profile Notes
Vertical: 7/3
Despite being a world famous poet, the opportunities indicate that the microcosmic life is most important in his
life. His poems are about things of the world and the world at large but their meaning is seated in his personal life
and the opportunities he has to interpret the things of the world and his personal experience of the world. This
is not unusual. Often poets take us into their subjective sphere so we can see so we can see things as they do. If
they are successful in that, we can find their experience in ourselves and sometimes it can be objectified to being
a statement of the world itself. One wonders whether some degree of imbalance isn’t necessary to see things in a
different way.
Horizontal: 6/4
He wants opportunities that he initiates, that he can be pro-active about. Combining the vertical and horizontal
profiles one gets the feeling of someone independent, someone who wants to control his own show, not the world
but his own world. If he initiates the opportunities then he has some kind of personal hold on them and there is
something possessive about his life even though the second house is not especially accentuated.
Quadrant: 5/2/2/1
With the personal need quadrant being this loaded it almost seems to be saying “I need to speak” or “I need to
communicate”. With this distribution of planets in the quadrants he probably needs to write in the same way that
he needs to eat or breathe. Now we see more clearly that his poetry, though about the bigger world, in not necessarily for the bigger world. If the houses indicate forms for awakening or expressing awakened consciousness,
this distribution seems to show that he is more conscious of culture or cultural context when writing poetry than
he is aware of or cares about the standards or interests of the world at large.
Circumstantiality: 8/2
This profile is more decisive and clear than the horizontal profile with which it is in agreement even though each
is independent of the other. As a poet who enjoys the creative experience and as part of an independence movement, he probably disliked conditions and circumstances about which he had no part in their activity because their
very nature precluded much freedom of choice. Since the odd numbered houses are the expressive and relational
houses, this probably indicates a strong inclination toward humanism, not in attitude but in the kinds of opportunities he cultivated.
Angularity: 2/5/3
One is tempted, knowing the native beforehand, to think that the succedent emphasis means that he seeks opportunities for freedom through responsibilities. He is willing to assume responsibilities to that end. Even though
there is not a significant imbalance in favor of the cadent houses this does seem to show that by opportunity this is
a personality that prefers an experience of reading or writing of a direct or abrupt personal interaction. If opportunities were the sole gauge of intensity (which they are not) this would indicate a character that preferred things
more steady or even faint rather than sharp and intense.

Opportunity notes (continued)
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Triplicity: 3/1/5/1
Both by the signs and the houses he is clearly a man of letters and this triplicity can be seen as having to do with
cultural refinement through writings, fine arts and cultural synthesis in his case. However, having the 3rd-7th-11th
house triplicity mean cultural refinement does not exclude it from also meaning that the inter-human interactions
form a large part of his opportunity source and an area in which life has a lot of meaning for him which is clearly
the case. He is so much a man of refinement and people things that it is likely that he doesn’t consider himself in
terms of a profession or even in terms of solving problems.
Internal Cross-Profiling:
The horoscope can be seen as a sum total of the character as reflected through what is currently ripe in terms of
destiny. It can also be seen as the things the native is choosing to work into the future through. It can be seen as
both. If we look at it with the latter view and remember that one extreme often begets another much as a pendulum swings past the center point, then the avoidance of the more circumstantial opportunities in profile #8 and the
scarcity of planets in problem solving houses (4, 8, 12) in the triplicity profile could mean that in order to express
things in personal human terms, he is sacrificing the opportunities to learn to accept things that can’t be changed
for what they are and the opportunities to retire and solve problems which might be leading to a future wherein
he must face unchangeable conditions and try to solve problems concerning them.
Looking at things in a more normal fashion and cross-profiling the vertical profile with the circumstantiality
profile and the triplicity profile and looking at the strengths of each, one can say that he is trying to deal with the
things that can be dealt with in his personal sphere and he is creating and interacting as well as he can and that is
a very positive life statement. It is a life more of planting a personal garden and not one of weeding.
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Activity notes

William Butler Yeats Expanded Activity Profiles Notes
Activity: 15
A man of many interests. Perhaps of such a philosophy that diversification keeps the mind growing and the life
alive. When poets use the same symbols repeatedly but with different meaning each time, the poet often decreases
the size of the readership. That is not likely to occur with this kind of interest profile.
Intensity: 7/3/5
There is more balance to this profile than one expects at first glance. Some poetic insights come to the reader
when contemplating them after reading but the insights that are most likely to affect the reader are those that are
immediate and intense. With the way that Yeats works those are likely to be abundant. Probably the most pithy
and intense statements will have to do with love obsessions as indicated by the highest intensity aspect: Venus
conjunct Pluto.
Quality: 7/6/2
This profile is deceptive because both of the variables are likely to be malefic aspects which evens things up
considerably. Moreover, more of the malefic aspects are of high intensity of the benefic aspects. Altogether this
seems to indicate a pretty even internal struggle. In most cases there is more growth in an even battle than when
one quality is predominant over the other. The feeling that this writer gets when considering this profile is a feeling of a keen awareness of the equally matched sides in the battle of good and evil though there are probably many
other meanings to it.
This profile seems to indicate an appreciation for the value of tension and an ability to apply that quality in his
works. His works always seem to be mounting toward an end even when they have a sing-song lyrical quality
with refrains. He is building up to say something.
Phase: 8/7
It is easy to see Yeats as building on a British-Irish tradition of poetry in which he seems well aware of his antecedents but one cannot conceive of a man with his intellect and interest in lofty and deep matters not also being
contemplative and reflective which he certainly was.
Application: 9/6
Some people get on a roll, meaning they gain momentum in what they are doing, and Yeats appears from this
profile to be such an individual. His interest in mysticism probably inspired him and kept him progressing well
into life. Sometimes success has the same effect.
Internal Cross Profiling:
Crossing the intensity profile with the application profile and the intensity profile, one gets an image of someone
fighting a pitch, inner moral battle and that it increases in life. He was not a declared mystic but in this sense he
certainly seems to live like one in terms of inner struggle. If one brings in the activity profile it looks like a multifront war with many issues to pique both his good and bad sides.
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William Butler Yeats Expanded Focus Profile Notes
Agreement: +/+/+

air/air/air co-rulers of Asc. in air

Mono-elemental agreements have interesting features. There is little internal resistance or interference so everything is very fluent and clear. If all there attributes are involved, especially if there is a grand trine, every facet of
the element is perfected. However, there is a degree of specialization or separative preference that deter integration with the other elements, something like trying to mix oil and water. Hence, while such natives are consummate within the element, they are often incomplete and awkward in relating to all of the principle elements of
reality.
Yeats is clearly an intellectual extraordinaire. He wrote profound personal letters to Ezra Pound that would be
masterpieces of literature if ordinary people like us had written them. This was someone who came to state and
accomplish things intellectually and his specialization was to that end—to get it all out quickly and clearly. He
wrote with a subtlety and deftness that are amazing. To that end his specialization was purposeful. His emotional
life may have suffered because of it but that were better told by his intimates than his intellectual work.
Stage: Moon applying to the 2nd trine and within orb, day 20 of the lunation cycle
If the mandalic Sun is on the mandalic Asc., then the mandalic Moon is on the 9th cusp at the 2nd trine. In this
chart it seems to show a different side of the 2nd trine than a similar stage in the Mishima chart. The 9th house
(and consequently the 2nd trine) can be aloof in an ivory tower. With the airy signs so pronounced this certainly
seems to have been the case with Yeats. He did have the normal relationships in life and he was even an eager
patriot but it was all with an abstract perspective. Such people are important in that they give perspective to what
is normally performed zealously. The exact orb and the Moon in the Asc. indicate delicate accuracy and not just
broad generalizations in abstraction.
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Cross profiling notes
William Butler Yeats Cross Profile Notes

Profiles with significant excesses
#2, #4, #5, #7, #8, #10, #11 #13, #16, #17					

Profiles with significant deficiencies
#2, #4, #5, #7, #8, #10

On wonders whether it was interest in the greater world (#5+) that awakened extreme extroversion (#2+) or vice
versa or whether both developed together. Similarly one wonders his desire to work with circumstances that can
be changed (#8+) derived from basically positive, pro-active attitudes (#2+) or vice versa or whether they also developed together. What ever the case it resulted in an extremely low population of subjective, emotional attitudes
(#4-) which is peculiar given a life with many opportunities for addressing personal needs (#7+)--they were, no
doubt, dispatched with clear objectivity (#2+, #4+).
Overall, this is a very unified character (#16+ and #17+) in many ways because he has humanistic intellectual
attitudes (#4+) applied to inter-human activities (#15) even at the expense of direct focus on his profession (#10) and he seems to have pulled all stops to get things out (#2+) for the world (#5+, #7+) using all sorts of tools
(#11+) at all levels of development (#12) that are well developed and beneficent for the world (#13+), especially
keeping open the line of flow (#16+) which is extremely fluent. One gets the feeling that this is an all-out life for
getting things out (#2+) and that he can do so with fluent ease (#13, #16, #17) and that he could do so on many
fronts (#11+).
One also gets the feeling that he doesn’t have to focus on problem solving (#10-) because he has solved most of
his problems in developing all of those talents (#13+).
This chart is splendidly illustrative of the fact that taking care of personal responsibilities (#7+) doesn’t have to
be heavy, it can be light (#4+) and pleasant (#13+, #16+, #17+).
It is also possible to look at this horoscope not only as one with most problems solved for the time being but as one
with problems in the making by avoiding circumstantiality (#8-), problem solving situations (#10-) and receptive
or subjective attitudes (#2- and #4-).
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Personality fact sheet
William Butler Yeats Personality Fact Sheet

Ascendant: Q 0° 48’
Ruler of Ascendant:

-: T 13°29’, 5th, #8, 86, 5%;

Planets in the east: 		

4: Q 19°47’, 1st, #6, 158, 9%

0: O 23°44’, 8th, #1, 301, 10%

Aspects to Ascendant: none
3 and/or 4: 			

3: T 22°51’, 5th, #3, 244, 15%;

4: Q 19°47’, 1st, #6, 158, 9%

Planets in earth: 2, 		

6: R 13°21’, 3rd, #5, 208, 12%;

;: R 13°37’, 3rd, #7, 109, 7%

Vitality Significators
3: T 22°51’, 5th, #3, 244, 15%
7: U 12°02’, 7th, #2, 255, 15%
4: Q 19°47’, 1st, #6, 158, 9%
Planets in Fire: 3, 		
=: E 10°21’, 2nd, #9, 42, 3%;
				8: { 24°18’, 11th, #4, 233, 14%

7: U 12°02’, 7th, #2, 255, 15%;

Relevant Aspects
- a 8, #11, 16, 2%							0
- F 3, #12, 15, 2%							0
- L 0, #13, 11, 1%							0
									0

J 8, #2, 87, 12%
L 3, #3, 81, 11%
L 4, #9, 45, 6%
L -, #12, 15, 2%

3
3
3
3

L 0, #3, 81, 11%
a 8, #6, 74, 10%
L 4, #8, 49, 7%
F -, #12, 15, 2%

4
4
4
4

L 3, #8, 49, 7%							7 K 6, #4, 77, 10%
L 0, #9, 45, 6%							7 K ;, #5, 75, 10%
J 8 #10, 33, 4%							7 L =, #7, 69, 9%
K ;, #14, 10, 1%

Mean Aspect: #8.8, 46.88, 6.6%
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William Butler Yeats Personality Brief
This personality brief affords us the opportunity to look at a difficult and controversial issue, co-rulership. Some
moderns contend that Uranus should be considered the sole ruler of Aquarius and that Saturn as ruler should be
relegated to the scrap heap of history. New generations often feel a need to make a mark on history and are not
shy about making exaggerated and unfounded statements. It is true that new discoveries do out date older views
but not all claims are discoveries. In this class we have been maintaining that humans are only at the beginning
of feeling, responding and expressing the octave planets and the things that they represent. In the estimation section of this class we adjust our estimations for the octave with a potentially sliding scale to reflect our nascent
spiritual development. Even that is inadequate to deal accurately with this difficult matter and astrological students may have to return to that adjustment if observation indicates modification one way or another. There are
some cases when observation clearly finds that Saturn has dominant influence over the affairs of Aquarius. This
horoscope would be one of those instances if other influences did not make the determination even more difficult
than normal. Saturn is clearly the strongest planet in this chart. It is more than three times stronger than Uranus
by percentage and Uranus is one of the weakest planets. This would normally be sufficient to make one think
Saturn to be the dominant ruler of Aquarius if the strong presence of the Moon in Aquarius and the 1st house did
not complicate that determination. The Moon is of almost exactly mean strength in this horoscope but, despite
being only middling in strength, its flavor is different than either Saturn or Uranus which must be accounted for.
In this little brief examine some features of the personality we will also try to sort out the relative influence of
these three factor blending in Aquarius.
If this time of birth is correct, Yeats has the very first degree of Aquarius rising. The early degrees of a sign rising
seem to have clearer influence than the later degrees. It does not appear to be so much a matter that those degrees
are more vigorous in their freshness. It has more to do with development over time. If one has an early degree of
a sign rising the progressed ascendant during the all-important and all-sensitive years of development will be in
the same sign as the ascending sign. This means that the influences in time will be reinforcing the basic tendencies at birth. Whereas, if one has a late degree of a sign rising, the progressed ascendant will soon pass into the
next adjacent sign which means a significantly different astral atmosphere since the greatest differences in signs
occur between adjacent signs.
When we look at his early childhood we find this is true and we also find something else indicated in this first
house, the influence of the mother. His father seems to be archetypally designated by Saturn. He was a lawyer but
his chief interest in life was painting and he eventually turn to that as his life calling. Saturn in Libra obviously
indicates law but Libra also indicates fine arts and the strong venusian influence depositing and dispositing Saturn
indicate art. The family lived in England and Ireland during his childhood but the stronger influence seems to
have been in the latter. His mother, with whom he spent a lot of time in the Irish countryside, came from a wealth
merchant family with a long, distinguished history. They were also very traditional as one might expect from the
trine of the Moon to Saturn. They were deeply interested in Irish culture which they studied and tried to practice
but it wasn’t all conventional. There was a shot of aquarian eccentricity in it. They were charmed by the notion of
faeries and tried to participate in faery activity. William was not only exposed to these influences, he was an eager
participant. As a youth he participated in experiments in mind reading and clairvoyance with a maternal uncle.
This is not surprising because this horoscope has another interesting peculiarity about it. Because he was born
so far north he has an intercepted sign in the 1st house and almost a double interception of Pisces and Aquarius
(which would have been the case had he been born five minutes earlier.) Both Aquarius and Pisces have octave
planet rulers in Uranus and Neptune so one would expect and early childhood and general life environment with
unusual and uncanny matters abounding. Throughout life he found himself attracted to spiritual things and he
even founded (1st house) the Dublin lodge of the Hermetic Society. He was influenced by Tibetan studies, Indian
studies, Neoplatonism, alchemy, ceremonial and applied magic, Rosicrucianism, Christian cabalism and other
esoteric fields. His interest was also participatory. He knew Madam Blavatski and was a member of the esoteric
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branch of the Theosophical Society until asked to leave, he was a Member of the Golden Dawn, practiced applied
magic with McGregor Mathers, studied and practiced astrology--making important life decisions on it--and even
participated in seances and automatic handwriting sessions though not as the subject.
One very interesting feature of the Saturn-Uranus blending of Aquarius is how one can lead to the other under
the right conditions. As we have noted Saturn is extremely strong and Uranus is weak (less that one third of the
strength of Saturn.) Saturn is very traditional and conservative and Uranus can be outrageously unconventional.
In the case of Yeats as a young man (1st house) he was so conventional that he was unconventional. The 1st house
indicates appearances. He was described by his contemporaries as somewhat “rarefied” but also he was dark visaged (Saturn) and he wore what were considered old-fashioned, traditional clothes associated with poets: a poetic
hat, a cloak and a flowing tie. In this clothing he was considered overdone in what should have been casual circumstances so that he seemed odd. George Moore, a contemporary and fellow writer, not knowing Yeats, thought
his appearances “excessive” and thought he would take him down a peg by argument. Yeats parried every argument and soon had him on the defensive so that Moore soon thought him “A dialectician of the very first order;
one of a different kind from an I had ever met before.” This incident and many others demonstrate another side
of Saturn in this horoscope. Saturn is in the 8th house, the house of secrets and mysteries, so it is not surprising
that the true nature of his personality would usually be hidden until necessity called on it to show itself. Depth of
character is almost the antithesis of the outer personality and people with his depth and control are not likely to be
understood on the surface, especially with his penchant for poetic pithiness. Another way in which his saturnian
ways led directly to Uranus was in his depth. With his deep and penetrating consciousness his pointed intuition
was a natural product. However, his intuition was not merely intellectual or related to pedantic matters as one
might guess with so much in the air signs. The Moon in the ascendant added a quality of commonality so that
his intuition was in many matters seen as an extraordinary common sense and, of course, the saturnine influence
brought a degree of sobriety and seriousness to it.
The reason for his success is in part do to his upbringing with the tradition family values from his mother’s family--there was a stern maternal grandfather (Saturn) whom Yeats both loved and feared. But it went beyond his
rearing in ways that demonstrate the supremacy of Saturn as ruler of the ascendant and most likely life ruler. He
was extraordinary in his personal self-discipline. He realized as stated in his own words that he was “only selfpossessed with people he knew intimately” so he would go to a strange house “for a wretched hour for schooling’s
sake.” With the Moon in the 1st house he came to realize that he could be emotionally vulnerable so he trained
this vulnerability out of himself to, in the midst of harsh discussion, to not respond to sensitivity and “to become
silent at rudeness.” These are not uranian characteristics and are certainly saturnian ways, especially Saturn trine
to the Moon.
One might argue that Saturn could not be the dominant ruler that it was because saturnian dominance often means
deformity or weakness and frailty at best. The fact that Saturn is only engaged in benefic aspects certainly has
something to do with this but there are other things that nullify this possibility. Mars and the Sun are the second and third strongest planets in this horoscope and they are not a weak second and third. They are part of an
echelon of very strong planets at the top of the table of planetary strengths. The Sun and Mars are the primary
determinants of the strength of the vitality so he maintained a vigorous health throughout life. This salubrious
strength also indicates that his sensitivity and intuitiveness were not a matter of frailty and weakness but more
likely that they were born of his self-control and enthusiasm for life. Saturn, the control planet in this horoscope,
again makes its influence known in hidden and unsuspected ways. His appreciation for life and the strength of
his creative work did not wane in life. In fact, his work seemed to get stronger with age because he drew on his
personal experience for source material and his discipline early in life paid off by preserving his vitality and giving him self-assurance that led to a careful but positive attitude toward life. Uranus is not only weak but it offers
nothing in its positioning or aspectation that would indicate a strong vitality and nothing that is a liability either.
Thus this horoscope clearly indicates that the idea that Saturn cannot be the dominant ruler of Aquarius is not true.
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4: Q 19° 47’, 1st, #6, 158, 9%
7: U 12° 02’, 7th, #2, 255, 15%
6: R 13° 21’, 3rd, #5 208, 12%
0: O 23° 44’ R, 8th, #1, 301, 19%
8: { 24° 18’ R, 11th, #4, 233, 14%
Planets in water: None
Relevant Aspects
4
4
4
4
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L 3, #8, 49, 7%							7 K 6, #4, 77, 10%
L 0, #9, 45, 6%							7 K ;, #5, 75, 10%
J 8, #10, 33, 4%							7 L =, #7, 69, 9%
K ;, #14, 10, 1%
K 6, #15, 9, 1%

6 F ;, #1, 99, 13%							0
6 K 7, #4, 77, 10%							0
6 K 4, #15, 9, 1%							0
									0
8
8
8
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J 0, #2, 87, 12%
a 3, #6, 74, 10%
J 4, #10, 33, 4%
a -, #11, 16, 2%

Mean Aspect: #7.8, 46.88, 6.6%

J 8, #2, 87, 12%
L 3, #3, 81, 11%
L 4, #9, 45, 6%
L -, #13, 11, 1%
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This is an emotional nature very different from any we have encountered so far. To begin with there are no planets
in water signs. This does not mean that he does not feel. It more likely means that he is not an emotionally excitable individual and that his emotions are not likely to be standard.
When we turn to the feeling nature indicated by the Moon that thesis is substantiated and clarified. The Moon is
in Aquarius. This indicates a cool, controlled emotionality. In the 1st house it seems to indicate someone who is
a dispassionate observer of feelings, emotions and desires and that he can express his emotions into the external
world in an even, measured manner. This is excellent for a poet and it is probably the product of much practice.
The aspectation of the Moon certainly indicates that. The Moon is in a grand trine with the Sun and Saturn.
Saturn-Moon aspects always indicate control of the emotions. The trine with Saturn is a first trine which indicates
that the Moon is certainly under the control of Saturn. Saturn indicates time and history so there is a great likelihood of discipline form the past. The solar part of the grand trine indicates self-conscious deliberation. The SunSaturn part indicates seriousness, conscientiousness and forbearance so there is control and an ability to abstain
from impulsive actions as well as a tendency to not become to excited about things and lose composure. To be a
poet one must be stimulated but not to the degree that the poetic experience is lost and to the degree that one cannot comment on the workings of the world. Control of the feelings and emotions may be more easy for him than
for most because in the lunar feeling part of the emotionality is not exceptionally strong. The Moon is the number
six planet with exactly ten percent of the planetary strength which is exactly the mean strength. Moreover, all of
the aspects to the Moon are beneath the mean. So there is good control of a moderate (by comparison to the total
character) feeling nature.
There is another side of the lunar feeling nature that is interesting and probably valuable to a poet. Though none of
them is strong, there are five aspects to the Moon which is a very high number. In fact, there are fourteen separate
aspects involved in the complete emotional nature. This is a very high number. In the feeling nature it seems to
indicate that he is sensitive to a good number of different feelings. He does not feel just one way. Thus with this
wide range he has a poetic appreciation of various kinds of things that people feel and can draw on many different experiences to relate to the reader poetically. However, since most of the aspects are weak, he must be subtle
to be aware of all of the things that are available to him in his emotional nature. The ability to remain calm is of
great benefit to someone like him to be able to be aware of and utilize what is available to him through feeling.
The strongest and most interesting part of this emotionality is the repulsive emotionality. Saturn is clearly the
strongest planet in this horoscope and much stronger than any planet usually is. Mars is also very strong but not
quite as strong as Saturn. What is interesting is that all of the aspects to Mars are of similar strength but that the
strongest of them are afflictions while the aspects to Saturn are of varying strength and all of them are benefic. In
this case it does not seem to indicate outright repulsive or disgusting behavior. It more likely means something
in the direction of the Gandhi horoscope where truly repulsive force was used to repulse Briton. The Saturn does
not seem to mean selfishness. In Libra it is more of a judicious discrimination and even though it was just and judicious it may have seemed separative to some because that is the very nature of saturnian discrimination. Again
it was a matter of the expulsion of imperialist Briton. However, Yeats was not a political activist like Gandhi, he
was more of an intellectual influence. The strongest aspect of Saturn is the sextile to Jupiter the other planet that
indicates emotional ends rather than emotional motivation, instigation or activation. It might be characterized
as a restrained, measured emotional pondering of the emotional consequences in particular and general to various emotional stances of revolution. This sounds more mental than emotional or feelingful but in the region of
abstract thought there are universal ideas of emotion which are the source of the actual emotions and it is on this
level that he seems to have chosen to operate. His emotions and his control and focus of emotions was deep and
consequently it was subtle and strong enough to influence others without a lot of excitement which would lack
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the depth, efficiency and exactness which he possessed. This is necessary for a poet who wishes to capture rare,
poetic emotions and put them into words. The presence of the Sun in the grand trine with Saturn and the Moon
indicates that he was emotionally self-possessed and that it was not some external standard or influence that was
the governor. It is possible to be awake and aware within ones feelings and emotions and not just a captive of a
runaway desire body and this horoscope is proof of that. The grand trine is in intellectual air signs so this appears
to be one of those cases mentioned by Shakespeare where the mind leads or directs the emotions. However, in
this case it is the general intellect and not the concrete mind directly because Mercury is not in the pattern and the
only mental planet in the general pattern is Jupiter which facilitates both the mind and the desire body through
its general facility. Jupiter is in opposition to the Sun which indicates inclinations to expansion and exaggeration
so his measured self-control in the emotionality wasn’t without struggle and was probably developed in response
to expansive outbursts. When we turn to the planets that indicate the more active forces of attraction and repulsion through Venus and Mars we find something similar. Mars, as we have noted, is a very strong planet. In Leo
it is usually extremely assertive, sometimes to the degree of pugnaciousness. The position of Mars in the 7th
house would seem to indicate that partners would be the ones repulsed by his assertiveness and this was the case.
His early proposals, especially to Maud Gonne were rebuffed and she eventually married someone else in the
republican movement. It wasn’t until he was 52 and some of the fire had burned down that he married Georgie
Hyde-Lees after being turned down by the daughter of Maud Gonne, Iseult. Georgie was half his age at the time
of the marriage which is expectable with Mars, the ruler of youth, in his 7th house. This disposition of Mars let
him to champion young workers in his term as senator and he also lead the move to liberalize. He was anti-Nazi
and anti-fascist in general even though he was interested in producing vigorous new generations through eugenics—all youthfully martial in spirit. Another way of looking at this was that he was vigorously repulsive for the
sake of the other, the 7th house indicating the general other. The thing that is similar is that Mars and Venus are
both restrained and controlled by Pluto who forms strong aspects with both of them in a compound square. There
is some irony in this because Pluto square Mars is an aspect of fascism with which he was taken in his appreciation of Mussolini until he saw through it and became an anti-fascist. This is not completely unexpected. Mars
can be more than assertive, it can be projective especially in fire signs. Thus his discomfort with his own overdisciplined desires was projected first in fascism and then anti-fascism. In this we are saying in developing the
very controlled and measured emotional control indicated by the positive Saturn act he seems to have over-shot
and to have become zealously hyper-disciplined as indicated in the Pluto squares. The character of Mars-Pluto
afflictions is often obsessive when one becomes deeply invested or involved in the process of discipline for its
own sake rather than discipline for the sake of control and control for the sake of doing something. Pluto, Mars
and Uranus are all planets that are often involved in rebellion so this combination also indicates that the repressive Pluto forces are clamping down to the extent that he is experiencing internal rebellion in his desire nature.
Again, these are tendencies which were manifest mostly in youth when Mars in strong and as Saturn gained its
ascendency they were tempered by maturity and expressed in serious, purposeful activities.
The very strong, applying conjunction of Venus and Pluto often indicates love obsessions. Venus in its home sign
Taurus usually indicates a love of rich things or a rich appreciation of love or both. The obvious object of his love
obsession (described as such by his biographers) was Maude Gonne and later her daughter Iseult. Maude was
rich, tasteful and had considerable influence in society. It was through her that he was introduced to the patriotic
nationalism indicated by the Mars-Pluto aspect. She also had influence (Pluto works by influence rather than by
direct action) on his writing for many years after their first meeting. Through her he was attracted to other women
of power which is also what one would expect from the Venus-Pluto conjunction. The Moon square Pluto indicates that his obsessive emotional tendencies carried quite far into his desire nature. Obsessions and compulsions
usually result in hard conditions which are made impossible by trying to overpower them which does not work.
In this case it is likely that one of the impossibilities was trying to solve emotional problems by intellectual means
when they can only be solved by the emotionality though in time the mind may aid in the work. The likelihood of
this is shown by the fact that the Venus-Moon square indicates a basic misunderstanding of women, his emotional
objects.
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Concrete Mind: 5: T 3° 57’, 3rd, #10 , 29, 2%
Concrete mental attitudes (planets in T, I): 3: 			
		3: T 22° 51’, 5th #3 , 245, 15%;			

5: T 3° 57’, 3rd, #10 , 29, 2%,
-: T 29° 13’, 5th #8 , 86, 5%

Intellective/Organizational Mentality (planets in air): 5 & Asc: 4: Q 19° 47’, 1st #6 , 158, 9%;
		5: T 3° 57’, 3rd, #10 , 29, 2%; 			
3: T 22° 51’, 5th #3 , 245, 15%;
		0; O 23° 44’R’, 8th #1 , 301, 19%; 			
Asc: Q 0° 48’ (See - & 0)
Opportunities to develop concrete mind (3rd house): cusp= R, 11° 58’: Ruler 6
			
		6; R 13° 21’, 3rd #5, 208, 12%; 			
;: R 13° 37’, 3rd #7, 109, 7%
Ideational/abstract mind: 8: { 24° 18’ R, 11th, #4, 233, 14%
Ideational attitudes (planets in {, W): 1: 8: { 24° 18’ R, 11th, #4, 233, 14%
Opportunities to develop ideational mind (9th house): Cusp = P 11°58; 						
		Rulers: ;: R 13° 37’, 3rd #7, 109, 7% 		
7; U 12° 02’, 7th #2, 255, 15%
Instinctual/automatic/reflective mind: 4: Q 19° 47’’, 1st #6 , 158, 9%
Relevant Aspects
5 (No aspects)								8
			
						
8
									8
									8
4
4
4
4
4

J 0, #2, 87, 12%
a 3, #6, 74, 10%
J 4, #10, 33, 4%
a -, #11, 16, 2%

L 3, #8, 49, 7%
L 0, #9, 45, 6%
J 8, #10, 33, 4%
K ;, #14, 10, 1%
K 6, #15, 9, 1%

Mean Aspect: #7.5, 46.88, 6.6%
Other Factors In The Mentality To Consider
Promethian Cycle (forethought vs afterthought)			
Projective vs Receptive
Analysis vs Synthesis							Inductive vs Deductive
Thought vs Memory (rethought)					
Retention and recall
Questioner vs Answerer						
Observation & Discrimination
Expressive vs Retentive						Imaginative vs Invisible
Continuity								Ponderous vs Impulsive
Concentrative vs Relaxed						Speed
Cogitative vs Dispersive						Depth
Platonistic vs Aristotelian						Independence,
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This is a difficult mentality to describe and understand because Mercury, which is usually the central determinant
of the mentality is unaspected and, using our estimation system, is the weakest planet in the horoscope. What
makes it difficult is that he was a supreme intellectual. It seems imperative to come to terms with the estimation
system before attempting to do anything else lest doubt cause us to dispose the system which until now has been
highly accurate and leave us drifting without a clear means to interpret and understand the horoscope in relation
to the life.
First it seems important to reiterate that there is no astrological method known to this writer to determine intelligence from the horoscope except by intuition. A person may be intelligent and have a weak Mercury as in this
horoscope or a person may be stupid and have a strong Mercury. Of course this all needs to be explained or clarified too. By looking to Mercury in the horoscope we can understand the character of the mind and that character
is determined by the sign that Mercury is in and the aspects it makes. When we do that in this horoscope we see
that the character of the concrete mind is mercurial and of the character of Gemini. This means that when he uses
his mind it will be swift and clear and will be familiar with the very nature of thought itself. His thought will be
about mental and intellectual things and not about substance as it might be if Mercury were in an earth sign for
instance. Because Mercury is in a sign of its own rulership, it is self-disposed, it is at home with itself. Thinking
in a linear way is not foreign to him and he is comfortable with doing it, hence delineation is not some foreign and
loathsome activity to him. By looking at the house position of Mercury we can understand where the opportunities to use the concrete mind will be. Mercury is in the 3rd house which in abstract it rules by ruling the 3rd sign.
Thus it is clear that it will be used in places when the concrete mind is most suited to be used such as writing and
conversation and other forms of communication. Everything we have mentioned so far was true to his life and his
activities. When he chose to communicate he did so with clarity and he used the Gemini method of alternation,
i.e. he did not filibuster but took turns with measured appreciation for give and take. His correspondence was
certainly of this nature. He was an excellent conversationalist who could and would converse on a large variety
of subjects. Because Mercury is unaspected, Yeats did not have any predisposition to a specific line of concrete
thought. In this regard the unaspected Mercury was of benefit to him in that he neither forbade nor pushed himself
to follow any line of thought—he was exceedingly open minded about how to think and about what he should
think. This is excellent for a poet but it did cause him some difficulties in life when he studied mysticism. It was
alright with academe when he studied Irish fairy tales and other Irish folk lore and it was even acceptable when he
studied neoplatonism but when he studied Theosophy and joined the Golden dawn—the presence of the eminent
scholar A. E. Waite in that organization not withstanding—and especially when he wrote A Vision and openly said
that it was derived from his wife’s mediumship he suffered academic disrepute. He was equally open-minded
and unprepossessing in politics with the same consequences. He was accepted in many corners but eventually he
was too open for those who were not so inclined, Irish Republicans have never been noted for temperate views
on anything pertaining to Ireland. Understanding the unaspected (and therefore weak in our estimation system)
Mercury is mandatory for understanding astrological strengths as we are trying to do in this course because as we
have been saying that the primary determinant of planetary strengths is aspectation and we have been saying that
weak planets and planets with few aspects are less likely to be used by the native. It is this last hypothesis that
is troublesome to most and it has even caused this writer to ponder the validity of the estimation system in this
case. However, it seems highly unlikely that the system would work so well in so many cases and not work at all
in another, so it behooves us to take a deeper and more careful look.
If the estimation system is correct and if his thoughtfulness is as strong as his life evidence we must find a reason
for it. One possibility is that what appears to be concrete thought was something other than concrete thought but
something similar. Another possibility is that what appears to be concrete though had its origin from some other
faculty that is not Mercury. Both of these hypotheses are fruitful of understanding and both have things about
them which are objectionable or are at least questionable. It is ironic but in this what is asked of us is to have
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minds as open as Yeats to be willing to accept the possibility of something being true which is different that what
is normally accepted as true.
If we briefly probe the second possibility, that concrete thought can originate, from somewhere other than what is
considered symbol of the concrete mind, the origin has to be capable of concrete thinking and it has to be equal
to or greater in nature than Mercury or what Mercury represents. For example Venus who represents loving
emotions is an unlikely candidate as is the Moon which represents something less lofty than Mercury in most
cosmological astrology. The likely candidates would be the Sun and the universal or octave planets which can be
inclusive in their nature. In this case the Sun is obviously the most likely candidate.
Mercury represents the concrete mind and the Sun represents Self, both higher and lower. Self is the thinker and
the concrete mind is precipitated from Self so it is not inconceivable that Self could manifest itself within what
it has created as that creation. Self can be anything and it is not unlikely that it could manifest as its closest tool.
The Sun in Gemini would indicate someone who would likely identify with concrete thoughts and thinking so this
is not at all a stretch of our credulity. If we look at the larger picture of the horoscope we see five planets and the
ascendant in air signs indicating general intellectual nature. Air like the spirit is not likely to take a definite, concrete form unless so contained so it is safe to see this as a character of a similar nature, a nature not likely to have
conceptual boundaries which are too definite. If what we perceive as concrete thought as astrologically originating from the Sun more than from Mercury we would expect to find evidence of that. There is what is sometimes
loosely termed “negative evidence” in the fact that he was not a pure mentalist as one would expect with a strong
Mercury thinker. He did not like mental systems and he did not do “pure thought” for its own sake. In positive
he thought only about things to which he could give himself completely which is what one would expect if the
function of thinking was placed in what is represented by the Sun, so we have positive and negative evidence.
This problem is very healthy for us as students of spiritual astrology. We are trying to be accurate and true but we
do not want to confine spirit in ways that it cannot be confined. To do so is narrow-minded thinking. We must
be flexible and able to adjust personalities to the nature of spirit, the personality already has enough limitations
without adding more which are adventitious.
If we conjecturally look into the first possibility mentioned (that what we perceive as concrete though is actually
not), there are several possibilities. For example it could be very definite ideas and we would look to Jupiter, it
could be condensed intuition and we would look to Uranus and/or Neptune, or it could automatic or instinctual
reflections that seem to be thought.
It is unlikely that what we perceive as concrete thought is condensed intuition because Uranus and Neptune are
in Gemini and Aries respectively, and those are relatively volatile signs not given to condensation. Uranus is in
Gemini which could mean that intuition appears to be thought and, no doubt, in some instances did appear to be
so but both Neptune and Uranus are too weak to manifest constantly as thought, he was a spiritually inclined man
but was not that spiritual.
If we look at the Moon as a candidate for surrogate concrete mind, we can disregard it almost immediately because in the sense of the Moon indicating instinctual mind, it would have to be something less than concrete mind
and it is impossible for something lesser to do something greater than itself. It is absurd to think of a very intellectual poet creating from automatic thought and the same is true of most of his other mental activities. The Moon
is in Aquarius which is an intellectual sign but that seems to have a different interpretation. It seems to indicate an
instinctual mind that is brought to forage on intellectual, cultural and political artifacts. It indicates an instinctual
mind which peruses things voluminously and gets the feel of them, and they are in turn reflects them to the Sun
in Gemini which does the actual thinking. The Moon is the closest planet the average strength planet but it is not
in its nature very instinctual. It is much to intellectually and culturally oriented to feel comfortable as itself. It
serves erudition but is not at home in so doing but does so from the discipline of the Sun and Saturn.
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Individuality (3): 22° 51’ T, 5th, #3, 245, 15%
Individuality Attitudes (planets in fire): 3: 		
		7: 12° 02’ U, 7th, #2, 255, 15%		

=: 10° 21’ E, 2nd, #9, 42, 3%
8: 24° 18’ R {, 11th, #4, 233, 14%

Opportunities for Developing Individuality (7th House): Cusp= 0°48’ U: 1 planet:
		7:12° 02’ U, 7th, #2, 255, 15%
Opportunities for Self-Expression (1st, 5th, 9th): 3:
		3: 22° 51’ T, 5th, #3, 245, 15%		

4: 19° 47’ Q, 1st, #6, 158, 9%
-: 29° 13’ T, 5th, #8, 86, 5%

Mystic Spirituality & Raw Creativity (-): 29° 13’ T, 5th, #8, 86, 5%
Occult Spirituality & Genius (=): 10° 21’ E, 2nd, #9, 42, 3%
Will & Creativity in Potential (;): 13° 37’ R, 3rd, #7, 109, 7%
Opportunities for Super-physical Experience (4th, 8th, 12th): 1 : 0 in 23° 44’ R R, 8th, #1, 301, 18%
Relevant Aspects
3
3
3
3

L 0; #3, 81, 11%				
a 8; #6, 74, 10%				
L 4; #8, 49, 7%				
F -; #12, 15, 2%

- a 8; #11, 16, 2%
- F 3; #12, 15, 2%
- L 0; #13, 11, 1%

= L 7; #7, 69, 9%				
; F 6; #1, 99, 13%
						; K 7; #5, 75, 10%
						; K 4; #14, 10, 1%
						
Mean Aspect: #7.5, 46.88, 6.6%
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Individuality brief
William Butler Yeats Individuality Brief

This is a quite strong individuality. The Sun is strong and three of the four planets which interact with the Sun
are also quite strong. The Sun is in a trine with the Moon in the 1st house so there is good coordination between
the individuality and the personality. Sun, Moon and ascendant are in the same element so he is inwardly what he
appears to be outwardly. Since the element is air, it is clear that he is personally and individually intellectual. The
octave planets (Uranus, Neptune and Pluto) are relatively weak so his individuality is founded in a sense of self
rather than in spiritual faculty. In this regard the horoscope makes sense psychologically. Too much thinking and
deliberation on things are usually impedimental to spiritual experience—we can think ourselves out of almost any
spiritual experience. This thesis is substantiated by the opposition of the Sun and Jupiter. The opposition itself
is polarizing and the signs Gemini and Sagittarius are also quite polarized. This aspect seems to indicate a back
and forth deliberation about self that is also detrimental to spiritual unfoldment. There is the fact that Mars forms
strong aspects with Pluto and Neptune and they would seem to indicate a more sanguine approach to spiritual
things but the Pluto aspect is bound up in emotional obsession which substantially nullifies its effect spiritually.
The Neptune trine to Mars is in fire signs so it is likely to be bold but Neptune is weak and it is in the second house
which often indicates preoccupation with worldly things. The most likely interpretation of the Neptune-Mars
trine is the political fervor that he had in his Irish nationalism.
From the above it is easy to see that he sees himself as a thinker. He defines his being in his ability to cast himself
into thought. With all of the planets and the ascendant in air signs he is likely a humanitarian and he distinguishes
humanity in its ability to think. His interest in culture is in the written and spoken word. Air signs are often associated with aloof, cool and indifferent attitudes. To some extent that is true, especially with Saturn being the
strongest planet in the horoscope, but there is enough fire and Mars is strong enough so that he is not without
strong enthusiasm about things. His political interest is much more in the intellectual cause for Irish freedom than
it is in physical action, one would expect him to write and speak for that cause but one would not expect him to
be an active soldier.
The strongest aspect to the Sun is the trine with Saturn. This indicates a careful, judicious person in his selfconsciousness. He is not likely to misestimate his abilities and if he does, he is likely to underestimate himself,
which is another reason for him to not develop spiritual faculties even though there was a genetic predisposition
to that on his mother’s side of the family. All of these saturnine tendencies are balanced and modified by the
jupiterian tendencies from the Jupiter opposite to the Sun. The opposition is not as strong but it is strong enough
to be appreciable. The way it seems to work is that through his friends (11th house), he would become enthused
to take action when aroused to some cause for its own sake. His natural bent would be to write about the cause
because he saw himself as a writer as much as he saw himself as an intellectual or humanitarian. When he would
begin to write, Saturn would be engaged. His writing is terse and clear as writing must be to be published. The
very act of disciplining himself in writing affected how he thought about the subject matter—how we do things
can affect our consciousness as much as the things about which we act.
Half of the planets are in the 3rd and 5th houses which are the houses of communication and expression, respectively. Thus is extremely well suited for a life as a literary intellectual. Having the Sun in the 5th house, he seems
to be one of those people who knows himself through expression. If almost anyone wants to know what they
think or feel about something, they will better know if they begin to express themselves on the subject. When
one begins to write attitudes which were hidden within come to life and take form in the expression. Yeats was
especially likely to that activity. He would probably marvel at the creative process and he would be as surprised
and fascinated as anyone about his own selfhood. Saturn is in the 8th house which is one of the houses which
indicates opportunities to solve problems as all of the houses which correspond to water signs tend to be. The 8th
house is the opportunity to solve shared problems and the squares between the planets in the 3rd and 7th house
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indicate that there were plenty of shared problems that arose. Combining these things we learn that much of his
self-knowledge came through solving problems between himself and others or, perhaps, even problems between
members of a small group. The Gemini and Libra influence indicate that he probably saw himself as a neutral
middle man. The Sun-Saturn trine indicates a strong conscience so he was, no doubt, very serious and dedicated
to the activity. One problem in all of this is that the Mars-Venus-Pluto square involves two highly emotional
planets, two planets which indicate he may not always in control of his emotions, especially his passionate emotions. It would thus be frustrating to his partners and other close relations to have to deal with someone who was
trying to coolly and dispassionately solve emotional problems which cannot be completely appreciated or solved
by the intellect. When the intellect is not directly integrated into the emotionality this is always a problem. It is
especially a problem when he can clearly see solutions in his self nature which he cannot always live out in his
emotional nature. If Venus and Pluto were in the 4th house instead of the 3rd, it would be even more difficult
because then the emotions would arise from the personal subconscious and to the self nature that would seem like
they came out of nowhere. With the 3rd house position he can at least have emotional communication which is a
first step to solving the problems.
The 8th house is also the house that indicates opportunities to study hidden things, occult things. William Butler
Yeats was extremely interested in the study of these things. He was a member of the Theosophical Society, the
Golden Dawn and other societies dedicated to studying occult things. This horoscope is very accurate in that it
describes his approach to these matters. Though interested, he did not try to practice magic or participated in the
active pursuit of occult powers. As one would expect with Saturn trine the Sun, his approach was very conservative. He chose to study and only to practice a little meditation. Saturn rules time and history so his approach was
historical. He preferred to study the more ancient roots of occultism than the modern expressions. For example,
he was a student of the Enneads by Plotinus, the contents of which was the subject of some of his deeper poems.
When he studied fairy lore, with which he grew up, it was the same. He had a serious (Saturn) interest but, even
though he believed in these things, his approach was conventional and conservative.
Above it was mentioned that the individuality was well integrated with the personality. There is much more to
that in that the trine of the Moon in the 1st house to the Sun shows an immense childhood curiosity that fed and
shaped the individuality. His childhood environment was intellectual and culturally broad-based. The division
of his childhood between England and Ireland was sufficient to mold him into a sophisticated and cosmopolitan
individual. It also shows that his mother and his mother’s family with their mysticism played a large part in making mysticism second nature to him, it was a natural (Moon) part of his being.
It is through friends and associates that the individuality of Yeats was broadened and enlivened. The Sun, Moon,
Jupiter, Saturn and Uranus form what some astrologers call a kite formation, the sextiles to Jupiter being the upper part of the kite and the trines to the Sun and Uranus the lower part. The Jupiterian influences seem positive
and enthusiastic. They indicate idealistic friends who support uplifting causes and who are judicious and have
loft emotions. The oppositions of Jupiter to the Sun and Uranus indicate a broadly speculative bent, most likely
philosophical speculation. He was very open-minded and willing to entertain almost any kind of idea or theory.
However, when he did he never went overboard and he was never an extremist. This is where our estimation
system is so very important. In the final table of the estimated relative strengths of the planets Saturn is clearly
stronger than Jupiter and the Saturn aspects which are not the Saturn sextile Jupiter are stronger than the Jupiter
aspects. Thus, when he takes anything into his consciousness, his approach to it is measured and judicious as one
would expect when Saturn is the strongest planet. This is a pleasant horoscope to study and it is an important
horoscope to study because the relative strengths work out so clearly in his life. It is also pleasant and important
as an example of someone who had such an integrated, controlled and progressive life. He progressed because
he was open to new things and because he was balanced in doing so. He was responsible to himself and his responsibility was not just cautious and controlled, it also tried new things and incorporated them smoothly into his
character. This is what it means to have a strong Sun, a strong center of being, that rules with graceful perfection.
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Synthesis and Summary Chart

Synthesis/Summary Factor				

Relative Importance Rating

Profile(s):											
#2, #4 positive, air standout, no water					
#5, #10 microcosmic, relational						
#12, #13, #14, #15 Intense, Benefic, Applying, Building
		
8

		
9
9
8				

Significant Aspects:								
			
6 F ;, 99, 13%; 									9
8 J 0, 87, 12%; 									8
3 L 0, 81, 11%;
								8
6 K 7, 77, 10%; 									7
7 K ;, 75, 10%; 									7
3 a 8, 74, 10%		 							7

9

Significant Planets:									
			
8
#1, 0, 301, 19%; 									9
#2, 7, 255, 15%; 									8
#3, 3, 244, 15%;									8		 		
#4, 8, 233, 14%									7
		
Significant Personality Factors:							
			
9
Ascendant and one co-ruler (0) quite strong				
		
9
personality strong in human values
			
		
7
strong health and vitality, in part due to caution				
9
Significant Emotionality Factors:							
7-6 emotionality moderately strong but troubled
			
lunar emotionality moderate, active, but not stand out			
very conflicted, Ks predominate, no water					

			
8
7
7

7

Significant Mentality Factors: 							
			
5 (concrete mentality) extremely weak;						5
8 (abstract mentality) strong, idealistic, mixed; 					
8
4 (instinctual mentality) modest
					
7
extremely air (intellect & human), very positive, can-do 			
8

7

Significant Individuality Factors:							
			
3 (self) Strong & mixed; 								9
-, = & ; weak; 				
					
6
Aspects mixed & balanced in strength and character			
		
8

8

Overall Comparison:									 		9
personality very strong but reserved					
9
emotionality modestly strong			
				
7
mentality modest strength, abstract strongest, concrete weakest		
7
spirituality weak, individuality strong			
		
8
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William Butler Yeats Summary Brief
Writing a summary for someone like William Butler Years discloses one of the illusions of astrology which is
simultaneously one of the things that is beautiful about astrology. The illusion is that when writing a representative summary, one can believe that one really knows and understands such a profound man when the fact of the
matter is that his thoughts may far supersede the intellectual capacity of the person writing the summary. Illusion.
The beautiful thing about astrology is that one can write a representative summary. A summary which describes
things of which the native is likely unaware.
William Butler Yeats is an intellectual, not a mentalist but an intellectual, a man concerned with the subjects to
which the mind is drawn such as literature, philosophy and politics. He is impassioned but he is also dryly intellectual. He is a humanist. He loves people in abstract and in their personal idiosyncrasies. This latter affection
for people as individuals seems to be true because of his need to tend to his own little life and its affairs and his
relations as much as he does which is considerable. In his intellectual nature and pursuits he addresses all levels
of intellectual interest from fleeting trivia to ponderous, whole concepts. He is concerned with humanity and
individual humans. In his intellectual pursuits he is in a continuous state of education, much of it self-education.
He does look into the surface gloss of things but is not at all shy about penetrating deep into the hidden side of
things. He is interested in inter-human relations as much as he is interested in the humans themselves. This brings
him into the realm of study concerning cultural things, ethnic things, things which reside in people and institutions
more than in standard, recognized human endeavor.
Yeats is a profound man who needs to plumb the depth of things, to judge them and to philosophize on them. He
is not a poet who merely records unique observations. His poetry is a product of study and pondering and it is
simple and Spartan without being overworked because things of that great of depth are simple and are not compatible with complication. He knows himself and is self-disciplined and his austerity lends itself perfectly to the
written word. He and his writing are pithy and unsentimental. He is very much involved with his personality and
the things of the surrounding world. This requires practicality. This, in turn, bares one of the conflicts in his character, division. The double-bodied mind is not given to singularity by its very nature and in Yeats the focus on the
abstract and the profound played off against the need and desire to be practical are a major dichotomy and internal
struggle. This is fine for developing progressively deeper thought and seeing many different sides of an issue but
in is not conducive to inner peace or final resolution of issues. Fortunately, his Lacedaemonian individuality and
his self-security do not require peace—truth is and its quest is more important.
There is one are of his life in which he is not content and where he desires more. In his emotional and desire
nature he is given to love fixations or amorous obsessions. This tendency is deep and strong and does not give in
to discipline as his mind and personality do. He desires a specific partner with all of his heart and he acts on his
desire. Despite his great humanitarian tolerance, he can be impetuous and demanding without cessation when he
has fixed himself on the object of his attention. This is, of course, another internal struggle between his emotions
and his intellect—one reserved, humane and cultured, the other in driven, impassioned and even erotic.
The strength of character of Yeats is not in the static nature of his personality or individuality, it is in his actions.
He is a man of many forms of action and most of them are intense and most of them are benefic. His enthusiasm in
action mounts throughout his life and he is basically constructive, not necessarily a founder but certainly a builder.
His individuality is strong but his spirituality is not. The mind is not usually bedfellow with spiritual sensitivity, in
fact it often is anathema to sensitivity. He recognizes sensitivity and its value but does not pretend to any psychic
powers. He did practice some forms of meditation and he studied theosophy, neoplatonism and folk spirituality
but he deferred to the firsthand experience of others. He has inklings of his deeper spiritual nature but was measured in his self-judgment and he never oversteps himself though he may desire to for the sake of friends.
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Shirley Maclaine

Alternate natal horoscope

Attitude

Opportunity

Action

Focus

Feels herself to be confined in circumstance
Balance, no comment but responsibility aware
Balanced in all else but the strong need to retreat from the world

3/7
3/4/3
2/2/1/5

8. Circumstantiality (O/E)

9. Angularity (A/S/C)

10. Triplicity (E/P/R/S)

Slightly more of a condenser than a disolver
Character consistent in object orientation

8/5
-/-/-/
earth/”/”

15. Phase (1st/2nd or F/L)

16. Agreement (S/M/A)

Riding success as far as it can go, even as it fades

Probably loses enthusiasm as life goes on

5/8

14. Application (A/S)

Separating
1st L

Virtues way outweigh flaws

6/3/4

13. Quality (B/M/V)

17. Stage (Moon Phase)

Actions and talents not especially strong or obvious

2/4/7

12. Intensity (H/M/L)

Average, neither sophisticated nor simplistic about action

Culturally intent

1/2/4/3

7. Quadrant (1/2/3/4)

13

A reacting individual but mildly so

4/6

6. Horizontal (E/W)

Must be in the wider world

3/7

Definitely a sensate, earth-oriented individual

2/4/2/2
or2/5/3/2

4. Element (F/E/A/W)

5. Vertical (N/S)

Perfect balance, no comment

4/3/3 or 4/3/5

Balance, no comment

3. Attribute (C/F/C)

11. Activity (Total)

Page: 5

Probably too poorly defined to be a butterfly, not especially apace conscious

Conspectus

4/6 or 5/7

nondescript/
butterfly

Profile

Chart #: 12

2. Polarity (P/N)

1. Gestalt (Type)

Test

Name: Shirley Maclaine

Profile Index

11

11

10

10

10

10

10

9

8

8

8

8

8

7

7

7

6

Notes

Profile index
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Gestalt Notes
Shirley Maclaine expanded gestalt profile notes

Nondescript
Model airplane builders can tell you that weighting a buoyant structure often provides more stability and easier
guidance, provided the weighting is not extreme. Moreover, wing-like structures and their actions in nature are
used to take advantage of currents in the air for navigation as much as they are used for auto-propulsion.
The definition and structure of this horoscope are both too poor for this to be a butterfly gestalt. The imbalance of
the two occupied sectors further argues that this has to be a nondescript horoscope. A weighted, unbalanced butterfly, even if better defined and textured, would be a stretch in almost any chart. The only reason this is brought
up at all is to open minds to a way of thinking and to show how principles of relating to space could also apply to
horoscopes and their creators even though in many cases the owner of the chart may not be consciously utilizing
them. It would be nice to think that Shirley Maclaine was trying to be a butterfly but that the result is currently
unbalanced and weighted but that is too much of a stretch but she does seem to utilize other principles as later
tests and profiles will reveal.

Attitude notes
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Shirley Maclaine expanded attitude profile notes

Polarity: 4/6 or 5/7
It almost seems like a come-down to return to balance after experiencing a highly extended personality but it is
healthy. An actress has to make a strong statement and project or she will not get the role across to the audience.
At the same time, it must not be so self-assertive that it offends and repels the audience. On the other side of the
coin, she must be inward enough to find the character of the role within herself but not so inward that she becomes
subjective and indefinite to the audience. The opportunities to keep all of these factors is available to this native
if she chooses to manifest them.
Attribute: 4/3/3 or 4/3/5
Again we find an almost perfect balance to appreciate. A good actress must do, must act, because the audience
cannot relate to an inert, lifeless, cardboard character but she must not have so much action as to be devoid the
character and meaning as so many action films seem to be. An actress, to be successful, must also have enough
will to define and sustain the integrity of the character but not so much to get into a battle of wills with the audience. She must also be flexible and imaginative to adapt to many roles but not so pliable as to be inconsistent and
unreliable. All of these characteristics are available in excellent balance in this horoscope so there is no character
imbalance that impedes or distorts her chances of success.
Element: 2/4/2/2 or 2/5/3/2
When there is this much balance it is difficult to say a good deal about the native. We can only continue to give
examples of how balance is applied and found in acting and character to give students ideas of how to apply profiling in a similar way with other horoscopes and life circumstances. In this profile we can see how she is capable
of performing well in all the elemental flavors of attitude--she is not a one role actress. That said, it appears that
her forte is down to earth roles. She is probably excellent at sensual roles which she can portray graphically in a
way that anyone can grasp.
Cross-Profile
When studying all of the profiles we have cover this far, the writer cannot get a handle or a toe-hold on any crossprofile to speculate on the nature of this character. Cross-profiling is a powerful and revealing technique but, alas,
it is not always available.
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Opportunity notes
Shirley Maclaine Expanded Opportunity Profile Notes

Vertical: 3/7
This is clearly a profile of someone who is going to have opportunities to be active in the wider world, not at all
the profile of a self-absorbed narcissist. As the writer recalls, she and her brother (Warren Beatty) both grew up
in the Hollywood milieu and were, thus, exposed to the macrocosmic life, bizarre though that exposure may have
been. She is probably at ease in settings that those of us used to the littler life would be uncomfortable in.
Horizontal: 4/6
This profile represents a relatively healthy balance which, as has been noted, is important for someone who is out
in the public light a lot. This profile also brings up an interesting matter concerning these profiles: gender. As our
society is set up now and, perhaps, by the very nature of the sexes, the stance that women find themselves in is a
receptive and responsive role. This would mean that men would tend to have a more difficult time working with
opportunities with a western orientation and women would have more difficulty with opportunities of an eastern
orientation. One can do a good deal to overcome these cultural and natural biases but there is probably still some
discomfort that remains. Mystics claim that we are reborn alternately in male and female bodies to achieve and
maintain balance. When one is reborn in a gender whose horizontal profile is not completely harmonious with
that gender it is probably to wake up to gender bias that has been neglected in past lives. Such an awakening
probably also serves to promote equity and evolution of the social forms and values. All of this has nothing to do
with Shirley Maclaine because the profiles in her horoscope are perfectly compatible with current social values
but this information did have to be mentioned somewhere so it is included here since there isn’t a good deal that
can be said about balance.
Quadrant: 1/2/4/3
No severe imbalance here. Her personal needs have probably been well taken care of during her entire life. Also
the third quadrant emphasis does seem to indicate opportunities to experience or to represent culture. Many of her
roles have indeed represented cultural types and she is, herself, an icon of one facet of our culture.
Circumstantiality: 3/7
This is a different kind of profile for someone who has an out in the world kind of life. It indicates that most of
the opportunities she has to deal with are with opportunity fields that are circumstantial to the degree that there is
little one can do about them, e.g. the hierarchical nature of the 10th house can’t be changed though the participants
can and that one has home and family as indicated by the 4th house can’t be changed. Thus her having a life in
the wide world that even includes fame and simultaneously having opportunities of a decidedly circumstantial
nature is even more of an indication that she is likely to be seen as an icon and her roles might even seem like
those of a fated nature.
Angularity: 3/4/3
There is not much that one can say about balance just as there is little that one can say about symmetry: what can
one say about a sphere except that it is equally round in all directions. Actually, this entire chart exhibits much
more balance than imbalance so, in terms of opportunity, we can expect them to shape a relatively stable personality and healthy life.
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Triplicity: 2/2/1/5
This profile describes the Shirley Maclaine that we have come to know in recent years. It is a profile of someone
that has numerous opportunities to withdraw from the outer world and to seek to experience the super-physical
worlds in some way or another. This profile indicates an almost fated character of the circumstantiality profile. It
also describes her life in another way and brings with it an interesting problem. From the vertical profile we noted
that she was an out in the world kind of person but now note a pronounced tendency to chose opportunities to
withdraw from the world. This does describe her life in that she did go out on a limb and bring the super-physical
experiences of her withdrawals out into the world but it certainly must be a difficult thing to have to balance so
many tendencies to withdraw with so many tendencies to be out in the world. One cannot parade one’s intimate
inner experiences before the world with psychological alacrity.
Internal Cross-Profiling:
Continuing to cross-profile the vertical profile with the triplicity profile we can see that her interest in inner things
and problem solving therewith is more involved with delving into the macrocosmic problems and problems
shared with those around her than with her own personal problems which is further testimony that she is not likely
to be a prima donna or narcissist. Cross-profiling the deficiencies in the quadrant profile with the deficiencies
of the triplicity profile discloses something very interesting and almost contradictory. From the former we learn
that in terms of opportunities that she is not personally preoccupied and from the latter that she is not highly involved with inter-human interactions even though she is very interested in solving shared problems. This shows
the difference between the odd-numbered and the even-numbered houses. The even- numbered houses seem to
be involved with dealing with the circumstances that are before one while the odd-numbered houses seem more
involved with building and evolving new relationships. The composite of the two deficiencies in cross-profile
points to the 3rd house. This does seem to be borne out by fact in that she does not seem to be very close with her
brother, most people don’t even know they are siblings.
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Activity notes
Shirley Maclaine Extended Activity Profiles Notes

Activity: 13
Right in the middle of the road. Stars are often seen as extraordinary. In that way they seem to take us out of our
daily life and into another reality. However, sometimes they are closer to us and indicate our plight and maybe
a step ahead. It is this second type of role that Shirley Maclaine seems to fit and bring us just a little beyond our
current state.
Intensity: 2/4/7
This profile is surprising to this writer. She doesn’t seem to underplay her roles though it does seem that the characters she plays have an under-appreciated or diminished role in life. Even the strongest aspects in the chart are
not super-strong. It is not clear to the limited knowledge of the writer whether she has a lot of leeway with the
tools that she is using though this is one of those cases where the octave planets do have plenty of wiggle room.
Quality: 6/3/4
This is a clear profile and its interpretation seems clear to me. She is always a very likable person. One feels
good about her and cheered by the characters she plays and her personal presence. Those with considerably more
benefics than malefics seem to have that quality of likability and lovable disposition. Does she deport herself with
an attitude of ease and relaxation? Yes, she certainly does.
Application: 5/8
Some times a profile like this can indicate tiring but there is too much Mars for that. It probably means waning
enthusiasm and a shift in values and participation as life goes on. Perhaps this is an indicator of her seeking other
things after having success in her career.
Phase: 8/5
More balance. Even this slight imbalance increases her affability because one never feels too comfortable around
analytic people because one feels that one is going to be the next to be analyzed and none of us is perfect. So with
her having a slight edge toward building but not so much as to seem like a person on a mission, one is likely to
feel positive about her and her being.
Internal Cross Profiling:
With so much balance it seems wiser to try to summarize this set of profiles rather than to try to cross-profile. In
general this seems to be a balanced, positive, unassuming, low-key personality with nothing extremely outstanding but a general ease and goodness about her. This take on this set of profiles does make it difficult to see why
she has such fame but perhaps that is because there are powerful people in high places that can see the good in
her as potentially indicated by Pluto in the 10th with positive aspects to the benefics (Jupiter and Venus) would
seem to indicate.
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Shirley Maclaine Expanded Focus Profile Notes

Agreement: -/-/-

earth/earth/earth ruler of Asc. in fire, 7th

In the Mishima horoscope earth clearly indicated formality, permanence and finality, in this horoscope it appears
to mean something different. In this case it appears to mean a down-to-earth commonality and accessibility even
though Sun and Moon are in houses that mean hidden things. Shirley Maclaine appears to us like an everyday kind
of person that we all know and like and can identify with. Earth can also indicate material practicality. So, even
though she looks into arcane, far-out matters, she does so with a worldly-wise practicality. Since our basic nature
is spiritual, there is something misleading about this and that is certainly so with her and it is magnified by the positioning in the 8th and 12th houses--one might be fooled by taking her too much for granted. Earth, because it is
so far removed from the spiritual fire, often seems skeptical of intangibles. The problem solving houses combined
with earth in this agreement indicate an “I have to see for myself” outlook that gives her findings and informal but
definitely believable tone. Unfortunately this agreement also indicates a good deal of sensational phenomenalism
than is healthy for safe spiritual development.
Stage: 1st trine in orb but separating, nine days into the lunation cycle
If the Sun is on the ascendant of the cosmic mandala, then the Moon is on the cusp of the 5th house of the mandala
when it is at the 1st trine. Thus a 1st trine stage profile has something of an attitude of play about it. Earth signs
are often serious, often seeking dignity and droll at best, but this stage profile seems to have the attitude of play or
earthy fun that she seemed to carry. The stage profile my not be the sole contributor to this quality but it certainly
is a factor. The 1st trine is also an accomplishment or success trine which as a general tone for her life as a focus
profile indicates no one would argue. Even in specific by cross-profiling the stage with the agreement profiles one
could aver that she was successful in her other-worldly investigations.
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Cross profiling notes
Shirley Maclaine Cross Profile Notes

Profiles with significant excesses
#5, #8, #10, #12, #13, #16, #17

Profiles with significant deficiencies
#5, #7?, #8, #10, #12, #13,

When looking at all of the earth in the agreement profile (#16+) and the evenness of it, and the pleasantness in
the general atmosphere she was brought into (#17+), and all of the pleasantness of activities (#13+), and all of the
societal acceptance (#5+), one gets the idea that this was all planned to be a life of ease, pleasure and pleasantness.
Then when one looks at all of the balance within most of the main categories and between the categories, one gets
the idea that things are so pleasant because so balanced (or vice versa) like a ball rolling or bouncing along. One
wonders whether this is a vacation incarnation.
Then one looks at the need and opportunities to face problems (#10+) and to be responsive to the often uncontrollable circumstances (#8+) to do so, and it doesn’t make sense. There are several possible explanations for all of
this. Perhaps, because things are so good and so easy and so pleasant, and because she doesn’t have to spend a
lot of time fulfilling personal needs (#7-), she can take the time to delve into solving mysteries which would make
her life like that of Buddha who had no unsatisfied needs but to solve the spiritual problems of sorrow, except
that his life doesn’t have an abundance of awareness to sorrow (#13-). Another possible explanation is that she
is so happy and so positive because she is solving problems and all goes well for her when she bends her talents
to that end.
In any case, she is a seeker of solutions to inner problems (#10+), mostly problems that the world confronts (#5+),
and is likely to be successful but she must beware of thinking of spiritual things in earthy terms (#4+ and 16+) or
she may be likely to illusions or phenomenalism. The detailed analysis will bear this tendency out much farther.
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Ascendant: I 29° 10’
Ruler of Ascendant: 5: E 15°26’, 7th, #1, 174, 15%
Planets in the east: 8: O 16°19’ R, 1st, #6, 115, 10%
Aspects to Ascendant: none
3 and/or 4: 3: R 3°59’, 8th, #3, 141, 12%; 			

4: I 6º58’, 12th, #5, 131, 12%

Planets in earth: 2, 7: R 1°40’, 8th, #2, 147, 13%; 		
			4: I 6º58’, 12th, #5, 131, 12%
=: I 8°47’ R, 12th, #5, 57, 5%

3: R 3°59’, 8th, #3, 141, 12%;

Vitality Significators
3: R 3°59’, 8th, #3, 141, 12%
7: R 1°40’, 8th, #2, 147, 13%
4: I 6º58’, 12th, #5, 131, 12%
Planets in Fire: 2,

5: E 15°26’, 7th, #1, 174, 15%; 			

-: E 27°46’, 8th, #4, 139, 1%

Relevant Aspects
5 a 8, #1, 91, 19%				
3
3
3
3

F 7, #4, 55, 11%							8 a 5, #1, 91, 19%
L 4, #5, 47, 10%							8 K ;, #13, 6, 1%
L =, #10, 18, 4%
F -, #12, 15, 3%							6 L ;, #7, 29, 6%

4 F =, #3, 58, 12%							7
4 L 3, #5, 47, 10%							7
4 L 7 #11, 16, 4%							7
									7
Mean Aspect: #7+, 37.54, 7.7%

F 3, #4, 55, 11%
F -, #6, 38, 8%
J 0, #8, 20, 4%
L 4, #11, 16, 4%

Photos
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This horoscope give us an opportunity to look at another astrological problem, the cusp of a sign rising. The
Maclaine horoscope has the 30th or last degree of Virgo rising. Before saying anything, it should be noted that
as with most things in astrology, there are no certain rules that can be applied. Astrology is not cut and dried so
that one can apply the things that happened to the last horoscope to the next. That said, the influence of the last
degree of a sign rising are usually likely to be less pronounced that the first degree of a sign rising. This is because
astrological significators seem to cast their influence forward. For example, a planet in the last degree of a house
is more likely to influence matters in the coming house than a planet in the first degree of a house will influence
matters in the house it just left. There are other factors that can alter this tendency but it is in general a pretty good
starting point for observation and there is no substitute for observation. Following this general rule the influences
of Libra are more likely to project forward into the ascendant than the influences of Virgo are to project backward
into the 1st house which is opposite of the direction it is proceeding in time. However, one cannot emphasize too
strongly the need for observation because this is only a general rule. In this case the rule does not hold. There is
a definite Virgo influence the 1st house as can be judged from the facts. Two of the full length photographs on the
accompanying photo sheet show a lean and lanky body that one would associate more with Virgo rising than with
Libra rising, especially Libra rising with Jupiter in the first house in Libra. The tiniest photo with the Japanese
characters along the bottom shows her wearing librarian-style reading glasses on her nose which is certainly more
Virgo than Libra. Unfortunately, most of the photos available are for publication and are not like informal snapshots which would be more astrologically revealing.
Some of the events of her childhood also indicate a definite Virgo influence. From a very early age she wanted to
be a communicator which is certainly much more the nature of Virgo than Libra which would rather be an artist.
Her early influence in drama which is certainly a Virginian influence and her prolific writing and her touch for
words are also what one would expect from Virgo rising.
The astrological reason that Virgo does hold as much sway as it does in the personality is due to the fact that Mercury is the strongest planet in the horoscope. However, even though Virgo does have a definite influence in the
personality, it is not the dominant influence. Libra clearly has a very strong influence. Even though judging from
physical features is not a good way to come to astrological knowledge it is somewhat helpful. From the accompanying photos it is clear that she has the round face of Libra rising rather than the more elongated face one would
associate with Virgo rising. She was also as much involved with dance and other arts associated with Libra as
she was with drama. Her outward personality is colorful as one would guess with Libra rising. Almost all movie
stars are cast in the role of a lover so it is difficult to say that she was especially cast in that way. She certainly is
liberal and tolerant in her views and what she presents to the world which is also expectable of Libra rising.
One thing is certain and that is that she never gave the appearance of someone sad and heavy in spirits. If anything, she is known for her mirth, cheer, gratitude and happiness. These are jupiterian characteristics and, more
specifically, Jupiter in Libra characteristics. Beside knowing that she wished to communicate one of the early
things she learned in life was that she was capable of communicating humor and arousing laughter in people. She
is known much more for her comedy and positive optimism than she is for any serious and somber role. So Jupiterian is she that her more serious portrayals had to have an eccentric facet to them to allow her humorous persona
to have the sway it demanded. Jupiter rising also indicates the personality of a generalist, someone who wishes
to do many things and spread herself around which surely describes her personalty. Again it would be helpful to
have more informal photos from which one would be able to determine if she had the preference for loose fitting
or broad, open clothing usually associated with Jupiter rising. Unfortunately, almost all we have are photos with
costumes. The photo in which she is standing outside of her home with a microphone is quasi-informal. In the
full photo she is wearing jeans with the blazer seen in this cropped photo. In that photo none of her clothing is
tight fitting.
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We are using the word personality not to mean the entire character as it is sometimes used but to mean the outermost part of the character, the part associated with the outer physical body and the vitality which sustains it. The
word personality is from the greek persona which means mask, the face covering which represented the nature of
the role played by the actor or actress. When we are looking at the personality of Shirley Maclaine the personality
and the nature of the roles she played overlap as they do with all actors and actresses. To some extent acting is
for the actor or actress a form of psycho therapeutic psychodrama. It affords the actor or actress to act out various
elements of character through the roles played. It is an excellent way to grow up and be healed psychologically
while sacrificing for the entertainment and edification of others but if the actor or actress is not sufficiently strong
dissociation from self-responsibility can occur–it is double-edged sword.
Both Virgo and Libra are signs that indicate tenderness, kindness and consideration for others. Thus the outer appearances of this individual are of someone harmless and helpful. Yes, there is an element of almost breath-taking
Libra beauty in the personality but fans tend more to identify the outreaching nature of this personality. Mercury,
the ruler of the ascendant, is in Aries which one would normally tend to associate with intellectual stridency but in
this case, because there is so much venusian influence, it takes on a quality of emotional or cultural adventurousness. Mercury is in Aries so the personality has the feeling of one who takes action for the sake of others which
works hand in hand with the do-good Jupiter rising. Venus, the ruler of the Libra majority of the 1st house, is
in Pisces, the sign of its exaltation. When a planet is in the sign of it exaltation a special quality if its nature is
emphasized. In the case of Venus in Pisces the special quality that comes out of Venus is sacrifice, sacrifice from
love that brings out its best though not its most essential nature–”the rose does not smell its sweetest until it is
crushed” is a maxim that describes Venus in Pisces. From this we can see that the roles that she gets that involve
some sort of love sacrifice. Since Venus forms a positive aspect to Pluto, one can conclude that the sacrifices are
not tragic or destructive. Not only are zodiacal western signs (Virgo and Libra) rising, the rulers of those signs are
situated in the west of the horoscope. In astrology redundancy magnifies the tendency of the quality redundantly
expressed. Thus, one can see that she is not only considerate and caring as well as sacrificing but that she is also
reflexive and complementary in the roles she plays. This is not someone who has to be a central, prima donna star,
this is someone who stars as a complimentary interactive to others. She did, indeed, have a one woman shows
but the emphasis was not on her alone but on things and associations with others. Jupiter in Libra is an indicator
of the merry quality of her personality and many of the roles she played. For her with Jupiter in Libra humor was
always in good taste even when some of the characters were risque. One never gets the impression that her role
is salacious or lewd, one always feels that there is something basically good about the character no matter what
the circumstance it may have in the production. Jupiter is in opposition with Mercury which brings out up an
interesting matter: humor. It is often said that the humor of Britain is the humor of understatement and that the
humor of the United States is the humor of overstatement. To some extent that is true and to some extent that is
the humor of Shirley Maclaine but, again, the moderating influence of Libra, which doesn’t like extremism, does
not let it get out of control. Jupiter in opposition to Mercury is often the sign of verbosity and indecision. Her
editors and coauthors must surely have had a difficult time reigning in these tendencies. One can see the loquacious tendencies rising out of the enthusiasm indicated in the Sun-Moon-Mars enthusiasm rising from their deeper
domains of the character.
Virgo rising is not usually a high vitality personality; however, with Mercury in Aries it is give a boost of energy.
The Sun and Mars, both significators of vitality, are strong so the vitality of this individual is anything but anemic.
The aspects of Sun and Mars to Neptune do indicate a slight diminution of vitality to sensitivity which is more
than made up for by the charisma generated by these aspects. The Moon’s aspects to Mars and the Sun indicate
that fluency is a large part of the vitality. She does not bottle up her energies. If anything, there may be a tendency
to spend them too freely.
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4: I 6° 58’, 12th, #5, 131, 12%
7: R 1° 40’, 8th, #2, 147, 13%
6: W 17° 55’, 6th, #8 62, 5%
0: Q 26° 35’, 5th, #7, 114, 10%
8: O 16° 19’ R, 1st, #6, 115, 10%
Planets in water: 2:

6: W 17° 55’, 6th, #8 62, 5%;

;: Y 22° 36’, #10, 50, 4%

Relevant Aspects
4 F =, #3, 58, 12%							7
4 L 3, #5, 47, 10%							7
4 L 7, #11, 16, 4%							7
									7

F 3, #4, 55, 11%
F -, #6, 38, 8%
J 0, #8, 20, 4%
L 4, #11, 16, 4%

6 L ;, #7, 29, 6%							0 J -, #2, 74, 15%
									0 J 7, #8, 20, 4%
8 a 5, #1, 91, 19%
8 K ;, #13, 6, 1%
Mean Aspect: #6.2, 37.54, 7.7%
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The feeling nature of this individual is extremely sensitive. Though not of the same feeling tone it is not greatly
dissimilar to the feeling nature of Helen Keller. In the Helen Keller horoscope the Moon and Neptune were sextile, in this horoscope they are conjoined. In the Keller horoscope the planets were in earth and water signs and in
this horoscope they are both in earth signs. In earth signs, especially Virgo, the sensitive feeling nature is likely
to be fussy. The peculiar and particular nature of Virgo, ruled by the highly discriminating Mercury, tends to be
picky and fussy even without two such receptive and sensitive planets. This is a different kind of example of the
mind leading the emotions from the example we saw in the Yeats horoscope. Because words like picky and fussy
are being used it is not to be inferred that it is being said that she does not have a truly caring emotional nature.
In fact, Virgo is just about every bit as caring as Pisces; it is just that its range might not be quite as broad and
its response is surely not the same. The response of Virgo sensitivity is more likely to be active and practical.
These are proactive feelings. Even with a range less broad it is capable of very fine distinctions of feeling. In this
horoscope Neptune and the Moon are in the 12th house and there are three planets in the 8th house, in the Keller
horoscope there were three planets distributed between the 4th and 8th houses. In both cases it points to a feeling
nature that is inward in its orientation. Feelings are always inward because the desire body is an inner body but
the way one addresses ones feelings isn’t always inward. In many cases people think their feelings are outward,
especially if those feelings are sensory. This feeling nature is something like someone brooding over something
interior, someone who’s consciousness is focused inward. Neptune and the Moon are highly imaginative planets
so feelings are likely to be accompanied with images or they produce images. Because Virgo is an earth sign,
those images might tend to be graphic in nature like things one would see with ones eyes, and because Mars trines
the Moon they would be strong images and they would be exciting and even a bit sensational. The purpose of the
feelings is to register experience that is to be acted on and that is surely true in this case. However, because there
is stimulus to action, it doesn’t necessarily mean there will be action. When there are many planets if the 4th, 8th
and 12th houses is often difficult to act because the inwardness is so great and the tendency to retreat is so strong.
In this case Mercury, the depositor and dispositor of the Moon and Neptune, rules both the 12th house, which is
inward, and the 1st house, which is outward. Mercury is in the 7th house and in the martial sign Aries so there is
ample opportunity to be outward. The astrologically interesting thing is that when she is outward, as in her writing about her spiritual quest, she usually collaborates which one would expect with Mercury in the 7th house. She
does care about things and is no doubt a fussbudget as well as someone who cares and her feelings are likely to be
accurate not because of pinpoint focus but because of keen sensitivity and interest. The Mars trine to the Moon
and Neptune indicates a very strong interest response to feelingful stimuli. The earth signs can sometimes indicate
being stoically unmoved and inured to stimuli so that they do not show active interest but this with this combination it is surely not the case. If anything, she is enthusiastic in her responses. Despite all of these positive things
there are problems in the feeling nature, not necessarily because of flaws and imperfections in her character but
because of its focus. Even very good aspects can be the source of problems. In this there is a moderately strong
trine between the Sun and the Moon and a modest trine between the Sun and Neptune. Along with the Mars trine
to the Moon these aspects show more than enthusiasm, they show an intentness about her feelings. Feelings don’t
just happen with her, she is intently focussed on them. Perhaps she is so focussed on them that she thinks that she
is her feelings. After all, her identity (the Sun) is focussed in the inward 8th house. Identification with anything
is limiting to the Self, identification with something less that Self is more so, and if the identification is inclined
to matter through the earth signs, there is some possibility of her becoming self-identified in spiritual materialism,
i.e. thinking of spiritual things in terms of matter and material activity. This has proven to be the case thus far in
life but it doesn’t appear to be a dangerous situation out of which she will have difficulty growing.
Jupiter and Saturn are so close to the same strength that they should be considered equal and Mars is more than
twice the strength of Venus so it is reasonably safe to say that she is more assertive than sacrificing. Since all of
the aspects in the emotionality except those of Jupiter are benefic aspects, it does not seem correct to say that the
Mars-toned emotionality goes beyond assertive to becoming repulsive. This confirms and extends the earlier
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conclusion that she has a proactive emotionality in general. Neither of the planets which indicate the ends of
attraction and repulsion, Jupiter and Saturn, is especially strong and this seems to indicate that she, indeed, does
not have any special ends in mind. She is, in her emotionality, not a listless dreamer but a vivid, active visionary
but not to any grand ends and probably her visionary activities are determined by what has captured her attention
through her feeling nature. There are extremities in this emotionality which are almost contradictory. For example, Mars-Moon aspects we have seen before as indicators of primitive emotionality, not in the sense of cavemen
but in the sense of believing in naturalness of emotions and desires in biological function. With the focus in earth
signs in this horoscope it would not be emotional fluency of a stream running downhill but it would be more like a
mud slide or even a lava flow because of the heat, density and magnitude of the Mars-Sun conjunction in Taurus.
Without clairvoyance or spying it is difficult to find evidence of the exact nature of personal, private matters such
as this but because of the strength and general predominance of the earth sign aspect pattern the description above
is quite likely. In this case ascertaining evidence is even more difficult because the aspect pattern is in houses
which indicate secretiveness. In fact very little is known of her 28 year marriage to Steven Parker. The paradoxical or almost contradictory part is because of the presence of the Sun and Neptune in the pattern which indicate an
almost spiritual character to this facet of the emotionality. This mixture of primitive and spiritual planets does not
seem to indicate a spiritual glorification of sensual things but it does seem to indicate a materialization of spiritual
things. The following is a direct quote from her indicating her own difficulty in rationalizing spiritual things without a clear continuity along the spirit-matter pole: “We coexist in a world of tangibles in intangibles. Some things
we can thump on and feel their third dimensional reality; that is one form of reality we all recognize. But, some
things we can feel the presence of or experience the effects of, yet they have no solid form or logical explanation.
Does this make them any less real? This, of course, begs the question, ‘what is reality’? What seems ‘real’ to one
may not appear to be ‘real’ to another.” Because she cannot resolve them objectively, she skirts the issue by saying reality is a relative matter. However, that is a more philosophical matter, the fact is that she does “feel” these
things and she relates to them emotionally quite adventurously. She does make a good deal of money from these
8th and 12th house matters but one could not say that she is a gross materialist in these things or in her emotions.
She is probably not an out and out sensualist in emotional things though she may have been at one time but she
certainly has to have tactile affections in her emotional interactions with men. Mars is also conjoined to Uranus
which indicates an unpredictability and creativity in her emotionality. Taurus has the reputation of diehard clinging to the status quo but that certainly doesn’t apply to her. It is always dangerous when the primary approach
to spiritual things is closely bound up with the emotionality because the emotionality is usually not in control, is
personal and is so likely to send one careening into all sorts of extremes. That cannot be said of this emotionality
because the spiritual element of it is very likely to demand change, progress and evolution that it is unlikely that
she will ever rest in any one emotional view of things though she may be attracted and attached to many along the
way. In this case the Taurus element in the emotionality is likely to indicate stability and grounding rather than
dogmatism and fixity and those virtues are necessary in this paradoxical emotionality.
The venusian, attractive element of the emotionality though not as strong and dominant as the Mars-Moon element, is very different in many ways. One way that it is similar is that there is a certain amount of fixity. It is
symbolized by the Venus trine Pluto. It does not seem to indicate the obsession we say in the Yeats emotionality
but when she loves it is not a trite or temporary thing, she is in it for the long haul. The venusian emotionality is
focussed in a different triad of houses, the 2nd, 6th, 10th triad. It is professional. She did marry a very professional man but it is much more than that. Venus in Pisces tends to be very sacrificial to some greater end of love.
In her case her art is her service and she is willing to sacrifice much of her individuality and personality to a certain
high professional. Even though there is a somewhat volcanic temperamentality in the revolving conjunction of
Uranus, Mars and the Sun, she is not likely to be the archetypical temperamental star we tend to associate with
Hollywood. The Venus disposition with Pluto brings out another quality which runs throughout the emotionality
and that is the quality of discipline and control common to fixed signs, earth signs and Pluto. The strong Virgo
presence in the emotionality indicates that her emotions are much more studied than her dynamism might suggest.
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Concrete Mind: 5: E 15° 26’, 7th, #1 , 174, 15%
Concrete mental attitudes (planets in T, I): 2 & Asc.: 		
		=: I 9° 47’R, 12th #9 , 57, 5%; 			

4: I 6° 58’, 12th #5 , 131, 12%;
Asc.: I 29° 10’

Intellective/Organizational Mentality (planets in air): 2:
				
			

8: O 16° 19’R’, 1st #6 , 115, 10%;
0; Q 26° 35’, 5th #7, 114, 10%

Opportunities to develop concrete mind (3rd house): 		
Rulers: 7: R 1° 40’, 8th #2, 149, 13%; 			

cusp = P, 26° 05’;
;: Y 22° 36’, 10th #10, 50, 4%

Ideational/abstract mind: 8: O 16° 19’R’, 1st #6 , 115, 10%
Ideational attitudes (planets in {, W): 1: 6: W 17° 55’, 6th #8, 62, 5%
Opportunities to develop ideational mind (9th house): 		
			

Cusp: R 26°06;
Ruler: 6: W 17° 55’, 6th #8, 62, 5%

Instinctual/automatic/reflective mind: 4: I 6° 58’, 12th #5 , 131, 12%
Relevant Aspects
5 a 8, #1, 91, 19%							8 a 5, #1, 91, 19%
			
						
8 K ;, #13, 6, 1%
4 F =, #3, 58, 12%
4 L 3, #5, 47, 10%
4 L 7, #11, 16, 4%
Mean Aspect: #6.2, 37.54, 7.7%
Other Factors In The Mentality To Consider
Promethian Cycle (forethought vs afterthought)			
Projective vs Receptive
Analysis vs Synthesis							Inductive vs Deductive
Thought vs Memory (rethought)					
Retention and recall
Questioner vs Answerer						
Observation & Discrimination
Expressive vs Retentive						Imaginative vs Invisible
Continuity								Ponderous vs Impulsive
Concentrative vs Relaxed						Speed
Cogitative vs Dispersive						Depth
Platonistic vs Aristotelian						Independence
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Each horoscope presents us with a new set of problems and this horoscope is no exception. One problem in this
horoscope is determining relative strengths. We already have the relative strengths of each of the aspects and each
of the planets but we do not have an estimation of the combined effects of the aspects and planets to determine
the relative strengths of the major facets of the horoscope: the personality, the emotionality, the mentality and the
individuality. Often that is not a difficult matter because the disparities are obvious. In this horoscope it is not.
It is not an easy matter to determine an overall or cumulative strength of a facet. This is so because some of the
components are also components are also components of other facets of the character and it is no easy matter to
determine how much (what percentage) each planet gives to the general factor or how likely it is to give and receive. For example, what percentage of the strength of the Moon is given to the mentality, what percentage of the
mentality is normally drawn from the Moon, and how likely is the Moon to give itself as a mental planet compared
to its likelihood to give itself as an emotional planet. These are almost impossible matters to solve mentally but
with intuition and getting a feel of the matter one can apply the estimations more accurately. If one were to live
with the native and carefully observe which clearly lunar situations the native responded to the Moon exclusively
responded to the lunar influence emotionally and which she responded mentally one would eventually be able to
derive a pretty good estimation but for us as outsiders that is not an easy task. Similar problems are to be found
in trying to determine the relative strength of a subsidiary planet to a facet such as Neptune depositing Mercury
and itself being deposited and disposed by Mercury. It is much easier to determine the qualitative contribution,
its flavor, than to determine its quantitative contribution to a major facet such as the mind.
In this horoscope Mercury is a strong planet. It is the strongest planet in the horoscope and it is in the strongest
aspect of the horoscope. However, it is not clear that the mentality is stronger than the emotionality. That is something we will have to try to solve when we synthesize after we have studied each of the facets, if we try to solve
it at all. There are other astrological problems involved in the understanding of the mentality of this horoscope
but it would not be wise to spend all of our energies looking at astrological problems instead of doing astrology
so lets begin to look at the qualitative nature of the mentality that we can understand.
Mercury is in Aries which is a bold martial sign so she not only is likely to use her mind and be able to do so
with strength but she is likely to do with boldness and daring. This is indeed someone with the mental daring
to go out on a limb. This is someone who is likely to be direct in concrete thought and its communication, not
convoluted or beating around the bush. The 7th house position of Mercury indicates that this is someone who
will be responsive and not aggressive in assertion. If one asks directly, there will be a direct response. Since
Mercury ruling Virgo also rules the ascendant, this is also someone who is likely to offer opinions without being
asked but not offensively but in a more thoughtful or considerate manner. After saying all of these things about
directness and clarity it may seem contradictory but this all needs to be clarified. Mercury is in a different sign
than the Sun and that almost always means that the thought process is different than the thinker. The mind is not
too much different than the individuality because the Sun is also under considerable martial influence from the
conjunction it shares with Mars. This is an individual who may feel that it is best to have things clear and out
in the open but who may also feel that the mind is not sufficient to carry either the gravity and substance of the
Self or even the enthusiastic energy, especially with the sometimes tentative Virgo rising. Because the Sun is in
Taurus and because the ascendant is in Virgo, both earth signs, here thought will be decidedly concrete because
that is the nature of her character, inwardly and outwardly. Thus she is someone who will not only be engaging in
thought but also someone who will be definite about how she things and will try to speak about things evident to
the senses and also try to provide concrete evidence for her views. This is truly a case where the mind serves the
spirit even though it has a different flavor or character. In the relation between Mercury and the Sun there is one
other matter which should be clarified. That is that the Sun is in the 8th house, a house of mystery, secrecy and
hidden things, while Mercury is in the 7th house, a house indicating things open even to the general public. This
seems to indicate that what we see of her, in her personality and her expressions, are likely to be mental
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because of Mercury ruling the ascendant and being a strong planet in the house of the general public. The inward
person, which we will study at another time, is something quite different. Because the Sun is in the strong aspect
with Mars and because Mars also disposes Mercury, some of the inner character will flare out through the mind,
but certainly this is someone who endeavors to have a private life away from the public glare. There is probably
much about here that is beyond the perception which we have about her. This combination also give us a potential
description of how her consciousness with regard to her mind functions. The 8th house position is not repressive
but still her tendency to not want to be out in the open all of the time does seem to build up energy because it is
not continuously flaming or blaring out into the world. This buildup of energy strengthens the mind and helps
it to be a vehicle of her Self when she can no longer keep things secret. There is still one more major seeming
inconsistency that it seems appropriate to address. The strongest aspect of Mercury, which is also the strongest
aspect in the horoscope, is the opposition to Jupiter, the planet which represents the abstract mind. This aspect is
anything but definite. The opposition indicates vacillation and when an opposition is between the planet indicating the higher mind and the planet indicating the lower mind, it indicates someone who has problems making up
her mind. We have already seen that Mercury in this horoscope represents a forceful mind that is not afraid to say
anything. Jupiter is in Libra, a venusian sign which usually indicates pleasant social interactions and tendencies
to be suave and graceful. Jupiter is deposited by Mercury who rules Virgo which is a considerate sign. Thus from
Jupiter we see tendencies to be cheery, pleasant and socially gregarious, qualities strikingly different from those of
Mercury in Aries. So she is someone who in the outward nature wants to please and be gregarious. But strong,
direct statements, especially about occult things, are not always good social fare. Thus after a number of blunt social actions she, no doubt, became aware of the difference. Moreover Jupiter is also square to Pluto in Cancer and
the 10th house. This square and positioning by sign and house indicate a need to be socially proper because she
believes that propriety is a basic good, and because it is savvy to placate people of power who have some control
of her professional advancement. Sometimes the opposition aspect has away about itself in character that it seems
impossible to compromise or balance the qualities at both ends of the opposition. This seems to be the case with
Shirley Maclaine. In her defense it is important to state that the two characteristics are strong and clearly defined
so that they may seem irreconcilable and that both are important human characteristics. Thus it seems that she
has the choice of appearing to be a positive, amiable person who everyone likes but that is also a little silly and
perhaps conservative of social values for the seeming sake of society, to say nothing about the sake of her profession, or appearing to be someone who is bold and outspoken about things which are not always exposed enough to
have general acceptance—it is unfortunate that in our society women are considered less feminine and less desirable if they do speak out boldly about things. She seems to have dealt with this dilemma in the early part of her
career by speaking out more trivial personal things in which people could find concord with her views and values.
However, she did vacillate between the two characteristics. As here career progressed she began to speak out
about political issues, which while less controversial, are a little more societally acceptable. Finally, when here
career was secure and even publicly on the decline, when spiritual issues became more important to her life (as
they always do with age), and when the energy had built up from experiences and restrained, she began to speak
out more and more dramatically from her inner and mental conviction. This is how she dealt with the polarity,
first by trying to approximate balance by vacillation which was unacceptable to both sides of the opposition and
then by speaking out with Mars-Mercury conviction about occult matters only to find that the speaking-out found
general acceptance in counterbalance because her personality was so well established in its benign loving ways.
However, the jupiterian qualities were not so well established that her ideas were high quality abstractions and
ideations as one would expect from a philosopher who was more interested in abstraction and ideational purity
than in popular generalization. This is shown in the reflective instinctual mentality of the Moon which, though
well aspected indicating positive attitudes and actions, seems more inclined toward more seemingly tangible psychic phenomena than toward a broad, philosophically consistent view of things. The Mars and Sun trines to the
Moon and Neptune also show that while most of the psychic phenomena are likely to be of a positive nature, there
is more likely to be emphasis placed of the sensationalism of the phenomena than on the evidence they present
which is also consistent with the nature of the Moon that also plays a part in the desire body.
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Individuality (3): R 3° 59’R, 8th, #3, 141, 12%
Individuality Attitudes (planets in fire): 2: 			
			-: 12° 02’ U, 9th, #4, 139, 12%		

5: 15° 26’ E, 7th, #1, 174, 15%

Opportunities for Developing Individuality (7th House):
1 planet:
5: 15° 26’ E, 7th, #1, 174, 15%

Cusp= 10°29’ W;

Opportunities for Self-Expression (1st, 5th, 9th): 2:		
			0: 26° 35’ Q, 5th, #7, 114, 10%		

8: 16° 19’ R O, 1st, #6, 115, 10%

Mystic Spirituality & Raw Creativity (-): 12° 02’ U, 9th, #4, 139, 12%
Occult Spirituality & Genius (=): 9° 47’ R I, 12th, #9, 57, 5%
Will & Creativity in Potential (;): 22° 36’ Y, 10th, #10, 50, 4%
Opportunities for Super-physical Experience (4th, 8th, 12th): : 0: 23° 44’ R O, 8th, #1, 301, 18%
Relevant Aspects
3
3
3
3

F 7; #4, 55, 11%							L 4; #5, 47, 10%							L =; #10, 18, 4%							F -; #12, 15, 3%							-

J 0; #2, 74, 15%
F 7; #6, 38, 8%
K ;; #9, 19, 4%
F 3; #12, 15, 3%

= F 4; #7, 69, 1%							; L 6; #7, 29, 6%
= L 3; #10, 18, 4%							; K -; #9, 19, 4%
									; K 8; #13, 6, 1%
						
Mean Aspect: #6.2, 37.54, 7.7%
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Some people believe that being born into and raised in a nuclear family is essential to have a healthy soul and
sound spiritual development. We will explore that in a minute but for now it seems imperative to state that the
converse—being raised in a strong, well defined nuclear development—does not mean that one will be psychologically healthy and make significant spiritual progress. In fact, it can have the opposite result in that attachment
to family may dampen and impede individuation. The reason why people think the former is essential is because
it provides the presence of a father and mother and the coordination between them. This presence is taken into the
child from earliest infancy and helps it to develop a healthy understanding of the spiritual masculine and feminine
within and without. It is obvious that this has to be a factor in internal and external development but each case will
vary from every other case. Shirley Maclaine did come from what appears to have been a health nuclear family
but three is insufficient biographical information to tell us how strong and close the family was. In any case, the
gender effect in the inner development of Shirley took pretty well. This is said because the Sun is conjoined to
Mars (the most masculine planets) and both are trine to the Moon (the spiritual feminine).
The Sun has always been considered the spiritual masculine, the power of will. The Moon has always been
considered the spiritual feminine, the power of imagination. One image is that the will impresses itself on the
imagination which receives and conceives from it. Another is that the imagination draws out the power of will
and thus activates is potency which is otherwise indirect or general. These two points of view work equally well
because it is a spiritual unity which is being spoken of.
The Sun trine Moon is the fifth aspect in terms of aspect strength and it controls ten percent of aspect activity. It is
not overwhelming in its influence but it is strong and significant. The Sun trine Moon has always been considered
an aspect of general success. This because, as noted above, there is the will to do something and the imagination
to carry that will to completion. The conjunction of Mars and the Sun is slightly stronger than the trine of Sun
and Moon which indicates that there is an element of assertion to the expression of will which strengthens it and
indicates that it is dynamic and not just a sustained act of will. This is a driven person. The fact that both planets
are in the very fixed sign Taurus shows that she is a driven person who is not going to give up. Uranus conjoins
both Mars and the Sun from Aries. Though not strong it shows her to be an intensely driven person who may
be slightly impulsive but whose impulses will likely be both intuitive and from desire. The trine aspect pattern,
which also includes trines to Neptune, who is conjoined to the Moon, is in earth signs except for Uranus in fire.
Earth signs indicate things which are definite and, often, tangible. From this we can see that this is someone who
accomplishes definite things, her imaginings are not insubstantial or fleeting. This is an individuality which has
concrete objectives and will act to get them and will sustain both the action and the imagining of the objectives
until they are attained. This trine-conjunction aspect pattern is entirely within the 8th and 4th houses. This indicates that there is much that is hidden or secret about it. This is borne out by some of the facts of her life. For
instance, except for immediate friends, almost nothing was ever know to the public about the most important
masculine figure (Mars conjoined the Sun) in her life, her husband of 33 years, Steve Parker. In Hollywood this
is extremely rare.
It may not be obvious but this occult quality may contribute to the success of the pattern in obtaining its objectives. One way to diminish chances of success of a project is to talk about it. When one does so, one’s energy
goes into the talking and not into the accomplishment. Moreover, many things do not develop well in the glare
of public scrutiny. This also describes her success in another way. The better part of her, the most appealing
part of her is hidden. She is a beautiful woman but her appeal is not obvious and thus there is something hidden,
something promising that is attractive. Mars is not directly trine to Neptune but a Mars-Neptune influence is felt
as part of the pattern and so we can see that she holds some kind of hidden charisma. However, there is so much
energy in the 8th house planets that it can’t be completely hidden but it is hidden enough to be promising.
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While the occult positioning of the planets does help to explain part of the reason for her success, it also raises
an astrological question that is not easily answered. It is “What are the astrological indicators of great fame?”
Pluto is in the 10th house and Pluto usually does indicate power and influence but in this horoscope Pluto is the
clearly weakest planet in the horoscope without a doubt. Mercury, who rules the 10th house cusp, is the strongest
planet in the horoscope. It is in the strongest aspect which is the opposition to Jupiter. Mercury is in the 7th house
which indicates the public and Jupiter is out in the open in the 1st house. Mercury is by astrological estimation
the strongest planet and life ruler and its indirect influence is expressed through rulership of the ascendant and
10th house. Thus by the book it would seem that this would easily be enough to indicate fame but with all of the
influences in the occult houses it still leaves some question in this writer’s mind. It proves the estimation system
so perhaps this writer is fooled by that same hidden charisma.
The Moon usually isn’t considered a direct component of the individuality. It usually represents the soul nature
and/or the personality which are the expression of and the recipient of the individuality. The character is a living,
organic whole and so the soul nature is both a reflection of the individuality and its interactive living creation.
Sometimes in creative activity the creation seems to suggest or draw things out of the creator even though it is
happening in a whole and the creator is the directive part. That is how it seems in the relation of the soul nature,
the personality and the individuality in the whole of character. In order to be optimally effective there has to be
balance between what is represented by the Sun and what is represented by the Moon. Too much Sun makes
a desert and to much Moon makes an amorphous growing mass without purpose, a cancer. The balance in the
Maclaine horoscope is not perfect but there is certainly more balance than imbalance. The Mars-Sun side of the
aspect pattern is clearly stronger but the Moon is not insignificant, it is stronger than an theoretical average planet.
There are also factors in the horoscope that cannot be given full consideration in our estimation system. Take,
for example, the fact that both Neptune and the Moon are both planets of imagination. That is touched on during
the estimation of the aspect strength but when the topic of consideration is imagination and receptivity, they are
probably not given sufficient breadth. Similarly there is the fact that almost the entire aspect pattern occurs in
earth signs and earth signs are certainly more lunar in their receptivity and object forming capacity. This factor
is given some play in the estimation of planetary strength when considering the agreement of the planet with the
sign in which it is found; however, it is not give sufficient emphasis to describe the lunar nature of the aspect pattern. In this we are saying two things. The first is that the estimation done in finding the relative strengths of the
planets and the aspects is not completed with the tables of planetary and aspect strengths. There are some things
that cannot reasonably be brought into the estimation system. The need for good sound judgment must continue
throughout the study of a horoscope even though the main outlines may be determined early in the process. The
second point is that there is a subtle additional strength to the lunar qualities in this pattern that is not immediately
obvious. Thus there is a reasonable balance between the solar and lunar, the expressive and receptive elements in
this pattern. The house positioning of the pattern seems to also favor the lunar side of things because imagination
is an inward drawing together of things. From this we can see that the general success indicated in this pattern is
due as much to her inward imagination and ability to delineate and draw things out internally as to her dynamic
determination to make things be. There is another interesting feature from the house positioning concerning this
pattern of manifestation. The solar part is from the occult [using a different definition of occult from that used
earlier] 8th house and it shows a desire to wield power and energy in the individuality while the lunar part is from
the fatalistic or destined 12th house which has a feel in the soul nature and imagination that this has to happen this
way, there is no option. So in her spiritual conceptualizing activities there is a strong tendency to masculine determination on the will side and a receptive inevitability on the imaginative side, and the two sides work together
very nicely to accomplish things. It would be interesting to see her closely to watch how this works exactly but
even then it might not be easy to see because occult houses are always difficult even when you know they are
occult.
From what has been said in the above paragraph it seems apparent that in this horoscope the manifestation of the
planet Neptune is the lower, more receptive and passive manifestation. She is not a magician . . . or is she?
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Synthesis/Summary Factor				

Relative Importance Rating

Profile(s):											
		
#5 a person who must be in the world’s work more than her own
			
6
#13 preponderance of benefic aspects						
7
#16, #17 good internal-external relationship
			
7

7

Significant Aspects:								
			
5 a 8, 91, 19%; 										9
0 J -, 74, 15%; 										8
4 F =, 58, 12%:
									6
3 F 7, 55, 12%										6

9

Significant Planets:									
			
#1, 5, 174, 15%; 										8
#2, 7, 147, 13%; 										7
#3, 3, 141, 12%		 								7
#4, -, 139, 12%; 										7
#5, 4, 131, 12%										7

8

Significant Personality Factors:							
			
Ascendant waning and indecisive, ruler (5) very strong, mind of form 			
8
personality inconsistent by cusping, by O, 5 a 8 			
		
8
vitality strong by 3 & F despite weak rising sign			
			
8

7

Significant Emotionality Factors:							
			
emotionality of only medium strength
			
7
assertive emotionality, strong; receptive and attractive, modest
			
8
all positive aspects to main emotionality significators			
		
8

7

Significant Mentality Factors: 							
			
5 (concrete mentality) very strong;								9
8 (abstract mentality) modest and uncertain;						
7
4 (instinctual mentality) modest but positive 						
7
sensate mentality 								 		7

7

Significant Individuality Factors:							
			
3 (self) strong & positive;									9
- strong and positive; 									8
= & ; very weak; 										6
mostly benign aspects to octaves but weak except for -			
7

8

Overall Comparison:									 		9
personality modestly strong, receptive and emotional			
		
7
emotionality modestly strong and mixed					
		
7
mentality modest strength, concrete strongest, obscure and hidden 			
7
individuality strong, intuition strong, spirituality weak			
		
8
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If one were to summarize this character in one sentence, one would merely have to say that she is volcanic. She
is not volcanic in the sense that she is merely temperamental (which she is in spades) but that she has dynamic
and creative powers active beneath a down to earth personality which could seem prosaic but which must also be
described as pleasantly positive and great spirited. This situation is, no doubt, a help and a hindrance. It is a help
in that it gives her a mystique and a strange attractiveness, an unexplainable something which is a great asset to
her acting career. It is a hindrance in that she probably often feels that she is not understood and clearly known no
matter how dramatically she presents herself. She is in the world’s work and even though she holds a prominent
public place in it, she, as herself, has a mysterious behind the scenes place in it. One might say of her general
character that through dynamic attitudes she tries to transform matter into energy, or energy into matter. In either
case her general consciousness could described as a plasma of matter and energy.
In her personality she may be a be a bit neurotic and indecisive, but overall she is well defined and her talents and
character strengths far outweigh her problem parts. This is in part due to the fact that she is active and motivated
and works problems out. It is also in part due to her sensitivity to larger issues beyond her personal being. She is
mercurial but not in a dry studious way. She thinks and acts for others and her thoughts are fresh and forceful. In
her other-orientation she is similar to Ethel Barrymore, always thinking about the audience. It is this drive to share
side by side with a strong determined sense of inner self that is probably the source of her indecision and mild
neurosis. There is strong agreement between the inner and outer person and an excellent ability to carry things
from within outward and vice versa, so that the hesitancy in the personality is more of a temporary perturbation
than a major character fault. The inner-outer agreement is another factor which indicates a tendency to see reality
as on thing, either all inner spirit or, more likely, all outer matter. This is a momental character whose strength
mounts as it progresses that may fidget to begin with but which can only tolerate a small amount of hesitation.
Overall this is a balanced character. There is not a preponderant factor in either the elements or the attributes
and the four primary facets of character (personality, emotionality, mentality and individuality) are all balanced.
These balances are probably due to forward going momentum which is always a stabilizing force to balance.
Though the four major character facets are balanced in strength with each other each has an internal hitch. The
personality is strong because the live ruler, Mercury, is strong but there is an indecisive hitch in it because Mercury is in a major opposition and because the ascendant is cusping. The vitality of the personality is strong but
weighed under responsibilities. The emotionality is not quite as strong as the personality and the assertive desires
are stronger than the receptive but the emotional attitudes are positive. The mentality is mixed. The concrete
mentality is very strong while the abstract and instinctual are of modest strength. It is a earth sign sensate mentality but she is inward and not given to a lot of sense perception. The individuality is probably the strongest major
character facet. In it there is a strong sense of self but, at the same time, there is not a delicate sensitivity. Because
there is so much dynamism in the character in general and the individuality in specific, when she is interested in
spiritual things she is likely to want graphic, phenomenal evidence, a proof of spiritual things in dramatic material
effects. This is all very good for convincing the basically materialistic general public. It is not good for establishing faith. As long as one requires evidence, one always requires more evidence. This is what happens when one
tries to explain something which in its most basic being is abstract with the concrete consciousness.
The general character has an element of surprise about it. There is surprise in it in that she has an exuberant enthusiasm of surprise in discovering things. It is surprising to the world because it comes from beneath the surface
apparent to the world. He character is astrologically surprising in that it is so positive, upbeat and optimistic with
few outright negatives which is unusual with a strong earth sign orientation. Interpreting the strong life ruler,
Mercury, in the 7th house and having a strong opposition as its major aspect is not simple and easy. Was she successful in communicating her inner views with the public and the world at large? In some ways, especially to her
followers, it seems the answer is “yes”, in other ways, especially to her detractors, it is “no”. Maybe.
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Cat Stevens
Creative Musician and Religious Apologist

Natal Horoscope
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Alternate natal horoscope

Attitude

Opportunity

Action

Focus

Quite dynamic and changable
Opportunities to express are the only stand out here

4/1/5
4/2/2/2

9. Angularity (A/S/C)

10. Triplicity (E/P/R/S)

11
11

Balance, no comment
Balance, no comment
The personality and the world draw out a reluctance to identity delineation
Indecisive change of phase time of the Moon

6/6
6/6
-/+/+
water/air/air
Separating a

14. Application (A/S)

15. Phase (1st/2nd or F/L)

16. Agreement (S/M/A)

17. Stage (Moon Phase)

10

10

10

More good points than flaws

7/4/1

13. Quality (B/M/V)

10

Not much in the way of standout methods of doing things, moderate talents and faults

2/6/4

10

9

8

8

8

8

8

7

7

7

6

Notes

12. Intensity (H/M/L)

Average number of modes of doing things

An edge to be able to make things happen

6/4

8. Circumstantiality (O/E)

12

A seeker of universal acclaim having the opportunity to acculturate himself to get it

2/1/3/4

7. Quadrant (1/2/3/4)

11. Activity (Total)

Slightly a man with opportunities to push, but mostly balanced

6/4

6. Horizontal (E/W)

Not very well grounded, perhaps flighty

3/0/5/2
3/0/6/3

4. Element (F/E/A/W)
Likely to recognition of the world; drawn out, like it or not

Balance with some tendency to prefer activity

4/3/3 or 6/3/3

3. Attribute (C/F/C)
3/7

Someone who must express, must externalize

8/2 or 9/3

2. Polarity (P/N)

5. Vertical (N/S)

Almost a locomotive but nothing to indicate a strategy of occupying space

Conspectus

Page: 5

nondescript

Profile

Chart #: 13

1. Gestalt (Type)

Test

Name: Cat Stevens

Profile Index

Profile index
Cat Stevens
479
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Gestalt Notes
Cat Stevens expanded gestalt profile notes

Nondescript
Even though approximately a third of the horoscope is contiguous unoccupied space this does not feel like a locomotive because the texture of the occupied space is poor. A long jumper who is trying to cover as large of a gap of
space as is possible does not take irregular strides when approaching the take-off board. The strides are regular,
counted out and pre measured to give the greatest momentum at take-off.
This writer does not get any feel of a patterned approach toward space in this horoscope by any stretch of imagination or speculation and he suspects that there is no developing philosophy about space in its owner. However,
it must be stated that such a lack of a gestalt does not represent a character deficiency.
There is an interesting feature suggested in this chart. If it were, indeed, a locomotive with good edge definition
and texture, it would demonstrate the principle discussed with the Yeats chart, i.e. the coincidence of area gestalts
and aspect patterns. With good texture the fire and air planets in this horoscope would approach five points of a
grand sextile. Unfortunately it does not.
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Cat Stevens expanded attitude profile notes
Polarity: 8/2 or 9/3
This is the character of someone who must externalize, who must get things our and someone who is basically
positive. In detail it is interesting to note that it is the Sun and Mercury which are negative, the center of self and
its most intimate vehicle of service. This indicates a difficult situation because in his innermost being he is inward
and even shy but everything else, which must feel ancillary, is extroversive. It is good to have a rich imagination
as a source for all of the communication and expression but it must feel uncomfortable.
Attribute: 4/3/3 or 6/3/3
Again we find this curious return to almost perfect balance in the attribute profile as we have found it so many
times. The writer does not have probability table to determine whether this is usually the case or not. Since the
attributes symbolize states that are more transcendental and the elements states that are more phenomenal, this
kind of balance and imbalance seems to indicate that the spirit is well and balanced in its own realm and able to
experiment more in its bodies and lower vehicles of consciousness. In any case, it does indicate a good balance
between all of the attributes of the threefold spirit.
Element: 3/0/5/2 or 3/0/6/3
Again we find a serious deficiency along with general balance otherwise except for a slight airy accentuation. (It
is curious how so many of these charts have excesses or deficiencies in the airy signs. We don’t know whether
it is statistically likely in the time span of these charts--the writer doubts it--or whether the writer or some of the
students needed to learn something about the absence of accentuated presence of the airy signs and the supposedly
random selection of charts was really not random after all.)
A maximum deficiency is of first order of importance. In this native the lack of planets in the airy signs seems
to indicate a lack of grounding. There is probably a good deal of what the world would call “impractical”. This,
coupled with the modest accentuation of the airy signs seems to indicate someone that is subject to whimsy and
who is easily carried away by thoughts and current trends. This is someone who has undergone several changes
of direction in life. First he was a,clean cut teenage idol, then a scruffy folk singer who wrote excellent songs and
now a dedicated,Muslim. This profile is similar to the element profile of Yeats but where Yeats lacked water this
chart lacks earth which could indicate an other-worldly disdain for the things of the earth.
This profile qualifies as a fire-air-water atmosphere. As such it is something like an early nebular cloud of burning gases emitting water vapor. In the early nebular hypothesis such an incendiary cloud, burning and recycling
the gases and water, eventually at some distant future time solid materials are deposited. It is also possible that
this rebirth in this kind of atmosphere is some kind of attempt to sublimate all that is solid and earthy to their
higher, creatively antecedent states.
Internal Cross-Profile
The cross profile of the element profile and the polarity profile with regard to the lack of earth significators and
scant few negative significators along with the favoring of airy sign signifcators could very well indicate a lack
of doubt or a disinclination to test things out materially in the face of what seems to be intellectual or intuitive
evidence. “The wind bloweth where it listeth” but it is much more effective when channeled and focused through
something solid and definite.
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Opportunity notes
Cat Stevens Expanded Opportunity Profile Notes

Vertical: 3/7
Since Neptune is so close to the ascendant, this could almost be considered a 2/8 profile. Also, since we are forced
to work with well known people to have biographical information available, we are likely to have a majority of
charts with a southern hemisphere emphasis. Most of the planets are deep in the southern hemisphere in the 9th
and 10th houses so this is decidedly an individual that will be famous and do things on a large social scale even
though the character may crave intimacy as this one does. Not an easy life to be cancerian and famous. Sometimes one must make personal sacrifices to do things about the world.
Horizontal: 6/4
Though mostly balanced this profile is not expected either. People who are famous are likely to be people that
have opportunities to take initiative and do the things that bring one to fame. This is especially likely to be the
case with people who do complete career make-overs as Cat Stevens has done twice in his life. He has designed
a life for himself with the opportunities to be a go-getter whether he has the temperament to do so or not.
Quadrant: 2/1/3/4
This profile is mostly balanced and none of the imbalances are severe. Nonetheless, it does have some surprised
when looked at with regard to the whole character. One would expect that personal expression would be accentuated in the horoscope of someone that wrote such seemingly personal songs but yet the personal expression
quadrant is the least emphasized. It therefore seems likely that the intimacy of his songs has more to do with his
temperament and his attitudes with the Sun in Cancer than it does with the opportunities to express. In any case it
is the horoscope of a universalist. If one divides this horoscope into contiguous thirds beginning with the ascendant, then one sees this horoscope even more decidedly as the horoscope of a universalist.
Circumstantiality: 6/4
This indicates more balance than imbalance as would be expected with most people. This is also what one expect
of someone trying to change the world--there are few who really want to make a mark on the world or modify it
that chose a high degree of circumstantiality in the opportunities they make for themselves unless they have some
kind of masochism in their makeup.
Angularity: 4/1/5
This says something like he knows what it is like on the top and the bottom and he chooses to be on the top. The
primary acute relationships of the vertical are strong and Neptune on the ascendant seems to be sensitive to the
verticals from any horizontal stance. However, he is mostly interested in opportunities of an indirect nature with
the cadent emphasis. Since the cadent house abstractly ruled by Jupiter are most active and Jupiter itself is the
other cadent focus, it looks like the indirect experience that he chooses is jupiterian, i.e. theoretical or, as we know,
religious. Having an abundance of foci in houses that represent indirect or vicarious opportunities can mean a
kind of laziness or irresponsibility but in this case it might very well indicate a religious humility.
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Triplicity: 4/2/2/2
Again, more balance than unbalance. This does help too clarify the problem posed earlier. It does show opportunities for expression but the expression is universal in nature even though the attitude is personal. His expressions
are likely to be religious or philosophical statements. It is interesting to note that sometimes any given astrological element will be expressed through one of the things ruled by it and sometimes another, in some cases through
most or all. In this case he is clearly utilizing the opportunities to express indicated by the 1st-5th-9th triplicity but
not the opportunities for education indicated by that same triplicity. This writer knows of no way to astrologically
determine which facets of a house will be expressed and which will not though some hints may be given in other
parts of the horoscope. Only observation or intuition can provide this information, the mind alone cannot do it.
Internal Cross-Profiling:
When most of the profiles indicate balance and when the exceptions do not indicate radical imbalance, crossprofiling is not highly effective for speculation opening to intuition. In such cases, which includes this chart, it
is probably wisest to use the tool of cross-profiling to get at a compound composite. In this case a summation of
all of the opportunity profiles in composite would be something like the following in very brief. His opportunities are decidedly in the world, universalist and for expression and he mostly prefers opportunities he can initiate
about things that can be changed and he prefers opportunities for basic relationships and notably vicarious relationships and in all of this seeks to express, usually religious or philosophical expressions.
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Cat Stevens Expanded Activity Profiles Notes

Activity: 12
Another middle of the road activity profile. This is why medium activity is called that because most people have
around this many aspects. This does not mean that they can’t be remarkable or famous or any thing like that. I
merely means that this individual chooses to use about the same number of tools as most people. What one does
with that number of tools is quite another matter.
Intensity: 2/6/4
This probably means that his success is not due to intensity or do light touch or subtlety of emphasis. Instead it is
more likely to be due to keeping his expressions of energy at a medium level of intensity. This has the effect of
making more intense expressions more stand out. If one writes in all capital letters all of the time and uses bold
face type and exclamation points on a regular basis they lose their emphasis and one has nothing in reserve for
when something really important comes along. If our lives are in crisis all of the time, its effect is dulled to us.
In nature things happen and an even middling level most of the time and major crises occur only occasionally. It
would seem a wise idea for art to imitate nature in this respect but, though that may have occurred, it is likely that
it was deliberated.
Quality: 7/4/1
This writer hasn’t heard many of Cat Stevens’ songs but the ones he has heard are light and lilting and what one
would expect from a song writer with this profile. Even though we may not agree with his choices in religion and
his reaction to that disagreement, there is little doubt about his sincerity in serving what he sees to be the good.
Application: 6/6
Perfect balance. Like the Maclaine horoscope and its activity profiles this seems to be a popularity based on being
the common person more than being some uncommon talent that is famous because his stand-out nature.
Phase: 6/6
Yet another perfect balance. He doesn’t seem to be one of those song-writers like Tom Paxton who keeps on writing song after song or like Bob Dylan who has to have an imperative message to get across. Instead, he builds
some and tries to change things or break down barriers to some extent and is balance in those activities.
Internal Cross Profiling:
It is almost impossible to cross profile as set of profiles with this much balance. This impossibility does not mean
that there is not any deeper meaning but it means that the development of the individual has been even and balanced and that one side of the character has not be expressed to extreme to the detriment of another. In such cases
the astrologer must intuit from the whole and watch carefully as the character unfolds.
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Cat Stevens Expanded Focus Profile Notes
Agreement: -/+/+

water/air/air Neptune conjoined to the Asc.

Positive signs are said to be incompatible with negative because they indicate more active and giving attitudes
while the negative signs indicate more passive and in-drawing attitudes. Watery signs often indicate an emotional
outlook on things and airy signs are cool and indifferent to the world. It is impossible to be excited and cool and
indifferent simultaneously so in the general agreement focus this is a conflicted and unresolved personality.
The need of the positive airy signs to give forth are a fortunate thing in this chart or else the homey Cancer Sun
would probably be too restrained and withdrawn to ever get anything done. So the inmost being is withdrawn
and disinclined to act for self while the middle and outer being are light and breezy and would float through life
at least if not outwardly motivated.
Both of these factors in the broad, general agreement profile have internal contradictions. The inmost being has
ambition and a destiny to fame and an active drive indicated by the Sun’s sextile to Mars. On the other hand the
outermost being, the Asc., is conjoined by Neptune and this indicates a shy, sensitive and shrinking attitude that
counters the positive sign outwardness. Thus in this profile alone the general character is conflicted in its major
and minor components.
Stage: 2nd or separating opposition in orb, day 14 of the lunation cycle
It is almost impossible to from forward to reverse in an automobile without first coming to a complete halt. An attempt to do it on the fly results in severe damage to the transmission. At the full Moon, the opposition of Sun and
Moon, there is a similar change in direction with similar results. In the first or waxing stage of the Moon everything is externalizing and manifesting, in the second or waning stage of the Moon everything is dematerializing
and internalizing. The Sun and Moon never stop but there is nonetheless a good deal of tension and discomfort
when things shift and change direction in activity.
People born under a full Moon have a good deal of vacillation and indecision as part of their makeup. Someone
in the habit of receiving and carrying out for someone else has a hard time giving and letting go of things. This is
especially so since the Moon is strongly inclined to manifesting as it does in ruling the intrauterine fetal period.
From all of the above we can say of this stage profile that Cat Stevens is not of one mind. He is not bent toward
on think like Yeats for example. It seems like he is learning to let go and become more contemplative instead of
always manifesting.
Combing both focus profiles as well as the Venus-Jupiter opposition and the see-saw Libra rising shows the general tenor of this individual to be irregular, unsteady and rife with many internal conflicts.
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Cat Stevens Cross Profile Notes

Profiles with significant excesses
#2, #4, #5, #13,

Profiles with significant deficiencies
#2, #4, #5, #7, #9, #10,#12, #16, #17

(#2+-, #7+) There is a principle that when one turns inward there is a complimentary outward stream of force or
attention. If one self-asserts and turns inward by taking something inward for selfish reasons, then the outward
stream is repulsive. If one turns inward selflessly in investigation or adoration, then the outward stream is attractive. Profile #2 probably indicates a little of each. One wonders then whether his inward thrust is for popularity
(#7+) and fame and so on. If so, it is easier to understand the dissonance in (#16-) because first the Cancerian Sun
seems to indicate inward imagination resulting in outward lyrical flow in the Moon and Asc. but if it is not unselfish, then in becomes inward escape with a consequent repulsion and the general unease in the agreement profile.
(#4-, #9-, #13+, 10+) One wonders if his ungrounded and impractical nature combined with his unwillingness
to accept opportunities that carry responsibility is related to his focus on numerous positive talents in that he is
seeking something like a vacation incarnation to have it all positive with little responsibility; the emphasis on opportunities to express, entertain and enjoy himself seem to back that up.
(#17-, #4+) It is a stretch but it is interesting to speculate whether the tenor of the general state of the astral environment into which he was born represented a tendency in him to see himself as some kind of counter-cultural
individual with all the internal tension there is in that. If so, when he expressed the tendency by accepting a religion outside of the cultural norm of his society and transferred his belief in that in such a way that he was different
but not antagonistic, did that have the effect of accentuating his intellect in such a way that it dried up (air) his
communicative stream which may have been faint in the first place (#12+/-).
(#16-, #17-, #10+) Is this a case wherein being exposed to a general atmosphere or focus that is inharmonious
had the effect of seeking something higher and broader and more harmonious or at least more sure? If so, the
Neptune on the ascendant would certainly amplify the sensitivity to inharmony and divine seeking and render the
character more understandable.
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Personality fact sheet
Cat Stevens Personality Fact Sheet

Ascendant: O 10° 01’
Ruler of Ascendant: 6: T 25°09’, 9th, #1, 183, 16%
Planets in the east: =: O 10°27, 1st, #7, 101, 9% ; 		

7: O 2°28’, 12th, #2, 153, 13%

Aspects to Ascendant: = F Asc.
3 and/or 4: 		

3: Y 28° 34’, 10th, #4, 118, 10%; 		

4: Q 2°30’, 4th, #3, 149, 13%

Planets in earth: (none)
Vitality Significators
3: Y 28° 34’, 10th, #4, 118, 10%
7: O 2°28’, 12th, #2, 153, 13%
4: Q 2°30’, 4th, #3, 149, 13%
Planets in Fire: 3, 8, { 20°06’R, 3rd, #9, 90, 8%; 		
			0, U 22°33’, 11th, #8, 96. 8%

;, U 14°04’, 10th, #10, 47, 45, 4%;

Relevant Aspects
6 F -, #3, 60, 12%							= K 5, #2, 79, 15%
6 J 0, #6, 42, 8%							= J ;, #7, 38, 8%
6 a 8, #10, 18, 4%							= F Asc (no estimation)
3 a 4, #5, 42, 8%							4 L 7, #1, 94, 18%
3 J 7, #8, 35, 7% 							4 a 3, #5, 42, 8%
7 L 4, #1, 94, 19%
7 J 3, #8, 35, 7%
7 K -, #9, 34, 7%
Mean Aspect: #6.5, 38.85, 8%
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Cat Stevens Personality Brief
It is ironic but the most definite and concrete part of our being, the physical body and the personality associated
with it is the most illusory. We say things like “he seems pleasant but inwardly he is nasty.” The personality is
indeed a mask or persona. The relationship of the ascendant and the Sun is to some the relationship of appearance
to reality. In some cases the deceptive appearances are inadvertent and in some they are intentional. In some the
disparity between appearances and reality is great and in some it is negligible. With Neptune conjoined the ascendant the personality of Cat Stevens (Yusuf Islam) is likely to considerable deceptiveness. Whether or when it
is intentional is not an easy matter to determine, again due to Neptune. All of the octave planets have something
unpredictable about them and it is usually not wise to be too bold about statements even when one knows the
individual very well because there is always the possibility of some new creative twist.
The accompanying sheet of photographs shows a remarkable range of appearances. The photograph from his
youth has a very innocent quality. Neptune conjoined to the ascendant often indicates someone who, though being strangely sensitive to the world, is as much in an inner world of imagination as in the outer world of sensation.
Often this kind of personality is amazingly perceptive but not without strange or unusual associations about the
perceptions. Often in childhood the Neptune-ascendant personality is subject to its own illusions, chief among
them being that since the associations seem so intuitively clear to one’s self that everyone else must see things the
same way—the embarrassing realization that this is almost anything but true is often what shocks the individual
out of the personal reverie. Moon Shadow, though not written in childhood, indicates this imaginative side of his
personality.
Not all of his appearances and changes in appearances are the result of puerile innocence and sensitivity. Some
were deliberate. Even when the changes in appearance are intentional they are not necessarily guileful, deception
is not always deceitful. Libra is the rising sign and Libra is probably the sign of the zodiac most inclined to be
stylish. Venus is the strongest planet in the horoscope so the appearance of his personality is a matter of art. He
wants to dress tastefully and to have his own personal style. The strongest aspect to Venus is the conjunction with
Uranus that indicates a very creative nature that is also spontaneous. Venus-Uranus aspects are the aspects associated with spontaneous artistic abilities that appear without formal training such as playing music by ear. Earlier
in life he probably considered his appearances as his creation. With the conjunction of Uranus and Venus there is
probably something of an altruistic charisma about him that when one meets him one is likely to feel like one has
known him before. In this writer’s experience, Neptune conjoined the ascendant often indicates someone who is
either highly photogenic or the extreme opposite. In the case of Cat Stevens it is surely the former. Venus is in
Gemini which shows a personality likely to make many changes, some very quick. Sometimes it is an indicator
of a fickle temperament and some of his early fans and most of his detractors would see it that way.
Gemini is a mercurial sign of words and the conjunction shows an artful and unique ability to select words and
use them in ways never before seen. Though Gemini is a sign of words it is Libra that has the swaying, lilting,
lyrical way of putting them together. Some of the words of his songs seem to roll out or flow and bounce on the
music. Neptune indicates a great sensitivity to sound and has long been noted to have a special affinity to stringed
instruments and Neptune surely inters into eerie quality of his music. He has the ear, he has the taste, he has the
creativity, all he needs is the gumption to perform to be successful.
The 9th house is sometimes seen as a house of publishing and promotion. In this writer’s experience, this seems
to be true but it is not as pronounced in these activities as the 5th house, the 1st house or even the 3rd house. In
this case it seems that some of the more deliberate statements in personal appearances are a matter of promotion as
much as they are an artistic statement. However, when he does this it is not a matter of mere personal pandering to
an audience as it is a matter of being aware of the big picture and trying to make a broad, 9th house, universalistic
statement and to have a broad appeal. He is trying to be cute or pretty in a way that is widely appealing and he
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has the looks, taste and sensitivity to bring it off. One of his quick, sudden changes occurred when he dropped
out of appearing as a teeny-bopper only to appear in the clubs in the clean-cut look of the second photo in our collection in which he is standing on the balcony very cleanly dressed in what appears to be a posed photo. Most of
the photos in the collection are posed as might be expected with any media figure but especially with someone as
sensitive, shy and artistically aware as he is. He is known primarily as a folk singer and song writer hence most
of his publicity photos are intended to be folk-like. However, even in these photos the influence of Neptune and
Venus-Uranus show through. None of the photos is tasteless or crude or primitive as one would expect with a
punk rocker or a grunge rocker. Even the poses in casual clothing with a cigarette have a soft quality about them.
In some he has a Neptunian vulnerability and sensitivity about him. In all of the photos he is pretty and handsome
and very lovable. Both Libra and Gemini have qualities of reflective mimicry in their nature. Neptune often indicates the ability to associate one’s consciousness with another or others and seem just like them. This is very
valuable in astrology but it can be used in other ways. In the last two photos it is clear that he has applied these
abilities to his appearances because he appears like a Muslim native to Muslim country. It is uncanny just as one
would expect with Neptune rising.
There is one feature of this personality which is apparent astrologically but is not always apparent to the world.
He is shy. Neptune conjoined the ascendant is always shy and sensitive the outer world which at times seems
overwhelming. He is also inwardly shy because of the Sun in Cancer. Then there are all of those planets in the
upper hemisphere which mean that he must be before the eyes of the world whether he likes it or not. With this
great difference between the basically tasteful but bashful personality and a destiny and calling that is very much
the opposite, it is not surprising that he would have the problem life that he has and that he would seek the resolution of his personality in religion.
There are no planets in earth signs in this chart. Thus even though in the world he is not of it. Along with the
Neptune conjoined the ascendant and the 9th house life ruler, Venus, this shows an otherworldly personality. The
things of the world are not satisfying to him. Moreover, with the very strong Venus, Neptune and Libra presence,
he is very dedicated toward peace, so much so that he might make extreme compromises that others wouldn’t, not
from weakness but because he believes in peace.
One of the only saving features is indicated by Mars in the east, which is not quite close enough to be considered
conjoined to the ascendant. This positioning and the general strength of Mars indicate enough drive to do the
things he has to do but not so much that the basic gentle nature of the personality is not consumed by drive. Mars
in Libra is often the signature of a swashbuckler that is more show than true daring, sometimes it even indicates
cowardice in combat but not in style. This, again, is exactly what we see in several of the photos, especially the
bare-chested photo which is manly but not too manly.
This brings us directly to the vitality. Mars and the Sun are the two primary determinants of the vitality. Mars is
very strong and the Sun is about average or just above, so this is a high vitality personality. There are no planets
concerned with the vitality in fixed signs nor are Saturn or Pluto strongly aspecting planets involved in the personality so this is not a personality high in endurance or stamina. Neptune conjoined to the ascendant can even
indicate frailty. Synthesizing all of these elements we can see a vital personality that does not bull its way through
life but is more likely to try finesse and certainly to find vitality in fluency, fluency without significant resistance.
It is something like a plant that, though soft and pliable, is still strong and vital—quack grass can drive a drive a
soft rhizome through half inch plywood.
In general, a pleasant, amenable personality that tries to please but with some idiosyncrasies that might well lead
to misunderstandings no matter how he compromises.
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Cat Stevens Emotionality Fact Sheet
4: Q 02° 30’, 4th, #3, 149, 13%
7: O 02° 28’, 12th, #2, 153, 13%
6: T 25° 09’, 9th, #1 183, 16%
0: U 22° 33’ , 7th, #8, 96, 8%
8: { 20° 06 R’, 3rd, #9, 90, 8%
Planets in water: 2:

5: Y 09° 05’ , 9th, #5, 114, 10%; 		

3: Y 28° 34’ , 10th, #4, 118, 10%

Relevant Aspects
4 L 7, #1, 94, 18%							7 L 4, #1, 94, 19%
4 a 3, #5, 42, 8%							7 J 3, #8, 35, 7%
									7 K -, #9, 34, 7%
6 F -, #3, 60, 12%							0 J 6, #6, 42, 8%
6 J 0, #6, 42, 8%							0 L 8, #4, 54, 2%
6 a 8, #10, 18, 3%							0 J -, #12, 10, 2%
8 L 0, #4, 54, 10%
8 a 6, #10, 18, 4%
8L ;, #11, 12, 2%

Mean Aspect: #6.6, 38.85, 8%
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In this horoscope the three strongest planets are also the three planets most important in determining the emotionality. Moreover, the Sun, significator of self identity, is in the feelingful sign Cancer. Therefore, the emotionality
is the most significant facet of the four facets of character.
The Moon is the third strongest planet of these three planets which stand significantly above all of the other
planets. However, the Moon in this horoscope does require some interpretation. Normally when we think of the
Moon we think of a rush of excitability that we associate with the active water sign Cancer. In this case it is in
Aquarius a sign which we associate with cool aloofness. Does this mean that he is aloof? Certainly not but it
does mean that the things he feels might seem to him to be impersonal. The Moon is also opposite to the Sun.
Does this mean that his feeling nature is filled with contradictions beside the one just mentioned? Indubitably yes.
There are seeming contradictions right in the placement of the Moon in this horoscope. Aquarius is an emotionally distant sign compared to the sign Cancer which loves intimacy; however, the 4th house is always abstractly
ruled by the Moon and Cancer which thrive on intimacy. Because the signs usually mean fields of attitude and
the houses usually mean fields of opportunity, this placement seems to indicate an objective feeling nature with
the tone of friendship feelings that he chooses to look at with a personal slant. In terms of his generation and the
artists of that generation this seems to point to the New Age interests and other things of the generation of “flower
children” with which he is associated. He feels those sentiments but he has his own subjective (4th house) slant
on them and that subjectivism recoils back into the Aquarius influence in his ingenious way of stating things. A
perfect example of this quirky ingenuity is the lyrics of Moonshadow. A good example of his pristine, idyllic
attitudes is found in the lyrics of Morning Has Broken. These antinomies go to the very core of his being. The
Sun in Cancer indicates that he identifies himself through his feelings but the opposition to the Moon in Aquarius
indicates feelings with which he is not always comfortable so he is not always sure of who he is. He is sure of
what he feels but he is not sure that all of those feelings are comfortable in their very nature. He is an emotionally conflicted man. There is one thing about what he feels that is certain and that is that those feelings are strong
and distinct. That fact is indicated by the Moon trine to Mars. It is without a doubt the strongest aspect in the
horoscope. We have looked at the Moon-Mars family of planets several times before. When we have done so we
have always noted the fact that this is an aspect between two primitive planets and that it had a quality of things
happening naturally almost unconsciously. In this case because of the air sign placement this writer does not get
that feeling. It feels clear ,fresh and invigorating as though being in a fresh wind of lofty enthusiasm rather than
in a warm stream of instinctual desire pushing and carrying him into things whether he likes it or not. This has
some fortunate features about it because the sign placement in the 12th and 4th houses indicates these emotions
and desires come on him unconsciously and unbidden. Since the horoscope represents the archetype of a life
within a series of lives, the 12th house position seems to say that he has developed an intense enthusiasm for life
in past lives (12th) which is now ripe, and which carry right into his personal subconscious in this life. From
intense feelings he is motivated to act and when he does he can change his habits and other behavior (4th) which
is something most people do not do, the seeming tendency of most people is to become stuck in the subjective
quick sand of an unredeemed subconscious and never really change because of the turgidity in it. He certainly
does have distinct patterns of feelings and emotional behavior and they seem quasi-intellectual (air) but he is not
stuck. With Mars ruling the 12th it is likely that the source of his stimulation is likely to be others such as collaborators or the general public.
We have usually not been looking at Neptune when studying the emotionality of various people unless it aspected
one of the primary emotionality significators because Neptune is basically a spiritual planet but in this case we
would be remiss to not do so. Neptune forms a very close conjunction with the ascendant which is a clear indicator of sensitivity and feeling in the desire world is one form of sensitivity. Thus we can see that his sensitivity
is not only to strong inward surges of emotion which are felt quite uniquely but we can also see that he is highly
sensitive and responsive to outward things which he sees in spiritual ways. The sextile of Neptune to Pluto in this
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case seems to indicate that in his sensitivity he feels something like a permanent higher order of things while the
square of Neptune to Mercury seems to indicate that what he feels is not always consistent with what he thinks
thus we can see that he is conflicted in facet of feeling also. However, the general nature of the overall sensitivity
is that the positive feelings are significantly stronger than the mental and the self-identity objections to them. In
simple terms this all seems to be indicating that this is someone who is not only likely to trust his feeling but that
his feelings are worthy of trust.
That same tendency of positivity holding sway over baser elements of the desire world carries into the assertive
emotionality. It is called the assertive emotionality because this is again a case if Saturn being weak and hence
there is not a lot of selfishness in this person so this is not assertion being selfish enough to indicate repulsion. All
of the aspects to Mars are benefic except the weakest which is the square to Uranus which indicates an impatience
that is often found in spiritual people. This kind of impatience is because experiences in the spirit are so fast and
so immediate that the working out of them in the phenomenal realms seems tedious and seems to take forever,
one always wants to make the changes as quickly as the impulse to them is present and we get angry when we
don’t get what we want. These outbursts, light and very short-lived as they are quite remarkable in their existence because this is in general a very changeable character. The sextile of Mars to the Sun indicates that there is
resolution to the conflict in feelings and emotions symbolized by the Sun opposite Moon mentioned above. That
resolution comes through taking action, doing and changing, and getting off of the dead-centering stoppage and
stagnation of emotional progress which would occur if he lingered and agonized over internal emotional inconsistencies. Because Mars and the Moon are in the 12th and 4th houses not all of his actions and changes will be
obvious to the outside world. This is someone with internal emotional values, someone who is true to his inwardness and thrills to it privately. It should also be mentioned that because there is vigorous emotional assertiveness
it should not be assumed that he is forceful or that he appeals to force as an emotional way of life. Mars is in
Libra and though that is its detriment it does have some very fine features such as gracefulness and suaveness in
actions but if one were to interact with him emotionally one might feel overwhelmed whether that was intended
or not because he does have that strong emotional drive. It is very fortunate for him that he has these strong, positive planets and aspects in retreat houses because it shows he is willing to turn inward and away from the public
eye and remain emotionally healthy. Too often it happens that celebrities succumb to and become addicted to fan
adulation and elevated states of experience in performance when one is uplifted by the positivity of the audience
directed to the performer.
The self-sacrificing, giving component of the emotionality is the strongest component because Venus is the strongest planet in this horoscope. Venus too has the delicate touch of the air signs and all of the mutability of Gemini.
Being in the 9th house it is much more open than the Mars and Moon components. Its strongest aspect which
is the conjunction to Uranus indicates someone who is likely to take lofty, air-borne flights of fancy. This is
someone capable of rare spontaneity. It would not surprise this writer to learn that he wrote his songs in brief
moments of revery and romantic creativity. Obviously this is someone who feels lofty religious sentiments and
whose religion is a religion of love (we are not speaking of the less than perfect history of Islam but of the personal religion of Cat Stevens, Yusuf Islam) and his love is both venusian (personal) and aquarian (impersonal
and altruistic). It is not astrologically clear that his love nature is deep, thorough-going and durable because this
part of the emotionality is not directed to permanence and immutability either but the spirit needs the experience
of emotional adaptability too, and a perpetually renewed rebirth of spiritual love is effectively as permanent as a
single statement of love that remains as unchangeable as a rock. When we look at this position by sign and house
of Venus and the conjunction with Uranus his religious conversion is not surprising but expectable. That he is
faithful in change is indicated by the sextile of Venus to Saturn. The house positioning indicates an inclination
and opportunities to good works. The opposition of Venus to Jupiter seems to indicate that he more than trusts his
religious feelings and emotions in that he may have a slight tendency to be a bit careless about his scrutiny about
them. The house positioning of this aspects indicates something like having lofty, supernal religious emotions but
a bit of neglect about working out the details of them.
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Concrete Mind: 5: Y 9° 05’, 9th, #5 , 114, 10%
Concrete mental attitudes (planets in T, I): 2: 			
6: T 25° 09’, 9th #1 , 183, 16%;
				-: T 28° 16’, 9th #6 , 103, 9%
Intellective/Organizational Mentality (planets in air): 5 & Asc: 6: T 25° 09’, 9th #1 , 183, 16%;
-: T 28° 16’, 9th #6 , 103, 9%; 				
7: O 2° 28’, 12th #2, 153, 13%;
=: O 10° 27’, 1st #7, 101, 9%;				
4: Q 2° 30’, 4th #3, 149, 13%;
Asc.: O 10° 01’
Opportunities to develop concrete mind (3rd house): cusp = {, 6° 15’;
Ruler: 8: {, 20° 06’ R, 3rd #9, 90, 8%; 			
Ideational/abstract mind: 8: {, 20° 06’ R, 3rd #9, 90, 8%
Ideational attitudes (planets in {, W): 1: 				

8: {, 20° 06’ R, 3rd #9, 90, 8%

Opportunities to develop ideational mind (9th house): 		
			

Cusp: T 6°15;
Ruler: 5: Y 9° 05’, 9th, #5 , 114, 10%

Instinctual/automatic/reflective mind: 4: Q 2° 30’, 4th #3, 149, 13%
Relevant Aspects
5 K =, #2, 79, 15%						
8 L 0, #4, 54, 10%
			
					
8 a 6, #10, 18, 4%
								8 L ;, #11, 12, 2%
4 L 7, #1, 94, 18%
4 a 3, #5, 42, 8%
Mean Aspect: #6.8, 38.85, 8%
Other Factors In The Mentality To Consider
Promethian Cycle (forethought vs afterthought)		
Projective vs Receptive
Analysis vs Synthesis						Inductive vs Deductive
Thought vs Memory (rethought)				
Retention and recall
Questioner vs Answerer					
Observation & Discrimination
Expressive vs Retentive					
Imaginative vs Invisible
Continuity							Ponderous vs Impulsive
Concentrative vs Relaxed					Speed
Cogitative vs Dispersive					Depth
Platonistic vs Aristotelian					Independence,
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This is not a standard, garden variety mentality. In several ways Mercury is being asked to function in ways which
are out of character and hence cannot function at its best. This does not mean that he is stupid or mentally defective, it only means that the concrete mind is not working in ways at which it functions optimally.
First, Mercury is in a water sign and water signs seem to be the signs in which Mercury is most inept. Mercury is
most at home in air signs where things are subtle, fleet, clear and very changeable. The dryness of air signs is also
appealing to Mercury. Mercury is not always at home with the density of earth signs with the exception of Virgo
which is particulate in nature. Mercury does like the definitive factuality of earth signs so it is not completely out
of place. Mercury does like the spirited heat of fire signs where it can dazzle but the emphasis on dominance in
these signs is not completely pleasing to Mercury who wants truth, not victory. Water signs tend to be subjective
as in water always seeking its own level and subjectivity is anathema to Mercury which thrills to the objectivity
of truth. Water signs also tend to be emotional in nature and, while the concrete mind can direct the emotions it
can be overwhelmed by them if they are dominant in the composition of the total character. This positioning of
Mercury is something like trying to direct a stream of water while being carried along by it.
Then there is the fact that Mercury is located in the 9th house which corresponds to its abstract detriment. As we
can see from our Mentality Fact Sheet, the 9th house represents opportunities to use and develop the abstract or
ideational mind. This means that many of the opportunities for using the concrete mind are in matters which are
basically abstract. Abstract and concrete thinking are not completely foreign to each other and in many ways they
are complementary to each other. For example when we draw circles, triangles and other geometric figures, those
figures are concrete and not abstract. When we reason about those figures and form theorems, corollaries and
such about them, it is abstract reasoning. The concrete figures help us to focus our mind and bring the ideational
mind to bear on the figures. Problems arise when we think the concrete figures are the abstract realities, Then
there is a tendency to limit our conceptions of things to the concretions which are only small excretions from
universals. We know that Cat Stevens is deeply involve with Islam and hence this positioning likely indicates a
likelihood to take concrete examples of abstract theological principles as those principles themselves which has
been a difficulty with which Islam has had to struggle during its history. The thing which is ironic about this is
the fact that Islam prohibits any material representation of deity, even artistic use of creatures of nature such as
plants and animals is forbidden.
A third thing that is non-standard about this mentality is that Mercury is at cross purposes with its higher octave
Neptune. The square is an aspect of construction and building and, even though this is a second or destructive
square the basic constructive nature of the square in general is still present. From this positioning we get the idea
that he is trying to build spiritual constructs with the semblance of abstract, theological ideas from his spiritual
sensitivity that is symbolized by Neptune in the 1st house conjunct to the ascendant. The square is also an aspect
of struggle so he probably has to struggle with the sensitive feeling of truth about spiritual things which may not
be exactly true. This is not meant to pass judgment of him because this is a problem which all spiritual seekers
much struggle because we are closer to the beginning of our spiritual careers than we are to the end of them. In
our self-imposed exile in material desolation and our nascent beginnings in spiritual things, we sense the spiritual
truth of things but because we are inordinately focussed into matter we tend to jump to conclusions, materialistic
conclusions, because we have an intuitive feeling of truth. That feeling of truth is not necessarily false, though it
sometimes can be. It is more likely slightly distorted by the density of our material consciousness so that the result
is something like misjudging where things are under water due to the refraction of light when we are looking from
outside of the water, which refraction can be seen by poking a stick into the water and seeing how it appears to
be bent by the water.
This problem is shown in other ways in this mentality. Venus and Uranus which are not normally considered mental planets are also in the 9th house of opportunities for abstract ideation. The conjunction of these two planets
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indicates an excellent artistic intuition that is very good for creation and spontaneous living but it is also an aspect
which is more directed to the feel of things than to the thought of things. That this conjunction is in Gemini, ruled
by Mercury, indicates there is a reenforcing feeling of truth about things which may not always be true in abstract.
The sextile of these planets to Saturn indicates that he can focus and hold his intuitive focus to be productive so
he is probably a pioneer for humanity in working on the problem of learning to refocus on spiritual things more
spiritually rather than jumping to more materialistic conclusions. However, he is not so far along that there aren’t
problems in this pattern either because Venus, and Uranus by association, is opposite to Jupiter which is the planet
that represents the abstract or ideational mind in the human spiritual organism which aspect shows other redundant but variant complications in the mentality.
However, before proceeding to look briefly at the abstract mind, lets try to synthesize and expand on what we
have derived about the concrete mind. His thinking is likely to be swayed emotions which can be favorable or
unfavorable. He inclined to think about lofty ideas, abstract things which he treats concretely. The things he is
likely to think about are both spiritual and religious. It appears that he is trying to rebuild his concrete mind to
accommodate spiritual intuitions but because it is in a state of construction his though-intuitions may not always
be reliable. There is some likelihood of confusion wherein be confuses material things with spiritual and vice
versa. He is likely to be a forethinker because Mercury rises before the Sun but it is in the same sign as the Sun so
the mind is a good, direct tool for the Self. With Mercury in the receptive, water sign Cancer, he is likely to ask
more questions than he answers and the answers he does get are most likely to be suggestive rather than definitive.
Cancer is also a good retentive sign. Because both the Uranian and Neptunian intuitions affect the mentality, it is
likely that the continuity of his thought is broken by intuitions.
The abstract mind is also somewhat out of character. Jupiter is in Sagittarius, its rulership, so it is qualitatively at
home with itself but it is in the 3rd house so in terms of opportunities it is in its abstract detriment just like Mercury. From this we see another inversion. In this case he is likely to try to treat concrete things, facts as ideas.
Jupiter is trine to Saturn in the 11th house so with the help of friends he can be brought to good judgments in this
activity but there is also a tendency to be preemptive on the basis of intuitions, which may be misconceived, and
notions to which he has jumped to previously as indicated by the oppositions to the 9th house planets. These notions, which are perhaps sometimes incorrect, are not outright, dark, fixed prejudices which we would associate
with Pluto. At most they light orthodox pre-dispositions.
The instinctual mentality is also a bit out of character and it is so in ways which are similar to those of Mercury
and Jupiter. The Moon which is most at home as itself in Cancer, a water sign, it is Aquarius a drying air sign
and it is certainly to most itself there. Aquarius in ruled by Uranus so it is also influenced by intuition where it
its normally at its best when functioning on the level of cunning. The Moon is in the 4th house where it is abstractly at home in its subjectivity so we again find this same curious admixture of agreement and disagreement.
It is not clear whether he is trying to use cunning intuitively or intuition cunningly or both to probe his subconscious nature but it seems that he is more likely to function more accurately with cunning than with intuition in
this mixture because the cunning trine of Moon and Mars is stronger than the more spiritual opposition of sun (a
spiritual planet) but this mixture of aspects, dispositions, depositions and planets indicates another occurrence of
the conflict of abstract and concrete things that seems to permeate the mentality.
The Moon is the strongest planet of the mentality triad but it is as much in the emotionality as in the mentality.
Mercury is significantly stronger than Jupiter but it too is influenced by the emotionality. All three primary significators of the mentality are bound up with intuitive faculties on various jumbled ways so truth and belief are all
mixed together in complicated and unexpected ways. This description of his mentality is very much lie the words
of his songs, all sorts of hints, suggestions and impressions flowing together.
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Individuality (3): 28° 34’ Y, 10th, #4, 118, 10%
Individuality Attitudes (planets in fire): 3: 		
;: 14° 04’ U, 10th, #10, 47, 4%			

8: {, 20° 06’ R, 3rd #9, 90, 8%
0: 22° 33’ U, 11th, #8, 96, 8%

Opportunities for Developing Individuality (7th House): Cusp= 10°01’ E: No planets
Opportunities for Self-Expression (1st, 5th, 9th): 4:
6: 25° 09’T, 9th, #1, 183, 16%			
5: 9° 05’ Y, 9th, #5, 114, 10%

=: 10° 27’ O, 1st, #7, 101, 9%
-: 28° 16’ T, 9th, #6, 103, 9%

Mystic Spirituality & Raw Creativity (-): 28° 16’ T, 9th, #6, 103, 9%
Occult Spirituality & Genius (=): 10° 27’ O, 1st, #7, 101, 9%
Will & Creativity in Potential (;): 14° 04’ U, 10th, #10, 47, 4%
Opportunities for Super-physical Experience (4th, 8th, 12th): 2 planets:
4: 2° 30’ Q, 4th, #3, 149, 13%			
7: 2° 28’ O, 12th, #2, 153, 13%
Relevant Aspects
3 a 4; #5, 42, 8%						- F 6; #3, 60, 12%
3 J 7; #8, 35, 7%						- K 7; #9, 34, 7%
								- J 0; #12, 10, 2%
= K 5; #2, 79, 15%						; J = ; #7, 38, 8%
= J ;; #7, 38, 8%						; L 8; #11, 12, 2%
						
Mean Aspect: #6.8, 38.85, 8%
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In this individuality, as we are looking at the individuality, it seems Cat Stevens has a difficult time seeing himself
or knowing himself. The Sun is only moderately strong and its strongest aspect is the opposition to the Moon.
That aspect is usually indicative of an indecisive and vacillating individuality. The Moon is significantly stronger
than the Sun so the soul nature or the reflection of the individuality is stronger than the individuality itself. One
might say that the Sun is in the hands of the Moon being disposed and deposited by it and even over awed by it.
Often the Sun in Cancer would just as soon not know itself, at least not in a direct and clear manner. The Sun
in Cancer is mild mannered and sometimes shy or even timid. There is a sextile of the Sun to Mars but it is a
relatively weak aspect and not strong enough to be a major factor in his individuality, besides Mars is in the 12th
house which is a house of obscurity and Mars is in its detriment in Libra, a sign not know for dash and bravado.
Leo, the sign ruled by the Sun, contains Saturn and Pluto which, though weak planets, do not argue for great augmented strength or prominence for the Sun. Thus it is safe to say that this is not a strong spiritual individuality
but it is not weak or flimsy either.
The three strongest planets in the horoscope are Venus, Mars and the Moon. Each of them is significantly stronger
than the Sun which is the fourth planet in estimated strength. These three planets are the three primary significators of the emotionality. This seems to indicate that the individuality is under the dominance of the emotionality,
he is subject to his emotions and his sense of self depends of them.
Among intellectual or mental people, emotions get a lot of bad publicity. It is considered a sign of inferiority to
be subject to ones emotions and people who are emotional are often ridiculed. As with many public superstitions,
there is something to this view but it is likely that it is a defensive over-reaction since most people are not in
control of their emotions. The reason for the general superstition is not the emotions themselves but in the lower
nature, the second self or pseudo-ego which acts semi-autonomously from the desire body where it directs us from
beneath the threshold of waking consciousness. We are moved to do things which we do not deliberately intend to
do and the reason for doing them is for the thrill of the desire which bolsters the pseudo-ego which thrives on that
thrill—the Lucifer Spirits who are chiefly responsible for perverting the lower nature from its intended service
are also fed by the thrill of desire. The ironic and misleading thing about this is that his emotions are generally
benign and good as we learned when we did the emotionality study. It may sound harsh but if we, the spiritual
beings, are not in control of the motivating influences in our being, that is a resignation of spiritual sovereignty.
It is not merely a matter of spiritual pride. There can be pride in doing good. It is as in Shakespeare’s sonnet
“What wretched errors hast my heart committed whilst it thought itself so blessed never”. It is not meant as a
condemnatory judgment of Cat Stevens but many people of any religion are in the hands of the adversary because
of religious or moral pride.
The difficulties that this individuality has to work with are not just simple religious pride, or of separating the
mismotivations from the benign motivations, or even the control of motivations. There are things more subtle in
the self and its reflection in it soul nature. Some of the difficulties are found in inversions, and inversions on other
inversions. This is another of those inverted horoscopes which has Libra on the ascendant instead of the cosmic
standard Aries on the ascendant. One consequence of this is that he has Cancer, which tends toward subjectivity, on the cusp of the 10th house which is a house that provides opportunities for experiencing objectivity. This
means he probably has a personal and subjective view of his fame—as he sees himself as what is responsible
for his fame and his fame has little to do about what objectively constitutes a basis for fame. No doubt he sees
an objective relationship between his musical and creative talent and fame but it is likely that he thinks that it is
he, himself, he as an identity and his attitudes that make him famous or make a celebrity. After all, he did make
radical changes in the way he presented himself to the world even though most of those changes were in outer
personal appearances which are indicated by Neptune conjunct the ascendant. In that he thought he was really
changing himself which is a rather personal way to view self or individuality. If one looks at him today, one sees
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someone who looks much like someone who is a lifelong Arab from and Arabic culture. It is not to criticize him
but one does not have to changes one’s appearances and one’s subjective view of one’s self to convert to another
religion even though it is much easier to be accepted by others in that religion if one does, especially if the religion
is highly culture laden.
When we looked at the individuality of Shirley Maclaine we began to touch on the development of individuality
and the spiritual masculine and feminine through the relationship with the father and mother in the nuclear family.
This horoscope provides the opportunity to continue on that subject but with a few of the unusual twists between
objectivity and subjectivity that we have been noting.
As far as this writer can tell, the best way to understand the opportunities for interacting with parents is to consider
the 10th house the house which indicates opportunities to interact with the more objective parent and opportunities to interact directly. Using this same reason the opportunities to interact with the more subjective parent and
to learn indirect influence are indicated by the 4th house. Usually in the western world and for the last century or
so, the 10th house indicates opportunities for interacting with the mother and the 4th house with the father. It is
not wise to assume this is the case so one must always use intuition, ask questions and make observations. When
the 10th house does indicate the mother, it indicates an inversion of society from the cosmic standard because the
Capricorn and its ruler, Saturn, represent the mandalic father and Cancer and its ruler, the Moon, obviously represent the archetypal mother. For many years when this writer was not aware of the societal inversion, it caused
him great consternation but after many observations and a better understanding of cultural deviance, he is certain
of this assignation but not in every case.
In this case the Sun is in the 10th house so it would seem that he would identify and develop his selfhood through
his mother. This in itself is unusual because one does not usually identify spiritually with someone of the opposite gender though there is really nothing wrong with that. Then there is the fact that the Sun is in Cancer which
is another inversion of another sort as we have been seeing. Pluto is also in the 10th house and though it is very
weak and it is the second planet in the second sign of the 10th house it does have an influence. His mother was
Swedish and he describes her as very cool and in control of herself and eventually of the family as much as that
was possible in such a disparate family. The 10th house is even more difficult. Capricorn is on the cusp so there
is a tendency to its objectivity. The Moon is in Aquarius in the 4th house. It is not at home in Aquarius in that
it seems perpetually upset and inconsistent; however it is at home in being subjective and loving of the home
life. It has tendencies to both consistency and inconsistency simultaneously. The attitudes from Aquarius were
foreign and alien, he was a Greek Cypriot which is a deeply divided island nation with enmity between Greeks
and Turks. Cat describes him as volatile and inconsistent. Cat Stevens was raised in the Greek Orthodox Church
but his parents we not very observant even though Cat was so they sent him to a Roman Catholic school where he
took on a staunch catholic sense of good and evil. His parents separated due to their fighting (his mother never
raised her voice but his father eventually did) but they continued to live on different floors of the same building
and continued to run the family restaurant together. They fought over where Cat was to sleep. He went with his
mother to Sweden to live for a few years where with his Mediterranean complexion he was considered an outsider
and an oddity by the other children and was not accepted so he could not identify with his mother either. The
many reversals and inversions in this horoscope and this life are fascinating and, unfortunately, too long for this
brief and are worthy of study. He claims his father was anti-Islamic but not actively, so we can see that in as far
as he identifies himself with his mother, he would be against his father and his father’s prejudices which were
doubtless a factor in his conversion to Islam though he would argue that in is simplistic views that seem to only
deal with the surface of things. When he relates to the reflection of his self image as indicated by the Sun, he sees
things from the point of view of the Moon which is another kind of mother to him. In that stance he is opposed
to the cool, controlled Nordic ways of European culture personified in his natural mother which also causes him
to seek something different which he found in Arabic culture. In all of these things there are complicated actions
and counter-actions none of which are especially deep or ingrained but all part of the contradictory individuality.
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Synthesis/Summary Factor				

Relative Importance Rating

Profile(s):											
		
#1, #4 extreme imbalance, externalizer, no earthly sense		
			
9
#9, #10 not heavy on responsibility, expressive				
		
7
#13 a force for the good, more positive tendencies than negative
			
8

8

Significant Aspects:								
			
4 L 7, 94, 18%; 										9
5 K =, 79, 15%; 										7
6 F -, 64-0, 12%
									5

9		

Significant Planets:									
			
#1, 6, 183, 16%; 										9
#2, 7, 153, 13%; 										6
#3, 4, 149, 13%			 							5

9

Significant Personality Factors:							
			
Ascendant and Ruler (6) moderately strong and 6 with -					8
= F Ascendant, extremely sensitive
			
		
		
9
personality planets in aspect with spiritual planets				
		
8

8

Significant Emotionality Factors:							
Strongest character facet, 3 strongest planets emotional		
Most aspects benefic						
		
All emotional planets in air 						

			
		
9
		
8
		
7

9

Significant Mentality Factors: 							
			
5 (concrete mentality) average; 								7
8 (abstract mentality) Weak; 		 							5
4 (instinctual mentality) modestly strong
						
8
Lunar flavor to mentality from both Y and 4 			
		
6

6

Significant Individuality Factors:							
			
3 (self) average strength but indecisive; 							
6
- average and whimsical;
								
6
= moderate and personal oriented, afflicted							
7
; very weak;											4
significant aspects negative or neutral						
6

6

Overall Comparison:									 		9
personality strong, sensitive, spiritual, confused				
		
8
emotionality strongest , benign, intellectual (as far as it goes)		
		
9
mentality modest, abstract weak & religious, lunar flavor		
			
6
spirituality modest, artistic intuition good, conflicted			
		
6
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Cat Stevens Summary Brief
To summarize this character in one sentence would be to say that he is a misfit to himself. His personality is
strong and he is suave and artistic with an excellent artistic intuition. At the same time he is confused about his
personality, perhaps because he tries to manipulate his appearances and ends up fooling himself. His personality
has direct connections to both the mentality and emotionality which in itself is a source of internal conflict and
confusion. Personally he is sensitive to the point of disorientation. He is easily lost personally and tries to orient
himself through religion. Religion is the dominant activity in his life. There is something chameleon-like in his
personality and maintaining the appearance of religion applied to this quality may detract from his religious life
and certainly to his personal life. His personality is bound up in philosophy but the philosophy may not be perfectly accurate about personal things He has a destiny to be before they eyes of the world and that kind of attention
is itself confusing and that tendency is greatly magnified with such rare personal sensitivity.
The strongest facet of his character is the emotionality. He has the emotions of a very good artist. He is especially
good at delicate feelings where he has an excellent touch for stating things. He does well at lyrical things and
handles words with beauty and finesse. His aesthetic has an intellectual flavor to it every part of it. He does not
get stuck in his emotions and keeps them flowing. His emotional health probably has a good deal to do with the
opportunities that he has and uses to express himself so they don’t get bottled up. That he has a light, buoyancy in
his emotions does not mean that they lack vigor. The fact is that he has a flair for tasteful but robust emotions of
gallantry and daring style. His emotions are basically positive and sound, in fact, they may be quite remarkable in
their development. It is not obvious whether his emotional perfection is due to religion causing him to seek finer
feelings or whether his suburb artistry perfected his feelings and the religious emotions followed from that. In
any case his artistic emotions are much more reliable beautiful and trustworthy than his religious emotions which
may not always be consistent and constant, though his faith certainly is genuine and his religious interest sincere.
His mentality is of average strength and the strongest feature of it, the instinctual mentality, is closer to his emotional nature than to matters purely mental. He tries to intellectualize his philosophy but is not always successful
because he is distracted by intuitions to which he is not perfectly attuned in his mind. This may be because he
is young in mental intuition and in the emotional excitement his apperception of intuition becomes emotionally
skewed and he is easily a-sea. This need for stability might has something to do with his grasping for religion.
He tries to treat abstract matters concretely and there subsidiary counter tendency to try to apply abstraction to
concrete things.
It is in his individuality that he is most misfit. His self-identity is emotional but not the same artistic emotions
of his emotionality, something more maudlin and sentimental. Though he likes to act with energy, he is actually
indecisive. He is awkward in the fame that he seeks and he feels that he would rather be at home but he is not
completely comfortable there either. He would like to seem masculine but there is gender ambiguity that runs
throughout his character. In his spirituality he is also ambiguous. He has excellent intuitions but they are better
for the arts than the religious purposes to which he directs them. His occult intuition is unreliable and he feels he
has the truth when he often does not. It is not clear that he distinguishes spirituality from religion—they can be
congruent but congruency is not necessary for either of them.
Overall he is a positive man and his strongest tendency is to act with gusto and enthusiasm. He is not inhibited
and has no serious dark points but, on the other hand, he has not much restraint and forbearance either. Sound
judgment is not one of his strong points but he does not pass moral judgment on others while trying to live according to moral standards which is one of the good ways that he tries to solve abstract things with the concrete
mentality. He is not a down to earth individual and is not sensate, his sensitivities are not of this world. There is
not a harmony between the within and without. He is a man of good intentions and most of his actions are benign
by intention and the world is certainly the better for his existence than it would be without him.
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Appendix-N
Simone de Beauvoir
Existentialist and Feminist Philosopher

Natal Horoscope
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Simone de Beauvoir

Alternate natal horoscope

Attitude

Opportunity

Action

Focus

A personal culture mavin with not a lot of opportunities to be societal universalist
A willingness to accept the circumstances of life as they come
Prefers basic relationships and sustained resposibilities
A problem solver focussed in profession
Average number of modes of doing things

4/3/3/0
3/7
4/4/2
1/3/2/4
13

7. Quadrant (1/2/3/4)

8. Circumstantiality (O/E)

9. Angularity (A/S/C)

10. Triplicity (E/P/R/S)

12
12

Likely declining interest with age
Likes constructs
Stable inside and unified in externalization
New talents applied to looming problems

4/9
5/8
-/-/ear/wat/wat
day 5, 1st J

14. Application (A/S)

15. Phase (1st/2nd or F/L)

16. Agreement (S/M/A)

17. Stage (Moon Phase)

10

10

10

She acts on unpleasant problems

1/7/5

13. Quality (B/M/V)

10

Either hot or cold on talents, not much middle ground

5/1/7

10

9

8

8

8

8

8

7

7

7

6

Notes

12. Intensity (H/M/L)

11. Activity (Total)

More balance than imbalance

4/6

6. Horizontal (E/W)

A muddy attitude profile

1/3/2/4
1/4/2/5

4. Element (F/E/A/W)
Let me bring about change through my life’s opportunities

Balance with some tendency to not be stubborn or long suffering

4/2/4 or 4/3/5

3. Attribute (C/F/C)
7/3

Someone inclined to the more tagible elements

3/7 or 3/9

2. Polarity (P/N)

Page: 5

5. Vertical (N/S)

Nothing to indicate a strategy of occupying space

Conspectus

nondescript

Profile

Chart #: 14

1. Gestalt (Type)

Test

Name: Simone de Beauvoir

Profile Index

Profile index
Simone de Beauvoir 511
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Gestalt Notes
Simone de Beauvoir expanded gestalt profile notes

Nondescript
In terms of gestalts this horoscope is frustrating because it seems to suggest a gestalt but one is left baffled as to
what it would be.
It is too unbalanced and the smaller sector is too small and the texture of the larger sector is to chunky for this to
be a butterfly. The wide sector is too wide and the Pisces chunk is not in an opposition so it cannot be a see-saw.
The small sector is too large for it to be some type of hybrid. Three planets are not in chunks which is too many
for it to be chunk style though that is the closest it comes to one of our defined gestalts.
So, it must be a nondescript horoscope . . . but that still doesn’t remove the feeling of a gestalt.
Perhaps our definitions of defined gestalts, though based on mathematical and philosophical niceties, do not catch
all gestalts.
Therefore, we can wing it with a pseudo-gestalt if that helps anything. The feeling that this writer gets of the conjectural pattern is of a well-grounded structure that is near to falling because of imbalance in response to which it
has widened its base with an auxiliary pod. Thus there may be a jerky falling and recovery outlook in the native
that will have to be watched for as analysis proceeds.

Attitude notes
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Simone de Beauvoir expanded attitude profile notes
Polarity: 3/7 or 3/9
This is our first example of a strong leaning toward the negative signs. It is likely to be safe to say that she is likely
an introvert in attitude. This can also be looked at as her being focused in the passive and receptive attitudes. In
that it is likely that she would identify with stuff or matter rather than spirit but there is always weakness in the
process of identifying which could be the origin of the passivity or receptivity.
Attribute: 4/2/4 or 4/3/5
There is more balance than imbalance in this attribute profile. That said, there is still a preference for the more
fleet and obvious of the threefold spiritual attributes. The possibility and the actuality of change are appealing to
her. So this indicates a fleet, adaptable and evolving attitude in the transcendent qualities of the spirit.
Element: 1/3/2/4 or 1/4/2/5
If one weighs with a balance scale, it is clear whether one side is up or down. In character balance or imbalance
is not so clear cut. This element profile of this horoscope is a good example of the difficult of judging balance and
imbalance. It is not clear whether it is more balanced or more imbalanced. However, when there is accentuation
and deficiency, they are balanced in their stress and lack of stress--the weaknesses are relatively equal in their
weakness and the strengths are relatively equal in strength.
The attitude flavor is something of the consistency of mud with the pejorative not intended. There is something
sticky and unsteady in form even though form and matter are important to this individual. This is probably very
good for watching and creating forms and textures that are always in flux, it is evolutionary in stuff. As a philosopher she probably did not get stuck in one outlook. Her philosophy was likely to take mood in relation to form
into account and vice versa.
Internal Cross-Profile
Though there is only a definitive imbalance in the polarity profile, it seems that all of the attitude profiles can be
cross-profiled as a whole. When the writer does so, he gets an impression of a very passive, receptive and subjective stuff of viscus to a near solid state that is capable of change and that does change. The change is experienced
internally though the form is not ignored and there is a subjective mood of the state of the stuff. It is cool but not
outright cold and their is a groping or crawling kind of flowing motion to the change. The spirit and intellectual
meaning of reality is experienced only though the form or the stuff which is direct experience to this individual
but most would consider it indirect relative to the spiritual source of meaning.
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Opportunity notes

Simone de Beauvoir Expanded Opportunity Profile Notes
Vertical: 7/3
A microcosmic person for a change. A clear set of opportunities to work on things from the personal perspective
and not for the world. This is not to say that she isn’t equipped to take on the world but that she chooses other
opportunities. Sometimes one can look into one’s little life and find a situation that exists in the wider world and
then indirectly influence the wider world by taking care of the problem in the small sense. We are all factors in
the development of world opinion and we can participate quite effectively if we are strong transmitters and if we
are effective in our own lives.
Horizontal: 4/6
Again the case of a female having options that are deemed appropriate for a female by society at large. Being
quite astute and extremely intelligent this position may have been a factor in sensitizing her to the problems of
women in the world and their having to be responsible more than initializing in their activities. This is, however,
more balanced than imbalanced so it is not likely to be an intense trigger to her awareness.
Quadrant: 4/3/3/0
There are some surprises here. Opportunities for a healthy cultural life are not surprising nor are opportunities in
the personal expression quadrant. The strongest emphasis being in the personal needs quadrant is mildly surprising and the void in the universal expression quadrant is not expected at all. For one thing it is clear that she is not
seeking fame. Another is that she doesn’t meet renowned people with the exception of philosophers. This profile
seems to indicate that she might even shun such contacts or be oblivious to their importance. She might consider
such opportunities a bother taking her away from her work of personal objectification.
Circumstantiality: 3/7
This profile, when contemplated, seems to feel different than anything we have encountered. Assuming that our
horoscopes are not accidents and that every element of them is designed to some end by us and the agencies of
destiny, one gets the feeling that what is intended here is to have opportunities that are not the most flexible so
that they can be treated as facts whereas the less circumstantial opportunities suffer from ambiguity because more
creative or artificial and hence they are less factual. It is an interesting profile to study because the native is so
intelligent and deliberate and would surely have a reason for choosing such an opportunity profile.
Angularity: 4/4/2
This seems to go along with the tendency to prefer sharp and firm opportunities whose factuality can’t be doubted.
The shortage of planets in houses indicating secondhand experiences seems to also confirm this outlook. The
emphasis in the angular houses might even be seen in reference to class struggle in its vertical pose and to gender
struggle in the horizontal. It is not readily apparent whether the opportunities indicated by the succedent houses
has more to do with blunting and stabilizing responsibility opportunities or more with the struggle for freedom.

Opportunity notes (continued)
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Triplicity: 1/3/2/4
As has proven the case in this set of horoscopes, the triplicity profile clarifies things a great deal. She is not merely
a microcosmic figure, she is within that more general tendency a withdrawal figure and someone out to solve
problems. Secondary to that she is a professional person but probably not as much as a career person as someone
who is professionally responsible because of the focus in the 2nd house. That second house clump of planets
might also indicate a caring for definite and precise facts as objectification of conditions that she is working on.
That seems a more likely interpretation than to think she missed a calling as a geologist or crystallographer.
Internal Cross-Profiling:
The composite formed by overlaying the vertical and triplicity profiles points to something of the nature of the
4th house in terms of opportunity emphasis. The presence of both of the malefics and all of the primitives seems
to indicate that she struggled with very unpleasant personal problems. It might be that she has many unpleasant
memories and impressions from early childhood that act like traumatic experiences which she sublimates as she
brings them across the threshold of consciousness. That threshold is indicated by the 8th house and the sublimation (using the positive connotation of the word) is indicated by Neptune. Since she was not interested in spiritual and other-world like Shirley Maclaine, psychological problem solving is a more likely interpretation for this
composite.
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Activity notes
Simone de Beauvoir Expanded Activity Profiles Notes

Activity: 13
Activity in a horoscope is not something arbitrary, one does not order it as one does something from a catalog.
One acquires tools and drops them according to need and temperament. One seems to find one’s own level of
activity. In this regard Simone de Beauvoir does not seem to be any different than anyone else even though she
is highly intelligent and keenly observant. Sometimes there are interrelationships between one part of a chart and
another and those are the things that are sought out by cross-profiling and deeper analysis.
Intensity: 5/1/7
This profile is something like Devil’s Tower in Wyoming. Something of monumental size stands out in low profile surroundings. In character development it seems to point to concentrated emphasis on a few things that allow
only enough interest to sustain a few subsidiary or ancillary talents to develop to support from the background.
While unusual, this is not an illogical profile.
Quality: 1/7/5 (1/12)
When one considers that because all of the variable aspects are inter-locking with malefic aspects, they must
themselves by malefic, then this profile (which is virtually a 1/12 profile) this becomes a very unusual profile.
Following along the lines of interpreting that we have been using (which are certainly not the only valid lines of
interpretation) this would appear to be a personality that is not pleasant and not easy to like. The malefic aspects
do represent talents but the mode of activity of them is not easy or comfortable or favorable to being liked. They
do get things done but the method is not smooth and the consequences may not be what most desire. An individual
that takes on an abundance of malefic tools is not necessarily a bad person but it certainly is an individual that can
deal with conflict or is willing to do so. Many important things in life and evolution are brought about through
discord or dissonance and we should be thankful for the ones that have the courage to do them. This is certainly
one of those cases.
Application: 4/9
This appears to be one of those occasions when one has dealt one’s self a tough hand but when there is also mercy.
The mercy in this case is found in the fact that most of the aspects are separating and, therefore, the tension is
also lessening. If one takes a close look at the list of aspects it becomes apparent that most of the aspects involve
fast moving planets. This seems to imply that what was in the air at this time of birth was not something that was
going to last long. Usually what aspects from inner planets lack in duration they make up for in frequency of recurrence. Sustained astrological influence, even if very subtle, has the strongest effect but many light blows with
a small hammer can add up to the effect of one blow with a big hammer.
Phase: 5/8
As one would expect there is an abundance of last phase aspects. Her views were certainly iconoclastic to the old
order of things more than more than they contributed to a new existentialist order. To existentialists a lot of idealistic action is absurd because much of life is meaningless, at least compared to non existentialists in their idealism.

Activity notes (continued)
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Internal Cross Profiling:
Since the most intense aspects are malefic aspects, it appears that she has some really potent weapons in her arsenal. Two of them are between outer planets. This would seem to indicate that she was a product of the attitudes of
the times and was unpleasantly sensitized to them and she was willing to take action on those negatives. It would
be interesting to note if she backed off from some of her stands and how she act on the basis of them. If she did
it would not only be because of the application profile but also due to the retrograde planets. Retrogrades from
outer planets seem to indicate counter-cultural activity.
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Focus notes
Simone de Beauvoir Expanded Focus Profile Notes

Agreement: -/-/-

earth/water/water

When we studied attitude profiles we noted that some earth and more water produced mud or murky water at
least. In this case it doesn’t feel like that. It feels more like sharply defined rock submerged in cold water and/or
mist. There is something definite and clear about it, the water might even act as a refractive magnifier of the clear
cut sense of self indicated by the Sun in Capricorn.
This profile does not have the struggle of permanence versus impermanence that the corresponding profile for
Mishima did. In this case the graphic static self flow outward secure in feelings. A better image of this general
profile is that of a stream of water bringing the effects of the wider world to the fixed rock for critical observation.
In general and particular this general focus profile indicate general internal harmony within the total character.
Stage: one and one half days past the 1st sextile, somewhere in day 5 of the lunation cycle
It is always thrilling to see the first frail little sliver of light following the new moon. As it grows we become
aware of how time flies and when it is already half full in the middle of the heavens at sunset we get that feeling
that things are happening too fast and getting out of hand for our slow consciousness. It is almost like looking at
a garden ignored and gone to weeds by imperceptibly slow growth.
This stage profile has a feel something like that. The Moon is picking up light and is more full than empty. It is
no longer frail. It has gusto and has had the first small taste of success at the sextile and is ready to take on the
barrier of the 1st or manifesting square so that it can break into even greater light and full success.
This is not the horoscope in its broad stage profile of someone shy or demur about life. It is not flagrantly, flamboyant or flashy and it prefers more subtle and quiet tones but it is not one to hold back either. It as at a stage of
expanding and broadening from very definite facts and laws.

Cross reference notes
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Simone de Beauvoir Cross Profile Notes

Profiles with significant excesses (+)
#2, #5, #8, #13, #14, #15, #16, #17

(-) Profiles with significant deficiencies
#2, #3, #4, #5, #7, #8, #10, #12, #13, #14, #15

(#2+, #9+,#8+) One wonders whether a lot of focus on receptive or negative, passive, inhaling attitudes resulted
in problem-oriented, troublesome actions (or vice versa) and whether both attitudes and actions didn’t devolve
into a preference for more fated or non-controllable circumstances with opportunities.
(#16+, #10+,#5+, #7-) If the above is true, she has worked with it sufficiently enough and has imbued herself
with these outlooks thoroughly enough to have a character-wide agreement or harmony and she has taken the
negatives far enough along that she sees them as problems which to her are opportunities to solve something;
moreover she has worked on them in herself as her test tube so that she is not interested in universal acclaim but
rather self-satisfaction.
(#3-,#9-,#12-,#14+,#15+) She seems to have no time for long term, fixed attitudes and no taste for vicarious
experience so she is not a literary philosopher but this combination has led to an outlook on action wherein she is
only interested in intense actions of a deconstructive nature or trifling with faint intensity that diminishes.
(#13+, #17+) One wonders whether the overall attitude of success in the early stage of the lunation cycle that
pervades her general character has given her the confidence to take on very many difficult modes of activity
(since all of the variable aspects in the quality profile have to be considered malefic which means an extraordinary
imbalance toward malefics) and that forebodes the materializing block of the impending square in the lunation
cycle. This might be true but it doesn’t account for preference for negatives in the attitude profiles and the liking
to directly take on circumstantial conditions and thrive on problems. All together this describes a critical character perhaps something like that of Socrates who could find plenty that was wrong and could analyze but was not
balanced in seeing good and building.
Perhaps all of the negativity and imperfect modes of action have to do with the dark, negative attitudes of existentialism and the circumstantiality with the passivity of that philosophy.
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Aspect Worksheet

3. Mercury conjunct Sun
4. Mercury conjunct Uranus
5. Mercury opposite Neptune

7. Sun sextile Saturn
8. Sun conjunct Uranus
9. Sun opposite Neptune
10. Mars conjunct Saturn
11. Mars square Pluto
12. Saturn square Pluto
13. Uranus opposite Neptune
14.

75

+7

1˚09’
S F

0˚52’
S2 L

4˚40’
S2 L
4˚56’
A L

4˚25’
S F

4˚08’
S2 L

6˚08’
S F

5˚14’
S2 L

0˚55’
A2 L

0˚17’
A2 F

81

-2

25
24

-2

28

-3

-1

+1

Page #:

11. Fiinal Aspect
Order
Prioritized

+5

-2

14

10. Total (4 -- 9)

47

9

-2

9. Collection

3˚16’
A L

6˚20’
S L

8. Aspect Agreement

+7

7. Mutual Agreement

76

6. Reception

1˚07’
S F

3. Orb **

2. Distance

5. Focus Bias

2. Moon square Pluto

4. Approximation

1. Moon conjunct Mars

6. Venus opposite Jupiter

Chart #:

Simone de Beauvoir

1. Aspect List

Name:
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12. Final
Approximates
13. % of Aspect
Influence

Aspect work sheet

79

1. Uranus opp Neptune

97

15%

11

2. Saturn square Pluto

86

13%

+2

54

3. Mercury opp Neptune

84

13%

-1

-2

79

4. Moon conjunct Mars

79

12%

+3

+2

84

5. Mercury conj Uranus

79

12%

+3

-2

26

6. Mercury conjunct Sun

54

8%

-2

25

7. Sun conjunct Uranus

32

5%

+5

+2

+2

+1

+4

32

8. Sun opposite Neptune

27

4%

-2

-1

+2

27

9. Venus opposite Jupiter

26

4%

+2

+1

+2

16

10. Sun sextile Saturn

25

4%

17

+3

+3

23

11. Mars square Pluto

23

4%

84

+2

86

12. Mars conjunct Saturn

16

3%

+3

97

13. Moon square Pluto

11

2%

14.

639

30
10

96

-2
+1

-2

15.

15. Mean=49.23, 7.69%

16.

16.

17.

17.

18.

18.

19.

19.

20.

20.

21.

21.

22.

22.

18. Adjustment
for Octaves
(see notes.

16. Planet-House
Worksheet
Totals

14. Aspect totals
for this
planet

Page #:

14

21. % of Planet
Influence

Chart #:
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20. Final
Totals
Prioritized

Planet Worksheet
17. Totals from
columns
#14 thru #16

Name:

Planet work sheet

19. Final Order
prioritized
by totals
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15. Planet-Sign
Worksheet
Totals
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Sun

#6 + #7 + #8 + #10
54 + 32 + 27 + 25

= 138

-3

-13

122

1.
Mercury

228

17%

Venus

#9
26

= 26

+8

-2

32

2.
Neptune

190

14%

Mercury

#3 + #5 + #6
84 + 79 + 54

= 217

+23

-12

228

3.
Uranus

175

13%

Moon

#4 + #13
79 + 11

= 90

+25

0

115

4.
Mars

171

12%

Saturn

#2 + #10 + #12
86 + 25 + 16

= 127

+17

-13

131

5.
Pluto

140

10%

Jupiter

#9
26

= 26

+10

+38

74

6.
Saturn

131

10%

Mars

#4 + #11 + #12
79 + 23 + 16

= 118

-4

+57

171

7.
Sun

122

9%

Uranus

#1 + #5 + #7
97 + 79 +32

= 208

+2

-16

194

175

8.
Moon

115

8%

Neptune

#1 + #3 + #8
97 + 84 + 27

= 208

+21

+8

237

190

9.
Jupiter

74

5%

Pluto

#2 + #11 + #13
86 + 23 + 11

= 120

+10

+70

200

140

10.
Venus

32

2%

Total

1378
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Planet-House and Planet SignWorksheet
Chart #:
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Page:
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Planet-House Considerations
A

B

C

Sun
-6

-9

H

I

J

K

+2

-8

-2

Total
-13

+2

+6

+5

-2

+5

-12

-12

+7

-7

+2

0

+10

-12

-5

-7

+1

-13

+10

+7

+2

-12

-4

-2

-7

-2

+10

+8
+60

G

+10
-6
+60

F
-8

-7

Uranus
Neptune
Pluto

E

-7

Venus
Mercury
Moon
Saturn
Jupiter
Mars

D

-8

+1

-8

+2

+7

+7

+6

+7

+5

+38

+5

+57
-16

+6

-2

+8
+5

+70

Planet-Sign Considerations
AA
Sun

BB

CC

DD

EE

FF

GG

HH

-3

Total
-3

-2
Venus
Mercury +2
+5
Moon

+10
+6

+5

+5

+23
+20

Saturn
Jupiter
Mars

+3

Uranus
Neptune

-3

+5

+10

+5

Pluto

+10

+7

+4

+7

+8
+25
+17

+6

-4

+10
-4
+2

+6

+21
+10
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Personality fact sheet
Simone de Beauvoir Personality Fact Sheet

Ascendant: P 26° 05’
Ruler of Ascendant: 7: W 28°34’, 4th, #4, 171, 12%; 		

;: T 23°21’ R, 7th, #5, 140, 10%

Planets in the east: (none)
Aspects to Ascendant: (none significant)
3 and/or 4: 		

3: } 17°30’, 2nd, #7, 122, 9%; 		

Planets in earth: 3: -:} 13°05’, 2nd, #3, 175, 13%; 		
			3: } 17°30’, 2nd, #7, 122, 9%

4: not strong or significantly placed
5: } 14°14’, 2nd, #1, 228, 17%;

Vitality Significators
3: } 17°30’, 2nd, #7, 122, 9%
7: W 28°34’, 4th, #4, 171, 12%
4: W 29°41’, 4th, #8, 115, 8%
Planets in Fire: 1,

8: U 11°14’ R, 9th, #9, 74, 5%
Relevant Aspects

7 F 4, #4, 79, 13%							; K 0, #2, 86, 13%
7 K ;, #11, 23, 4%							; K 7, #11, 23, 4%			
7 F 0, #12, 16, 3%							; K 4, #13, 11, 2%
3
3
3
3

F 5, #6, 54, 8%							4 F 7, #4, 79, 13%
F -, #7, 32, 5%							4 K ;, #13, 11, 2%
a =, #8, 27, 4%				
J 0, #10, 25, 4%

5 a =, #3, 84, 13%
5 F -, #5, 79, 12%
5 F 3, #6, 54, 8%
Mean Aspect: #6.5, 49.23, 7.69%
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This horoscope is an excellent example of the effect of a very strong ruling planet which is not the ruler of the
ascendant. Scorpio, the rising sign, is usually the indicator of a strong, sturdy, high stamina body and personality.
Usually only Leo rising can produce a stronger and more vital physical body. From the ascendant alone there is
no reason to think that she had a weak body or was in any danger of physical suffering and/or weakness. When
one looks a little closer things look different. Scorpio is co-ruled by Mars and Pluto. These two planets are in the
common signs Pisces and Gemini, signs known more for physical weakness than for strength. Moreover, Mars
and Pluto are square to each other. Mohan Gandhi also had Scorpio rising and, in his case, Mars and Pluto were
in opposition with each other. One of the significant differences between the horoscopes of Gandhi and Simone
is that in the Gandhi chart Mars is a strong ruling planet and it forms mostly malefic aspects while in Simone’s
chart Mercury is the ruling planet and has mixed or variable aspects. Gandhi was usually strong and healthy but
he did have periods of weakness and ill health while Simone suffered little from poor health.
In this horoscope Mars is the fourth strongest planet and Pluto is the fifth strongest. Pluto is the planet closest to
the mean strength planet and Mars is just enough stronger to make a difference. Mars is in Pisces which is often
just about the weakest sign in terms of physical strength. It is an emotional watery sign. Its strongest aspect by far
is the conjunction with the Moon. This conjunction of Mars and Moon in Pisces has a dreamy almost intoxicated
quality about it. It is not romantic but it can easily get carried away with strange emotions and it is quite instinctual. Strong Mars-Moon aspects have a will deserved reputation of indicating someone who gets carried away
with basic instinctual activities. People with this aspect are usually emotionally free and sexually loose. Since
there is little traction for either planet in Pisces, there is a lot of stirred up emotion that is spent inwardly with little
action and what outward action there is can often be dissipating and tiring. It is something like purposelessly spinning a balloon suspended in fog until one is tired, not very much gets accomplished but a log of energy is spent.
In all personalities, when there is action in sexuality, it is very sapping. The square of Mars to Pluto is only one
third of the strength of the conjunction to the Moon and the square of Pluto to the Moon adds little more. Pluto
aspects to Mars usually supply discipline to the emotions and actions, severe discipline in the case of Gandhi.
In the behavior of Simone these Pluto aspects did not seem to offer discipline as to whether sexuality should be
entered into, as it did with Gandhi, but more how the sexuality was entered into and with what motivation. The
Mars-Pluto aspects seemed to have more to do with power struggles with sexual lovers, as with Sartre her life long
lover, and conquest with her many young female lovers selected from her students. Thus the Mars-Moon-Pluto
combination seems to have been manifest mostly as compulsion and obsessive behavior. It is slightly off topic
but since Pluto does co-rule the ascendant, the strongest aspect to Pluto (which is the second strongest aspect in
the chart) should be mentioned. It is the Saturn square to Pluto. This adds a very strong repressive quality to the
pattern and the personality. It also adds a very dark, perverse quality to the pattern. Though Mars conjoined to
the Moon is usually frank emotional and sexual expression with little forethought or afterthought, such is not the
case here. There is some repression. In repression things are held down and they mutate into forms unrecognized
and unwanted by the repressor though often the repressor has little choice about the matter because desires can’t
just be held down and they will find a way out somehow. This pattern taken in its entirety clearly describes her
emotional and physical relation to sex, energy and power. The fact that Mars and the Moon are in the 4th house
indicate that she wanted it private and the fact that Pluto is in the 7th shows that it was mandatory that it be public.
The 4th house shows the subconscious nature of the repression and the personally private nature of its expression
while the 7th house shows the fascination with power and the public. There is something in this personality that
likes danger and is willing to court it. More of the details and the psychology of this pattern are expressed in
the more extensive oral presentation that accompanies this brief. For now it is important to note that she did not
greatly weaken or debilitate herself either physically or psychologically because of this pattern.
The reason for this seems to be that the strongest planet, which is the most likely life ruler, is not directly influ-
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ential in matters involving the ascendant. Mercury is the strongest planet and Mercury is almost anything but a
planet of sensualism. Mercury is a planet of mind and mind is capable of ruling over both matter and emotion.
Mercury can often be indifferent to matter and put off by emotion. If one looks at the photographs accompanying this brief (especially the first page of the photographs taken when she was younger), one can see that hers is
not the face of a sensualist, it is more the face of an intellectual. It is long and lean and acute and astute. On the
second page of photographs where she is older one can see the roundness and puffiness which one associates with
water signs and with sensual indulgence. It is not directly relevant but very interesting to note the photograph with
Sartre and the one immediately to its right which was the photo of her in her oldest age. By then her face looks
very much like that of Sartre right next to it, they seem like they could almost be brother and sister. One becomes
like that with which one struggles. In any case, the fact of the matter is that in her life and in her horoscope she
was more a person of mind than a person of passion or of sensual, personal existence. She was an intellectual and
a very astute and dedicated one at that. This example in this horoscope is perfect for demonstrating what we are
trying to get at with our somewhat elaborate estimation system. A planet or aspect that is stronger is more likely
to be used than a planet or aspect that is weaker and when it is used it is more likely to prevail and with continued
use it will determine more of the character of the life in general. It is a matter of choice of tools. Moreover, it is
an obvious spiritual principle that the things that we use become stronger and better developed.
All of this requires considerable astrological synthesis. With a water sign rising, the strongest co-ruler of the
ascendant in a water sign and the Moon conjoining the strongest co-ruler, she is obviously an emotional, imaginative person with a good deal of active emotional fluency despite the Pluto squares. On the other hand Mercury
is in a cold, earth sign indicating a mind that is punctilious, factual and very didactic—she is not an airy, aloof
intellectual as Yeats could be, she is very heavy on verifiable information but still passionately moved. The thing
that is interesting about this combination and its effect in the personality is that there is no direct astrological connection between Mercury and the planets involved in the personality. Thus she is either engaged in very earthly
intellectual pursuit or in complex emotional or personal activities. The former outweighs the latter enough to
produce a great intellectual life and keep her from dissipation and poor health but not so much that she did not
experience and express the latter. This partitioned life may very well have allowed the repressive manifestations
to fester and take the turns that they did. To some extent she seems to even have defended her personal behavior
by a kind of rationalization which was not at all like her scholarly use of the mind.
A brief look at the vitality also requires a good bit of synthesis. Scorpio rising usually indicates a strong vitality
with plenty of endurance and stamina. The co-rulers of Scorpio are not strong by sign position or elevation. Mars
is somewhat strong by its aspects and Pluto is a medium-strength planet. From this we would expect a slightly
stronger than average vitality but nothing exceptional. It is better for the vitality to express energy than to bottle
it up provided one does not express it to exhaustion—light exercise is better than excess or none at all—which is
exactly the way it worked in her life.
She has three planets in earth signs and one in fire signs. The former has more to do with the personality and the
physical plane to which it corresponds and the latter has more to do with energy and spiritedness. The slight edge
of the earth sign planets and the influence of water sign planets in the personality indicates someone who draws
her strength from being in tune with the earth and its laws and instincts. She might even be seen as an earth being
like a creature that is empowered by association with it. She is much too mental and intellectual to be like the
earth-mother, nature magic, Wiccans that are currently very active. It also seems that the earth element seems to
have worked more in the direction of urban and urbane ways than bucolic—she was more into earthly sophistication than nature identification but not in such a way that she would not use arguments from material evolution to
support her theses.
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4: W 29° 41’, 4th, #8, 115, 8%
7: W 28° 34’, 4th, #4, 171, 12%
6: Q 15° 53’, 3rd, #10 32, 2%
0: W 22° 26’, 4th, #6, 131, 10%
8: U 11° 14’R, 9th, #9, 74, 5%
Planets in water: 4: 4: W 29° 41’, 4th, #8, 115, 8%; 		
			0: W 22° 26’, 4th, #6, 131, 10%; 		
Ascendant.

7: W 28° 34’, 4th, #4, 171, 12%			
=, Y 13° 22’, 8th, #2, 190, 14%;

Relevant Aspects
4 F 7, #4, 79, 13%						7 F 4, #4, 89, 13%
4 K ;, #13, 11, 2%						7 K ;, #11, 23, 4%
								7 F 0, #12, 16, 3%
6 a 8, #9, 26, 4%						0 K ;, #2, 86, 13%
								0 J 3, #10, 25, 4%
								0 F 7, #12, 16, 3%
6 a 8, #9, 26, 4%
Mean Aspect: #6.3, 49.23, 7.%
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In this horoscope the emotionality is not strong relative to the other major character facets. All of the major
emotionality significators but Mars are in the lower half of the table of relative planetary strengths and the Moon,
Jupiter and Venus are the three weakest planets in the horoscope. This does not mean that she has no emotions
but that she prefers other ways, such as thinking, to address the world.
The Moon, which is the primary factor in determining the feeling nature, is in Pisces which, as we saw in the
horoscope of Helen Keller, can signify a high degree of sensitivity, perhaps the most sensitive placement of all
for the Moon. What this seems to mean is that she has a delicate and impressionable sensitivity if she chooses
to use it but she may not be likely to use it and, if she does, it may not be very durable. There are other factors
about this feeling nature which are not very common. The Moon, though aspected, is void of course and does
not culminate another aspect until it is eleven degrees into the next sign. The Moon is said to be void of course
when it is in such a position in a sign that it does not culminate an aspect until it enters the next sign. In this case
it is in the last nineteen minutes of Pisces which means it will enter Aries in about forty minutes of time after her
birth. This does not mean that the void is less meaningful because it is about to be over but more likely means
that the interest necessary to accomplish things through astrological stimulation is weak and seems to be getting
weaker. In this case the Moon is not only finishing a sign, it is also finishing the circuit of the zodiac which seems
even more deflated. The Moon is in the 4th house and it does not rule the cusp of any house; Cancer, the sign it
rules is intercepted in the 8th house, another retreat house. Combined this seems to indicate a withdrawn feeling
nature with no positive toe-hold to come out of withdrawal if she wanted to come out of withdrawal. First it must
be ascertained if and how this worked out in her life and character. When this writer reads her writing it is very
difficult because it is very dry and tedious. Her scholarship is magnificent and impeccable but it is very difficult
to sustain interest in it. Obviously this has to do with both the writer and the reader. This reader, who also has the
Moon void of course in Pisces, requires both emotional and mental stimulation to be excited and, when reading
her writings, finds the latter but not the former. To this writer this experience does seem to describe the situation
of her Moon but it raises another question. If she does not have a strong feeling nature interest how could she
write all of those books and articles? The physical body is a product of the spirit from which issues the will to live
and be. The spirit is one and universal and it cannot be destroyed. Thus the body is not like a machine where if
one part is missing, it becomes nonfunctional. There are vital organs but if some parts of the body are removed the
will to live of the spirit uses it universality to find some way to compensate for the loss in the rest of the organism
which remains and continues to live. The inner nature seems to be the same way. In this case when the normal
“organ” of feeling and interest is missing it compensates in other ways. In this case the very strong mind with its
mental interest and curiosity is the compensating factor. This part of the emotionality raises other questions. How
and why did she get into this situation. When one looks at existentialist philosophy there seems to be a simple
answer. In existentialist philosophy none of the things we normally find to be important and our seeming causal
input into them don’t really matter. It is not an easy to determine whether the character produced the philosophy
or the philosophy produced the character but this certainly seems to be an existentialist emotionality. Mystical
seers find there are two primary feelings in the region of feeling in the desire world and the desire body—interest
and indifference. It appears that philosophically she is trying to cultivate the latter. By looking at Venus we can
see that she has been successful because Venus is the weakest planet in the horoscope, it is situated in Aquarius
which is the sign most inclined to indifference, and it is opposite to Jupiter which is an aspect of careless abandon.
With the other planets in the emotionality it is another matter.
Mars, which indicates the assertive emotionality, is the strongest planet in the emotionality but is only a upper
medium strength planet. Mars too is in the conjunction with Saturn and the Moon is Pisces and the 4th house. All
of the planets in water signs are in withdrawal houses. Pisces as a sign is not a strong or natural position for Mars.
One gets images of a normally strong man drunken, weakened and reeling in a mild delirium. We again have a
case of Mars-Moon aspect. In Pisces this aspect doesn’t have a raw, primitive quality it has more of
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a quality of refined debauch and decadence about it. It is steamy but not hot, intense, jungle steaminess but more
like a perfumed exotic steaminess. There is some cultured imagination here. The 4th house position indicates
that it is subjective, personal and private. Saturn being the first planet in the house tries to ensure that it is private
and kept that way. The conjunction of Saturn to the Moon and Mars is non the strongest part of this revolving
conjunction but the strong square between Saturn and Pluto more than makes up for it. Saturn and the square
seem to put clamps on the vigor on the Moon-Mars part of the conjunction which is of medium strength but not
as strong as the Saturn-Pluto square. The net result of all of this is a kind of repression of desire into the personal
subconscious represented by the 4th house. This is not sever repression, which would have psycho-pathological
symptoms like hysteria, hallucinations or something like that, because Mars is too strong for something like that.
Instead it is an almost cultured repression which results in something like a cool, emotional mist. The conjunction of Mars to Saturn and the Saturn-Mars-Pluto squares do indicate frustration but not a severe frustration. It
almost seems to be a cultivated frustration that promotes sublimation. Even the Saturn-Pluto depression does not
seem severe enough to be debilitating but it was certainly was more than strong enough for the dark ennui of an
existentialist.
Again this is a case of a reasonably strong Mars and a weakish Saturn and again it seems to mean someone assertive but not extremely selfish in self-assertion. The difference in strength between Mars and Saturn is not great
and neither planet is especially strong or weak so there are no extremities in base desires. What there is in lower
desires seems to be sensualistic. This can be seen the strong emphasis of water and earth which seems to indicate
a smeary kind of quality. Again, when focussing on these astrological factors in the emotionality, this writer gets
a distinct feeling of deliberation and direction as though all of the traits were consciously cultivated. In light of
existentialism this makes sense. If there is no ultimate reality or meaningfulness and that attempts to find either
result in absurdity, personal experience, to the extent that one is capable of cultivating it becomes much more
important. Hers is not a philosophy of complete subjective relativism because she has way to much appreciation
of objectivity in the stronger facets of her chart for that to happen but in the personal sphere she does seem to try
to do that to some extent. However, no matter what her philosophy may be, the desire world and the desire body
still are what they are and no amount of philosophy can change that. It is similar to the constitution of this dense
physical world. We can try to make all sorts of things out of iron but iron will still always be strong and hard. One
can try to repress, cultivate and sublimate desire but desire will still want things, especially in this case where the
center of being, the Sun, is in the possessive 2nd house. Thus there will always be some frustration, dissatisfaction, and restless, unfulfilled loneliness in this emotionality. Withdrawing will not ameliorate that one bit and may
even bring her to be more aware of it. Since we are dealing with someone who was a world famous philosopher
who was paramour to an even more famous philosopher we must look at an another aspect of this part of the emotionality. It doesn’t seem likely that her desires were limited to subjective satisfaction of personal sensual desires.
It would be absurd to think so. With Saturn and Pluto and their square playing a part in lower desire nature it is
quite likely that a good part of her desire activity had to do with power. The Capricorn group of planets indicates
and appreciation of authority and other constituents of fame but having so many planets beneath the earth and four
planets in retreat houses, she is unlikely to seek fame for herself or to feel comfortable with it. It is much more
likely that she appreciates subtle struggles of power and with Pluto in the 7th house they would likely be with her
famous and powerful partner. Most likely it was a matter of subtle, provocative, emotional manipulation.
The venusian emotionality has its own practicality. Venus in Aquarius is humane but it is a humanistic humanitarianism not something spiritual. She truly does care about the welfare of women in an altruistic way even though
it is not completely consistent with her personal emotional life. She has a good sense of intellectual beauty and
is expansive about it. Perhaps too expansive. She has a venusian feel for facts, very dry, scholarly facts and she
universalizes on them very well. The opposition of Venus and Jupiter indicates that when she does so she is likely
to stretch things too far. The house position indicates a struggle between theoretical expansion and practical substantiation. This is echoed in her emotions of love which are probably another escape from tight repressiveness.
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Concrete Mind:

5: } 14° 14’, 2nd, #1 , 228, 16%

Concrete mental attitudes (planets in T, I): 1: 			

;: T 23° 21’ R, 7th #5 , 140, 10%;

Intellective/Organizational Mentality (planets in air): 2:
			

;: T 23° 21’ R, 7th #5 , 140, 10%;
6: Q 15° 53’, 3rd #10 , 32, 2%

Opportunities to develop concrete mind (3rd house): 		
			
			

cusp = Q, 7° 31’;
Ruler = -; }, 13° 05’, 2nd #3, 175, 14%;
Planets = 6: Q 15° 53’, 3rd #10 , 32, 2%

Ideational/abstract mind: 			8: U, 11° 14’ R, 9th, #9, 74, 5%
Ideational attitudes (planets in {, W): 3: 0: W 22° 26’, 4th, #6, 131, 9%;
						7: W 28° 34’, 4th, #4, 171, 12%; 						
						4: W 29° 41’, 4th, #8, 115, 8%
Opportunities to develop ideational mind (9th house): 		
			
			
Instinctual/automatic/reflective mind:

Cusp = U 7°31’
Ruler = 3: } 17° 30’, 2nd, #7 , 122, 9%
Planets = 8: U, 11° 14 R’, 9th, #9, 74, 5%

4: W 29° 41’, 4th, #8, 115, 8%
Relevant Aspects

5 a =, #3, 84, 13%							8 a 6, #9, 26, 4%
5 F -, #5, 79, 12%			
				
5 F 3, #6, 54, 8%
							
4 F 7, #4, 79, 13%
4 K ;, #13, 11, 2%
Mean Aspect: #6.3, 49.23, 7.69%
Factors In The Mentality To Consider
Promethian Cycle (forethought vs afterthought)			
Projective vs Receptive
Analysis vs Synthesis							Inductive vs Deductive
Thought vs Memory (rethought)					
Retention and recall
Questioner vs Answerer						
Observation & Discrimination
Expressive vs Retentive						Imaginative vs Invisible
Continuity								Ponderous vs Impulsive
Concentrative vs Relaxed						Speed
Cogitative vs Dispersive						Depth
Platonistic vs Aristotelian						Independence
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This is the horoscope of an intellectual, an existentialist philosopher and feminist. In such a case we first ask
ourselves whether she is suited for her calling or is she working out of character as sometimes happens when we
have a destiny at a profession that is requiring something new of us in this rebirth or that is a hangover from a past
rebirth when we have moved on to something else in the evolution of the mind. Profession and/or professional
opportunities are indicated by the 10th house. In this horoscope there are no planets in the 10th house so there is
no direct astrological influence and we must look to the cusp and indirect astrological influence. Virgo is on the
cusp and Virgo is ruled by Mercury, usually the primary factor in the mentality, so it is reasonably safe to say that
she certainly is acting within character. Moreover, Mercury is the strongest planet in this horoscope so she is not
only suited for her calling but is apt to put her best into it and that will be quite substantial. This is a very mental
being.
Mercury is in Capricorn which is a cardinal sign so her mind will be active and amenable to change without being unstable as it might be if Mercury was in a common sign. Capricorn is also an earth sign so the quality of the
mind will be earthy, i.e. not emotionally oriented as it would be with Mercury in a water sign or challenging and
abstract as it might be if Mercury in a fire sign. Mercury in earth signs tends to have a limited conception of the
nature of knowledge, to wit an earth sign Mercury is likely to think that only knowledge that can be referred to
the senses is valid knowledge; hence, this is likely to be a materialistic mentality. Capricorn is ruled by Saturn so
that planet has a strong influence in the character of this concrete mind. Saturn-Mercury combinations (with or
without an aspect) are very pointed and well focussed. With Mercury in Capricorn this seems to indicate a mental
orientation that is more likely to based on details and most especially facts. This is borne out in he writings. In
her famous feminist treatise The Second Sex which is about the unfair secondary position which women held
in society she is exceedingly well documented and factual, almost to excess so that it is so tedious and dry that
it is difficult to read. The tedious factuality and attention to detail is different for Mercury in Virgo than it is for
Mercury in Capricorn. In Virgo there is a tendency to revel in the facts themselves for their own sake and to love
the organization and presentation of facts similarly. In Capricorn there is an element of insecurity and sometimes
facts are amassed and marshaled in such a way as to be sure to prove a point. Such certainly seems to be the case
with The Second Sex wherein she leaves no stone unturned to make her points and she collects and presents her
case relentlessly without mercy like a landslide.
Mercury is in the 2nd house. The 2nd house is a succedent house and the succedent houses usually indicate opportunities to express responsibility so we can see that as a scholar she thinks it is her responsibility to be factual
and it is not only a matter of insecurity but of integrity. The 2nd house is one of the occupational houses along
with the 6th and the 10th houses. As such the 2nd house is usually considered the house of income and of expenditures. These were certainly not matters of great importance to Simone though she was, no doubt, careful
and perhaps even tight about spending. The way this 2nd house positioning seems to have worked out in her life
was that she considered facts as the raw materials on which the profession of philosophy was built. Thus she
wanted crystal clear facts and she wanted thoughts to stand out with indubitably certainty like crags jutting out
of a mountainside. The 2nd house is also the house of objects as things or possessions, objectification of things,
and hence objectivity. From this we can see that she lived in a world of objectivity. Mercury is conjoined to the
Sun so identity and fact and thought are all bound up together. Mentally she conceives of herself as a fact more
than anything else. What she thinks of herself and the fact of herself are important factual matters to her. In the
existentialist philosophy existential facts are the all. In most philosophies prior to existentialism the philosopher
was trying to attune the rational faculty to the reality that was causal or behind sensible reality but in existential
philosophy rational activity was simply something that was created by the thinker and applied to existential reality. Thus and individual was free to create meaning and value in life and, by that same thought, was responsible
for the quality of life lived. This responsibility seems to be indicated by the planets in the 2nd house the heart of
which was Mercury. She was responsible for her destiny, at least as far as the experience of and what she gave to
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it were concerned, though she may not be able to do anything about the imponderables that seemed to generate
the circumstances of life. Life has no meaning unless we give it meaning. This mental creativity is obviously
indicated by Mercury conjunct to Uranus. The dark futile nature of this view of life is obviously capricornian.
The ultimate loneliness of this philosophy is too. If one believes that there is nothing meaningful to life unless
one gives the meaning, there is obviously a tension about life and that tension is also indicated by the conjunction
of Mercury and Uranus which shows a simultaneous nervous stimulation and enervation. In many horoscopes
this same conjunction indicates practical jokes or crackpot thoughts or something like that. That happens in this
horoscope too but in a more sophisticated way. When there is no meaning to life other than the meaning we give
to it, and when our minds cannot stand up to the task of giving meaning so ponderously grand, expansive and
seemingly imminent with pervasive meaning, there develops in the consciousness an outlook of life that it is absurd when it is juxtaposed with the mind. In turn, rationality and the attempt to give meaning to life is absurd, and
the final turn in this is that the mind should be in possession of the bent or tendency to try to rationalize reality
is the ultimate absurdity, a cosmic joke. The gloom and darkness of this philosophy is almost unbearable. This
kind of benighted consciousness is exactly what happens when the mind races too far ahead of the heart. Venus,
the Moon and even the Sun are weak in this horoscope so finer feelings are not present in abundance, and the Sun
seems to indicate that separative identity is party to this grim world view. When one thinks that one’s mind is an
instrument and victim of cosmic absurdity, and when the mind is as relatively strong as it is in this horoscope, then
there obviously have to be potential psychological problems with the rationality, the sanity. While not saying she
was insane, one can see there are obvious psychological problems which are indicated by the strong oppositions
of all of the planets in the 2nd house to Neptune in Cancer and the 8th house.
Since the aspect complex between the 2nd and 8th houses contains two octave planets which indicate spirituality,
much of what is said about the complex will be said when the individuality and spirituality are discussed. For now
the discussion will be limited to the Mercury aspects with almost nothing given to Jupiter, the ideational mind, or
the Moon, the instinctual or reflexive mental consciousness.
Confusion is what frequently occurs with Mercury-Neptune afflictions. When such an affliction is an opposition,
there is a tendency for the confusion to be paradoxical or to confuse antinomies for each other. This is precisely
what occurred in Simone de Beauvoir. She even wrote a treatise on the subject called The Ethics of Ambiguity.
In her the confusion seems to be that she had rather intense spiritual-emotional feelings and experiences (Neptune
in the 8th and Cancer is tied for the second strongest planet) and that these experiences played strongly in her
mind as can be seen by the fact that this opposition of Mercury and Neptune is the strongest aspect of Mercury.
However, at the same time she held the strict, strong absurd, existential thoughts of existential absurdity because
the conjunction of Mercury and Uranus is the second strongest aspect to Mercury and both aspects are near equal
strength. Thus we find her writing emotional novels and treatises about social, emotional and ethical issues and
problems as though there really was meaning to gender inequity and many of the other social dilemmas she elucidated. At the same time she held to strict existentialist thoughts in her mind, which thoughts maintained that those
problems were part of the existential absurdity about which nothing could be done. This apparent contradiction
raised a good deal of consternation among other existentialists who though that her forays into social work were
distracting or dissipating the force of the arguments of existentialism She was, no doubt, aware of the contradictions in her life but because the Sun was not relatively strong enough to intensify the self-consciousness to
the degree of psychological instability. Like many atheists, ultra-empiricists like David Hume and others whose
philosophies are untenable ti living life, she ignored the contradictions and acted as though she believed that her
actions and thought really did matter and it turned out that they did in promoting social causes, feminine liberation and other issues. In the end it turned out that the earth sign quality of mental pragmatism prevailed over the
mental influence to absurdity in separate and the materially isolated existence in materialism. Perhaps the ironic
absurdity is that this will always be the case and that the only futility is in trying to force absurdity onto the world
instead of accepting it until we can see through its apparent contradictions.
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Individuality (3): 17° 30’ }, 2nd, #7, 122, 9%
Individuality Attitudes (planets in fire): 1: 		

8: 11° 14’ U R, 9th, #9, 74, 5%

Opportunities for Developing Individuality (7th House):
Cusp= 26°05’ R:
								;: 23° 21’ R R, 7th, #5, 140, 10%
Opportunities for Self-Expression (1st, 5th, 9th): 1:

8: 11° 14’ U R, 9th, #9, 74, 5%

Mystic Spirituality & Raw Creativity (-): 		

-: 13° 05’ }, 2nd, #3, 175, 14%

Occult Spirituality & Genius (=): 				=: 13° 22’ Y R, 8th, #2, 190, 14%
			
Will & Creativity in Potential (;): 			;: 23° 21’ R T, 7th, #5, 140, 10%
Opportunities for Super-physical Experience (4th, 8th, 12th): 4 planets:
		0: 22° 26’ W, 4th, #6, 131, 10%		
7: 28° 34’ W, 4th, #4, 171, 12%
		4: 29° 41’ W, 4th, #8, 115, 8%		
=: 13° 22’ Y R, 8th, #2, 190, 14%
Relevant Aspects
3
3
3
3

F 5; #6, 54, 8%						- a =; #1, 97, 15%
F -; #7, 32, 5%						- F 5; #5, 79, 12%
a =; #8, 27, 4%						- F 3; #7, 32, 5%
J 0; #10, 25, 4%

= a -; #1, 97, 15%						; K 0 ; #2, 86, 13%
= a 5; #3, 84, 13%						; K 7; #11, 23, 4%
= a 3; #8, 27, 4%						; K 4; #13, 11, 2%		
Mean Aspect: #6.3, 49.23, 7.69%
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Simone de Beauvoir Individuality Brief

This horoscope is interesting in that the Sun is not a very strong planet but the individuality is still well defined.
Definition and strength are two different qualities. The Sun is the number seven planet of ten. It is at nine percent
of thee total planetary strength so it is not much below average and the position at number seven is somewhat
illusory.
The strongest aspect to the Sun is a conjunction with Mercury which is the strongest planet in her horoscope. This
is one of those cases where the mind is astrologically stronger than the individuality that is supposed to control it
and use it. She is someone who believes her individuality is distinguished by her mind; in fact, she may believe
that she is her mind in the sense that we hear someone say something to the effect of “I am speaking to some very
strong minds.” She sees herself as a thinker and with the Sun and Mercury in the 7th house she sees herself as
someone who objectifies thoughts. That is her responsibility in life, she is an intellectual.
Capricorn is an earth sign. The earth signs have a quality of distinction about them. Capricorn is especially
graphic. Her distinct self-definition is indicated by Capricorn. To her facts are the distinct material objects for
which she is responsible and through which she distinguishes herself. Inwardly she is a no nonsense individual
who makes no bones about who she is and because her mind is so rooted in fact, she is sure she is right about
herself. Being accurate is what is important to her not whether she is famous—she is just as likely to be humble
and modest as she is to be proud and superior provided she is correct—being factual is the all.
Capricorn is ruled by Saturn which is a planet of separateness, so it is important to her to be independent. This
tendency is strengthened by the conjunction with Uranus which is the second strongest aspect of the Sun. This
is likely to mean that her financial independence and her ability stand on her own two feet is important to her, it
is probably one of the ways she assures herself of her basic worth. This is important too because Capricorn is a
sign that tends to worry which may be due to the anxiety of separative existence. “I think therefore I am” is to her
not a bold statement as it was to Descartes, it is more of a self-assurance or an intellectual reminder of the worth
of her basic being. Venus is the weakest planet and it is in the cool and indifferent sign Aquarius so loving social
connectedness is not strong in her and, combined with the separative Capricorn qualities, she may feel insecure
and need to reassure herself. Her view of herself and the universe is likely to be atomic, i.e. that each of us is a
simple, discrete being with a unique point of view just as each atom is a discrete position in space and just as each
fact is an undeniable part of truth. In saying that her view of herself and the universe is atomic is not to imply
that she was an atomist as Democritus was an atomist, she would surely say that she was not, that she was beyond
that archaic point of view. She would also no see herself as a strict materialist though she clearly espoused the
materialistic views of Darwin and Freud. She saw herself as something more than that and the reality she saw
herself in had a strong mental constituent to it. The objective meaning in consciousness and what we did in our
mental being was more important than pure Darwinism or psychoanalysis. She may have thought she could prove
herself to herself and to anyone outside of her provided they were smart enough.
Saturn disposes the Sun. Saturn is in a conjunction with Mars and the Moon in the emotional sign Pisces and
the intimate 4th house. Saturn forms a wide sextile to the Sun. From this we can see that in a human sense she
needed personal intimacy for security. She knows herself accurately when she is close and intimate. However,
because her value system is wide open as indicated by Jupiter in the 9th (the house of values) opposite to Venus,
her intimacy may not be as close as it needs to be to feel secure. There are several tendencies that we examined
when we studied the emotionality that can indicate passionate excess. While such excess and openness might be
a relief for the tight saturnian qualities, it does not assuage that same tight need for security. From all of these
things it is obvious that we are dealing with a complicated individuality and general character which is ironic in
that the Capricorn mental nature likes things tied up in neat little packages of fact. It seems to be a principle of
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character that one can only maintain control of facts and information to the degree that one is simply centered and
concentrated. That would be fine if it weren’t for another principle of character that if one proceeds too far in one
direction of character, such as concentration, there is always relief from a compensating direction of character, in
this case jupiterian relaxation also to excess. There is no substitute for balance in character development.
Capricorn is a sign of time and history. It is likely that with the Sun and Mercury in Capricorn that she could
identify herself in time and thus have a worrisome self-image as is often the case with that positioning. It is also
likely that her self-image deepens and matures with time. In her case as she aged she outgrew much of the need
for simple tactile input to feel secure. Being an intellectual, the positioning meant something else. It meant that
she saw herself as a product of history. She considered herself and her existentialist philosophy the height of
evolution to date. She did not merely consider evolutionary history because she thought her philosophy was also
the result of cultural history.
Uranus is the planet of novelty and innovation. Having Uranus in Capricorn conjoined with Mercury and the
Sun indicates that she saw herself as being part of the vanguard of human development, the most modern and up
to date. Positive and variable aspects between Uranus and the Sun indicate keen, clear self-awareness and selfknowledge. The way she know herself was irrefutable but it was also small. Thus she was correct in her selfestimation and she could rely on it for practical, everyday things but in the evolutionary scope of things it was
only as expansive as her materialistic and existentialist world view which had its limits as materialism must with
regard to deeper things. Uranian intuition does not give explanation. It doesn’t need to, it is sufficient in itself,
one just acts on it or one doesn’t. Uranian intuition is a tiny corpuscle of pure truth. In order to be understood in
this material world it must be interpreted; however, in the interpretation process it loses its purity and the more it
is constrained in interpretation the more it loses. In Capricorn it is apt to be very concise and probably accurate
but it loses a good deal because Capricorn is an earth sign and the earth signs represent the states of matter most
removed from pure spirit which is the source of uranian intuition. Thus she probably has pointed intuitive insights
but they are limited in scope and perhaps even distorted.
Neptune is the planet which most represents distortion. The Neptune-Uranus opposition, which is the strongest
aspect in this horoscope, indicates a lot of potential for distortion. By the time of this opposition material science
has supplanted religion as the most viable outlook on the world. This was also the time leading up to the first world
war which universalized consciousness considerably compared to wars of previous centuries. Together with the
industrial revolution, these factors presented a rather grim outlook on life. It was intellectually unfashionable to
espouse religion because it was superstitious and backward. Academic philosophy offered only rationalism and
nothing to satisfy feelings and emotions. Thus spiritual emotions and sentiments were either repressed, which
kind of repression led to the second world war, or they were projected into political or philosophical flights of
fantasy, In this cultural climate existentialism of the type Simone espoused was developed. In existentialism she
was free to create, which is an integral part of existentialism, and with Uranus conjunct the Sun she clearly saw
herself as a creator almost as much as a philosopher of fact. However, intuitive creation from material facts was
not enough to satisfy her feelings which is why she found her way to existentialism. In some ways existentialism
is nothing more than sophisticated doubt in literary, philosophical or even theological clothing. She and other
existentialists could pride themselves in their doubt and disbelief in smug sophistication, in their materialism, by
trying to channel what would normally be channeled into spiritual pursuit into cleaver, literary, creative statements of the absurdity of belief. These things served as a substitute for real belief and experience and provided
a self-protecting diversion into ridiculing and looking down on belief. In this the strong Neptune, set deep in the
8th house of mystery and hidden things, remained obscure, intriguing and satisfying in its appeal to the religious
emotions by being described as being absurd—it was treated in its own way analogously to the mysteries of the
Roman Catholic church which it ridiculed. The Pluto square to Saturn, which is quite strong, indicates benighted,
heavy, pessimistic, leaden attitudes which repressed and darkened her spiritual and emotional consciousness even
more. It is a spirituality with little hope for escape from the hardness of the human condition.
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Synthesis/Summary Factor				

Relative Importance Rating

Profile(s):											 		
#2, negative in the sense of form over life; 					
		
7
#5, a microcosmic, personal individual					
		
6
#12 & #13 either hot or cold, and she loves problems			
		
8

7

Significant Aspects:								
			
- a =, 97, 15%; 										9
0 K ;, 86, 13%; 										8
5 a =, 84, 13%; 										8
4 F 7, 79, 12%; 										8
5 F -, 79, 12% 										8

9

Significant Planets:									 			9
#1, 5, 228, 16%; 										9
#2, =, 190, 14% ; 										8
#3, -, 200, 13%;			 							8
#4, 7, 172, 12%										7		
Significant Personality Factors:							 			7		
Ascendant moderately strong; 7 strong, ; average			
			
7
co-rulers in mild, mutual affliction, personally divided			
		
7
Significant Emotionality Factors:							
4 planets and ascendant in water (no mutual aspects)			
7 strongest emotional planet							
very conflicted emotionally							

			
		
6
		8
		
8

7

Significant Mentality Factors: 							
			
5 (concrete mentality) very strong; 8 (abstract mentality) weak;
			
8
4 (instinctual mentality) weak
							
6
5 in strong aspect with both octaves						
		
8

7

Significant Individuality Factors:							
			
3 (self) average; - very strong; = very strong; ; average;		
			
8
3 involved with - & = psychologically self-aware			
		
8

8

Overall Comparison:									 		7
personality strong, receptive and emotional					
		
7
emotionality strongest , conflicted, abstract, expansive			
		
7
mentality modest strength, abstract strongest, concrete weakest		
		
7
spirituality weak, weakest, individuality weak				
		
8
tools (aspects) strong, no outstanding factor, talents prevail, not character environment 8

Summary
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This is the horoscope who is generally down to earth and grounded, someone who trusts the things of her senses
and feelings. Though she is aware of invisible things, especially with her mind, they are not realities in themselves but results of visible phenomena. She attacks universal problems with relish but her greater concern is with
the more personal, microcosmic opportunities.
The four basic character facets—personality, emotionality, mentality, individuality—are reasonably balanced.
The things in her life which are strong are very strong and the weak, very weak. Several modes of activity or
means to action dominate her behavior. They are (in terms of significance) psychological division; dark attitudes
of pessimism or futility; mental misinterpretation; emotional ferocity, and odd, unprecedented ideas.
Her personality is brusque, passionate, driven and with an air of mystery. She has a strong sex appeal and her
health is vigorous. Her personality is mildly divided against itself but desire is strong enough to dissolve differences. Though she may seem candid, her personality is not transparent and many of her motives are hidden,
perhaps even to herself. She probably would not want to be seen as an emotional woman but that is certainly the
way the world sees her, as much as it can.
Her emotionality is closely entwined with her personality but neither dominates the other. Her has both light and
heavy emotions but the darker and deeper emotions prevail. She does not have strong venusian emotions for either art or romance, she would rather have friends and comrades. Her stronger emotions are subjective and with
her dark, grim feelings of doom and destiny she forms her existential philosophy around them. Like many intellectuals of her generation, she believes frank expression of basic biological urges is healthy and she acts on her
belief, since all deliberate control is futile anyway, why pursue it? She likes to solve specific, personal, emotional
problems but not for the world except corollary with the expressions in intellectual presentations.
It is between the mind and the individuality as to which is the strongest character facet. Her concrete mind is
very strong but the abstract and instinctual minds are not, so the edge, as much as there is, probably goes to the
individuality. The key feature of her concrete mind is the ability to concentrate and penetrate whatever she directs
it toward until she intuits. She prefers to think on definite facts (data), preferably things that appeal to the senses.
When she does intuit it is likely that she does not interpret the intuitions very well. This is in part because of the
basic conflict between the mystic outlook, indicated by Uranus, and the occult outlook, indicated by Neptune. It
must be said that she is neither a mystic nor an occultist, she is far to materialistic for that. It is because of her
materialistic view of things that she has an inverted view of things. [One would certainly have to look at the phenomenal side of Uranus and Neptune and ignore the transcendental in this horoscope.] He rigorous adherence to
fact is quite remarkable and consistent. Her interpretations are odd and quirky and sometimes outright bizarre.
She was difficult to argue with because of her creative arguments (whether true or not) backed up by a host of facts
and a strange way of leading one on.
Her individuality is intertwined with her mentality just as her personality is with her emotionality. These two
outlooks are obvious in her behavior but not so strong as to constitute a split character or something pathological.
Despite her accomplishments and considerable talent she is not egoistic. To be so would be inconsistent with her
philosophy and detract too much from fact. She respects herself and one could not say that she was humble but
that she was faithful and consistent. She wrote on feminist issues but in her inmost being she did not believe in
the superiority or inferiority of either gender. One could not say that she was spiritual (she certainly was not religious) and the focus that would normally go into spirituality went into psychology. She thought that psychology
was a science and, no doubt, had evolutionary roots but what she lived was something different. In matters of ultimate reality her outlook was bleakly existentialist as was the outlook of many of here generation born during the
first world war, the war than never ended but continued on stymied. She was an intellectual in the lost generation.
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Alternate natal horoscope

Attitude

Opportunity

Action

Focus

Basic horizonal and vertical relationships most important
He must deal with the structure of peer relationships, like it or not

5/3/2
2/1/5/2

9. Angularity (A/S/C)

10. Triplicity (E/P/R/S)

12
12

A great falling away from activity with age
Clearly a constructive being
The outer personality charges forward pulling a relectant spirit and soul nature
Polsitive analysis tending toward breaking things down

4/11
9/6
-/-/+
wat/wat/fire
2nd L, day 21

14. Application (A/S)

15. Phase (1st/2nd or F/L)

16. Agreement (S/M/A)

17. Stage (Moon Phase)

10

10

10

More indicators of accomplishment than frustration

10/5

13. Quality (B/M/V)

10

Talents at all stages of development

6/4/5

10

9

8

8

8

8

8

7

7

7

6

Notes

12. Intensity (H/M/L)

High activity, many tools

An desire to be able to make things happen

7/3

8. Circumstantiality (O/E)

15

A needs oriented man with little opportunity to societal activity

4/2/4/0

7. Quadrant (1/2/3/4)

11. Activity (Total)

Slightly toward responding to things that happen

4/6

6. Horizontal (E/W)

Emotion of stand out importance

2/2/1/5
3/2/2/5

4. Element (F/E/A/W)
Slightly withdrawn from the world

Attitude to adaptability

2/3/5 or 3/3/6

3. Attribute (C/F/C)
6/4

Decidely more receptive than projective

3/7 or 5/7

2. Polarity (P/N)

Page: 5

5. Vertical (N/S)

Hints but no strong tendency to define space

Conspectus

nondescript

Profile

Chart #: 15

1. Gestalt (Type)

Test

Name: Herman Hesse

Profile Index

Profile index
Herman Hesse
545
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Gestalt Notes
Herman Hesse expanded gestalt profile notes

Nondescript
Again, a frustrating horoscope with regard to gestalts but in this case it doesn’t cry out “solve me”.
One could consider it a locomotive because of the well defined trine of the edge planets but the large spaces in
the occupied area, one of which is 74 degrees, nullifies that choice even though the one chunk might have been
considered acceptable.
One could consider Jupiter a mast or hinge planet and thence the whole pattern could be seen as a sinking sailboat
as we did with the Alcott horoscope but in this horoscope there are two wide gaps which means poorer texture and
probably a nondescript horoscope. The funny thing about this is that in some ways, to be discussed later, the life
and character of Hesse were something like a tippy sailboat.
It is probably wisest in a case like this to suspend judgment and consider it nondescript until confirming or denying evidence presents itself. The way to reach a final judgment would most likely be found in Jupiter, the potential
mast planet, in relation to his life and character in its totality; however, this is also fraught with ambiguity because
Jupiter is in the ascendant and it rules the ascendant so it is likely to have a large influence in his life in any case.
Nondescript . . .
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Herman Hesse expanded attitude profile notes
Polarity: 3/7 or 5/7
Clearly one who favors the introversive stream of consciousness, i.e. from external experience to inward meaning. This is clear in his characterization. He is not always detailed in his outer descriptions but it is always clear
what is going on inwardly. This is done with such clarity that the reader often takes it for granted and doesn’t
consciously notice that it is something inward that is being described.
Attribute: 2/3/5 or 3/3/6
Not a serious imbalance but a clear preference for the common signs--in the first version of the profile there are as
many common sign foci as there are foci in the other attributes combined. This could mean a mediator (his characters do mediate peacefully between philosophies) or a dreamer, theorist or imaginer, all of which he certainly was.
He was not without action or will but he certainly cared more about the meaning of the action and the reason for
the expression of will. It seems like he saw the function of the writer as a middle person between the philosophers
and other spiritual figures and the common person, though his novels were not something most common people
would be interested in. He wrote about spiritual and psychological topics but he certainly wasn’t extreme about
either. He was light as one would expect with a common sign emphasis.
Element: 2/2/1/5 or 3/2/2/5
Fire and air don’t stay put but water will stay put when it has found its own level but when it does so it is in the
shape of whatever has received it--subjectivity. Hesse seems to have the ability to empathetically place his consciousness of the subjectivity of the character he is describing. Water is reflective and Hesse is certainly reflective
and imaginative. Water holds and transmits life which is a common theme in many of his works: the multiplicity of forms in water, the restorative and cleansing nature of water, the place of water in civilization. Water has
always symbolized mood, emotion, feeling and desire. All of these are important in his works and when he treats
them it is always done psychologically.
Internal Cross-Profile
It is possible but not always an easy thing to do to cross-profile all of the attitude tests into one “substance”. If
we try to do that with the Hesse horoscope, we get something like a facile, changeable liquid that subjectively
turns in on itself and internalizes its own being which is also a thing that expresses itself emotionally to its own
mood which is always something inner. The outer world is significant as a touchstone to things within itself and
there may be a one-to-one relationship of the outer to the with but only within can one determine its meaning. The
feeling is the reality.
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Herman Hesse Expanded Opportunity Profile Notes

Vertical: 6/4
Another individual that doesn’t much care about opportunities to participate in the wider work of the world. Even
when writing about general topics like spiritual seeking, his novels have a personal touch about them. It is almost
as though what is happening is happening to him. He did criticize the intellectuals of Germany about not standing
up to Nazism in the second world war in The Glass Bead Game but one can read the book without ever realizing
that. However, it must be noted that this is not much of an imbalance and not much can be inferred from it.
Horizontal: 4/6
Again a relative balance. This is the horoscope we have been looking for in that it is a horoscope of a male with
more planets in the west than the east. It appears that Hesse used this opportunity distribution not so much to
become responsive as to be able to put himself into another person’s shoes. His novels are not narration of others
from without. At least one person, usually the protagonist, is telling the story as it is occurring to through experience. The relative balance is such that this method is not so pronounced that one easily notices it.
Quadrant: 4/2/4/0
The needs quadrants are heavy. Opportunities to “my needs” and “your needs” or “my needs” and “societies
needs” are what his life is about. Since he was interested in psychology and spiritual seeking, his definition of
needs goes beyond the basics and includes things that the soul needs which in the third quadrant means culture.
It always seems fascinating to find the horoscope of an individual that becomes world famous but who doesn’t
have any planets in the quadrant that indicates opportunities for universal expression. Even the indirect rulers of
the houses of the fourth quadrant aren’t especially strong. One gets the idea that fine art and communication is
all-important to him and that fame is incidental to that work, a mere ancillary consideration. It will be interesting
to see what students disclose concerning his partnerships when they do biographical studies to augment what we
are doing in class.
Circumstantiality: 7/3
A definite preference, one was beginning to feel that he was middle-of-the-road about everything except that he
was indifferent to fame. He clearly prefers the opportunities that are for the more flexible things in life: self and
relationships. He probably feels that it is those things that are most important. It is definitely a world about people
and not a world about fate and things. Not many novelists can succeed writing about the more circumstantial
things of life.
Angularity: 5/3/2
A fairly clear-cut profile. Emphasis on the fundamental relationships, the referential relationships, with nothing
on the top. In this regard it is very much like the Louisa May Alcott except that more emphasis is placed on the
horizontal limb, the you and I limb, than on the lower limb which is the limb that shows inter-relations with other
underlings. The top of the vertical is very lonely because only one person can be there and even in the chain of
command in the vertical hierarchy one only reports to one person but on the horizontal and below things are well
populated and it is the texture of the many people that is really the composition of society. He probably recognizes this writes to this fact. The emphasis on the western angle may come from writing as though through the
eyes of another.
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Triplicity: 2/1/5/2
Once again the triplicity profile is the great clarifier as it has proven in almost every horoscope in this batch. Once
again the 3rd-7th-11th triplicity takes on a non-standard interpretation as it did with the Yeats horoscope. As with
Yeats it probably has to do with communication and fine arts or communication and reciprocation of communication (feedback). This does not preclude the triplicity meaning a lot of emphasis on inter-human interactions which
it certainly does. It has something to do with the lessons of sharing learned by necessity with siblings being carried into voluntary sharing with partners.
Internal Cross-Profiling:
With few exceptions, most notably the quadrant profile, this is a mostly balanced horoscope in terms of opportunities. By cross-profiling the scarcity in the quadrant profile with the scarcity in the triplicity profile and the abundance in the circumstantiality profile, one wonders whether the lack of universal perspective and career ends and
the preference for free-form opportunities show a life without goals, a life that wanders to its ends unconscious of
conscious intent on those ends. If so, it would be a life that was more concerned with the means and what is happening along the way which seems consistent with other inferences drawn along the way as we have examined his
opportunity profiles.
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Herman Hesse Expanded Activity Profiles Notes

Activity: 15
We build tools from action or the need to action. We act from interest. Therefore, activity profiles indicate interest or even curiosity as much as actions or modes of action. A high activity chart like this would indicate an
individual with many interests and a curiosity with few bounds. That this is true is clear from his writing which
indicate diverse interests.
Intensity: 6/4/5
Pretty close to perfect balance. This combination between activity and intensity profiles is a bit surprising. One
would expect that with so many interests that many of them would have to be mild. This disproves that notion and
gives us insight into the nature of interest and desire by indicating that it is capable of more interest and motivation
than our lives account for. Our preoccupation with this dense material world and all of its limitations has skewed
our ability to understand other realms.
Quality: 10/5
This shows that his interest or curiosity about things is clearly benign, he wants to help things and he has the tools
necessary to do so. It also shows that his interest has an ease about it that may even be soothing and pleasant to
him and to those around him. He cannot be indifferent when there are things to be done for the good.
Application: 4/11
This seems to indicate that his interest in things seems to flag or dissipate or wane as time goes on and in the
course of his life. This would make much of his life seem like an anticlimactic carrying out of something begun
before with diminishing enthusiasm as he went on.
Phase: 9/6
This horoscope provides and excellent opportunity to distinguish between the application profile and the phase
profile. This phase profile shows that he is a builder, he is in the stage of several cycles where the building and accomplishment is done. In that building work there is a diminishing tension or excitement about it that is indicated
by the application profile. It doesn’t appear to mean that he doesn’t reflect because he is building but that much
of his reflection is done during the building.
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Internal Cross Profiling:
When cross-profiling the activity profile with the application profile, we may have to change our opinion about
our speculation made when discussing the intensity profile. There we concluded that high activity didn’t seem
to daunt his capacity to have a good balance of intensity, including high intensity. Now we can see that many of
those interests are waning.
One wonders if the cross-profile between the quality profile and the activity profile indicates that his looking for
the good or being enthused by improvement or perfection increased his interest quotient or whether his high interest quotient opened him up to seeing broad positives, or whether both were true.
Combining the quality, application and phase tests one gets a feel of building to perfection or to positivity with
a diminishing interest built right into the process such that as he gets closer to building to perfection his interest
fades so that he doesn’t get caught into a perfectionistic neurotic syndrome.
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Herman Hesse Expanded Focus Profile Notes

Agreement: -/-/+

water/water/fire

ruler of Asc in fire in 1st house

In almost all myths of cosmogenesis the primary creative elements have been fire and water. Whether that meant
creative warmth and fertile moisture or spiritual light and the dark womb of space. There is something critical
about these elements because each would be the end of the other if it prevailed. Their mixture of fire and water
that produced the philosopher’s stone when the Sun went through Scorpio the watery sign with the martial or plutonian fire. These opposite elements are always productive while the remaining elements, air and earth, are more
organizational and likely to be barren.
In this general agreement profile it seems like sees and draws on fiery, inspirational ideas from without but because
of the negative polarity of the medium and the subject they are incompatible as they are and they must be cooled
and transformed. Through the Moon is Pisces the heat and light of inspiration are transformed into a cooling
mist of imagination. In the inmost nature they are digested, mulled over and brooded upon whereat they gestate
creative images that have all of the principle of the original ideas in invisible light transformed into pictures. One
could look at in the opposite, extroversive flow and say than creative images are expanded so extensively that they
become universal, invisible ideas. In either case it seems like the externalized idea is not what the spirit envisioned in the first place and the ideas seem to have their wings clipped in the limits of images. Such is the way
with incompatibilities productive though they may be.
Stage: one and one half days past the 2nd trine, somewhere in day 21 of the lunation cycle
The 2nd aspects are destructive or reductive or contemplatively analytical. What has grown into fruit is broken
down, digested and absorbed into the original creative source. This stage seems to have a feeling of something
being drawn into a whirlpool to be digested and dissolved even though that means its original form must also be
reduced to its original elements. There is something of an urge to return to a primal state.
Hesse did not try to promote a philosophy though his works are rich in philosophical content. Instead he tried to
convey things is very basic almost primal ways. He was a communicator of thing through feelings and he tried to
dissolve anything produced unnecessary complication as an impediment to the communication of a mood.
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Herman Hesse Cross Profile Notes
Profiles with significant excesses
#2, #3,#4,#8,#9,#10,#11,#13,#14,#17

Profiles with significant deficiencies
#2,#4,#7,#8,#10,#13,#14,#15,#16

(#3+, #11+,#8+) One wonders whether it was appreciating the value of changeable attitudes that opened him to
versatility of action or was it liking circumstances that he could control that opened him to a variety of approaches
to doing things. Perhaps it was the doing things in different ways that opened him up to an open attitude toward
change selecting those circumstances.
Whatever the case, it was light changeable attitudes that allowed him to write without becoming too stylized and
to work with all sorts of characters; however, that may also have not been completely to his advantage because
he did not penetrate deeply.
(#2+,#10+,#13) It seems that the passivity of the negative sign attitudes in his chart did indicate his acceptance
of all sorts of characters without judgement and that perhaps was what developed a peer acceptance of almost
everyone as equals (friendship and comradery were important topics in his works) and together these may have
led to seeing good in all sorts of action (in his eyes his characters had to act to be good) so that he rarely has a true
villain or totally negative character in his works.
(#14+,#15+,#16-,#17+) Though he wanted to build through his works and his characters, the characters always
seemed to let opportunities slip away from complete fulfillment and there is a sense of unresolved issues in his
works which seem to fade away perhaps because he, himself, could be decisive because his enthusiasm was insufficient to draw out things from his imaginative womb that seemed to want to gestate them without end lest they
get away. Perhaps that is the fate of one attuned to the contemplative stage of the moon cycle, one who glimpses
ideas as they thaw out of the frozen light before they dissolve into the creative source for renewal (#17).
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Ruler of Ascendant:
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7: W 11° 44’, 2nd, #7, 123, 8%
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Planets in Fire: 2, 		

8: { 27°09’, 1st, #1, 254, 17%,
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Mean Aspect: #7.5, 46.33, 6.6%
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Herman Hesse Personality Brief
We have been very fortunate to have encountered horoscopes which very clearly demonstrate classical astrological theses and this horoscope is not an exception to that good fortune. Serious students of astrology, in distinction
to popular adherents to astrology, have claimed that the rising sign is usually more important in determining the
outer personality (and sometimes the general character) than the Sun sign. In this horoscope one with Sun, Moon
and three other planets in watery signs one would expect rounded features and a generously rounded body. Instead when we look at the photographs attached to this brief we find long and lean features, features more towards
pointy as we would expect with a fire sign rising. We do not have excellent full-profile photographs but even with
the photographs which we do have we can see that he is tall, lean and lanky with broad shoulders which is almost a
text book description of Sagittarius rising. One can also see that he is big-boned and rangy though not necessarily
strong and vigorous, all descriptions of Sagittarius rising. There are some things that are not expected and require
more factors and a good deal of synthesis. Jupiter which is the strongest planet in this horoscope as well as the
ruler of Sagittarius is in the first house but not conjoined the ascendant. In most, but not all, cases Jupiter rising
is found to indicate someone more corpulent and fleshy than we see in the physique of Herman Hesse. When we
turn to the aspects of Jupiter, we find nothing to indicate his not always expected slenderness. Jupiter’s strongest
aspect is the square to the Moon which usually indicates a larger, softer and more watery body. The next strongest aspect is the trine to Uranus which would often indicates someone a little high-strung and inclined to asceticism. The only other aspect to Jupiter is the opposition to Mercury (also in its ruling sign) which would indicate
a more neural and slender body. Thus the aspects to Uranus and Mercury counter the tendencies of the aspect to
the Moon but they are not sufficiently strong to do so completely so we must look elsewhere. Mercury forms an
opposition to the ascendant with an orb of about two degrees. This along with the opposition to Jupiter tips the
balance of factors toward the side indicating slenderness. Moreover, Mercury also forms a two degree square to
Saturn which, in turn, forms an almost exact square to the ascendant. Aspects of Saturn to the ascendant almost
always indicate a pensive and nervous disposition and a thin wiry body which describes is body and personality to
a tee. When astrological things of a similar nature are combined they compound a tendency almost exponentially.
Not only have we arrived at a synthesis that describes the body, we have also disclosed a struggle which pervades
the entire character. The square to the Moon indicates an excessive and difficult to control emotionality. The Sun,
Moon and the other planets in watery signs also indicate someone who is highly emotional but not necessarily
uncontrolled. On the other hand, the Mercury-Saturn elements indicate a concentrated and controlled mentality. Thus we find a lifelong struggle in the personality and throughout the character between the mind and the
emotions. In his life this struggle was objectified and externalized in his novel Narcissus and Goldman. In this
novel Narcissus is a strict, monk and theological philosopher who could arrive at edifying ideas and theological
niceties will living an ascetic life to which he was well suited. His friend Goldman tries to become a monk but
has a temperament unsuited for it. He revels in emotions and doesn’t like control. He likes to creatively express
himself is bursts of feeling even if it means lapsing into a feeling of emptiness afterwards. In the course of the
story Narcissus begins to realize the limitations of his life and abilities but he accepts them and works with them
to get the most out of them. Goldman has a more difficult time of it. He respects, loves and admires his friend
and seems at first to be unhappy with his emotional nature but as he accomplishes more and matures he too comes
to accept himself. This acceptance of one’s basic nature, which does not mean complacency about improvement
and change when that is possible, indicates a very healthy psychology and a success by Hesse in melding these
two disparate parts of his character. Hesse did undergo psychological analysis with the great Carl Jung. Jung in
the early days of developing his psychological types had two basic types instead of the eight or sixteen combinations that he had when he had finished with that study. Those two types were emotional extroverts and mental
introverts. Because those two types very accurately describe the basic character of Goldman and Narcissus, respectively, some literary analysts believe that the novel was an elucidation of Jung’s philosophy. That is certainly
a possibility but even with the very small amount of study we have done, we can certainly see that the story is an
autobiographical account of the struggle of the two standout elements of his personality and general
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character and how he eventually came to peace within himself. This writer cannot say for certain that it is fact but
when the life ruler is in the ascendant there seems to be a tendency to be autobiographical in one’s works more
so than normal because, truly, everything that comes from within must have some autobiographical elements in
its composition of the character through they came. Hesse was highly autobiographical in most of his novels.
We will have much more to say of all of these things as we go into the emotionality, mentality and individuality
studies of his horoscope.
His childhood development and his vitality were similarly conflicted. In childhood he was extremely exuberant.
He was positive and very bright and cheery and almost incapable of being constrained in this facet of his personality. He was too much. Mars and the Sun are both slightly below average strength in his personality. They do have
a trine which is about second strongest among all of the aspects which helps a little to describe his childhood and
his vitality. However neither of these planets is directly or indirectly involved with the ascendant and, so, while
they may indicate an inward enthusiasm, especially after puberty when the desire body becomes activated, they
probably do not have a great deal to do with his vitality and his early childhood. Thus we must look elsewhere. A
very strong Jupiter in its own fiery sign in the ascendant is sufficient to describe his great gusto which was not of
the bravado of Mars but more of the expansive fervor of Jupiter. Jupiter rising and, especially, Sagittarius rising
have a tendency to be very rousing in there application of energy to life, especially in childhood. However, neither is and indicator of stamina (especially Sagittarius rising) so there is a tendency to come crashing down after
the energy has been spend. The energy does not have to be spent exclusively in physical activity. The opposition
of Mercury to the ascendant points to his extreme precocity. He was quite remarkable in his literary, linguistic
and writing talents from very young on in life. Nonetheless the squares of Saturn to Mercury and the ascendant
indicate a good deal of nervous tension and nervous tension can burn up huge quantities of energy. The squares
and oppositions involving Saturn, Mercury and the ascendant also indicate a kind of fatigue depression that occurs
when the energy has been spent or worn out by tension. It is not necessarily a classic depression within a manicdepression which could be described by compounding the characters of Narcissus and Goldman but rather more
of a down feeling which arises in people who personally identify with energy and the energy is gone. A classical
depression or a manic-depressive syndrome would be seen deeper in the character and we well have to determine
that later. The unbounded optimism and enthusiasm of Jupiter and Sagittarius is reflected in his personality, childhood and literary figures. Steppenwolf is a somewhat manic character who does not want to have downs and
when they do come, he is willing to try cocaine to not have them. Hesse was certainly aware of the ways of the
world and the things that went on in them and was open-minded about them as one might expect with Jupiter and
Sagittarius rising but it is exceedingly doubtful to this writer that he experimented with cocaine. He was much
too steeped in the Pietist religion of his parents to try that. He was also too ascetic and reserved to do that himself.
Herman Hesse was born in Calw in the northern edge of the Black Forest. An arboreal environment is not what
one would expect with Sagittarius, a forest sounds more like Cancer, but that is not how his rising sign worked
out. He was born to a family of Pietist missionaries to India. Thus he had an environment steeped in orthodoxy
and religious idealism. He took well to some aspects of it but was rebellious to others. His parents were both
strongly inclined toward literature and had a large library which suited him well. All of the planets in aspect with
the ascendant played into his childhood. His enthusiasm and his exuberant spirit in his childhood were indicated
by Jupiter in the first house. His ability to spontaneously create music, pencil and pen drawings and poems were
in part indicated by Uranus trine to the ascendant. He was dissatisfied with many of the schools he attended and
was a contrary figure and manifest bad behavior which is why he was in so many schools. This along with his precocity is indicated by Mercury opposite the ascendant. He was mentally quick and when there was not enough to
keep his genius occupied or if the learning materials were not presented in engaging ways, he became a contrary
figure. He was even contrary to himself. When he didn’t like things he would become anxious and tend toward
depression and this is shown in the Saturn aspects to Mercury and the ascendant. His parents felt unable to control
him and so they sent him to schools so that he eventually felt rejected which is surely saturnian.
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4: W 28° 12’, 3rd, #3, 211, 14%
7: W 11° 44’, 2nd, #7, 123, 8%
6: Y 26° 12’, 7th, #4 179, 12%
0: W 20° 21’ R, 3rd, #9, 90, 6%
8: { 27° 09’ R, 1st, #1, 254, 17%
Planets in water: 5: 3: Y 10° 52’, 7th, #6 130, 9%;
			7: W 11° 44’, 2nd, #7, 123, 8%;
			4: W 28° 12’, 3rd, #3, 211, 14%

6: Y 26° 12’, 7th, #4 179, 12%); 				
0: W 20° 21’ R, 3rd, #9, 90, 6%; 				

Relevant Aspects
4
4
4
4

K 8, #2/#3, 80, 12%					
7 L 3, #2/#3, 80, 12%
L 6, #5, 69, 10%						7 J =, #12, 26, 4%
J ;, #8, 36, 5%
K 5, #14, 13, 2%

6 J ;, #4, 71, 10%						0 K5, #7, 50, 7%
6 L 4, #5, 69, 10%						0 J ;, #13, 23, 3%
6 L 0, #15, 13, 2%						0 L 6, #15, 13, 2%
8 K 4, #2/#3, 80, 12%
8 L -, #9, 31, 4%
8 a 5, #11, 29, 4%
Mean Aspect: #7.29, 46.33, 6.6%
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This is a rich emotionality. With three of the top four planets as part of it, this is a strong emotionality. There are
five planets in water signs and four of them are basic emotionality significators so there is plenty of variety. Two
thirds of all of the aspects to emotionality significators are positive, so it seems to be a healthy positive emotionality. The neutral Moon and the benefic planets, Jupiter and Venus, are the three strong emotionality significators
which reinforces the positivity.
We have been saying that the Moon represents feeling in the emotionality and that the feelings of interest and
indifference are the two most basic feelings. In this horoscope with the Moon in Pisces there is obviously a very
sensitive feeling nature. The rare sensitivity of Helen Keller was also signified by the Moon in Pisces; however,
this sensitivity in feeling is utilized differently. Helen keller had the Moon in the 4th house and because of her
being deaf and blind, her sensitivity was extremely subjective. This Moon is in the third house and much of his
sensitivity is derived from literature and he is sensitive to literature. The 3rd house is a cadent house and cadent houses often indicate vicarious experiences, experience through someone or something else—in this case,
through literature and literary figures. The strongest aspect to the Moon is the square to Jupiter in the 1st house
which aspect is the second strongest aspect in the horoscope. The 1st house indicates interactions with the external world through the personality. Combining these indicators we can see that his feelings were excited by direct
interactions with the external world. Jupiter, especially in malefic aspects, tends to expand and even exaggerate
the effects of planets with which it is aspected. Thus we can see that he had tendencies to be overly excitable.
Knowing these tendencies in himself, he chose to live much of his adult life in sylvan retreat away from the world.
The literary aspects of this pattern are very interesting. They seem to indicate that emotional excitement was not
only the motive factor in his writing, it was a way to relieve the internal emotional excitement. This pattern also
characterizes one aspect of his writing. In his writing he does tend to convey his own excitement and to rouse
excitement in the reader and he even seems to write in favor of exaggerated excitement as he does in Steppenwolf.
Though he may be excited and tries to convey excitement, the excitement is never violent or vehement. It is more
gentle and even deliberated and tentative in its expression. The whole horoscope is of a gentle or mild disposition.
Mars and the Sun which are planets that can be very assertive, even violently assertive, are themselves in water
signs. Uranus, a planet which can be shockingly impulsive, is in the strong fire sign Leo but it is intercepted so
those proclivities are not easily manifest. Mercury and Saturn complete the four planet T-square with the Moon
and Jupiter. Moon square Mercury aspects also indicate excitement and stimulation. But because the Moon is
emotional and Mercury is mental and neural there is an internal conflict within this aspect, the conflict between
thinking and emoting. The intention of the mind relative to the desire body is both projection and control in service of the spirit. The function of the desire body is feeling, motivation and emotion. The conflict between the
two is manifest as vacillation. One might say that he has to write to relieve this emotional turbulence, and that he
writes within emotional turbulence, and that he writes about emotional turbulence, but his is writing and writing
is an intellectual activity so it is clear that his writing is not just emotional froth because it has a strong intellectual
element in it. Saturn is a planet which indicates obstruction or blocking, especially in the square aspect. Saturn
is not in orb of direct aspect with either Jupiter or the Moon but it forms a strong square with Mercury who aspects the Moon, Jupiter and the ascendant in the T-square. This seems to indicate that there is inhibition which
deepens on the mind but that there is not a direct inhibition on the desire body except indirectly through the mind
which has this inhibitive trait to it. Normally the vacillation of the Moon-Mercury square and the blocking of the
Saturn-Mercury square would indicate a nasty writer’s block but because the emotional excitement is so great that
does not turn out to be a problem and the square keeps things terse and from being too much emotionally. The
Moon is also in a strong trine with Venus which is in Cancer and the 7th house. Both planets are called feminine
planets and the water signs are called feminine signs. The word feminine in this usage means receptivity. Thus
one might say that in his ability to feel he has an excellent understanding of emotional receptivity. His aesthetic
and sensitivity to beauty is based on his ability to feel beauty. Venus is in Cancer, ruled by the Moon, and the
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Moon is in Pisces which is the exaltation of Venus. Thus he has a very delicate, feminine sensitivity. This aspect
indicates the ability to feel and hold delicate emotions and emotional states. Emotions are not merely held, they
are shared. The 3rd and 7th houses are sharing houses. The 7th house position of Venus and Mercury seems to
indicate that he engages the reader as a partner. There is an intimate equality, an emotional sympathy between
writer and reader. Because so much of the 7th house is in Cancer, and because Venus is in Cancer there is an
emotional intimacy in this partnership which is why he tends to have a cult-like following. This tendency to be
receptive in feeling is extended by what is represented in the sextile of the Moon to Pluto. This shows not only
the ability to receive a feeling and form an impression but also the ability to hold that impression. Though the
aspect is not strong, the fact that Pluto is in Taurus shows this ability to be quite pronounced. The position of
Pluto in the 5th house shows a life designed for his work, i.e. he holds on to an emotional impression or feeling
long enough for it to be expressed. The sextile of Pluto does not seem to show a love obsession but it does show
a tendency to love once and forever. The trine of Venus to Saturn seems to reinforce this tendency. An interesting
feature about this facet of the feelings and emotionality is that even though he is very receptive and excitable, his
emotional effect on women and the way he addresses them is not the same. He does not deport himself in such
a way as to be exciting to them. He loves them, he cherishes them, he holds them dear to himself, he finds them
stimulating to him but it is not clear that he endeavors to stimulate them. The masculine planets, Mars and the
Sun, are of medium strength and they form a strong aspect with each other but their position in water signs does
not seem to indicate a strong tendency to assert. It is almost as though he feels that he can hold a strong emotional
field and attract women to himself. When they have been attracted he can respond and react in such a way as not
to be doubted but it is still not a reaching out as far as he is concerned. This too might be because he his designed
his life as a writer, as some-one who communicates and expresses. Even as a creator, someone who is a writer
is someone who is a commentator more than someone who is a direct participatory. Perhaps some of the social
criticism toward the intellectuals who refused to stand up to the national socialists in Germany, the Nazis, was also
self-criticism. After all he chose to leave Germany rather than remain as a counter force to the third Reich. He
wrote and became famous for literature which was anti-war and anti-fascist and his Magister Ludi or The Glass
Bead Game and though he was controversial was never part of an activist movement. This brings us to one last
aspect of his feeling nature. Feeling is meant to excite or to initiate motivation. The Moon, the primary indicator
of the region of feeling in the desire world and desire body, is void of course in this horoscope. Void of curse is
defined as the Moon being situated in the sign such that it will not culminate another aspect until it has entered the
next sign. Usually void of course Moon occurs when the Moon is at the end of a sign as it is in this horoscope.
When it is said that it does not culminate an aspect it is meant that it will not culminate a ptolemaic aspect, i.e.
conjunction, sextiles, square trine or opposition. In this case the void will be quite a long period until it squares
the Sun from Aries. In horary astrology the void of course Moon usually indicates that there is insufficient interest to carry an activity to completion. It indicates inadequate motivation. In this horoscope the Sun in cancer and
its trine to Mars show plenty of motivational interest which he obviously had to have to have written all of the
books and poetry that he wrote. Nonetheless, problems with culminating feelings and emotions were a problem
and they are reflected in many of his writings. He did not seem to know how to end a novel decisively. Journey
to the East, Demian and, especially Magister Ludi suffered in this way. Perhaps his unsatisfactory relations with
women were due to this emotional condition. He could love women dearly, he could sustain that love and he was
faithful in love. He was gentle and kind in his emotional assertions but apparently did not have sufficient follow
through in his motivations for satisfactory relations.
Unfortunately most of the space in this emotionality brief has been spent in the feeling nature and ancillary matters in the emotionality which means students will have to derive the information about the attractive and repulsive elements of the emotionality from the oral presentation or from self-study. Only a few general sentences can
be given here.
In general, the sacrificial and attractive emotionality are stronger than the assertive and repulsive emotionality.
Positives prevail in number and intensity with the exception of the Moon square to Jupiter.
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Mentality fact sheet

Concrete Mind: 5: T 22° 40’, 7th, #2 , 227, 15%
Concrete mental attitudes (planets in T, I): 1: 5: T 22° 40’, 7th, #2 , 227, 15%
Intellective/Organizational Mentality (planets in air): 1: 5: T 22° 40’, 7th, #2 , 227, 15%
Opportunities to develop concrete mind (3rd house):
		
		
		

cusp = W, 14° 54’;
Ruler = =: R, 25° 03’, 5th #10, 53, 3%;
Planets in= 0: W 20° 21’ R, 3rd #9 , 90, 6%;
		4: W 28° 12’, 3rd #3 , 211, 14%

Ideational/abstract mind: 8: {, 27° 09 R’, 1st, #1, 254, 17%
Ideational attitudes (planets in {, W): 4:
				
8: {, 27° 09 R’, 1st, #1, 254, 17%;
0: W 20° 21’ R, 3rd #9 , 90, 6%;
Opportunities to develop ideational mind (9th house):
		
		

7: W 11° 44’, 2nd, #7, 123, 12%;
4: W 28° 12’, 3rd #3 , 211, 14%

Cusp = I 14°54’
Ruler = 5: T 22° 40’, 7th, #2 , 227, 15%
Planets = None

Instinctual/automatic/reflective mind: 4: W 28° 12’, 3rd #3 , 211, 14%
Relevant Aspects
5 J -, #1, 88, 13%						
5 K 0, #7, 50, 7%						
5 a 8, #11, 29, 4% 						
5 K 4, #14, 13, 2%
							
4 K 8, #2, 80, 12%
4 L 6, #5, 69, 10%
4 J ;, #8, 36, 5%
4 K 5, #14, 13, 2%

8 K 4, #2, 80, 12%
8 L -, #9, 31, 4%
8 a 5, #11, 29, 4%

Mean Aspect: #7.8, 43.33, 6.6%
Factors In The Mentality To Consider
Promethian Cycle (forethought vs afterthought)		
Projective vs Receptive
Analysis vs Synthesis						Inductive vs Deductive
Thought vs Memory (rethought)				
Retention and recall
Questioner vs Answerer					
Observation & Discrimination
Expressive vs Retentive					
Imaginative vs Invisible
Continuity							Ponderous vs Impulsive
Concentrative vs Relaxed					Speed
Cogitative vs Dispersive					Depth
Platonistic vs Aristotelian					Independence
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This horoscope presents us with an interesting mentality. The mental planets (Jupiter, Mercury and the Moon) are
the three strongest planets in the horoscope se we expect to see a strong distinct sign. The two strongest (Jupiter
and Mercury) are also the two most mental planets by nature. They are two of the only three planets in positive
signs with half of the planets being in water signs so we expect more distinction, especially in contrast with the
emotionality. Both Jupiter and Mercury are in signs which they rule so we expect archetypal distinction. Jupiter
and Mercury also share an opposition so we expect to see distinction in contrast and in function. Mercury is in a
different sign than the Sun, the Self which it serves, and from that we expect to see a mentality set apart from the
central intent of the individuality. Summing this all up we a strong, archetypal intellect distinct from the rest of
the character with distinctions, some contrary, within itself. This is exactly what one would expect from a world
famous writer and Nobel laureate.
Psychologists who design IQ tests have speed as one of the factors of intelligence. This writer does not know
whether speed is indeed a factor in intelligence which is the ability to comprehend or know things. There seem
to be people who are swift in getting to what they know but the extent of their comprehension is not as great as
some others who are relatively slow thinkers. Speed, however, does seem to be important in writing, not necessarily being extremely fast but in setting down words but in having a harmonious ratio between the speed of thinking and the speed of wording. If one thinks much faster than one delineates thoughts tend to pile up and in the
jumble some thoughts are lost. If one is a slow thinker, one should probably do the thinking first and the writing
at another time because if writing is done too slowly it seems to become turgid and clot instead of flowing at a
rate pleasant to the reader. In this horoscope Mercury is in Gemini which indicates a very swift sign so thoughts
develop and are written quickly. Though Mercury is in Gemini, a dry nervous sign, and the Sun is in Cancer, a
water sign which reflects images well except when excited, the ratio of speed between the two is very good. This
is because the Sun, or Self, conceives of things in images (spiritual images because the Sun is sextile Neptune)
but it conceives them with vigor and energy because the Sun is also trine to Mars. Thus if Mercury were in a slow
sign or involved in ponderous aspects instead of the dexterous sextile to Uranus, many thoughts would be lost.
Mercury also rises before the Sun and the mind is forward-looking and open to quick delineation. In fact, with
the sextile to Uranus it probably anticipates the conceptions incubating in the Self.
Positive sings, especially air signs, are more likely to be inductive and synthetic thinkers than deductive and
analytic. This works well for a writer. The process of writing is a purely mercurial process wherein one assembles words to express thoughts, concepts and ideas which is a reasonably good description of the disposition
of Mercury is in this horoscope. Mercury is square to Saturn which does indicate a slowing and even a blocking
of the writing process. However, it is weaker than the sextile to Uranus so the writer’s block which accompanies
the process of deliberately writing because writing is such an unnatural process (speech is natural we have even
evolved an organ for it) can be overcome by bursts creative enthusiasm. When on reads his books, one gets the
impression that his blocks are about ending things. The endings of most of his novels are not very satisfying.
One almost gets the impression that he just stopped when he did because he didn’t know what to do for an ending.
This may be due to the fact that water signs like continuity and his futuristic mind does not want to end but carry
on infinitely if possible.
Fluency in this mentality is important in another way. It is as though maintaining fluency as a state between two
extremes is as important as maintaining a flow of water through the gills is to the breathing of a fish. Those two
extremes are that if he becomes too much of a concentrative thinker he blocks himself through the Mercury square
to Saturn, and if he is to much of a relaxed thinker his mind seems to float off and can be distracted by the paradox of too abstract of ideas as indicated by the opposition of Mercury to Jupiter. If he becomes to emotionally
excitable as Cancer folks sometimes tend to be, he also loses the ability to communicate as we see in the square
of Mercury to the Moon.
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Not all of the interrelations between the water sign planets and Mercury are unfortunate. We learn this when we
try to determine whether he is a projective or receptive thinker. It is very clear that in the negative sign planets,
especially the water sign planets, he is very receptive. With the exception of Scorpio which can sometimes be
unreceptive, the water signs are usually highly receptive in the way the ocean is receptive in taking in all of the
rivers and in dissolving what they contain. Thus we can see a complementation of the water sign tendencies in
the clearly projective Mercury in Gemini. Mercury in Gemini can sometimes be compulsive and even glib or
trifling but those tendencies are damped by the strong moods of the water sign planets and there is probably even
a psychological complementation in this also.
We have often discussed how some actors reshape a role to be about themselves, John Wayne being an excellent
example, and how other actors tend to give themselves up to a role as though they had no nature of their own
except that of the role they are playing. There is a similar phenomenon in writers. Some writers tend to carry
the writer along by the strength of the plot or the engagement of the actions and descriptions. Other writers try
to consider what will be going on in the consciousness of the reader and present the story in ways that anticipate
and satisfy the reader. With Mercury in the 7th house, Hesse was definitely one of the latter. As one is reading
his works one is observing what is happening in one’s self. It isn’t like reading Hemingway by any means. The
fact that the Sun and Venus are also in the 7th house reenforces this tendency. This brings us to another positive
thing about the Sun being in the water sign Cancer and Mercury in the air sign Gemini. Even though some of his
stories are narrated by some of the characters such as Goldman in Narcissus and Goldman for example, one is
never completely in the skin of the character. It is as if one was in a dream and watching one’s self from above
and behind instead of losing one’s self. This is in part due to the fact that many of his novels are psychological
expositions of the psychology of his therapist and later his friend Karl Gustav Jung. Narcissus and Goldman is
a statement of Jung’s psychology of tapes, at least as far as it was developed at that time. In this there is a strong
element of psychology in the development of his characters but it is always a mental self-watching psychological
development. It is not an intense, graphic, “this-s-what-I-am” kind of psychology as in Dostoyevski but more of
an almost neurotic watching. This is exactly what on would expect with Mercury in Gemini and the very psychologically oriented Sun in Cancer, a mind making psychological commentary while a little aloof.
The situation for the abstract mind and Jupiter is parallel to that of the concrete mind and Mercury except that Jupiter is a stronger planet than Mercury and its troublesome aspects are stronger than the benefic aspects. Jupiter is
in Sagittarius where it rules and from this we can conclude that the higher mind is truly inclined to higher things.
It is likely that this individual has been inclined to higher thinking for a very long time, long enough for idealism
to work through the entire spiritual organism right down to the personality because Jupiter is in the 1st house. It
does not appear that the ideational thought is so well developed that there are no problems with it. Problems in the
process of the development of the higher mind are indicated by the malefic aspects to the other two planets of the
mentality, Mercury and the Moon. This seems to indicate something like in the process of becoming a thoroughly
idealist and an idea thinker there are conflicts with the instincts and emotions. It is very hard for a fiction writer
to write something that is thoroughly fictional without a trace of self because the creation has to come through the
self and it becomes imbued by it. Thus to some extent every work of fiction is autobiographical at least as far as
it describes some aspect of the psychology of the author. In The Glass Bead Game we have Magister Ludi who,
though accomplished in the art of abstractly connecting artifacts from various cultures in various historical eras,
does not seem to be happy or capable of enjoying earthly things and responsibilities. There is a similar struggle
between the abstract and concrete minds indicated by the opposition of Jupiter and Mercury and that struggle is a
classic because both planets are in their rulership, It is a struggle between an abstract mind which wants pure abstraction without the bother of concrete checking and essential materializations like a mathematician who wants
geometric figures without visible lines with all of their imperfections, and a concrete mind which would love to
describe and delineate as clearly as possible without having to be drawn away into abstractions and ideas.
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Individuality (3): 10° 52’ Y, 7th, #6, 130, 9%
Individuality Attitudes (planets in fire): 1 + Asc: 		
			-: 22° 23’ U, 8th, #5, 145, 10%

8: 27° 09’ { R, 1st, #1, 254, 17%
Asc.: 20° 11’ {

Opportunities for Developing Individuality (7th House): Cusp= 20°11’ T:
			5: 22° 40’ T, 7th, #2, 227, 15%
3: 10° 52’ Y, 7th, #6, 130, 9%
			6: 26° 12’ Y, 7th, #4, 179, 2%
Opportunities for Self-Expression (1st, 5th, 9th): 2:
			;: 25° 03’ {, 5th, #8, 113, 7%

8: 27° 09’ { R, 1st, #1, 254, 17%

Mystic Spirituality & Raw Creativity (-): 22° 23’ U, 8th, #5, 145, 10%
Occult Spirituality & Genius (=): 7° 10’ R, 4th, #10, 53, 3%
Will & Creativity in Potential (;): 25° 03’ R, 5th, #8, 113, 7%
Opportunities for Super-physical Experience (4th, 8th, 12th): 2 planets:
			=: 7° 10’ R, 4th, #10, 53, 3%		
-: 22° 23’ U, 8th, #5, 145, 10%
Relevant Aspects
3 L 7; #3, 80, 12%						- J 5; #1, 88, 13%
3 J =; #10, 30, 4%						- K ;; #6, 56, 8%
								- L 8; #9, 31, 4%
= J 3; #10, 30, 4%						;
= J 7; #12, 26, 4%						;
								;
								;

J 6; #4, 71, 10%
K -; #6, 56, 8%
J 4; #8, 36, 5%
J 0; #13, 23, 3%
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Uranus is of average strength, Pluto and Neptune are below average, Neptune the weakest planet in the horoscope.
Sagittarius and a very strong Jupiter are rising. This adds up to a religious person that is not highly spiritual. The
religious influence in childhood was discussed when we did the personality study, now lets try to understand the
spirituality.
When seeing things like this one wonders whether religion and spirituality are antagonistic to each other and that
if one prevails the other cannot. The idea seems absurd at first glance because they are both about God but a little
thought on the matter indicates that there might be something to it even if it is not a major struggle. Religion is
all about form, religious form. Jupiter, the preserver, tries to preserve form. The idea is that form is good and
religious and moral forms are better. There have to be forms to provide people with means for spiritual and moral
improvement. Being positive Jupiter does not think that people have to be herded to be kept in check because
there is a belief that people are basically good. Therefore, religious forms are guarded to protect and advance the
good.
Experiential spiritual things, mystical things, are much more informal. Elementary astrology students are taught
early on that the octave planets are unpredictable. We know the basic ideas of them but, without a very good intuition, we do not know how those ideas are going to be manifest. This is in part because one of the basic attributes
of all thing spiritual is creativity, God is a creator. Another reason is that spirit does not have form and it must rely
on form to find material expression even though it finds form cramping and foreign to its nature.
When we try to apply this to the life and horoscope of Herman Hesse we find that it works but not to a high degree.
Though strongly influenced by his parent’s pietism he did not take their form into his life though he did accept the
values of pacifism and other humane things. He did believe people were good but was not convinced that strong
religions were necessary to direct them in their search for the good. He did explore in his life and the characters
in his novels, the darker side of human experience but also did not believe that religion was necessary to keep
people from darkness or being led astray.
Since the facts of his life indicate that religion alone does not explain his not being highly spiritual, we must look
elsewhere. The next most logical place to look would be to the next strongest planet which is Mercury and which
is half again as strong as the average planet. Mercury rules the concrete mind. Mercury is in Gemini the sign of
its positive rulership. The strength and positioning indicate an astute mind and a clear, dry intellectual nature.
Beside being inhibitive of emotions, a mentality that is too strong and too much utilized also tends to distract and
restrain spirituality. Thus we have a second reason for a weakish spirituality but this too does not give us enough
of a reason for it.
The next place that we would expect to look would be to the next strongest planet which is the Moon. The Moon
is in a very strong square with Jupiter which would indicate that this factor in his character is a distraction to both
the spirituality and the religiosity. This appears to be true to his life. He tended to be emotionally indulgent which
was counter to his religious beliefs and it distracted him from pursuing spirituality. His character Harry Haller, the
Steppenwolf, shares the same initials as Hesse and seems to be an expression of the conflict Hesse worked out in
his writing if not in his life. Though interested in India and Indian religion from childhood he abandoned Indian
mystical practice until after his years of emotional excess. His interest was rekindled when he encountered Theosophy which could pass the scrutiny of his mind.
These three factors (religion, intellectualism and emotional indulgence) seem to adequately indicate the toning
down of his spirituality and they agree with the facts of his life. Though weak, his spirituality was not negligible
but when we study it we must surely begin with Uranus which is the strongest of the octave planets.
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Uranus is in the strongest aspect, the sextile with Mercury, the sixth aspect the square with Pluto, and the ninth
aspect, the trine to Jupiter. Uranus is in Leo, its detriment, where it is most out of character, most unlike its true
nature. Its true nature is altruistic but in Leo it is made to focus individual love. Uranus is in the 8th house, the
house of occultism which is also unlike Uranus which is more a planet of mysticism. The way this all works out
is that he tries to delve into the secrets of character and he does so with them being specific representations of
universal types which is as close to altruism as he can get. Uranus rules Aquarius which is intercepted and gives
even more of a suspended feeling to Uranus. He is not likely to feel comfortable or accomplished in his mystical
undertakings and the quest for higher knowledge. He even calls himself out in Journey to the East for not being
true to the quest.
The Uranus-Pluto square seems to be a specific representation of his frustration with spirituality. Pluto in the 5th
seems to indicate a willful control of the intuition and creativity for expression. Uranus does not do well with
constraint. For example, Saturn square Uranus has a feeling of travail, of being boxed in, of being limited by all
of those limitations of form and matter. Pluto square Uranus is similar but it feels more like compulsion trying to
not only compress creative freedom but also to bend it into a desired direction. The 8th house is threshold consciousness as different from subconsciousness (4th) and super consciousness (12th). At the threshold it is always
ad the edge of full recognition so the pressure of the suppressed uranian consciousness is clear to him. This square
is parallel to the curtailing effect of the concrete mind on spirituality and the restricting of spirituality by religion.
The effect is intensification of Uranus but not enough to make it a major force in his life.
Because the concrete mentality is so strong in this horoscope, and because of the very strong Uranus-Mercury
sextile, the concrete mind becomes the outlet for the creativity. The sextile is a second sextile, so Mercury is giving to Uranus, it is directing. Even though Hesse was interested in spiritual things, he was not a mystic in either
sense of the word mystic. Thus the lower, the material or masculine octave of Uranus is more likely to be the correct interpretation. Assuming that, it becomes a kind of technical or inventive aspect. Thus the writing of Hesse
has a cleverness about it. It isn’t merely clever which would be gimmick writing. Instead, what he seems to do,
is to intimate meanings or imply understandings of things. His characters hit around the bull’s-eye but they don’t
exactly strike central truths. It is likely that he himself only comes close. It is also possible to interpret this aspect
as meaning that he may not believe that there are exact truths to be hit upon. It is also possible to interpret that he
does in fact know the exact truths but intimates as a literary or philosophical technique to let the reader discover
them for himself or herself. In any case this seems to be an aspect of how to say something more than an aspect of
what to say. Writers as artists often experiment with the medium and with Uranus in the 8th, a house of research,
that could very well be what he is doing. One thing is certain and that this aspect indicates clarity of expression
no matter what his spiritual intuition may be.
The Uranus-Jupiter trine is usually an aspect of speculation. To the world he was certainly speculative and excitingly so at that. His speculations were not deep but for the world, profundity is not necessary or even desirable.
If it was speculation, its light statement could be deliberate. He might be making light studies or points of observation because of a dissatisfaction with the stronger statements from religion. Because of the pressure from Pluto,
Uranus seems to need or to be a relief valve in his spiritual nature. The image that this writer gets of Uranus is
of an adroit dancer dancing on a very hot surface, having to be very nimble and agile to keep from getting burned
and doing so with inventive cleverness. Is it spirituality? Probably not but it is serving the spirit with ingenuity.
In this horoscope half of the planets are in common signs and two are in cardinal signs and this combination seems
to indicate a very light and changeable nature. The only planets in fixed signs are the octave planets. It is only a
speculation but it is possible that this means that there was, indeed, a deep set spiritual nature that needed change
to relieve something ingrown or hardened. If so, the writing was probably, in part, sublimating or blowing off
steam.
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Synthesis/Summary Factor				

Relative Importance Rating

Profile(s):													7
#4 strong water, weak air						 			7
#10 strong relational, weak professional, #8 uncircumstantial				
7
#13 benefic aspects double malefic
					
8
Significant Aspects:								
				
5 J -, 88, 13%; 										9
4 K 8, 80, 12%; 										9
3 L 7, 80, 12%:										9
6 J ;, 71, 10%; 										7
4 L 6, 69, 10%										7

8

Significant Planets:												
9
#1, 8, 254, 17%; 										9
#2, 5, 227, 15%;										8
#3, 4, 211, 14%										8
#4, 6, 179, 12%										6		
Significant Personality Factors:										
Ascendant and Ruler, 8, very strong and open			
			
9
personality unhappy while seeming positive
			
			
8
vitality strong but spent in emotions				
				
7

9

Significant Emotionality Factors:										
second strongest especially 4,
6, 8 						9
5 fluent water planets all in aspect with another water planet				
7
most significators in benefic aspects except 4 K 8						8

9

Significant Mentality Factors: 										
5 (concrete mentality) strong;8 (abstract mentality) very strong and positive; 		
9
4 (instinctual mentality) strong
							8
ambivalence in every factor, hesitancy 			
				
7

8

Significant Individuality Factors:										
3 (self) below average; - average but very positive; = & ; weak; 			
5
strong positive first aspects but planets weak							
5

5

Overall Comparison:											9
personality strongest, expressive, conflicted				
			
9
emotionality second strongest, harmonious, fluent with talents
			
9
mentality strong, abstract strongest, concrete second						7
spirituality weakest, individuality mediocre, creativity best					5		

Summary
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This is the horoscope of an optimist driven as much by emotion as by ideals. Though he overdoes his optimism he
does not become depressed or even sad when he does not live up to his ideals or when things of the world do not
live up to expectations. He is moody and he does stew over things but not to the extent that it skews or unbalances
the whole of his life. A strong and innovative mind is the source of much of his stimulation and idealism. He sees
things in a way that is different from others and he is something of a herald of new lines of thought. There is a
balance of strength between his mind, his emotions and his personality. His individuality and spirituality are not
as strong as the other facets of his character. Consequently the individuality almost seems as though it is along
for the ride and there is a bit of turbulence in the interplay between it and the other facets. Though there is a balance between cardinal, fixed and common signs, the planets in fixed signs, which would normally stabilize him,
are weak so he is very changeable, versatile and adaptable. Perhaps too much so because he seems to have a lot
of ambivalence in many departments of life.
He, the individual, is not comfortable with the expansive nature of his personality and he would rather have a
more modest personality. In his demure inner nature he defers to others, and inter-human interactions (which are
very important to him) are a major focus in his life and in his writings. Though uncomfortable with his personality, especially when it is exaggerated, he would not do away with it because his personality is all about higher
values and ideals which have been inculcated in him from earliest childhood. He has difficulty resolving high
ideals with practical everyday life which could be resolved were he a bit deeper. His writings were very popular.
Popularity in the world is often partnered with shallowness and when the world does admire deeper things, it is
the glamour of depth which is admired and not the deeper understanding itself. The world in its sophistication
might say that it has outgrown idealism as being sophomoric but it really is touched by it provided the activity is
vicarious as in literature and art, and the world doesn’t have to work through the difficult task of living ideals out
in everyday life. It might even be more palatable to the world that his idealistic heros never quite reach their
goals lest his stories seem to Pollyanna, a subdued idealism is preferable.
In his emotionality, which is also very strong, the feminine emotions prevail. Perhaps this is because the macho
masculine planets are only of average strength. This, too, is true to some extent because his ego nature is not
strong and he is not trying to impress itself on the world in a masculine way. This was obviously of some concern
to him because several of his main, masculine characters struggle with their masculinity. Even when we have
taken steps forward in our development we are not immediately certain of ourselves, we are like a child taking
its first steps and not being sure-footed. Again, because the masculine planets which usually initiate and instigate
things are only of modest strength and they are in a perfecting trine, his emotions are relatively calm. Because
of this relative emotional placidity, he is able to form and communicate clear images. He is not a great writer
because of his depth but because of his ability to create and convey clear images. He even communicates images
which are about images. Most of his emotions are benign. He does not have hatred or malevolence in him. He
is willing to suffer for the sake of others but, again, he does not endure in suffering forever and he will change his
circumstances when he can no longer bear things.
All three levels of his mentality—abstract, concrete and instinctual—are strong and they are in conflict more than
in agreement. This seems to indicate someone at a stage of development wherein he can clearly discriminate different facets of his inner being and see them for what they are but he does not seem to have advanced far enough
to be able to resolve them into a whole to be controlled by will and intention. Consequently, he is as irresolute
as many of his heros, sitting back and watching things as though he were looking through the eyes of another.
It seems to be a fact that many who are most aware of idealism and the problems inherent to it are the ones that
have the most difficulty manifesting it. One might be tempted to say that gumption is required but that would be
a step backward, whereas imbuing himself more thoroughly with the ideals to have a stronger (he is not without
it) courage of conviction. As it is he is a benign figure encouraging himself and other idealists to move forward.
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Alternate natal horoscope

Attitude

Opportunity

Action

Focus

Doesn’t care about personal needs, does care about personal expression
Not a victim of circumstances even though she prefers being responsive
More responsibilities than she acts to initiate though she does initiate enough
Relationships important and expression is important to them

1/4/2/3
7/3
4/6/1
3/2/4/1

7. Quadrant (1/2/3/4)

8. Circumstantiality (O/E)

9. Angularity (A/S/C)

10. Triplicity (E/P/R/S)

As balanced as can be, talents in all stages of development equally
A moderately difficult life with a health dose of disappointments
Things ease off as life goes on
Balance, neither building or tearing down is of great importance
Fortunately the outgoing personality draws the introversive subtleties out

5/5/4
4/6/4
5/9
7/7
-/-/+
1 day past 2nd
trine

12. Intensity (H/M/L)

13. Quality (B/M/V)

14. Application (A/S)

15. Phase (1st/2nd or F/L)

16. Agreement (S/M/A)

17. Stage (Moon Phase)

Still refecting from past but beginning to deteriorate its structure in so doing

Plenty of tools with which to work, though not so many as to be scattered

14

11. Activity (Total)

Slightly more in the hands of others to initiate opportunities

4/6

6. Horizontal (E/W)

Perfect balance, nothing to be said

5/5

Clearly someone who lives in her emotions, a feeler

3/1/1/5 or
3/1/2/6

4. Element (F/E/A/W)

5. Vertical (N/S)

Close to a perfect balance, no attributive preference

Nothing extreme, slightly introvertive

3/3/4 or 5/3/4

4/6 or 5/7

2. Polarity (P/N)

Conspectus

Page: 5

Probably the most spacially unorgazed without being a splash, no discernable pattern

Chart #: 16

3. Attribute (C/F/C)

Nondescript

Profile

1. Gestalt (Type)

Test

Name: Elizabeth Taylor

Profile Index

Page 11

Page 11

Page 10

Page 10

Page 10

Page 10

Page 10

Page 9

Page 8

Page 8

Page 8

Page 8

Page 8

Page 7

Page 7

Page 7

Page 6
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Gestalt Notes
Expanded gestalt profile notes

Nondescript
This is probably the most spatially nondescript horoscope of our sample horoscopes. However it does suggest a
miscellaneous variety of spatial concepts that is something like an gestalt smorgasbord. However, the use of the
term variety does not mean the same thing here as when one says that the splash gestalt promotes variety. The
splash provides variety in life experiences. The variety spoken of here is a variety of gestalt patterns. The three
planets in the fourth quadrant are evenly spaced like a miniature area gestalt, the three planets in Pisces and the
5th house are like a miniature bundle, the planets in the 7th are a chunk and the other two planets are just stray
singletons with the Moon possibly acting lie a hinge to the mini-bundle, so there is a little of everything. Somehow this seems to be a mathematical likelihood when the placement of the planets are as nondescript as they are
here, patterned organization is multiplied until it is approaching chaos.
Again, it is certainly the wisest course to consider it nondescript because what has been suggested is extremely
far-fetched. This writer is not sure what a “sampler” would mean if there were some sense to it even though she
has had seven husbands.
In any case, it is a good exercise to get a feel for things in space by speculating like this as long as one does not
lose one’s sense of judgment or humor in one’s self in the process.
Nondescript!
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Expanded attitude profile notes

Polarity: 4/6 or 5/7
Nothing extreme. She does not greatly prefer the inward stream of consciousness over the outward. Again, this
is one of those buffer personalities that can hold its own by not favoring one realm (inner or outer) over the other.
Attribute: 3/3/4 or 5/3/4
Again a near perfect balance. There is a good deal of balance in the chart especially when one takes the Libra
ascendant into account. In her day Elizabeth Taylor was one of the most beautiful women in the world. One of
the effects of balance is symmetry, especially where Libra is concerned. Symmetry has always been one of the
factors of beauty. This is so because the Eternal shines through a form that is seen as the same or constant from
every angle which is a definition of beauty. That is not to say that everyone who has many balances in their horoscope will be beautiful like Elizabeth Taylor but can mean that this is one of the ways that balanced was used by
her to produce beauty.
Element: 3/1/1/5 or 3/1/2/6
In either form of this profile the watery significators are equal to all of the other significators put together. That
constitutes a pretty significant stress though none of the deficiencies is absolute as we have seen in other charts.
This is the chart of an extreme feeler or emoter. It is through feeling that she accomplishes all that she does. She
is an actress that must be felt more than heard or seen. The way that the subjective nature has manifest itself in her
chart is as compassion. She feels the pain of others. However, the watery subjectivity has gone so far that she has
no objective, comparative evaluation of feelings. She often has sympathy with tragedy, suffering and other darker
emotions for their own sake and not for an indicator and motivator to the ends to which they point—she is a-sea in
tragic sympathy. She even seems to get caught up in her own suffering (an easy thing to do) to the extent that she
enjoys it for its own sake. It doesn’t seem that she is psychosomatic and tries to get ill but when she is ill she
seems to accept it and enjoy it enough to stay with it longer than most. When one considers how much attention
has been paid to her looks, it almost seems as though she sees physical suffering as her due for being so pretty because inwardly she doesn’t feel more remarkable than anyone else as her democratic actions have proven. There
is a good deal to be said for suffering, emotional and physical, but one must have a deep appreciation for its ends
for it to be valuable and it is not always clear that she does so, though she may sense it even in her floating on the
tide of sympathy. Watery, emotional people need others who are more objective or impersonal or stable to keep
from being awash with feeling and lost at sea. The problem in this is that watery people seek each other out and
shun unsympathetic people (watery people are inclined to be clannish) which is something akin to a non-swimmer
attempting to save a non-swimmer from drowning. Her affair with Richard Burton seems to have been of this
nature. Each was attracted to the watery sympathy of the other but both were tragically a-sea and they tended to
drown each other. If all of the emotional intensity can be channeled it can accomplish wonders. It is clear that
she manifest significant emotional influence on others which she often uses to serve good causes.
Internal Cross-Profile
This is again one of those mostly balanced horoscopes that does not lend itself to cross-profiling
as far as we have gone with profiling.
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Expanded Opportunity Profile Notes
Vertical: 5/5
Balance. This is surprising in that she is seen in so many highly social functions. It is also surprising in that she
was wretched when married to John Warner and spent much time behind the scenes but we must remember that
there is much ado about her public appearances and almost nothing is said about the privacy that she, like other
celebrities, strive ardently to maintain. This would seem to indicate that in terms of opportunities to be in the
wider world and alone in her little life she has the balance to be socially healthy.
Horizontal: 4/6
Reasonable balance. She is someone who realizes the strength of the western hemisphere which doesn’t only
mean that she can only respond and not initiate. To her it means that she has others coming to her and she can
pick and chose to which she will respond which is certainly a position of power. She also realizes that caring for
others and reaching out to them is an important activity in life, one that she exercises well.
Quadrant: 1/4/2/3
The more heavily populated quadrants (the second and fourth) are the quadrants of personal and universal expression. The houses at the hearts of those quadrants are most especially the houses of personal and impersonal
expression and they are the houses most heavily populated. This clearly points to a life of expression which is
what acting is. Having seen several of her films this writer cannot say whether she is primarily a personal actor or
an impersonal actor like her ex-husband Richard Burton. The low population in the personal needs quadrant does
seem to indicate in her case that she was born with a silver spoon in her mouth and she has never been in want
during her entire life, but it must also be said for her that she has been very generous with her money (5th house
generosity) and with her husbands’ money (11th house) and even in her divorce settlements with them.
Circumstantiality: 7/3
Though she may appreciate the advantages of being a respondent in demand, she does not wish to struggle with
issues that don’t change easily by their very nature. This make sense with acting because if she accepted circumstantial roles she would to some degree find herself doing character acting which would not allow her the
opportunity to express the full breadth of her talent. Low circumstantiality houses also allow more room for improvisation but she doesn’t seem to have done much of that.
Angularity: 4/6/1
Another horoscope that is not strong on indirect or vicarious opportunities and it is probably because that kind of
experience is not suited to acting. It doesn’t seem that the succedent houses mean freedom in this chart because
in many ways she seems a prisoner of fate because she identifies so much with the ill and down-trodden. However, she is a highly responsible individual and not so much of a prima donna that she allows it to distract from
her profession responsibilities. It would probably be nice to have opportunities coming on a par basis rather than
having acute opportunities or trifling opportunities.
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Triplicity: 3/2/4/1
This is not such a stand-out, clearly defining profile as the triplicity profile has proven to be with most of the other
horoscopes in this batch. One thing is clear and that in her microcosmic world the end is not to withdraw and
solve problems. The highest populated triplicity is the people triplicity. Having friends and having partners is
obviously highly important to her and, as we saw earlier, expression is not far behind. However, this profile like
most of the others is not far out of balance if out of balance at all.
Internal Cross-Profiling:
Combining the accentuation of the angularity profile with the accentuation of the circumstantiality profile and
the scarcity of the quadrant profile, this writer wonders if she hasn’t earned the right to have few personal needs
because she has been so strong about responsibility in the past and whether the freedom won through those opportunities isn’t found in having an abundance of flexible opportunities. One also wonders whether having few
personal needs means she doesn’t have much incentive to solving problems and that is so because partly because
she doesn’t act indirectly very much. This speculation is derived by looking at the low population elements in the
quadrant profile, the triplicity profile and the quadrant profile.
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Expanded Activity Profiles Notes

Activity: 14
Someone who is active on a lot of fronts as anyone knows who is aware of her charitable activities in many of
which she is personally active. At this time this writer does not know whether she has a lot of talents. It is clear
that she is not a one trick dog that can only do one thing but that she has and abundance of tricks is unknown to
me.
Intensity: 5/5/4
This balance would seem to indicate a measured application of her active approach to things. She is not someone
who is either hot or cold when it comes down to the level of action. Acting means putting things into action or
action into things, so it seems that she does not think or feel passively or tentatively she acts but in so doing she is
not without refraining from intense action that might preclude thinking and feeling. This is, of course, all speculative but it is an attempt to try to understand and appreciate a balanced profile which is not easy to do. There are
of course many other possible meanings for this profile.
Quality: 4/6/4
Hers has not been a pleasant and easy life. The high number of malefics indicates a healthy dose of sorrow and
hardship. There is also the possibility that it means that she misinterprets or misplays her roles. However, she
is sometimes given roles to promote sensationalism that are skewed by their very nature but that might just be
another manifestation of this profile. Her roles do seem to be roles of a highly conflicted nature, even when she
is in a passionate rose her character has misgivings about it. Successful at sorrow and turmoil.
Application: 5/9
She certainly has faded from prominence since her days as a child star and from the times of her tempestuous love
affairs. It would be interesting to know if she has waned in her interests in charitable work and even personal service work. It would also be interesting to know whether she played roles of people who couldn’t follow through
on their intentions.
Phase: 7/7
It is difficult to speak about perfect balance. The writer has other difficulties with this profile that may be due to
ignorance. He has a hard time finding anything reflective or analytical or reductive or destructive or contemplative which may be due to the fact that most of his information about her is from her image makers which may be
yet another manifestation of the quality profile.
Internal Cross Profiling:
The image the writer gets from the cross of the activity and intensity profiles is of an energy or light radiating out
in many directions with varying intensity by with an overall even texture. When the quality test is added in it
feels like the light is unpleasant and perhaps even unhealthy and what it engenders is of like nature. Adding the
application test adds the image of it fading out but in doing so it neither expands or contracts as indicated by the
phase profile.
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Expanded Focus Profile Notes

Agreement: -/-/+ water/water/air
For all but the anaerobic species of bacteria to live without fresh air is to suffocate. Air will dissolve in water but
only under pressure. Normally it seeks to escape into the gaseous state free from the fluidic but limiting liquid
state. Water can evaporate but in that free state it cannot attach and associate with other water which is essential
to its basic nature.
This seems to describe the uncomfortable incompatibility of this agreement profile. The delicate Libra, airy Asc.
is insufficient to aerate the watery soul and spiritual nature (Moon and Sun) or to evaporate it into its own gaseous
state. Thus there is something close or dense or suffocating about the inconsistent agreement profile. Pisces does
represent cloud formation but even in clouds there is partial condensation and association into a somewhat definite form. On the surface (Asc.) this could appear as a pretty but vapid personality without an active inner element
to assert itself. Beneath the surface (if both the Asc and the earth itself) there is something moist, soothing and
feelingful that can’t always be seen by the light vanities of the outer vehicle. It is a difficult and potentially tragic
profile for self-determination in either direction of the inner-outer flow.
Stage: one day past the 2nd trine, 21 days into the lunation cycle
In the lunation cycle the Moon is the bearer or reflector of light that comes from the Sun. The Moon is necessary
for the formative manifestation but by that very activity it is made impossible to me the manifest source. Even in
the second stage aspects when the Moon is giving back the light it received from the Sun in the first stage aspects
the Moon does return it as though giving from itself. It is more a matter of letting go (perhaps the whole solilunar system is letting go) than of creative outpouring. There is something of a fatal or compulsory discharge in
the second stage.
This horoscope does not have the feel of the Sun drawing light back into itself as in the Hesse chart and it does
not have the aloof contemplative abstraction of the Yeats chart. It has more of this quality of letting go. One can
have the universal feeling of compassion as one expands back to the pre manifest state and one can even act on it
to some extent but there is always some feeling of the inevitable necessity of suffering and the distant sucking of
a black hole. One can see these feelings in the eyes of Elizabeth Taylor especially in her later years as she suffers
herself and is brought into contact with other sufferers.
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Cross Profile Notes

Profiles with significant excesses
#4, #8,#9,#14,#17

Profiles with significant deficiencies
#4,#7,#8,#9,#13,#14,#16

(#4+,#8+,#16-) Though there are not many profiles with significant imbalances, the chart is not without discrepancies and internal contradictions. For example, water is a passive element. It does wear things down by erosion or wave activity but those activities are by-products of its rush to equilibrium in sea level. So with a strong
tendency toward watery attitudes one would expect a selection of more passive opportunities in life but she has
chosen a significant bias toward controllable circumstances which is like the dough telling the mold what shape
to take. It is not obviously logical. Perhaps it isn’t meant to be. Maybe it is a non-rational choice for experience.
Perhaps it is part of the struggle between intellect and emotions shown more clearly in the agreement profile
where the airy personality is trying to delicately delineate or give vent to unspoken emotions in the soul and spirit.
(#9-,#10-,#4-) There are other incongruities that do not disrupt the general balance of the character but which are
significant enough to note though they are a little easier to understand and to speculate on with regard to meaning. She does not want indirect or vicarious experience but still she is not intent on solving problems so it is not
surprising that she is lacking in factual attitudes and attitudes that organize facts.
(#10+,#9+) She is clear and consistent about a dedication to peer relationships in which she will be responsible on
the basis of feeling (#4+) and she will be slightly more attuned to negative attitudes (needs?) and means(#13+-).
(many balances,#4,#14,#17) Despite the non-rational (at least to this writer at this time) inner inconsistencies,
the character is basically stable. It is like the ocean with its variety of motion and life within it, the ocean that
takes in everything. One gets the feeling of things settling down or being damped into insignificance or muted
whispers of action as the glory that was slides in its decadent glee to dissolution of internal structure. This is not
meant to be a description of a negative character but a description of how the few irregularities crop up or are
quelled in a bigger cycle of activity.
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Personality Fact Sheet

Ascendant: O 3° 43’
Ruler of Ascendant:

6: E 18°01’, 7th, #1, 286, 19%

Planets in the east: none
Aspects to Ascendant: none
3 and/or 4: 			

3: W 8° 02’, 5th, #3, 177, 12% 		

Planets in earth: 1, 		
		

=, I 6°25’R, 11th, #4, 159, 11%

4: not strong or significantly placed

Vitality Significators
3: (already mentioned)
7: W2° 09’, 5th, #8, 95, 7%
4: P 4°26’, 2nd, #9, 77, 5%
Planets in Fire: 3: 		
-: E 17°06’, 7th, #2, 207, 14%; 		
				8:U 15°06’R, 11th, #6, 125, 8%
Relevant Aspects
6 F -, #2, 86, 13%
6 K ;, #5, 62, 9%
6 L 8, #8, 51, 7%
3 F 5, #1, 88, 13%
3 a =, #4, 71, 10%
3 F 7, #13, 17, 2%
4 J 0, #10, 28, 4%
4 L ;, #11, 23, 3%
4 K 7, #12, 19, 3%
7
7
7
7

a
K
F
F

=, #9, 36, 5%
4, #12, 19, 3%
3, #13, 17, 2%
5, #14, 11, 2%

Mean Aspect: #8.5, 48.64, 7.1%

6: E 18°01’, 7th, #1, 286, 19%;

Photos
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Elizabeth Taylor Personality Brief

In these personality briefs we have been trying to study various aspects of life, psychology and spiritual philosophy as well as astrology. We have been trying to work with archetypal matters or classics. This personality study
will not be an exception. Since we are working with the horoscope of one of the most beautiful women in the
world in her time, lets try to study that beauty, the personality behind it, and how the two are related. The study is
especially important for this writer who has always been a sucker for a pretty face but has not always been able to
understand how sometimes a very beautiful face does not have a beautiful soul behind it.
We will continue with a two-track approach by giving the basics in the written brief and more philosophical material in the oral presentation.
This horoscope is an astrological classic in that astrologers since ancient times have found that the most beautiful
bodies and faces, especial in females, are frequently found in individuals who have Libra rising. This does not
mean that anyone that has a Libra ascendant is automatically physically beautiful nor does it mean that there are
not beautiful people with other rising signs. One might think that this has been an astrological prejudice assumed
because Venus, the planet of beauty, rules the ascendant. By personal observation the writer has found this claim
to have some validity to it.
The psychology and philosophy of aesthetics (the study of beauty) is really not well developed but one of the
things that aestheticians have found is that people tend to find symmetry pleasing and beautiful. Libra, the scales
obviously rules balance and one aspect of balance is symmetry. We all want to be treated fairly which in most cases means being treated equally just as a fair measure is when the scales are balanced. When we are treated fairly,
things proceed without a hitch or without a blemish—another meaning of the word fair from the same derivation.
The facial features and body of Elizabeth Taylor are quite symmetric. But it would be foolish to determine beauty
through one criterion, so we must look farther.
Venus rules love and esoteric students know that the expression of love results in attraction and attractiveness.
Venus in this horoscope is in Aries. Aries is supposed to be the detriment of Venus in that under the influence of
Mars, (the ruler of Aries and the planetary opposite of Venus) Venus cannot act in character. However, this does
not mean that there is nothing positive and redeeming about this position or that it cannot be used in a beneficial
manner. One of the keywords of Aries is self-assertion and self-assertion results in repulsion in the way that we
say that self-assertive people are offensive and, in that, unattractive. That is not how Elizabeth seems to have
expressed her creativity through this positioning. In her case the position seems to indicate and eagerness and
ardency about love and a willingness to express it as she did in her many affairs and marriages. The physical expression of this character attribute can be seen several ways in her facial features. The fire signs, including Aries,
are often found to express their active robust ways in triangular shapes of face and body. The photos on the upper
right of the first and third pages of the accompanying handout of photos are the best example of the triangularity of
her features. Assertion can be associated with the will to do. Will is usually expressed in facial features in the chin
and jaw. Most of the accompany photos show a pronounced but not extreme (beauty doesn’t often seem to partner
with extremity) development of the chin and jaw. While she is ardent and eagerly expressive of love, she does not
seem to be willful which might account for the strength of the chin but not so much as to distract from beauty.
The photos on the lower left of page two of the photo sheets shows another aspect of Venus in Ares, pride. This is
shown in the high and angular cheek bones. It is a pride in her love and in her lovers that is strong but not extreme.
The physical beauty and the personality it expresses are not quite that simple, either astrologically or in the workings of her life. In the astrological mandala Aries is the natural or cosmic rising. This horoscope has Libra rising
which is the opposite, so things are reversed in their functioning. With standard Aries rising, the stance toward the
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universe that is suggested is assertively active or interactive; with Libra, the opposite sign, rising the stance is off
of attraction rather than assertion. Libra is a cardinal sign so it is no stranger to action but its action is more likely
to be responsive, reactive or compensatory. Venus in Aries, especially in the 7th house, seems to amplify these
tendencies greatly. Thus we have a “come hither” attractiveness that has a quality of “I really ardently and actively
want you” hidden within it. Psychologically, if not aesthetically, it is pleasing to many men to feel both that they
are the pursuer and, at the same time in their insecurity, that they really are wanted so this is not just a matter of
simple physical beauty but also a psychology that is appealing in this personality. There is the somewhat shy and
demure Libra nature that leads one on and an eager emotionality within it.
With the Sun in Pisces and three planets in fixed sighs (an average amount), this is not a willful character but, with
Venus square to Pluto, there is something of a moderate (but again not extreme) love obsessiveness that is shown
in the chin and jaw so the love nature that carries into the physical features is more than just eager and ardent but
not demanding enough to be considered offensive. In this way we can see many elements of balance that are also
elements of beauty.
The strongest aspect of Venus, the ruler of the ascendant, is the conjunction to Uranus. While strong, it is, again,
not extreme. The thing that it seems to indicate in her features and her personality is uniqueness and distinction
and something exotic. It is not that other women do not have similar features, it is more a matter that she is spiritually individuated enough to be distinct from all other beings and that she seems to have an intuitive knowledge of
presence in her beauty that has spiritual qualities about it and these things are what is appealing and comely. This
is also one of the falling in love aspects which we will cover when we study her emotionality.
It is a difficult life to be an ornament for the world with all the danger of being objectified as a beautiful thing and
nothing more. She seems to have handled that with the grace and style of Libra and she seems to have been a
creative artist in her presentation of her personality to the public, ruled by the 7th house. Her ability to be relaxed
and emotionally generous with her personality that is indicated by Venus trine to Jupiter has much to do with this
aspect of her personality. Relaxation is also extremely important to being photogenic which all the photos indicate
clearly.
The eyes are usually ruled by the luminaries, especially the Sun. When she was young here eyes were so deep
blue that they were almost purple which seems to have something to do with some of the rare spiritual qualities
of the Sun in Pisces. In her old age her eyes in photos show an almost hopeless compassion and sympathy but,
unfortunately, the writer could not find a photo on the internet that shows these qualities very well.
Only Neptune is in an earth sign and together with Libra rising and all of the planets in Pisces this seems to indicate a personality that is delicate, refined and perhaps even fragile, or suited to a social world than a world of
stuff and material.
The Sun seems to be a relatively strong planet but its relative astrological strength comes from aspects with planets that are more intellectual and spiritual (Mercury and Neptune) than robust so it is not clear that she has a high
vitality personality. Mars is of less strength than the theoretical average planet so it seems safe to conclude that,
while she is not exactly a weakling, she is certainly not a very strong individual either.
She has three planets in fire signs, including the Venus-Jupiter trine mentioned above, which is also about average
so there is nothing to indicate a much stronger or weaker vitality due to being at home in the element of energy.
The trine does seem to indicate that the ability to relax does a great deal for helping her to get the most that she
can from the vitality she does have without vitiation from tension or stress, i.e. if she does not psyche herself out
through the attitudes indicated by the oppositions to Neptune which can be weakening.
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4: P 26° 04’, 2nd, #9, 77, 5%
7: W 02° 08’, 5th, #8, 95, 7%
6: E 18° 01’, 7th, #1 286, 19%
0: Q 00° 23’, 4th, #10, 59, 4%
8: U 15° 06’ R, 11th, #7, 125, 8%
Planets in water: 5:
4: P 26° 04’, 2nd, #9, 77, 5%;
7: W 02° 08’, 5th, #8, 95, 7%;
				3: W 08° 02’, 5th, #3, 177, 12%; 5: W 08° 50’, 5th, #5, 155, 11%;
		
;: Y 20° 12’ R, 10th, #7, 109, 8%
Relevant Aspects
4 J 0, #10, 28, 4%							7 a =, #9, 36, 5%
4 L ;, #11, 23, 3%							7 K 4, #12, 19, 3%
4 K 7, #12, 19, 3%							7 F 3, #13, 17, 2%
			

7 F 5, #14, 11, 2%

6 F -, #2, 86, 13%							0 J 4, #10, 28, 4%
6 K ;, #5, 62, 9%
6 L 8, #8, 51, 7%
8 L -, #6, 60, 9%
8 L 6, #8, 51, 7%

Mean Aspect: #8.3, 48.64, 7.1%
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This emotionality is a curious mixture which requires careful synthesis to avoid misjudgment. There are five
planets in water signs but only two of them, the Moon and Mars, are basic emotionality planets and there are not
especially strong planets. Of the water planets only the Sun is strong which is a planet of self-identity and not
necessarily a planet of emotionality. She identifies with her feelings and emotions though she may float above
them. Venus is clearly the strongest planet in the emotionality and in the entire horoscope but Venus is in Aries
which position does not allow the attractive emotionality to express itself at its best. The Moon and Saturn are
weak and Mars is slightly below average so we can see she is not primitive in her emotionality. To the contrary,
Libra is rising, the Sun and two other planets are in Pisces and the strong Venus conjoins the octave Uranus in a
very strong aspect, all pointing to refinement.
The Moon is weak in general activity and it is placed in its detriment Scorpio. From this it seems that she is not
a very feelingful individual in the way we have been describing feeling as being responsive with interest or indifference. She does care about things but her care is more from reaching out in love and compassion than it is
a matter of native curiosity and impressionability. Though the function of feeling is normally found by looking
at the Moon and Cancer that is not the only way that function can be fulfilled. In the desire world and the desire
body things are not as rigid as they are here in the chemical region of the physical world and the dense physical
body and different emotional foci can proxy for others when necessary. Even in the dense physical body functions can overlap and some things can fill in and compensate for others. For example, some parts of the brain
can fulfill the function of other parts if they are damaged. Not only does the Moon indicate a week feeling nature
it also indicates a non-standard manner of feeling. Normally feeling is receptive and in its receptivity it excites
emotions and desires. In this horoscope with the Moon in Scorpio desire is right within the feeling nature. This
can mean that the desire impedes or dampens feeling so that it is incomplete. Without the expected sympathy the
effect of raw desire can seem cold and even cruel. The Moon is in a weak aspected mutual reception with Pluto
in Cancer. Pluto in Cancer seems to indicate a desire for power, wealth and influence and the Moon in Scorpio
seems to indicate a desire for passion, possession and wealth. Her marriages to Conrad Hilton and John Warner
seem to be more like the Pluto part of the mutual reception and here marriages to Eddie Fisher and Richard Burton
seem to be more like the Moon part of the same pattern. This mutual reception pattern has in it a yen for emotional
control which is also anathema for undistorted and unimpeded feeling. Moreover, one can not completely clamp
down on feeling, emotion and desire and so there is a feeling of guilt about being unable to control or block emotion which only increases the desire and causes her to want to escape the guilt which she tries to do with alcohol
as do many who have lots of water sign planets. The planets in Pisces, especially the Sun, indicate a tendency to
sympathize and even identify with defeat. The Pisces Sun has only a conjunction with Mercury and thus she has
no outside influence to prevent her from dismal emotions of despair. All of this points to the emotional confusion
found in alcoholics while the 5th house position of the Pisces planets indicates the excessive generosity of alcoholics which is an attempt to compensate for either the guilt or the inadequacy or both. Two of the three aspects
to the Moon are benefic but all three are so weak they are barely beyond negligible. The two benefic aspects are
the sextile to Saturn and the trine to Pluto. Both of these planets are planets of control so she if fortunate to have
at least a modicum of control in her emotional nature or she would be completely at sea emotionally. The mildly
tough side of the Moon-Pluto pattern as well as the Saturn and Pluto aspects to the Moon indicate a mild toughness which is used to protect herself from too much feeling and they are valuable in that even though they inhibit
some feelings. Since nothing is pinned down this emotionality it is easy to see how she can be a sensitive actress
who can put her emotions into almost any role and can easily identify with a role. These are things which she
perhaps also feels need protection.
The assertive emotionality indicated by this horoscope is of moderate strength. Mars is of about mean strength in
the horoscope. In this horoscope we have another case of a very weak Saturn which most likely means someone
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not extremely selfish. Combined, this means someone modestly assertive but not repulsive in their assertiveness.
The assertion from the very strong Venus in Aries is actually attractive. Mars is in Pisces which seems to indicate an assertiveness not necessarily in control and often out of control. Out of control because the two strongest
aspects of Mars (which are not very strong aspects) are afflictions. The Mars-Neptune aspects are aspects that
indicate a mix of spirit and desire forces. The malefic combinations, in this case Mars opposite Neptune, have
a quality of consciousness that is delirious, almost like intoxication. This probably means passional or desire
swoons when she becomes emotionally enthused or excited. There are seeming intimations of spirituality in her
passionate affairs with men which are titillating to both her and them. It is easy for her to get carried away and
go overboard with all of her emotions but especially her passions when she finds herself in the presence of charismatic men. There may be spiritual intimations in her assertive emotionality and she may generally be refined but
not all of her desires are lofty. The Mars square to the Moon indicates something a bit less lofty. We have seen
that this aspect when strong can mean someone who has the emotional notion that sex is a natural activity and to
impede it is to go counter to nature. In the horoscope of Isadora Duncan a similar aspect meant that and more, a
tendency to passionately revel in emotional release. In this horoscope there are the aspects of the Moon to Saturn
and Pluto to abate those tendencies a little but not very much. The 2nd house position of the aspect indicates that
she is perfectly willing to take the role of an emotional or feminine object and even to use that situation to hold or
possess lovers and 5th house position means she loves to play the game of passion and compete in the battle of the
sexes. However, it must be remembered that because all of the planets in the pattern just mentioned are in water
signs, the activity is almost exclusively an emotional activity. It is not until the glow of emotional intoxication
and the passional entrancement have worn off that she can see things soberly. Saturn in Aquarius would like more
prudent behavior but it is too weak to be heeded and in the 4th house its wisdom is only seen in the aftermath of
an emotional spree.
Because of the great strength of Venus, the attractive emotionality is stronger than the assertive/repulsive emotionality. In the desire world and desire body the attraction is a consequence of personal sacrifice and giving. In
that regard we can see she excels. Venus in the 7th house is at home. Venus (love) would rather respond than
initiate which it often finds too and response, complementation and compensation are the kind of opportunities
the 7th house provides. In this case there is a kind of inversion in that Venus is in Aries which is the sign opposite
of Libra the abstract ruler of the 7th house in the astrological mandala. The effect of this position is that when
she responds to things initiated by others she does so vigorously as though it were her initiative in the first place.
Her love is a love of great ardor. Moreover, she is generous with it because Venus is trine to Jupiter the planet of
generosity and Jupiter is in the 11th house which is the house indicating opportunities for impersonal generosity.
She loves and feels good about giving her love and giving with élan. With all of the 5th house planets in the jupiterian sign Pisces and this placement and aspectation of Jupiter in the 11th house there is an abundance of giving
and generosity. Because the Venus and Jupiter aspects are strong when compared the Mars, Moon and Saturn
aspects, it is easy to see how her virtues outweigh her vices. She is indeed a benefice to the world. She may feel
guilty and charged with her passionate desires despite the fact that in a illusionary way they seem “natural”, but
she feels good and positive about giving and supportive about her loving emotions and those feelings are true
because they are good. They cannot erase the detriment of her baser passions but a lifetime of experiencing both
true and illusory feelings of goodness should be an object lesson in morality. Venus also squares Pluto in a fairly
strong aspect. This recalls the love obsession we saw in the Yeats chart. The way this works out is fascinating
and an object lesson of its own sort. She loved people of power in high places and people of great fame and fortune, that is obvious from this aspect. However, because Venus is so strong and so positive she seemed to get her
hearts desire but the fulfillment was only seeming or the desire was only seeming because when she got what she
wanted she could see what was wrong with it and she was actually bored with it because the attainment was empty
compared to the obsession. Hopefully she, like Yeats, learned the truth about obsession. The strongest and most
influential components of the attractive emotionality are the Uranus aspects to Venus, Jupiter and Pluto but there
is insufficient space to give the adequate treatment here. They will be given a more deservedly thorough treatment
in the oral presentation which parallels and complements this written brief.
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Concrete Mind: 							5: W 8° 50’, 5th, #5 , 155, 11%
Concrete mental attitudes (planets in T, I): 1: 			

=: I 6° 25’ R, 11th, #4 , 159, 11%

Intellective/Organizational Mentality (planets in air): 1 + Asc: 0: Q 0° 23’, 4th, #10 , 59, 4%;
							 		Asc: O 3° 43’
Opportunities to develop concrete mind (3rd house):
		
		

cusp = P, 28° 32’;
Co-ruler = ;: Y, 20° 12’ R, 10th #7, 109, 7%;
Co-ruler = 7: W 2° 09’, 5th, #8, 95, 7%

Ideational/abstract mind: 						8: U, 15° 06’ R, 11th, #6, 125, 9%
Ideational attitudes (planets in {, W): 3:
				
7: W 2° 09’, 5th, #8, 95, 7%; 3: W 6° 02’, 5th, #3, 177, 12%;
5: W 8° 50’, 5th, #5 , 155, 11%
Opportunities to develop ideational mind (9th house): 		
			
						
			

Cusp = R, 28° 32’;
Ruler = 6: E 18° 01’, 7th, #1 , 286, 19%
Planets = None

Instinctual/automatic/reflective mind: 				

4: P 26° 04’, 2nd, #9 , 77, 5%

Relevant Aspects
5 F 3, #1, 88, 13%							8 L -, #6, 60, 9%
5 a =, #3, 76, 11%							8 L 6, #8, 51, 7%		
5 F 7, #14, 11, 2%
							
4 J 0, #10, 28, 4%
4 L ;, #11, 23, 3%
4 K 7, #12, 19, 3%
Mean Aspect: #78.3, 48.64, 7.1%
Factors In The Mentality To Consider
Promethian Cycle (forethought vs afterthought)			
Projective vs Receptive
Analysis vs Synthesis							Inductive vs Deductive
Thought vs Memory (rethought)					
Retention and recall
Questioner vs Answerer						
Observation & Discrimination
Expressive vs Retentive						Imaginative vs Invisible
Continuity								Ponderous vs Impulsive
Concentrative vs Relaxed						Speed
Cogitative vs Dispersive						Depth
Platonistic vs Aristotelian						Independence,
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This mentality is a nonstandard mentality but that does not mean that it is weak. Actually, it is neither weak nor
strong but somewhere in the middle. Mercury is the fifth of the ten planets and has exactly the average planetary
strength.
When it is said that it is a nonstandard mind, that statement needs explanation. All concrete minds are composed
of and use the same thought stuff. All concrete minds were evolved at about the same time in spiritual evolution
and all concrete minds function using the same concentrative means. Nonstandard, therefore, does not refer to
the stuff of the mid but the quality of how it is used, its character, and nonstandard is an astrological designation
not a cosmological term.
Astrologically speaking, the concrete mind is ruled by Mercury. Mercury, in turn, rules Gemini and Virgo both
of which are witty mental signs. Their opposites, Sagittarius and Pisces, are ruled by Jupiter, the planet of abstraction and generalization which function opposite to concretion. Thus Mercury in Pisces is fundamentally out
of place and far from being situated in a location that could be considered anything like standard. Mercury is in
detriment in Pisces so it is most out of character.
Gemini is an air sign, The air signs are called mental signs dealing with knowledge and its acquisition. Air signs
are clear and they have a quality of indifference about them which is conducive to determining truth. Virgo is an
earth sign, a particulate and particular earth sign. It is a sign which loves each particle or datum for its objective
self. Pisces is a water sign and the water signs indicate emotions which tend to sway the mind to what the desire
nature wants and not to objective factual truth. The water signs tend to indicate subjectivity which is also detrimental to the objectivity. Because it is nonstandard, it is not to be inferred that it is nonfunctional or not useful.
Everything in the cosmos is useful and serves some purpose. This positioning more likely means something like
the mind trying to think in terms of emotional values which, though it is an important thing to do, is not easy for
the mind to accomplish.
In mythology Mercury was always considered to be the servant of the gods, of the higher spiritual powers. To
serve many, Mercury (the concrete mind) had to adapt itself to many different natures to be able to communicate
to all. Beside being adaptable it had to be neutral with the same kind of neutrality that is found in Gemini which
can be comfortable with taking any side of an argument. Beside being a planet of communication Mercury like
the Moon is a planet of transport of astrological influence which requires much of the same kind of neutrality.
This is why the Moon or Mercury is said to usually not have a character of its own. The only time the Moon seems
to have its own character is when it is a full moon. The only time Mercury seems to have a character of its own
is when it is in Virgo and it exemplifies or personifies a servant. For this reason Virgo has the unique distinction
of both ruling and exalting Mercury. Mercury in Pisces is both in detriment and fall. In this position it is most
not itself (detriment) and it has a special disability (fall) of feeling or being lost. Mercury in Pisces is a-sea. It
can think but all of its thought is relative to its attention in the maelstrom of emotion. From this we can see that
the thought processes of Elizabeth tailor are about emotional things and are given to or lost to the emotions of the
moment. This may be very helpful for thinking on the emotions of the role which she is playing but it may not
play very well outside of that relative world.
The Sun represents self in all of the designations of that word. The concrete mind is the tool of the Self, the spirit,
to which it is the closest vehicle. All things that come into concrete manifestation become so through the agency
of the mind. Thus the closer to the Sun that Mercury is, the more likely it is to be effective in carrying out the
central purpose of the Self. Hesse has Mercury in a sign different from the sign of the Sun which indicates a concrete mind slightly alien to the character of the Sun, a mind with a mind of its own. Elizabeth Taylor has Mercury
very close to the Sun in the same sign and house which shows a mentality serving the compassionate, emotional
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intentions and values of the Sun, the Self. Mars conjoins both the Sun and Mercury pointing to an emotional
intensity in her inmost being, a steam as much as a fog, so that the Mercury-in-fall-concrete-mind is all the more
likely to become overwrought or overwhelmed by sweeps of emotion or swoons of feelings. Of course all of this
is expressed in her acting and in her charitable activities when it is controlled.
Control is a difficult matter since all three planets in the conjunction are also in opposition to Neptune indicating
something like a perpetual state of psychological and mental unbalance. From her life we can see that the unbalance or upset is not so severe that she could be classified as psychologically ill, but enough so that is difficult to
remain composed or in equipoise.
This opposition is extremely interesting in terms of her life and in terms of the theater. It will be discussed at
length in the oral presentation that accompanies this brief. For now we will look a little bit at the Mercury opposite Neptune which is a kind of inverse mutual reception opposition. In the same way that Mercury is in detriment
in Pisces while ruling Virgo, Neptune is in detriment in Virgo while ruling Pisces, hence the mutual reception.
These terms are a technical way of saying that Neptune and Mercury bring the worst out of each other in a way
that feeds into each other. Mercury in Pisces is a mind that has a quality that is like trying to grab a cloud and
condense it. The mind cannot be as definitive and didactic as it would like to be. The human mind is capable of
thinking in terms of emotions and atmospheres of emotionality, but it does this much better when it is functioning from beyond and outside the sphere of emotional influence in a manner similar to that of a psychiatrist think
through the meaning of very strange symptoms from without. When the concrete mind, is within the influence
of the emotions of the desire body, it is swayed and led by them. The detriment of Neptune in Virgo is something
like a psychological inverse of this condition. Neptune is at home in the chaos of Pisces, the chaos of emotions
and especially the chaos of the transcendent ideas behind the emotions. Neptune loves to see the truth in the essence of things and the more they are mixed together, the easier it is for that strange Neptunian consciousness so
see through them. Neptune in Virgo is being asked to see the essence of something condensed and materialized
and it is asked to be punctilious and concretely exact about it. This position of Neptune is also something like an
alchemist trying to sublimate spiritual qualities from material substances while still hoping to keep the material
substances intact. In inverse it is like trying to express ineffable things in strict grammatical form. To see how this
works in her life, lets look how it works with the houses. The 5th and 11th houses can both indicate the theater
and acting. The 5th house is the house of personal expression. If the major focus is in the 5th house, one knows
one’s self through expressing through the role. The role is appropriated to the Self and modified by it to suit the
Self. It can be a character actor. At worst it is a ham and at best it is a living definition of both Self and role. The
11th house is the house of impersonal expression. Unlike the 5th house wherein one becomes one’s Self through
the role, one escapes one’s self or expands one’s self beyond the current boundaries of self-definition. As we are
looking at it Neptune in Virgo is a kind of spiritual materialism, a materialism wherein one conceives of things in
such a way that a substance represents a spiritual state. Richard Burton, her great love in life, by his own admission was an 11th house actor who acted to escape himself into the role, into someone else, someone more objective. He focussed much on the inner darkness as Scorpio people are prone to do. Because this outlook on acting
was not completely healthy his form of spiritual materialism was alcoholism and he represents her Neptune very
well. Elizabeth Taylor seems to become herself and expresser herself both in her individuality, the Sun, and her
mentality, Mercury, through 5th house acting. Focussing on Mercury we might say that she is trying to concretize vague emotional understandings that she sees in herself and others (which is a mental kind of compassion)
and state them and herself in the roles. Because of her remarkable beauty and early encouragement she received,
many of the roles were of beautiful women in personal romance. Many of her other roles were of much less than
perfect women. As a consequence she could not concretize and become many of the things she sensed in herself
and she became a woman focussed in compassion for somewhat weird downtrodden people. Hence we can see
that she was subjective because of limitations where spiritual objectivity is required (the 11th) and she tried to be
objective in acting that was subjective self-expression and developed a limited personality through that expression in the 5th.
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Individuality (3): 8° 02’ W, 5th, #3, 177, 12%
Individuality Attitudes (planets in fire): 3: 			
			6: 18° 01’ E, 7th, #1, 286, 19%		

-: 17° 06’ E, 7th, #2, 207, 14%
8: 15° 06’ U R, 11th, #6, 125, 9%

Opportunities for Developing Individuality (7th House): Cusp= 3°43’ E:
			-: 17° 06’ E, 7th, #2, 207, 14%		
6: 18° 01’ E, 7th, #1, 286, 19%
Opportunities for Self-Expression (1st, 5th, 9th): 3: 		
			3: 8° 02’ W, 5th, #3, 177, 12%		

7: 2° 09’ W, 5th, #8, 95, 7%
5: 8° 50’ W, 5th, #5, 155, 10%

Mystic Spirituality & Raw Creativity (-): 17° 06’ E, 7th, #2, 207, 14%
Occult Spirituality & Genius (=): 6° 36’ W R, 11th, #4, 159, 11%
Will & Creativity in Potential (;): 20° 12’ Y R, 10th, #7, 109, 8%
Opportunities for Super-physical Experience (4th, 8th, 12th): 1 planet: 0: 0° 23’ Q, 4th, #10, 59, 4%

Relevant Aspects
3 F 5; #1, 88, 13%							- F 6; #2, 86, 13%
3 J =; #4, 71, 10%							- L 8; #6, 60, 9%
3 F 7; #13, 17, 2%							- K ;; #7, 53, 8%
= a 5; #3, 76, 11%							; K 6; #5, 62, 9%
= a 3; #4, 71, 10%							; K -; #7, 53, 8%
= a 7; #9, 36, 5%							; L 4; #11, 23, 3%
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There is something deceptive about this individuality. Venus and Uranus are the two strongest planets and they
are the primary influences in the personality. She is a strong personality. However, the Sun and Neptune are the
next two strongest planets and they are bound as closely as Venus and Uranus. Thus she has a strong individuality but the strong individuality is not obvious because of the strong and flashy personality. A strongly defined
individuality is not necessarily a clear personality. This is not a clearly defined personality. There is a misty or
foggy character about it. Pisces itself is vaporous. Mars conjoined the Sun tends to further steam things up. The
three oppositions to Neptune add to the nebulous character of the individuality. Signs like Taurus and Capricorn
seem to be firm or crystal clear about things but, though those are valuable qualities, they are not the only valuable
traits. Sometimes it is better to not have a definite stance and to be adaptable to whatever requires one’s attention.
In acting ambiguity can be an asset in that it allows members of the audience to come to their own conclusions
about things without being spoon-fed intended meanings or being talked down to as if they were children. As we
know, the world of Hollywood has an unreality about it. Some of this unreality is due to the publicity propaganda
but not all, some is endemic to the activity itself. The infinitive to act means to do or to carry out and not merely
to think or dream or feel. To act is to carry out something to completion in a deed. To act also means to do something in the place of someone else as in acting mayor or acting in a play. In this sense of the word acting means
something less or something other than the real thing. Acting out the emotions of a character in a play is not the
same thing living out one’s own feelings though it can be. This problem of acting versus real is at the heart of
understanding the individuality and its development in the horoscope and character of Elizabeth Taylor.
The chameleon quality of Pisces that can be “many things to many people” is valuable in creatures that do no have
strength or speed or some other means to survive. It is usually the property of the weak and the meek. It is similar
in zodiacal psychology where it is not usually found in a psychological makeup that is determined or unbending.
She is excellent in taking in and acting out the emotions of a role. This is not a passive, mediumistic trait. It is
active and it is projective. The Sun-Mars conjunction indicates an intense individuality. Because it is in a water
sign, it is an individuality that is most in tune with the emotions. Consequently, her individuality is passionately
intense. This is helpful to carry the role to the audience which might not be well done with an individuality
which is merely Piscean. For Elizabeth there was a problem in this. Since she is passionate in the rare Piscean
emotions; since she gives herself to the role; and since there is not a lot of forbearance and control anywhere in
this character, she often has runaway passion and emotional swoons, at times with other actors. This tendency
when combined with the Venus, Uranus, Jupiter hyper-romanticism discussed in the emotionality, shows her to
be a generally emotional being. The problem with the individuality contribution to the emotional nature is that
it is out of control and not as likely to the lofty feelings as the venusian contribution. It is exceedingly difficult
to work with a pattern like this because when one identifies with one’s feelings and one has intense feelings, one
tends to think that this is really who I am and, living in that moment of intense emotion, it feels like it has to be
right. Larry Fortensky, her seventh husband and eighth marriage, a former construction worker, clearly represents
the Mars conjoined to the Sun.
Mercury, too, has its part in all of this. The conjunction of Mercury and the Sun is of a smaller orb than the conjunction of the Sun and Mars and is likely to be stronger. Mercury is also a stronger planet. However, there is
the fact that Mercury is in both detriment and fall. This does not mean that it is likely to act out of character and
be the pillar of reason and logic that it would be if it was in Gemini or Virgo. It is not that she is stupid or that
she doesn’t think, is more a matter that her thinking serves her emotions and is bent or carried along by them. It
is likely that she unconsciously rationalizes her emotional desires. This is not the individuality of a thinker. It is
more the individuality of someone who can verbalize her emotions and can be emotionally moved by words. She
is someone who can be cajoled or sweet-talked or fascinated or persuaded by others. She is capable of doing these
things herself but that is not as likely because she is more likely to be responsive as indicated by her ascendant
and its strong ruler in the responsive 7th house.
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Many of the things stated in this brief have not been very complimentary. This is because Mars, Sun and Mercury
have only one aspect outside of their mutual conjunction and that is the opposition to Neptune, an aspect which
indicates tendencies that have brought her immense sorrow.
Neptune is the ruler of Pisces. Neptune is a planet of illusion when it is afflicted as in this chart. There is a special kind of illusion that applies to her, glamour. Hollywood is a capital of glamour. The 5th house is a house of
entertainment and in our society we tend to escape into entertainment and many of our forms of entertainment
are immersed in glamour. Even without the oppositions to Neptune, with her Sun in Pisces she sees herself as
glamorous. It is easy for this to happen especially since she has been in entertainment since she was a child and
since great efforts have been made to capitalize on her beauty and talent. She believes it, she rationalizes it, and
she acts it out in life. Since she is not really an exceptional individual nor spiritually strong, she is living a lie,
another side of the Sun-Mercury conjunction. One does not easily fly in the face of the truth. She has paid and is
paying a high price for this indulgence.
There are numerous things about Neptune that we could look at but will only have space for one or two which
leaves students opportunities to learn on their own. We will begin with Neptune in the 11th house. The 11th
house, as we have said, is impersonal acting. In 5th house acting the individual brings the role to be an expression of his/her own character. In 11th house acting the individual gives his/her character to the role. Elizabeth
is obviously a 5th house character but her character is not so bold and obvious to completely overcome the role.
Instead, she pours herself into the rose but is not overcome by it. This means she loses some self-objectivity. It
is not that she becomes someone else that is out of character, it is more that she emotionally expresses different
facets of her own character as if they were all that she is. She has an illusionary view of who she is along with
the glamour image that she has been made to be and has accepted it with a designer perfume and all. In a strange
kind of compensation she longs to be something she isn’t in a manner similar to the way 11th house actors lose
themselves in their roles. Richard Burton was very much an 11th house actor. In interviews he has said that he
not only takes on roles to be something other than himself but that he also takes on those 11th house roles so that
people do not know who he really is, Scorpio secrecy or privacy. He was her opposite in other ways. He was a
literary scholar as well educated in literature as many literature professors whereas her mind was not at all suited
to literature at all. He had a self-dislike and needed someone to love him personally just as her individuality
needed an objective external. It was a thorough complementation. However, it seems that they indulged themselves in each other. Each left the other be what he/she wasn’t instead of having the other take within each one’s
own being. Consequently, each then projected against the falsity of each other’s false image rather then changing
within. Her greatest love became poison to her. This is not meant as a study of her relationship with Burton but
that relationship is illustrative of how her individuality works.
Neptune rules poison in general. In her desire to get out of the falseness of her glamor saturated self-image she
has resorted to drugs to try to be something that she now isn’t. She has consumed large amounts of alcohol and
various drugs at various medicinal drugs at various times in her life, escaping one false image into another, and
again she rationalizes that she needs them in her condition. One of the major problems of Sun opposite Neptune
is that it is difficult for such and individual to separate self from psychic experience, be that psychic experience
from a drug or from the euphoria of an intense emotional experience. Thus the opposition of the Sun and Neptune
is very much like a redoubling of the difficulties she experiences from the Sun in Pisces alone..
With very little Saturn and Pluto in this horoscope, there is very little pessimism or even doubt. She is prone to
optimism which comes easily to someone with Jupiter trine Venus. Her optimism is good and it is positive but it
also gives another emotional atmosphere of false confidence and postpone real change as her Mercury is prone
to do.
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Synthesis/Summary Factor				

Relative Importance Rating

Profile(s):													6
#9 few vicarious opportunities							6
#10 few solution opportunities							6
#14 a fading life
							
7
Significant Aspects:								
			
5 F 3, 88, 13% 									9
6 F -, 86, 13% 									9
5 a =, 76, 11%									8
3 a =, 71, 10% 									8
6 K ;, 62, 9% 									7
8 L -, 60, 9%									7

8

Significant Planets:												9
#1, 6, 286, 19% 									10
#2, -, 207, 14%									9
#3, 3, 177, 12%									8
#4, =, 159, 11%									8
Significant Personality Factors:										9
Ascendant and Ruler (6) very strong 						9
personality loving, tasteful, intuitive
						
9
Significant Emotionality Factors:										7
modestly strong, attractive emotionality dominant					8
all significators but 7 benignly aspected, good feelings				
7
martial emotionality very conflicted							
7
Significant Mentality Factors: 										
5 (concrete mentality) average, addled; 						
6
8 (abstract mentality) modest; 							6
4 (instinctual mentality) weak							6

6

Significant Individuality Factors:										
3 (self) strong; - very strong; 							9
= moderately strong;; weak; 							7
individuality linked to Neptunian spirituality, emotional to uranian			
7

8

Overall Comparison:											9
personality strongest, connected to spirituality, mostly positive			
9
emotionality mixed, only 6 strong, positive to daring				
7
mentality weakest but not insignificant, likely to confusion				
6
spirituality second strongest, also confused, highly intuitive,
individuality moderately strong							8
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This is the horoscope of a very giving and generous individual. The center of her being is focussed on giving,
not only giving in performance but giving in life. She has unbounded compassion but it is without discrimination
and sometimes she identifies herself with people and causes merely because they are downtrodden and without
looking into the genesis of their condition. She has strong surges of energy and emotion when she gives and could
almost become addicted to those experiences as the basis for generosity. There is not a lot of information available about her child rearing which would be ruled by the same house (the 5th) as the center of her generosity or
we would be able to determine whether the same attitudes prevailed in that activity. None of her children have
ever voiced animosity and all have productive lives of generosity of their own in either the arts or philanthropy
so it appears that the living attitude of generosity carried into them. Since the years of childhood of her children
were also the glory years of her career as an actress, much of the child rearing was in the hands of others and we
again see the experience of vicarious fulfillment through giving to others that we see in her charitable giving. This
ability to put herself into the consciousness of others (indicated by the opposition of the planets in the 5th and 8th
houses) and be energized by it, is at its acme in acting which is also ruled by the same two houses. She did not
win an academy award because of her glamour or celebrity, she won because she was a good actress. The reason
she was a good actress was because of this ability to put her consciousness into the character of the role and give
herself to it with gusto with the result being a similar surge of energy and emotion. The down side of this strong,
overall character trait was that because she took on so many roles and had compassion for so many causes and that
she was so full-blooded in her giving that she did not develop a strong distinct sense of self, and as a consequence
of this when the excitement and intoxication of the intense feelings were gone she was left alone an empty and
she resorted to intoxicants and pills for a continued emotional experience. Glamour, also ruled by Neptune, had a
similar effect in her inner consciousness. It is a testament of her strength in weakness that she has persevered in
her generosity and has not become jaded by an excess of illusion. It is also helpful that most of the forces active
in this complex are waning throughout life.
The other major characteristic, which is perhaps the stronger of the two is beauty. She is not just physically
beautiful, she has soul beauty. She is a creature of love and beauty. She is beautiful because she loves and her
love is not merely an emotion. It comes from deep in her spiritual being. It is an altruistic love as much as it is
a romantic love and her yearning for love in a partner may be a misunderstanding of the need for love of all any
and all humans. Hers is a love without discrimination or partition so even when she intuitively (the intuition is a
product of the love) knew some of her co-stars were homosexual and unavailable to her, she fell in love with them
anyway. In the world of Life Spirit, the home of this transcendental love, everything—even opposites—exists in
complete unity. Intuiting this unit by misinterpreting it in the human condition, she sought it in union with marriage partners. Eventually because of the addictive indulgences in this and those mentioned above, it brought her
character down but she cannot be faulted for not having loved. Again, her love and beauty were not only wasted
in indulgence and decadence because they were also given generously. In fact, they were given more impersonally and without identification and attachment found in the other mode of generosity mentioned above. In both of
her major life patterns there is a spiritual quality. In both cases there is something other worldly about her generosity and her beauty. It is this intangible quality that makes her so fascinating. It is this not easily apprehended
quality that is so easily misunderstood and when it is misunderstood, one can get very far off course, and when
one gets off course with something so rare and powerful, one gets very far afield. The problem is that when drawing on transcendental forces everything feels right and everything seems true even when one is misinterpreting
from a grossly earthly stance. In the case with Elizabeth even the altruism and romance that she feels and feels
correctly, she acts on and acts on in a worldly way and when it doesn’t work out because of its worldliness she still
does not give up on it. She persists but not in the certitude of the spirit. Instead, she loves obsessively—she is not
just an incurable optimist, she is a love and romance fanatic in her own individual sphere. One wonders how she
came to be touched by the Divine. It doesn’t appear to be from either her life or her horoscope that it is a result
of spiritual seeking. More likely it is through artistic aspiration and generosity that she was touched by a Muse.
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